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OLD MR. TREDGOLD.

CHAPTER I.

_ THEY were not exactly of that conventional type which used

to be common whenever two sisters had to be described—the

one dark and the other fair, the one sunny and amiable, the

other reserved and proud ; the one gay, the other melancholy,

or at least very serious by nature. They were not at all like

Minna and Brenda in the “ Pirate," WhiCIl used to be a con

trast dear to the imagination. But yet there was a very dis

tinct difference between them. Katherine was a little taller,

a little bigger, a little darker, than Stella. She was three

years older but was supposed to look ten. She was not so

lively in her movements either of mind or person, and she

was supposed to be slow. The one who was all light threw

a shadow—which seems contradictory—on the other. They

were the two daughters of an old gentleman who had been that

mysterious being called a City man in his time. Not that

there was anything at all mysterious about old Mr. Tredgold ;

his daughters and his daughters’ friends were fond of saying

that he had come to London with the traditionary half-crown

in his pocket; but this was, as in so many cases, fabulous, Mr.

Tredgold having in fact come of a perfectly creditable Eastern

Counties family, his father being a well-to-do linen draper in

“\V Ipswich, whose pride it was to have set forth all his boys com
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fortably, and done everything for them that a father could do.

But perhaps it is easier to own to that half-crown and the

myth of an origin sudden and commercially-romantic without
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2 OLD MR. TREDGOLD.

antecedents, than to a respectable shop in a respectable town,

with a number of relatives installed in other shops, doing well

and ready to claim the rights of relationship at inconvenient

moments. I do not know at all how fortunes are made “in

the City." If you dig coals out of the bowels of the earth, or

manufacture anything, from cotton to ships, by which money

is made, that is a process which comes within the comprehen

sion of the most limited faculties; but making money in the

City never seems to mean anything so simple. It means hand

ing about money, or goods which other people have produced,

to other third or fourth people, and then handing them back

again even to the Scriptural limits of seventy times seven;

which is why it appears so mysterious to the simple-minded.

But, indeed, if anybody had investigated the matter, Mr.

Tredgold's progress had been quite easy to follow, at least in the

results. He had gone from a house in Hampstead to a house

in Kensington, and thence to Belgravia, changing also his

summer residences from Herne Bay to Hastings, and thence

to the wilds of Surrey, and then to the Isle of Wight, where,

having retired from the cares of business, he now lived in one

of those beautiful places, with one of the most beautiful pros

pects in the world before him, which so often fall to the lot

of persons who care very little about beauty in any shape.

The house stood on a cliff which was almost a little headland,

standing out from the line of th\' downs between two of the

little towns on the south side of that favoured island. The

grounds were laid out quite regardless of expense, so much so

that they were a show in the district, and tourists were ad

mitted by the gardeners when the family was absent, to see

such a collection of flowering shrubs and rare trees as was not

to be found between that point, let us say, and Mr. Hanbury’s

gardens at Mortola. The sunny platform of the cliff thus

adorned to the very edge of the precipice was the most de

lightful mount of vision, from which you could look along the

lovely coast at that spot not much inferior to the Riviera, with

its line of sunny towns and villages lying along the course of

the bay on one hand, and the darker clifi's clad with wood,
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amid all the picturesque broken ground of the Landslip on the

other ; and the dazzling sea, with the additional glory ofpassing

ships giving it a continual interest, stretching out far into the

distance, where it met the circle of the globe, and merged as

all life does in the indefinite Heaven beyond—the Heaven, the

Hades, the unknown—not always celestial, sometimes dark

with storm or wild with wind, a vague and indeterminate dis

tance from which the tempests and all their demons, as well

as the angels, come, yet the only thing that gives even a

wistful satisfaction to the eyes of those who sway with every

movement of this swaying globe in the undiscovered depths of

air and sky.

Very little attention, I am sorry to say, was paid to this

beautiful landscape by the family who had secured it for their

special delectation. The girls would take their visitors “to

see the view,” who cast a careless glance at it, and said,

“ How pretty! ” and returned with pleasure to the tennis or

croquet, or even tea of the moment. Mr. Tredgold, for his

part, had chosen a room for himself on the sheltered side of

the house, as was perhaps natural, and shivered at the thought

of the view. There was always a wind that cut you to pieces,

he said, on that side of the cliff; and, truth to tell, I believe

there was, the proverbial softness of the climate of the Isle of

Wight being a fond delusion, for the most part, in the minds

of its inhabitants. Katherine was the only one who lingered

occasionally over the great panorama of the sea and coast;

but I think it was when she felt herself a little “ out of it,” as

people say, when Stella was appropriating everything, and all

the guests and all the lovers were circling round that little

luminary, and the elder sister was not wanted anywhere—ex

cept to fill out tea perhaps, or look after the comforts of the

others, which is a réle that may suit a staid person of forty,

but at twenty-three is not only melancholy but bewildering—

it being always so difficult to see why another should have all

the good things, and yourself all the crosses of life.

In the circumstances of these two girls there was not even

that cheap way of relief which ends in blaming some one.
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Even Providence could not be blamed. Katherine, if you

looked at her calmly, was quite as pretty as Stella; she had a

great deal more in her; she was more faithful, more genuine

and trustworthy,- she played tennis as well or better 3 she had

as good a voice and a better ear; in short, it was quite in

comprehensible to any one why it was that Stella was the

universal favourite and her sister was left in the shade. But

so it was. Katherine made up the set with the worst players,

or she was kept at the tea-table while the merriest game was

going on. She had the reversion of Stella’s partners, who

talked to her of her sister, of what a jolly girl, or what an in

cipient angel she was, according to their several modes of

speech. The old ladies said that it was because Katherine

was so unselfish; but I should not like to brand a girl for

whom I have a great regard with that conventional title.

She was not, to her own consciousness, unselfish at all. She

would have liked very much, if not to have the first place, at

least to share it, to have a retinue of her own, and champions

and admirers as well as Stella. She did not like the second

ary position nor even consent to it with any willingness; and

the consequence was that occasionally she retired and looked

at the view with anything but happy feelings ; so that the ap

preciation of Nature, and of their good fortune in having their

lines thrown in such pleasant places, was very small and scant

indeed in this family, which outsiders were sometimes dis

posed to envy for the beauty of their surroundings and for

their wonderful view.

The house which occupied this beautiful situation was set

well back in the grounds, so that it at least should not be con

taminated by the view, and it was an odd fantastic house,

though by no means uncomfortable when you got into the

ways of it. A guest, unacquainted with these ways, which

consisted of all the very last so-called improvements, might

indeed spend a wretched day or night in his or her ignor

ance. I have indeed known one who, on a very warm even

ing, found herself in a chamber hermetically sealed to all ap

pearance, wrth labels upon the windows bearing the words
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“ Close” and “ Open,” but affording no information as to

how to work or move the complicated machinery which

achieved these operations; and when she turned to the bell

for aid, there was a. long cord depending by the wall, at ,which

she tugged and tugged in vain, not knowing (for these were

the early days of electrical appliances) that all she had

to do was to touch the little ivory circle at the end of the

cord. The result was a night’s imprisonment in what gradu

ally became a sort of Black Hole of Calcutta, without air to

breathe or means of appealing to the outside world. The

Tredgolds themselves, however, I am happy to say, had the

sense in their own rooms to have the windows free to open

and shut according to the rules of Nature.

The whole place was very elaborately furnished, with an

amount of gilding and ornament calculated to dazzle the be

holder—inlaid cabinets, carved furniture, and rich hangings

everywhere, not a door without a partiére, not a window with

out the most elaborate sets of curtains. The 'girls had not

been old enough to control this splendour when it was brought

into being by an adroit upholsterer 3 and, indeed, they were

scarcely old enough even yet to have escaped from the spell of

the awe and admiration into which they had been trained.

They felt the flimsiness of the fashionable mode inspired by

Liberty in comparison with their solid and costly things, even

should these be in worst taste, and, as in everything a sense

of superiority is sweet, they did not attempt any innovations.

But the room in which they sat together in the evening was at

least the most simply decorated in the house. There was less

gold, there were some smooth and simple tables on which the

hand could rest without carrying away a sharp impression of

carved foliage or arabesques. There were no china vases

standing six feet high, and there was a good deal of litter

about such as is indispensable to the happiness of girls. Mr.

Tredgold had a huge easy-chair placed near to a tall lamp,

and the evening paper, only a few hours later than if he had

been in London, in his hands. He was a little old man with

no appearance to speak of—_n0 features, no hair, and very
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little in the way of eyes. How he had managed to be the

father of two vigorous young women nobody could under

stand; but vigorous young women are, however it has come

about,‘ one of the commonest productions of the age, a fashion

like any other. Stella lay back in a deep chair near her

father, and was at this moment, while he filled the air of the

room with the crinkling of his paper as he folded back a leaf,

lost in the utterance of a long yawn which opened her mouth

to a preternatural size, and put her face, which was almost in

a horizontal position thrown back and contemplating the

ceiling, completely out of drawing, which was a pity, for it was

a pretty face. Katherine showed no inclination to yawn—

she was busy at a table doing something—something very use

less and of the nature of trumpery I have no doubt ; but it kept

her from yawning at least.

“ Well, my pet,” Mr. Tredgold said, putting his hand on

the arm of Stella’s chair, “very tired, eh—tired of having

nothing to do, and sitting with your old father one night? ”

“ Oh, I’ve got plenty to do,” said Stella, getting over the

yawn, and smiling blandly upon the world ; “ and, as for one

night I sit with you for ever, you ungrateful old dad.”

“What is in the wind now? What’s the next entertain

ment ? You never mean to be quiet for two days together P ”

the 01d gentleman said.

“ It is not our fault,” said Katherine. “ The Courtnays

have gone away, the Allens are going, and Lady Jane has not

yet come back.”

“ I declare,” cried Stella, “ it’s humiliating that we should

have to depend on anybody for company, whether they are

summer people or winter people. What is Lady Jane to us P

We are as good as any of them. It is you who give in di

rectly, Kate, and think there is nothing to be done. I’ll have

a picnic to-morrow, if it was only the people from the hotel ;

they are better than nobody, and so pleased to be asked. I

shan’t spend another evening alone with papa.”

Papa was not displeased by this sally. He laughed and

chuckled in his throat, and crinkled his newspaper more than
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ever. “ What a little hussy ! ” he cried. “Did you ever

know such a little hussy, Kate? ”

Kate did not pay any attention at all to papa. She went

on with her gum and scissors and her trumpery, which was in

tended for a bazaar somewhere. “ The question is, Do you

know the hotel people P ” she said. “ You would not think

a picnic of five or six much fun.”

“ Oh, five or six! ” cried the other with a toss of her head ;

and she sprang up from her chair with an activity as great as

her former listlessness, and rushed to a very fine ormolu table

all rose colour and gold, at which she sat down, dashing ofic as

many notes. “ The Setons at the hotel will bring as many as

that; they have officers and all kinds of people about,” she

cried, flinging the words across her shoulder as she wrote.

“ But we scarcely know them, Stella; and Mrs. Seton I

don’t like,” said Katherine, with her gum-brush arrested in

her hand.

“ Papa, am I to ask the people I want, or is. Kate t0 dic

tate in everything ? ” cried Stella, putting up another note.

“Let the child have her way, Katie, my clear 5 you know

she has always had her way all her life.”

Katherine’s countenance was perhaps not so amiable as

Stella’s, who was radiant with fun and expectation and con

tradiction. “ I think I may sometimes have my way too,”

she said. “ They are not nice people ; they may bring any

kind of man, there is always a crowd of men about her.

Papa, I think we are much safer, two girls like us, and you

never going out with us, if we keep to people we know ; that

was always to be the condition when you consented that

Stella should send our invitations without consulting you.”

“ Yes, yes, my dear,” said the old gentleman, turning to

his elder daughter, “that is quite true, quite true; ” then

he caught Stella’s eye, and added tremulously: “ You must

certainly have two or three people you know.”

“ And what do you call Miss Mildmay? ” cried Stella,

“ and Mrs. Shanks P—aren’t they people we know ? ”

“ Oh, if she is asking them—the most excellent people and
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knowing everybody—I think--don’t you think, Katie ?—-that

might do P ”

“ Of course it will do,” cried Stella gaily. “ And old

Shanks and old Mildmay are such fun 3 they always fight—and

they hate all the people in the hotels; and only think of their

two old faces when they see Mrs. Seton and all her men ! It

will be the best party we have had this whole year."

Katherine’s ineffectual remonstrances were drowned in the

tinkling as of a cracked bottle of Mr. Tredgold’s laugh. He

liked to hear the old ladies called old cats and set to fight and

spit at each other. It gave him an agreeable sense of contrast

with his own happy conditions; petted and appealed to by

the triumphant youth which belonged to him, and of which he

was so proud. The inferiority of the “ old things ” was pleas

ant to the old man, who was older than they. The cackle of

his laugh swept every objection away. And then I think

Katherine would have liked to steal away outside and look at

the view, and console herself with the sight of the Sliplin

lights and all the twinkling villages along the coast ; which, it

will be seen, was no disinterested devotion to Nature, but only

a result of the sensation of being out of it, and not having,

which Stella had, her own way.

“Well, you needn’t come unless you like," cried Stella

with defiance, as they parted at the door between their respec

tive rooms. a door which Katherine, I confess, shut with some

energy on this particular evening, though it generally stood

open night and day.

“ I don’t think I will,” Katherine cried in her impatience;

but she thought better of this before day.



CHAPTER II.

STELLA had always been the spoilt child of the Tredgold

family. Her little selfishnesses and passions of desire to have

her own way, and everything she might happen to want, had

been so amusing that nobody had chidden or thought for a

moment (as everybody thought with Katherine) of the bad ef

fect upon her character and temper of having all these pas

sions satisfied and getting everything she stormed 0r cried for.

Aunt after aunt had passed in shadow, as it were, across

the highly lighted circle of Mr. Tredgold’s home life, all of

them breaking down at last in the impossibility of keeping

pace with Stella, or satisfying her impetuous little spirit; and

governess after governess in the same way had performed a

sort of processional march through the house. Stella’s perpet

ual flow of mockery and mimicry had all the time kept her

father in endless amusement. The mookery was not very

clever, but he was easily pleased and thought it capital fun.

There was so much inhumanity in his constitution, though he

was a kind man in his way and very indulgent to those who

belonged to him, that he had no objection to see his own old

sister (though a good creature) outrageously mimicked in all

her peculiarities, much less the sisters of his late wife. Little

Stella, while still under the age of sixteen, had driven off all

these ladies and kept her father in constant amusement. “ The

little hussy ! ” he said, “ the little vixen ! ” and chuckled and

laughed till it was feared he might choke some time, being

afiiicted with bronchitis, in those convulsions of delight.

Katherine, who was the champion of the aunts, and wept as

one after the other departed, amused him greatly too. “ She

is an old maid born ! ” he said, “ and she sticks up for her
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kind, but Stella will have her pick, and marry a prince, and

take off the old cats as long as she lives.”

“ But ifshe lives,’ ’ said a severe governess who for some time

kept the household in awe, “ she will become old too, and prob

ably be an old cat in the opinion of those that come after her.”

“ No fear,” cried the foolish old man—“ no fear.” In his

opinion Stella would never be anything but pretty and young,

and radiant with fun and fascination.

And since the period when the girls “ came out” there had

been nothing but awhirl of gaiety in the house. They did not

come out in the legitimate way, by being presented to Her

Majesty and thus placed on the roll of society in the usual

meaning of the word, but only by appearing at the first im

portant ball in the locality, and giving it so to be understood

that they were prepared to accept any invitations that might

come in their way. They had come out together, Stella be

ing much too masterful and impatient to permit any such step

on Katherine’s part without her, so that Katherine had been

more than nineteen while Stella was not much over sixteen

when this important step took place. Three years had passed

since that time. Stella was twenty, and beginning to feel like

a rather Mai-é woman of the world; while Katherine at twen

ty-three was supposed to be stepping back to that obscurity

which her father had prophesied for her, not far off from the

region of the old cats to which she was supposed to belong.

Curiously enough, no prince had come out of the unknown

for the brighter sister. The only suitor that had appeared

had been for Katherine, and had been almost laughed out of

countenance, poor man, before he took his dismissal, which

was, indeed, rather given by the household in general than by

the person chiefly concerned. He was an Indian civilian on

his way back to some blazing station on the Plains, which was

reason enough why he should be repulsed by the family ; but

probably the annoying thought that it was Katherine he want

ed and not her sister had still more to do with it.

“ It was a good thing at least that he had not the audacity

to ask for you, my pet," Mr. Tredgold said.
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“ For me ! ” said Stella, with a little shriek of horror, “ I

should very soon have given him his answer.” And Kather

ine, too, gave him his answer, but in a dazed and bewildered

way. She was not at all in love with him, but it did glance

across her mind that to be the first person with some one, to

have a house of her own in which she should be supreme, and

a man by her side who thought there was nobody like her

But, then, was it possible that any man should really think

that? or that any house could ever have this strange fascina

tion of home which held her fast she could not tell how or

why P She acquiesced accordingly in Mr. Stanford’s dis

missal. But when she went out to look at the view in her

moments of discouragement her mind was apt to return to

him, to wonder sometimes what he was doing, where he was,

or if he had found some one to be his companion, and of

whom he could think that there was nobody like her in the

world P

In the meantime, however, on the morning which followed

the evening already recorded, Katherine had too much to do

in the way of providing for the picnic to have much time to

think. Stella had darted into her room half-dressed with a

number of notes in her hand to tell her that everybody was

coming. “ Mrs. Seton brings six including her husband and

herself—that makes four fresh new men besides little Seton,

whom you can talk to if you like, Kate; and there’s three

from the Rectory, and five from the Villa, and old Mildmay

and Shanks to do propriety for papa’s sake.”

“ I wish you would not speak of them in that way by their

names. It does not take much trouble to say Miss Mildmay

and Mrs. Shanks.”

“ I’ll say the old cats, if you like,” Stella said with a laugh,

“that’s shorter still. Do stir up a little, and be quick and

let us have a good lunch."

“How am I to get cold chickens at an hour’s notice? ”

said Katherine. “ You seem to .think they are all ready

roasted in the poultry yard,_ and can be put in the hampers

straight off. I don’t know what Mrs. Pearson will say.”
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“ She will only say what she has said a hundred times ; but

it always comes right all the same,” cried Stella, retreating

into her own room to complete her toilette. And this was

so true that Kate finished hers also in comparative calm. She

was the housekeeper de jars, and interviewed Mrs. Pearson

every morning with the profoundest gravity as if everything

depended upon her ; but at bottom Katherine knew very well

that it was Mrs. Pearson who was the housekeeper defac/o,

and that she, like everyone else, managed somehow that Miss

Stella should have her way.

“ You know it’s just impossible,” said that authority a few

minutes later. “ Start at twelve and tell me at nine to pro

vide for nearly twenty people! Where am I to get the chick

ens, not to speak of ham and cold beef and all the rest P Do

ye think the chickens in the yard are roasted already P ” cried

the indignant housekeeper, using Katherine’s own argument,

“ and that I have only to set them out in the air to cool P ”

“ You see I did not know yesterday,” said the young mis

tress apologetically 3 “ it was a sudden thought of Miss Stella’s

last night.”

“ She is a one for sudden thoughts cried Pearson, half

indignant, half-admiring 3 and after a little more protestation

that it was impossible she began to arrange how it could be

done. It was indeed so usual an experience that the protests

were stereotyped, so to speak. Everything on the Cliff was

sudden—even Katherine had acquired the habit, and pre

ferred an impromptu to any careful preparation of events.

“ Then if anything is wrong we can say there was so very

little time to do it in,” she said with an instinct of reckless

ness foreign to her nature. But Mrs. Pearson was wise and

prudent and knew her business, so that it was very seldom

anything went wrong.

On ordinary occasions every one knows how rare it is to '

have a thoroughly fine day for the most carefully arranged

picnic. The association of rain with these festivities is tradi

tional. There is nothing that has so bad an effect upon the

most settled weather. Clouds blow up upon the sky and rain
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pours down at the very suggestion. But that strange Deity

which we call Providence, and speak of in the neuter gender,

is never more apparently capricious than in this respect. A

picnic which is thoroughly undesirable, which has nothing in

its favour, which brings people together who ought to be kept

apart, and involves mischief of every kind, is free from all the

usual mischances. That day dawned more brightly even than

other days. It shone even cloudless, the glass rising, the

wind dropping as if for the special enjoyment of some favour

ite of Heaven. It was already October, but quite warm, as

warm as June, the colour of autumn adding only a charm the

more, and neither chill nor cloud to dull the atmosphere.

The sea shone like diamonds but more brilliant, curve upon

curve of light following each other with every glittering facet

in movement. The white cliff at the further point of the bay

shone with a dazzling whiteness beyond comparison with any

thing else in sky or earth. .

At twelve o’clock the sun overhead was like a benediction,

not too hot as in July and August, just perfect everybodysaid ;

and the carriages and the horses with their shiny coats, and

the gay guess in every tint of colour, with convivial smiles

and pleasant faces, made the drive as gay as Rotten Row when

Mr. Tredgold came forth to welcome and speed forth his

guests. This was his own comparison often used, though the

good man had never known much of Rotten Row. He stood

in the porch, which had a rustical air though the house was so

far from being rustical, and surveyed all these dazzling people

with pride. Though he had been used for years now to such

gay assemblages, he had never ceased to feel a great pride in

them as though of “ an honour unto which he was not born.”

To see his girls holding out hospitality to all the grand folks

was an unceasing satisfaction. He liked to see them at the

head of everything, dispensing bounties. The objectionable

lady who had brought so many men in her train did not come

near Mr. Tredgold, but bowed to him from a safe distance,

from his own waggonette in which she had placed herself.

“ I am not going to be led like a lamb to that old bore,”
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she said to her party, which swarmed about her and was ready

to laugh at everything she said; and they were all much

amused by the old man’s bow, and by the wave of his hand,

with which he seemed to make his visitors free of his luxuries.

“ The old bore thinks himself an old swell,” said someone

else. “ Tredgold and Silverstamp, money changers," said

another. “ Not half so good——-Tredgold and Wurst, sausage

makers,” cried a third. They all laughed so much, being

easily satisfied in the way of wit, that Stella, who was going

to drive, came up flourishing her whip, to know what was the

joke.

“ Oh, only about a funny sign we saw on the way,” said

Mrs. Seton, with a glance all round, quenching the laughter.

The last thing that could have entered Stella’s mind was that

these guests of hers, so effusive in their acceptance of her invi

tation, so pleased to be there, with everything supplied for

their day’s pleasure, were making a jest of anything that be

longed to her. She felt that she was conferring a favour upon

them, giving them “a great treat,” which they had no right

to expect.

“ You must tell me about it on the way,” she said, beaming

upon them with gracious looks, which was the best joke of all,

they all thought, stifling their laughter.

Mr. Tredgold sent a great many wreathed smiles and gra—

cious gestures to the waggonette which was full of such a dis

tinguished company, and with Stella and her whip just ready

to mount the driving-seat. They were new friends he was

aware. The men were all fashionable, “ a cut above” the

Sliplin or even the smaller county people. The old gentleman

loved to see his little Stella among them, with her little de

lightful swagger and air of being A r everywhere. I hope no

body will think me responsible for the words in which poor

Mr. Tredgold’s vulgar little thoughts expressed themselves.

He did not swagger like Stella, but loved to see her swagger

ing. He himself would have been almost obsequious to the

fine folks. He had a remnant of uneasy consciousness that

he had no natural right to all this splendour, which made him
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deeply delighted when people who had a right to it conde

scended to accept it from his hand. But he was proud too to

know that Stella did not at all share this feeling, but thought

herself A 1. So she was A 1 ; no one there was fit to hold a

candle to her. So he thought, standing at his door waving

his hands, and calling out congratulations on the fine day and

injunctions to his guests to enjoy themselves.

“ Don’t spare anything—neither the horses nor the cham

pagne; there is plenty more where these came from,” he said.

Then the waggonette dashed off, leading the way; and

Katherine followed in the landau with the clergyman’s family

from the Rectory, receiving more of Mr. Tredgold’s smiles

and salutations, but not so enthusiastic.

“ Mind you make everybody comfortable, Kate,” he cried.

“ Have you plenty of wraps and cushions P There’s any num

ber in the hall; and I hope your hampers are full of nice

things and plenty of champagne—plenty of good champagne;

that’s what the ladies want to keep up their spirits. And

don’t be afraid of it. I have none but the best in my

house.”

The vehicle which came after the landau was something of

the shandrydan order, with one humble horse and five people

clustering upon it.

“Why didn’t you have one of our carriages!” he cried.

“ There's a many in the stables that we never use. You had

only to say the word, and the other waggonette would have

been ready for you; far more comfortable than that old rattle

trap. And, bless us ! here is the midge—the midge, I declare

-— with the two old ... . with two old friends; but, dear me,

Mrs. Shanks, how much better you would have been in the

brougham! ”

“ So I said," said one of the ladies ; “ but Ruth Mildmay

would not hear of it. She is all for independence and our own

trap, but I like comfort best.”

“ No,” said Miss Mildmay. “ Indebted to our good friend

we’ll always be for many a nice party, and good dinner and

good wine as well; but my carriage must be my own, if it’s
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only a hired one ; that is my opinion, Mr. Tredgold, whatever

any one may say.”

“ My dear good ladies,” said Mr. Tredgold, “ this is Lib

erty Hall ; you may come as you please and do as you please ;

only you know there’s heaps of horses in my stables, and when

my daughters go out I like everything about them to be nice—

nice horses, nice carriages. And why should you pay for a

shabby affair that anybody can hire, when you might have my

brougham with all the last improvements? But ladies will

have their little whims and fads, we all know that.”

“ Mr. Perkins,” cried Miss Mildmay out of the window to

the driver of the fly, “go on! We’ll never make up to the

others if you don’t drive fast ; and the midge is not very safe

when it goes along a heavy road.”

“ As safe as a coach, and we’re in very good time, Miss,”

said Mr. Perkins, waving his whip. Perkins felt himself to be

of the party too, as indeed he was of most parties along the

half circle of the bay.

“ Ah, I told you,” cried Mr. Tredgold, with his chuckle,

“ you’d have been much better in the brougham.” He went

on chuckling after this last detachment had driven unsteadin

away. A midge is not a graceful nor'perhaps a very safe ve

hicle. It is like a section of an omnibus, a square box on

wheels wanting proportions, and I think it is used only by el

derly ladies at seaside places. As it jogged forth Mr. Tredgold

chuckled more and more. Though he had been so lavish in

his offers of the brougham, the old gentleman was not displeased

to see his old neighbours roll and shamble along in that un

comfortable way. It served them right for rejecting the lux

ury he had provided. It served them still more right for be

ing poor. And yet there was this advantage in their being

poor, that it threw up the fact of his own wealth, like abright

object on a dark background. He went back to his room after

a while, casting a glance and a shiver at the garden blazing

with sunshine and flowers which crowned the cliff. He knew

there was always a little shrewd breeze blowing round the cor

ner somewhere, and the view might be hanged for anything he
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cared. He went indoors to his room, where there was a nice

little bit of fire. There was generally a little bit of fire some

where wherever he was. It was much more concentrated than

the sun, and could be controlled at his pleasure and suited him

better. The sun shone when it pleased, but the fire burned

when Mr. Tredgold pleased. He sat down and stretched

himself out in his easy-chair and thought for a minute or two

how excellent it was to have such a plenty of money, so many

horses and carriages, and one of the nicest houses in the isl

and—the very nicest he thought—and to give Stella everything

she wanted. “ She makes a fool of me,” he said to himself,

chuckling. “ If that little girl wanted the Koh~i-Noor, I’d be

game to send off somebody careering over the earth to find out

as good.” This was all for love of Stella and a little for glory

of himself; and in this mood he took up his morning paper,

which was his occupation for the day.

2



CHAPTER III.

A PICNIC is a very doubtful pleasure to people out of their

teens, or at least out of their twenties; and yet it remains a

very popular amusement. The grass is often damp, and it is a

very forced and uncomfortable position to sit with your plate

on your knees and nothing within your reach which you may

reasonably want in the course of the awkward meal. Mrs.

Seton and the younger ladies, who were sedulously attended

upon, did not perhaps feel this so much; but then smart

young men, especially when themselves guests and attached to

one particular party, do not wait upon “ the old cats ” as they

do upon the ladies of the feast. Why Mrs. Shanks and Miss

Mildmay should have continued to partake in these banquets,

and spend their money on the midge to convey them there, I

am unable so much as to guess, for they would certainly have

been much more comfortable at home. But they did do so,

in defiance of any persuasion. They were not entirely igno

rant that they were considered old cats. The jibes which were

current on the subject did not always fly over their heads.

They knew more or less why they were asked, and how little

any one cared for their presence. And yet they went to every

entertainment of the kind to which they were asked with a

steadiness worthy of a better cause. They were less consid

ered even than usual in this company, which was chiefly made

up of strangers. They had to scramble for the salad and help

themselves to the ham. Cold chicken was supposed to be

quite enough for them without any accompaniment. Thepdté

dz foz'? grar was quite exhausted before it came their length,

and Miss Mildmay had to pluck at Mr. Seton’s coat and call

his attention half a dozen times before they got any cham
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pagne; and yet they were always ready to accept the most

careless invitation, I cannot tell why. They talked chiefly to

each other, and took their little walks together when the young

ones dispersed or betook themselves to some foolish game.

“ Oh, here are the old cats I ” they could almost hear the girls

say, when the two ancient figures came in sight at the turn of

the path; and Stella would turn round and walk off in the

opposite direction without an attempt at concealment. But

they did not take offence, and next time were always ready to

come again.

That Mrs. Seton should have been ready to come was less

wonderful, for though she was old enough to be a little afraid

of her complexion, and was aware that damp was very bad for

her neuralgia, it was indispensable for her to have something

to do, and the heavy blank of a day without entertainment

was dreadful to bear. And this was not for herself only but

for her court, or her tail, or whatever it may be called—the

rctinue of young men whom she led about, and who had to be

amused whatever happened. Think of the expenditure of en

ergy that is necessary to amuse so many young active human

creatures in a. sitting~room in a hotel for a whole morning, be

fore lunch comes to relieve the intolerable strain ; or even in

an afternoon before and after the blessed relief of tea! They

sprawl about upon the chairs, they block up the windows, they

gape for something to do, they expect to have funny things

said to them and to be made to laugh. What hard work for

any woman whose whole faculty consists in a capacity for say

ing every folly that comes into her head with an audacity

which is not accompanied by wit! “What a fool you do

look, Algy, with your mouth open like a little chick in a nest !

Do you expect me to pop a worm into it?” This speech

made them all roar, but it was not in itself amusing, the reader

will perceive. And to go on in that strain for hours is ex

tremely fatiguing, more so than the hardest work. Many peo

ple wondered why she should take the trouble to have all these

men about her, and to undertake the Herculean task of enter

taining them, which was a mystery quite as great as the per
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sistence of the elder ladies in going to feasts where they are

called old cats and receive no attention. The lightest of social

entertainments dormant d fewer in this way. You would have

thought that Mrs. Seton would have welcomed the moment of

relief which ensued when the boys and girls ran off together in

a sort of hide~and-seek among the tufted slopes. But when she

found that she was actually left alone for a moment with only

her husband to attend upon her, the lady was not pleased at all.

“Where have they all gone ? ” she cried. “ What do they

mean leaving me all alone? Where’s Algy' and where’s Sir

Charles~ and all of' them ? ”

“ There’s nobody but me, I’m afraid, Lottie,” said little

Seton, who was strengthening himself with another glass of

champagne ; “ they’ve all gone off with the young ones.”

“ The young ones! ” Mrs. Seton cried, with a sort of sup

pressed shriek. The eldest of the Stanley girls was seated at a

little distance, sedately employed in making a drawing, and

Mrs. Shanks and Miss Mildmay sat resting upon a pile of car

riage cushions which they had collected together when the

others went away. The old ladies were much occupied in

seeing that Perkins, the driver of the midge, had his share

with the other servants of the relics of the feast. And was she,

the brilliant, the gay, the lovely Lottie, left with these délzrz':

of humanity, deserted by her kind P She rose up hastily and

flourished her parasol with an energy which nearly broke the

ivory stick. “ Have you no spirit at all,” she cried, “ to let

your wife be neglected like this?" Katherine was the one

who met her in full career as she went down the winding

slopes-Katherine enjoying herself very moderately with none

of the stolen goods about her, in sole company of Evelyn

Stanley and Gerrard, her brother. “ Where are all my

party P ” cried Mrs. Seton. “ They will never forgive me for

deserting them. You stole a march upon me, Miss Tred

gold." But certainly it was not Katherine who had stolen

the march. At this moment Stella appeared out of the bushes,

flushed with fun and laughter, her pretty hat pushed back

upon her head,- her pretty hair in a little confusion.
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“ Oh, come along, come along! ” she cried, seizing Mrs.

Seton by the arm, “ here’s such a beautiful place to hide in ;

they are all after us, full cry. Come, come, we must have

you on our side.” Thus, again, it was Stella that was on the

amusing side where all the fun and the pleasure was. Evelyn

Stanley cast wistful eyes after the pair. '

“ Oh,'Katherine, do you mind me going, too? Hide-and

seek is such fun, and we can walk here every day.”

“ Do you want to go, too, Gerrard P ” Katherine said.

“ Not if I may walk with you,” said the youth, who was at

the University and felt himself superior. He was only a year

younger than she was, and he thought that a gram!!! passion

for a woman advanced in life was a fine thing for a young

man. He had made up' his mind to keep by Katherine’s side

whatever happened. “ I don’t care for that silly nonsense,”

he said; “it’s very well for these military fellows that have

not an idea in their heads. I always liked conversation best,

and your conversation, dear Katherine—”

“ Why, I cannot talk a bit,” she said with a laugh.

It was on Gerrard’s lips to say, “ But I can.” He had

the grace, however, not to utter that sentiment. “ There are

some people whose silence is more eloquent than other people’s

talk,” he said, which was a much prettier thing to say.

“ Oh, why didn’t yOu come at first?” cried Stella in Mrs.

Seton’s ear. “ They all think you are with me, only that

you’ve got some very cunning place to hide in : and here it is.

I am sure they’ll never find us here.”

“ I hope they will, though,” said the elder lady, speaking

in tones that were not at all subdued. “ You need not be so

clever with your cunning places. Of course we want them to

find us; there is no fun in it if they don’t.”

Stella stared a little with widely opened eyes at her experi

enced companion. She was still schoolgirl enough to rejoice

in bafliing the other side, and liked the fun simply as Evelyn

Stanley did, who was only sixteen, and who came crowding

in upon them whispering in her delight: “ They've run down

the other way, the whole lot of them like sheep ,' they have no
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sense. Oh, hush ! hush ! speak low! they’ll never think of

a place like this.”

“ I shall make them think,” cried Mrs. Seton, and then she

began to sing snatches of songs, and whistled through the

thicket to' the astonishment of the girls.

“ Oh, that is no fun at all,” said Evelyn.

“ Hush! ” cried Stella, already better informed, “ it isn’t

any fun if they don’t find us, after all.”

And then the train of young men came rushing back with

shouts, and the romp went on. It was so far different from

other romps that when the fun flagged for a moment the faces

of the players all grew blank again, as if they had at once re

lapsed into the heavy dulness which lay behind, which was

rather astonishing to the younger ones, who loved the game for

its own sake. Stella, for her part, was much impressed by

this recurring relapse. How exquisite must be the fun to

which they were accustomed, which kept them going! She

was painfully aware that she flagged too, that her invention

was not quick enough to think of something new before the

old was quite exhausted. She had thought of nothing better

than to go on, to hide again, when Mrs. Seton, yawning, sat

down to fan herself, and said what Stella thought the rudest

things to her cavaliers.

“ Why does Charlie Somers look so like an ass P ” she said.

“ Do you give it up P Because he’s got thistles all round him

and can’t get at ’em.”

Stella stared while the young men burst into noisy laugh

ter. ~

“ Is that a conundrum?” Stella said.

They thought this was wit too, and roared again. And

then once more all the faces grew blank. It was her first expe

rience of a kind of society decidedly above her level, and it was

impressive as well as alarming to the inexperienced young

woman. It had been her habit to amuse herself, not doubting

that in doing so she would best promote the amusement of her

guests. But Stella now began to feel the responsibilities of an

entertainer. It was not all plain sailing. She began to under
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stand the rush of reckless talk, the excited tones, the startling

devices of her new friend. In lack of anything better, the ac

ceptance of a cigar on Mrs. Seton’s part, and the attempt to

induce Stella to try one too, answered for a moment to the

necessities of the situation. They were not very particular as

to the selection of things to amuse them, so long as there was

always something going on.

Sir Charles Somers sat with her on the box asshe drove

home, and gave her a number of instructions which at first

Stella was disposed to resent.

“I have driven papa’s horses ever since I was born,” she

said.

“ But you might drive much better,” said the young man,

calmly putting his hand on hers, moulding her fingers into a

better grasp upon the reins, as composedly as if he were touch

ing the springs of an instrument instead of a girl’s hand. She

blushed, but he showed no sense of being aware that this

touch was too much. He was the one of the strangers whom

she liked best, probably because he was Sir Charles, which

gave him a distinction over the others, or at least it did so to

Stella. This was not, however, because she was unaccustomed

to meet persons who shared the distinction, for the island

people were very tolerant of such mauveaux rz'e/zes as the Tred

golds, who were so very ready to add to their neighbours' en

tertainment. Two pretty girls with money are seldom dis

dained in any community, and the father, especially as he was

so well advised as to keep himself out of society, was forgiven

them, so that the girls were sometimes so favoured as to go to

a ball under Lady Jane’s wing, and knew all “ the best peo

ple.” But even to those who are still more accustomed to

rank than Stella, Sir Charles sounds better than Mr. So-and

so; and he had his share of good looks, and of that ease in

society which even she felt herself to be a little wanting in.

He did not defer to the girl, or pay her compliments in any

old-fashioned way. He spoke to her very much as he spoke to

the other young men, and gripped her fingers to give them

the proper grasp of the reins with as much force of grip and as
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perfect calm as if she had been a boy instead of a girl. This

rudeness has, it appears, its charm.

“I shouldn’t have wondered if he had called me Tred

gold,” Stella said with a pretence at displeasure.

“What a horrid man 1 " Katherine replied, to whom this

statement was made.

“ Horrid yourself for thinking so,’ cried her sister. “ He

is not a horrid man at all, he is very nice. We are going to

be great—pals. Why shouldn’t we be great palsP He is a

little tired of Lottie Seton and her airs, he said. He likes

nice honest girls that say what they mean, and are not always

bullying a fellow. Well, that is what he said. It is his

language, it is not mine. You know very well that is how

men speak, and Lottie Seton does just the same. I told him

little thanks to him to like girls better than an old married

woman, and you should have seen how he tugged his mous

tache and rolled in his seat with laughing. Lottie Seton

must have suspected something, for she called out to us what

was the joke? ”

“ I did not know you were on such terms with Mrs. Seton,

Stella, as to call her by her Christian name.”

“ Oh, we call them all by their names. Life’s too short for

Missis That and Mr. This. Charlie asked me—”

“ Charlie! why, you never saw him till to-day.”

“ When you get to know a man you don’t count the days

you’ve been acquainted with him,” said Stella, tossing her

head, but with a flush on her face. She added: “I asked

him to come over to lunch to-morrow and to see the garden.

He said it would be rare fun to see something of the neigh

bourhood without Lottie Seton, who was always dragging a lot

of fellows about.”

“ Stella, what a very, very unpleasant man, to talk like that

about the lady who is his friend, and who brought him here! ”

“Oh, his friend!” cried Stella, “that is only your old

fashioned way. She is no more his friend ! She likes to have

a lot of men following her about everywhere, and they have

got nothing to do, and are thankful to go out anywhere to

,
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spend the time; so it is just about as broad as it is long.

They do it to please themselves, and there is not a bit of love

lost.”

- “ I don’t like those kind of people,” said Katherine.

“ They are the only kind of people,” Stella replied.

This conversation took place from one room to another, the

door standing open while the girls performed a hasty * toilette.

All the picnic people had been parted with at the gate with

much demonstration of friendship and a thousand thanks for a

delightful day. Only the midge had deposited its OCcupants

at the door. The two old cats were never to be got rid 'of.

They were -at that moment'in another room, making them

selves tidy, as they said, with the supercilious aid of Kathe

rine’s maid. Stella did not part with hers in any circum

stances, though she was about to dine in something very like a

dressing-gown with her hair upon her shoulders. Mr. Tred

gold liked to see Stella with her hair down, and she was not

herself averse to the spectacle of the long rippled locks falling

over her shoulders. Stella was one of the girls who find a cer

tain enjoyment in their own beauty even when there is nobody

to see.

“ It was a very pleasant party on the whole to be such an

impromptu,” said Mrs. Shanks ; “ your girls, Mr. Tredgold, put

such a spirit in everything. Dear girls! Stella is always the

most active and full of fun, and Katherine the one that looks

after one’s comfort. Don’t you find the Stanleys, Kate, a little

heavy in hand ?'—excellent good people, don’t you know, always

a stand-by, but five of them, fancy ! Marion that is always at

her drawing, and Edith that can talk of nothing but the parish,

and that little romp Evelyn who is really too young and too

childish ! Poor Mr. Stanley has his quiver too full, poor man,

like so many clergymen.”

“ If ever there was a man out of place—the Rector at a

picnic ! ” said Miss Mildmay, “ with nobody for him to talk to.

I’ll tell you what it is, Mr. Tredgold, he thinks Kate is such

a steady creature, he wants her for a mother to his children ;

now see if I am not a true prophet before the summer is out.”
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Mr. Tredgold’s laugh, which was like the tinkling of a tin

vessel, reached Katherine’s ear at the other end of the table,

but not the speech which had called it forth.

“ Papa, the officers are coming here to-morrow to lunch—

you don’t mind, do you P—that is, Charlie Somers and Algy

Scott. Oh, they are nice enough ; they are dreadfully dull at

Newport. They want to see the garden and anything there is

to see. You know you’re one of the sights of the island, papa.”

“ That is their fun,” said the old man. “ I don’t know what

they take me for, these young fellows that are after the girls.

Oh, they’re all after the girls ; they know they’ ve got a good bit

of money and so forth, and think their father’s an easy-going

old fool as soft as—Wait till we come to the question of set

tlements, my good ladies, wait till then ; they’ll not find me

so soft when we get there."

“ It is sudden to think of settlements yet, Mr. Tredgold.

The Rector, poor man, has got nothing to settle, and as for

those boys in the garrison, they never saw the dear girls till

to-day.”

“ Ah, I know what they are after,” said Mr. Tredgold. “ My

money, that is what they are all after. Talk to me about com~

ing to see over the garden and so forth! Fudge! it is my

money they are after ; but they’ll find I know a thing or two

before it comes to that.”

“ Papa,” said Stella, “ you are just an old suspicious absurd

What do they know about your money? They never

heard your name before. Of course they had heard of me.

The other battalion were all at the Ryde ball, and took notes.

They thought I was an American, that shows how little they

know about you.”

<‘ That means, Stella,” said Miss Mildmay, “ everything

that is fast and fly-away. I wouldn’t brag of it if I were you.”

“It means the fashion,” said Mrs. Shanks. “ Dear Stella

is like that, with her nice clothes, and her way of rushing at

everything, and never minding. Now Katherine is English,

no mistake about her—a good daughter, don’t you know—and‘

she’ll make an excellent wife.”
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“ But the man will have to put down his money, piece for

piece, before he shall have her, I can tell you,” said the master

of the house. “ Oh, I’m soft if you like it, and over-indulgent,

and let them have all their own way ; but there’s not a man

in England that stands faster when it comes to that.”

Stella gave her sister a look, and a little nod of her head ;

her eyes danced and her hair waved a little, so light and fluffy

it was, with that slight gesture. It seemed to say, We shall see !

It said to Katherine, “ You might stand that, but it will not

happen with me.” The look and the gesture were full of a

triumphant defiance. Stella was not afraid that she would ever

feel the restraining grip of her father’s hand ; and then she

thought of that other grip upon her fingers, and shook her shiny

hair about her cars more triumphant still.



CHAPTER IV.

STELLA, however, courageous as she was, was not bold enough

to address Sir Charles and his companion as Charlie and Algy

when they appeared, not next day, but some days later; for

their engagements with Mrs. Seton and others of their friends

were not so lightly to be pushed aside for the attraction of her

society as the girl supposed. It was a little disappointing to

meet them with their friends, not on the same sudden level of

intimacy which had been developed by the picnic, and to be

greeted indifferently, “like anybody else,” after that enter

tainment and its sudden fervour of acquaintance. When, how

ever, Mrs. Seton left the hotel, and the young men had no

longer that resource in their idleness, they appeared at the Cliff

without further invitation, and with an evident disposition to

profit by its hospitality which half flattered and half offended

the girls.

“They have never even left cards,” said Katherine, after

the picnic, “ but now that their friends have gone they remem

ber that you asked them, Stella.”

“ Well,” cried Stella, “that is so much the more friendly.

Do you suppose they haven’t hundreds of places to go to?

And when they choose us, are we to be disagreeable ? I shan’t

be so at least.”

She ran downstairs indeed wreathed with smiles, and re

ceived them with an eager gratification, which was very flat

tering to the young men, who opened their eyes at the luxury

of the luncheon and gave each other a look which said that

here was something worth the trouble. Old Mr. Tredgold, in

his shabby coat and his slippers, was a curious feature in the

group ; but it was by no means out of keeping that a rich old
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father, who had begun life with half acrown, should thus fulfil

his part, and the young men laughed at his jokes, and elevated

an eyebrow at each other across the table, with asense of the

fun of it, which perplexed and disturbed the two young

women, to whom they were still figures unaccustomed, about

whose modes and manners they were quite unassured. Kath

erine took it all seriously, with an inclination towards offence,

though it is not to be supposed that the advent of two young

officers, more or less good-looking and a novelty in her life,

should not have exercised a little influence upon her also. But

Stella was in a state of suppressed excitement which made her

eyes shine indeed, and brightened her colour, but was not very

pleasant to behold for anyone who 10ved her. She was half

offended with her father for the share he took in the conversa

tion, and angry with the young men who listened to and ap

plauded him, without remarking her own attempts to be witty.

Her voice, though it was a pretty voice, grew a little shrill in

her endeavours to attract their attention and to secure the loud

outbursts of laughter which had been used to accompany Mrs.

Seton’s sallies. What was it about Mrs. Seton which amused

them ? She said nothing remarkable, except for rudeness and

foolishness, and yet they laughed ; but to Stella’s funniest re

marks they gave but a gape of inattention, and concentrated

their attention on her father—on papa! What could they

possibly see in him P

It was consolatory, however, whenthey all went out into the

garden after lunch, to find that they came one on each side of

her instinctively with a just discrimination, leavingKatherine

out. Stella, to do her justice, did not' want Katherine to be.

left entirely out. - When her own triumph was assured she was

always willing that there should be something for her sister.

But it was well at least that the strangers should recognise that

she was the centre of everything. She led them, as in duty

bound, through all the rare trees and shrubs which were the

glory of the Cliff. .“ This papa had brought all the way from

Brazil, or somewhere. It is the first one that ever was grown

in England ; and just look at those berries ! Wain, the gar
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dener, has coaxed them to grow, giving them all sorts of nice

things to eat. Oh, I couldn’t tell you all he has given them-—

old rags and rusty nails and all kinds of confectioneries ! ”

“ Their dessert, eh P ” said Sir Charles. He had stuck his glass

in his eye, but he looked gloomily at all the wonderful plants.

Algy put up his hand to his moustache, under which his mouth

gaped more open than usual, with a yawn. Stella remembered

that Mrs. Seton had proposed to pop a worm into it, and longed

to make use, though at second hand, of that famous witticism,

but had not the courage. They looked about blankly even

while she discoursed, with roving yet vacant looks, seeking

something to entertain them. Stella could not entertain them

—011, dreadful discovery! She did not know what to say;

her pretty face began to wear an anxious look, her colour be

came hectic, her eyes hollow with eagerness, her voice loud

and shrill with the strain. Mrs. Seton could keep them going,

could make them laugh at nothing, could maintain a whirl of

noisy talk and jest ; but Stella could not amuse these two heavy

young men. Their opaque eyes went roving round the beau

tiful place in search of some “ fun," their faces grew more and

more blank. It was Katherine, who did not pretend to be

amusing, who had so very little to say for herself, who inter

posed:

“ Don’t you think,” she said, “ Stella, they might like to

look at the view P Sliplin Harbour is so pretty under the

cliff, and then there are some yachts.”

“ Oh, let’s look at the yachts,” the young men said, push

ing forward with a sudden impulse of interest. The bay was

blazing in the afternoon sunshine, the distant cliff a dazzle of

whiteness striking sharp against the blue ofsky and sea ; but the

visitors did not pause upon anything so insignificant as the

view. They stumbled over each other in their anxiety to see

the little vessel which lay at the little pier, one white sail

showing against the same brilliant background. Whose was

it? Jones’s for a wager, the Lively fz'nny. No, no, nothing

of the sort. Howard’s the Inscrutaéle, built for Napier, don’t

you know, before he went to the dogs.”
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Stella pressed forward into the discussion with questions

which she did not know to be irrelevant. What was the

meaning of clipper-rigged P Did raking masts mean anything

against anyone’s character? Which was the jib, and why

should it be of one shape rather than another? The gentle

men paid very little attention to her. They went on discuss

ing the identity of the toy ship with interest and fervour.

“ Why, I know her like the palm of my hand,” cried Sir

Charles. “ I steered her through that last westerly gale, and

a tough one it was. I rather think if any one should know

her, it’s I. The Lively fin/2y, and a livelier in the teeth of a

gale I never wish to see.”

“Pooh! ” said the other. “You’re as blind as a bat,

Charlie, everyone knows ; you wouldn’t know your best

friend at that distance. It’s Howard’s little schooner that he

bought when poor Napier went to ”

“ I tell you it’s fi'mzy, the fetish of Jones’s tribe. I know

her as well as I know you. Ten to one in sovs.”

“ I’ll take you," cried the other. “ Howard’s, and a nice

little craft; but never answers her helm as she ought, that’s

why he calls her the Inscrutable.”

“ What a strange thing,” cried Stella, toiling behind them

in her incomprehension, “ not to answer your helm ! What

is your helm, and what does it say to you? Perhaps she

doesn’t understand.”

This, she thought, was d la mode de Mrs. Seton, but it pro

duced no effect, not even a smile.

“ You could see the figure-head with a glass," said Captain

Scott. “ Where’s the glass, Miss Tredgold? There ought to

be a glass somewhere.H

“ Jove ! ” cried Sir Charles. “ Fancy a look-out like this

and no telescope. What could the people be thinking of? ”

“ You are very rude to call papa and me the people,” cried

Stella, almost in tears. “ Who cares for a silly little cockle

shell of a boat? But it is a good thing at least that it gives

you something to talk about—which I suppose you can under

stand.” '
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“ Hullo ! ” said the one visitor to the other, under his

breath, with a look of surprise.

“ If it is only a glass that is wanted,” said Katherine,

“ why shouldn’t we all have a look? There is a telescope,

you know, upstairs.”

Stella flashed out again under the protection of this sug

gestion. “I’ll run,” she said, being in reality all compli

ance and deeply desirous to please, “ and tell one of the

footmen to bring it down.”

“ Too much trouble,” and “ What a bore for you to have

us on your hands ! ” the young men said.

“ Don’t, Stella,” said Katherine ; “ they had better go up to

papa’s observatory, where they can see it for themselves.”

“ Oh, yes,” cried the girl, “ come along, let’s go to papa’s

observatory, that will be something for you to do. You al

ways want something to do, don’t you? Come along, come

along! ” Stella ran on before them with heated cheeks and

blazing eyes. It was not that she was angry with them, but

with herself, to think that she could not do what Mrs. Seton

did. She could not amuse them, or keep up to their high

level of spirits, and the vacancy of the look which came over

both their faces—the mouth of Algy under his moustache, the

eyes of Charlie staring blankly about in search of a sensation

-—were more than her nerves could bear. And yet she was

alarmed beyond measure, feeling her own prestige in question,

by the thought that they might never come again.

Papa’s observatory was a terrace on the leads between the

two gables where the big telescope stood. Was it a pity, or

was it not, that papa was there in his shabby coat sniffing at

the ships as they went out to sea? He had an extended pros

pect on all sides, and he was watching a speck on the horizon

with much interest through the glass. “ Perhaps you young

fellows have got some interest in the shipping like me ? ” he

said. “ There, don’t you see the Haz'tc/z and the H0 on the

pennant just slipping out of sight? I have a deal of money in

that ship. I like to see them pass when it’s one I have an in

terest in. Put your little peeper here, Stella, you’ll see her
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yet. They pay very well with proper care. You have to

keep your wits about you, but that’s the case with all invest

ments. Want to see any particular ship, eh? I hope you’ve

got some money in ’em,” Mr. Tredgold said.

“ Oh, papa, take your horrid thing away; you know I never

can see anything,” cried Stella. “ Now look, now look, Sir

Charles! Remember, I back you. The [army before the

world.”

“ Miss Tredgold, put a sixpence on me,” said Algy ;

“ don’t let a poor fellow go into the ring unprotected. It’s

Howard’s or nobody’s.”

“ Betting? ” said Mr. Tredgold. “ It is not a thing I ap

prove of, but we all do it, I suppose. That little boat, if that

is what you’re thinking of, belongs to rione of those names.

It’s neither the foner nor the Howard. It’s the Stella, after

that little girl of mine, and it’s my boat, and you can take a

cruise in it if you like any day when there’s no wind.”

“ Oh, papa,” cried Stella, “is it really, really for me? ”

“You little minx,” said the old man as she kissed him,

“ you little fair weather flatterer, always pleased when you get

something! I know you, for all you think you keep it up so

well. Papa’s expected always to be giving you something—

the only use, ain’t it? of an old man. It’s a bit late in the

season to buy a boat, but I got it a bargain, a great bargain.”

“ Then it was Jones’s,” cried Sir Charles.

“ Then Howard was the man,” cried his friend.

“ That’s delightful,” cried Stella, clapping her hands. “ Do

keep it up! I will put all my money on Sir Charles.” And

they were so kind that they laughed with her, admiring the

skip and dance of excitement which she performed for their

pleasure. But when it turned out that Mr. Tredgold did not

know from whom he had bought the boat, and that the figure

head had been removed to make room for a lovely wooden

lady in white and gold with a star on her forehead, speculation

grew more and more lively than ever. It was Stella, in the

excitement of that unexpected success, who proposed to run

down to the pier to examine into the yacht and see if any

3
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solution was possible. “ We have a private way,” she cried.

“ I’ll show you if you’d like to come; and I want to see my

yacht, and if the Stella on it is like me, and if it is pretty in

side, and everything. And, Kate, while we’re gone, you

might order tea. Papa, did you say the Stella on the figure

head was to be like me? ”

“ Nothing that is wooden could be like you,” said Sir

Charles graciously. It was as if an oracle had spoken. Algy

opened his mouth under his moustache with a laugh or gape

which made Stella long there and then to repeat Mrs. Seton’s

elegant jest. She was almost bold enough in the flush of spir

its which Sir Charles’s compliment had called forth.

“ I wish Stella would not rush about with those men,” said

Katherine, as the noise of their steps died away upon the

stairs.

“Jealous, eh? ” said her father. “ Well, I don’t wonder

--and they can’t both have her. One of them might have

done the civil by you, Katie—but they’re selfish brutes, you

know, are men.”

Katherine perhaps walked too solemnly away in the midst

of this unpalatable consolation, and was undutifully irritated by

her father’s tin-tinkle of a laugh. She was not jealous, but the

feeling perhaps was not much unlike that unlovely sentiment.

She declared indignantly to herself that she did not want them

to “ do the civil” to her, these dull frivolous young men, and

that it was in the last degree injurious to her to suggest any

thing of the sort. It was hopeless to make her father see what

was her point of view, or realise her feelings—as hopeless as it

was to make Stella perceive how little fit it was that she should

woo the favour of these rude strangers. Mrs. Seton might do

it with that foolish desire to drag about a train with her, to

pose as a conqueror, to Katherine did not know what

words to use. But Stella, a girl! Stella, who was full of real

charm, who was fit for so much better things ! On the whole,

Katherine found it was better to fulfil the homely duties that

were hers and give her orders about the tea. It was the part

in life that was apportioned to her, and why should she object
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to it? It might not be the liveliest, but surely it was a more

befitting situation than Stella’s rush after novelty, her strain to

please. And whom to please? People who sneered at them

before their faces and did not take pains to be civil—not even

to Stella.

It did her good to go out into the air, to select the spot un

der the acacia where the tea-table stood so prettily, with its

shining white. It was still warm, extraordinary for October.

She sat down there gazing out upon the radiance of the sea

and sky; the rocky fringe of sand was invisible, and so was

the town and harbour which lay at the foot of the cliff; beyond

the light fringe of the tamarisk trees which grew there as lux

uriantly as in warmer countries there was nothing but the

sunny expanse of the water, dazzling under the Western sun,

which was by this time low, shining level in the eyes of the

solitary gazer. She saw, almost without seeing it, the white

sail of a yacht suddenly gleam into the middle of the prospect

before her, coming out all at once from the haven under the

hill. Someone was going out for a sail, a little late indeed;

but what could be more beautiful or tempting than this glori

ous afternoon ! Katherine sighed softly with a half sensation

of envy. A little puff of air came over her, blowing about the

light acacia foliage overhead, and bringing down a little shower

of faintly yellow leaves. The little yacht felt it even more

than the acacia did. It seemed to waver a little, then changed

its course, following the impulse of the breeze into the open.

Katherine wondered indifferently who it could be. The yacht

ing people were mostly gone from the neighbourhood. They

were off on their longer voyages, or they had laid up their

boats for the season. And there had begun to grow a windy

look, such as dwellers by the sea soon learn to recognise about

the sky. Katherine wished calmly to herself in her ignorance

of who these people were that they might not go too far.

She was sitting thus musing and wondering a little that

Stella and her cavaliers did not come back for tea, when the

sound of her father’s stick from the porch of the house startled

her, and a loud discussion with somebody which he seemed to
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be carrying on within. He came out presently, limping along

with his stick and with a great air of excitement. “ I said

they were only to go when there was no wind. Didn’t you

hear me, Katie? When there was no wind—J said it as plain

as anything. And look at that ; look at that ! ” He was stam

mering with excitement, and could scarcely keep his standing

in his unusual excitement.

“ What is the matter, papa P Look at what P Oh, the boat.

But we have nothing to do with any boat,” she cried. “ Why

should you disturb yourself? The people can surely take care

of Papa ! what is it? ”

He had sunk into a chair, one of those set ready on the grass

for Stella and her friends, and was growing purple in the face

and panting for breath. “ You fool ! you fool ! Stella,” he

cried, “ Stella, my little girl. Oh, I’ll be even with those

young fools when I catch them. They want to drown her.

They want to run away with her. Stella ! my little girl ! ”

Katherine had awakened to the fact before these interrupted

words were half uttered. And naturally what she did was per

fectly unreasonable. She rushed to the edge of the cliff, wav

ing aloft the white parasol in her hand, beckoning wildly, and

crying, “ Come back, come back! ” She called all the ser

vants, the gardener and his man, the footmen who were looking

out alarmed from the porch. “ Go, go,” she cried, stamping her

foot, ‘ ‘ and bring them back ; go and bring them back ! ” There

was much rushing and running, and one at least of the men

flung himself helter-skelter down the steep stair that led to the

beach, while the gardeners stood gazing from the cliff. Kath

erine clapped her hands in her excitement, giving wild orders.

“ Go ! go ! don’t stand there as if nothing could be done; go

and bring them back ! ”

“ Not to contradict you, Miss Katherine—” the gardener

began.

“ Oh, don’t speak to me—don’t stand talking—go, go, and

bring them back.”

Mr. Tredgold had recovered his breath a little. “ Let us

think,” he said—“ let us think, and don’t talk nonsense, Kate.
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There’s a breeze blowing up, and where will it drive them to,

gardener? Man, can’t you tell where it’ll drive them to?

Round by the Needles, I shouldn’t wonder, the dangerousest

coast. Oh, my little girl, my little girl ! Shall I ever see her

again? And me that said they were never to go out but when

’ there was no wind.”

“ Not to the Needles, sir—not to the Needles when there’s

a westerly breeze. More likely round the cliffs Bembridge

way ; and who can stop ’em when they’re once out? It’s only

a little cruise ; let ’em alone and they’ll come home, with their

tails be’ind them, as the rhyme says.”

“ And I said they were only to go out if there was no wind,

gardener ! ” The old gentleman was almost weeping with alarm

and anxiety, but yet he was comforted by what the man said.

“ They are going the contrary way,” cried Katherine.

“ Bless you, miss, that’s tacking, to catch the breeze. They

couldn’t go far, sir, could they? without no wind.”

“And that’s just what I wanted, that they should not go

far—just a little about in the bay to please her. Oh, my little

girl ! She will be dead with fright ; she will catch her death of

cold, she will.”

“ Not a bit, sir,” cried the gardener. “ Miss Stella’s a very

plucky one. She’ll enjoy the run, she’ll enjoy the danger.”

“ The danger 1 ” cried father and sister together.

“ What a fool I am! There ain’t none, no more than if

they was in a duck pond,” the gardener said.

And, indeed, to see the white sail flying in the sunshine

over the blue sea, there did not seem much appearance of

danger. With his first apprehensions quieted down, Mr.

Tredgold stumbled with the help of his daughter’s arm to the

edge of the cliff within the feathery line of the tamarisk trees,

attended closely by the gardener, who, as an islander born,

was supposed to know something of the sea. The hearts of

the anxious gazers fluctuated as the little yacht danced over

the water, going down when she made a little lurch and curt

sey before the breeze, and up when she went steadily by the

wind, making one of those long tacks which the gardener ex
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plained were all made, though they seemed to lead the little

craft so far away, with the object of getting back.

“ Them two young gentlemen, they knows what they’re

about,” the gardener said. '

“ And there’s a sailor-man on board," said Mr. Tredgold—

“ a man that knows everything about it, one of the crew whose

business it is ”

“ I don’t see no third man,” said the gardener doubtfully.

“ Oh, yes, yes, there’s a sailor~man,” cried the father. The

old gentleman spoke with a kind of sob in his throat ; he was

ready to cry with weakness and trouble and exasperation, as

the little vessel, instead of replying to the cries and wailings of

his anxiety by coming right home as seemed to him the sim

plest way, went on tacking and turning, sailing further and

further off, then heeling over as if she would go down, then

fluttering with an empty sail that hung about the mast before

she struck off in another direction, but never turning back.

“ They are taking 'her off to America ! ” he cried, half

weeping, leaning heavily on Katherine’s arm.

“ They’re tacking, sir, tacking, to bring her in,” said the

gardener.

“ Oh, don’t speak to me cried the unhappy father ; “ they

are carrying her off to America. Who was it said there was

nothing between this and America, Katie? Oh, my little

girl ! my little girl ! ”

And it may be partly imagined what were the feelings of

those inexperienced and anxious people when the early October

evening began to fall, and the blue sky to be covered with

clouds flying, gathering, and dispersing before a freshening

westerly gale.
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CHAPTER V.

I WILL not enter in detail into the feelings of the father and

sister on this alarming and dreadful night. No tragedy fol

lowed, the reader will feel well assured, or this history would

never have been written. But the wind rose till it blew what

' the sailors called half a gale. It seemed to Katherine a hurri

cane—a horrible tempest, in which no such slender craft as that

in which Stella had gone forth had a chance for life ; and indeed

the men on the pier with their conjectures as to what might

have happened were not encouraging. She might have fetched

Ventnor or one of those places by a long tack. She might

have been driven out to the Needles. She mightn’t know her

way with those gentlemen only as was famous sailors with a

fair wind, but not used to dirty weather. Katherine spent all

the night on the pier gazing out upon the waste of water now

and then lighted up by a fitful moon. What a change—what

a change from the golden afternoon! And what a difference

from her own thoughts !—a little grudging of Stella’s all-suc

cess, a little wounded to feel herself always in the shade, and

the horrible suggestion of Stella’s loss, the dread that over

whelmed her imagination and took all her courage from her.

She stood on the end of the pier, with the wind—that wind

which had driven Stella forth out of sound and sight—blowing

her about, wrapping her skirts round her, loosing her hair,

making her hold tight to the rail lest she should be blown away.

Why should she hold tight? What did it matter, if Stella

were gone, whether she kept her footing or not? She could

never take Stella’s place with anyone. Her father would grudge

her very existence that could not be sacrificed to save Stella.

Already he had begun to reproach her. Why did you let her
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go? What is the use of an elder sister to a girl if she doesn’t

interfere in such a case? And three years older, that ought to

have been a mother to her.

Thus Mr. Tredgold had babbled in his misery before he was

persuaded to lie down to await news which nothing that could

be done would make any quicker. He had clamoured to send

out boats—any number—after Stella. He had insisted upon

hiring a steamer to go out in quest of her ; but telegrams had

to be sent far and wide and frantic messengers to Ryde—even

to Portsmouth—before he could get what he wanted. And in

the meantime the night had fallen, the wind had risen, and out

of that blackness and those dashing waves, which could be

heard without being seen, there came no sign of the boat.

Never had such a night passed over the peaceful place. There

had been sailors and fishermen in danger many a time, and

distracted women on the pier; but what was that to the agony

of a millionaire who had been accustomed to do everything

with his wealth, and now raged and foamed at the mouth be

cause he could do nothing? What was all his wealth to him ?

Hewas as powerless as the poor mother of that sailor-boy who

was lost (there were so many, so many of them), and who had

not a shilling in the world. Not a shilling in the world! It

was exactly as if Mr. Tredgold had come to that. What could

he do with all his thousands? Oh, send out a tug from Ports

mouth, send out the fastest ferry-boat from Ryde, send out the

whole fleet—fishing cobles, pleasure boats—everything that was

in Sliplin Harbour ! Send everything, everything that had a

sail or an oar, not to say a steam engine. A hundred pounds,

a thousand pounds—anything to the man who would bring

Stella back i

The little harbour was in wild commotion with all these

offers. There were not many boats, but they were all prepar

ing; the men clattering down the rolling shingle, with women

after them calling to them to take care, or not to go out in the

teeth of the gale. “ If you’re lost too what good will that

do ? ” they shrieked in the wind, their hair flying like Kather

ine’s, but not so speechless as she was. The darkness, the
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flaring feeble lights, the stir and noise on the shore, with these

shrieking voices breaking in, made a sort of Pandemonium un

seen, taking double horror from the fact that it was almost all

sound and sensation, made visible occasionally by the gleam

of the moon between the flying clouds. Mr. Tredgold’s house

on the cliff blazed with lights from every window, and a great

pan of fire wildly blazing, sending up great shadows of black

smoke, was lit on the end of the pier—everything that could

' be done to guide them back, to indicate the way. Nothing of

that sort was done when the fishermen were battling for their

lives. But what did it all matter, what was the good of it all?

Millionaire and pauper stood on the same level, hopeless, tear

ing their hair, praying their hearts out, on the blind margin of

that wild invisible sea.

There was a horrible warning of dawn in the blackness

when Stella, soaked to the skin, her hair lashing about her

unconscious face like whips, and far more dead than alive,

was at last carried home. I believe there were great contro

versies afterwards between the steam-tug and the fishing boats

which claimed to have saved her—controversies which might

have been spared, since Mr. Tredgold paid neither, fortified

by the statement of the yachtsmen that neither had been of

any use, and that the Ste/la had at last blundered her way

back of her own accord and their superior management. He

had to pay for the tug, which put forth by his orders, but

only as much as was barely necessary, with no such gratuity

as the men had hoped for ; while to the fishers he would give

nothing, and Katherine’s allowance was all expended for six

months in advance in recompensing these clamorous rescuers

who had not succeeded in rescuing anyone.

Stella was very ill for a few days; when she recovered the

wetting and the cold, then she was ill of the imagination, re

calling more clearly than at first all the horrors which she had

passed through. As soon as she was well enough to recover

the use of her tongue she did nothing but talk of this

tremendous experience in her life, growing proud of it as she

got a little way beyond it and saw the thrilling character of
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the episode in full proportion. At first she would faint away,

or rather, almost faint away (between two which things there is

an immense difference), as she recalled the incidents of that

night. But after a while they became her favourite and most

delightful subjects of conversation. She entertained all her

friends with the account of her adventure as she lay pale,

with her pretty hair streaming over her pillow, not yet allowed

to get up after all she had gone through, but able to receive

her habitual visitors.

“ The feeling that came over me when it got dark, oh! I

can’t describe what it was,” said Stella. “ I thought it was

a shadow at first. The sail throws such a shadow sometimes;

it’s like a great bird settling down with its big wing. But

when it came down all round and one saw it wasn’t a shadow,

but darkness—night !—oh, how horrible it was! I thought I

should have died, out there on the great waves and the water

dashing into the boat, and the cliffs growing fainter and fainter,

and the horrible, horrible dark ! ”

“Stella dear, don’t excite yourself again. It is all over,

God be praised.”

“ Yes, it’s all over. It is easy for you people to speak who

have never been lost at sea. It will never be over for me.

If I were to live to be a hundred I should feel it all the same.

The hauling up and the hauling down of that dreadful sail,

carrying us right away out into the sea when we wanted to get

home, and then flopping down all in a moment, while we

rocked and pitched till I felt I must be pitched out. Oh,

how I implored them to go back ! ‘ Just turn back ! ’ I

cried. ‘ Why don’t you turn back? We are always going

further and further, instead of nearer. And oh! what will

papa say and Katherine?’ They laughed at first, and told

me they were tacking, and I begged them, for Heaven’s sake,

not to tack, but to run home. But they would not listen to

me. Oh, they are all very nice and do what you like when

it doesn’t matter; but when it’s risking your life, and you

hate them and are miserable and can’t help yourself, then

they take their own way.”
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“But they couldn’t help it either,” cried Evelyn, the

rector’s daughter. “ They had to tack; they could not run

home when the wind was against them.”

“ What do I care about the wind ? ” cried Stella. “ They

should not have made me go out if there was a wind. Papa

said we were never to go out in a wind. I told them so. I

said, ‘ You ought not to have brought me out.’ They said

it was nothing to speak of. I wonder what it is when it is

something to speak of! And then we shipped a sea, as

they called it, and I got drenched to the very skin. Oh,

I don’t say they were not kind. They took off their coats

and put round me, but what did that do for me? I was

chilled to the very bone. Oh, you can’t think how dreadful

it is to lie and see those sails swaying and to hear the men

moving about and saying dreadful things to each other, and

the boat moving up and down. Oh ! ” cried Stella, clasping

her hands together and looking as if once more she was about

almost to faint away.

“Stella, spare yourself, dear. Try to forget it; try to

think of something else. It is too much for you when you

dwell on it,” Katherine said.

“Dwell on it ! ” cried Stella, reviving instantly. “ It is

very clear that you never were in danger of your life, Kate.”

“1 was in danger of your life,” cried Katherine, “and I

think that was worse. Oh, I could tell you a story, too, of

that night on the pier, looking out on the blackness, and

thinking every moment—but don’t let us think of it, it is too

much. Thank God, it is all over, and you are quite safe

now.”

“ It is very different standing upon the pier, and no doubt

saying to yourself what a fool Stella was to go out; she just

deserves it all for making papa so unhappy, and keeping me

out of bed. Oh, I know that was what you were thinking!

and being like me with only a plank between me and—don’t

you know P The one is very, very different from the other, I

can tell you,” Stella said, with a little flush on her cheek.

And the Stanley girls who were her audience agreed with
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her, with a strong sense that to be the heroine of such an ad

venture was, after all, when it was over, one of the most

delightful things in the world. Her father also agreed with

her, who came stumping with his stick up the stairs, his own

room being below, and took no greater delight than to sit by

her bedside and hear her go over the story again and again.

“ I’ll sell that little beast of a boat. I’ll have her broken

up for firewood. To think I should have paid such a lot of

money for her, and her nearly to drown my little girl ! "

“ Oh, don’t do that, papa,” said Stella; “ when it’s quite

safe and there is no wind I should like perhaps to go out in

her again, just to see. But to be sure there was no wind

when we went out—just a very little, just enough to fill the

sail, they said; but you can never trust to a wind. I said I

shouldn’t go, only just for ten minutes to try how I liked it;

and then that horrid gale came on to blow, and they began

to tack, as they call it. Such nonsense that tacking, papa!

when they began it I said, ‘ Why, we’re going further 05

than ever ; what I want is to get home.’ ”

“ They paid no attention, I suppose—they thought they

knew better,” said Mr. Tredgold.

“ They always think they know better,” cried Stella, with

indignation. “And oh, when it came on to be dark, and

the wind always rising, and the water coming in, in buckets

full ! Were you ever at sea in a storm, papa? "

“ Never, my pet,” said Mr. Tredgold, “ trust me for that.

I never let myself go off firm land, except sometimes in a

penny steamboat, that’s dangerous enough. Sometimes the

boilers blow up, or you run into some other boat ; but on the

sea, not if I know it, Stella.”

“ But I have," said the‘ girl. “ A steamboat! within the

two banks of a river! You know nothing, nothing about it,

neither does Katherine. Some sailors, I believe, might go

voyages for years and never see anything so bad as that night.

Why, the waves were mountains high, and then you seemed

to slide down to the bottom as if you were going—oh ! hold

me, hold me, papa, or I shall feel as if I were going again.”
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“ Poor little Stella,” said Mr. Tredgold, “ poor little girl !

What a thing for her to go through, so early in life! But I’d

like to do something to those men. I’d like to punish them

for taking advantage of a child like that, all to get hold of my

new boat, and show how clever they were with their tacking

and all that. Confound their tacking! If it hadn’t been for

their tacking she might have got back to dinner and saved us

such a miserable night.”

“ What was your miserable night in comparison to mine ? ”

cried Stella, scornfully. “ I believe you both think it was as

bad as being out at sea, only because you did not get your

dinner at the proper time and were kept longer than usual out

of bed.”

“ We must not forget, said Katherine, “ that after all,

though they might be to blame in going out, these gentlemen

saved her life.”

“ I don’t know about that,” said the old man. “ I believe

it was my tug that saved her life. It was they that put her

life in danger, if you please. I’d like just to break them in

the army, or sell them up, or something; idle fellows doing

nothing, strolling about to see what mischief they can find

to do.”

“ Oh, they are very nice,” said Stella. “You shan’t do

anything to them, papa. I am great chums with Charlie and

Algy; they are such nice boys, really, when you come to

know them; they took off their coats to keep me warm. I

should have had inflammation of the lungs or something if I

had not had their coats. I was shivering so.”

“ And do you know,’ ’ said Katherine, “ one of them is ill, as

Stella perhaps might have been if he had not taken off his coat.”

“ Oh, which is that P ” cried Stella; “ oh, do find out

which is that? It must be Algy, I think. Algy is the deli

cate one. He never is good for much—he gives in, you know,

so soon. He is so weedy, long, and thin, and no stamina, that

is what the others say.”

“ And is that all the pity you have for him, Stella ? when it

was to save you ”

7’
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“ It was not to save me,’ cried Stella, raising herself in her

bed with flushed cheeks, “ it was to save himself! IfI hadn’t

been saved where would they have been? They would have

gone to the bottom too. Oh, I can’t see that I’m so much

obliged to them as all that ! What they did they did for

themselves far more than for me. We were all in the same

boat, and if I had been drowned they would have been drowned

too. I hope, though,” she said, more amiably, “ that Algy

will get better if it’s he that is ill. And it must be he. Char

lie is as strong as a horse. He never feels anything. Papa, I

hope you will send him grapes and things. I shall go and see

him as soon as I am well.”v

“You go and see a young fellow—in his room ! You shall

do nothing of the sort, Stella. Things may be changed from

my time, and I suppose they are, but for a girl to go and visit

a young fellow—in his——”

Stella smiled a disdainful and amused smile as she lay back

on her pillow. “ You may be sure, papa,” she said, “ that I

certainly shall. I will go and nurse him, unless he has some

one already. I ought to nurse the man who helped to save

my life.”

“ You are a little self-willed, wrong-headed Kather

ine, you had better take care. I will make you answer for it

if she does anything so silly —- a chit of a girl ! I’ll speak to

Dr. Dobson. I’ll send to —- to the War Oflice. I’ll have

him carted away.”

“ Is poor Algy here, Kate ? Where is he —- at the hotel?

Oh, you dreadful hard-hearted people to let him go to the ho

tel when you knew he had saved my life. Papa, go away, and

let me get dressed. I must find out how he is. I must go to

him, poor fellow. Perhaps the sight of me and to see that I

am better will do him good. Go away, please, papa.”

“ I’ll not budge a step,” cried the old gentleman. “ Katie,

Katie, she’ll work herself into a fever. She’ll make herself ill,

and then what shall we do ? ”

“I’m very ill already," said Stella, with a cough. “ I am

being thrust into my grave. Let them bring us together —
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poor, poor Algy and me. Oh, if we are both to be victims,

let it be so ! We will take each other’s hands and go down —

go down together to the_”

“ Oh, Katie, can’t you stop her?” cried the father.

Stella was sobbing with delicious despair over the thought

of the two delightful, dreadful funerals, and all the world weep

ing over her untimely fate.

Stella recovered rapidly when her father was put to the door.

She said with a pretty childish reverberation of her sob : “ For

you know, Kate, it never was he — that would be the poig

nant thing, wouldn’t it? —-it was not he that I ever would

have chosen. But to be united in — in a common fate, with

two graves together, don’t you know, and an inscription, and

people saying, ‘ Both so young! ’ ” She paused to dry her

eyes, and then she laughed. “ There is nothing in him, don’t

you know ; it was Charlie that did all the work. He was

nearly as frightened as I was. Oh, I don’t think anything

much of Algy, but I shall go to see him all the same — if it

were only to shock papa.”

“ You had better get well yourself in the meantime,” said

Katherine.

“Oh, you cold, cold —toad! What do you care? It

would have been better for you if I had been drowned, Kate.

Then you would have been the only daughter and the first in

the house, but now, you know, it’s Stella again —- always

Stella. Papa is an unjust old man and makes favourites ; but

you need not think, however bad I am, and however good you

are, that you will ever cure him of that.”



CHAPTER VI.

WHEN Stella was first able to appear out of the shelter of her

father’s grounds for a walk, she was the object of a sort of ova

tion - as much of an ovation as it is possible to make in such

a place. She was leaning on her sister’s arm and was support

ed on the other side by astick, as it was only right a girl

should be who had gone through so much. And she was very

prettily pale, and looked more interesting than words could

say, leaning heavily (if anything about Stella could be called

heavy) upon Katherine, and wielding her stick with a charm

ing air of finding it too much for her, yet at the same time

finding it indispensable. There was nobody in the place who

did not feel the attraction of sympathy, and the charm of the

young creature who had been rescued from the very jaws of

death and restored to the family that adored her. To think

what might have been ! —the old man broken-hearted and

Katherine in deep mourning going and coming all alone, and

perhaps not even a grave for the unfortunate Stella -- lost at

sea! Some of the ladies who thronged about her, stopping

her to kiss her and express the depths of sympathetic anguish

through which they had gone, declared that to think of it made

them shudder. Thank Heaven that everything had ended so

well ! Stella took all these expressions ofsympathy very sweet

ly. She liked to be the chief person, to awaken so much emo

tion, to be surrounded by so many flatteries. She felt, indeed,

that she, always an interesting person, had advanced greatly

in the scale of human consideration. She was more important

by far since she had “ gone through ” that experience. They

had been so near to losing her ; everybody felt now fully what

it was to have her. The rector had returned thanks publicly
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in church, and every common person about the streets curt

sied or touched his hat with a deeper sentiment. To think

that perhaps she might have been drowned — she, so young,

so fair, so largely endowed with everything that heart could

desire! If her neighbours were moved by this sentiment,

Stella herself was still more deeply moved by it. She felt to

' the depths of her heart what a thing it was for all these people

that she should have been saved from the sea.

Public opinion was still more moved when it was known

where Stella was going when she first set foot outside the gates

—to inquire after the rash young man who, popular opinion

now believed, had beguiled her into danger. How good, how

sweet, how forgiving of her! Unless, indeed, there was some

thing—something between them, as people say. This added

a new interest to the situation. The world of Sliplin had very

much blamed the young men. It had thought them inexcus

able from every point of view. To have taken an inexperi

enced girl out, who knew nothing about yachting, just when

that gale was rising! It was intolerable and not to be for

given. This judgment was modified by the illness of Captain

Scott, who, everybody now found, was delicate, and ought

not to have exposed himself to the perils of such an expedi

tion. It must have been the other who was to blame, but

then the other conciliated everybody by his devotion to his

friend. And the community was in a very soft and amiable

mood altogether when Stella was seen to issue forth from her

father’s gates leaning on Katherine at one side and her stick

on the other, to ask for news of her fellow-sufferer. This

mood rose to enthusiasm at the sight of her paleness and at

the suggestion that there probably was something between

Stella and Captain Scott. It was supposed at first that he was

an honourable, and a great many peerages fluttered forth. It

was a disappointment to find that he was not so ,' but at least

his father was a baronet, and himself an officer in a crack

regiment, and he had been in danger of his life. All these

circumstances were of an interesting kind.

Stella, however, did not carry out this tender purpose at

4
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once. When she actually visited the hotel and made her way

upstairs into Captain Scott’s room her own convalescence was

complete, and the other invalid was getting well, and there

was not only Katherine in attendance upon her, but Sir

Charles, who was now commonly seen with her in her walks,

and about whom Sliplin began to be divided in its mind

whether it was he and not the sick man between whom and

Stella there was something. He was certainly very devoted,

people said, but then most men were devoted to Stella. Cap

tain Scott had been prepared for the visit, and was eager for

it, notwithstanding the disapproval of the nurse, who stood

apart by the window and looked daggers at the young ladies,

or at least at Stella, who took the chief place by the patient’s

bedside and began to chatter to him, trying her best to get

into the right tone, the tone of Mrs. Seton, and make the

young man laugh. Katherine, who was not “in it,” drew

aside to conciliate the attendant a little.

“ I don’t hold with visits when a young man is so weak,”

said the nurse. “ Do you know, miss, that his life just hung

on a thread, so to speak? We were on the point of tele

graphing for his people, me and the doctor; and he is very

weak still.”

“ My sister will only stay a few minutes,” said Katherine.

“ You know she was with them in the boat and escaped with

her life too.”

“ Oh, I can see, miss, as there was no danger of her life,”

said the nurse, indignant. “ Look at her colour! I am not

thinking anything of the boat. A nasty night at sea is a nas

ty thing, but nothing for them that can stand it. But he

couldn’t stand it ; that’s all the difference. The young lady

may thank her stars as she hasn’t his death at her door.”

“ It was her life that those rash young men 'risked by their

folly,” said Katherine, indignant in her turn.

“Oh, no,” cried the nurse. “ I know better than that.

When he was off his head he was always going over it.

‘ Don’t, Charlie, don’t give in; there’s wind in the sky.

Don’t give in to her. What does she know? ’ 'That was
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what he was always a-saying. And there she sits as bold as

brass, that is the cause.”

“ You take a great liberty to say so,” said Katherine, re

turning to her sister’s side.

Stella was now in full career.

“ Oh, do you remember the first puff—how it made us all

start? How we laughed at him for looking always at the sky !

Don’t you remember, Captain Scott, I kept asking you what

you were looking for in the sky, and you kept shaking your

head ? ”

Here Stella began shaking her head from side to side and

laughing loudly—a laugh echoed by the two young men, but
faintly by the invalid, who shook his head too. I

“ Yes, I saw the wind was coming,” he said. “ We ought

not to have given in to you, Miss Stella. It doesn’t matter

now it’s all over, but it wasn’t nice while it lasted, was it?”

“ Speak for yourself, Algy,” said Sir Charles. “You were

never made for a sailor. Miss Stella is game for another voy

age to-morrow.”

“Oh, if you like,” cried Stella, “with a good man. I

shall bargain for a good man—that can manage sails and all

that. What is the fun of going out when the men with you

won’t sit by you and enjoy it. And all that silly tacking and

nonsense—there should have been someone to do it, and you

two should have sat by me.”

They both laughed at this and looked at each other. “The

fun is in the sailing—for us, don’t you know,” said Sir

Charles. It was not necessary in their society even to pretend

to another motive. Curiously enough, though Stella desired

to ape that freedom, she was not—perhaps no woman is—de

livered from the desire to believe that the motive was herself,

to give her pleasure. She did not even now understand why

her fellow-sufferers should not acknowledge this as the cause of

their daring trip.

“ Papa wants to thank you,” she said, “ for saving my life;

but that’s absurd, ain’t it, for you were saving your own. If

you had let me drown, you would have drowned too.”

unmv
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“I don’t know. You were a bit in our way,” said Sir

Charles. “ We’d have got on better without you, we should,

by George! You were an awful responsibility, Miss Stella.

I shouldn’t have liked to have faced Lady Scott if Algy had

kicked the bucket; and how I should have faced your father

if you ”

“If that was all you thought of, I shall never, never go out

with you again,” cried Stella with an angry flush. But she

could not make up her mind to throw over her two compan

ions for so little. “ It was jolly at first, wasn’t it?” she said,

after a pause, “ until Al—Captain Scott began to look up to

the sky, and open his mouth for something to fall in.”

But they did not laugh at this, though Mrs. Seton’s similar

witticism had brought on fits of laughter. Captain Scott

swore “By George!” softly under his breath; Sir Charles

whistled—a very little, but he did whistle, at which sound

Stella rose angry from her seat.

“You don’t seem to care much for my visit,” she cried,

“though it tired me very much to come. Oh, I know now

what is meant by fair-weather friends. We were to be such

chums. You were to do anything for me; and now, because

it came on to blow—which was not my fault—”

Here Stella’s voice shook, and she was very near bursting

into tears.

“Don’t say that, Miss Stella; it’s awfully jolly to see you,

and it’s dreadful dull lying here.”

“ And weren’t all the old cats shocked! ” cried Sir Charles.

“ Oh, fie! ” putting up his hands to hiseyes, “ to find you

had been out half the night along with Algy and me.”

“ I have not seen any old cats yet,” said Stella, recovering

her temper, “only the young kittens, and they thought it a

most terrible adventure—like something in a book. You

don’t seem to think anything of that, you boys; you are all

full of Captain Scott’s illness, as if that dreadful, dreadful sail

was nothing, except just the way he caught cold. How funny

that is! Now I don’t mind anything about catching cold or

being in bed for a week; but the terrible sea, and the wind,
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and the dark—these are what I never can get out of my

mind.”

“You see you were in no danger to speak of; but Algy

was, poor fellow. He is only just clear of it now.”

“ [only got up for the first time a week ago,” said Stella,

aggrieved 3 but she did not pursue the subject. “ Mrs. Seton

is coming across to see us—both the invalids, she says; and

perhaps she is one of the old cats, for she says she is coming to

scold me as well as to pet me. I don’t know what there is to

scold about, unless perhaps she would have liked better to go

out with you herself.”

“ That is just like Lottie Seton,” they both said, and

laughed as Stella’s efforts never made them laugh. Why

should they laugh at her very name when all the poor little

girl could do in that way left them unmoved?

“ She’s a perfect dragon of virtue, don’t you know? ” said

Algy, opening his wide mouth.

“ And won’t she give it to the little ’un I ” said Sir Charles,

with another outburst.

“ I should like to know who is meant by the little ’un; and

what it is she can give,” said Stella with offence.

They both laughed again, looking at each other. “ She’s

as jealous as the devil, don’t you know? ” and “ Lottie likes

to keep all the good things to herself,” they said.

Stella was partly mollified to think that Mrs. Seton was

jealous. It was a feather in her little cap. “ I don’t know

if you think that sail was a good thing,” she said. “She

might have had it for me. It is a pity that she left so soon.

You always seem to be much happier when you have her near.”

“ She’s such fun, she’s not a bad sort. She keeps fellows

going,” the young men replied. '

“Well then,” said Stella, getting up quickly, “ you’ll be

amused, for she is coming. I brought you some grapes and

things. I don’t know if you’ll find them amusing. Kate, I

think I’m very tired. Coming out so soon has thrown me

back again. And these gentlemen don’t want any visits from

us, I feel sure.”
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“ Don’t say that, Miss Stella,” cried Sir Charles. “ Algy’s

a dull beggar, that’s the truth. He won’t say what he thinks ;

but I hope you know me. Here, you must have my arm

downstairs. You don’t know the dark corners as I do. Algy,

you dumb dog, say a word to the pretty lady that has brought

you all these nice things. He means it all, Miss Stella, but

he’s tongue-tied.”

“ His mouth is open enough,” said Stella as she turned

away.

“ Choke full of grapes, and that is the truth,” said his

friend. “ And he’s been very bad really, don’t you know?

Quite near making an end of it. That takes the starch out of

a man, and just for a bit of fun. It wasn’t his fun, don’t you

know? it was you and I that enjoyed it,” Sir Charles said,

pressing his companion's hand. Yes, she felt it was he whom

she liked best, not Algy with his mouth full of grapes. His

open mouth was always a thing to laugh at, but it is dreary

work laughing alone. Sir Charles, on the other hand, was a

handsome fellow, and he had always paid a great deal more

attention to Stella than his friend. She went down the stairs

leaning on his arm, Katherine following after a word of fare

well to the invalid. The elder sister begged the young man

to send to' the Clifl' for anything he wanted, and to come as

soon as he was able to move, for a change. “ Papa bade rue

say how glad we should be to have you.”

Algy gaped at Katherine, who was supposed to be a sort of

incipient old maid and no fun at all, with eyes and mouth

wide. “Oh, thanks! ” he said. He could not master this

new idea. She had been always supposed to be elderly and

plain, whereas it appeared in reality that she was just as pretty

as the other one. He had to be left in silence to assimilate

this new thought.

“ Mind you tell me every word Lottie Seton says. She is

fun when she is proper, and she just can be proper to make

your hair stand on end. Now remember, Miss Stella, that’s

a bargain. You are to tell me every word she says.”

“ I shall do nothing of the sort; you must think much of
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her indeed when you want to hear every word. I wonder you

didn’t go after her if you thought so much of her as that."

“ Oh, yes, she’s very amusing,” said Sir Charles. “ She

doesn’t always mean to be, bless you, but when she goes in

for the right and proper thing! Mrs. Grundy is not in it, by

Jove! She’ll come to the hotel and go on at Algy ; but it’s

with you that the fun will be. I should like to borrow the

servant’s clothes and get in a corner somewhere to hear. Lot

tie never minds what she says before servants. It is as if they

were cabbages, don’t you know ? ”

“ You seem to know a great deal about Mrs. Seton, Sir

Charles,” said Stella severely ; but he did not disown this or

hesitate as Stella expected. He said, “ Yes, by Jove,” sim

ply into his big moustache, meaning Stella did not know what

of good or evil. She allowed him to put her into the car

riage which was waiting without further remark. Stella began

to feel that it was by no means plain sailing with these young

soldiers. Perhaps they were not so silly with her as with Mrs.

Seton, perhaps Stella was not so clever ; and certainly she did

not take the lead with them at all.

“ I think they are rude,” said Katherine ; “ probably they

don’t mean any harm. I don’t think they mean any harm.

They are spoiled and allowed to say whatever they like, and

to have very rude things said to them. Your Mrs. Seton, for

instance—’ ’

“ Oh, don’t say my Mrs. Seton,” said Stella. “ I hate Mrs.

Seton. I wish we had never known her. She is not one of

our kind of people at all.”

“ But you would not have known these gentlemen whom you

like but for Mrs. Seton, Stella.”

“ How dare you say gentlemen whom I like ? as if it was

something wrong ! They are only boys to play about,” Stella

said.

Which, indeed, was not at all a bad description of the sort of

sentiment which fills many girlish minds with an inclination that

is often very wrongly defined. Boys to play about is a thing

which every one likes. It implies nothing perhaps, it means the
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most superficial of sentiments. It is to be hoped that it was

only as boys to play about that Mrs. Seton herself took an in

terest in these young men. But her promise of a visit and a

scold was perplexing to Stella. What was she to be scolded

about, she whom neither her father nor sister had scolded, though

she had given them such a night ! And what a night she had

given herself—terror, misery, and cold, a cold, perhaps, quite

as bad as Algy Scott’s, only borne by her with so much more

courage ! This was what Stella was thinking as she drove home.

It was a ruddy October afternoon, very delightful in the sun

shine, a little chilly out of it, and it was pleasant to be out

again after her week’s imprisonment, and to look across that

glittering sea and feel what an experience she had gained. Now

she knew the other side of it, and had a right to shudder and

tell her awe-inspiring story whenever she pleased. “ Oh,

doesn’t it look lovely, as if it could not harm anyone, but I

could tell you another tale ! ” This was a possession which

never could be taken from her, whoever might scold, or who

ever complain.



CHAPTER VII.

“ I ONLY wonder to find you holding up your head at all. Your

people must be very silly people, and no mistake. What, to

spend a whole night out in the bay with Charlie Somers and Algy

Scott, and then to ask me what you have done ? Do you know

what sort of character these boys have got? They are nice

boys, and I don’t care about their morals, don’t you know? as

long as they’re amusing. But then I’ve my husband always by

me. Tom would no more leave me with those men by myself

—though they’re all well enough with anyone that knows how

to keep them in order; but a young girl like you—it will

need all that your friends can do to stand by you and to white

wash you, Stella. Tom didn’t want me to come. ‘ You keep

out of it. She has got people of her own,’ he said; but I

felt I must. And then, after all that, you lift up your little

nozzle and ask what you have done ! ”

Stella sat up, very white, in the big easy-chair where she

had been resting when Mrs. Seton marched in. The little girl

was so entirely overwhelmed by the sudden downfall of all her

pretensions to be a heroine that after the first minute of defi

ance her courage was completely cowed, and she could not find

a word to say for herself. She was a very foolish girl carried

away by her spirits, by her false conception of what was smart

and amusing to do, and by the imperiousness natural to her

position as a spoilt child whose every caprice was yielded to.

But there was no harm, only folly, in poor little Stella’s

thoughts. She liked the company of the young men and the

érlat which their attendance gave her. To drag about a couple

of officers in her train was delightful to her. But further than

that her innocent imagination did not go. Her wild adventure
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in the yacht had never presented itself to her as anything to be

ashamed of, and Mrs. Seton’s horrible suggestion filled her with

a consternation for which there was no words. And it gave

her a special wound that it should be Mrs. Seton who said it,

she who had first introduced her to the noisy whirl of a “ set”

with which by nature she had nothing to do.

“ It was all an accident,” Stella murmured at last ; “ every

body kuows it was an accident. I meant to go—for ten minutes

—just to try—and then the wind got up. Do you think I wanted

to be drowned—to risk my life, to be so ill and frightened to

death? Oh ! ” the poor little girl cried, with that vivid reali

sation of her own distress which is perhaps the most poignant

sentiment in the world—especially when it is unappreciated by

others. Mrs. Seton tossed her head; she was implacable. No

feature of the adventure moved her except to wrath.

“ Everybody knows what these accidents mean,” she said,

“ and as for your life it was in no more danger than it is here.

Charlie Somers knows the bay like the palm of his hand. He

is one of the best sailors going. I confess I don’t understand

what he did it for. Those boys will do anything for fun ; but

it wasn’t very great fun, I should think—unless it was the lark

of the thing, just under your father’s windows and so forth.

I do think, Stella, you’ve committed yourself dreadfully,

and I shouldn’t wonder if you never got the better of it.

I should never have held up my head again if it had been

rue.”

They were seated in the pretty morning-room opening upon

the garden, which was the favourite room of the two girls.

The window was open to admit the sunshine of a brilliant

noon, but a brisk fire was burning, for the afternoons were

beginning to grow cold, when the sunshine was no longer

there, with the large breath of the sea. Mrs. Seton had ar

rived by an early train to visit her friends, and had just come

from Algy’s sick bed to carry fire and flame into the conva

lescence of Stella. Her injured virtue, her high propriety,

shocked by such proceedings as had been thus brought under

her notice, were indescribable. She had given the girl a care
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less kiss with an air of protest against that very unmeaning en

dearment, when she came in, and this was how, without any

warning, she had assailed the little heroine. Stella’s courage

was not at all equal to the encounter. She had held her own

with difficulty before the indifi'erence of the young men. She

could not bear up at all under the unlooked-for attack of her

friend. .

“Oh, how cruel you are!—-how unkind you are! —how

dreadful of you to say such things! ” she cried. “ As if I

was merely sport for them like a—like any sort of girl; a

lark!-—under my father’s windows .” It was too much

for Stella. She began to cry in spite of herself, in spite of her

pride, which was not equal to this strain.

Katherine had come in unperceived while the conversation

was going on. .

“ I cannot have my sister spoken to so,” she said. “ It is

quite false in the first place, and she is weak and nervous and

not able to bear such suggestions. If you have anything to

say against Stella’s conduct it will be better to say it to my

father, or to me. If anybody was to blame, it was your

friends who were to blame. They knew what they were about

and Stella did not. They must be ignorant indeed if they

looked upon her as they would do upon "—Katherine stopped

herself hurriedly—“upon a person of experience—an older

woman.” '

“ Upon me, you mean ! ” cried Mrs. Seton. “ I am

obliged to you, Miss Tredgold! Oh, yes! I have got some

experience and so has she, if flirting through a couple of sea

sons can give it. Two seasons !—more than that. I am

sure I have seen her at the Cowes ball I don’t know how

many times! And then to pretend she doesn’t know what

men are, and what people will say of such an escapade as

that! Why, goodness, everybody knows what people say ;

they will talk for a nothing at all, for a few visits you may

have from a friend, and nothing in it but just to pass the

time. And then to think she can be out a whole night with

a couple of men in a boat, and nothing said ! Do you mean
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to say that you, who are old enough, I am sure, for any

thing—”

“ Katherine is not much older than I am,” cried Stella,

drying her tears. “ Katherine is twenty-three—Katherine

is——”

“Oh, I’m sure, quite a perfect person ! though you don’t

always think so, Stella; and twenty-three’s quite a nice age,

that you can stand at for ever so long. And you are a couple

of very impudent girls to face it out to me so, who have come

all this way for your good, just to warn you. Oh, if you

don’t know what people say, I do! I have had it hot all

round for far more innocent things; but I’ve got Torn always

to stand by me. Who’s going to stand by you when it gets

told all about how you went out with Charlie Somers and

Algy Scott all by yourself in a boat, and didn’t come back

till morning? You think perhaps it won’t be known P Why,

it’s half over the country already; the men are all laughing

about it in their clubs; they are saying which of ’em was it

who played gooseberry? They aren’t the sort of men to play

gooseberry, neither Algy nor Charlie. The old father will

have to come down strong—”

Poor Stella looked up at her sister with distracted eyes.

“ Oh, Kate, what does she mean P What does she mean?”

she cried.

“ We don’t want to know what she means,” cried Kathe

rine, putting her arms round her sister. “She speaks her

own language, not one that we understand. Stella, Stella

dear, don’t take any notice. What are the men in the clubs

to you P ” -

“ I’d like to know,” said Mrs. Seton with a laugh, “ which

of us can afford to think like that of the men in the clubs.

Why, it’s there that everything comes from. A good joke or

a good story, that’s what they live by—they tell each other

everything! Who would care to have them, or who would

ask them out, and stand their impudence if they hadn’t al~

ways the very last bit of gossip at their fingers’ ends? And

this is such a delicious story, don’t you know ? Charlie Som
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ers and Algy Scott off in a little pleasure yacht with a million

aire’s daughter, and kept her out all night, by Jove, in a gale

of wind to make everything nice! And now the thing is to

see how far the old father will go. He’ll have to do some

thing big, don’t you know? but whether Charlie or Algy is

to be the happy man ”

“ Kate ! ” said Stella with a scream, hiding her head on her

sister’s shoulder. “ Take me away ! Oh, hide me somewhere !

Don’t let me see anyone—anyone ! Oh, what have I done—

what have I done, that anything so dreadful should come to

me.”

“ You have done nothing, Stella, except a little folly,

childish folly, that meant nothing. Will you let her alone,

please? You have done enough harm here. It was you who

brought those—those very vulgar young men to this house.”

Even Stella lifted her tearful face in consternation at Kathe

rine’s boldness, and Mrs. Seton uttered a shriek of dismay.

“ What next—what next? Vulgar young men ! The very

flower of the country, the finest young fellows going. You’ve

taken leave of your senses, I think. And to this house—oh,

my goodness, what fun it is ! — how they will laugh ! To

this house—” .

“ They had better not laugh in our hearing at least. This

house is sacred to those who live in it, and anyone who comes

here with such hideous miserable gossip may be prepared for a

bad reception. Those vulgar cads !_” cried Katherine. “ Oh,

that word is vulgar too, I suppose. I don’t care—they are

so if any men ever were, who think they can trifle with a girl’s

name and make her father come down—with what? his money

you mean —it would be good sound blows if I were a man.

And for what? to buy the miserable beings ofl', to shut their

wretched mouths, to ”

“ Katherine! ” cried Stella, all aglow, detaching herself

from her sister’s arms.

“ Here’s heroics!” said Mrs. Seton; but she was overawed

more or less by the flashing eyes and imposing aspect of this

young woman, who was no “ frump” after all, asappeared,
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but a person to be reckoned with—not Stella’s duenna, but

something in her own right. Then she turned to Stella, who

was more comprehensible, with whom a friend might quarrel

and make it up again and no harm done. “My dear,” she

said, “ you are the one of this family who understands a little,

who can be spoken to— I shan’t notice the rude things your

sister says—I was obliged to tell you, for it’s always best to

hear from a friend what is being said about you outside. You

might have seen yourself boycotted, don’t you know? and not

known what it meant. But, I dare say, if we all stand by you,

you’ll not be boycotted for very long. You don’t mean to be

rude, I hope, to your best friends.”

“ Oh, Lottie! I hope you will stand by me,” cried Stella.

“It was all an accident, as sure, as sure ! I only took

them to the yacht for fun—and then I thought I should like

to see the sails up—for fun. And then—oh, it was anything

but fun after that! ” the girl cried.

“ I dare say. Were you sick?—did you make an exhibi

tion of yourself? Oh, I shall hear all about it from Algy—

Charlie won’t say anything, so he is the one, I suppose. Don’t

forget he’s a very bad boy—oh, there isn’t a good one between

them ! I shouldn’t like to be out with them alone. But

Charlie! the rows he has had everywhere, the scandals he has

made! Oh, my dear ! If you go and marry Charlie Someis,

Stella, which you’ll have to do, I believe ”

“ He is the very last person she shall marry if she will listen

to me ! ”

“ Oh, you are too silly for anything, Katherine,” said

Stella, slightly pushing her away. “ You don’t know the

world, you are goody-goody. What do you know about men?

But I don’t want to marry anyone. I want to have my fun.

The sea was dreadful the other night, and I was terribly fright

ened and thought I was going to be drowned. But yet it was

fun in a way. Oh, Lottie, you understand! One felt it was

such a dreadful thing to happen, and the state papa and every

body would be in! Still it is very, very impudent to discuss

me like that, as if I had been run away with. I wasn’t in the
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least. It was I who wanted to go out. They said the wind

was getting up, but I didn’t care, I said. ‘Let’s try.’ It

was all for fun. And it was fun, after all.”

“ Oh, if you take it in that way,” said Mrs. Seton, “and

perhaps it is the best way just to brazen it out. Say what fun

it was for everybody. Don’t go in for being pale and having

been ill and all that. Laugh at Algy for being such a milksop.

You are a clever little thing, Stella. I am sure that is the best

way. And if I were you I should smooth down the old cats

here—those old cats, you know, that came to the picnic—

and throw dust in the eyes of Lady Jane, and then you’ll do.

I’ll fight your battles for you, you may be sure. And then

there is Charlie Somers. I wouldn’t turn up my nose at

Charlie Somers if I were you.”

“ He is nothing to me,” said Stella. “ He has never said

a word to me that all the world—that Kate herself—mightn’t

hear. When he does it’ll be time enough to turn up my nose,

or not. Oh, what do I care ? I don’t want to have anybody to

stand up for me. I can do quite well by myself, thank you.

Kate, why should I sit here in a dressing gown ? I am quite

well. I want the fresh air and to run about. You are so silly;

you always want to pet me and take care of me as if I were a

child. I’m going out now with Lottie to have a little run be

fore lunch and see the view.” '

“Brava,” said Mrs. Seton, “you see what a lot of good

I’ve done her—that is what she wants, shaking up, not being

petted and fed with sweets. All right, Stella, run and get

your frock on and I’ll wait for you. You may be quite right,

Miss Tredgold,” she said, when Stella had disappeared, “ to

stand up for your family. But all the same it’s quite true

what I say.”

“ If it is true, it is abominable; but I don’t believe it to be

true,” Katherine cried.

“ Well, I don’t say it isn’t a shame. I’ve had abominable

things said of me. But what does that matter so long as your

husband stands by you like a brick, as Tom does? But if I

were you, and Charlie Somers really comes forward—it is just
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as likely he won’t, for he ain’t a marrying man, he likes his

fun like Stella—but if he does come forward ”

“I hope he will have more sense than to think of such a

thing. He will certainly not be well received.”

“ Oh, if you stick to that! But why should you now? If

she married it would be the best thing possible for you. You

ain’t bad looking, and I shouldn’t wonder if you were only

the age she says. But with Stella here you seem a hundred,

and nobody looks twice at you——”

Katherine smiled, but the smile was not without bitterness.

“ You are very kind to advise me for my good,” she said.

“ Oh, you mean I’m very impudent—perhaps I am ! But

I know what I’m saying all the same. If Charlie Somers

comes forward—”

“ Advise him not to do so, you who are fond of giving ad

vice,” said Katherine, “for my father will have nothing to

say to him, and it would be no use.”

“ Oh, your father!” said Mrs. Seton with contempt, and

then she kissed her hand to Stella, who came in with her hat

on ready for the “ run” she had proposed. “ Here she is as

fresh as paint,” said that mistress of all the elegancies of lan

guage—“ what a good ’un I am for stirring up the right spirit!

You see how much of an invalid she is now! Where shall we

go for our run, Stella, now that you have made yourself look

so killing? You don’t mean, I should suppose, to waste that

toilette upon me ? ”

“We’ll go and look at the view,” said Stella, “that is

all I am equal to; and I’ll show you where we went that

night.”

“ Papa will be ready for his luncheon in half an hour,

Stella.”

“Yes, I know, I know! Don’t push papa and his lunch

eon dewn my throat for ever,” cried the girl. She too was a

mistress of language. She went out with her adviser arm-in

arm, clinging to her as if to her dearest friend, while Katherine

stood in the window, rather sadly, looking after the pair.

Stella had been restored to her sister by the half-illness of her
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rescue, and there was a pang in Katherine’s mind which was

mingled of many sentiments as the semi-invalid went forth

hanging upon her worst friend. Would nobody ever cling

to Katherine as Stella, her only sister, clung to this woman—

this—woman ! Katherine did not know what epithet to use.

If she had had bad words at her disposal I am afraid she would

have expended them on Mrs. Seton, but she had not. They

were not in her way. Was it possible this—woman might be

right? Could Stella’s mad prank, if it could be called so—

rather her childish, foolish impulse, meaning no harm—tell

against her seriously with anybody in their senses? Kathe

rine could not believe it—it was impossible. The people who

had known her from her childhood knew that there was no

harm in Stella. She might be thoughtless, disregarding every

thing that came in the way of her amusement, but after all

that was not a crime. She was sure that such old cats as Mrs.

Shanks and Miss Mildmay would never think anything of the

kind. But then there was Lady Jane. Lady Jane was not

an old cat; she was a very important person. When she

spoke the word no dog ventured to bark. But then her kind

ness to the Tredgold girls had always been a little in the way

of patronage. She was not of their middle-class world. The

side with which she would be in sympathy would be that of

the young men. The escapade in the boat would be to her

their fim, but on Stella’s it would not be fun. It would be

folly of the deepest dye, perhaps—who could tell P—depravity.

In fiction—a young woman not much in society instinctively

takes a good many of her ideas from fiction—it had become

fashionable of late to represent wicked girls, girls without soul

or heart, as the prevailing type. Lady Jane might suppose

that Stella, whom she did not know very well, was a girl with

out soul or heart, ready to do anything for a little excitement

and a new sensation, without the least reflection what would

come of it. Nay, was not that the mile which Stella herself

was proposing to assume? Was it not to a certain extent her

real character? This thought made Katherine’s heart ache.

And how if Lady Jane should think she had really compro

5
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mised herself, forfeited, if not her good name, yet the bloom

that ought to surround it? Katherine’s courage sank at the

thought. And, on the other hand, there was her father, who

would understand none of these things, who would turn any

body out of his house who breathed a whisper against Stella,

who would show Sir Charles himself the door.



CHAPTER VIII.

I'r would be absurd to suppose that Mrs. Shanks and Miss

Mildmay had not heard the entire story of Stella’s escape and

all that led up to it, the foolish venture and the unexpected

and too serious punishment. They had known all about it

from the first moment. They had seen her running down to

the beach with her attendants after her, and had heard all

about the boat with the new figure-head which Mr. Tredgold

had got a bargain and had called after his favourite child.

And they had said to each other as soon as they had heard of

it, “ Mark my words! we shall soon hear of an accident to

that boat.” They had related this fact in all the drawing

rooms in the neighbourhood with great, but modest, pride

when the accident did take place. But they had shown the

greatest interest in Stella, and made no disagreeable remarks

as to the depravity of her expedition. Nobody had been sur

prised at this self-denial at first, for no one had supposed that

there was any blame attaching to the young party, two out of

the three of whom had suffered so much for their imprudence;

for Stella’s cold and the shock to her nerves had at first been

raised by a complimentary doctor almost to the same flattering

seriousness as Captain Scott’s pneumonia. Now the event al

together had begun to sink a little into the mild perspective of

distance, as a thing which was over and done with, though it

would always be an exciting reminiscence to talk of—the night

when poor Stella Tredgold had been carried out to sea by the

sudden squall, “just in her white afternoon frock, poor thing,

without a wrap or anything.”

This had been the condition of affairs before Mrs. Seton’s

visit. I cannot tell how it was breathed into the air that the
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adventure was by no means such a simple matter, that Stella

was somehow dreadfully in fault, that it would be something

against her all her life which she would have the greatest diffi

culty in “living down.” Impossible to say who sowed this

cruel seed. Mrs. Seton declared afterwards that she had spoken

to no one, except indeed the landlady of the hotel where Cap

tain Scott was lying, and his nurse; but that was entirely

about Algy, poor boy. But whoever was the culprit, or by

what methods soever the idea was communicated, certain it is

that the views of the little community were completely changed

after that moment. It began to be whispered about in the

little assemblies, over the tea-tables, and over the billiard-tables

(which was worse), that Stella Tredgold’s escapade was a very

queer thing after all. It was nonsense to say that she had

never heard of the existence of the Stella till that day, when it

was well known that old Tredgold bragged about everything

he bought, and the lot 0’ money, or the little money he had

given for it ; for it was equally sweet to him to get a great

bargain or to give the highest price that had ever been paid.

That he should have held his tongue about this one thing, was

it likely? And she was such a daring little thing, fond of

Scandalising her neighbours; and she was a little fast, there

could be no doubt; at all events, she had been so ever since

she had made the acquaintance of that Mrs. Seton—that Seton

woman, some people said. Before her advent it only had been

high spirits and innocent nonsense, but since then Stella had

been infected with a love of sensation and had learned to like

the attendance of men—any men, it did not matter whom. If

the insinuation was of Mrs. Seton’s making, she was not herself

spared in it.

Mrs. Shanks and Miss Mildmay were by no means the last

to be infected by this wave of opinion. They lived close to

each other in two little houses built upon the hillside, with

gardens in long narrow strips which descended in natural ter

races to the level of the high road. They were houses which

looked very weedy and damp in the winter time, being sur

rounded by verandahs, very useful to soften the summer glow
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but not much wanted in October when the wind blew heaps

of withered leaves (if you ventured to call those rays of gold

and crimson withered) under the shelter of their green trellises.

There are few things more beautiful than these same autumn

leaves; but a garden is sadly “untidy,” as these ladies 1a

mented, when covered with them, flying in showers from some

body else’s trees, and accumulating in heaps in the corners of

the verandahs. “ The boy,” who was the drudge of Mrs.

Shanks’ establishment, and “ the girl” who filled the same

place in Miss Mildmay’s, swept and swept for ever, but did not

succeed in “keeping them down; ” and indeed, when these

two ladies stepped outside in the sunny mornings, as often as

not a leaf or two lighted, an undesired ornament upon the frills

of Mrs. Shanks’ cap or in the scanty coils of Miss Mildmay's

hair. There was only a low railing between the two gardens

in order not to break the beauty of the bank with its terraces

as seen from below, and over this the neighbours had many

talks as they superintended on either side the work of the boy

and the girl, or the flowering of the dahlias which made a lit

tle show on Mrs. Shanks’ side, or the chrysanthemums on the

other. These winterly flowers were what the gardens were

reduced to in October, though there were a few roses still to

be found near the houses, and the gay summer annuals were

still clinging on to life in rags and desperation along the bor

ders, and a few sturdy red geraniums standing up boldly here

and there.

“ Have you heard what they are saying about Stella Tred

gold? ” said the one lady to the other one of these mornings.

Mrs. Shanks had a hood tied over her cap, and Miss Mildmay

a Shetland shawl covering her grey hair.

“ Have I heard of anything else? ” said the other, shaking

her head.

“ And I just ask you, Ruth Mildmay,” said Mrs. Shanks,

“ do you think that little thing is capable of making up any

plan to run off with a couple of officers? Good gracious, why

should she do such a thing? She can have them as much as

she likes at home. That silly old man will never stop her, but
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feed them with the best of everything at breakfast, lunch, and

dinner, if they like—and then be stonished if people talk.

And as for Katherine—but I have no patience with Kath

erine,” the old lady said.

“If it’s only a question what Stella Tredgold is capable

of,” answered Miss Mildmay, “ she is capable of making the

hair stand up straight on our heads—and there is nothing she

would like better than to do it.” '

“ Ah,” said Mrs. Shanks, “ she would find that hard with

me ; for I am nearly bald on the top of my hea .”

“And don’t you try something for it?” said the other

blandly. Miss Mildmay was herself anxiously in search of

“ something” that might still restore to her, though changed

in colour, the abundance of the locks of her youth.

“ I try a cap for it,” said the other, “ which covers every

thing up nicely. What the eye does not see the heart does

not grieve—not like you, Ruth Mildmay, that have so much

hair. Did you feel it standing up on end when you heard of

Stella’s escapade ? ”

“ I formed my opinion of Stella’s escapade long ago,” said

Miss Mildmay. “ I thought it mad-—simply mad, like so

many things she does; but I hoped nobody would take any

notice, and I did not mean to be the first to say anything.”

“ Well, it just shows how innocent I am,” said Mrs.

Shanks, “ an old married woman that ought to know better !

Why, I never thought any harm of it at all ! I thought they

had just pushed off a bit, three young fools ! ”

“ But why did they push off a bit—that is the question ?

They might have looked at the boat ; but why should she go

out, a girl with two men ? ”

“ Well, two was better than one, surely, Ruth Mildmay!

If it had been one, why, you might have said—but there’s

safety in numbers—besides, one man in a little yacht with a

big sail. I hate those things myself,” said Mrs. Shanks. “ I

would not put my foot in one of them to save my life. They

are like guns which no one believes are ever loaded till they

go off and kill you before you know.
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“ I have no objection to yachting, for my part. My, Uncle

Sir Ralph was a great yachtsman. I have often been out with

him. The worst of these girls is that they’ve nobody to give

them a little understanding of things—nobody that knows.

Old Tredgold can buy anything for them, but he can’t tell

them how to behave. And' even Katherine, you know ”

“ Oh, Katherine—I have no patience with Katherine. She

lets that little thing do whatever she pleases.”

“ As if any one could control Stella, a spoilt child if ever

there was one! May I ask you, Jane Shanks, what you in

tend to do ? ”

“ To do? ” cried Mrs. Shanks, her face, which was a little

red by nature, paling suddenly. She stopped short in the

very act of cutting a dahlia, a large very double purple one,

into which the usual colour of her cheeks seemed to have gone.

“ Oh, for goodness’ sake take care of those earwigs,” cried

Miss Mildmay. “ I hate dahlias for that—they are always

full of earwigs. When I was a little child I thought I had got

one in my ear. You know the nursery-maids always say they

go into your ear. And the miserable night I had! I have

never forgotten it. There is one on the rails, I declare.”

“Are we talking of earwigs—or of anything more impor

tant? ” Mrs. Shanks cried.

“ There are not many things more important, I can tell you,

if you think one has got into your ear. They say it creeps

into your brain and eats it up—and all sorts of horrible things.

I was talking of going to the Cliff to see what those girls were

about, and what Stella has to say for herself.”

“ To the Cliff! ” Mrs. Shanks said.

“ Well,” said her neighbour sharply, “ did you mean to

give them up without even asking what they had to say for

themselves ? "

“ I—give them up ?—I never thought of such a thing. You

go so fast, Ruth Mildmay. It was only yesterday I heard of

this talk, which never should have gone from me. At the

worst it’s a thing that might be gossiped about; but to give

them up ”
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“You wouldn’t, I suppose,” said Miss Mildmay sternly,

“ countenance depravity—if it was proved to be true.”

“ If what was proved to be true? What is it they say

against her P ” Mrs. Shanks cried.

But this was not so easy to tell, for nobody had said any

thing except the fact which everybody knew.

“ You know what is said as well as I do,” said Miss Mild

may. “ Are you going P Or do you intend to drop them P

That is what I want to know.”

“ Has any one dropped them, yet P ” her friend asked.

There was a tremble in her hand which held the dahlias. She

was probably scattering earwigs on every side, paying no

attention. And her colour had not yet come back. It was

very rarely that aquestion of this importance came up between

the two neighbours. “ Has Lady Jane said anything P ” she

asked in tones of awe.

“I don’t know and I don’t care,” cried Miss Mildmay

boldly ; for, maiden lady as she was, and poor, she was one of

those who did not give in to Lady Jane. “ For my part, I

want to hear more about it before I decide what to do.”

“ And so should I too,” said Mrs. Shanks, though still with

bated breath. “ Oh, Ruth Mildmay, I do not think I could

ever have the heart ! Suchya little thing, and no mother, and

such a fatheras Mr. Tredgold ! I think it is going to rain this

afternoon. I should not mind for once having the midge

if you will share it, and going t6 call, and see what we can

see."

“ I will share the midge if you like. I have other places

where I must call. I can wait for you outside if you like, or

I might even go in with you, for five minutes,” Miss Mildmay

said severely, as if the shortness of that term justified the im

pulse. And they drove out accordingly, in the slumbrous

afternoon, when most people were composing themselves com

fortably by the side of their newly-lighted fires, comfort

ing themselves that, as it had come on to rain, nobody would

call, and that they were quite free either to read a book or to

nod over it till tea-time. It rained softly, persistently, quietly,
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as the midge drove along amid a mingled shower of water

drops and falling leaves. The leaves were like bits of gold, the

water-drops sparkled on the glass of the windows. All was

v.soft, weeping, and downfall, the trees standing fast through

the mild rain, scattering, with a sort of forlorn pleasure in it,

their old glories off them. The midge stumbled along, jolting

over the stones, and the old ladies seated opposite—for it held

only one on each side—nodded their heads at each other,

partly because they could not help it, partly to emphasise their

talk. “That little thing! to have gone wrong at her age!

But girls now were not like what they used to be—they were

very different—not the least like what we used to be in our time. ”

“ Here is the midge trundling along the drive and the old

cats coming to inquire. They are sure to have heard everything

that ever was said in the world,” cried Stella, “ and they are

coming to stare at me and find out if I look as if I felt it.

They shall not see me at all, however I look. I am not going

to answer to them for what I do. ”

"‘ Certainly not,” said Katherine. “ If that is what they

have come for, you had better leave them to me.”

“ I don’t know, either,” said Stella, “ it rains, and nobody

else will come. They might be fun. I shall say everything I

can think of to shock them, Kate.”

“ They deserve it, the old inquisitors,” cried Kate, who

was more indignant than her sister ; “ but I think I would not,

Stella. Don’t do anything unworthy of yourself, dear, what

ever other people may say.”

“ Oh ! unworthy of myself l—I don’t know what’s worthy

of myself—nothing but nonsense, I believe. I should just like,

however, for fun, to see what the old cats have to say.”

The old cats came in, taking some time to alight from the

midge and shake out their skirts in the hall. They were a.

little frightened, if truth must be told. They were not sure of

their force against the sharp little claws sheathed in velvet of

the little white cat-princess, on whom they were going to make

an inquisition, whether there was any stain upon her coat of

snow.
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“ We need not let them see we’ve come for that, or have

heard anything,” Mrs. Shanks whispered in Miss Mildmay’s

ear.

“ Oh, I shall let them see! ” said the fiercer visitor; but

nevertheless she trembled too.

They were taken into the young ladies’ room, which was

on the ground floor, and opened with a large window upon

the lawn and its encircling trees. It was perhaps too much on

a level with that lawn for a house which is lived in in autumn

and winter as well as summer, and the large window occupied

almost one entire side of the room. Sometimes it was almost

too bright, but to-day, with the soft persistent rain pouring

down, and showers of leaves coming across the rain from time

to time, as if flying frightened before every puff of air, the ef

fect of the vast window and of the white and gold furniture

was more dismal than bright. There was a wood fire, not

very bright either, but hissing faintly as it smouldered, which

did not add much to the comfort of the room. Katherine was

working at something as usual—probably something of no im

portance—but it was natural to her to be occupied, while it was

natural for Stella to do nothing. The-visitors instinctively re

marked the fact with the usual approval and disapproval.

“Katherine, how do you do, my dear? We thought we

were sure to find you at home such a day. Isn’t it a wet

day ? raining cats and dogs ; but the midge is so good for that,

one is so sheltered from the weather. Ruth Mildmay thought

it was just the day to find you ; Jane Shanks was certain you

would be at home. Ah, Stella, you are here too ! ” they said

both together.

“ Did you think I shouldn’t be here too ? ’ ’ said Stella. “ I

am always here too. I wonder why you should be surprised.”

“ Oh, indeed, Stella! We know that is not the case by

any means. If you were always with Katherine, it would be

very, very much the better for you. You would get into no

scrapes if you kept close to Katherine,” Mrs. Shanks said.

“ Do I get into scrapes ? ” cried Stella, tossing her young

head. “ Oh, I knew there would be some fun when I saw the
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midge coming along the drive! Tell me what scrapes I have

got into. I hope it isa very bad one to-day to make your

hair stand on end.”

“ My dear, you knowa great deal better than we can tell

you what things people are saying,” said Miss Mildmay. “ I

did not mean to blurt it out the first thing as Jane Shanks has

done. It is scarcely civil, I feel—perhaps you would yourself

have been moved to give us some explanation which would

have satisfied our minds—and to Katherine it is scarcely po

lite.”

“ Oh, please do not mind being polite to me! ” cried

Katherine, who was in a white heat of resentment and indig

nation, her hands trembling as she threw down her work. And

Stella, that little thing, was completely at her ease ! “ If there

is anything to be said I take my full share with Stella, what

ever it may be.” And then there was a little pause, for tea

was brought in with a footman’s instinct for the most dramatic

moment. Tea singularly changed the face of affairs. Gossip

may be exchanged over the teacups; but to come fully pre

pared for mortal combat, and in the midst of it to be served

by your antagonist with a cup of tea, is terribly embarrassing.

Katherine, being excited and innocent, would have left it

there with its fragrance rising fruitlessly in the midst of the

fury melting the assailants’ hearts ; but Stella, guilty and

clever, saw her advantage. Before she said anything more she

sprang up from her chair and took the place which was gener

ally Katherine’s before the little shining table. Mr. Tred

gold’s tea was naturally the very best that could be got for

money, and had a fragrance which was delightful ; and there

were muffins in a beautiful little covered silver dish, though

October is early in the season for muffins. “I’ll give you

some tea first,” cried the girl, “ and then you can come down

upon me as much as you please.”

3 And it was so nice after the damp drive, after the jolting of

the midge, in the dull and dreary afternoon! It was more

than female virtue was equal to, to refuse that deceiving cup.

Miss Mildmay said faintly: “ None for me, please. I am
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going on to the—" But before she had ended this asser

tion she found herself, she knew not how, with a cup in her

hand.

“ Oh, Stella, my love,” cried Mrs. Shanks, “ what tea

yours is ! And oh, how much sweeter you look, and how

much better it is, instead of putting yourself in the way of a

set of silly young officers, to sit there smiling at your old

friends and pouring out the tea! ”

Miss Mildmay gave a little gasp, and made a motion to put

down the cup again, but she was not equal to the effort.

“ Oh, it is the officers you object to ! ” cried Stella. “ If

it was curates perhaps you would like them better. I love the

officers! they are so nice and big and silly. To be sure, cu

rates are silly also, but they are not so easy and nice about it.”

Miss Mildmay’s gasp this time was almost like a choke.

“ Believe me,” she said, “it would be much better to

keep clear of young men. You girls now are almost as bad

as the American girls, that go about with them everywhere—

worse, indeed, for it is permitted there, and it is not permitted

here.”

“ That makes it all the nicer,” cried Stella; “ it’s delight

ful because it’s wrong. I wonder why the American girls do

it when all the fun is gone out of it ! ”

“ Depend upon it,” said Miss Mildmay, “it’s better to

have nothing at all to do with young men.”

“ But then what is to become of the world?” said the cul

prit gravely.

“ Stella! ” cried Katherine.

“It is quite true. The world would come to an end—

there would be no more—”

’ “ Stella, Stella! ”

“ I think you are quite right in what you said, Jane

Shanks,” said Miss Mildmay. “ It is a case that can’t be

passed over. It is ”

“ I never said anything of the sort,” cried Mrs. Shanks,

alarmed. “I said we must know what Stella had to say for

hersel "
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“ And so you shall,” said Stella, with a toss of her saucy

head. “I have as much as ever you like to say for myself.

There is nothing I won’t say. Some more mufiin, Mrs.

Shanks—one little other piece. It is so good, and the first of

the season. But this is not enough toasted. Look after the

tea, Katherine, while I toast this piece for Miss Mildmay. It

is much nicer when it is toasted for you at a nice clear fire.”

“Not any more for me,” cried Miss Mildmay decisively,

putting down her cup and pushing away her chair.

“ You cannot refuse it when I have toasted it expressly for

you. It is just as I know you like it, golden brown and hot !

Why, here is another carriage! Take it, take it, dear Miss

Mildmay, before some one else comes in. Who can be com

ing, Kate—this wet day? ”

They all looked out eagerly, speechless, at the pair of

smoking horses and dark green landau which passed close to

the great window in the rain. Miss Mildmay took the mufl‘in

mechanically, scarcely knowing what she did, and a great

consternation fell upon them all. The midge outside, fright

ened, drew away clumsily from the door, and the ladies, both

assailed and assailants, gazed into each other’s eyes with a

shock almost too much for speech.

“ Oh, heavens,” breathed Mrs. Shanks, “ do you see who

it is, you unfortunate children ? It is Lady Jane herself—and

how are you going to stand up, you little Stella, before Lady

Jane ? ”

“ Let her come,” said Stella defiant, yet with a hot 'fiush

on her cheeks. -

And, indeed, so it happened. Lady Jane did not pause to

shake out her skirts, which were always short enough for all

circumstances. Almost before the footman, who preceded

her with awe, could open the door decorously, she pushed

him aside with her own hand to quicken his movements, Lady

Jane herself marched squarely into the expectant room,



CHAPTER IX.

LADY JANE walked into the room squarely, with her short

skirts and her close jacket. She looked as if she were quite

ready to walk back the four miles of muddy road between

her house and the Cliff. And so indeed she was, though she

had no intention of doing so to-day. She came in, pushing

aside the footman, as I have said, who was very much fright

ened of Lady Jane. When she saw the dark figures of Mrs.

Shanks and Miss Mildmay sitting against the large light of the

window, she uttered a suppressed sound of discontent. It

might be translated by an “ Oh,” or it might be translated,

as we so often do as the symbol of a sound, by a “ Humph.”

At all events, it was a sound which expressed annoyance.

“You here!” it seemed to say; but Lady Jane afterwards

shook hands with them very civilly, it need not be said. For

the two old cats were very respectable members of society,

and not to be badly treated even by Lady Jane.

“ That was your funny little carriage, I suppose,” she

said, when she had seated herself, “ stopping the way.”

“Was it stopping the way? ” cried Mrs. Shanks, “the

midge? I am astonished at Mr. Perkins. We always give

him the most careful instructions; but if he had found one of

the servants to gossip with, he is a man who forgets every

thing one may say.”

“I can’t undertake what his motives were, but he was in

the way, blocking up the doors,” said Lady Jane ; “ all the

more astonishing to my men and my horses, as they were

brought out, much against their will, on the full understand

ing that nobody else would be out on such a day.”

“It is a long way to Steephill,” said Miss Mildmay, “ so
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that we could not possibly have known Lady-Jane’s inten

tions, could we, Jane Shanks? or else we might have taken

care not to get into her way.”

“Oh, the public roads are free to every one,” said Lady

Jane, dismissing the subject. “ What rainy weather we have

had, to be sure! Of course you are all interested in that

bazaar; if it goes on like this you will have no one, not a

soul to buy; and all the expense of the decorations and so

forth on our hands.”

“ Oh, the officers will come over from Newport,” said Miss

Mildmay; “ anything is better than nothing. Whatever has

a show of amusement will attract the officers, and that will

make the young ladies happy, so that it will not be thrown

away.” i

“ What a Christian you are! " said Lady Jane. “You

mean it is an ill wind that blows nobody good. I have

several cousins in the garrison, but I don’t think I should care

so much for their amusement as all that.”

“Was there ever a place,” said Mrs. Shanks, with a cer

tain tone of humble admiration, which grated dreadfully upon

her companion, “in which you had not a number of cou

sins, Lady Jane? They say the Scotch are the great people

for having relatives everywhere, and my poor husband was

a Scotchman ; but I’m sure he had not half so many as

you.”

Lady Jane answered curtly with a nod of her head and went

on. “The rain is spoiling everything,” she said. “ The

men, of course, go out in spite of it when they can, but they

have no pleasure in their work, and to have a shooting party

on one’s hands in bad weather is a-hard task. They look at

you as if it were your fault, as if you could order good

weather as easily as you can order luncheon for them at the

cover side.”

“ Dear me, that is not at all fair, is it, Ruth Mildmay ? In

my poor husband’s lifetime, when we used to take a shooting

regularly, I always said to his friends, ‘ Now, don’t look re

proachfully at me if it’s bad weather. We can’t guarantee
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the weather. You ought to get so many brace if you have

good luck. We’ll answer for that.’ ”

“ You were a bold woman,” said Lady Jane ; “ so many

brace without knowing if they could fire a gun or not ! That’s

a rash promise. Sir John is not so bold as that, I can tell

you. He says, ‘There’s a bird or two about if you can hit

’em.’ Katherine, you may as well let me see those things of

yours for my stall. It will amuse me a little this wet day.”

“ They are all upstairs, Lady Jane.”

“ Well, I’ll go upstairs. Oh, don’t let me take you away

from your visitors. Stella, you can come with me and show

them ; not that I suppose you know anything about them.”

“ Not the least in the world,” said Stella very clearly. Her

face, so delicately tinted usually, and at present paler than

ordinary, was crimson, and her attitude one of battle. She

could propitiate and play with the old cats, but she dare not

either cajole or defy Lady jane.

“ Then Katherine can come, and I can enjoy the pleasure of

conversation with you after. Shall I find you still here,” said

Lady jane, holding out her hand graciously to the other ladies,

“ when I come downstairs again ? ”

“ Oh, we must be going—”

Mrs. Shanks was interrupted by Miss Mildmay’s precise

tones. “ Probably you will find me here, Lady Jane ; and I

am sure it will be a mutual pleasure to continue the conversa

tion which ”

“ Then I needn’t say good-bye,” said the great lady calmly,

taking Katherine by the arm and pushing the girl before her.

Stella stood with her shoulders against the mantel-piece, very

red, watching them as they disappeared. She gave the others

an angry look of appeal as the door closed upon the more im

portant visitor.

“ Oh, I wish you’d take me away with you in the midge ! ”

she cried. _

“Ah, Stella,” cried Mrs. Shanks, shaking her head, “ the

times I have heard you making your fun of the midge! But

in a time of trouble one finds out who are one’s real friends.”
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Miss Mildmay was softened too, but she was not yet disposed

to give in. She had not been able to eat that special muffin

which Stella had re-toasted for her. Lady Jane, in declining
tea curtly with a wave of her hands, had'made the tea-drinkers I

uncomfortable, and especially had arrested the eating of muf

fins, which it is difficult to consume with dignity unless you

have the sympathy of your audience. It was cold now, quite

cold and unappetizing. It lay in its little plate with the air

of a thing rejected. And Miss Mildmay felt it was not con

sistent with her position to ask even for half a cup of hot tea.

“ It has to be seen,” she said stifiiy, “ what friends will re

spond to the appeal; everybody is not at the disposal of the

erring person when and how she pleases. I must draw a

line——”

“ What do you say I have done, then?” cried Stella, flush

ing with lively wrath. “ Do you think I went out in that

boat on purpose to be drowned or catch my death ? Do you

think I wanted to be ill and sea-sick and make an exhibition

of myself before two men? Do you think I wanted them to

see me ill? Goodness! ” cried Stella, overcome at once by

the recollection and the image, “could you like a man—es

pecially if he was by way of admiring you, and talking non

sense to you and all that—t0 see you ill at sea? If you can

believe that you can believe anything, and there is no more

for me to say.”

The force of this argument was such that Miss Mildmay was

quite startled out of her usual composure and reserve. She

stared at Stella for a moment with wide-opened eyes. .

“ I did not think of that,” she said in a tone of sudden con

viction. “There is truth in what you say—certainly there is

truth in what you say.”

“Truth in it! T’ cried the girl. “If you had only seen

me—but I am very thankful you didn’t see me—leaning over

the side of that dreadful boat, not minding what waves went

over me ! When you were a girl and had men after you, oh,

Miss Mildmay, I ask you, would you have chosen to have them

to see you tlmz .7 ”

6
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Miss Mildmay put the plate with the cold muffin off her

knees. She set down her empty cup. She felt the solenmity

of the appeal.

' “No,” she said, “if you put it to me like that, Stella, I

am obliged to allow I should not. And I may add,” she went

on, looking round the room as if to a contradictory audience,

“ I don’t know any woman who would; and that is my opin

ion, whatever anybody may say.” She paused a moment with

a little triumphant air of having conducted to a climax a po

tent argument, looking round upon the baffled opponents. And

then she came down from that height and added in soft tones

of affectionate reproach: “ But why did you go out with them

at all, Stella? When I was a girl, as you say, and had—I

never, never should have exposed myself to such risks, by go

ing out in a boat with—”

“ Oh, Miss Mildmay,” cried Stella, “girls were better in

your time. You have always told us so. They were not per

haps so fond of—fun; they were in better order; they had

more—more—” said the girl, fishing for a word, which Mrs.

Shanks supplied her with by a movement of her lips behind

Miss Mildmay’s back—“ disciplined minds,” Stella said with

an outburst of sudden utterance which was perilously near a

laugh.

“And you had a mother, Ruth Mildmay? ” said the plot

ter behind, in tender notes.

“Yes; I had a mother—an excellent mother, who would

not have permitted any of the follies I see around me. Jane

Shanks, you have conquered me with that word. Stella, my

dear, count on us both to stand by you, should that insolent

woman upstairs take anything upon her. Who is Lady Jane,

I should like to know? The daughter of a new-made man

—c0als, or beer, or something! A creation of this reign!

Stella, this will teach you, perhaps, who are your true friends.”

And Miss Mildmay extended her arms and took the girl to

her bosom. Stella had got down on her knees for some rea

son of her own, which girls who are fond of throwing them

selves about may understand, and therefore was within reach
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of this unexpected embrace, and I am afraid laughed rather

than sobbed on Miss Mildmay’s lap ; but the slight heaving of

her shoulders in that position had the same effect, and sealed

the bargain. The two ladies lingered a little after this, hop

ing that Lady Jane might come down. At least Miss Mild

may hoped so. Mrs. Shanks would have stolen humbly out to

get into the midge at a little distancelalong the drive, not_ to

disturb the big landau with the brown horses which stood

large before the door. But Miss Mildmay would have none

of that 3 she ordered the landau off with great majesty, and

waved her hand indignantly for Perkins to “ come round,” as

if the midge had been a chariot, a manoeuvre which Stella

promoted eagerly, standing in the doorway to see her visitors

off with the most affectionate interest, while the other carriage

paced sullenly up and down.

In the meantime Lady Jane had nearly completed her inter

view with Katherine in the midst of the large assortment of

trumpery set out in readiness for the bazaar. “ Oh, yes, I

suppose they’ll do well enough,” she said, turning over the

many coloured articles into which the Sliplin ladies had worked

so many hours of their lives with careless hands. “ Mark

them cheap; the people here like to have bargains, and I’m

sure they’re not worth much. Of course, it was not the ba

zaar things I was thinking of. Tell me, Katherine, what is all

this about Stella? I find the country ringing with it. What

has she done to have her name mixed up with Charlie Somers

and Algy Scott—two of the fastest men one knows ? What

has the child been doing? And how did she come to know

these men?”

“ She has been doing nothing, Lady Jane. It is the most

wicked invention. I can tell you exactly how it happened.

A little yacht was lying in'the harbour, and they went up to

papa’s observatory, as he calls it, to look at it through his tele

scope, and papa himself was there, and he said—”

“ But this is going very far back, surely? I asked you

what Stella was doing with these men.”

“ And I am telling you,” cried Katherine, red with indig
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nation. “ Papa said it was his yacht, which he had just bought,

and they began to argue and bet about who it was from whom

he had bought it, and he would not tell them ; and then Stella

said ” '

“ My dear Katherine, this elaborate explanation begins to

make me fear ” _

“ Stella cried: ‘ Come down and look at it, while Kate

orders tea.’ You know how careless she is, and how she or

ders me about. They ran down by our private gate. It was

to settle their bet, and I had tea laid out for them—it was

quite warm then—under the trees. Well,” said Katherine,

pausing to take breath, “ the first thing I saw was a white sail

moving round under the cliff while I sat waiting for them to

come back. And then papa came down screaming that it was

the Stella, his yacht, and that a gale was blowing up. And

then we spent the most dreadful evening, and darkness came

on and we lost sight of the sail, and I thought I should have

died and that it would kill papa.”

Her breath went from her with this rapid narrative, uttered

at full speed to keep Lady Jane from interrupting. What with

indignation and what with alarm, the quickening of her heart

was such that Katherine could say no more. She stopped

short and stood panting, with her hand upon her heart.

“ And at what hour,” said Lady Jane icily, “ did they come

back P ”

“Oh, I can’t tell what hour it was. It seemed years and

years to me. I got her back in a faint and wet to the skin,

half dead with sickness and misery and cold. Oh, my poor,

poor little girl! And now here are wicked and cruel people

saying it is her fault. Her fault to risk her life and make her

self ill and drive us out of our senses, papa and me ! ”

“ Oh, Stella would not care very much for her papa and

you, so long as she got her fun. So it was as bad as that, was

it—a whole night at sea along with these two men P I could

not have imagined any girl would have been such a fool.”

“ I will not hear my sister spoken of so. It was the men

who were fools, or worse, taking her out when a gale was ris
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ing. What did she know about the signs of a gale? She

thought of nothing but two minutes in the bay, just to see

how the boat sailed. It was these men.”

“ What is the use of saying anything about the men? I

dare say they enjoyed it thoroughly. It doesn’t do them any

harm. Why should they mind ? It is the girl who ought to

look out, for it is she who suffers. Good Heavens, to think

that any girl should be such a reckless little fool l”

“ Stella has done nothing to be spoken of in that way.”

“ Oh, don’t speak to me 1” said Lady Jane. “ Haven’t I

taken you both up and done all I could to give you your

chance, you two? And this is my reward. Stella has done

nothing ? Why, Stella has just compromised herself in the

most dreadful way. You know what sort of a man Charlie

Somers is ? No, you don’t, of course. How should you, not

living in a set where you were likely to hear? That’s the

worst, you know, of going out a little in one monde and be

longing to another all the time.”

“ I don’t know what you mean, Lady Jane,” cried Kath

erine, on the edge of tears.

“ No ; there’s no need you should know what I mean. A

girl, in another position, that got to know Charlie Somers

would have known more or less what he was. You, of course,

have the disadvantages of both—acquaintance and then igno

rance. Who introduced Charlie Somers to your sister? The

blame lies on her first of all.” ' ,

“ It was—they were all—at the hotel, and Stella thought

it would be kind to ask Mrs. Seton to a picnic we were giv

7!

ing—

“Lottie Seton l” cried Lady Jane, sitting down in the

weakness of her consternation. “Why, this is the most ex

traordinary thing of all l”

“ I see nothing extraordinary in the whole business,

Katherine, in a lofty tone.

“ Oh, my dear Katherine, for goodness’ sake don’t let me

have any more of your innocent little-girlishness. Of course

you see nothing! You have no eyes, no sense, no Lot

said
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tie Seton !-—she to give over two of her own men to a pretty,

silly, reckless little thing like Stella, just the kind for them!

Well, that is the last thing I should have expected. Why,

Lottie Seton is nothing without her tail. If they abandon

her she is lost. She is asked to places because she is always

sure to be able to bring a few men. What they can see in her

nobody knows, but there it is—that’s her faculty. And she

actually gave over two of her very choicest-_"

“ You must excuse me, Lady Jane,” said Katherine, “if I

don’t want to hear any more of Mrs. Seton and her men.

They are exceedingly rude, stupid, disagreeable men. You

may think it a fine thing for us to be elevated to the sphere in

which we can meet men like Sir Charles Somers. I don’t

think so. I think he is detestable. I think he believes wom

en to exist only for the purpose of amusing him and making

him laugh, like an idiot, as he is!”

Lady Jane sat in her easy-chair and looked sardonically at

the passion of the girl, whose face was crimson, whose voice

was breaking. She was, with that horrible weakness which a

high-spirited girl so resents in herself, so near an outbreak of

crying that she could scarcely keep the tears within her eyes.

The elder lady looked at her for some time in silence. The

sight troubled her a little, and amused her a little also. It

occurred to her to say, “You are surely in love with him

yourself,” which was her instinct, but for once forbore, out of

a sort of awed sense that here was a creature who was outside

of her common rules.

“ He is not an idiot, however,” she said at last. “ I don’t

say he is intellectual. He does think, perhaps, that women

exist, &c. So do most of them, my dear. You will soon

find that out if you have anything to do with men. Still, for

a good little girl, I have always thought you were nice, Kath

erine. It is for your sake more than hers that I feel inclined

to do that silly little Stella a good turn. How could she be

such a little fool? Has she lived on this clifl' half her life and

doesn’t know when a gale’s coming on? The more shame to

her, then ! And I don’t doubt that instead of being ashamed
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she is quite proud of her adventure. And I hear, to make

things worse, that Algy Scott went and caught a bad cold over

it. That will make his mother and all her set furious with the

girl, and say everything about her. He’s not going to die—

that’s a good thing. If he had, she need never have shown

her impertinent little nose anywhere again. Lady Scott’s an

inveterate woman. It will be bad enough as it is. How are

we to get things set right again ? ”

“ It is a pity you should take any trouble,” said Kathe

rine; “things are quite right, thank you. We have quite

enough in what you call our own monde.”

“ Well, and what do you find to object to in the word? It

is a very good word ; the French understand that sort of thing

better than we do. So you have quite enough to make you

happy in your own man/1e? I don’t think so—and I know

the world in general better than you do. And, what is more,

I am very doubtful indeed whether Stella thinks so.”

“ Oh, no,” cried a little voice, and Stella, running in, threw

herself down at Lady Jane’s feet, in the caressing attitude which

she had so lately held in spite of herself at Miss Mildmay’s.

“Stella doesn’t think so at all. Stella will be miserable if

you don’t take her up and put things right for her, dear Lady

Jane. I have been a dreadful little fool. I know it, I know

it; but I didn’t mean it. I meant nothing but a little—fun.

And now there is nobody who can put everything right again

but you, and only you.”



CHAPTER X.

LADY JANE Tnuasrorr was a fine lady in due place and time;

but on other occasions she was a robust countrywoman, ready

to walk as sturdily as any man, or to undertake whatever ath

letic exercise was necessary. When she had gone downstairs

again, and been served with a cup of warm tea (now those old

cats were gone), she sent her carriage oil" that the horses might

be put under shelter, not to speak of the men, and walked her

self in the rain to the hotel, where the two young men were still

staying, Captain Scott being as yet unable to be moved. It

was one of those hotels which are so pretty in summer, all ivy

and clematis, and balconies full of flowers. But on a wet day

in October it looked squalid and damp, with its open doorway

traversed by many muddy footsteps, and the wreaths of the

withered creepers hanging limp about the windows. Lady

Jane knew everybody about, and took in them all the interest

which a member of the highest class—quite free from any

doubt about her position—is able to take with so much more

ease and naturalness than any other. The difference between

the Tredgolds, for instance, and Mrs. Black of the hotel in

comparison with herself was but slightly marked in her mind.

She was impartially kind to both. The difference between

them was but one of degree; she herself was of so different a

species that the gradations did not count. In consequence of

this she was more natural with the Blacks at the hotel than

Katherine Tredgold, though in her way a Lady Bountiful, and

universal friend, could ever have been. She was extremely

interested to hear of Mrs. Black’s baby, which had come most

inopportunely, with a sick gentleman in the house, at least a

fortnight before it was expected, and went upstairs to see the
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mother and administer a word or two of rebuke to the precip

itate infant before she proceeded on her own proper errand.

“ Silly little thing, to rush into this rain sooner than it could

help,” she said, “ but mind you don’t do the same, my dear

woman. Never trouble your head about the sick gentleman.

Don’t stir till you have got up your strength.” And then

she marched along the passages to the room in which Algy and

Charlie sat, glum and tired to death, looking out at the dull

sky and the raindrops on the window. They had invented a

sort of sport with those same raindrops, watching them as they

ran down and backing one against the other. There had

just been a close race, and Algy’s man had won to his great

delight, when Lady Jane’s sharp knock came to the door ; so

that she went in to the sound of laughter pealing forth from

the sick gentleman in such a manner as to reassure any anxious

visitor as to the state of his lungs, at least.

“ Well, you seem cheerful enough,” Lady Jane said.

“ Making the best of it,” said Captain Scott.

“ How do, Lady Jane ? I say, Algy, there’s another start

ing. Beg pardon, too excitin’ to stop. Ten to one on the

little fellow. By George, looks as if he knew it, don’t he

now! Done this time, old man ”

“ Never took it,” said Algy, with a kick directed at his

friend. “Shut up! It’s awfully kind of you coming to see

a fellow—in such weather—Lady jane ! ”

“ Yes,” she said composedly, placing herself in the easiest

chair. “ It would be kind if I had come without a motive—

but I don’t claim that virtue. How are you, by the way?

Better, I hope.”

“ Awfully well—as fit as a , but they won’t let me budge

in this weather. I’ve got a nurse that lords it over me, and

the doctor, don’t you know P—daren’t stir, not to save my

life.”

“ And occupying your leisure with elevating pastimes,” said

Lady Jane.

“ Don’t be hard on a man when he’s down—nothing to

do,” said Sir Charles. “ Desert island sort of thing—Algy
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educating mouse, and that sort of thing ; hard lines upon

me.”

“ Does he know enough P” said Lady Jane with apolite air

of inquiry. “I am glad to find you both,” she added, “ and

not too busy evidently to give me your attention. How did

you manage, Algy, to catch such a bad cold? ”

“ Pneumonia, by Jove,” the young man cried, inspired by

so inadequate a description.

“ Well, pneumonia—somuch the worse—and still more fool

ish for you who have a weak chest. How did you manage to

do it? I wonder if your mother knows, and why is it I don’t

find her here at your bedside P ”

“ I say, don’t tell her, Lady Jane; it’s bad enough being

shut up here, without making more fuss, and the whole thing

spread all over the place.”

“ What is the whole thing? ” said Lady Jane.

“ Went out in a bit of a yacht,” said Sir Charles, “ clear

up a bet, that was why we did it. Caught in a gale—my

fault, not Algy’s—says he saw it coming—I ”

“ You were otherwise occupied, Charlie

“ Shut up ! ” Sir Charles was the speaker this time, witha

kick in the direction of his companion in trouble.

“ I am glad to see you’ve got some grace left,” said Lady

Jane. “ Not you, Algy, you are beyond that—I know all

about it, however. It was little Stella Tredgold who ran away

with you—or you with her.”

Algy burst into a loud laugh. Sir Charles on his part said

nothing, but pulled his long moustache.

“ Which is it? And what were the rights of it P and was

there any meaning in it P or merely fun, as you call it in your

idiotic way? ”

“ By Jove!” was all the remark the chief culprit made.

Algy on his sofa kicked up his feet and roared again.

“ Please don’t think,” said Lady Jane, “that I am going

to pick my words to please you. I never do it, and especially

not to a couple of boys whom I have known since ever they

were born, and before that. What do you mean by it, if it is

 

I, 
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you, Charlie Somers? I suppose, by Algy’s laugh, that he is

not the chief offender this time. You know as well as I do

that you’re not a man to take little girls about. I suppose you

must have sense enough to know that, whatever good opinion

you may have of yourself. Stella Tredgold may be a little fool,

but she’s a girl I have taken up, and I don’t mean to let her '

be compromised. A girl that knew anything would have

known better than to mix up her name with yours. Now

what is the meaning of it ? You will just be so good as to in

form me.”

“ Why, Cousin Jane, it was all the little thing herself.”

“ Shut up ! ” said Sir Charles again, with another kick at

Algy’s foot.

“Well l ” said Lady Jane, very magisterially. No judge

upon the bench could look more alarming than she. It is true

that her short skirts, her strong walking shoes, her very sever

est hat and stiff feather that would hear the rain, were not so

impressive as flowing wigs and robes. She had not any of the

awe-inspiring trappings of the Law ; but she was law all the

same, the law of society, which tolerates a great many things,

and is not very nice about motives nor forbidding as to details,

but yet draws the line—if capriciously—sometimes, yet very

definitely, between what can and what cannot be done.

“Well,” came at length hesitatingly through the culprit’s

big moustache. “ Don’t know, really—have got anything

to say—no meaning at all. Bet to clear up—him and me;

then sudden thought—just ten minutes—try the sails. No

harm in that, Lady Jane,” he said, more briskly, recovering

courage, “ afterwards gale came on; no responsibility,” he

cried, throwing up his hands.

“ Fact it was she that was the keenest. I shan’t shut up,”

cried Algy; “ up to anything, that little thing is. Never

minded a bit till it got very bad, and then gave in, but never

said a word. No fault of anybody, that is the truth. But

turned out badly—for me——”

“ And worse for her,” said Lady Jane—“ that is, without

me; all the old cats will be down upon the girl ” (which was
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not true, the reader knows). “ She is a pretty girl, Char

lie.”

Sir Charles, though he was so experienced aperson, coloured

faintly and gave a nod of his head.

“ Stunner, by Jove ! " said Algy, “though I like the little

plain one better,” he added in a parenthesis.

“ And a very rich girl, Sir Charles,” Lady Jane said.

This time a faint “ O—Oh ” came from under the big

moustache.

“ A any rich girl. The father is an old curmudgeon, but

he is made of money, and he adores his little girl. I believe

he would buy a title for her high and think it cheap.”

“ Oh, I say! ” exclaimed Sir Charles, with a colour more

pronounced upon his cheek.

“Yours is not anything very great in that way,” said the

remorseless person on the bench, “ but still it’s what he would

call a title, you know ; and I haven’t the least doubt he would

come down very handsomely. Old Tredgold knows very well

what he is about.”

“ Unexpected,” said Sir Charles, “sort of serious jaw like

this. Put it off, if you don’t mind, till another time.”

“ No time like the present,” said Lady Jane. “ Your

father was a great friend of mine, Charlie Somers. He once

proposed to me—very much left to himself on that occasion,

you will say—but still it’s true. So I might have been your

mother, don’t you see. I know your age, therefore, to a day.

You are a good bit past thirty, and you have been up to

nothing but mischief all your life.”

“ Oh, I say now! ” exclaimed Sir Charles again.

“Well, now here is a chance for you. Perhaps I began

without thinking, but now I’m in great earnest. Here is

really a chance for you. Stella’s not so nice as her sister, as

Algy there (I did not expect it of him) has the sense to see :

but she’s much more in your way. She is just your kind, a

reckless little hot-headed—all for pleasure and never a thought

of to-morrow. But that sort of thing is not so risky when

you have a good fortune behind you, well tied down. Now,
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Charlie, listen to me. Here is a capital chance for you; a

man at your age, if he is ever going to do anything, should stop

playing the fool. These boys even will soon begin to think

you an old fellow. Oh, you needn’t cry out! I know gener

ations of them, and I understand their ways. A man should

stop taking his fiing before he gets to thirty-five. Why, Algy

there would tell you that, if he had the spirit to speak up.”

“ I’m out of it,” said Algy. “ Say whatever you like, it

has nothing to do with me.”

“You see,” said Lady Jane, with a little flourish of her

hand, “ the boy doesn’t contradict me ; he daren’t contradict

me, for it’s truth. Now, as I say, here’s a chance for you.

Abundance of money, and a very pretty girl, whom you like.”

She made a pause here to emphasise her words. “ Whom—

you—like. Oh, I know very well what I’m saying. I am

going to ask her over to Steephill and you can come too if you

please ; and if you don't take advantage of your opportunities,

Sir Charles, why you have less sense than even I have given

you credit for, and that is a great deal to say.”

“Rather public, don’t you think, for this sort of thing?

Go in and win, before admiring audience. Don’t relish exhi

bition. Prefer own way.”

This Sir Charles said, standing at the window, gazing out,

apparently insensible even of the raindrops, and turning his

back upon his adviser.

“ Well, take your own way. I don’t mind what way you

take, so long as you take my advice, which is given in your very

best interests, I can tell you. Isn’t the regiment ordered out

to India, Algy?” she said, turning quickly upon the other.

“ And what do you mean to do P ”

“ Go, of course,” he said—“ the very thing for me, they

say. And I’m not going to shirk either ,' see some sport

probably out there.”

“ And Charlie? ” said Lady Jane. There was no apparent

connection between her previous argument and this question,

yet the very distinct staccato manner in which she said these

words called the attention.
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Sir Charles, still standing by the window with his back to

Lady Jane, once more muttered, “By Jove!” under his

breath, or under his moustache, which came to the same

thing.

“ Oh, Charlie ! He’ll exchange, I suppose, and get out of

it ; too great a swell for India, he is. And how could he live

out of reach of Pall Mall?”

“ Well, I hope you’ll soon be able to move, my dear boy ;

if the weather keeps mild and the rain goes off you had better

come up to Steephill for a few days to get up your strength."

“ Thanks, awf 11y,” said Captain Scott. “ I will with

pleasure; and Cousin Jane, if that little prim one should be

there—”

“ She shan’t, not for you, my young man, you have other

things to think of. As for Charlie, I shall say no more to

him; he can come too if he likes, but not unless he likes.

Send me a line to let me know.”

Sir Charles accompanied the visitor solemnly downstairs,

but without saying anything until they reached the door,

where to his surprise no carriage was waiting.

“ Don’t mean to say you walked—day like this? ” he cried.

“ No ; but the horses and the men are more used to take

care of themselves; they are to meet me at the Rectory. I

am going there about this ridiculous bazaar. You can walk

with me, if you like,” she said.

He seized a cap from the stand and lounged out after her

into the rain. “I say—don’t you know?” he said, but

paused there and added no more.

“ Get it out," said Lady Jane.

Aftera while, as he walked along by her side, his hands

deep in his p0ckets, the rain soaking pleasantly into his thick

tweed coat, he resumed : “ Unexpected serious sort of jaw

that, before little beggar like Algy—laughs at everything.”

“ There was no chance of speaking to you alone,” said

Lady Jane almost apologetically.

“ Suppose not. Don’t say see my way to it. Don’t deny,

though—reason in it.”
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“ And inclination, eh? not much of one without the other,

if I am any judge.”

“First-rate judge, by Jove! ” Sir Charles said.

And he added no more. But when he took leave of Lady

Jane at the Rectory he took a long walk by himself in the

rain, skirting the gardens of the Cliff and getting out upon the

downs beyond, where the steady downfall penetrated into him,

soaking the tweed in a kind of affectionate natural way as of a

material prepared for the purpose. He strolled along with his

hands in his pockets and the cap over his eyes as if it had been

a summer day, liking it all the better for the wetness and the

big masses of the clouds and the leaden monotone of the sea.

It was all so dismal that it gave him a certain pleasure; he

seemed all the more free to think of his own concerns, to con

sider the new panorama opened before him, which perhaps,

however, was not so new as Lady Jane supposed. She had

forced open the door and made him look in, giving all the de

tails ; but he had been quite conscious that it had been there

before, within his reach, awaiting his inspection. There were

a great many inducements, no doubt, to make that fantastic

prospect real if he could. He did not want to go to India,

though indeed it would have been very good for him in view

of his sadly reduced finances and considerably affected credit in

both senses of that word. He had not much credit at head

quarters, that he knew ; he was not what people called a good

ofiicer. No doubt he would have been brave enough had

there been fighting to do, and he was not disliked by his men,

his character of a “ careless beggar ” being quite as much for

good as for evil among those partial observers; but his credit

in higher regions was not great. Credit in the other sense of

the word was a little failing too, tradesmen having a wonder

ful flair as to a man’s resources and the rising and falling of

his account at his bankers. It would do him much good to

go to India and devote himself to his profession ; but then he

did not want to go. Was it last of all or first of all that an

other motive came in, little Stella herself to wit, though she

broke down so much in her attempts to imitate Lottie Seton’s
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ways, and was not amusing at all in that point of view?

Stella had perhaps behaved better on that impromptu yachting

trip than she was herself aware. Certainly she was far more

guilty in the beginning of it than she herself allowed. But

when the night was dark and the storm high, she had—what

had she done? Behaved very well and made the men admire

her pluck, or behaved very badly and frightened them—I can

not tell ; anyhow, she had been very natural, she had done and

said only what it came into her head to say and to do, without

any affectation or thought of effect ; and the sight of the little

girl, very silly and yet so entirely herself, scolding them, up

braiding them, though she was indeed the most to blame, yet

. bearing her punishment not so badly after all and not without

sympathy for them, had somehow penetrated Charles Somers’

very hardened heart. She was a nice little girl—she was a

very pretty little girl—she was a creature one would not tire

of even if she was not amusing like Lottie Seton. If a man

was to have anything more to do with her, it was to be hoped

she never would be amusing like Lottie Seton. He paced

along the downs he never knew how long, pondering these

questions; but he was not a man very good at thinking. In

the end he came to no more than a very much strengthened

conviction that Stella Tredgold was a very pretty little girl.



CHAPTER ‘ XI.

IT shut the mouths of all the gossips, or rather it afforded anew

but less exciting subject of comment, when it was known that

Stella Tredgold had gone off on a visit to Steephill. I am not

sure that Mrs. Shanks and Miss Mildmay did not feel them

selves deceived a little. They had pledged themselves to ,

Stella’s championship in a moment of enthusiasm, stimulated

thereto by a strong presumption of the hostility of Lady Jane. -

Miss Mildmay in particular had felt that she had a foeman

worthy of her steel, and that it would be an enterprise worth

her while to bring the girl out with flying colours from any

boycotting or unfriendly action directed by the great lady of

the district; and to find that Stella had been taken immedi

ately under Lady Jane’s wing disturbed her composure greatly.

There was great talk over the railing between the ladies, and

even, as it became a little too cold for these outdoor confer

ences, in the drawing-rooms in both houses, under the shade

of the verandah which made these apartments a little dark and

gloomy at this season of the year. But I must not occupy the

reader’s time with any account of these talks, for as a matter

of fact the ladies had committed themselves and given their

promise, which, though offended, they were too high-minded

to take back. It conduced, however, to a general cooling of

the atmosphere about them, that what everybody in Sliplin and

the neighbourhood now discussed was not Stella’s escapade, but

Stella’s visit to Steephill, where there was a large party assem

bled, and where her accomplices in that escapade were to be

her fellow-guests. What did this mean was now the question

demanded ? Had Lady Jane any intentions in respect to

Stella? Was there “ anything between " her and either of

l 7
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these gentlemen? But this was a question to which no one as

yet had any reply.

Stella herself was so much excited by the prospect that all

thought of the previous adventure died out of her mind.

Save at a garden party, she had never been privileged to enter

lady Jane’s house except on the one occasion when she and

Katherine stayed all night after a ball ; and then there were

many girls besides themselves, and no great attention paid to

them. But to be the favoured guest, almost the young lady

of the house, among a large company was a very different

matter. Telegrams flew to right and left—to dressmakers, mil

liners, glovers, and I don’t know how many more. Stevens, the

maid, whom at present she shared with Katherine, but who was,

of course, to accompany her to Steephill as her own separate

attendant, was despatched to town after the telegrams with

more detailed and close instructions. The girl shook off all

thought both of her own adventure and of her companions in

it. She already felt herself flying at higher game. There was

a nephew of Lady Jane’s, a young earl, who, it was known,

was there, a much more important personage than any trump

ery baronet. This she informed her father, to his great de

light, as he gave her his paternal advice with much unction

the evening before she went away.

“ That’s right, Stella,” he said, “ always fly at the highest—

and them that has most money. This Sir Charles, I wager

you anything, he is after you for your fortune. I dare say he

hasn’t a penny. He thinks he can come and hang up his hat

and nothing more to do all his life. But he’ll find he’s a bit

mistaken with me.”

“ It isn’t very nice of you, papa,” said Stella, “ to think I

am only run after because I have money—or because you have

money, for not much of it comes to me.”

“ Ain’t she satisfied with her allowance? ” said the old

‘ gentleman, looking over Stella’s head at her elder sister.

“It’s big enough. Your poor mother would have dressed ~

herself and me and the whole family off half of what that

little thing gets through. It is a deal better the money should
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be in my hands, my pet. And if any man comes after you,

you may take your oath he shan’t have you cheap. He’ll

have to put down shillin’ for shillin’, I can tell you. You

find out which is the one that has the most money, and go for

him. Bad’s the best among all them new earls and things,

but keep your eyes open, Stella, and mark the one that’s best

off.” Here he gave utterance to a huge chuckle. “ Most

people would think she would never find that out; looks as

innocent as a daisy, don’t she, Katie P But she’s got the old

stuff in her all the same.”

“I don’t know what you ‘call the old stuff,” said Stella,

indignant; “it must be very nasty stuff. What does your

horrid money do for me? I have not half enough to dress on,

and you go over my bills with your spectacles as if I were

Simmons, the cook. If you had a chest full of diamonds and

rubies, and gave us a handful now and then, that is the kind

of richness I should like ; but I have no jewels at all,” cried

the girl, putting up her hand to her neck, which was encircled

by a modest row of small pearls; “and they will all be in

their diamonds and things.”

Mr. Tredgold’s countenance fell a little. “ Is that true? ”

he said. “ Katie, is that true?” I

“ Girls are not expected to wear diamonds,” said Katie;

“ at least, I don’t think so, papa.”

“ Oh, what does she know? That’s all old-fashioned

nowadays. Girls wear just whatever they can get to wear, and

why shouldn’t girls wear diamonds? Don’t you think I

should set them off better than Lady Jane, papa?” cried

Stella, tossing her young head.

Mr. Tredgold was much amused by this question; he

chuckled and laughed over it till he nearly lost his breath.

“ All the difference between parchment and white satin, ain’t

there, Katie? Well, I don’t say as you mightn’t have some

diamonds. They’re things that always keep their value. It’s

not a paying investment, but, anyhow, you’re sure of your

capital. They don’t wear out, don’t diamonds. So that’s

what you’re after, Miss Stella. Just you mind wnat you’re
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about, and don’t send me any young fool without a penny in

his pocket, but a man that can afford to keep you like you’ve

been kept all your life. And I’ll see about the jewels,” Mr.

Tredgold said.

The consequence of this conversation was that little Stella

appeared at Steephill, notwithstanding her vapoury and girl

ish toilettes of white chiffon and other such airy fabrics, with

a rz'w'ére of diamonds sparkling round her pretty neck, which,

indeed, did them much greater justice than did Lady Jane.

Ridiculous for a little girl, all the ladies said—but yet im

pressive more or less, and suggestive of illimitable wealth on

the part of the foolish old man, who, quite unaware what was

suitable, bedizened his little daughter like that. And Stella

was excited by her diamonds and by the circumstances, and

the fact that she was the youngest there, and the most fun;

for who would expect fun from portly matrons or weather

beaten middle age, like Lady Jane’s? To do her justice, she

never or hardly ever thought, as she might very well have

done, that she was the prettiest little person in the party.

On the contrary, she was a little disposed to be envious of

Lady Mary, the niece of Lady Jane and sister of the Earl,

who was not pretty in the least, but who was tall, and had a

figure which all the ladies’ maids, including Stevens, admired

much. “Oh, if you only was as tall as Lady Mary, Miss

Stella,” Stevens said. “ Oh, I wish as you had that kind of

figger—her waist ain’t more than eighteen inches, for all as

she’s so tall.” Stella had felt nearly disposed to cry over her

inferiority. She was as_ light as a feather in her round and

blooming youth, but she was not so slim as Lady Mary. It

was a consolation to be able to say to herself that at least she

was more fun.

Lady Mary, it turned out, was not fun at all ; neither most

surely was the young Earl. He talked to Stella, whom, and

her diamonds, he approached gravely, feeling that the claims

of beauty were as real as those of rank or personal importance,

and that the qualification of youth was as worthy of being

taken into consideration as that of age, for he was a philoso~
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pher about University Extension, and the great advantage it

was to the lower classes to share the culture of those above them.

“ Oh, I am sure I am not cultured at all,” cried Stella. “ I

am as ignorant as a goose. I can’t spell any big words, or

do any of the things that people do.”

“ You must not expect to take me in with professions of ig

norance,” said the Earl with a smile. “ I know how ladies

read, and how much they do nowadays—perhaps in a different

way from us, but just as important.”

“ Oh, no, no,” cried Stella; “ it is quite true, I can’t spell

a bit,” and her eyes and her diamonds sparkled, and a certain

radiance of red and white, sheen of satin, and shimmer of

curls, and fun and audacity, and youth, made a sort of at

mosphere round her, by which the grave youth, prematurely

burdened by the troubles of his country and the lower classes,

felt dazzled and uneasy, as if too warm a sun was shining full

upon him.

-“ Where’s a book?” cried Algy Scott, who sat by in the

luxury of his convalescence. “ Let’s try ; I don’t believe any

of you fellows could spell this any more than Miss Stella-—

here you are—sesquipedalian. Now, Miss Tredgold, there is

your chance.”

Stella put her pretty head on one side, and her hands he

hind her. This was a sort of thing which she understood better

than University Extension. “S-e-s,” she began, and then

broke off. “Oh, what is the next syllable? Break it down

into little, quite little syllables—quzjb—I know that, q-u-i-p.

There, oh, help me, help me, someone! ” There was quite a

crush round the little shining, charming figure, as she turned

from one to another in pretended distress, holding out her pretty

hands. And then there were several tries, artificially un

successful, and the greatest merriment in the knot which sur

rounded Stella, thinking it all “ great fun.” The Earl, with

a smile on his face which was not so superior as he thought,

but a little tinged by the sense of being “out of it,” was

edged outside of this laughing circle, and _Lady Mary came

and placed her arm within his to console him. The brother
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and sister lingered for a moment looking on with a disap

pointed chill, though they were so superior; but it became

clear to his lordship from that moment, though with a little

envy in the midst of the shock and disapproval, that Stella

Tredgold, unable to spell and laughing over it with all those

fellows, was not the heroine for him.

Lady Jane, indeed, would have been both angry and dis

appointed had the case turned out otherwise; for her nephew

was not poor and did not stand in need of any mésallz'ame,

whereas she had planned the whole affair for Charlie Somers’

benefit and no other. And, indeed, the plan worked very

well. Sir Charles had no objection at all to the ro‘le assigned

him. Stella did not require to be approached with any show

of deference or devotion ; she was quite willing to be treated

as a chum, to respond to a call more curt than reverential.

“I say, come on and see the horses.” “ Look here, Miss

Tredgold, let’s have a stroll before lunch.” “ Come along and

look at the puppies.” These were the kind of invitations ad

dressed to her; and Stella came along tripping, buttoning up

[her jacket, putting on a cap, the first she could find, upon her

fluffy hair. She was Mn mmarade, and did not “go in for

sentiment.” It was she who was the first to call him Charlie,

as she had been on the eve of doing several times in the Lottie

Seton days, which now looked like the age before the Flood

to this pair.

“Fancy only knowing you through that woman,” cried

Stella; “and you should have heard how she bullied me

after that night of the sail ! ”

“Jealous,” said Sir Charles in his moustache. “Never

likes to lose any fellow she knows.”

“But she was not losing you! ” cried Stella with much

innocence. “What harm could it do to her that you spent

one evening with—anyone else? ”

“ Knows better than that, does Lottie,” the laconic lover

said.

“ Oh, stuff ! ” cried Stella. “ It was only to make herself

disagreeable. But she never was any friend of urine.”
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“ Not likely. Lottie knows a thing or two. Not so soft

as all that. Put you in prison if she could—push you out of

her way.”

“ But I was never in her way,” cried Stella.

At which Sir Charles laughed loud and long. “ Tell you

what it is—as bad as Lottie. Can’t have you talk to fellows

like Uppin’ton. Great prig, not your sort at all. Call my

self your sort, Stella, eh? Since anyhow you’re mine.”

“ I don’t know what you mean by your sort,” Stella said,

but with downcast eyes.

“Yes, you do—chums—always get on. Awf’lly fond of

you, don’t you know ? Eh ? Marriage awf’l bore, but can’t

be helped. Look here ! Off to India if you won’t have me,”

the wooer said.

“ Oh, Charlie ! ”

“ Fact ; can’t stand it here any more—except you’d have

me, Stella.”

“ I don’t want,” said Stella with a little gasp, “to have

any one—just now.”

“ Not surprised,” said Sir Charles, “ marriage awf’l bore.

Glad regiment’s ordered off ; no good in England now.

Knock about in India ; get knocked on the head most likely.

No fault of yours—if you can’t cotton to it, little girl.”

“ Oh, Charlie! but I don’t want you to go to India,”

Stella said.

“ Well, then, keep me here. There are no two ways

of_ it,” he said more distinctly than usual, holding out his

hand.

And Stella put her hand with a little hesitation into his.

She was not quite sure she wanted to do so. But she did not

want him to go away. And though marriage was an awf’l

bore, the preparations for it were “ great fun.” And he was

her sort—they were quite sure to get on. She liked him bet

ter than any of the others, far better than that prig, Uffington,

though he was an earl. And it would be nice on the whole

to be called my Lady, and not Miss any longer. And

Charlie was very nice; she liked him far better than any of
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the others. That was the refrain of Stella’s thoughts as she

turned over in her own room all she had done. To be mar

ried at twenty is pleasant too. Some girls nowadays do not

marry till thirty or near it, when they are almost decrepit.

That was what would happen to Kate; if, indeed, she ever

married at all. Stella’s mind then jumped to a consideration

of the wedding presents and who would give her—what, and

then to her own appearance in her wedding dress, walking

down the aisle of the old church. What a fuss all the Stanleys

would be in about the decorations; and then there were the

bridesmaids to be thought of. Decidedly the preliminaries

would be great fun. Then, of course, afterwards she would

be presented and go into society—real society—not this mere

country house business. On the whole there was a great deal

that was desirable in it, all round. .

“ Now have over the little prim one for me,” said Algy

Scott. “I say, cousin jane, you owe me that much. It

was I that really suffered for that little thing’s whim—and to

get no good of it; while Charlie—no, I don’t want this one,

the little prim one for my money. If you are going to have

a dance to end off with, have her over for me.”

“ I may have her over, but not for you, my boy,” said

Lady Jane. “ I have the fear of your mother before my eyes,

if you haven’t. A little Tredgold girl for my Lady Scott!

No, thank you, Algy, I am not going to fly in your mother’s

face, whatever you may do.”

“ Somebody will have to fly in her face sooner or later,”

Algy said composedly ; “ and, mind you, my mother would

like to tread gold as well as any one.”

“ Don’t abandon every principle, Algy. I can forgive my

thing but a pun.”

“ It’s such a very little one,” he said.

And Lady jane did ask Katherine to the dance, who was

very much bewildered by the state of affairs, by her sister’s

engagement, which everybody knew about, and the revolu

tion which had taken place in everything, without the least

intimation being conveyed to those most concerned. Cap
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tain Scott’s attentions to herself were the least of her thoughts.

She was impatient of the ball—impatient of further delay.

Would it all be so easy as Stella thought? Would the old

man, as they called him, take it with as much delight as was

expected? She pushed Algy away from her mind as if he had

been a fly in the great preoccupations of her thoughts.



CHAPTER XII.

“ BRAVO, Charlie ! ” said Lady Jane. “ I never knew any

thing better or quicker done. My congratulations! You

have proved yourself a man of sense and business. Now

you’ve got to tackle the old man.”

“ Nothin’ of th’ sort,” said Sir Charles, with a dull blush

covering all that was not hair of his countenance. “ Sweet

on little girl. Like her awf’lly ; none of your business for

me.”

“ So much the better, and I respect you all the more ; but

now comes the point at which you have really to show your

self a hero and a man of mettle—the old father ”

Sir Charles walked the whole length of the great drawing

robm and back again. He pulled at his moustache till it

seemed likely that it might come off. He thrust one hand

deep into his pocket, putting up the corresponding shoulder.

“Ah!” he said with a long-drawn breath, “there’s the

rub.” He was not aware that he was quoting any one, but

yet would have felt more or less comforted by the thought

that a fellow in his circumstances might have said the same
thing before him. I

“Yes, there’s the rub indeed,” said his sympathetic but

amused friend and backer-up. “ Stella is the apple of his eye.”

“ Shows sense in that.” *

“ Well, perhaps,” said Lady Jane doubtfully. She thought

the little prim one might have had ’a little consideration too,

being partially enlightened as to a certain attractiveness in

Katherine through the admiration of Algy Scott. “Any

how, it will make it all the harder. But that’s doubtful

too. He will probably like his pet child to be Lady Somers,
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which sounds very well. Anyhow, you must settle it with

him at once. ' I can’t let it be said that I let girls be proposed

to in my house, and that afterwards the men don’t come up

to the scratch.” .

“ Not my way,” said Sir Charles. “ Never refuse even it

were a harder jump than that.”

“ Oh, you don’t know how hard a jump it is till you try,”

said Lady Jane. But she did not really expect that it would

be hard. ' That old Tredgold should not be pleased with such

a marriage for his daughter did not occur to either of them.

Of course Charlie Somers was poor; if he had been rich it

was not at all likely that he would have wanted to marry

Stella ; but Lady Somers was a pretty title, and no doubt the

old man would desire to have his favourite child so distin

guished. Lady Jane was an extremely sensible woman, and

as likely to estimate the people round her at their just value as

anybody I know; but she could not get it out of her head

that to be hoisted into society was a real advantage, however

it was accomplished,-whether by marriage or in some other

way. Was she right? was she wrong? Society is made up

of very silly people, but also there the best are to be met,

and there is something in the Freemasonry within these

imaginary boundaries which is attractive to the wistful imag

ination without. But was Mr. Tredgold aware of these ad~

vantages, or did he know even what it was, or that his daugh

' ters were not in it? This was what Lady Jane did not know.

Somers, it need not be said, did not think on the subject.

What he thought of was that old Tredgold’s money would en

able him to marry, to fit out his old house as it ought to be,

and restore it to its importance in his county, and, in the

first place of all, would prevent the necessity of going to India

with his regiment. This, indeed, was the first thing in his

mind, after the pleasure of securing Stella, which, especially

since all the men in the house had so flattered and ran after

her, had been very gratifying to him. He loved her as well

as he understood love or she either. They were on very equal

terms.
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Katherine did not give him any very warm reception when

the exciting news was communicated to her; but then Kath

erine was the little prim one, and not effusive to any one.

.“She is always like that,” Stella had said—“a stick! but

she’ll stand up for me, whatever happens, all the same.”

“ I say,” cried Sir Charles alarmed—“ think it’ll be a hard

job, eh? with the old man, don’t you know?”

“ You will please,” said Stella with determination, “ speak

more respectfully of papa. I don’t know if it’ll be a hard job

or not—but you’re big enough for that, or anything, I hope.”

“Oh, I’m big enough,” he said; but there was a certain

faltering in his tone.

He did not drive with the two girls on their return to the

Cliff the morning after the ball, but walked in to Sliplin the

five miles to pull himself together. He had no reason that he

knew of to feel anxious. The girl—it was by this irreverent

title that he thought of her, though he was so fond of her—

liked him, and her father, it was reported, saw everything with

Stella’s eyes. She was the one that he favoured in everything.

No doubt it was she who would have the bulk of his fortune.

Sir Charles magnanimously resolved that he would not see the

other wronged—that she should always havg her share, what

ever happened. He remembered long afterwards the aspect of

the somewhat muddy road, and the hawthorn hedges with the

russet leaves hanging to them still, and here and there a bram

ble with the intense red of a leaf lighting up the less brilliant

colour. Yes, she should always have her share ! He had a

half-conscious feeling that to form so admirable a resolution

would do him good in the crisis that was about to come.

Mr. Tredgold stood at the door to meet his daughters when

they came home, very glad to see them, and to know that

everybody was acquainted with the length of Stella’s stay at

Steephill, and the favour shown her by Lady Jane, and de

lighted to have them back also, and to feel that these two

pretty creatures—and especially the prettiest of the two—were

his own private property, though there were no girls like them,

far or near. “ Well,” he said, “ so here you are back again—~
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glad to be back again I’ll be bound, though you’ve been

among all the grandees! Nothing like home, is there, Stella,

after all? ” (He said ’ome, alas ! and Stella felt it as she had

never done before.) “Well, you are very welcome to your

old pa. Made a great sensation, did you, little ’un, diamonds

and all? How did the diamonds go down, eh, Stella? You

must give them to me to put in my safe, for they’re not safe,

valuable things like that, with you.”

“ Dear papa, do you think all that of the diamonds? ” said

Stella. “ They are only little things—nothing to speak of.

You should have seen the diamonds at Steephill. If you think

they are worth putting in the safe, pray do so; but I should

not think of giving you the trouble. Well, we didn’t come

back to think of the safe and my little rz'az'ére, did we, Kate?

As for that, the pendant you have given her is handsomer of

its kind, papa.”

“ Couldn’t leave Katie out, could I? when I was giving you

such a thing as that? ” said Mr. Tredgold a little confused.

“ Oh, I hope you don’t think I’m jealous,” cried Stella. .

“ Kate doesn’t have things half nice enough. She ought to

have them nicer than mine, for she is the eldest. We amused

ourselves very well, thank you, papa. Kate couldn’t move

without Algy Scott after her wherever she turned. You’ll have

him coming over here to make love to you, papa.”

“ I think you might say a word of something a great deal

more important, Stella. ”

“ Oh, let me alone with your seriousness. Papa will hear

of that fast enough, when you know Charlie is I’m going

upstairs to take off my things. I’ll bring the diamonds if I

can remember,” she added, pausing for a moment 'at the door

and waving her hand to her father, who followed her with de

lighted eyes.

“ What a saucy little thing she is l ” he said. “ You and I

have a deal to put up with from that little hussy, Katie, haven’t

we? But there aren’t many like her all the same, are there?

We shouldn’t like it if we were to lose her. She keeps every

thing going with her impudent little ways.”
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“ You are in great danger of losing her, papa. There is a

man on the road ”

“ What’s that—what’s that, Katie? A man that is after

my Stella? A man to rob me of my little girl? Well, I like

’em to come after her, I like to see her with a lot at her feet.

And who’s this one? The man with a handle to his name?”

“ Yes ; I suppose you would call it a handle. It was one of

the men that were out in the boat with her—Sir Charles—”

“Oh!” said Mr. Tredgold, with his countenance falling.

“And why didn’t the t’other one—his lordship—come for

ward ? I don’t care for none of your Sir Charleses—reminds

me of a puppy, that name.”

“ The puppies are King Charles’s, papa. I don’t know why

the Earl did not come forward; because he didn’t want to, I

suppose. And, indeed, he was not Stella’s sort at all.”

“Stella’s sort ! Stella’s sort ! ” cried the old man. “ What

right has Stella to have a sort when she might have got a crown

to put on her pretty head. Coronet? Yes, I know; it’s all

_ the same. And where is this fellow? Do you mean that you

brought him in my carriage, hiding him somewhere between

your petticoats? I will soon settle your Sir Charles, unless he

can settle shilling to shilling down.”

“ Sir. Charles is walking,” said Katherine ; “ and, papa,

please to remember that Stella is fond of him, she is really

fond of him; she is—in love with him. At least I think so,

otherwise You would not do anything to make Stella

unhappy, papa?”

“You leave that to me,” said the old man ; but he chuckled

more than ever.

Katherine did not quite understand her father, but she con

cluded that he was not angry—that he could not be going to

receive the suitor unfavourably, that there was nothing to in

dicate a serious shock of any kind. She followed Stella up

stairs, and went into her room to comfort her with this assur

ance ; for which I cannot say that Stella was at all grateful.

“ Not angry? Why should he be angry ? ” the girl cried.

“ Serious? I never expected him to be serious. What could

 

 

I
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he find to object to in Charlie? I am 'not anxious about it at

all.”

Katherine withdrew into her ovvn premises, feeling herself

much humbled and set down. But somehow she could not

make herself happy about that chuckle of Mr. Tredgold’s. It

was not a pleasant sound to hear.

Sir Charles Somers felt it very absurd that he should own a

tremor in his big bosom as he walked up the drive, all fringed

with its rare plants in every shade of autumn colour. It was

not a long drive, and the house by no means a “ place,” but

only a seaside villa, though (as Mr. Tredgold hoped) the cost

liest house in the neighbourhood. The carriage had left fresh

marks upon the gravel, which were in a kind of a way the foot

steps of his beloved, had the wooer been sentimental enough

to think of that. What he did think of was whether the old

fellow would see him at once and settle everything before lunch,

comfortably, or whether he would walk into a family party

with the girls hanging about, not thinking it worth while to

take off their hats before that meal was over. There might be

advantage in this. It would put a little strength into himself,

who was unquestionably feeling shaky, ridiculous as that was,

and would be the better, after his walk, of something to eat ;

and it might also put old Tredgold in a better humour to have

his luncheon before this important interview. But, on the

other hand, there was the worry of the suspense. Somers did

not know whether he was glad or sorry when he was told that

Mr. Tredgold was in his library, and led through the long pas

sages to that warm room which was at the back of the house.

A chair was placed for him just in front of the fire as he had

foreseen, and the day, though damp, was warm, and he had

heated himself with his long walk.

“ Sit down, sit down, Sir Charles,” said the old gentleman,

whose writing-table was placed at one side, where he had the

benefit of the warmth without the glare of the fire. And he

leant amicably and cheerfully across the corner of the table,

and said, “ What can I do for you this morning? ” rubbing

his hands. He looked so like a genial money-lender before
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the demands of the borrower are exposed to him, that Sir

Charles, much more accustomed to that sort of thing than to

a prospective father-in-law, found it very difficult not to pro

pose, instead of for Stella, that Mr. Tredgold should do him a

little bill. He got through his statement of the casein a most

confused and complicated way. It was indeed possible, if it

had not been- for the hint received beforehand, that the old

man would not have picked up his meaning; as it was, he lis

tened patiently with a calm face of amusement, which was the

mest aggravating thing in the world.

“ Am I to understand,” he said at last, “ that you are mak

ing me a proposal for Stella, Sir Charles? Eh? It is for

Stella, is it, and not for any other thing? Come, that’s a good

thing to understand each other, Stella is a great pet of mine.

She is a very great pet. There is nobody in the world that I

think like her, or that I would do so much for.”

“ M’ own feelings—to a nicety—but better expressed,” Sir

Charles said.

“ That girl has had a deal of money spent on her, Sir

Charles, first and last; you wouldn’t believe the money that

girl has cost me, and I don’t say she ain’t worth it. But she’s

a very expensive article and has been all her life. It’s right

you should look that in the face before we get any forwarder.

She has always had everything she has fancied, and she’ll cost

her husband a deal of money, when she gets one, as she has

done me.”

This address made Somers feel very small, for what could he

reply ? To have been quite truthful, the only thing he could

have said would have been, “ I hope, sir, you will give her so

much money that it will not matter how expensive she is ; ”

but this he could not say. “ I know very well,” he stam

mered, “a lady—wants a lot of things ;—hope Stella—will

never—suffer, don’t you know ?—through giving her to me.”

Ah, how easy it was to say that ! But not at all the sort of

thing to secure Stella’s comfort, or her husband’s either, which,

on the whole, was the most important of the two to Sir Charles.

“ That’s just what we’ve got to make sure of,” said old
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Tredgold, chuckling more than ever. There was no such joke

to the old man as this which he was now enjoying. And he

did not look forbidding or malii'volent at all. Though what

he said was rather alarming, his face seemed to mean nothing

but amiability and content. “ Now, look here, Sir Charles,

I don’t know what your circumstances are, and they would be

no business of mine, but for this that you’ve been telling me ;

you young fellows are not very often flush 0’ money, but you

may have got it tied up, and that sort of thing. I don’t give

my daughter to any man as can’t count down upon the table

shillin’ for shillin’ with me.” This he said very deliberately,

with an emphasis on every word ; then he made a pause, and,

putting his hand in his pocket, produced a large handful of

coins, which he proceeded to tell out in lines upon the table

before him. Sir Charles watched him in consternation for a

moment, and then with a sort of fascination followed his ex

ample. By some happy chance he had a quantity of change

in his pocket. He began with perfect gravity to count it out

on his side, coin after coin, in distinct rows. The room was

quite silent, the air only moved by the sound of a cinder fall

ing now and then on the hearth and the clink of the money

as the two actors in this strange little drama went on with the

greatest seriousness counting out coin after coin.

When they had both finished they looked up and met each

other’s eyes. Then Mr. Tredgold threw himself back in his

chair, kicking up his cloth-shod feet. “ See,” he cried, with

a gurgle of laughter in his throat, “ that’s the style for me.”

He was pleased to have his fine jest appreciated, and doubly

amused by the intense and puzzled gravity of his companion’s

face.

"‘ Don’t seem to have as many as you,” Sir Charles said.

“ Five short, by Jove.”

“ Shillin’s don’t matter,” said the old man ; “ but suppose

every shillin’ was five thousand pounds, and where would you

be then? eh? perhaps you would go on longer than I could.

What do I know of your private affairs ? But that’s what the

man that gets Stella will have to do—table down his money,

8
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cent for cent, five thousand for five thousand, asI do. Iknow

what my little girl costs a year. I won’t have her want for

anything, if it’s ever so unreasonable ; so, my fine young man,

though you’ve got a handle to your name, unless you can show

the colour of your money, my daughter is not for you.”

Sir Charles Somers’s'eyes had acquired a heavy stare of as

tonishment and consternation. What he said in his disappoint

ment and horror he did not himself know—only one part of it

fully reached the outer air, and that was the unfortunate words,

“ money of her own.”

“ Money of her own! ” cried old Tredgold. “ Oh, yes, she’s

got money of her own—plenty of money of her own—but not

to keep a husband upon. No, nor to keep herself either. Her

husband’s got to keep her, when she gets one. If I count out

to the last penny of my fortune he’s got to count with me. I’ll

give her the equal. I’ll not stint a penny upon her; but give

my money or her money, it’s all the same thing, to keep up

another family, her husband and her ’children, and the whole

race of them—no, Sir Charles Somers,” cried Mr. Tredgold,

hastily shufl‘ling his silver into his pocket, “that’s not good

enough for me.”

Saying which he jumped up in his cloth shoes and began to

walk about the room, humming to himself loudly something

which he supposed to be a tune. Sir Charles, for his part, sat

for a long time gazing at his money on the table. He did not

take it up as Tredgold had done. He only stared at it va

cantly, going over it without knowing, line by line. Then

he, too, rose slowly.

“ Can’t count with you," he said. “ Know I can’t.

Chance this—put down what I put down—no more. Got to

go to India in that case. Never mind, Stella and I ”

“ Don’t you speak any more of Stella. I won’t have it.

Go to India, indeed—my little girl ! I will see you—further

first. I will see you at the bottom of the sea first ! No. If

you can count with me, something like, you can send your

lawyer to me. If you can’t, do you think I’m a man to put

pounds again’ your shillin’s? Not I ! And I advise you just
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to give it up, Sir Charles Somers, and speak no more about

Stella to me.”

It was with the most intense astonishment that Charlie

Somers found himself out of doors, going humbly back along

that drive by which he had approached so short a time before,

as he thought, his bride, his happiness, and his luncheon. He

went dismally away without any of them, stupefied, not half

conscious what had happened; his tail more completely be

tween his legs, to use his own simile, than whipped dog ever

had. He had left all his shillings on the table laid out in two

shining rows. But he did not think of his shillings. He

could not think. His consternation made him speechless both

in body and in soul.

It was not till late in the afternoon, when he had regained

his self-command a little, that he began to ask himself the

question, What would Stella do? Ah, what would Stella do P

That was another side of the question altogether.



CHAPTER XIII.

THERE was great consternation at Steephill when Somers came

back, not indeed so cowed as when he left the Cliff, but still

with the aspect more or less of a man who had been beaten and

who was extremely surprised to find himself so. He came

back, to make it more remarkable, while the diminished party

were still at luncheon, and sat down humbly in the lowest place

by the side of the governess to partake of the mutton and rice

pudding which Lady Jane thought most appropriate when the

family was alone. Algy was the only stranger left of all the

large party which had dispersed that morning, the few remain

ing men having gone out to shoot ; and to Algy, as an invalid,

the roast mutton was of course quite appropriate.

“ What luck ! without even your lunch! ” they cried out—

Algy with a roar_(the fellow was getting as strong as an ele

phant) of ridicule and delight.

“ As you see,” said Sir Charles with a solemnity which he

could not shake off. The very governess divined his mean

ing, and that sharp little janey—the horrid little thing, a mite

of fourteen. “ Oh, didn’t Stella ask you to stay to lunch?

Didn’t they give you anything to eat after your walk ? ” that

precocious critic cried. And Sir Charles felt with a sensation

of hatred, wishing to kill them all, that his own aspect was

enough to justify all their jokes. He was as serious as a mustard

pot; he could not conjure up a laugh on his face; he could

not look careless and indifferent or say a light word. His tail

was between his legs ; he felt it, and he felt sure that everybody

must see it, down to the little boys, who, with spoonfuls of

rice suspended, stared at him with round blue eyes ; and he

dared not say, “ Confound the little beggars! ” before Lady

Jane
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“ What is the matter?” she asked him, hurrying him after

luncheon to her own room away from the mocking looks of

the governess—she too mixing herself up with it !—and the

gibes of Algy. “ For goodness’ sake,” she cried, “ don’t

look as if you had been having a whipping, Charlie Somers!

What has been done to you? Have you quarrelled with

Stella on the way ? ”

Sir Charles walked to the window, pulling his moustache,

and stood there looking out, turning his back on Lady Jane.

A window is a great resource to a man in trouble. “ Old man

turned me off,” he said.

“ What ? What? The old man turned you off? Oh ! ”

cried Lady Jane in a tone of relief; “so long as it was only

the old man! ”

Sir Charles stood by the window for some time longer, and

then he turned back to the fire, near which Lady Jane had

comfortably seated herself. She was much concerned about

him, yet not so much concerned as to interfere with her own

arrangements—her chair just at the right angle, her screen to

preserve her from the glare. She kept opening and looking at

the notes that lay on her table while she talked to him.

“ Oh, old Tredgold,” she said. “ He was bound to object

at first. About money, I suppose? That of course is the only

thing he knows anything about. Did he ask you what you

would settle upon her ? You should have said boldly, ‘ Somer

ton,’ and left him to find out the rest. But Idon’t suppose

you had the sense to stop his mouth like that. You would

go and enter into explanations.”

“ Never got so far,” said Sir Charles. “ He that stopped

my mouth. Game to lay down pound for pound with him,

or else no go.”

“ Pound for pound with him! ” cried Lady Jane in con

sternation. She was so much startled that she pushed back her

chair from her writing-table, and so came within the range of

the fire and disorganized all her arrangements. “ Now I

think of it,” she said, “ (pull that screen this way, Charlie) I

have heard him say something like that. Pound for pound
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with him! Why, the old ” (she made a pause without

putting in the word as so many people do), “is a million

aire ! ”

Sir Charles, who was standing before the fire with his back

to it, in the habitual attitude of Englishmen, pulled his mous

tache again and solemnly nodded his head.

“ And who does he think,” cried Lady Jane, carried away

by her feelings, “ that could do that would ever go near him

and his vulgar, common Oh, I beg your pardon, Charlie,

I am sure ! ” she said.

“ No pardon needed. Know what you mean, ” Somers said

with a wave of his hand.

“ Of course,” said Lady Jane with emphasis, “ I don’t

mean the girls, or else you may be sure I never should have

taken them out or had them here.” She made a little pause

after this disclaimer, in the heat of which there was perhaps

just a little doubt of her own motives, checked by the reflection

that Katherine Tredgold at least was not vulgar, and might

have been anybody’s daughter. She went on again after a

moment. “ But he is an old Oh ! I would not pay the

least attention to what he said ; he was bound to say that sort

of thing at first. Do you imagine for a moment that any man

who could do t/zal would please Stella? What kind of man

could do that ? Only perhaps an old horror like himself,

whom a nice girl would never look at. Oh ! I think I should

be easy in my mind, Charlie, if I were you. It is impossible,

you know ! There’s no such man, no such young man. Can

you fancy Stella accepting an old fellow made of money ? I

don’t believe in it for a moment,” said Lady Jane.

“ Old fellows got sons—sometimes,” said Sir Charles, “ City

men, rolling in money, don’t you know?”

“ One knows all those sort .of people,” said Lady Jane;

“ you could count them on your fingers ; and they go in for

rank, &c., not for other millionaires. No, Charlie, I don’t see

any call you have to be so discouraged. Why did you come

in looking such a whipped dog ? It will be all over the island

in no time and through the regiment that you have been refused
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by Stella Tredgold. The father’s nothing. The father was

quite sure to refuse. Rather picturesque that about laying

down pound for pound, isn’t it? It makes one think of a

great table groaning under heaps of gold.”

“Jove! ” said Sir Charles. “Old beggar said shillin’ for

shillin’. Had a heap of silver—got it like a fool—didn’t see

what he was driving at—paid it out on the table.” He pulled

his moustache to the very roots and uttered a short and caver

nous laugh. “ Left it there, by Jove !—all my change,” he

cried; “not a blessed thruppenny to throw to little girl at

gate.”

“ Left it there ? ” said Lady Jane~“ on the table?” Her

gravity was overpowered by this detail. “ Upon my word,

Charlie Somers, for all your big moustache and your six feet

and your experiences, I declare I don’t think there ever was

such a simpleton born.”

Somers bore her laughter very steadily. He was not un

used to it. The things in which he showed himself a simpleton

were in relation to the things in which he was prematurely wise

as three to a hundred; but yet there were such things. And

he was free to acknowledge that leaving his seventeen shillings

spread out on the millionaire’s table, or even taking the mill

ionaire’s challenge au pied de la Zettre, was the act of a simple

ton. He stood tranquilly with his back to the fire till Lady

Jane had got her laugh out. Then she resumed with a sort of

apology :

“ It was too much for me, Charlie. I could not help laugh

ing. What will become of all that money, I wonder ? Will

he keep it and put it to interest? I should like to have seen

him after you were gone. I should like to have seen him after

wards, when Stella had her knife at his throat, asking him what

he meant by it. You may trust to Stella, my dear boy. She

will soon bring her father to reason. He may be all sorts of

queer things to you, but he can’t stand against her. She can

twist him round her little finger. If it had been Katherine I

should not have been so confident. But Stella—he never

has refused anything to Stella since ever she was born.”
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“ Think so, really? ” said Somers through his moustache.

He was beginning to revive a little again, but yet the impres

sion of old Tredgold’s chuckling laugh and his contemptuous

certainty was not to be got over lightly. The gloom of the

rejected was still over him.

“ Yes, I think so,” said Lady Jane. “ Don’t, for Heaven’s

sake, go on in that hang-dog way. There’s nothing happened

but what was to be expected. Of course, the old curmudgeon

would make an attempt to guard his money-bags. I wish I

were as sure of a company for Jack as I am of Stella’s power

to do anything she likes with her father. But if you go down

in this way at the first touch— ”

“No intention of going down,” said Sir Charles, piqued.

“ Marry her to-morrow—take her out to India—then see what

old beggar says.”

“ That, indeed,” cried Lady Jane—“ that would be a fine

revenge on him ! Don’t propose it to Stella if you don’t

want her to accept, for she would think it the finest fun in the

world.”

“ By George! ” Somers said, and a smile began to lift up

the corners of his moustache.

“ That would bring him to his senses, indeed,” Lady'Jane

said reflectively; “ but it would be rather cruel, Charlie.

After all, he is an old man. Not a very venerable old man,

perhaps; not what you would call a lovely old age, is it? but

still Oh, I think it would be cruel. You need not go

-so far as that. But we shall soon hear what Stella says.”

And it very soon was known what Stella said. Stella wrote

in a whirlwind of passion, finding nothing too bad to say of

papa. An old bull, an old pig, were the sweetest of the simi

les she used. She believed that he wanted to kill her, to drag

her by the hair of her head, to shut her up in a dungeon or a

back kitchen or something. She thought he must have been

changed in his sleep, for he was not in the very least like her

own old nice papa, and Kate thought so too. Kate could not

understand it any more than she could. But one thing was

certain—that, let papa say what he would or do what he
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would, she (Stella) never would give in. She would be true,

whatever happened. And if she were locked up anywhere she

would trust in her Charlie to get her out. All her trust was

in her Charlie, she declared. She had got his money, his

poor dear bright shillings, of which papa had robbed him, and

put them in a silk bag, which she always meant to preserve

and carry about with her. She called it Charlie’s fortune.

Poor dear, dear Charlie; he had left it all for her. She knew

it was for her, and she would never part with it, never! This

whirlwind of a letter amused Charlie very much; he did not

mind letting his friends read it. They all laughed over it, and

declared that she was a little brick, and that he must certainly

stick to her whatever happened. The old fellow was sure to

come round, they all said ; no 01d father could ever stand out

against a girl like that. She had him on toast, everybody

knew.

These were the encouraging suggestions addressed to Sir

Charles by his most intimate friends, who encouraged him

still more by their narratives of how Lottie Seton tossed her

head and declared that Charlie Somers had been waiting all

along for some rich girl to drop into his mouth. He had

always had an am'ére pensée, she cried (whatever that might

be), and had never been at all amusin’ at the best of times.

He was very amusin’ now, however, with Stella’s letter in his

pocket and this absorbing question to discuss. The whole

regiment addressed itself with all the brain it possessed to the

consideration of the subject, which, of course, was so much

the more urgent in consequence of the orders under which it

lay. To go or not to go to India, that was the rub, as Char

lie had said. Stella only complicated the question, which had

been under discussion before. He did not want to go; but

then, on the other hand, if he remained at home, his creditors

would be rampant and he would be within their reach, which

would not be the case if he went to India. And India meant

double pay. And if it could be secured that Stella’s father

should send an expedition after them to bring them back

within a year, then going to India with Stella as a companion
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would be the best fun in the world. To go for a year was

one thing, to go as long as the regiment remained, doing ordi

nary duty, was quite another. Everybody whom he con

sulted, even Lady Jane, though she began to be a little fright

ened by the responsibility, assured him that old Tredgold

would never hold out for a year. Impossible! an old man in

shaky health who adored his daughter. “ Doubt if he’ll give

you time to get on board before he’s after you,” Algy said.

“ You’ll find telegrams at Suez or at Aden or somewhere,”

said another; and a third chaunted (being at once poetical

and musical, which was not common in the regiment) a verse

which many of them thought had been composed for the

occasion:

“ Come back, come back," he cried in grief

v Across the stormy water,

“ And I’ll forgive your Highland chief,

My daughter, 0 my daughter! ”

“ Though Charlie ain't a Highland chief, you know,” said

one of the youngsters. “ If it had been Algy, now! ”

All these things worked very deeply in the brain of Sir

Charles Somers, Baronet. He spent a great deal of time think

ing of them. A year in India would be great fun. Stella,

for her part, was wild with delight at the thought of it. If it

could but be made quite clear that old Tredgold, dying for the

loss of his favourite child, would be sure to send for her!

Everybody said there was not a doubt on the subject. Stella,

who ought to know, was sure of it ; so was Lady Jane, though

she had got frightened and cried, “ Oh, don’t ask me! ”

when importuned the hundredth time for her opinion. If a

fellow could only be quite sure ! Sometimes a chilling vision

of the “ old beggar” came across Charlie’s mind, and the

courage began to ooze out at his fingers’ ends. That old fel

low did not look like an old fellow who would give in. He

looked a dangerous old man, an old man capable of anything.

Charles Somers was by no means a coward, but when he re

r-uembered the look which Mr. Tredgold had cast upon him,

all the strength went out of him. To marry an expensive wife
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who had never been stinted in her expenses and take her out

to India, and then find that there was no relenting, remorse

ful father behind them, but only the common stress and strain

of a poor man’s life in a profession, obliged to live upon his

pay ! What should he do if this happened ? But everybody

around him assured him that it could not, would not happen.

Stella had the old gentleman “ on toast.” He could not live

without her ; he would send to the end of the world to bring

her back; he would forgive anything, Highland chief or who

ever it might be. Even Lady Janesaid so. “ Don’t ask me

to advise you,” that lady cried. “ I daren’t take the respon

sibility. How can I tell whether Stella and you are fond

enough of each other to run such a risk ? Old Mr. Tredgold?

Oh, as for old Mr. Tredgold, I should not really fear any last

ing opposition from him. He may bluster a little, he may try

to be overbearing, he may think he can frighten his daughter.

But, of course, he will give in. Oh, yes, he will give in.

Stella is everything to him. She is the very apple of his eye.

It is very unjust to Katherine I always have said, and always

will say. But that is how it is. Stella’s little finger is more

to him than all the rest of the world put together. But please,

please don’t ask advice from me ! ” \

Sir Charles walked up and down the room, the room at

Steephill, the room at the barracks, wherever he happened to

be, and pulled his moustache almost till the blood came. But

neither that intimate councillor, nor his fellow-officers, nor

his anxious friends gave him any definite enlightenment. He

was in love, too, in his way, which pushed him on, but he

was by no means without prudence, which held him back. If

old Tredgold did not break his heart, if he took the other

one into Stella’s place—for to be sure Katherine was his

daughter also, though not equal to Stella 1 If !—it is a little

word, but there is terrible meaning in it. In that case what

would happen? He shuddered and turned away from the

appalling thought.



CHAPTER XIV.

“ KATE, Kate, Kate! ” cried Stella. All had been quiet be

tween the two rooms connected by that open door. Kather

ine was fastening the ribbon at her neck before the glass.

This made her less ready to respond to Stella’s eager sum

mons ; but the tone of the third repetition of her name was

so urgent that she dropped the ends of the ribbon and flew to

her sister. Stella was leaning half out of the open window.

“ Kate,” she cried—“ Kate, he has sent him away ! ”

“ Who is sent away? ” cried Katherine, in amazement.

Stella’s answer was to seize her sister by the arm and pull

her half out of the window, endangering her equilibrium.

Thus enforced, however, Katherine saw the figure of Sir

Charles Somers disappearing round the corner of a group of

trees, which so entirely recalled the image, coarse yet ex

pressive, of a dog with its tail between its legs, that no certainty

of disappointment and failure could be more complete. The

two girls stared after him until he had disappeared, and then

Stella drew her sister in again, and they looked into each

other’s eyes for a moment. Even Stella the unsubduable was

cowed ; her face was pale, her eyes round and staring with

astonishment and trouble ; the strength was all taken out of

her by bewilderment. What did it mean ? Papa, papa, he who

had denied her nothing, who had been the more pleased the

more costly was the toy which she demanded! Had Char

lie offended him? Had he gone the wrong way to work?

What could he possibly have done to receive a rebuff from

Papa? ’

“ Of courseI shall not stand it,” Stella cried, when she

had recovered herself a little. “He shall not have much
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peace of his life if he crosses me. You let him dance upon

you, Kate, and never said a word-t-though I don’t suppose you

cared, or surely you would have stood out a little more than

you did. But he shan’t dance upon me—he shall soon find

out the difference. I am going to him at once to ask what

he means.” She rushed towards the door, glowing anew with

courage and spirit, but then suddenly stopped herself, and

came running back, throwing herself suddenly on Katherine’s

shoulders.

“ Oh, Kate, why should parents be so hard,” she said,

shedding a few tears—“ and so hypocritical ! ” she exclaimed,

rousing herself again—“ pretending to. be ready to do every

thing, and then doing nothing! ”

“ Oh, hush, Stella! ” cried Katherine, restraining her ;

“there is nothing you have wanted till now that papa has

not done.”

“ What! ” cried the girl indignantly. “ Diamonds and

such wretched things.” She made a gesture as if to pull

something from her throat and throw it on the floor, though

the diamonds, naturally, at this hour in the morning, were not

there. “ But the first thing I really want -- the only thing ——

oh, let me go, Kate, let me go and ask him what he means ! ”

“ Wait a little,” said Katherine—“wait a little; it may

not be as bad as we think ; it may not be bad at all. Let us

go down as if nothing had happened. Perhaps Sir Charles has

only—gone—to fetch something.”

“ Like that?” cried Stella; and then a something of the

ridiculous in the drooping figure came across her volatile mind.

He was so like, so very like, that dog with his tail between his

Ilegs. She burst out into alaugh. “Poor Charlie, oh, poor

Charlie! he looked exactly like—but I will pay papa for

this,” the girl cried.

“ Oh, not now,” said Katherine. “ Remember, he is an

old man—we must try not to cros him but to soothe him.

He may have been vexed to think of losing you, Stella. He

may have been—a little sharp; perhaps to try to—break it

off—for a time.” -
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“ And you think he might succeed, I shouldn’t wonder,"

Stella cried, tossing her head high. To tell the truth, Katha

erine was by no means sure that he might not succeed. She

had not a great confidence in the depth of the sentiment

which connected her sister and Sir Charles. She believed that

on one side or the other that tie might be broken, and that it

would be no great harm. But she made no reply to Stella’s

question. She only begged her to have patience a little, to

make no immediate assault upon her father. “ You know the

doctor said he must be very regular -— and not be disturbed—

in his meals and things."

“ Oh, if it is lunch you are thinking of! ” cried Stella, with

great disdain; but after a little she consented to take things

quietly and await the elucidation of events. The meal that fol

lowed was not, however, a very comfortable meal. Mr. Tredgold

came in with every evidence of high spirits, but was also nerv

ous, not knowing what kind of reception he was likely to meet

with. He was as evidently relieved when they seated themselves

at table without any questions, but it was arelief not unmingled

with excitement. He talked continuously and against time,

but be neither asked about their visit as he usually did, nor

about the previous night’s entertainment, nor Stella’s appear

ance nor her triumphs. Stella sat very silent at her side of the

table. And Katherine thought that her father was a little afraid.

He made haste to escape as soon as the luncheon was over, and

it was not a moment too soon, for Stella’s excitement was no

longer restrainable. “ What has he said to Charlie—what has

he done to him? ” she cried. “ Do you think he would dare

send him away for good and never say a word to me? What

is the meaning of it, Kate P You would not let me speak,

though it choked me to sit and say nothing. Where is my

Charlie P and oh, how dared he, how dared he, to send him

away P ’ ’

Katherine suggested that he might still be lingering about

waiting for the chance of seeing one of them, and Stella darted

out accordingly and flew through the grounds, in and out of the

trees, with her uncovered head shining in the sun, but came
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back with no further enlightenment. She then proceeded im

periously to her father’s room ; where, however, she was again

stopped by the butler, who announced that master was having

his nap and was not to be disturbed. All this delayed the ex- -

planation and prolonged the suspense, which was aggravated,

as in so many cases, by the arrival of visitors. “So you have

got back, Stella, from your grand visit? Oh, do tell us all

about it! " It was perhaps the first fiery ordeal of social diffi

culty to which that undisciplined little girl had been exposed.

And it was so much the more severe that various other senti

ments came in—pride in the visit, which was so much greater

a privilege than was accorded to the ordinary inhabitants of

Sliplin ; pride, too, in a show of indifference to it, desire to

make her own glories known, and an equally strong desire to

represent these glories as nothing more than were habitual and

invariable. In the conflict of feeling Stella was drawn a little

out of herself and out of the consideration of her father’s un

imaginable behaviour. Oh, if they only knew the real climax

of all those eager questions 1 If only a hint could have been

given of the crowning glory, of the new possession she had ac

quired, and the rank to which she was about to be elevated 1

Stella did not think of “ a trumpery baronet ” now. It was

the Earl whom she thought trumpery, a creation of this reign,

as Miss Mildmay said, whereas the Somers went back to the

Anglo-Saxons. Stella did not know very well who the Anglo

Saxons were. She did not know that baronetcies are compar

atively modern inventions. She only knew that to be Lady

Somers was a fine thing, and that she was going to attain that

dignity. But then, papa—who was papa, to interfere with her

happiness? what could he do to stop a thing she had made

up her mind to P—stood in the way. It was papa’s fault

that she could not make that thrilling, that tremendous an

nouncement to her friends. Her little tongue trembled on the

edge of it. At one moment it had almost burst forth. Oh,

how silly to be talking of Steephill, 0f the dance, of the rides,

of going to the covert side with the sportsmen’s luncheon—

all these things which unengaged persons, mere spectators of
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life, make so much of—when she had had it in her power to

tell something so much more exciting, something that would

fly not only through Sliplin and all along the coast but over the

whole island before night ! And to think she could not tell it

—must not say anything about it because of papa!

Thus Stella fretted through the afternoon, determined, how

ever, to “ have it out with papa ” the moment her visitors were

gone, and not, on the whole, much afraid. He had never

crossed her in her life before. Since the time when Stella

crying for it in the nursery was enough to secure any delight

she wanted, till now, when she stood on the edge of life and

all its excitements, nothing that she cared for had ever been

refused her. She had her little ways of getting whatever she

wanted. It was not that he was always willing or always

agreed in her wishes; if that had been so, the prospect before

her would have been more doubtful; but there were things

which he did not like and had yet been made to consent to

because of Stella’s wish. Why should he resist her now for

the first time? There was no reason in it, no probability in

it, no sense. He had been able to say No to Charlie—that

was quite another thing. Charlie was very nice, but he was

not Stella, though he might be Stella’s chosen ; and papa had,

no doubt, alittle spite against him because of that adventure

in the yacht, and because he was poor, and other things.

But Stella herself, was it possible that papa could ever hold

head against her, look her in the face and deny her anything?

No, certainly no ! She was going over this in her mind while

the visitors were talking, and even when she was giving them

an account of what she wore. Her new white, and her dia

monds—what diamonds ! Oh, hadn’t they heard ? A rz'z/z'ére

that papa had given her; not a big one, you know, like an

old lady’s—a little one, but such stones, exactly like drops of

dew! As she related this, her hopes—nay, certainties—

sprang high. She had not needed to hold up her little finger to

have those jewels—a word had done it, the merest accidental

word. She had not even had the trouble of wishing for them.

And to imagine that he would be likely to cross her now !
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“ Stella! Stella ! where are you going ? ” Katherine cried.

“ I am going—to have it out with papa.” The last visitor

had just gone ; Stella caught the cloth on the tea-table in the

sweep of her dress, and disordered everything as she flew by.

But_Katherine, though so tidy, did not stop to restore things

to their usual trimness. She followed her sister along the

passage a little more slowly, but with much excitement too.

Would Stella conquer, as she usually did ? or, for the first time

in her life, would she find a blank wall before her which

nothing could break down? Katherine could not but re

member the curt intimation which had been given to her that

James Stanford had been sent away and was never to be spoken

of more. But then she was not Stella—she was very different

from Stella; she had always felt even (or fancied) that the

fact that James Stanford’s suit had been to herself and not to

Stella had something to do with his rejection. That anyone

should have thought of Katherine while Stella was by ! She

blamed herself for this idea as she followed Stella flying

through the long and intricate passages to have it out with

papa. Perhaps she had been wrong, Katherine said to herself.

If papa held out against Stella this time, she would feel sure

she had been wrong.

Stella burst into the room without giving any indication of

her approach, and Katherine went in behind her—swept in

the wind of her going. But what they saw was a vacant

room, the fire purring to itself like a cat, with sleepy little

starts and droppings, a level sunbeam coming in broad at one

window, and on the table two lines of silver money stretched

along the dark table-cloth and catching the eye. They were

irregular lines—one all of shillings straight and unbroken, the

other shorter, and made up with a half-crown and a sixpence.

What was the meaning of this? They consulted each other

with their eyes.

“ I am coming directly,” said Mr. Tredgold from an inner

room. The door was open. It was the room in which his

safe was, and they could hear him rustling his paper, putting

in or taking out something. “ Oh, papa, make haste ! I am
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waiting for you," Stella cried in her impatience. She could

scarcely brook at the last moment this unnecessary delay.

He came out, but not for a minute more ; and then he was

wiping his lips as if he had been taking something to support

himself; which indeed was the case, and he had need of it.

He came in with a great show of cheerfulness, rubbing his -

hands. “ What, both of you?” he said, “ I thought it was

only Stella. I am glad both of you are here. Then you can

tell me ”

“Papa, I will tell you nothing, nor shall Kate, till you

have answered my question. What have you done to Charlie

Somers ? Where is he? where have you sent him ? and how

’how—how da—how could you have sent him away?”

“ That’s his money,” said the old gentleman, pointing to

the table. “ You’d better pick it up and send it to him ; he

might miss it afterwards. The fool thought he could lay

down money with me ; there’s only seventeen shillings of it,”

said Mr. Tredgold contemptuously—“ not change for a sov

ereign ! But he might want it. I don’t think he had much

more in his pocket, and I don’t want his small change ; no,

nor nobody else’s. You can pick it up and send it back.”

“ What does all this mean ? ” asked Stella in imperious

tones, though her heart quaked she could scarcely tell why.

“ Why have you Charlie Somers’s money on your table? and

why—why, have you sent him away? ”

Mr. Tredgold seated himself deliberately in his chair, first

removing the newspaper that lay in it, folding that and plac

ing it carefully on a stand by his side. “Well, my little

gir ,” he said, also taking off his spectacles and folding them

before he laid them down, “ that’s a very easy one to answer.

I sent him away because he didn’t suit me, my dear.”

“But be suited me,” cried Stella, “ which is surely far

more important.”

“Well, my pet, you may think so, but I don’t. I gave

him my reasons. I say nothing against him—a man as I

know nothing of, and don’t want to know. It’s all the same

who you send to me ; they’ll just hear the same thing. The
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man I give my little girl to will have to count out shillin’ for

shillin’ with me. That fellow took me at my word, don’t

you see ?—took out a handful of money and began to count it

out as grave as a judge. But he couldn’t do it, even at that.

Seventeen shillings! not as much as change for a sovereign,”

' said Mr. Tredgold with a chuckle. “ I told him as he was an

ass for his pains. Thousand pound for thousand pound down,

that’s my rule; and all the baronets in the kingdom—or if

they were dukes for that matter—won’t get me out of that.”

“ Papa, do you know what you are saying? ” Stella was so

utterly bewildered that she did not at all know what she was

saying in the sudden arrest of all her thoughts.

“ I think so, pet; very well indeed, I should say. I’m a

man that has always been particular about business arrange

ments. Business is one thing ; feelings, or so forth, is an

other. I never let feelings come in when it’s a question of

business. Money down on the table—shillin’s, or thousands,

which is plainer, for thousands, and that’s all about it; the

man who can’t do that don’t suit me.”

Stella stood with two red patches on her cheeks, with her

mouth open, with her eyes staring before the easy and corn

placent old gentleman in his chair. He was, no doubt, con

scious of the passion and horror with which she was regarding

him, for he shifted the paper and the spectacles a little nervous

ly to give himself a countenance ; but he took no notice other

wise, and maintained his easy position—one leg crossed over

the other, his foot swinging a little—even after she burst forth.

“ Papa, do you say this to me—to me? And I have given

him my word, and I love him, though you don’t know what

that means. Papa, can you look me in the face--me, Stella,

and dare to say that you have sent my Charlie away ? ”

“My dear,” said Mr. Tredgold, “ he ain’t your Charlie,

and never will be. He’s Sir Charles Somers, Bart., a fine

fellow, but I don’t think we shall see him here again, and I

can look my little Stella quite well in the face.”

He did not like to do it, though. He gave her one glance,

and then turned his eyes to his paper again.
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“Papa,” cried Stella, stamping her foot, “ I won’t have

it ! I shall not take it from you ! Whatever you say, he shall

come back here. I won’t give him up, no, not if you should

shut me up on bread and water—not if you should put me in

prison, or drag me by the hair of my head, or kill me ! which,

I think, is what you must want to do.”

“ You little hussy ! You never had so much as a whipping

in your life, and I am not going to begin now. Take her

away, Katie. If she cries till Christmas she won’t change me.

Crying’s good for many things, but not for business. Stella,

you can go away.”

“ Oh, papa, how can you say Stella, and be so cruel!”

Stella threw herself down suddenly by his side and seized his

hand, upon which she laid down her wet cheek. “ You have

always done everything for Stella. Never—never has my papa

refused me anything. I am not used to it. I can’t bear it !

Papa, it is me whose heart you are breaking. Papa, me ./

Stella, it is Stella!”

“ Kate, for goodness’ sake take her away. It is no use. She

is not going to come over me. Stella’s a very good name for

anything else, but it’s not a name in business. Go away,

child. Take her away. But, Katie, if there’s anything else

she would like now, a new carriage, or a horse, or a bracelet,

or a lot of dresses, or anything—anything in that way—”

Stella drew herself up to her full height ; she dried her eyes ;

she turned upon her father with that instinct of the drama

which is so strong in human nature. “ I scorn all your pres

ents; I will take nothing— nothing, as long as I live, you

cruel, cruel father,” she cried.

Later, when Mr. Tredgold had gone out in his Bath-chair

for his afternoon “turn,” Stella came back very quietly to his

room and gathered up poor Charlie’s shillings. She did not

know very much about the value of money, though she spent

so much ; indeed, if she had ever felt the need of it it was in

this prosaic form of a few shillings. She thought he might

want them, poor Charlie, whom she had not the faintest in

tention of giving up, whatever papa might say.



CHAPTER XV.

BUT Stella neither shuddered nor hesitated. She was in the

highest spirits, flying everywhere, scarcely touching the ground

with her feet. “ Oh, yes ! I’m engaged to Sir Charles,” she

said to all her friends. “ Papa won’t hear of it, but he will

have to give in.”

“ Papas always give in when the young people hold out,”

said some injudicious sympathiser.

“ Don’t they ? ” cried Stella, giving a kiss to that lady. She

was not in the least discouraged. There was a great deal of

gaiety going on at the time, both in the village (as it was

fashionable to call the town of Sliplin) and in the county,

and Stella met her Charlie everywhere, Mr. Tredgold having

no means, and perhaps no inclination, to put a stop to this.

He did not want to interfere with her pleasures. If she liked

to dance and “ go on ” with that fellow, let her. She should

not marry him 3 that was all. The old gentleman had no

wish to be unkind to his daughter. He desired her to have her

fling like the rest, to enjoy herself as much as was possible;

only for this one thing he had put down his foot.

“ When is that confounded regiment going away?” he asked

Katherine.

“ Dear papa, Katherine replied, “ won’t you think it

over again P Charlie Somers has perhaps no money, but Stella

is very fond of him, and he of—” v

“ Hold your tongue! ” said old Tredgold. “ Hold your

confounded tongue! If I don’t give in to her, do you think

it ”—-with a dash—“likely that I will to you?”

Katherine retreated very quickly, for when her father began

to swear she was frightened. He did not swear in an ordinary

1’
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way, and visions of apoplexy were associated to her with oaths.

Stella did not care. She would have let him swear as long as

he liked, and paid no attention. She went to her parties al

most every night, glittering in her rz'w'ére of diamonds and

meeting Sir Charles everywhere. They had all the airs of an

engaged couple, people said. And it was thought quite natural,

for nobody believed that old Tredgold would stand out. Thus,

no one gave him any warning of what was going on. The

whole island was in aconspiracy on behalf of the lovers. Nor

was it like any other abetting of domestic insurrection, for the

opinion was unanimous that the father would give in. Why,

Stella could do anything with him. Stella was his favourite,

as he had shown on every possible occasion. Everybody

knew it, even Katherine, who made no struggle against the

fact. To think of his having the strength of mind really to

deny Stella anything! It was impossible. He was playing

with her a little now, only for the pleasure of being coaxed and

wheedled, many people thought. But when the time came, of

course he would give in. So Stella thought, like everybody

else. There was nobody but Katherine and, as I have said,

Somers himself who did not feel quite sure. As time went on,

the two ladies who went to all the parties and saw everything

—-the two old cats, Mrs. Shanks and Miss Mildmay—had

many consultations on the subject over the invisible rail of

separation between their gardens. It was a very bright Oc

tober, and even the beginning of the next dreary month was

far milder than usual, and in the mornings, when the sun

shone, these ladies were still to be found on their terraces, ca

ressing the last remnants of their flowers, and cutting the last

chrysanthemums or dahlias.

“ Stella danced every dance last night with that Sir Charles,”

Miss Mildmay said.

“ But she always does, my dear; and why shouldn’t she,

when she is going to marry him? ”

There was really no answer to this, which was so well ascer

tained a fact, and which everybody knew.

“ But I wonder if old Mr. Tredgold knows how much they
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are together! As he never goes out himself, it is so easy to

keep him deceived. I wonder, Jane Shanks,” said Miss Mild

may, “ whether you or I should say a word ? ”

“ You may say as many words as you please, Ruth Mildmay ;

but I shan’t,” cried the other. “ I would not interfere for the

world.”

“I am not the least afraid of interfering,” Miss Mildmay

said ; and she succeeded in persuading her friend to go out in

the midge once more, and call at the Cliff, on an afternoon

when the girls were known to be out of the way.

“ We ought, I am sure, to congratulate you, Mr. Tredgold.

We heard that you did not approve, and, of course, it must be

dreadful for you to think of losing Stella; but as it is going on

so long, we feel, at last, that the engagement must be true.”

“ What engagement? ” said the old man. He liked to

amuse himself with the two old cats. He put his newspaper

away and prepared to “ get his fun out of them.”

“ Oh, the engagement between Stella and Sir Charles,” said

Mrs. Shanks, with bated breath.

“ Oh! they’re engaged, are they P ” he said, with that

laugh which was like an electrical bell.

“ Dear Mr. Tredgold, it is given out everywhere. They are

for ever together. They dance every dance with one another. ”

“ Confounded dull. I should think, for my little girl. You

take my word, she’ll soon tire of that,” he said.

“Oh, but she does not tire of it; you don’t go out with

them, you don’t see things. I assure you they are always to- .

gether. If you don’t approve of it, Mr. Tredgold, indeed—in

deed you should put a stop to it. It isn’t kind to dear Stella.”

“ Oh, stop, stop, Ruth Mildmay !” cried Mrs. Shanks.

“ Stella knows very well just how far she can go. Stella would

never do anything that was displeasing to her dear papa. May

I pour out the tea for you, dear Mr. Tredgold, as the girls are

not in ? ”

Mr. Tredgold gave the permission with a wave of his hand,

and hoped that Miss Mildmay would say just as much as she

pleased.
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“ I like to know what my girls do when they’re out,” he

said. “ I like to know that Stella is enjoying herself. That’s

what they go out for. Just to get themselves as much pleasure

as is to be had, in their own way.”

“ But you would not wish them to compromise themselves,”

said Miss Mildmay. “ Oh, I wouldn’t interfere for the world.

But as you don’t go out with them you ought to be told. I do

hope you approve of Sir Charles, Mr. Tredgold. He is a nice

young man enough. He has been a little fast ; but so have they

all ; and he is old enough now to have more sense. I am sure

he will make you a very good son-in-law. So long as you

approve_”

“ I approve of my little girl enjoying herself,” said the old

man. “ Bring some more muffins, John ; there’s plenty in the

house, I hope. I know why you won’t take that piece, Miss

Mildmay, because it is the last in the plate, and you think you

will never be married.” He accompanied this with a tremen

dous tinkle of a laugh, as if it were the greatest joke in the

world.

Miss Mildmay waved her hand with dignity, putting aside

the foolish jest, and also putting aside the new dish of muffins,

which that dignity would not permit her to touch.

“ The question is,” she said, “ not my marriage, which does

not concern you, Mr. Tredgold, but clear Stella’s, which does.”

“ Mr. Tredgold is so fond of his joke,” Mrs. Shanks said.

“Yes, I’m fond of my joke, ain’t I? I’m a funny man.

Many of the ladies call me so. Lord ! I like other people to

have their fun too. Stella’s welcome to hers, as long as she

likes. She’s a kitten, she is ; she goes on playin’ and springin’

as long as anybody will fling a bit of string at her. But she’s

well in hand all the same. She knows, as you say, just how far

to go.”

“ Then she has your approval, we must all presume,” said

Miss Mildmay, rising from her chair, though Mrs. Shanks had

not half finished her tea.

“ Oh, she’s free to have her fun,” Mr. Tredgold said.

What did it mean, her fun? This question was fully dis
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cussed between the two ladies in the midge. Marriage is no

fun, if it comes to that, they both agreed, and the phrase was

very ambiguous ; but still, no man in his senses, even Mr. Tred

gold, could allow his young daughter to make herself so con

spicuous if he did not mean to consent in the end.

“ I am very glad to hear, Stella, that it is all right about

your marriage,” Mrs. Shanks said next time she met the girls.

“ Your papa would not say anything very definite; but still,

he knows all about it, and you are to take your own way, as

he says.”

“ Did he say I was to have my own way? ” said Stella, in

a flush of pleasure.

“ At least, he said the same thing. Yes, I am sure that was

what he meant. He was full of his jokes, don’t you know ?

But that must have been what he meant; and I am sure I

wish you joy with all my heart, Stella, dear.”

Stella went dancing home after this, though Katherine

walked very gravely by her side.

“ I knew papa would give in at last. I knew he never

would stand against me, when he knew I was in earnest this

time,” she cried.

“ Do you think he would tell Mrs. Shanks, after sending

off both of us, and frightening me? ”

“You are so easily frightened,” cried Stella. “Yes, I

shouldn’t wonder at all if he told Mrs. Shanks. He likes the

two old cats; he knows they will go and publish it all over

the place. He would think I should hear just as soon as if

he had told me, and so I have. I will run in and give him a

kiss, for he is a dear old soul, after all.”

Stella did run in and gave her father a tumultuous kiss, and

roused him out of a nap.

“ Oh, papa, you dear, you old darling—you best papa in

the world ! ” she cried.

Mr. Tredgold felt a little cross at first, but the kiss and the

praises were sweet to him. He put his arms round her as she

stood over him.

‘ ‘ What have I done now? ” he said, with his tinkling laugh.
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“ You have done just what I wanted most—what it was

dearest of you to do,” she cried. “ Mrs. Shanks told me.

You told her, of course, dear papa, because you knew it

would be published directly all over the place.”

“ Oh, the two old cats ! ” he said, tinkling more than ever.

“ That’s what they made of it, is it? 1 said you might have

your fun, my dear. You are free to have your fun as much as

ever you like. That’s what I said, and that’s what I shall say

as long as you’re amusing yourself, Stella. You can have

your fling ; I shan’t stop you. Enjoy yourself as long as you

can, if that’s what you like,” he said.

“ Oh, papa, what do you mean—what do you mean P ” cried

Stella. “ Don’t you mean, dear papa,” she continued, with

renewed caresses, putting her arms round his neck, pressing

his bald head upon her breast, “ that you’ll let Charlie come—

that he needn’t go to India, that we are to be married, and

that you’ll give us your blessing, and—and everything? That

is what you mean, isn’t it, dear papa? ”

“ Don’t strangle me, child,” he said, coughing and laugh

ing. “ There’s such a thing, don’t you know P as to be killed

with kindness. I’ve told you what I’ll do, my dear,” he con

. tinued. “ I shall let you have your fun as long asever you like.

You can dance with him down to the very ship’s side, if you

please. That won’t do any harm to me, but he don’t set a

foot in this house unless he’s ready to table pound for pound

with me. Where’s his shillin’s, by the way, Katie P He

ought to haveIhad his shillin’s ; he might have wanted them,

poor man. Ah, don’t strangle me, I tell you, Stella!”

“ I wish I could!” cried Stella, setting her little teeth.

“ You deserve it, you old dreadful, dreadful ”

“ What is she saying, Kate P Never mind ; it was swearing

or something, I suppose—all the fault of those old cats, not

mine. I said she should have her swing, and she can have

her swing and welcome. That’s what she wants, I suppose.

You have always had your fun, Stella. You don’t know what

a thing it is to have your fun and nobody to oppose you. I

never had that in my life. I was always pulled up sharp.
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Get along now, I want my nap before dinner; but mind, I

have said all I’m going to say. You can have your fun, and

he can table down pound for pound with me, if he has the

money—otherwise, not another word. I may be a funny man,”

said Mr. Tredgold, “ but when I put my foot down, none of

you will get it up again, that’s all I have got to say.”

“ You are a very hard, cruel, tyrannical father,” said Stel

la, “and you never will have any love from anyone as long

as you live ! ”

“ We’ll see about that,” he said, with a grimace, preparing

to fling his handkerchief over his head, which was his way

when he went to sleep.

“ Oh, papa l—oh, dear papa ! Of course I did not mean

that. I want no fling and no fun, but to settle down with

Charlie, and to be always ready when you want me as long as

I live.”

“ You shall settle down with some man as I approve of, as

can count down his hundreds and his thousands on the table,

Stella. That’s what you are going to do.”

“ Papa, you never would be so cruel to rue, your little

Stella? I will have no man if I have not Charlie—never,

never, if he had all the money in the world.”

“ Well, there’s no hurry ; you’re only twenty,” he said,

blinking at her with sleepy eyes. “ I don’t want to get rid

of you. You may give yourself several years to have your fun

before you settle down.”

Stella, standing behind her father’s bald and defenceless

head, looked for a minute or two like a pretty but dreadful

demon, threatening him with a raised fist and appalling looks.

Suddenly, however, there came a transformation scene—her

arms slid round his neck once more ; she put her cheek against

his bald head. “ Papa,” she said, her voice faltering between

fury and the newly-conceived plan, which, in its way, was

fun, “ you gave me a kind of an alternative once. You said,

if I didn’t have Charlie—”

“ Well? ” said the old man, waking up, with a gleam of

amusement in his eyes.
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“ I could have—you said it yourself—anything else I liked,”

said Stella, drooping over the back of his chair. Was she

ashamed of herself, or was she secretly overcome with some

thing, either laughter or tears?

“ Stella,” cried Katherine, “ do come away now and let

papa rest.” The elder sister’s face was full of alarm, but for

what she was frightened she could scarcely herself have said.

“Let her get it out,” cried Mr. Tredgold. “ Speak up,

Stella, my little girl; out with it, my pet. What would it

like from its papa? ”

“ You said I might have anything I liked—more diamonds,

a lot of new dresses—”

“ And so you shall,” he said, chuckling, till it was doubt

ful if he would ever recover his breath. “ That’s my little

girl down to the ground—that’s my pet ! That’s the woman

all over—just the woman I like! You shall have all that—

diamonds? Yes, if I’d to send out to wherever they come

from. And frocks? As many as you can set your face to.

Give me a kiss, Stella, and that’s a bargain, my dear.”

“Very well, papa,” said Stella, with dignity, heaving a

soft sigh. “ You will complete the parure, please; a hand

some pendant, and a star for my hair, and a bracelet—but

handsome, really good, fit for one of the princesses.”

“ As good as they make ’em, Stella.”

“ And I must have them,” she said languidly, “ for that

ball that is going to be given to the regiment before they go

away. As for the dresses,” she added, with more energy,

“papa, I shall fleece you—I shall rob you! I will order

everything I take a fancy to—everything that is nice, every

thing that is dear. I shall ruin you! ” she cried, clapping

her hands together with a sound like a pistol-shot over his

head.

Through all this the tinkling of his laugh had run on. It

burst out now and had a little solo of its own, disturbed by a

cough, while the girls were silent and listened. “ That’s the

sort of thing,” he cried. “ That’s my Stella—that’s my pet!

Ruin me! I can stand it. Have. them as dear as they’re
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made. I’ll write for the diamonds to-night; and you shall

go to the ball all shinin’ from head to foot, my Stella—that’s

what you’ve always been since you were born—amy little

star ! ”

Then she pulled the handkerchief over his head, gave him

a kiss through it, and hurried away.

“ Oh, Stella, Stella!” cried Katherine under her breath.

She repeated the words when they had gone into their own

room. Stella, flushed and excited, had thrown herself upon

the stool before the piano and began to play wildly, with jars

and crashes of sound. “ Oh, Stella, how dared you do such

a thing? How dared you barter away your love, for he is

your love, for diamonds and frocks? Oh, Stella, you are be

having very, very badly. I am not fond of Charles Somers ;

but surely, if you care for him at all, he is worth more than

that. And how dared you—how dared you sell him—to

papa ? ”

But Stella said never a word. She went on playing wild

chords and making crashes of dreadful sound, which, to Kath

erine, who was more or less a musician, were beyond bear

ing. She seized her sister’s arm after a moment and stopped

her almost violently. “ Stop that, stop that, and answer

me ! ” she cried.

“ Don’t you like my music, Kate? It was all out of my

own head—what you call improvising. I thought you would

like me to go to the piano for comfort. So it is an ease to

one’s mind—it lets the steam off,” cried Stella with a last

crash, louder and more discordant than the others. Then she

abandoned the piano and threw herself down in a chair.

“ Wasn’t that a funny talk I had with papa? You may

tell Charlie, if you like, it will amuse him so. They would

all think it the most glorious. I shall tell it to everybody

when I am on the—”

Here Stella stopped, and gave her sister a half-inquiring,

half-malicious look, but found no response in Katherine’s

grieved eyes.

“ I don’t know what you mean, Stella,” she said. “ If you
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mean what papa thinks, it is the most odious, humiliating bar

gain ; if you mean something else, it is—but I can’t say what

it is, for I don’t know what you mean. You are going to be

a traitor one way or else another, either to Charlie or to papa.

I don’t know which is worse, to break that man’s heart (for

he is fond of you) by throwing him over at the last moment,

or to steal papa’s money and break his heart too.”

“ You needn’t trouble yourself so much about people’s

hearts, Kate. How do you know that Charlie would have me

if he thought papa wouldn’t give in? And, as for papa’s

heart, he would only have to give in, and then all would be

right. It isn’t such a complicated matter as you think. You

are so fond of making out that things are complicated. I

think them quite simple. Papa has just to make up his mind

which he likes best, me or his money. He thinks he likes his

money best. Well, perhaps later he will find he doesn’t, and

then he has only got to change. Where’s the difficulty ? As

for me, you must just weave webs about me as long as you

please. I am not complicated—not a bit. I shall do what I

like best. I am not sure even now which I like best, but I

shall know when the time comes. And in the meantime I am

laying up all the best evidence to judge from. I shall send

Stevens up to town for patterns to-morrow. I shall get the

very richest and the very dearest things that Madame has or

can get. Oh,” cried the girl, clapping her hands with true

enjoyment, “ what fun it will be 1 ”



CHAPTER XVI.

EVERYTHING now began to converge towards the great ball

which was to be given in Sliplin to the regiment before it

went off to India. It was in its little way something like that

great Brussels ball which came before Waterloo. They were

to embark next morning, these heroic soldiers. If they were

not going to fight, they were at least going to dare the dan

gers of the deep in a troop-ship, which is not comfortable;

and they were fully impressed with their own importance as

the heroes of the moment. Lady Jane was at the head of the

undertaking, along with certain other magnates of the neigh

bourhood. Without them I doubt whether the Sliplin people

proper would have felt it necessary to give the Chestnuts a

ball ; the officers had never been keen about the village par

ties. They had gone to the Cliff, where everything smelt of

gold, but they had not cared for those little entertainments—

for lawn tennis in the summer and other mild dissipations at

which their presence would have been an excitement and de

light. So that the good people in Sliplin had looked rather

coldly upon the suggestion at first. When it was settled, how

ever, and the greatness of the event was realised, the Sliplin

people warmed up into interest. A ball is a ball, however it

is brought about.

Mr. Tredgold subscribed liberally, and so of course Stella

and Katherine had been “ in it” from the very first. They

took the greatest interest in the decorations, running up and

down to the great hall in which it was to be held, and super

intending everything. Mrs. Shanks and Miss Mildmay also

looked in a great many times in a day, and so did many other

of the Sliplin ladies, moved at last to “take an interest”
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when it was no longer possible that it should cost them any

thing.

“ I hear they have plenty of money for everything—too

much indeed—so it is just as well that we did not come for

ward. If we had come forward I don’t know what the lists

would have risen to. As it is, I hear there is almost too much.

Mr. Tredgold insists upon champagne—oceans of champagne.

I am sure I hope that the young men will behave properly.

I don’t approve of such rivers of wine. If they are fond of

dancing, surely they can enjoy their dancing without that.”

This is a very general opinion among the ladies of country

towns, and gives a fine disinterested aspect to the pursuit of

dancing for its own sake ; but no doubt the Chestnuts liked it

better when there were oceans of champagne.

It had been known all along in the place that Stella Tred

gold meant to surpass herself on this occasion, which was a

matter calling forth much astonishment and speculation among

her friends. It was also known, more or less, that Sir Charles

Somers had made his proposals to her father and had been re

fused. All his own friends were well aware of the fact, and it

was not to be supposed that it should be a secret at Sliplin.

Sir Charles had been refused by Mr. Tredgold because he had

no money, not by Stella, who was very much in love with

him, everybody said, as he was with her. It was enough to

see them together to be convinced of that. And yet she

meant to be the gayest of the gay at the ball on the eve of

parting with him ! Some of the girls expected and hoped that

evidences of a broken heart would be visible even under the

lovely white dress and wonderful diamonds in which she was

understood to be going to appear. So ridiculous for a girl of

her age to wear diamonds, the elder ladies said ; and they did

not think there would be any evidences of a broken heart.

“ She has no heart, that little thing ; Lord Uffington will be

there, and she will go in for him, now that Sir Charles has

failed.” It must be admitted it was strange that she should

show so much delight in this ball and proclaim her intention

of being dressed more gorgeously than she had ever been in
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her life on the eve of parting with her lover. Was it to leave

such an impression on his mind that he never should forget

her ? was it to show she didn’t care? But nobody could tell.

Stella had always been an odd girl, they said, though indeed

I do not think that this was true.

She was very much occupied on the day of the ball, still

looking after these decorations, and even made a dash across

the country in her own little brougham in the morning to get

one particular kind of white chrysanthemum which only grew

in a cottage garden in the middle of the island. She returned

from this wild expedition about noon with the brougham filled

with the flowers, and a great air of triumph and excitement.

“ Wasn’t it clever of me?” she cried. “ I just remembered.

We saw them, don’t you recollect, Kate? the last time we

were out that way. They were just the things that were

wanted for the head of the room. I flew to the stables and

called Andrews, and we were there —oh, I can’t tell you how

soon.”

“Nice thing for my horse,” said Mr. Tredgold. “He’s

a young devil, that Andrews boy. I shall give him the sack

if he doesn’t mind.” '

“ It is my horse,” said Stella ; “the brougham’s mine, and

the boy’s mine. You forget what you said, papa."

“ There never was an extortioner like this little said

Mr. Tredgold, chuckling ; “drives her horse to death and

then feeds him with sugar—just like women—it’s what they

all do.”

“I think,” said Katherine, “you might have found some

chrysanthemums nearer home. ”

“But you see I didn’t,” said Stella, with her usual im

patience, breaking into song and tossing her shining head as

she walked away.

“ Doesn’t make much of the parting, and that fellow off to

India, does she?” said her father. “ I knew how it would

be ; I never believe in a girl’s swagger, bless you. She’s very

fond of one man till she sees another. You’ll find my lord

will make all the running to-night.” ’

[O

I, 
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“And if Lord Uflington should propose for Stella,” said

Katherine with her grave air, “ which I don’t think very like

ly, but, still, from your point of view, papa, would you insist

upon the same test with my lord—as you call him—pound for

pound on the table as you say, and that sort of thing?”

“ Certainly I should—if he was a Royal Dook,” Mr. Tred

gold said.

“ Then it is a pity,” said Katherine; but she said no more,

nor would any question bring forth the end of her sentence.

She went out and took a walk along the cliff, where there was

that beautiful view. It was a very fine day, one of those

matchless days of early winter which are perhaps the most

beautiful of English weather. The sun was blazing, calling

forth the dazzling whiteness of that sharp cliff which was the

furthest point to the east, and lighting every wave as with the

many coloured facets of a diamond. There were one or two

boats out, lying in the light, or moving softly with the slight

breeze, which was no more than a little movement in the

celestial air—as if suspended between earth and heaven. And

to think it was November, that grim month in which every

thing is dismal! I don’t think Katherine was thinking very

much about the view, but she was soothed by it in the multi

tude of her thoughts.

She was out there again very late, between one and two in '

the morning, after the ball. Stella had wanted to leave early,

and would fain have escaped before her sister. But Katherine

balked her in this, without having any particular reason for it.

She felt only that when Stella went away she must go too, and

that though she had seemed so indifl'erent there was now a

great deal of excitement in Stella’s gaiety, which was so unre

strained. They went off accordingly, leaving a crowd of dis

appointed partners shouting complaints and good-nights after

them. When they entered the drive, where a sleepy woman

came forth from the lodge to let them in, Katherine noticed a

dark figure which stole in with the carriage.

“ Who is that? ” she said.

“ Oh, Katie, Katie dear, don’t say anything ! ” cried Stella,
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putting a hand upon her mouth. “ It is Charlie come to say

good-bye. I must say one little word to him before he goes ;

do you think that I am made of stone? ”

“ Oh, no, no ! ” cried Katherine. “ I have been wonder

ing—I thought you had got over—I didn’t know what to

think.”

“ I shall never get over it,” said Stella, vehemently. She

was crying with her head against her sister’s shoulder. “ Oh,

Kate, don’t be hard upon me, or say anything! I must— I

must have one little half hour with Charlie before he goes

away.”

“ Indeed—indeed, I shall not say anything! I do feel for

you, Stella. I am sorry for him. But, oh, don’t stay long,

dear, it will only prolong the trouble. And it is so late, and

people might sa ”

“ How could people say if they didn’t know ? And,

Katie,” cried her sister, “if you stay here to watch over us,

while I bid him-I mean talk to him yonder—what could any

one say? Won’t it be enough to quench every evil tongue if

you are there? ”

“ I suppose it will,” said Katherine dubiously.

She got down very dubiously from the brougham, from

which Stella had sprung like an arrow. And Andrews, who

drove the warm little carriage which was Stella’s, as he was

more or less Stella’s man, turned immediately and drove away,

no doubt to relieve the gatekeeper, who was waiting to close

up after him. A sleepy footman had opened the door, and

stood waiting while Katherine, in her white cloak, lingered in

the porch. The fire was still burning in the hall, and the lamp

bright. Katherine told the man to go to bed, and that she

would herself fasten the door, and then she turned to the glory

of the night, and the lawn, and all the shrubberies, looking

like frosted silver in the moonlight. Stella had disappeared

somewhere among the shadows with her lover. Katherine

heard a faint sound of steps, and thought she could perceive

still a gleam of whiteness among the trees. She stepped out

herself upon the walk. It sounded a little crisp under her foot,
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for there was frost in the air. The moon was glorious, filling

earth and heaven with light, and flinging the blackest shadows

into all the corners. And the stillness was such that the drop

ping of one of those last yellow leaves slowly down through the

air was like an event. She was warmly wrapped up in her fur

cloak, and, though the hour was eerie, the night was beautiful,

and the house with its open door, and the glow of the red fire,

and the light of the lamp, gave protection and fellowship. All

the rare trees, though sufficiently hardy to bear it, had shrunk

a little before that pennyworth of frost, though it was really

nothing, not enough to bind the moisture in a little hollow of

the path, which Katherine had to avoid as she walked up

and down in her satin shoes. After a while she heard the little

click of the door at the foot of the steep path which led to the

beach, and concluded that Stella had let her lover out that

way, and would soon join her. But Katherine was in no

hurry; she was not cold, and she had never been out, she

thought, in so lovely a night. It carried her away to many

thoughts ; I will not venture to allege that James Stanford was

not one of them. It would have been strange if she had not

thought of him in these circumstances. She had never had the

chance of saying farewell to him; he had been quenched at

once by her father, and he had not had the spirit to come

back, which, she supposed, Sir Charles had. He had disap

peared and made no sign. Stella was more lucky than she was

in every way. Poor Stella! who must just have gone through

one of the most terrible of separations! “ Partings that press

the life from out young hearts ! ” Who was it that said that?

But still it must be better to have the parting than that he

should disappear like a shadow without a word, and be no

more seen or heard of—as if he were dead. And perhaps he

was dead, for anything she knew.

But, what a long time Stella was coming back! If she

had let him out at that door, she surely should have found her

way up the cliff before now. Katherine turned in that direc

tion, and stood still at the top of the path and listened, but

could hear nothing. Perhaps she had been mistaken about the
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click of the door. It was very dark in that deep shadow—too

dark to penetrate into the gloom by herself without a lantern,

especially as, after all, she was not quite sure that Stella had

gone that way. She must at least wait a little longer before

making any search which might betray her sister. She turned

back again, accordingly, along the round of the broad cliff

with its feathering edge of tamarisks. Oh, what a wonderful

world of light and stillness! The white cliff to the east shone

and flamed in the moonlight ; it was like a tall ghost between

the blue sea and the blue sky, both of them so indescribably

bluevthe little ripple breaking the monotony of one, the hosts

of stars half veiled in the superior radiance of the moon diver

sifying the other. She had never been out on such a beautiful

night. It was a thing to remember. She felt that she should

never forget (though she certainly was not fond of him at all)

the night of Charlie Somers’s departure—the night of the ball,

which had been the finest Sliplin had ever known.

As Katherine moved along she heard in the distance, begin

ning to make a little roll of sound, the carriages of the people

going away. She must have been quite a long time there when

she perceived this ; the red fire in the hall was only aspeck now.

A little anxious, she went back again to the head of the path.

She even ventured a few steps down into the profound black

ness. “ Stella ! ” she cried in a low voice, “ Stella ! ” Then

she added, still in a kind ofwhisper, “ Come back, oh, come

back; it is getting so late.”

But she got no reply. There were various little rustlings,

and one sound as of a branch that crushed under a step, but no

step was audible. Could they be too engrossed to hear her, or

was Stella angry or miserable, declining to answer? Kathe

rine, in great distress, threaded her way back among the trees

that seemed to get in her way and take pleasure in striking

against her, as if they thought her false to her sister. She was

not false to Stella, she declared to herselfindignantly; but this

was too long -— she should not have stayed so long. Kathe

rine began to feel cold, with a chill that was not of the night.

And then there sounded into the clear shining air the stroke of
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the hour. She had never heard it so loud before. She felt that

it must wake all the house, and bring every one out to see if

the girls had not come back. It would wake papa, who was

not a very good sleeper, and betray everything. Three !

“Stella, Stella! oh, for goodness’ sake, don’t stay any lon

ger ! ” cried Katherine, making asort of funnel of her two

hands, and sending her voice down into the dark.

After all, she said to herself, presently, three was not late for

a ball. The rest of the people were only beginning to go

away. And a parting which might be for ever ! “ It may be

for years, and it may be for ever.” The song came into her

mind and breathed itself all about her, as a song has a way of

doing. Poor things, poor young things ! and perhaps they might

never see each other again. "' Partings that press the life from

out young hearts.” Katherine turned with a sigh and made

a little round of the cliff again, without thinking of the view.

And then she turned suddenly to go back, and looked out upon

the wonderful round of the sea and sky.

There was something new in it now, something that had not

been there before — a tall white sail, like something glorified,

like an angel with one foot on the surface of the waves, and one

high white wing uplifted. She stood still with asort of breath

less admiration and rapture. Sea and sky had been wonderful

before, but they had wanted just that —- the white softly mov

ing sail, the faint line of the boat. Where was it she had seen

just that before, suddenly coming into sight while she was

watching P It was when the Stella, when Stella -— good heav

ens! — the Stella, and Stella

Katherine uttered a great cry, and ran wildly towards the

house. And then she stopped herself and went back to the

cliff and gazed again. It might only be a fishing-boat made

into a wonderful thing by the moonlight. When she looked

again it had already made a great advance in the direction of

the white cliff, to the east ; it was crossing the bay, gliding

very smoothly on the soft waves. The Stella —— could it be

the Stella 2 — and where was her sister ? She gathered up her

long white dress more securely and plunged down the dark
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path towards the beach. The door was locked, there was not

a sound anywhere.

“Stella!” she cried, louder than ever. “Stella! where

are you ? ” but nobody heard, not even in the sleeping house,

where surely there must be some one waking who could help

her. This made her remember that Stevens, the maid, must

be waking, or at least not in bed. She hurried in, past the

dying fire in the hall, and up the silent stairs, the sleeping

house so still that the creak of a plank under her feet sounded

like a shriek. But there was no Stevens to be found, neither

in the young ladies’ rooms where she should have been, nor in

her own ; everything was very tidy, there was not a brush nor

a pocket-handkerchief out of place, and the trim, white bed

was not even prepared for any inhabitant. It was as if it were

a bed of death.

Then Katherine bethought her to go again to the gardener’s

wife in the lodge, who had a lantern. She had been woke up

before, perhaps it was less harm to wake her up again (this was

not logical, but Katherine was above logic). Finally, the

woman was roused, and her husband along with her, and the

lantern lighted, and the three made a circle of the shrubberies.

There was nothing to be found there. The man declared that

the door was not only locked but jammed, so that it would be

very hard to open it, and he unhesi-‘atingly swore that it was

the Stella which was now gliding round beyond the Bunbridge

cliffs.

“How do you know it is the Stella? It might be any

yacht, ’ ’ cried Katherine.

The man did not condescend to make any explanation. “ I

just knows it,” he said.

It was proved presently by this messenger, dispatched in

haste to ascertain, that the Stella was gone from the pier, and

there was nothing more to be said.

The sight of these three, hunting in every corner, filling the

grounds with floating gleams of light, and voices and steps no

longer subdued, while the house lay open full of sleep, the

lamp burning in the hall but nobody stirring, was a strange
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sight. At length there was a sound heard in the silent place.

A window was thrown open, a night-capped head was thrust

into the air.

“ What the deuce is all this row about?” cried the voice of

Mr. Tredgold. “ Who’s there? Look out for yourselves,

whoever you are; I’m not going to have strangers in my gar

den at this hour of the night.”

And the old man, startled, put a climax to the confusion by

firing wildly into space. The gardener’s wife gave a shriek

and fell, and the house suddenly woke up, with candles mov

ing from window to window, and men and women calling out

in different tones of fury and affright, “ Who is there? Who

is there? ”



CHAPTER XVII.

NOT only Sliplin, but the entire island was in commotion next

day. Stella Tredgold had disappeared in the night, in her ball

dress, which was the most startling detail, and seized the

imagination of the community as nothing else could have

done. Those of them who had seen her, so ridiculously over

dressed for a girl of her age, sparkling with diamonds from

head to foot, as some of these spectators said, represented to

themselves with the dismayed delight of excitement that gleam

ing figure in the white satin dress which many people had re

marked was like a wedding dress, the official apparel of a

bride. In this wonderful garb she had stolen away down the

dark private path from the Cliff to the beach, and got round

somehow over the sands and rocks to the little harbour ; and,

while her sister was waiting for her on the cold cliff in the

moonlight, had put out to sea and fled away—Stella the girl,

and Stella the yacht, no one knew where. Was it her wed

ding dress, indeed? or had she, the misguided, foolish creat

ure, flung herself into Charlie Somers’s life without any safe

guard, trusting to the honour of a man like that, who was a

profligate and without honour, as everybody knew.

No one, however, except the most pessimistic—who always

exist in every society, and think the worst, and alas ! prove in

so many cases right, because they always think the worst—be

lieved in this. Indeed, it would be only right to say that no

body believed Stella to have run away to shame. There was

a conviction in the general mind that a marriage licence, if not

a marriage certificate, had certainly formed part of her bag

gage; and nobody expected that her father would be able to

drag her back “ by the hair of her hea ,” as it was believed
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the furious old man intended to do. Mr. Tredgold’s fury

passed all bounds, it was universally said. He had discharged

a gun into the group on the lawn, who were searching for Stella

in the shrubberies (mart absurd of them !), and wounded, it

was said, the gardener’s wife, who kept the lodge, and who

had taken to her bed and made the worst of it, as such a per

son would naturally do. And then he had stood at the open

window in his dressing-gown, shouting orders to the people as

they appeared—always under the idea that burglars had got

into the grounds.

“ Have the girls come back? Is Stella asleep? Don’t let

them disturb my little Stella! Don’t let them frighten my

pet,” he had cried, while all the servants ran and bobbed

about with lanterns and naked candles, flaring and blowing

out, and not knowing what they were looking for. A hun-_

dred details were given of this scene, which no outsider had

witnessed, which the persons involved were not conscious of,

but which were nevertheless true. Even what Katherine said

to her father crept out somehow, though certainly neither he

nor she reported the details of that curious scene.

When she had a little organised the helpless body of ser

vants and told them as far as she could think what to do—which

was for half of them at least to go back to bed and keep quiet ;

when she had sent a man she could trust to make inquiries

about the Ste/la at the pier, and another to fetch a doctor for

the woman who considered herself to be dying, though she

was, in fact, not hurt at all, and who made a diversion for

which Katherine was thankful, she went indoors with Mrs.

Simmons, the housekeeper, who was a person of some sense

and not helpless in an emergency as the others were. And

Mrs. Simmons had really something to tell. She informed

Katherine as they went in together through the cold house,

where the candles they carried made faintly visible the confu

sion of rooms abandoned for the night, with the ashes of last

night’s fires in the grate, and last night’s occupations in every

chair carelessly pushed aside, and table heaped with news

papers and trifies, that she had been misdoubting as something
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was up with Stevens at least. Stevens was the point at which

the story revealed itself to Mrs. Simmons. She had been hold

ing her head very high, the little minx. She had been going

on errands and carrying letters as nobody knew where they

were to ; and yesterday was that grand she couldn’t contain

herself, laughing and smiling to herself and dressed up in her

very best. She had gone out quite early after breakfast on the

day of the ball to get some bit of ribbon she wanted, but never

came back till past twelve, when she came in the brougham

with Miss Stella, and laughing so with her mistress in her

room (you were out, Miss Katherine) as it wasn’t right for a

maid to be carrying on like that. And out again as soon as

you young ladies was gone to the ball, and never come back,

not so far as Mrs. Simmons knew. “ Oh, I’ve misdoubted as

there was something going on,” the housekeeper said. Kathe

rine, who was shivering in the dreadful chill of the house in

the dead of night, in the confusion of this sudden trouble, was

too much depressed and sick at heart to ask why she had

not been told of these suspicions. And then her father’s voice

calling to her was audible coming down the stairs. He stood

at the head of the staircase, a strange figure in his dressing

gown and night-cap, with a candle held up in one hand and

his old gun embraced in the other arm.

“Who’s there?” he cried, staring down in the darkness.

“ Who’s there? Have you got ’em ?—have you got ’em ?

Damn the fellows, and you too, for keeping me waitin’ ! ”

He was foaming at the mouth, or at least sending forth jets of

moisture in his excitement. Then he gave vent to a sort of

broken shout—“ Kath-i-rine ! ” astonishment and sudden ter

ror driving him out of familiarity into her formal name.

“ Yes, papa, I am coming. Go back to your room. I will

tell you everything—or, at least, all I know.” She was

vaguely thankful in her heart that the doctor would be

there, that there would be some one‘to fall back upon if it

made him ill. Katherine seemed by this time to have all feel

ing deadened in her. If she could only have gone to her own

room and lain down and forgotten everything, above all, that
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Stella was not there breathing softly within the ever-open door

between! She stopped a moment, in spite of herself, at the

window on the landing which looked out upon the sea, and

there, just rounding the white cliff, was that moving speck of

whiteness sharing in the intense illumination of the moonlight,

which even as she looked disappeared, going out of sight in a

minute as if it had been a cloud or a dream.

“Have they got ’em, Katie? and what were you doing

there at this time of night, out on the lawn in your

George! ” cried the old man—~“ in your ball finery? Have

you just come back? Why, it’s near five in the morning.

What’s the meaning of all this? Is Stella in her bed safe?

And what in the name of wonder are you doing here ? "

“ Papa,” said Katherine in sheer disability to enter on the

real subject, “ you have shot the woman."

“ Damn the woman ! ” he cried.

“ And there were no burglars,” she said with a sob. The

cold, moral and physical, had got into her very soul. She

drew her fur cloak more closely about her, but it seemed to

give no warmth, and then she dropped upon her knees by the

cold fireplace, in which, as in all the rest, there was nothing

but the ashes of last night’s fire. Mr. Tredgold stood leaning

on the mantel-piece, and he was cold too. He bade her tell

him in a moment what was the matter, and what she had been

doing out of the house at this hour of the night—with a trem

ulous roar.

“ Papa ! oh, how can I tell you 1 It is Stella—Stella ”

“What! " he cried. “Stella ill? Stella ill? Send for

the doctor. Call up Simmons. What is the matter with the

child ? Is it anything bad that you look so distracted ? Good

Lord—my Stella ! ”

“Oh, have patience, sir,” said Mrs. Simmons, coming in

with wood to make a fire; “there’ll be news of her by the

morning—sure there’ll be news by the morning. Miss

Katherine have done everything. And the sea is just like a

mill-pond, and her own gentlemen to see to her——-” _

“ The sea? ” cried the old man. “ What has the sea to do
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with my Stella?” He aimed a clumsy blow at the house

keeper, kneeling in front of the fire, with the butt end of the

gun he still had in his hand, in his unreflecting rage. “ You

old hag ! what do you know about my Stella?” he cried.

Mrs. Simmons did not feel the blow which Katherine di

verted, but she was wounded by the name, and rose up with

dignity, though not before she had made acheerful blaze. “ I

meant to have brought you some tea, Miss Katherine, but if

Master is going on with his abuse He did ought to think

a little bit of y0u as are far more faithful. What do I know-—

more than that innocent lamb does of all their goings on P ”

“ Katie,” cried Mr. Tredgold, “ put that wretched woman

out by the shoulders. And why don’t you go to your sister?

Doesn’t Stella go before everything? Have you sent for the

doctor? Where’s the doctor? And can’t you tell me what

is the matter with my child ? ”

“ If I’m a wretched woman,” cried Mrs. Simmons, “ I

ain’t fit to be at the head of your servants, Mr. Tredgold ; and

I’m quite willing to go this day month, sir, for it’s a hard

place, though very likely better now Miss Stella’s gone. As

for Miss Stella, sir, it’s no doctor, but maybe a clergyman as

she is wanting ; for she is off with her gentleman as sure as I

am standing here."

Mr. Tredgold gave an inarticulate cry, and felt vaguely for

the gun which was still within his arm 3 but he missed hold of

it and it fell on the floor, where the loaded barrel went off,

scattering small shot into all the corners. Mrs. Simmons flew

from the room with a conviction, which never left her, that

she had been shot at, to meet the trembling household flocking

from all quarters to know the meaning of this second report.

Katherine, whose nerves were nearly as much shaken as those

of Mrs. Simmons, and who could not shut out from her mind

the sensation that some one must have been killed, shut the

door quickly, she hardly knew why; and then she came back

to her father, who was lying back very pale, and looking as if

he were the person wounded, on the cushions of his great

chair.
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“ What—what—does she mean ? ” he half said, half looked.

“ Is—is—it true ? ”

“ Oh, papa !” cried Katherine, kneeling before him, trying

to take his hand. “ I am afraid, I am afraid— ”

He pushed her off furiously. “ You—afraid !" Impossible

to describe the scorn with which he repeated this word. “ Is

it—is it true ? ”

Katherine could make no reply, and he wanted none, for

thereupon he burst into a roar of oaths and curses which beat

down on her head like a hailstorm. She had never heard the

like before, nor anything in the least resembling it. She tried

to grasp at his hands, which he dashed into the air in his fury,

right and left. She called out his name, pulled at his arm in

the same vain effort. Then she sprang to her feet, crying out

that she could not bear it—that it was a horror and a shame.

Katherine’s cloak fell from her ; she stood, a vision of white,

with her uncovered shoulders and arms, confronting the old

man, who, with his face distorted like that of a demoniac, sat

volleying forth curses and imprecations. Katherine had never

been so splendidly adorned as Stella, but a much smaller mat

ter will make a girl look wonderful in all her whiteness shin

ing, in the middle of the gloom against the background of

heavy curtains and furniture, at such a moment of excitement

and dismay. It startled the doctor as he came in, as with the

effect of a scene in a play. And indeed he had a totally dif

ferent impression of Katherine, who had always been kept a

little in the shade of the brightness of Stella, from that day.

“ Well,” he said, coming in, energetic but calm, into the

midst of all this agitation, with a breath of healthful freshness

out of the night, “ what is the matter here? I have seen the

woman, Miss Katherine, and she is really not hurt at all. If

it had touched her eyes, though, it might have been bad

enough. Hullo! the gun again—gone off of itself this time,

eh ? I hope you are not hurt—nor your father.”

“ We are in great trouble,” said Katherine. “ Papa has

been very much excited. Oh, I am so glad—so glad you

have come, doctor ! Papa ”
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“ Eh? what’s the matter ? Come, Mr. Tredgold, you must

get into bed—not a burglar about, I assure you, and the man

on the alert. What do you say? Oh, come, come, my

friend, you mustn’t swear.”

To think he should treat as a jest that torrent of oaths that

had made Katherine tremble and shrink more than anything

else that had happened! It brought her, like a sharp prick,

back to herself.

“ Don’t speak to me, d— you,” cried the old man.

“ D you all—d——”

“ Yes,” said the doctor, “ cursed be the whole concern, I

know—and a great relief to your mind, I shouldn’t wonder.

But now there’s been enough of that and you must get to

bed.”

He made Katherine a sign to go away, and she was thankful

beyond expression to do so, escaping into her own room,

where there was a fire, and where the head housemaid, very

serious, waited to help her to undress—“ As Stevens, you are

aware, Miss Katherine, ’as gone away.” The door of the

other room was open, the gleam of firelight visible within.

Oh, was it possible—was it possible that Stella was not there,

that she was gone away without a sign, out on the breadths

of the moonlit sea, from whence she might never come again ?

Katherine had not realised this part of the catastrophe till

now. “I think I can manage by myself, Thompson,” she

said faintly; “ don’t let me keep you out of bed.”

“ Oh, there’s no question of bed now for us, Miss,” said

Thompson with emphasis; “it’s only an hour or two earlier

than usual, that’s all. We’ll get the more forwarder with our

work-if any one can work, with messengers coming and go-,

ing, and news arriving, and all this trouble about Miss Stella.

I’m sure, for one, I couldn’t close my eyes.”

Katherine vaguely wondered within herself if she were of

more common clay than Thompson, as she had always been

supposed to be of more common clay than her sister; for she

felt that she would be very glad to close her eyes and forget

for a moment all this trouble. She said in a faint voice, “ We
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do not know anything about Miss Stella, Thompson, as yet.

She may have gone—up to Steephill with Lady Jane.”

“ Oh, I know, Miss, very well where she’s gone. She’s gone

to that big ship as sails to-morrow with all the soldiers. How

she could do it, along of all those men, I can’t think. I’m

sure I couldn’t do it,” cried Thompson. “Oh, I had my

doubts what all them notes and messages was coming to, and

Stevens that proud she wouldn’t speak a word to nobody.

Well, I always thought as Stevens was your maid, Miss Kath

erine, as you’re the eldest ; but I don’t believe she have done

a thing for you.”

“ Oh, she has done all I wanted. I don’t like very much

attendance. Now that you have undone these laces, you may

go. Thank you very much, Thompson, but I really do not

want anything more.”

“ I’ll go and get you some tea, Miss Katherine,” the woman

said. Another came to the door before she had been gone a

minute. They were all most eager to serve the remaining

daughter of the house, and try to pick up a scrap of news, or

to state their own views at the same time. This one put in

her head at the door and said in a hoarse confidential whisper,

“ Andrews could tell more about it than most, Miss, if you’d

get hold of him.”

“ Andrews ! ” said Katherine.

“ He always said he was Miss Stella’s man, and he’s drove

her a many places—oh, a many places—as you never knowed

of. You just ast him where he took her yesterday mornin’,

Miss ? ”

At this point Thompson came back, and drove the other

skurrying away.

When Katherine went back, in the warm dressing-gown

which was so comfortable, wrapping her round like a friend,

to her father’s room, she found the old man in bed, very white

and tremulous after his passion, but quiet, though his lips still

moved and his cruel little red eyes shone. Katherine had

never known before that they were cruel eyes, but the im

pression came upon her now with a force that made her shiver ;
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they were like the eyes of a wild creature, small and impotent,

which would fain have killed but could not—with a red glare

in them, unwinking, fixed, full of malice and fury. The doc

tor explained to her, standing by the fireplace, what he had

done; while Katherine, listening, saw across the room those

fiery small eyes watching the conversation as if they could read

what it was in her face. She could not take her own eyes

away, nor refuse to be investigated by that virulent look.

“ I have given him a strong composing draught. He’ll go

to sleep presently, and the longer he sleeps the better. He has

got his man with him, which is the best thing for him ;

and now about you, Miss Katherine.” He took her hand

with that easy familiarity of the medical man which his science

authorises, and in which there is often as much kindness as

science. “ What am I to do for you? ”

“Oh, nothing, doctor, unless you can suggest something.

Oh, doctor, it is of no use trying to conceal it from you—my

sister is gone ! ” She melted suddenly, not expecting them at

all, thinking herself incapable of them—into tears.

“ I know, I know,” he said. “ It is a great shock for you,

it is very painful; but if, as I hear, he was violently against

the marriage, and she was violently determined on it, was not

something of the kind to be expected ? You know your sister

was very much accustomed to her own way.”

“ Oh, doctor, how can you say that !—as if you took it for

granted—as if it was not the most terrible thing that could

happen! Eloped, only imagine it ! Stella! in her ball dress,

and with that man ! ”

“ I hope there is nothing very bad about the man,” said the

doctor with hesitation.

“ And how are we to get her back? The ship sails to

morrow. If she is once carried away in the ship, she will

never, never Oh, doctor, can I go? who can go? What

can we do? Do tell me something, or I will go out of my

senses,” she cried.

“ Is there another room where we can talk ? I think he is

going to sleep,” said the doctor.

 

11
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Katherine, in her distress, had got beyond the power of the

terrible eyes on the bed, which still gleamed, but fitfully.

Her father did not notice her as she went out of the room.

And by this time the whole house was astir—fires lighted in

all the rooms—to relieve the minds of the servants, it is to be

supposed, for nobody knew why. The tray that had been

carried to her room was brought downstairs, and there by the

perturbed fire of a winter morning, burning with preternatural

vigilance and activity as if eager to find out what caused it,

she poured out the hot tea for the doctor, and he ate bread and

butter with the most wholesome and hearty appetite—which

was again a very curious scene.

The Tredgolds were curiously without friends. There was

no uncle, no intimate to refer to, who might come and take the

lead in such an emergency. Unless Katherine could have con

ducted such inquiries herself, or sent a servant, there was no

one nearer than the doctor, or perhaps the vicar, who had

always been so friendly. He and she decided between them

that the doctor should go off at once, or at least as soon as

there was a train to take him, to the great ship which was to

embark the regiment early that morning, to discover whether

Sir Charles Somers was there; while the vicar, whom he could

see and inform in the meantime, should investigate the matter

at home and at Steephill. The gardener, a trustworthy man,

had, as soon as his wife was seen to be “ out -of danger,” as

they preferred to phrase it—“ scarcely hurt at all," as the

doctor'said—been sent off to trace the Stella, driving in a dog

cart to Bunbridge, which was the nearest port she was likely to

put in at. By noon the doctor thought they would certainly

have ascertained among them all that was likely to be ascer

tained. He tried to comfort Katherine’s mind by an assurance

that no doubt there would be a marriage, that Somers, though

he had not a good character, would never—but stopped with a

kind of awe, perceiving that Katherine had no suspicion of the

possibility of any other ending, and condemning himself vio

lently as a fool for putting any such thought into her head ,' but

he had not put any such thought in her head, which was inca
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pable of it. She had no conception of anything that could be

.worse than the elopement. He hastened to take refuge in

something she did understand. “ All this on one condition,”

he said, “that you go to bed and try to sleep. I will do

nothing unless you promise this, and you can do nothing for

your sister. There is nothing to be done ; gazingout over the

sea won’t bring the yacht back. You must promise me that

you will try to go to sleep. You will if you try.”

‘_‘ Oh, yes, I will go to sleep,” Katherine said. She reflected

again that she was of commoner clay than Thompson, who

could not have closed an eye.



CHAPTER XVIII.

It proved not at all difficult to find out everything, or almost

everything, about the runaway pair. The doctor’s mission,

though it seemed likely to be the most important of all, did not

produce very much. In the bustle of the embarkation he had

found it difficult to get any information at all, but eventually

he had found Captain Scott, whom he had attended during his

illness, and whom he now sent peremptorily down below out of

the cold. “ If that’s your duty, you must not do it, that’s all,"

he had said with the decision ofa medical man, though whether

he had secured his point or not, Katherine, ungratefully in

difi'erent to Algy, did not ascertain. But he found that Sir

Charles Somers had got leave and was going out with a P. and

0. from Brindisi to join his regiment when it should reach

India.

“It will cost him the eyes out of his head,” Algy said.

“ Lucky beggar, he don’t mind what he spends now.”

“ Why?” the doctor asked, and was laughed at for not

knowing that Charlie had run off with old Tredgold’s daughter,

who was good for any amount of money, and, of course, would

soon give in and receive the pair back again into favour. “ Are

you so sure of that? ” the doctor said. And Algy had replied

that his friend would be awfully up a tree if it didn’t turn out

so. The doctor shook his head in relating this story to Kath

erine. “ I have my doubts,” he said ; but she knew nothing

on that subject, and was thinking of nothing but of Stella her

self, and the dreadful thought that she might see her no more.

The vicar, on his side, had been busy with his inquiries too,

and he had found out everything with the greatest ease ; in the

first place from Andrews, the young coachman, who declared
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that he had always taken his orders from Miss Stella, and didn’t

know as he was doing no wrong. Andrews admitted very

frankly that he had driven his young mistress to the little

church, one of the very small primitive churches of the island

near Steephill, where the tall gentleman with the dark mous

taches had met her, and where Miss Stevens had turned up with

a big basketful of white chrysanthemums. They had been in

the church about half an hour, and then they had come out

again, and Miss Stevens and the young lady had got into the

brougham. The chrysanthemums had been for the decoration

of the ballroom, as everybody knew. Then he had taken Miss

Stevens to meet the last train for Ryde ; and finally he had

driven his young ladies home with a gentleman on the box that

had got down at the gate, but whether he came any further or

not Andrews did not know. The vicar had gone on in search

of information to Steephill Church, and found that the old rec

tor there, in the absence of the curate—he himself being almost

past duty by reason of old age—had married one of the gentle

men living at the Castle to a young lady whose name he could

not recollect further than that it was Stella. The old gentle

man had thought it all right as it was a gentleman from the

Castle, and he had a special licence, which made everything

straight. The register of the marriage was all right in the

books, as the vicar had taken care to see. Of course it was all

right in the books ! Katherine was much surprised that they

should all make such a point of that, as if anything else was to

be thought of. What did it matter about the register? The

thing was that Stella had run away, that she was gone, that she

had betrayed their trust in her, and been a traitor to her home.

But a girl is not generally judged very hardly when she

runs away ; it is supposed to be her parents’ fault or her

lover’s fault, and she but little to blame. But when Katherine

thought of her vigil on the cliff, her long watch in the moon

light, without a word of warning or farewell, she did not

think that Stella was so innocent. Her heart was very sore

and wounded by the desertion. The power of love indeed!

Was there no love, then, but one? Did her home count for
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nothing, where she had always been so cherished; nor her

father, who had loved her so dearly ; nor her sister, who had

given up everything to her? Oh, no; perhaps the sister

didn’t matter! But at least her father, who could not bear

that she should want anything upon which she had set her

heart ! Katherine’s heart swelled at the thought of all

Stella’s contrivances to escape in safety. She had carried all

her jewels with her, those jewels which she had partly ac

quired as the price of abandoning Sir Charles. Oh, the

treachery, the treachery of it! She could scarcely keep her

countenance while the gentlemen came with their reports.

She felt her features distorted with the effort to show nothing

but sorrow, and to thank them quietly for all the trouble they

had taken. She would have liked to stamp her foot, to dash

her cknched hands into the air, almost to utter those curses

which had burst from her father. What a traitor she had

been ! What a traitor ! She was glad to get the men out of

the house, who were very kind, and wanted to do more if she

would let them—to do anything, and especially to return and

communicate to Mr. Tredgold the result of their inquiries

when he woke from his long sleep. Katherine said No, no,

she would prefer to tell him herself. There seemed to be but

one thing she desired, and that was to be left alone.

After this hot fit there came, as was natural, a cold one.

Katherine went upstairs to her own room, the room divided

from that other only by an open door, which they had occu

pied ever since they were children. Then her loneliness came

down upon her like a pall. Even with the thrill of this newsin

all her frame, she felt a foolish impulse to go and call Stella—

to tell Stella all about it, and hear her hasty opinion. Stella

never hesitated to give her opinion, to pronounce upon every

subject that was set before her with rapid, unhesitating de

cisions. She would have known exactly what to say on

this subject. She would have taken the girl’s part; she would

have asked what right a man had because he was your father

to be such a tyrant. Katherine could hear the very tone in

which she would have condemned the unnatural parent, and
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see the indignant gesture with which she would have lifted her

head. And now there was nobody, nothing but silence ; the

room so vacant, the trim bed so empty and cold and white.

It was like a bed of death, and Katherine shivered. The

creature so full of impulses and hasty thoughts and crude opin

ions and life and brightness would never be there again. No,

even if papa would forgive—even if he would receive her

back, there would be no Stella any more. This would not be

her place ; the sisterly companionship was broken, and life

could never more be what it had been.

She sat down on the floor in the middle of the desolation

and cried bitterly. What should she do without Stella ?

Stella had always been the first to think of everything; the

suggestion of what to do or say had always been in her hands.

Katherine did not deny to herself that she had often thought

differently from Stella, that she had not always accepted

either her suggestions or her opinions ; but that was very

different from the silence, the absence of that clear, distinct,

self-assured little voice, the mind made up so instantaneously,

so ready to pronounce upon every subject. Even in this way of

looking at it, it will be seen that she was no blind admirer of

her sister. She knew her faults as well as anyone. Faults!

she was made up of faults—but she was Stella all the same.

She had cried all her tears out, and was still sitting intent,

with her sorrowful face, motionless, in the reaction of excite

ment, upon the floor, when Simmons, the housekeeper, opened

the door, and looked round for her, calling at last in subdued

tones, and starting much to see the lowly position in which

her young mistress was. Simmons came attended by the little

jingle of a cup and spoon, which had been so familiar in the

ears of the girls in all their little childish illnesses, when Sim

mons with the beef-tea or the arrowroot, or whatever it might

be, was a change and a little amusement to them, in the dread

ful vacancy of a day in bed. Mrs. Simmons, though she was

a great personage in the house and (actually) ordered the din

ners and ruled over everything, notwithstanding any fond illu

sions that Katherine might cherish on that subject, had never
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delegated this care to anyone else, and Katherine knew very

well what was going to be said.

“ Miss Katherine, dear, sit up now and take this nice beef

tea. I've seen it made myself, and it’s just as good as I know

how. And you must take something if you’re ever to get up

your strength. Sit up, now, and eat it as long as it’s nice and

hot—do! ” The address was at once persuasive, imploring,

and authoritative. “ Sit up, now, Miss Katherine—do! ”

“ Oh, Simmons, it isn’t beef-tea I want this time,” she said,

stumbling hastily to her feet.

“No,” Simmons allowed with a sigh, “ but you want your

strength kep’ up, and there’s nothing so strengthening. It’ll

warm you too. It’s a very cold morning and there’s no com

fort in the house—not a fire burning as it ought to, not a bit

of consolation nowhere. We can’t all lay down and die, Miss

Katherine, because Miss Stella, bless her, has married a very

nice gentleman. He ain’t to your papa’s liking, more’s the

pity, and sorry I am in many ways, for a wedding in the

house is a fine thing, and such a wedding as Miss Stella’s, if

she had only pleased your papa! It would have been a sight

to see. But, dear, a young lady’s fancy is not often the same

as an old gentleman’s, Miss Katherine. We must all own to

that. They thinks of one thing and the young lady, bless

her, she thinks of another. It’s human nature. Miss Stella’s

pleased herself, she hasn’t pleased Master. Well, we can’t

change it, Miss Katherine, dear ; but she’s very ’appy, I don’t

make a doubt of it, for I always did say as Sir Charles was a

very taking man. Lord bless us, just to think of it! I am

a-calling her Miss Stella, and it’s my Lady she is, bless her

little heart ! ”

Though she despised herself for it, this gave a new turn to

Katherine’s thoughts too. Lady Somers! yes, that was what

Stella was now. That little title, though it was not an ex

alted one, would have an effect upon the general opinion, how

ever lofty might be the theories expressed, as to the insignifi

cance of rank. Rank; it was the lowest grade of anything

that could be called rank. And yet it would have a certain
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effect on the general mind. She was even conscious of feeling

it herself, notwithstanding both the indignation and the sor

row in her mind. “ My sister, Lady Somers ! ” Was it pos

sible that she could say it with a certain pleasure, as if it ex

plained more or less now (a question which had always been

so difficult) who the Tredgolds were, and what they were worth

in the island. Now Katherine suddenly realised that people

would say, “ One of the daughters married Sir Charles Som

ers.” It would be acknowledged that in that case the Tred

golds might be people to know. Katherine’s pride revolted,

yet her judgment recognised the truth of it. And she won

dered involuntarily if it would affect her father—if he would

think of that?

“ Is my father awake yet, Simmons? ” she asked.

“ Beginning to stir, Miss Katherine,” Dolby said. “ How

clever they are, them doctors, with their sleeping draffs and

things! Oh, I’m quite opposed to ’em. I don’t think as it’s

right to force sleep or anything as is contrary to the Almighty’s

pleasure. But to be such nasty stuff, the effeck it do have is

wonderful. Your papa, as was so excited like and ready to

shoot all of us, right and left, he has slep’ like a baby all these

hours. And waking up now, Dolby says, like a lamb, and

ready for his breakfast.”

“ I must go to him at once, Simmons,” cried Katherine,

thrusting back into Simmons’s hand the cup and the spoon.

“ You won’t do nothing of the sort, Miss, if so be as you’ll

be guided by me. He’ll not think of it just at once, and he’ll

eat his breakfast, which will do him a lot of good, and if he

don’t see you, why, he’ll never remember as anything’s up.

And then when he comes to think, Dolby will call you, Miss

Katherine, if the doctor isn’t here first, which would be the

best way.”

“I think I ought to go to him at once,” Katherine said.

But she did not do so. It was no pleasant task. His looks

when he burst forth into those oaths and curses (though she

had herself felt not very long ago as if to do the same might

have been a relief to her surcharged and sickened soul), and
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when he lay, with his keen small eyes gleaming red with pas

sion, in his bed, looking at her, came back to her with a shud

der. Perhaps she had not a very elevated ideal of a father.

The name did not imply justice or even tenderness to her

mind. Katherine was well aware that he had never done her

justice all her life. He had been kind—enough ; but his kind

ness had been very different from the love he had shown to

Stella. He had elevated the younger sister over the elder since

ever the children had known how to distinguish between good

and evil. But still he was papa. It might be that an uneasy

feeling that she was not proud of her father had visited the

girl’s mind more than once, when she saw him among other

men ; but still he was papa just as Stella was Stella, and there

fore like no one else, whatever they might say or do. She

did not like to go to him again, to renew his misery and her

own, to hear him curse the girl whom he had adored, to see

that dreadful look as if of a fiend in his face. Her own feel

ings had fallen into a sort of quietude now by means of ex

haustion, and of the slow, slow moments, which felt every one

of them as if it were an hour.

/It was some time longer before she was called. Mr. Tred

gold had‘ got up; he had made his toilet, and gone down to

his sitting-room, which communicated with his bedroom by a

little private staircase. And it was only when he was there

that his eyes fell on his clock, and he cried with a start:

“ Half-past twelve, and I just come downstairs! What

does this mean—what does it mean? Why wasn’t I called at

the right time? ”

“ You had a—a restless night, sir,” said the man, trembling.

(“ Oh, where’s that Miss Katherine, where’s that young per

son,” he said to himself.) ‘

“ A restless night ! And why had I a restless night ? No

supper, eh ? Never eat supper now. Girls won’t let me.

Hollo ! I begin to remember. Wasn’t there an alarm of

burglars? And none of you heard, you deaf fools; nobody

but me, an old man! I let go one barrel at them, eh ?

Enough to send them all flying. Great fun that. And then
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Katherine, Katherine—what do I remember about Katherine?

Stopped me before I could do anything, saying there was no

body. F001, to mind what she said 5 quite sure there was

somebody, eh P Can’t you tell me what it was ? ”

“ Don’t know, indeed, sir,” said the man, whose teeth were

chattering with fear.

“ Don’t know, indeed ! You ought to be ashamed of your

self. Speak out, you fool. Was it burglars———”

“ No, sir. I think not, sir. I—don’t know what it was,

sir. Something about Miss about Miss—”

“ About whom P ” the old man cried.

“ Oh, sir, have a little patience—it’s all right, it’s all right,

sir-just Miss Stella, sir, that—that is all right, sir—all safe,

sir,” the attendant cried.

Old Tredgold sat upright in his chair ; he put his elbows on

the table to support his head. .“ Miss Stella! ” he said with a

sudden hoarseness in his voice.

And then the man rushed out to summon Katherine, who

came quietly but trembling to the call. _

He uncovered his face as she came in. It was ghastly pale,

the two gleaming points of the eyes glimmering out of it like

the eyes of a wild beast. “ Stella, Stella !” he said hoarsely,

and, seizing Katherine by the arm, pressed her down upon a

low chair close to him. “ What’s all this cock and a bull

story? ” he said.

“ Oh, papa! ” ~

He seized her again and shook her in his fury. “Speak

out or I’ll—I’ll kill you,” he said.

Her arm was crushed as in an iron vice. Body and soul

she trembled before him. “ Papa, let me go or I can say

nothing ! Let me go ! ”

He gave her arm one violent twist and then he dropped it.

“What are you afraid of?” he said, with a gleam of those

angry eyes. “ Go on—go on—tell me what happened last

night.”

Katherine’s narrative was confused and broken, and Mr.

Tredgold was not usually a man of very clear intelligence. It
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must have been that his recollections, sent into the background

of his mind by the extreme shock of last night, and by the

Opiate which had helped him to shake it off, had all the time

been working secretly within him through sleeping and wak

ing, waiting only for the outer framework of the story now told

him. He understood every word. He took it all up point

by point, marking them by the beating of his hand upon the

arm of his chair. “ That’s how it was,” he said several

times, nodding his head. He was much clearer about it than

Katherine, who did not yet realise the sequence of events or

that Stella was already Charlie Somers’s wife when she came

innocently back with her white flowers, and hung about her

father at his luncheon, doing everything possible to please

him; but he perceived all this without the hesitation of a

moment and with apparent composure. “It was all over,

then,” he said to himself; “she had done it, then. She

took us in finely, you and me, Kate. We are a silly lot—to

believe what everyone tells us. She was married toa fine

gentleman before she came in to us all smiling and pleasant ; ”

and, then, speaking in the same even tone, he suddenly cursed

her, without even a pause to distinguish the words.

“ Papa, papa ! ” Katherine cried, almost with a shriek.

“ What is it, you little fool? You think perhaps I’ll say

‘ Bless you, my children,’ and have them back? They

think so themselves, I shouldn’t wonder ; they’ll find out the

difference. What about those diamonds that I gave her in

stead of him—instead of—” And here he laughed, and

in the same steady tone bade God curse her again.

“ I cannot hear you say that—I cannot, I cannot! Oh,

God bless and take care of my poor Stella! Oh, papa, little

Stella, that you have always been so fond of—”

Mr. Tredgold’s arm started forth as if it would have given a

blow. He dashed his fist in the air, then subsided again and

laughed a low laugh. “ I shan’t pay for those diamonds,” he

said. “ I’ll send them back, I’ll And her new clothes

that she was to get—God damn her. She can’t have taken

her clothes, flying off from a ball by night.”
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“ Oh, what are clothes, or money, or anything, in compari

son with Stella ! ” Katherine said.

“ Not much to you that don’t have to pay for them,” he

said. “I shan’t pay for them. Go and pack up the rags,

don’t you hear? and bring me the diamonds. She thinks

we’ll send ’em after her.” And here the curse again. “ She

shan’t have one of them, not one. Go and do what I tell

you, Katie. God damn her and her ”

“ Oh, papa, for the sake of everything that is good ! Yes,

I will go—I will go. What does it matter? Her poor lit

tle frocks, her ”

“ They cost a deal of money all the same. And bring me

the diamonds,” Mr. Tredgold said.

And then there suddenly flashed upon Katherine a strange

revelation, a ludicrous tragic detail which did not seem laugh

able to her, yet was so— “ The diamonds,” she said

faltering, half turning back on her way to the door.

“ Well ! the diamonds ? ”

“ Oh, forgive her, forgive her ! She never could have

thought of that; she never could have meant it. Papa, for

God’s sake, forgive her, and don’t say—that again. She was

wearing them all at the ball. She was in her ball dress. She

had no time to change—she ——”

He seized and shook her savagely as if she had been confess

ing a theft of her own, and then rose up with his habitual

chuckle in his throat. “ George, she’s done me,” he said.

“ She’s got her fortune on her back. She’s—she’s a chip of

the old block, after all.” He dropped down again heavily in

his chair, and then with a calm voice, looking at Katherine,

said tranquilly, “ God damn her ” once more.

 

 



CHAPTER XIX.

IT was afterwards discovered that Stella had calculated her

elopement in a way which justified most perfectly the unwilling

applause elicited from her father—that she was a chip of the old

block. She had over-decorated herself, as had been remarked,

it now appeared, by everybody at the ball, on the night of her

flight, wearing all the diamonds she had got from her father as

an equivalent for her lover—and other things besides, every

thing she had that was valuable. It was ridiculous enough to

see a girl blazing in all those diamonds ; but to have her pearl

necklace as well, adjusted as an ornament on her bodice, and

bracelets enough to go up almost to the elbow, was more ab

surd still, and Katherine, it now appeared, was the only person

who had not observed this excess of jewellery. She remem

bered now vaguely that she had felt Stella to be more radiant,

more dazzling than ever, and had wondered with a sort of dull

ache whether it was want of heart, whether it was over-excite

ment, or what it was which made her sister’s appearance and as

pect so brilliant on the very eve of her parting from her lover.

“ Partings which press the life from out young hearts.” How

was it possible that she could be so bright, so gay, so full of

life, and he going away ? She had felt this, but she had not

noticed, which was strange, the extraordinary number of Stella’s

bracelets, or the manner in which her pearls were fastened upon

the bosom of her dress. This was strange, but due chiefly per

haps to the fact that Stella had not shown herself, as usual, for

her sister’s admiration, but had appeared in a hurry rather late,

and already wrapped in her cloak.

It was found, however, on examining her drawers, that Stella

had taken everything she had which was of any value. It was
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also discovered later that she had taken advantage of her

father’s permission to get as many new frocks as she pleased—

always to make up for the loss of Charlie—by ordering for

herself an ample trousseau, which had been sent to await her to

a London hotel. She had all these things now and the lover

too, which was so brilliant a practical joke that it kept the

regiment in laughter for a year ; but was not so regarded at

home, though Mr. Tredgold himself was not able to refrain

from a certain admiration when he became fully aware of it,

as has been seen. It afllicted Katherine, however, with a dull,

enduring pain in the midst of her longing for her sister and

her sense of the dreadful vacancy made by Stella’s absence.

The cheerful calculation, the peaceful looks with which Stella

had hid all her wiles and preparations gave her sister a pang,

not acute but profound—a constant ache which took away all

the spring of her life. Even when she tried to escape from it,

making to herself all those banal excuses which are employed

in such circumstances—about love, to which everything is per

mitted, and the lover’s entreaties, to which nothing can be

refused, and the fact that she had to live her own life, not

another’s, and was obeying the voice of Nature in choosing for

herself—all these things, which Katherine presented to herself

as consolations, were over and over again refused. If Stella

had run away in her little white frock and garden hat, her sis

ter could have forgiven her ; but the lrousseau, the maid, the

diamonds, even the old pearls which had been given to both of

them, and still remained the chief of Katherine’s possessions—

that Stella should have settled and arranged all that was more

than Katherine could bear. She locked away her own pearls,

with what she felt afterwards to be a very absurd sentiment,

and vowed that she would never wear them again. There

seemed a sort of insult in the addition of that girlish decora

tion to all her other ornaments. But this, the reader will per

ceive, was very high-flown on Katherine’s part.

A day or two after this tremendous crisis, which, I need not

say, was by far the most delightful public event which had

occurred in Sliplin for centuries, and which moved the very
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island to its centre, Lady Jane called with solemnity at the Clifi'.

Lady Jane was better dressed on this occasion than I believe she

had ever been seen to be in the memory of men. She was at

tired in black brocade with a train, and wore such a mantle

as everybody said must have been got for the occasion, since it

was like nothing that had ever been seen on Lady jane’s

shoulders before. The furs, too, were unknown to Sliplin;

perhaps she wore them in more favoured places, perhaps she

had borrowed them for the occasion. The reason of all this

display was beyond the divination of Katherine, who received

her visitor half with the suppressed resentment which she felt

she owed to everyone who could be supposed privy to Stella’s

plans, and half with the wistful longing for an old friend, a

wiser and more experienced person, to console herself. Kath

erine had abandoned the young ladies’ room, with all its double

arrangements and suggestions of a life that was over. She sat

in the large drawing-room, among the costly, crowded furni~

ture, feeling as if, though less expensive, she was but one of

them—a daughter needed, like the Italian cabinets, for the

due furnishing of the house.

Lady Jane came in, feeling her way between the chairs and

tables. It was appropriate that so formal a visit should be re

ceived in this formal place. She shook hands with Katherine,

who held back visibly from the usual unnecessary kiss. It

marked at once the difference, and that the younger woman

felt herself elevated by her resentment, and was no longer to

be supposed to be in any way at Lady jane’s feet.

“ How do you do .? ’ ’ said Lady Jane, carrying out the same

idea. “ How is your father ? I am glad to hear that he has,

on the whole, not suffered in health—nor you either, Kathe

rine, I hope ? ”

“ I don’t know about suffering in health. I am well

enough,” the girl said.

“ I perceive,” said Lady Jane, “ by your manner that you

identify me somehow with what has happened. That is why

I have come here to-day. You must feel I don’t come asI

usually do. In ordinary circumstances I should probably have
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sent for you to come to me. Katherine, I can see that you

think I’m somehow to blame, in what way, I’m sure I don’t

know.”

“ I have never expressed any blame. I don’t know that I

have ever thought anyone was to blame—except—”

“ Except—except themselves. You are right. They are

very hot-headed, the one as much as the other. I don’t mean

to say that he—he is a sort of relation of mine—has not asked

my advice. If he has done so once he has done it a hundred

times, and I can assure you, Katherine, all that I have said has

been consistently ‘ Don’t ask me. ’ I have told him a hundred

times that I would not take any responsibility. I have said to

him, ‘ I can’t tell how you will suit each other, or whether

you will agree, or anything.’ I have had nothing to do with

it. I felt, as he was staying in my house at the time, that you

or your father might be disposed to blame me. I assure you

it would be very unjust. I knew no more of what was going

on on Wednesday last—no more than—than Snap did,” cried

Lady Jane. Snap was the little tyrant of the fields at Steep

hill, a small fox terrier, and kept everything under his con

trol.

“I can only say that you have never been blamed, Lady

Jane. Papa has never mentioned your name, and as for

me——”

“Yes, Katherine, you; it is chiefly you I think of. I am

sure you have thought I had something to do with it.”

Katherine made a pause. She was in a black dress. I can

scarcely tell why—partly, perhaps, from some exaggerated

sentiment—actually because Mrs. Simmons, who insisted on

attending to her till someone could be got to replace Stevens,

had laid it out. And she was unusually pale. She had not

in reality “ got over” the incident so well as people appeared

to hope. '

“ To tell the truth,” she said, “all the world has seemed

quite insignificant to me except my sister. I have had so

much to do thinking of her that I have had no time for any

thing else.”

12
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“ That’s not very complimentary to people that have taken

so great an interest in you.” Lady Jane was quite discom

posed by having the word insignificant applied to her. She

was certainly not insignificant, whatever else she might be.

“ Perhaps it is not,” Katherine said. “I have had a great

deal to think of,” she added with a half appeal for sympathy.

“I dare say. Is it possible that you never expected it?

Didn’t you see that night? All those jewels even might have

told their story. I confess that I was vaguely in a great fright ;

but I thought you must have been in her confidence, Kathe

rine, that is the truth.”

“ I in her confidence ! Did you think I would have helped

her to -— to — deceive everybody -— to— give such a blow to

papa? ”

“Is it such a blow to .your papa? I am told he has not

suffered in health. Now I look at you again you are pale, but

I don’t suppose you have suffered in health either. Kathe

rine, don’t you think you are overdoing it a little? She has

done nothing that is so very criminal. And your own con

duct was a little strange. You let her run off into the dark

shrubberies to say farewell to him, as I am told, and never

gave any alarm till you saw the yacht out in the bay, and must

have known they were safe from any pursuit. I must say that

a girl who has behaved like that is much more likely to have

known all about it than an outsider like me ! ”

“I did not know anything about it,” cried Katherine—

“ nothing! Stella did not confide in me. If she had done

so—if she had told me-—-”

.“ Yes; what would you have done then?” Lady Jane

. asked with a certain air of triumph.

Katherine looked blankly at her. She was wandering about

in worlds not realised. She had never asked herself that

‘ question. And yet perhaps her own conduct, her patience in

that moonlight scene was more extraordinary in her ignorance

than it would have been had she sympathised and known.

The question took her breath away, and she had no answer to

give.
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“ If she had told you that she had been married to Charlie

Somers that morning; that he was starting for India next day ;

that whatever her duty to her father and yourself might have

been (that’s nonsense ; a girl has no duty to her sister), her duty

to her husband came first then. If she had told you that at the

last moment, Katherine, what would you have done? ”

Katherine felt every possibility of reply taken from her.

What could she have done? Supposing Stella that night—

that night in the moonlight, which somehow seemed mixed up

with everything—had whispered lira! in her ear, instead of

the lie about wishing to bid Charlie farewell. What could

she have done ; what would she have done? With a gasp in

her throat she looked helplessly at her questioner. She had

no answer to make.

“ Then how could you blame me ? ” cried Lady Jane, throw

ing off her wonderful furs, loosening her mantle, beginning,

with her dress tucked up a little in front, to look more like

herself. “What was to be done when they had gone and

taken it into their own hands? You can’t separate husband

and wife, though, Heaven knows, there are a great many that

would be too thankful if you could. But there they were—

married. What was to be done? I made sure when you

would insist on driving home with her, Katherine, that she

must have told you.”

“I was not expected, then, to drive home with her?”

Katherine said sharply. “ It was intended that I should know

nothing --nothing at all.”

“ I thought—I sincerely thought,” said Lady Jane, hanging

her head a little, “ that she would have told you then. I sup

pose she was angry at the delay.”

Katherine’s heart was very sore. She had been the one who

knew nothing, from whom everything had been kept. It had

been intended that she should be left at the ball while Stella

stole off with her bridegroom; and her affectionate anxiety

about Stella’s headache had been a bore, the greatest bore,

losing so much time and delaying the escape. And shut up

there with her sister, her closest friend, her inseparable com
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panion of so many years, there had not been even a whisper of

the great thing which had happened, which now stood between

them and cut them apart for ever. Katherine, in her life of

the secondary person, the always inferior, had learned uncon

sciously a great deal of self-repression ; but it taxed all her

powers to receive this blow full on her breast and make no

sign. Her lips quivered a little ; she clasped her hands tightly

together ; and a hot and heavy moisture, which made every

thing awry and changed, stood in her eyes.

“ Was that how it was P ” she said at last when she had con

trolled her voice to speak.

“ Katherine, dear child, I can’t tell you how sorry I am.

Nobody thought that you would feel it ” Lady jane added

after a moment, “so much,” and put out her hand to lay it

on Katherine’s tightly-clasped hands.

“ Nobody thought of me, I imagine, at all,” said Katherine,

withdrawing from this touch, and recovering herself after that

bitter and blinding moment. “ It would have been foolish to

expect anything else. And it is perhaps a good thing that I

was not tried—that I was not confided in. I might perhaps

have thought of my duty to my father. But a woman who is

married,” she added quickly, with an uncontrollable bitterness,

“has, I suppose, no duties, except to the man whom—who

has married her.”

“ He must always come first,” said Lady jane with a little

solemnity. She was thunderstruck when Katherine, rising

quickly to her feet and walking about the room, gave vent to

Brabantio’s exclamation before the Venetian senators:

 

“ Look to her, thou : have a quick eye to see.

She hath deceived her father and may thee."

Lady jane was not an ignorant woman for her rank and posi

tion. She had read'the necessary books, and kept up a kind

of speaking acquaintance with those of the day. But it may be

excused to her, a woman of many occupations, if she did not

remember whence this outburst came, and thought it exceed
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ingly ridiculous and indeed of very doubtful taste, if truth

must be told.

“ I could not have thought you would be so merciless,” she

said severely. “ I thought you were a kind creature, almost

too kind. It is easy to see that you have never been touched

by any love-affair of your own.”

Katherine laughed—there seemed no other reply to this as

sumption—and came back and sat down quietly in her chair.

“ Was that all, Lady Jane? ” she said. “ You came to tell

me you had nothing to do with the step my sister has taken,

and then that you knew all about it, and that it was only I who

was left out.”

“ You are a. very strange girl, Katherine Tredgold. I excuse

you because no doubt you have been much agitated, otherwise

I should say you were very rude and impudent.” Lady Jane

was gathering on again her panoply of war—her magnificent

town-mantle, the overwhelming furs which actually belonged

to her maid. “ I knew nothing about the first step,” she said

angrily. “ I was as ignorant of the marriage as you were.

Afterwards, I allow, they told me ; and as there was nothing

else to be done—for, of course, as you confess, a woman as

soon as she is married has no such important duty as to her I

husband—I did not oppose the going away. I advised them

to take you into their confidence 3 afterwards, I allow, for their

sakes, I promised to keep you engaged, if possible, to see that

you had plenty of partners and no time to think.”

Katherine was ashamed afterwards to remember how the

prick of injured pride stung her more deeply than even that of

wounded affection. “ So,” she said, her cheeks glowing crim

son, “it was to your artifice that I owed my partners ! But I

have never found it difficult to get partners—without your aid,

Lady Jane ! ”

“ You will take everything.amiss, however one puts it,” said

Lady Jane. And then there was a long pause, during which

that poor lady struggled much with her wraps without any

help from Katherine, who sat like stone and saw her difliculties

without lifting so much as a little finger. “You are to be
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excused,” the elder lady added, “ for I do not think you have

been very well treated, though, to be sure, poor Stella must

have felt there was very little sympathy likely, or she certainly

would have confided in you. As for Charlie Somers—”

Lady Jane gave an expressive wave of her hand, as if con

senting that nothing was to be expected from him; then she

dropped her voice and asked with a change of tone, “ I don’t

see why it should make any difference between you and me,

Katherine. I have really had nothing to do with it—except at

the very last. Tell me now, dear, how your father takes it?

Is he very much displeased ? ”

“ Displeased is a weak word, Lady Jane.”

“Well, angry then—enraged—any word you like; of

course, for the moment no word will be strong enough.”

“ I don’t think," said Katherine, “ that he will ever allow

her to enter his house, or consent to see her again.”

“Good Heavens ! " cried Lady Jane. “ Then what in the

world is to become of them? But I am sure you exaggerate

—in the heat of the moment; and, of course, Katherine, I

acknowledge you have been very badly used,” she said.



CHAPTER XX.

KATHERINE was perhaps not in very good condition after

Lady Jane’s visit, though that great personage found it, on

the whole, satisfactory, and felt that she had settled the future

terms on which they were to meet in quite a pleasant way—

to receive the first letter which Stella sent her, an epistle

which arrived a day or two later. Stella’s epistle was very

characteristic indeed. It was dated from Paris:

“ Dearest Kate,-I can’t suppose that you have not heard

everything about all that we have done and haven’t done. I

don’t excuse myself for not writing on the plea that you

couldn’t possibly be anxious about me, as you must have

known all this by next morning, but I can’t help feeling that

you must have been angry, both you and papa, and I thought

it would perhaps be better just to let you cool down. I know

you have cause to be angry, dear; I ought to have told you,

and it was on my lips all the time; but I thought you might

think it your duty to make a row, and then all our plans

might have been turned upside down. What we had planned

to do was to get across to Southsea in the yacht, and go next

morning by the first train to London, and on here at once,

which, with little divergencies, we carried out. You see we

have never been to say out of reach; but it would have done

you no good to try to stop us, for, of course, from the moment

I was Charlie’s wife my place was with him. I know you

never would have consented to such a marriage; but it is

perfectly all right, I can assure you—as good as if it had come

off in St. George’s, Hanover Square. And we have had a de

lightful time. Stevens met me at Southsea with the few things

I wanted (apologies for taking her from you, but y0u never
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made so much use of her as I did, and I don’t think you ever

cared for Stevens), and next day we picked up our things at

London. I wish you could see my things, they are beautiful.

I hope papa won’t be dreadfully angry that I took him at his

word ; and I am quite frightened sometimes to think what it

will all cost—the most lovely trourseau all packed in such nice

boxes—some marked cabin and some—but that’s a trifle.

The important thing is that the clothes are charming, just

what you would expect from Madame’s tastes. I do hope

that papa will not make any fuss about her bill. They are

not dear at all, for material and workmanship (can you say

workmanship, when it’s needlework, and all done by women ?)

are simply splendid. I never saw such beautiful things.

“ And so here I am, Kate, a married woman, off to India

with my husband. Isn’t it wonderful? I can’t say that I

feel much different myself. I am the same old Stella, always

after my fun. I shouldn’t wonder in the least if after a while

Charlie were to set up a way of his own, and think he can

st0p me; but I don’t advise him to try, and in the meantime

he is as sweet as sugar and does exactly what I like. It is

nice, on the whole, to be called my Lady, and it is very nice

to see how respectful all the people are to a married person,

as if one had grown quite a great personage all at once. And

it is nicer still to turn a big man round your little finger, even

when you have a sort of feeling, as I have sometimes, that it

may not last. One wonderful thing is that he is always meet

ing somebody he knows. People in society I believe know

everybody—that is, really everybody who ought to be known.

This man was at school with him, and that man belongs to

one of his clubs, and another was brother to a fellow in his

regiment, and so on, and so on—so we need never be alone

unless we like: they turn up at every corner. Of course, he

knows the ladies too, but this is not a good time in the year

for them, for the grandees are at their country houses and

English people only passing through. We did see one

gorgeous person, who was a friend of his mother’s (who is

dead, Heaven be praised !), and to whom he introduced me,
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but she looked at me exactly as if she had heard that Charlie

had married a barmaid, with a ‘ How do you do? ’ up in

the air—an odious woman. She was, of course, Countess of

Something or Other, and as poor as a Church mouse. Papa

could buy up dozens of such countesses ; tell him I said so.

“ You will wonder what we are doing knocking about in

Paris when the regiment is on the high seas; but Charlie

could not take me, you know, in a troopship, it would have

been out of the question, and we couldn’t possibly have spent

our honeymoon among all those men. So he got his leave

and we are going by a P. and O. boat, which are the best,

and which we pick up at Brindisi, or at Suez, or somewhere.

I am looking forward to it immensely, and to India, which is

full of amusement, everybody tells me. I intend to get all

the fun I can for the next year, and then I hope, I do hope,

dear Katie, that papa may send for us home.

“ How is poor dear papa? You may think I am a little

hypocrite, having given him such a shock, but I did really

hope he would see some fun in it—he always had such a sense

‘ of humour. I have thought of this, really, truly, in all I have

done. About the trousseau (which everybody thinks the

greatest joke that ever was), and about going off in the yacht,

and all that, I kept thinking that papa, though he would be

very angry, would see the fun. I planned it all for that—

indeed, indeed, Kate, I did, whatever you may think. To

be sure, Charlie went for half in the planning, and I can’t

say I think he has very much sense of humour, but, still, that

was in my mind all the time. Was he very, very angry when

he found out? Did you wake him in the night to tell him

and risk an illness ? If you did, I think you were very, very

much to blame. There is never any hurry in telling bad

news. But you are so tremendously straightforward and all

that. I hope he only heard in the morning, and had his

good night’s rest and was not disturbed. It was delicious this

time in the yacht, as quiet almost as a mill-pond—just a nice

soft little air that carried us across the bay and on to South

sea ; such a delightful sail ! I ought to have thought of you
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promenading about in the cold waiting for me without any

companion, but I really couldn’t, dear. Naturally we were too

much taken up with ourselves, and the joy of having got off

so nicely. But I do beg your pardon most sincerely, dear

Katie, for having left you out in the cold, really out in the

cold—without any figure of speech—like that.

“ But my thoughts keep going back constantly to dear

papa. You will miss me a little, I hope, but not as he will

miss me. What does he say? Was he very angry? Do you

think he is beginning to come round ? Oh, dear Kate, I hope

you take an opportunity when you can to say something nice

to him about me. Tell him Charlie wanted to be married in

London, but I knew what papa would think on this subject,

and simply insisted for his sake that it should be in the little

Steephill Church, where he could go himself, if he liked, and

see the register and make sure that it was all right. And I

have always thought of him all through. You may say it

doesn’t look very like it, but I have, I have, Kate. I am

quite sure that he will get very fond of Charlie after a time,

and he will like to hear me called Lady Somers; and now

that my mind is set at rest and no longer drawn this way and

that way by love affairs, don’t you know ? I should be a

better daughter to him than ever before. Do get him to see

this, Kate. You will have all the influence now that I am

away. It is you that will be able to turn him round your

little finger. And, oh, I hope, I hope, dear, that you will do

it, and be true to me! You have always been such a faithful,

good sister, even when I tried you most with my nonsense.

I am sure I tried you, you being so different a kind from such

alittle fool as Stella, and so much more valuable and all that.

Be sure to write to me before we leave Paris, which will be in

a week, to tell me how papa is, and how he is feeling about

me—and, 011, do be faithful to us, dear Kate, and make him

call us back within a year ! Charlie does not mind about his

profession ; he would be quite willing to give it up and settle

down, to be near papa. And then, you see, he has really a

beautiful old house of his own in the country, which he never
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could afford to live in, where we could arrange the most

charming appurtemml, as the French say, for papa for part of

the year.

“ Do, dearest Kate, write, write ! and tell me all about the

state of affairs. With Charlie’s love,

“ Your most affectionate sister,

“ STELLA (LADY) SOMERs."

“I have a letter from—Stella, papa,” said Katherine the

same night.

“ Ah ! ” he said, with a momentary prick of his ears ; then

he composed himself and repeated with the profoundest com

posure, “ God damn her ! ” as before.

“ Oh, papa, do not say that ! She is very anxious to know

how you are, and to ask you—oh, with all her heart, papa—

' to forgive her.”

Mr. Tredgold did not raise his head or show any interest.

He only repeated with the same calm that phrase again.

“ You have surely something else to say at the mention of

her name than that. Oh, papa, she has done very, very

wrong, but she is so sorry—she would like to fling herself at

your feet.”

“ She had better not do that ; I should kick her away like

a football,” he said. _

“You could never be cruel to Stella—your little Stella!

You always loved her the best of us two. I never came near

her in one way nor another.”

“ That is true enough,” said the old man.

Katherine did not expect any better, but this calm daunted

her. Even Stella’s absence did not advance her in any way ;

she still occupied the same place, whatever happened. It was

with difficulty that she resumed her questions.

“ And you will miss her dreadfully, papa. Only think,

those long nights that are coming-how you will miss her with

her songs and her chatter and her brightness! I am only a

dull companion,” said Katherine, perhaps a little, though not

very reasonably, hoping to be contradicted.
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“ You are that,” said her father calmly.

What was she to say? She felt crushed down by this dis

approval, the calm recognition that she was nobody, and that

all her efforts to be agreeable could never meet with any re

sponse. She did make many efforts, far more than ever Stella

had done. Stella had never taken any trouble; her father’s

comfort had in reality been of very little importance to her.

She had pleased him because she was Stella, just as Katherine,

because she was Katherine, did not please him. And what

was there more to be said? It is hard upon the unpleasing

one, the one who never gives satisfaction, but the fact re

mains.

“You are very plain spoken,” said Katherine, trying to

find a little forlorn fun in the situation. “ You don’t take

much pains to spare my feelings. Still, allowing that to be all

true, and I don’t doubt it for a moment, think how dull you

will be in the evenings, papa! You will want Stella a hun

dred times in an hour, you will always want her. This winter,

of course, they could not come back 3 but before another

winter, oh, papa, think for your own advantage—do say that

you will forgive her, and that they may come back ! ”

“We may all be dead and gone before another winter,”

Mr. Tredgold said.

“ That is true ; but then, on the other hand, we may all be

living and very dull and in great, great need of something to

cheer us up. Do hold out the hope, papa, that you will for

give her, and send for her, and have her back! ”

“ What is she to give you for standing up for her like

this? ” said the old man with his grim chuckling laugh.

“ To give—me? ” Katherine was so astonished this time

that she could not think of any answer.

“Because you needn’t lose your breath,” said her father,

“for you’ll lose whatever she has promised you. I’ve only

one word to say about her, and that I’ve said too often already

to please you—God damn her,” her father said.

And Katherine gave up the unequal conflict—for the mo

ment at least. It was not astonishing, perhaps, that she spent
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a great deal of her time, as much as the weather would allow,

which now was grim November, bringing up fog from land

and sea, upon the cliff, where she walked up and down some

times when there was little visible except a grey expanse of

mist behind the feathery tracery of the tamarisk trees ,' some

times thinking of those two apparitions of the Stella in the

bay, which now seemed to connect with each other like two

succeeding events in a story, and sometimes of very different

things. She began to think oftener than she had ever done of

her own lover, he whom she had not had time to begin to

love, only to have a curious half-awakened interest in, at' the

time when he was sent so summarily about his business. Had

he not been sent about his business, probably Katherine might

never have thought of him at all. It was the sudden fact of

his dismissal and the strange discovery thus made, that there

was one person in the world at least whose mind was occupied

with her and not with Stella, that gave him that hold upon her

mind which he had retained.

She wondered now vaguely what would have happened had

she done what Stella had done? (It was impossible, because

she had not thought of him much, had not come to any con

scious appropriation of him until after he was gone ; but sup

posing, for ,the sake of argument, that she had done what Stella

had done). She would have been cut off, she and he, and

nobody would have been much the worse. Stella, then, being

the only girl of the house, would have been more serious,

would have been obliged to think of things. She would have

chosen someone better than Charlie Somers, someone that

would have pleased her father better; and he would have kept

his most beloved child, and all would have been well. From

that point of view it would perhaps have been better that

Katherine should have done evil that good might come.

Was it doing evil to elope from home with the man you

loved, because your father refused him—if you felt you could

not live without him? That is a question very difficult to

solve. In the first place, Katherine, never having been, let us

say, very much in love herself, thought it was almost immodest
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in a woman to say that she could not live without any man.

It might be that she loved a man who did not love her, or

who loved somebody else, and then she would be compelled,

whatever she wished, to live without him. But, on the other

hand, there was the well-worn yet very reasonable argument

that it is the girl’s life' and happiness that is concerned, not

the parents’, and that to issue a ukase like an emperor, or a bull

like a pope, that your child must give up the man who alone

can make her happy is tyrannical and cruel. You are com

manded to obey your- parents, but there are limits to that

command; a woman of, say, thirty for instance (which to

Katherine, at twenty-three, was still a great age), could not

be expected to obey like a child; a woman of twenty even

was not like a little girl. A child has to do what it is told,

whether it likes or not ; but a woman—and when all her own

life is in question ?

Those were thoughts which Katherine pondered much as

she walked up and down the path on the cliff. For some time

she went out very little, fearing always to meet a new group

of interested neighbours who should question her about Stella.

She shrank from the demands, from the criticisms that were

sometimes very plain, and so'fnetirnes veiled under pretences of

interest or sympathy. She would 'fnot discuss her.sister with

anyone, or her father, or their arrangements or family dis

asters, and the consequence was that, during almost the whole

of that winter she confined herselfto the small but varied do

main which was such a world of flowers in summer, and now,

though the trees were bare, commanded all the sun that en

livens a wintry sky, and all the'aspects of the sea, and all the

wide expanse of the sky. There she walked about and asked

herself a hundred questions. Perhaps it would have been bet

ter for all of them if she had run away with James Stanford.

It would have cost her father nothing to part with her; he

would have been more lenient with the daughter he did not

care for. And Stella would have been more thoughtful, more

judicious, if there had been nobody at home behind her to

bear the responsibility of common life. And then, Katherine
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wondered, with a gasp, as to the life that might have been

hers had she been James Stanford’s wife. She would have

gone to India, too, but with no trausseau, no diamonds, no

gay interval at Paris. She would have had only him, no

more, to fill up her horizon and occupy her changed life. She

thought of this with a little shiver, wondering—for, to be

sure, she was not, so to speak, in love with him, but only in

terested in him—very curious if it had been possible to know

more about him, to get to understand him. It was a singular

characteristic in him that it was she whom he had cared for

and not Stella. He was the first and only person who had

done so—at least, the only man. Women, she was aware,

often got on better with her than with her sister; but that did

not surprise her, somehow, while the other did impress her

deeply. Why should he have singled out her, Katherine, to

fall in love with? It showed that he must be a particular

kind of man, not like other people. This was the reason why

Katherine had taken so much interest in him, thought so much

of him all this time, not because she was in love with him.

And it struck her with quite a curious impression, made up of

some awe, some alarm, some pleasure, and a good deal of

abashed amusement, to think that she might, like Stella, have

eloped with him—might have been living with him as her sole

companion for two or three years. She used to laugh to her

self and bush up her line of thinking abruptly when she came

to this point, and yet there was a curious attraction in it.

Soon, however, the old routine, although so much changed,

came back, the usual visitors came to call, there were the usual

little assemblages to luncheon, which was the form of enter

tainment Mr. Tredgold preferred; the old round of occupa

tions began, the Stanley girls and the others flowed and circled

about her in the afternoon, and, before she knew, Katherine

was drawn again into the ordinary routine of life.



CHAPTER XXI.

THE company in the house on the cliff was, however, very con

siderably changed, though the visitors were not much lessened

in number. It became, perhaps, more lourgeazlv, certainly

more village, than it had been. Stella, a daring, audacious

creature, with her beauty, which burst upon the spectators at

the first glance, and her absence of all reserve, and her deter

mination to be “in” everything that was amusing or agree

able, had made her way among her social betters as her quieter

and more sensitive sister would never have done. Then the

prestige which had attached to them because of their wealth

and that character of heiress which attracts not only fortune

hunters who are less dangerous, but benevolent match-makers

and the mothers and sisters of impecunious but charming young

men, had been much dulled and sobered by the discovery that

the old father, despised of everybody, was not so easily to be

moved as was supposed. This was an astonishing and painful

discovery, which Lady jane, in herself perfectly disinterested

and wanting nothing from old Tredgold, felt almost more than

anyone. She had not entertained the least doubt that he would

give in. She did not believe, indeed, that Stella and her hus

band would ever have been allowed to leave England at all.

She had felt sure that old Tredgold’s money would at once and

for ever settle all questions about the necessity of going to

India with the regiment for Charlie ; that he would be able at

once to rehabilitate his old house, and to set up his establish

ment, and to settle into that respectable country-gentleman life

in which all a man’s youthful peccadilloes are washed out

and forgotten.

Mr. Tredgold’s obstinacy was thus as great a blow to Lady

Jane as if she herself had been impoverished by it. She felt
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the ground cut from under her feet, and her confidence in

human nature destroyed. If you cannot make sure of a Vulgar

old father’s weakness for his favourite child whom he has spoiled

outrageously all her life, of what can you make sure? Lady

Jane was disappointed, wounded, mortified. She felt less

sure of her own good sense and intuitions, which is a very hum

bling thing—not to speak of the depreciation in men’s minds

of her judgment which was likely to follow. Indeed, it did

follow, and that at once, people in general being very sorry

for poor Charlie Somers, who had been taken in so abomin

ably, and who never would have risked the expenses of married

life, and a wife trained up to every extravagance, if he had not

felt sure of being indemnified ; and, what was still worse, they

all agreed he never would have taken such a strong step—for

he was a cautious man, was Charlie, notwithstanding his past

prodigalities—if he had not been so pushed forward and kept

up to the mark by Lady Jane.

The thing that. Lady Jane really fell back on as a consola

tion in the pressure of these painful circumstances was that she

had not allowed Algy to make himself ridiculous by any de

cisive step in respect to the “little prim one,” as he called

Katherine. This Lady Jane had sternly put down her foot

upon. She had .said at once that Katherine was not the fav

’ourite, that nothing could be known as to how the old man

would leave her, along with many other arguments which in

timidated the young one. As a matter of fact, Lady Jane, nat

urally a very courageous woman, was afraid of Algy’s mother,

and did not venture to commit herself in any way that would

have brought her into conflict with Lady Scott, which, rather

than any wisdom on her part, was the chief reason which had

prevented additional trouble on that score. Poor Charlie

Somers had no mother nor any female relation of importance

to defend him. Lady jane herself ought to have been his

defence, and it was she who had led him astray. It was not

brought against her open-mouthed, or to her face. But she

felt that it was in everybody’s mind, and that her reputation,

or at least her prestige, had suffered.

I3..
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This it was that made her drop the Tredgolds “like a hot

potato.” She who had taken such an interest in the girls,

and superintended Stella’s début as if she had been a girl of

her own, retreated from Katherine as if from the plague. After

the way they had behaved to poor dear Charlie Somers and

his wife, she said, she could have no more to do with them.

Lady Jane had been their great patroness, their only effectual

connection with the county and its grandeurs, so that the

higher society of the island was cast off at once from Kathe

rine. I do not think she felt it very much, or was even con

scious for a long time that she had lost anything. But still it

was painful and surprising to her to be dismissed with a brief

nod, and “ How d’ye do?” in passing, from Lady jane. She

was troubled to think what she could have done to alienate a

woman whom she had always liked, and who had professed, as

Katherine knew, to think the elder sister the superior of the

younger. That, however, was of course a merefawn de par

ler, for Stella had always been, Katherine reminded herself,

the attraction to the house. People might even approve of

herself more, but it was Stella who was the attraction—Stella

who shocked and disturbed, and amused and delighted every

body about; who was always inventing new things, festive

surprises and novelties, and keeping a whirl of life in the place.

The neighbours gave their serious approval to Katherine, but

she did not amuse them or surprise. They never had to specu

late what she would do next. They knew (she said to her

self) that she would always do just the conventional proper

thing, whereas Stella never could be calculated upon, and had

a perpetual charm of novelty. Katherine was not sufficiently

enlightened to be aware that Stella’s way in its wildness was

much the more conventional of the two.

But the effect was soon made very plain. The link between

the Tredgolds and the higher society of the island was broken.

Perhaps it is conventional, too, to call these good people the

higher society, for they were not high society in any sense of

the word. There were a great many stupid people among

,_ them. Those who were not stupid were little elevated above
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the other classes except by having more beautiful manners

when t/zey 51105:. Generally, they did not choose, and there

fore were worse than the humble people because they knew

' better. Their one great quality was that they were the higher

class. It is a great thing to stand first, whatever nation or

tribe, or tongue, or sect, or station you may belong to. It is

in itself an education: it saves even very stupid people from

many mistakes that even clever people make in other spheres,

and it gives a sort of habit of greatness—if I may use the

words—of feeling that there is nothing extraordinary in brush

ing shoulders with the greatest at any moment ; indeed, that

it is certain you will brush shoulders with them, to-day or to

morrow, in the natural course of events. T0 know the people

who move the world makes even the smallest man a little big

ger, makes him accustomed to the stature of the gods.

I am not sure that this tells in respect to the poets and

painters and so forth, who are what the youthful imagination

always fixes on as the flower of noble society. One thinks in

maturer life that perhaps one prefers not to come to too close

quarters with these, any more than with dignified clergymen,

lest some of the bloom of one’s veneration might be rubbed

off. But one does not venerate in the same way the governors

of the world, the men who are already historical; and it is

perhaps they and their contemporaries from beyond all the

seas, who, naturally revolving in that sphere, give a kind of

bigness, not to be found in other spheres, to the highest class

of society everywhere. One must account to oneself somehow

for the universal pre-eminence of an aristocracy which con

sists of an enormous number of the most completely common

place, and even vulgar, individuals. It is not high, but it

cannot help coming in contact with the highest. Figures pass

familiarly before its eyes, and brush its shoulders in passing,

which are wonders and prodigies to other men. One wants

an explanation, and this is the one that commends itself to

me. Therefore, to be cut off from this higher class is an evil,

whatever anyone may say.

Katherine, in her wounded pride and in her youth, did not
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allow that she thought so, I need not say. Her serious little

head was tossed in indignation as scornfully as Stella’s would

have been. She recalled to herself what dull people they were

(which was quite true), and how commonplace their talk,

and asked heaven and earth why she should care. Lottie

Seton, for instance, with her retinue of silly young men : was

she a loss to anyone? It was different with Lady Jane,

who was a person of sense, and Katherine felt herself obliged

to allow, different someway-she could not tell how—from

the village ladies. Yet Lady Jane, though she disapproved

highly of Mrs. Seton, for instance, never would have shut her

out, as she very calmly and without the least hesitation shut

out Katherine, of whom in her heart she did approve. It

seemed to the girl merely injustice, the tyranny of a prepos

terous convention, the innate snobbishness (what other word

is there?) of people in what is called society. And though

she said little, she felt herself dropped out of that outer ledge

of it, upon which Lady Jane’s patronage had posed her and

her sister, with an angry pang. Stella belonged to it now,

because she had married a pauper, a mercenary, fortune-hunt

ing, and disreputable man; but she, who had done no harm,

who was exactly the same Katherine as ever, was dropped.

There were other consequences of this which were more

harmful still. People who were connected in business with Mr.

Tredgold, who had always appeared occasionally in the house,

but against whom Stella had set her little impertinent face,

_ now appeared in greater numbers, and with greater assurance

than ever ; and Mr. Tredgold, no longer held under subjection

by Stella, liked to have them. With the hold she had on the

great people, Stella had been able to keep these others at a

distance, for Stella had that supreme distinction which belongs

to aristocracy of being perfectly indifferent whether she hurt

other people’s feelings or not ; but Katherine possessed neither

the one advantage nor the other—neither the hold upon society

nor the calm and indifference. And the consequence naturally

was that she was pushed to the wall. The city people came

more and more ; and she had to be kind to them, to receive
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them as if she liked it. When I say she had to do it, I do not

mean that Katherine was forced by her father, but that she

was forced by herself. There is an Eastern proverb that says

“ A man can act only according to his nature.” It was no

more possible for Katherine to be uncivil, to make anyone

feel that he or she was unwelcome, to “ hurt their feelings,"

as she would have said, than to read Hebrew or Chinese.

So she was compelled to be agreeable to the dreadful old

men who sat and talked stocks and premiums, and made still

more dreadful jokes with her father, making him chuckle till

he almost choked ; and to the old women who criticised her

housekeeping, and told her that a little bit of onion (or some

thing else) would improve this dish, or just a taste of brandy

that, and who wondered that she did not control the table

in the servants’ hall, and give them out daily what was wanted.

Still more terrible were the sons and daughters who came, now

one, now another ; the first making incipient love to her, the

other asking about the officers, and if there were many balls,

and men enough, or always too many ladies, as was so often

the case. The worst part of her new life was these visits upon

which she now exercised no control. Stella had done so.

Stella had said, “ Now, papa, I cannot have those old guys of

yours here; let the men come from Saturday to Monday and

talk shop with you if you like, but we can’t have the women,

nor the young ones. There I set down my foot,” and this

she had emphasised with a stamp on the carpet, which was

saucy and pretty, and delighted the old man. But Mr. Tred

gold was no fool, and he knew very well the difference between

his daughters. He knew that Katherine would not put down

her foot, and if she had attempted to do so, he would have

laughed in her face—not a delighted laugh of acquiescence as

with Stella, but a laugh of ridicule that she could suppose he

would be taken in so easily. Katherine tried quietly to ex

press to her father her hope that he would not inflict these

guests upon her. “ You have brought us up so differently,

papa,” she would say with hesitation, while he replied, “ Stuff

and nonsense ! they are just as good as you are.”
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“ Perhaps,” said Katherine. “ Mrs. Simmons, I am sure,

is a much better woman than I am; but we don’t ask her to

come in to dinner.”

“ Hold your impudence! ” her father cried, who was never

choice in his expressions. “Do you put my friends on a

level with your servants ? ” He would not have called them

her servants in any other conversation, but in this it seemed to

point the moral better.

“ They are not so well bred, papa,’ she said, which was a

speech which from Stella would have delighted the old man,

but from Katherine it made him angry.

“ Don’t let me hear you set up such d d pretensions,”

he cried. “ Who are you, I wonder, to turn up your nose at

the Turnys of Lothbury? There is not a better firm in

London, and young Turny’s got his grandfather’s money, and

many a one of your grand ladies would jump at him. If you

don’t take your chance when you find it, you may never have

another, my fine lady. None of your beggars with titles for

me. My old friends before all.”

This wasa fine sentiment indeed, calculated to penetrate the

most callous heart ; but it made Katherine glow all over, and

then grow chill and pale. She divined what was intended—

that there were designs to unite her, now the representative of

the Tredgolds, with the heir of the house of Turny. There

was do discrepancy of fortune there. Old Turny could table

thousand by thousand with Mr. Tredgold, and it was a match

that would delight both parties. Why should Katherine have

felt so violent a pang of offended pride ? Mr. Turny was no

better and no worse in origin than she. The father of that

family was her father’s oldest friend; the young people had

been brought up with “every advantage”—even a year or

two of the University for the eldest son, who, however, when

he was found to be spending his time in vanities with other

young men like himself—not with the sons of dukes and earls,

which might have made it bearable—was promptly withdrawn

accordingly, but still could call himself an Oxford man. The

girls had been to school in France and in Germany, and had

7
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learned their music in Berlin and their drawing in Paris.

They were far better educated than Katherine, who had never

had any instructor but a humble governess at home. How,

then, did it come about that the idea of young Turny having

the insolence to think of her should have made Katherine first

red with indignation, then pale with disgust? I cannot ex

plain it, neither could she to herself ; but so it was. We used

to hear a great deal about nature’s noblemen in the days of

sentimental fiction. But there certainly is such a thing as a

natural—born aristocrat, without any foundation for his or her

instinct, yet possessing it as potently as the most highly

descended princess that ever breathed. Katherine’s grand

father, as has been said, had been a respectable linen-draper,

while the Turnys sprung from a house of business devot

ing itself to the sale of crockery at an adjoining corner;

yet Katherine felt herself as much insulted by the sugges

tion of young Turny as a suitor as if she had been a lady

of high degree and he a low-born squire. There are more

things in heaven and earth than are dreamt of in our philoso

phy.

Two or three of such suitors crossed her path within a short

time. Neither of the sisters might have deserved the atten

tions of these gentlemen had they been likely to share their fa

ther’s wealth; but now that the disgrace of one was generally

known, and the promotion of the other as sole heiress gener

ally counted upon, this was what happened to Katherine.

She was exceedingly civil in a superior kind of way, with

an air nolle that indeed sat very well upon her, and a dignity

worthy of acountess at least to these visitors: serious and

stately with the mothers, tolerant with the fathers, gracious

with the daughters, but altogether unbending with the sons.

She would have none of them. Two other famous young

heroes of the city (both of whom afterwards married ladies of

distinguished families, and who has not heard of Lady Ara

bella Turny ?) followed the first, but with the same result.

Mr. Tredgold was very angry with his only remaining child.

He asked her if she meant to be an infernal fool too. If so,
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she might die in a ditch for anything her father cared, and he

would leave all his money to a hospital.

“A good thing too. Far better than heaping all your

good money, that you’ve worked and slaved for, on the head

of a silly girl. Who are you, I wonder,” he said, “to turn

up your dashed little nose? Why, you’re not even a beauty

like the other; alittle prim thing that would never get a

man to look twice at you but for your father’s money at your

back. But don’t you make too sure of your father's money

—— to keep up your grandeur,” he cried. Nevertheless,

though he was so angry, Mr. Tredgold was rather pleased all

the same to see his girl turn up her nose at his friends’ sons.

She was not a bit better than they were—perhaps not so

good. And he was very angry, yet could not but feel flat

tered too at the hang-dog looks with which the Turnys and

others went away-—“ tail between their legs,” he said to him

self; and it tickled his fancy and pride, though he was so

much displeased.



CHAPTER XXII.

PERHAPS the village society into which Katherine was now

thrown was not much more elevating than the Turnys, 81c. ;

but it was different. She had known it all her life, for one

thing, and understood every allusion, and had almost what

might be called an interest in all the doings of the parish.

The fact that the old Cantrells had grown so rich that they

now felt justified in confessing it, and were going to retire

from the bakery and set up as private gentlefolks while their

daughter and son-in-law entered into possession of the busi

ness, quite entertained her for half an hour while it was being

discussed by Miss Mildmay and Mrs. Shanks over their tea.

Katherine had constructed for herself in the big and crowded

drawing-room, by means of screens, a corner in which there

was both a fireplace and a window, and which looked like an

inner room, now that she had taken possession of it. She

had covered the gilded furniture with chintzes, and the shin

ing tables with embroidered cloths. The fire always burned

bright, and the window looked out over the cliff and the

fringe of tamarisks upon the sea. The dual chamber, the

young ladies’ room, with all its contrivances for pleasure and

occupation, was shut up, as has been said, and this was the

first place which Katherine had ever had of her very own.

She did not work nearly so much for bazaars as she had done

in the old Stella days. Then that kind of material occupation

(though the things produced were neither very admirable in

themselves nor of particular use to anyone) gave a sort of

steady thread, flimsy as it was, to run through her light and airy

life. It meant something if not much. Ellefaz't res rafies—

which is the last height of the good girl’s excellence in modern
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French—would have been absurd; and to make coats and

cloaks for the poor by Stella’s side would have been extremely

inappropriate, not to say that such serious labours are much

against the exquisite disorder of a modern drawing-room,

therefore the bazaar articles had to do. But now there was no

occasion for the bazaars—green and gilt paper stained her fin

gers no more. She had no one to keep in balance ; no one but

herself, who weighed a little if anything to the other side, and

required, if anything, a touch of frivolity, which, to be sure,

the bazaars were quite capable of furnishing if you took them

in that way. She read a great deal in this retreat of hers ; but

I fear to say it was chiefly novels she read. Andshe had not

the least taste for metaphysics. And anything about Woman,

with a capital letter, daunted her at once. She was very dull

sometimes—what human creature is not ?—but did not blame

anyone else for it, nor even fate. She chiefly thought it was

her own fault, and that she had indeed no right to be dull ; and

in this I think she showed herself to be a very reasonable

creature.

Now that Lady Jane’s large landau never swept up to the

doors, one of the most frequent appearances there was that con

venient but unbeautiful equipage called the midge. It was not

a vehicle beloved of the neighbourhood. The gardener’s wife,

now happily quite recovered from the severe gunshot wound she

had received on the night of Stella’s elopement, went out most

reluctantly, taking a very long time about it, to open the gate

when it appeared. She wanted to know what was the good of

driving that thing in, as was no credit to be seen anywhere,

when them as used it might just as well have got out outside

the gate and walked. The ladies did not think so at all. They

were very particular to be driven exactly up to the ,door and

turned half round so that the door which was at the end, not

the side of the vehicle, should be opposite the porch ; and they

would sometimes keep it waiting an hour, a remarkable object

seen from all the windows, while they sat with poor Katherine

and cheered her up. These colloquies always began with in

quiries after her sister.
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“Have you heard again from Stella? Where is sne now,

poor child? Have you heard of their safe arrival? And

where is the regiment to be quartered? And what does she

say of the climate? Does she think it will agree with her?

Are they in the plains, where it is so hot, or near the hills,

where there is always a little more air? ”

Such was the beginning in every case, and then the two la

dies would draw their chairs a little nearer, and ask eagerly in

half-whispers, “ And your papa, Katherine? Does he show

any signs of relenting ? Does he ever speak of her? Don’t

you think he will soon give in ? He must give in soon. Con

sidering how fond he was of Stella, I cannot understand how

he has held out so long.” _

Katherine ignored as much as she could the latter questions.

“ I believe they are in quite a healthy place,” she said, “ and

it amuses Stella very much, and the life is all so new. You

know she is very fond of novelty, and there are a, great many

parties and gaieties, and of course she knows everybody. She

seems to be getting on very well.”

“ And very happy with her husband, I hope, my dear—for .

that is the great thing after all.”

“ Do you expect Stella to say that she is not happy with her

husband, Jane Shanks? or Katherine to repeat it if she did?

All young women are happy with their husbands—that’s taken

for granted—so far as the world is concerned.”

“ I think, Ruth Mildmay, it is you who should have been

Mrs. Shanks,” cried the other, with a laugh. .

“ Heaven forbid ! You may be quite sure that had I ever

been tempted that way, I should only have changed for a bet

ter, not a worse name.”

“ Stella,” cried Katherine to stop the fray. “ seems to get

on capitally with Charlie. She is always talking of him. I

should think they were constantly together, and enjoying

themselves very much indeed.”

“ Ah, it is early days,” Miss Mildmay said, with a shake of

her head. “ And India is a very dissipated place. There are

always things going on at an Indian station that keep people
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from thinking. By-and-by, when difficulties come But

you must always stand her friend and keep her before your

father’s eyes. I don’t know if jane Shanks has told you—but

the news is all over the town—the Cantrells have taken that

place, you know, with the nice paddock and garden ; the place

the doctor was after—quite a gentleman’s little place. I for

get the name, but it is near the Rectory—don’t you know ?—

a little to the right ; quite a gentleman’s house.”

“ I suppose Mr. Cantrell considers himself a gentleman

now,” Katherine said, glad of the change of subject.

“ Why, he’s a magistrate,” said Mrs. Shanks, “ and could

buy up the half of us—isn’t that the right thing to say when a

man has grown rich in trade ? ”

“ It is a thing papa says constantly,” said Katherine; “ and

I suppose, as that is what has happened to himself ”

“ O my dear Katherine! you don’t suppose that for one

moment! fancy dear Mr. Tredgold, with his colossal fortune

-—a merchant prince and all that—compared to old Cantrell,

the baker ! Nobody could ever think of making such a com

parison ! ”

“ It just shows how silly it is not to make up your mind,”

said Miss Mildmay. “ I know the doctor was after that house

—much too large a house for an unmarried man, I have al

ways said, but it was not likely that he would think anything

of what I said—and now it is taken from under his very nose.

The Cantrells did not take long to make up their minds!

They go out and in all day long smiling at each other. I be

lieve they think they will quite be county people with that

house.”

“ It is nice to see them smiling at each other—at their age

they were just as likely to be spitting fire at each other. I

shall call certainly and ask her to show me over the house. I

like to see such people’s houses, and their funny arrangements

and imitations, and yet the original showing through all the

same.”

“ And does George Cantrell get the shop? ” Katherine

asked. She had known George Cantrell all her life—better
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than she knew the young gentlemen who were to be met at

Steephill and in whom it would have been natural to be inter

ested. “ He was always very nice to us when we were little,”

she said. "

“ Oh, my dear child, you must not speak of George Cane

trell. He has gone away somewhere—nobody knows where.

He fell in love with his mother’s maid-of-all-work—don’t you

know ?—and married her and put the house of Cantrell to

shame. So there are no shops nor goodwills for George. He

has to work as what they call a journeyman, after driving about

in his nice cart almost like a gentleman.”

“ I suppose,” said Miss Mildmay, “ that even in the lower

classes grades must tell. There are grades everywhere. When

I gave the poor children a tea at Christmas, the carpenter’s

little girls were not allowed to come because the little flower

woman’s children were to be there.”

“ For that matter we don’t know anything about the doc

tor’s grade, Ruth Mildmay. He might be a baker’s son just

like George for anything we know.”

“ That is true,” said the other. “ You can’t tell who any

body is nowadays. But because he is a doctor—which I don’t

think anything of as a profession—none of my belongings were

ever doctors, I know nothing about them—he might ask any

girl to marry him—anybody—”

“ Surely, his education makes some difference,” Katherine

said.

“ Oh, education ! You can pick up as much education as

you like at any roadside now. And what does that kind of

education do for you ?--walking hospitals where the worst kind

of people are collected together, and growing familiar with the

nastiest things and the most horrible ! Will that teach a man

the manners of a gentleman?” Miss Mildmay asked, raising

her hands and appealing to earth and heaven.

At this point in the conversation the drawing-room door

opened, and someone came in knocking against the angles of

the furniture.

“ May I announce myself? ” a voice said. “ Burnet—
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Dr., as I stand in the directory. john was trying to' catch

the midge, which had bolted, and accordingly I brought my

self in. How do you do, Miss Katherine? It is very cold

outside.”

“The 7midge bolted! ” both the ladies cried with alarm,

rushing to the window.

“ Nothing of the sort,” cried Mrs. Shanks, who was the

more nimble. “ It is there standing as quiet as a judge.

Fancy the midge bolting ! ” '

“ Oh, have they got it safe again?” he said. “But you

ladies should not drive such a spirited horse.”

“ Fancy—” Mrs. Shanks began, but the ground was cut

from under her feet by her more energetic friend.

“ Katherine,” she said, “ you see what a very good exam

ple this is of what we were saying. It is evident the doctor

wants us to bolt after the midge—if you will forgive me using

such a word.”

“ On the contrary,” said the doctor, “ I wish you to give

me your advice, which I am sure nobody could do better. I

want you to tell me whether you think the Laurels would be

a good place for me to set up my household gods.”

“The Laurels! oh, the Laurels ” cried Mrs. Shanks,

eager to speak, but anxious at the same time to spare Dr. Bur

net’s feelings.

“ The Cantrells have bought the Laurels,” said Miss Mild

may, quickly, determined to be first.

“ The Cantrells—the bakers! ” he cried, his countenance

falling.

“ Yes, indeed, the Cantrells, the bakers—people who know

their own mind, Dr. Burnet. They went over the house yes

terday, every corner, from the drawing-room to the dustbin ;

and they were delighted with it, and they settled everything

this morning. They are going to set up a carriage, and, in

short, to become county people—if they can,” Miss Mildmay

said.

“ They are very respectable,” said Mrs. Shanks. “ Of

course, Ruth Mildmay is only laughing when she speaks of
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county people—but I should like to ask her, after she has got

into it, to show me the house.”

“The Cantrells—the bakers!” cried Dr. Burnet, with a

despair which was half grotesque, “in my house! This is a

very dreadful thing for me, Miss Katherine, though I see that

you are disposed to laugh. I have been thinking of it for

some time as my house. I have been settling all the rooms,

where this was to be and where that was to be.” Here he

paused a moment, and gave her a look which was startling,

but which Katherine, notwithstanding her experience with

the Turnys, etc., did not immediately understand. And

then he grew a little red under his somewhat sunburnt weath

er-beaten complexion, and criedw-“What am I to do? It

unsettles everything. The Cantrells ! in my house.”

“ You see, it doesn’t do to shilly-shally, doctor,” said Miss

Mildmay. “ You should come to the point. While you

think about it someone else is sure to come in and do it.

And the Cantrells are people that know their own minds.”

“ Yes, indeed,” he said—“ yes, indeed,” shaking his head.

“Poor George—they know their own minds with a ven

geance. That poor fellew now is very likely to go to the

dogs.”

“ No; he will go to London,” said the other old lady.

“ I know some such nice people there in the same trade, and

I have recommended him to them. You know the people,

Katherine—they used to send us down such nice French

loaves by the parcel post, that time when I quarrelled with

the old Cantrells, don’t you remember, about ”

“ I don’t think there is any other house about Sliplin that

will suit you now, Dr. Burnet,” said Miss Mildmay. “ You

will have to wait a little, and keep on the look-out.”

“I suppose so,” he said dejectedly, thrusting his hands

down to the depths of his pockets, as if it were possible that

he should find some consolation there.

And he saw the two ladies out with great civility, putting

them into the midge with a care for their comfort which melted

their hearts.
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“ I should wait a little now, if I were you,” said Miss Mild

may, gripping his hand for a moment with the thin old fin

gers, which she had mufi'led up in coarse woollen gloves drawn

on over the visiting kid. “ I should wait a little, since you

have let this chance slip.”

“ Do you think so? ” he said.

“ Ruth Mildmay,” said Mrs. Shanks, when they had driven

away. “ This is not treating me fairly. There is something

private between you and that young man which you have

never disclosed to me.”

“ There is nothing private,” said Miss Mildmay. “ Do you

think I’m an improper person, Jane Shanks? There is noth

ing except that I’ve got a pair of eyes in my head.”

Dr. Burnet went slowly back to the drawing-room, where

Katherine had promised him a cup of tea. His step sounded

differently, and when he knocked against the furniture the

sound was dull. He looked a different man altogether. He

had come in so briskly, half an hour before, that Katherine

was troubled for him.

“ I am afraid you are very much disappointed about the

house," she said.

“ Yes, Miss Katherine, I am. I had set my heart on it

somehow—and on other things connected with it,” he said.

She was called Miss Katherine by everybody in consequence

of the dislike of her father to have any sign of superiority over

her sister shown to his eldest daughter. Miss Katherine and

Miss Stella meant strict equality. Neither of them was ever

called Miss Tredgold.

“ I am very sorry,’

voice.

He looked at her, and she for a moment at him, as she gave

him his cup of tea. Again she was startled, almost confused,

by his look, but could not make out to herself the reason why.

Then she made a little effort to recover herself, and said, with

a half laugh, half shiver, “ You are thinking how we once took

tea together in the middle of the night.”

“On that dreadful morning? ” he said. “No, I don’t

she said, with her soft sympathetic
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know that I was, but I shall never forget it. Don’t let me

bring it back to your mind.”

“ Oh, it doesn’t matter. I think of it often enough. And

I don’t believe I ever thanked you, Dr. Burnet, for all you did

for me, leaving everything to go over to Portsmouth, you that

are always so busy, to make those inquiries—which were of so

little good—and explaining everything to the Rector, and

sending him off too.”

“And his inquiries were of some use, though mine were

not,” he said. “Well, we are both your very humble ser

vants, Miss Katherine: I will say that for him. If Stanley

could keep the wind from blowing upon you too roughly he

would do so, and it’s the same with me.”

Katherine looked up with a sudden open-eyed glance of

pleasure and gratitude. “ How very good of you to say that l ”

she cried. “ How kind, how beautiful, to think it ! It is true

I am very solitary now. I haven’t many people to feel for me.

I shall always be grateful and happy to think that you have so

kind a feeling for me, you two good men.” '

“ Oh, as for the goodness,” he said. And then he remem

bered Miss Mildmay’s advice, and rubbed his hands over his

eyes as if to take something out of them which he feared was

there. Katherine sat down and' looked at him very kindly,

but her recollection was chiefly of the strong white teeth with

which he had eaten the bread-and-butter in the dark of the

winter morning after that night. It was the only breakfast he

was likely to have, going off as he did on her concerns, and he

had been called out of his bed in the middle of the night, and

had passed a long time by her father’s bedside. All these

things made the simple impromptu meal very necessary ,- but

still she had kept the impression on her mind of his strong

teeth taking a large bite of the bread-and-butter, which was

neither sentimental nor romantic. This was about all that

passed between them on that day.

14



CHAPTER XXIII.

THE village society in Sliplin was not to be despised, especially

by a girl who had no pretensions, like Katherine. When a

person out of the larger world comes into such a local society,

it is inevitable that he or she should look upon it with a more

or less courteous contempt, and that the chief members should

condole with him or her upon the inferiority of the new sur

roundings, and the absence of those intellectual and other ad

vantages which he or she is supposed to have tasted in London,

for example. But, as a matter of fact, the intellectual advan

tages are much more in evidence on the lower than on the

higher ground. Lady Jane, no doubt, had her own particular

box from Mudie’s and command of all the magazines, &c., at

first hand; but then she read very little, having the Mudie

books chiefly for her governess, and glancing only at some

topic of the day, some great lady’s predilections on Society and

its depravity, or some fad which happened to be on the surface

for the moment, and which everybody was expected to be able

to discuss. Whereas the Sliplin ladies read all the books,

vying with each other who should get them first, and were

great in the sz'neteent/t Century and the Fortnightly, and all

the more weighty periodicals. They were members of mutual

improvement societies, and of correspondence classes, and I

don’t know all what. Some of them studied logic and other

appalling subjects through the latter means, and many of them

wrote modest little essays and chronicles of their reading for

the press. When the University Extension Lectures were set

up quite a commotion was made in the little town. Mr.

Stanley, the rector, and Dr. Burnet were both on the com

mittee, and everybody went to hear the lectures. They were
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one year on the History of the Merovingians, and another

year on Crockery—I mean Pottery, or rather Ceramic Art—

and a third upon the Arctic Circle. They were thus calculated

to produce a broad general intelligence, people said, though it

was more diflcrcult to see how they extended the system of the

Universities, which seldom devote themselves to such varied

studies. But they were very popular, especially those which

were illustrated by the limelight.

All the ladies in Sliplin who had any respect for themselves

attended these lectures, and a number read up the subjects

privately, and wrote essays, the best of which were in their

turn read out at subsequent meetings for the edification of the

others. I think, however, these essays were rarely appreciated

except by the families of the writers. But it may be easily

perceived that a great deal of mental activity was going on

where all this occurred.

The men of the community took a great deal less trouble in

the improvement of their minds—two or three of them came

to the lectures, a rather shame-faced minority amid the ranks

of the ladies, but not one, so far as I have heard, belonged to

a mutual improvement society, or profited by acorrespondence

class, or joined a Reading Union. Whether this was because

they were originally better educated, or naturally had less in

tellectual enthusiasm, I cannot tell. In other places it might

have been supposed to be because they had less leisure; but

that was scarcely to be asserted in Sliplin, where nobody, or

hardly anybody, had anything to do. There was a good club,

and very good billiard tables, which perhaps supplied an alter

native; but I would not willingly say anything to the preju

dice of the gentlemen, who were really, in a general way, as

intelligent as the ladies, though they did so much less for the

improvement of their minds. Now, the people whom Kath

erine Tredgold had met at Steephill did none of these things

—the officers and their society as represented by Charlie

Somers and Algy Scott, and their original leader, Mrs. Seton,

were, it is needless to state, absolutely innocent of any such

efforts. Therefore Katherine, as may be said, had gained
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rather than lost by being so much more drawn into this intel

lectually active circle when dropped by that of Lady Jane.

The chief male personages in this society were certainly the

d0ctor and the clergyman. Curates came and curates went,

and some of them were clever and some the reverse ; but Mr.

Stanley and Dr. Burnet went on for ever. They were of

course invariably of all the dinner parties, but there the level

of intelligence was not so high—the other gentlemen in the

town and the less important ones in the country coming in as

a more important element. But in the evening parties, which

were popular in Sliplin during the winter, and the afternoon

tea parties which some people, who did not care to go out at

night, tried hard to introduce in their place, they were su

preme. It was astonishing how the doctor, so hard-worked a

man, managed to find scraps of time for so many of these assem

blages. He was never there during the whole of these sym

posia. He came very late or he went away very early, he put

in half an hour between two rounds, or he ran in for ten

minutes while he waited for his dog-cart. But the occasions

were very rare on which he did not appear one time or an_

other during the course of the entertainment. Mr. Stanley, of

course, was always on the spot. He was a very dignified

clergyman, though he had not risen to any position in the

Church beyond that of Rector of Sliplin. He preached well,

he read well, he looked well, he had not too much to do; he

had brought up his motherless family in the most beautiful

way, with never any entanglement of governesses or anything

that could be found fault with for a moment. Naturally, be

ing the father of a family, the eldest of which was twenty-two,

he was not in his first youth ; but very few men of forty-seven

looked so young or so handsome and well set up. He took

the greatest interest in the mental development of the Sliplin

society, presiding at the University'Extension as well as all

the other meetings, and declaring publicly, to the great en

couragement of all the other students, that he himself had

“learned a great deal” from the Merovingians lectures and

the Ceramic lectures, and those on the Arctic regions.
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Mr. Stanley had three daughters, and a son who was at

Cambridge; and a pretty old Rectory with beautiful rooms,

and everything very graceful and handsome about him. The

young people were certainly a drawback to any matrimonial

aspirations on his part ,' but it was surmised that he entertained

them all the same. Miss Mildmay was one of the people who

was most deeply convinced on this subject. She had an eye

which could see through stone walls in this particular. She

knew when a man conceived the idea of asking a woman to

marry him before he knew it himself. When she decided that

a thing was to be (always in this line) it came to pass. Her

judgment was infallible. She knew all the signs—how the man

was being wrought up to the point of proposing, and what the

woman’s answer was going to be—and she took the keenest

interest in the course of the little drama. It was only a pity

that she had so little exercise for her faculty in that way, for

there were few marriages in Sliplin. The young men went

away and found their wives in other regions ; the young

women stayed at home, or else went off on visits where, when

they had any destiny at all, they found their fate. It was

therefore all the more absorbing in its interest when anything

of the kind came her way. Stella’s affair had been outside

her orbit, and she had gained no advantage from it; but the

rector and the doctor and Katherine Tredgold were a trio that

kept her attention fully awake.

There was a party in the Rectory about Christmas, at which

all Sliplin was present. It was a delightful house for a party.

There was a pretty old hall most comfortably warmed—which

is a rare attraction in halls—with a handsome oak staircase

rising out of it, and a gallery above which ran along two sides.

The drawing-room was also a beautiful old room, low, but large,

with old furniture judiciously mingled with new, and a row of

recessed windows looking to the south and clothed outside with

a great growth of myrtle, with pink buds still visible at Christ

mas amid the frost and snow. Inside it was bright with many

lamps and blazing fires ; and there were several rooms to sit in,

according to the dispositions of the guests—the hall where the
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young people gathered together, the drawing-rooms to which

favoured people went when they were hidden to go up higher,

and Mr. Stanley’s study, where a group of sybarites were always

to be found, for it was the warmest and most luxurious of all.

The hall made the greatest noise, for Bertie was there with

various of his own order, home, like himself, for Christmas,

and clusters of girls, all chattering at the tops of their voices,

and urging each other to the point of proposing a dance, for

which the hall was so suitable, and quite large enough. The

drawing-room was full of an almost equally potent volume of

sound, for everybody was talking, though the individual voices

might be lower in tone. But in the study it was more or less

quiet. The Rector himself had taken Katherine there to show

her some of his books. “ It would be absurd to call them

priceless,” he said, “ for any chance might bring a set into

the market, and then, of course, a price would be put upon

them, varying according to the dealer’s knowledge and the

demand; but they are rare, and fora poor man like me to

have been able to get them at all is—well, I think that, with

all modesty, it is a feather in my cap ,- I mean, to get them at

a price within my means.”

“ It is only people who know that ever get bargains, I

think,” Katherine said, in discharge of that barren duty of

admiration and approval on subjects we do not understand,

which makes us all responsible for many foolish speeches. Mr.

Stanley’s fine taste was not quite pleased with the idea that his

last acquisition was a bargain, but he let that pass.

“ Yes; I think that, without transgressing the limits of

modesty, I may allow that to be the case. It holds in every

thing; those who know what a friend is attain to the best

friends; those who can appreciate a noble woman—-”

“ Oh ! ” said Katherine, a little startled, “that is carrying

the principle perhaps too far. I was thinking of china, you

know, and things of that sort—when you see an insignificant

little pot which you would not give sixpence for, and suddenly

a connoisseur comes in who puts down the sixpence in a great

hurry and carries it off rejoicingfland you hear afterwards that
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it was priceless, too, though not, of course,” she added apolo

getically, “like your books.”

“ Quite true, quite true,” said the Rector blandly; “ but I

maintain my principle all the same, and the real prize some

times stands unnoticed while some rubbish is chosen instead.

I hope,” he added in a lower tone, “that you have good

news from your sister, Miss Katherine, and at this season of

peace and forgiveness that your father is thinking a little more

kindly ” ,

“ My father says very little on the subject,” Katherine said.

She knew what he did say, which nobody else did, and the

recollection made her shiver. It was very concise, as the

reader knows.

“ We must wait and hope—he has such excellentrpercep

tions,” said the Rector, stumbling a little for a word, “ and so

much—good sense—that I don’t doubt everything will come

right.” Then he added, bending over her, “ Do you think

that I could be of any use?” He took her hand for a mo

ment, half fatherly in his tender sympathy. “ Could I help

you, perhaps, to induce him ”

“ Oh, no, no! ” cried Katherine, drawing her hand away;

her alarm, however, was not for anything further that the Rec

tor might say to herself, but in terror at the mere idea of any

one ever hearing what Mr. Tredgold said.

“ Ah, well,” he said with a sigh, “ another time—perhaps

another time.” And then by way of changing the subject

Katherine hurried off to a little display of drawings on the

table. Charlotte Stanley, the Rector’s eldest daughter, had

her correspondence class like the other ladies; but it was a

Drawing Union. She was devoted to art. She had made

little drawings since ever she could remember in pencil and in

slate-pencil, and finally in colour. Giotto could not have

begun more spontaneously; and she was apt to think that had

she been taken up as Giotto was, she, too, might have devel

oped as he did. But short of that the Drawing Union was her

favourite occupation. The members sent little portfolios about

from one to another marked by pretty fictitious names. Char
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lotte signed herself Fenella, though it would have been difficult

to tell why; for she was large and fair. The portfolio, with

all the other ladies’ performances, was put out to delight the

guests, and along with that several drawings of her own. She

came up hastily to explain them, not, perhaps, altogether to

her father’s satisfaction, but he yielded his place with his

usual gentleness.

“ We send our drawings every month,” said the young art

ist, “ and they are criticised first and then sent round. Mr.

Strange, of the Water Colour Society, is our critic. He is

quite distinguished; here is his little note in the corner.

‘ Good in places, but the sky is heavy, and there is a want of O

atmospheric effect ’——that is Fair Rosamond’s. Oh, yes, I

know her other name, but we are not supposed to mention

them; and this is one of mine—see what he says: ‘ Great im

provement, shows much desire to learn, but too much stip

pling and great hardness in parts.’ I confess I am too fond of

stippling,” Charlotte said. “ And then every month we have

a composition. ‘ The Power of Music ’ was the subject last

time—that or ‘ Sowing the Seed.’ I chose the music.

You will think, perhaps, it is very simple.” She lifted a

drawing in which a little child in a red frock and blue pina

fore stood looking up at a bird of uncertain race in a cage.

“ You see what he says,” Charlotte continued—“ ‘Full of

good intention, the colour perhaps a little crude, but there is

much feeling in the sketch.’ Now, feeling was precisely

what I aimed at,” she said.

Katherine was no judge of drawing any more than she was

of literature, and though the little picture did not appeal to

her (for there were pictures at the Cliff, and she had lived in

the same room with several Hunts and one supreme scrap of

Turner—bought a bargain on the information that it was a

safe investment many years ago—and therefore had an eye

more cultivated than she was aware of) she was impressed by

her friend’s achievement, and thought it was a great thing to

employ your time in such elevated ways. Evelyn, who was

only seventeen and very frolicsome, wrote essays for the Mu
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tual Improvement Society. This filled Katherine, who did

nothing particular, with great respect. She found a little knot

of them consulting and arguing what they were to say in the

next paper, and she was speechless with admiration. Inferior !

Lady Jane did not think much of the Sliplin people. She had

warned the girls in the days of her ascendency not to “mix

themselves up” with the village folk, not to conduct them

selves as if they belonged to the nobodies. But Lady Jane

had never, Katherine felt sure, written an essay in her life.

She had her name on the Committee of the University Exten

sion centre at Sliplin, but she never attended a lecture. She

it was who was inferior, she and her kind : if intellect counted

for anything, surely, Katherine thought, the intellect was

here.

And then Dr. Burnet, came flying in, bringing a gust of

fresh air with him. Though he had but a very short time to

spare, he made his way to her through all the people who

detained him. “ I am glad to see you here ; you don’t despise

the village parties,” he said.

“Despise them !—but I am not nearly good enough for

them. I feel so small and so ignorant—they are, all thinking

of so many things—essays and criticisms and I don’t know

what. It is they who should despise me.”

“ Oh, I don’t think very much of the essays—nor would

you if you saw them,” Dr. Burnet said.

“ I tell you all,” said Miss Mildmay, “though you are so

grand with your theories and so forth, it is the old-fashioned

girls who know nothing about such nonsense that the gentle

men like best.” '

“ The gentlemen—what gentlemen?” said Katherine, not

at all comforted by this side of the question, and, indeed, not

very clear what was meant.

“Oh, don’t pretend to be a little fool,” said Miss Mild

may. She was quite anxious to promote what she considered

to be Katherine’s two chances—the two strings she had to her

bow—but to put up with this show of ignorance was too much

for her. She went off angrily to where her companion sat,
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yawning a little over an entertainment which depended so

entirely for its success upon whether you had someone nice to

talk to or not. “ Kate Tredgold worries me,” she said.

“ She pretends she knows nothing, when she is just as well

up to it as either you or I.”

“ I am up to nothing,” said Mrs. Shanks; “I only know

what you say; and I don’t believe Mr. Tredgold would give

his daughter and only heiress to either of them—if Stella is cut

off, poor thing ”

“ Stella will not be cut off,” said Miss Mildmay. “ Mark

my words. He’ll go back to her sooner or later ; and what

a good thing if Katherine had someone to stand by her before

then ! ”

“ If you saw two straws lying together in the road you

would think there was something between them,” cried Mrs.

Shanks, yawning more than ever. “ Oh, Ruth Mildmay,

fancy our being brought out on a cold night and having to

pay for the Midge and all that, and nothing more in it than

to wag our heads at each other about Katherine Tredgold’s

marriage, if it ever comes off! ”

“ Let me take you in to supper,” said the rector, approach

ing with his arm held out.

And then Mrs. Shanks felt that there was compensation in all

things. She was taken in one of the first, she said afterwards ;

not the very first—she could not expect that, with Mrs. Barry

of Northcote present, and General Skelton’s wife. The army

and the landed gentry naturally were first. But Miss Mildmay

did not follow till long after—till the doctor found her still

standing in a corner, with that grim look of suppressed scorn

and satirical spectatorship with which the proud neglected

watch the vulgar stream pressing before them.

“ Have you not been in yet?” the doctor said.

“ No,” said Miss Mildmay. “ You see, I am not young to

go with the girls, nor married to go with the ladies who are at

the head of society. I only stand and look on.”

“ That is just my case,” said Dr. Burnet. “I am not young

to go with the girls, nor married to disport myself with Mrs,
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Barry or such magnates. Let us be jolly together, for we are

both in the same box.”

“Don’t you let that girl slip through your fingers,” said

Miss Mildmay solemnly, as she went “ in ” on his arm.

“ Will she ever come within reach of my fingers? ” the doc

tor said, shaking his head.

“You are not old, like that Stanley man; you’ve got no

family dragging you back. I should not stand by if I were

you, and let her be seduced into this house as the stepmother! ”

said Miss Mildmay with energy.

“Don’t talk like that in the man’s house. He is a good

man, and we are just going to eat his sandwiches.”

“ If there are any left,” Miss Mildmay said.



CHAPTER XXIV.

THUS it will be seen that Katherine’s new position as the only

daughter of her father was altogether like a new beginning of

life, though she had been familiar with the place and the people

for years. Stella had been the leader in everything, as has

been said. When she went to a party at the Rectory, she

turned it into a dance or a romp at once, and kept the Draw

ing Union and the Mutual Improvement Society quite in the

background. Even the books which for a year or two back

the rector would have liked to show Katherine privately, be

guiling her into separate talks, had been thrust aside neces

sarily when Katherine was imperioust demanded for Sir

Roger de Coverley or a round game. Therefore these more

studious and elevated occupations of the little community came

upon her now with the force of asurprise. Her own home

was changed to her also in the most remarkable way. Stella

was not a creature whom anyone fully approved of, not even

her sister. She was very indifferent to the comfort and wishes

of others; she loved her own amusement by whatever way it

could be best obtained. She was restrained by no scruples

about the proprieties, or the risk—which was one of Kathe

rine’s chief terrors—of hurting other people’s feelings. She

did what she liked, instantaneously, recklessly, at any risk.

And her father himself, though he chuckled and applauded and

took a certain pride in her cleverness even when she cheated

and defied him, did not pretend to approve of Stella ; but she

carried her little world with her all the same. There was a

current, a whirl of air about_her rapid progress. The stiller

figures were swept on with her whether they liked it or not ;

and, as a, matter of fact, they generally did like it when fairly
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afloat upon that quick-flowing, rippling, continuous stream of

youth and life.

But now that all this movement and variety had departed

nothing could be imagined more dull than Mr. Tredgold’s

house on the Cliff. It was like a boat cast ashore—no more

commotion of the sea and waves, no more risk of hurricane or

tempest, no need _to shout against the noise of a cyclone,

or to steer in the teeth of a gale. It was all silent, all quiet,

nothing to be done, no tides to touch the motionless mass or

tinkle against the dull walls of wood. When Katherine re

ceived her guests from the city, she felt as if she were showing

them over a museum rather than a house. “ This is the room

we used to sit in when my sister was at home ; I do not use it

now.” How often had she to say such words as these! And

when the heavy tax of these visits had been paid she found

herself again high and dry, once more stranded, when the last

carriage had driven away.

But the rush of little parties and festivities about Christmas,

when all the sons and brothers were at home, into which she was

half forced by the solicitations of her neighbours, and half by

her own forlorn longing to see and speak to somebody, made

a not unwelcome change. The ladies in Sliplin, especially

those who had sons, had always been anxious to secure the two

Miss Tredgolds, the two heiresses, for every entertainment, and

there was nothing mercenary in the increased attention paid to

Katherine. She would have been quite rich enough with half

her father’s fortune to have fulfilled the utmost wishes of any

aspirant in the village. The doctor and the rector had both

I thought of Katherine before there was any change in her fort

unes—at the time when it was believed that Stella would have

the lion’s share of the money, as well as, evidently, of the

love. In that they were quite unlike the city suitors, who only

found her worth their while from the point of view of old

Tredgold’s entire and undivided fortune. Indeed, it is to be

feared that Sliplin generally would have been overawed by the

greatness of her heiresshood had it grasped this idea. But still

nobody believed in the disinheriting of Stella. They believed
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that she would be allowed to repent at leisure of her hasty

marriage, but never that she would be finally cutoff. The

wooing of the rector and that of the doctor had only reached

an acuter stage because now Katherine was alone. They felt

that she was solitary and downcast, and wanted cheering and a

companion to indemnify her for what she had lost, and this

naturally increased the chances of the fortunate man who should

succeed.

Mr. Stanley would (perhaps) have been alarmed at the idea

of offering the position of stepmother to his children to Mr.

Tredgold’s sole heiress ; although he would not, perhaps, have

thought that in justice to his family he could have asked her to

share his lot had it not been evident that she must have her

part of her father’s fortune. He was a moderate man—modest,

as he would himself have said—and he had made up his mind

that Katherine in Stella’s shadow would have made a perfect

\vife for him. Therefore he had been frightened rather than

elated by the change in her position ; but with the conscious

ness of his previous sentiments, which were so disinterested, he

had got over that, and now felt that in her loneliness a pro

posal such as he had to make might be even more agreeable

than in other circumstances. The doctor was in something of

the same mind. He was not at all like Turney and Company.

He felt the increased fortune to be a drawback, making more

difference between them than had existed before, but yet met

this difficulty like a man, feeling that it might be got over.

He would probably have hesitated more if she had been cut off

without a shilling as Stella was supposed, but never believed,

to be.

Neither of these gentlemen had any idea of that formula

upon which Mr. Tredgold stood. The money on the table,

thousand for thousand, would have been inconceivable to them.

Indeed, they did not believe, notwithstanding the experience of

Sir Charles Somers, that there would be much difficulty in deal

ing with old Tredgold. He might tie up his money, and these

good men had no objection—they did not want to grasp at her

money. Let him tie it up ! They would neither of them have
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Opposed that. As to further requirements on his part they were

tranquil, neither of them being penniless, or in the condition,

they both felt, to be considered fortune-hunters at all. The

curicus thing was that they were each aware of the other’ssen

timents, without hating each other, or showing any great

amount of jealousy. Perhaps the crisis had not come near

enough to excite this ; perhaps it was because they were

neither of them young, and loved with composure as they did

most things ; yet the doctor had some seven years the advan

tage of the rector, and was emphatically a young man still,

not middle-aged at all.

It was partly their unconscious influence that drew Katherine

into the way of life which was approved by all around her.

The doctor persuaded her to go to the ambulance class, which

she attended weekly, very sure that she never would have had

the courage to apply a tourniquet or even a bandage had a real

emergency occurred. “ Now, Stella could have done it,” she

said within herself. Stella’s hands would not have trembled,

nor her heart failed her. It was the rector who recommended

her to join the Mutual Improvement Society, offering to look

over her essays, and to lend her as many books as she might

require. And it was under the auspices of both that Katherine

appeared at the University Extension Lectures, and learned

all about the Arctic regions and the successive expeditions that

had perished there. “ I wish it had been India,” she said on

one occasion; “ I should like to know about India, now that

Stella is there.”

“ I don’t doubt in the least that after Christmas we might

get a series on India. It is a great, a most interesting sub

ject ; what do you think, Burnet ? ”

Burnet entirely agreed with him. “ Nothing better,” he

said 3 “ capital contrast to the ice and the snow.”

And naturally Katherine was bound to attend the new

series which had been so generously got up for her. There

were many pictures and much limelight, and everybody was

delighted with the change.

“ What we want in winter is a nice warm blazing sun, and
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not something colder than we have at home," cried Mrs.

Shanks.

And Katherine sat and looked at the views and wondered

where Stella was, and then privately to herself wondered where

James Stanford was, and what he could be doing, and if he ever

thought now of the old days. There was not very much to

think of, as she reflected when she asked herself that question ;
but still she did ask it under her breath. ' I

“ Remember, Miss Katherine, that all my books are at

your service,” said the rector, coming in to the end of the

drav'ving-room where Katherine had made herself comfortable

behind the screens; “ and if you would like me to look at

your essay, and make perhaps a few suggestions before you

send it in—”

“ I was not writing any essay. I was only writing to—my

sister,” said Katherine.

“To be sure. It is the India mail day, I remember.

Excuse me for coming to interrupt you. What a thing for

her to have a regular correspondent like you! You still think

I couldn’t be of any use to say a word to your father ? You

know that I am always at your disposition. Anything I can

do—”

“ You are very good, but I don’t think it would be of any

use.” Katherine shivered a little, as she always did at the

dreadful thought of anyone hearing what her father said.

“ I am only good to myself when I try to be of use to

you,” the rector said, and he added, with a little vehemence,

“ I only wish you would understand how dearly I should like

to think that you would come to me in any emergency, refer

to me at once, whatever the matter might be—”

“Indeed, Mr. Stanley, I understand, and I do,” she said,

raising her eyes to his gratefully. “You remember how I

appealed to you that dreadful time, and how much—how

much you did for us? ”

“ Ah, you sent Burnet to me,” he said, “ that’s not exactly

the same. Of course, I did what I could ; but what I should

like would be that you should come with full confidence to
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tell me anything that vexes you, or to ask me to do anything

you want done, like ”

“ I know,” she said. “ Like Charlotte and Evelyn. And,

indeed, I should, indeed I will—trust me for that.”

The rector drew back, as if she had flung in his face the

vase of clear water which was waiting on the table beside her

for the flowers she meant to put in it. He gave an impatient

sigh and walked to the window, with a little movement of

his hands which Katherine did not understand.

“ Oh, has it begun to snow ? ” she said, for the sky was

very grey, as if full of something that must soon overflow

and fall, and everybody had been expecting snow for twenty

four hours past.

“ No, it has not begun to snow,” he said. “ It is pelting

hailstones—no, I don’t mean that; nothing is coming down

as yet—at least, out of the sky. Perhaps I had better leave

you to finish your letter.”

“ Oh, there is no hurry about that. There are hours yet

before post-time, and I have nearly said all I have to say. I

have been telling her I am studying India. It is a big sub

ject,” Katherine said. “ And how kind you and Dr. Burnet

were, getting this series of lectures instead of another for

me—though I think everybody is interested, and the pictures

are beautiful with the limelight.”

“I should have thought of it before,” said the rector.

“ As for Burnet, he wanted some scientific series about

evolution and that sort of thing. Medical men are always

mad after science, or what they believe to be such. But as

soon as I saw how much you wished it ”

“ A thing one has something to do with is always so much

the more interesting,” Katherine said, half apologetically.

“ I hope you know that if it were left to me I should

choose only those subjects that you are interested in.”

“ Oh, no,” cried Katherine, “ not so much as that. You

are so kind, you want to please and interest us all.”

“ Kindness is one thing ; but there are other motives that

tell still more strongly.” The rector went to and from the
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window, where Katherine believed him to be looking out for

the snow, which lingered so long, to the table, where she still

trifled with her pen in her hand, and had not yet laid it down

to put the flowers which lay in a little basket into water.

The good clergyman was more agitated than he should have

thought possible. Should he speak ? He was so much wound

up to the effort that it seemed as if it must burst forth at any

moment, in spite of himself; but, on the other hand, he was

afraid lest he might precipitate matters. He watched her

hands involuntarily every time he approached her, and then

he said to himself that when she had put down the pen and

begun to arrange the flowers, he would make the plunge, but

not till then. That should be his sign.

It was a long time before this happened. Katherine held

her pen as if it had been a shield, though she was not at all

aware of the importance thus assigned to it. She had a certain

sense of protection in its use. She thought that if she kept up

the fiction of continuing her letter Mr. Stanley would go away ;

and somehow she did not care for him so much as usual to-day.

She had always had every confidence in him, and would have

gone to him at any time, trusting to his sympathy and kind

ness ; but to be appealed to to do this, as if it were some new

thing, confused her mind. Why, of course she had faith in

him, but she did not like the look with which he made that

appeal. Why should he look at her like that ? He had

known her almost all her life, and taught her her Catechism

and her duty, which, though they may beendearing things, are

not endeari-ng in that way. If Katherine had been asked in what

way, she would probably have been unable to answer ; but yet in

her heart she wished very much that Mr. Stanley would go away.

At last, when it seemed to her that this was hopeless-that

he would not take the hint broadly furnished by her unfinished

letter—-she did put down the pen, and, pushing her writing

book away, drew towards her the little basket of flowers from

the conservatory, which the gardener brought her every day.

They were very waxen and winterly, as flowers still are in Jan~

uary, and she took them up one by one, arranging them so as
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to make the most of such colour as there was. The rector had

turned at the end of his little promenade when she did so, and

came back rapidly when he heard the little movement. She

was aware of the quickened step, and said, smiling, “Well,

has the snow begun at last? ”

“ There is no question of snow,” he said hurriedly, and

Katherine heard with astonishment the panting of his breath,

and looked up—to see a very flushed and anxious countenance

directed towards her. Mr. Stanley wasahandsome man ofhis

years, but his was a style which demanded calm and composure

and the tranquillity of an even mind to do it justice. He was

excited now, which was very unbecoming; his cheeks were

flushed, his lips parted with hasty breathing. “ Katherine,”

he said, “ it is something much more important than—any

change outside. ” He waved his hand almost contemptuously

at the window, as if the snow was aslight affair, not worth

mentioning. “ I am afraid,” he said, standing with his hand

on the table looking down upon her, yet rather avoiding her

steady, half-wondering look, “ that you are too little self-con

scious to have observed lately—any change in me.”

“ I don’t know,” she said faltering, looking up at him ; “ is

there anything the matter, really? I have thought once or twice

~that you looked a little disturbed.”

It flashed into her mind that there might be something wrong

in the family, that Bertie might have been extravagant, that help

might be wanted from her rich father. Oh, poor Mr. Stanley !

if his handsome stately calm should be disturbed by such a

trouble as that? Katherine’s look grew very kind, very sym

pathising as she looked up into his face. I

“ I have often, I am sure, looked disturbed. Katherine, it

is not a small matter when a man like me finds his position

changed in respect to—one like yourself—by an overmastering

sentiment which has taken possession of him he knows not how,

and which he is quite unable to restrain."

“ Rector ! ” cried Katherine astonished, looking up at him

with even more feeling than before. “ Mr. Stanley! have I

done anything ? ”
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“ That shows,” he cried, with something like a stamp of his

foot and an impatient movement of his hand, “ how much I

have to contend with. You think ofme as nothing but your

clergymanka—a sort of pedagogue—and your thought is that

he is displeased—that there is something he is going to find

fault with—” _,

“ No,” she said. “ You are too kind to find fault ; but

I am sure I never neglect anything you say to me. Tell me what

it is -and I——-I will not take offence. I will do my very

best——-”

“ Oh, how hard it is to make you understand ! You put

me on a pedestal~whereas it is you who Katherine!

do you know that you are not a little girl any longer, but a wom

an, and a~most attractive one? I have struggled against it,

knowing that was not the light in which I can have appeared

to you, but it’s too strong for me. I have come to tell you of

a feeling which has existed for years on my part—and to ask

you' »~if there is any possibility, any hope, to ask you—to

marry me ” The poor rector! his voice almost died

away in his throat. He put one knee to the ground—not, I

need not say, with any prayerful intention, but only to put him

self on the same level with her, with his hands on the edge of

her table, and gazed into her face.

“ To— What did you say, Mr. Stanley? ” she asked,

with horror in her eyes.

“ Don’t be hasty, for the sake of heaven ! Don’t condemn

me unheard. I know all the disparities, all the But,

Katherine, my love for you is more than all that. I have been

trying to keep it down for years. I said, to marry me—to

marry me, my dear and only—-”

“ Do you mean that you are on your knees to me, a girl

whom you have catechised ? ” cried Katherine severely, hold

ing her head high.

The rector stumbled up in great confusion to his feet.

“ No, I did not mean that. I was not kneeling to you. I

was only Oh, Katherine, how small a detail is this!

God knows I do not want to make myself absurd in your
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eyes. I am much older than you are. I am—but your true

lover notwithstanding—for years; and your most fond and

faithful Katherine ! if you will be my wife ”

“ And the mother of Charlotte and Bertie ! ” said Kathe

rine, looking at him with shining eyes. “ Charlotte is a year

younger than I am. She comes between Stella and me ; and

Bertie thinks he is in love with me too. Is it that you come

and offer to a girl, Mr. Stanley? Oh, I know. Girls who

are governesses and poor have it offered to them and are grate

ful. But I am as well off as you are. And do you think it

likely that I would want to change my age and be my own

mother' for the sake of—~what? Being married? I don’t

want to be married. Oh, Mr. Stanley, it is wicked of you

to confuse everything—to change all our ways of looking

at each other—to ” Katherine almost broke down into

a torrent of angry tears, but controlled herself for wrath’s

sake.

The rector stood before her with his head down, as sorely

humiliated a man as ever clergyman was. “ If you take it in

that light, what can I say ? I had hoped you would not take

it in that light. I am not an old man. I have not been acs

customed to—apologise for myself,” he said, with a gleam of

natural self-assertion. He, admired of ladies for miles round

—to the four seas, so to speak—on every hand. He could

have told her things! But the man was dz'g/ze; he was no

traitor nor ungrateful for kindness shown him. “ If you think,

Katherine, that the accident of my family and of a very early

first marriage is so decisive, there is perhaps nothing more to

be said. But many men only begin life at my age; and I

think it is ungenerous—to throw my children in my teeth-—

when I was speaking to you—of things so different—”

“ Oh, Mr. Stanley,” cried Katherine, subdued, “ I am

very, very sorry. I did not mean to throw—anything in your

teeth. But how could anyone forget Charlotte and Bertie and

Evelyn and the rest? Do you call them an accident—all the

family? ” Katherine’s voice rose till it was almost shrill in

the thought of this injury to her friends. “ But I only think
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of you as their father and my clergyman—and always very,

very kind,” she said.

The flowers had never yet got put into the water. She had

thrown them down again into the basket. The empty vase

stood reproachfully full and useless, reflecting in its side a tiny

sparkle of the firelight; and the girl sitting over them, and

the man standing by her, had both of them downcast heads,

and did not dare to look at each other. This group contin

ued for a moment, and then he moved again towards the win

dow. “ It has begun at last,” he said in a strange changed

tone. “ It is snowing fast.”

And the rector walked home in a blinding downfall, and

was a white man, snow covered, when he arrived at home,

where his children ran out to meet him, exclaiming at his

beard which had grown white, and his hair, which, when his

hat was taken off, exhibited a round of natural colour fringed

ofi“ with ends of snow. The family surrounded him with chat

terings and caresses, pulling off his coat, unwinding his scarf,

shaking off the snow, leading him into the warm room by the

warm fire, running off for warm shoes and everything he could

want. An accident! The accident of a family! He sub

mitted with a great effort over himself, but in his heart he

would have liked to push them off, the whole band of them,

into the snow.



CHAPTER XXV.

IT will perhaps be thought very unfeeling of Katherine to

have received as she did this unlooked for elderly lover. All

Sliplin, it is true, could have told her for some time past that

the Rector was in love with her, and meant to make her an

offer, and Miss Mildmay believed that she had been aware of

it long before that. But it had never occurred to Katherine

that the father of Charlotte and Gerard was occupied with

herself in any way, or that such an idea could enter his mind.

He had heard her say her catechism! He had given Char

lotte in her presence the little sting of a reproof about making

a noise, and other domestic sins which Katherine was very

well aware she was intended to share. In the doureur: which,

there was no denying, he had lately shed about, she had

thought of nothing but a fatherly intention to console her in

her changed circumstances; and to think that all the time

this old middle’aged man, this father of a family, had it in

his.mind to make her his wife ! Katherine let her flowers lie

drooping, and paced up and down the room furious, angry

even with herself. Forty-five is a tremendous age to three

andatwenty ; and it was the first time she had ever received a

proposal straight in the face, so to speak. Turny and Com

pany had treated with her father, but had retreated from be

fore her own severe aspect when she gave it to be seen how

immovable she was. And to think that her first veritable

prop0sal should be this-- a thing that filled her with indigna

tion ! What! did the man suppose for a moment that she,

his daughter’s friend, would marry him ? Did all men think

that a girl would do anything to be married P—wr what did

they think ?
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Katherine could not realise that Mr. Stanley to the Rector

was not at all the same person that he was to her. The Rec

tor thought himself in the prime of life, and so he was. The

children belonged to him and he was accustomed to them,

and did not, except now and then, think them a. great bur

den ; but himself was naturally the first person in his thoughts.

He knew that he was a very personable man, that his voice

was considered beautiful, and his aspect (in the pulpit) im

posing. His features were good, his height was good, he was

in full health and vigour. Why shouldn’t he have asked any

body to marry him ? The idea that it was an insult to a girl

never entered his mind. And it was no insult. He was not

even poor or in pursuit of her wealth. No doubt her wealth

would make a great difference, but that was not in the least

his motive, for he had thought of her for years. And in his

own person he was a man any woman might have been proud

of. All this was very visible to him.

But to Katherine it only appeared that Mr. Stanley was

forty-five, that he was the father of a girl as old as herself, and

of a young man, whom she had laughed at, indeed, but who

also had wished to make love to her. What would Gerard

say? This was the first thing that changed Katherine’s mood,

that made her laugh. It brought in a ludicrous element.

What Charlotte would say was not half so funny. Charlotte

would be horrified, but she would probably think that any

woman might snatch at a man so admired as her father, and

the fear of being put out of her place would occupy her and

darken her understanding. But the thought of Gerard made

Katherine laugh and restored her equilibrium. Strengthened

by this new view she came down from her pinnacle of in

dignation and began to look after the things she had to do.

The snow went on falling thickly, a white moving veil across

every one of the windows; the great flickering flakes falling

now quickly, now slowly, and everything growing whiter and

whiter against the half-seen grey of the sky. This whiteness

shut in the house, encircling it as with a flowing mantle.

Nobody would come near the house that afternoon, nobody
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Would come out that could help it—not even the midge was

likely to appear along the white path. The snow made an end

of visitors, and Katherine felt herself shut up within it, con

demned not to hear any voice or meet with any incident for

the rest of the day. It was not a cheering sensation. She

finished her letter to Stella, and paused and wondered

whether she should tell her what had happened ; but she fort

unately remembered that a high standard of honour forbade

the disclosure of secrets like this, which were the secrets of

others as well as her own. She had herself condemned from

that high eminence with much indignation the way in which

other girls blazoned such secrets. She w0uld not be like one

of them. And besides, Stella and her husband would laugh

and make jokes in bad taste and hold up the Rector to the

laughter of the regiment, which would not be fair though

Katherine was so angry with him. When she had finished

her letter she returned to the flowers, and finally arranged

them as she had intended to do long ago. And then she

went and stood for a long time at the window watching the

snow falling. It was very dull to see nobody, to be alone,

all alone, for all these hours. There was a new novel fresh

from Mudie’s on the table, which was always something

to look forward to ; but even a novel is but a poor sub

stitute for society when you have been so shaken and put out

of your arrz'et/e as Katherine had been by a personal inci

dent. Would she have told anyone if anyone had come?

She said to herself, “ N0, certainly not.” But as she was

still thrilling and throbbing all over, and and felt it almost

impossible to keep still, I cannot feel so sure as she was that

she would not have followed a multitude to do evil, and be

trayed her suitor’s secret by way of relieving her own mind.

But I am sure that she would have felt very sorry had she done

so as soon as the words were out of her mouth.

She had seated herself by the fire and taken up her novel,

not with the content and pleasure which a well-conditioned

girl ought to exhibit at the sight of a new story in three

volumes (in which form it is always most welcome, according
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to my old-fashioned ideas) and a long afternoon to enjoy it

in, but still with resignation and a pulse beating more quietly

--when there arose sounds which indicated a visit after all.

Katherine listened eagerly, then subsided as the footsteps

and voices faded again, going off to the other end of the

house.

“ Dr. Burnet to see papa,” she said half with relief, half

with expectation. She had no desire to see Dr. Burnet. She

could not certainly to him breathe the faintest sigh of a revela

tion, or relieve her mind by the most distant hint of any

thing that had happened. Still, he was somebody. It was

rather agreeable to give him tea. The bread and butter dis

appeared so quickly, and it had come to be such a familiar

operation to watch those strong white teeth getting through

it. Certainly he had wonderful teeth. Katherine gave but

a half attention to her book, listening to the sounds in the

house. Her father’s door closed, he had gone in, and then

after a while the bell rang and the footsteps became audible

once more in the corridor. She closed her book upon her

hand wondering if he would come this way, or He was

coming this way ! She pushed her chair away from the hearth,

feeling that, what with the past excitement and the glow of the

fire, her cheeks were ablaze.

But Dr. Burnet did not seem to see this when he came in.

She had gone to the window by that time to look out again

upon the falling snow. It was falling, falling, silent and white

and soft, in large flakes like feathers, or rather like white

swan’s down. He joined her there and they stood looking

at it together, and saying to each other how it seemed to close

round the house and wrap everything up as in a downy mantle.

“ I like to see it,” the doctor said, “which is very baby

ish, I know. I like to see that flutter in the air and the great

soft flakes dilating as they fall. But it puts a great stop to

everything. You have had no visitors, I suppose, to-day ? ”

“Oh, yes, before it came on,” said Katherine; and then

she added in a voice which she felt to be strange even while

she spoke, “ The Rector was here.”
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That was all—not another word did she say; but Dr.

Burnet gave her a quick look, and he knew as well as the

reader knows what had happened. The Rector, then, had

struck his blow. No doubt it was by deliberate purpose that

he had chosen a day threatening snow, when nobody was

likely to interrupt him. And he had made his explanation

and it had not been well received. The doctor divined all

this and his heart gave a jump of pleasure, though Kath

erine had not said a word, and indeed had not looked at him,

but stood steadily with a blank countenance in which there was

nothing to be read, gazing out upon the snow. Sometimes a

blank countenance displays more than the frankest speech.

“ He is a handsome man—for his time of life,” Dr. Burnet

said, he could not tell why.

“ Yes ? ” said Katherine, as if she were waiting for further

evidence; and then she added, “ It is droll to think of that

as being a quality of the Rector—just as you would say it of

a boy.”

“ Do you think that handsome is as handsome does, Miss

Katherine? I should not have expected that of you. I al

ways thought you made a great point of good looks.”

“ I like nice-looking people,” she said, and in spite of her

self gave a glance aside at the doctor, who in spite of those

fine teeth and very good eyes and other points of advantage,

Could not have been called handsome by the most partial of

friends.

“ You are looking at me,” he said with a laugh, “ and the

reflection is obvious, though perhaps it is only my vanity that

imagines you to have made it. I am not much to brag of, I

know it. I am very ’umble. A man who knows he is good

looking must have a great advantage in life to begin with. It

must give him so much more confidence wherever he makes

his appearance—at least for the first time.”

“ Do you think so? ” she said. “ I should think one

would forget it so quickly, both the possessor himself and

those who look at him. If people are nice you think of that

and not of their beauty, unless—”
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“ Unless what, M'iss Katherine? You can’t think how in

teresting this talk is to me. Tell me something on which an

ugly man can rest and take courage. You are thinking of

John Wilkes’ famous saying that he only wanted half-an-hour’s

start of the handsomest man ”

“ Who was John Wilkes?” said Katherine with the se

renest ignorance. “I suppose one of the men one ought to

know ; but then I know so little. After a year of the ‘Mutual

Improvement Society ”

“ Don’t trouble about that,” cried the doctor, “ but my

ambulance classes are really of the greatest use. I do hope

you will attend them. Suppose there was an accident before

your eyes—on the lawn there, and nobody within reach

what should you do ? ”

“Tremble all over and be of use to nobody," Katherine

said with a shudder.

“That is just what I want to obviate—that is just what

ought to be obviated. You, with your light touch and your

kind heart and your quick eye ”

“Have I a quick eye and a light touch? ” said Katherine

with a laugh; “and how do you know? It is understood

that every girl must have a kind heart. On the whole, I

would rather write an essay, I think, than be called upon to

render first aid. My hand is not at all steady if my touch is

light.”

She lifted one of the vases as she spoke to change its position

and her hand shook. He looked at it keenly, and she, not

thinking of so sudden a test, put down the vase in a hurry

with a wave of colour coming over her face.

“ That’s not natural, that’s worry, that’s excitement,” Dr.

Burnet said.

“The outlook is not very exciting, is it?” cried Kath

erine ; “ one does not come in the way of much excitement at

Sliplin, and I have not even seen Miss Mildmay and Mrs.

Shanks. No, it is natural, doctor. So you see how little use

it would be to train me. Come to the fire and have some

tea.”
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t‘ I must not give myself this pleasure too often,” he said.

“ I find myself going back to it in imagination when I am out

in the wilds. It is precious cold in my dog-cart facing the

wind, Miss Katherine. I say to myself, Now the tea is being

brought in in the drawing-room on the Clifl‘, now it is being

poured out. I smell the fragrance of it driving along the bit

ter downs; and then I go and order some poor wretch the

beastliest draught that can be compounded to avenge myself

for getting no tea.”

“ You should give them nothing but nice things, then,

when you do have tea—as now,” said Katherine.

He came after 'her to where the little tea-table shone and

sparkled in the firelight, and took from her hand the cup of

tea she offered him, and stood with his back to the fire hold

ing it in his hand. His groom was driving his dog-cart round

and round the snowy path, crossing the window from time to

time, a dark apparition amid the falling of the snow. What

the thoughts of the groom might be, looking in through the

great window on this scene of comfort, the figure of Katherine

in her pretty dress and colour stooping over the table, and his

master behind standing against the firelight with his cup of

tea, nobody asked. Perhaps he was making little comparisons

as to his lot, perhaps only thinking of the time when he should

be able to thrust his hands into his pockets and the doctor

should have the reins. Yet Dr. Burnet did not ignore his

groom. “ There,” he said, “is fate awaiting me. This

time she has assumed the innocent form of John Dobbs, my

groom. I have got ten miles to drive, there and back, to see

Mrs. Crumples, who could do perfectly well without me, and

then to the Chine for a moment to ascertain if the new man

there has digested his early dinner, and then to Steephill to

look after the servants’ hall. I am not good enough, except

on an emergency, for the family or Lady Jane.”

“ I would not go more, then, if it is only for the servants’

hall,” cried Katherine.

“ Why not? ” he said. “ I consider Mrs. Cole, the cook,

is quite as valuable a member of society as Lady Jane. The
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world would not come to an end if Lady Jane were absent for

a day, or laid up, but it would very nearly—at Steephill—if

anything happened to the cook.”

“ You said you were ’umble, Dr. Burnet, and I did not be

lieve you. I see that you are really so, now."

“ Ah, there I disagree with you,” he said, a little flush on

his face. “ I am ’umble about my personal appearance, but

I only don’t mind with Lady Jane. She thinks ol me merely

as the general practitioner from Sliplin, which shows she

doesn’t know anything—for I am more than a general practi

tioner.”

“ I know,” cried Katherine quickly, half with a generous

desire not to leave him to sing his own praises, and half with a

wondering scorn that he should think it worth the while;

“ you will be a great physician one of these days.”

“ I hope so,” he said quietly. Then, after a while, “ But

I am still more than that ; at least, what would seem more in

Lady Jane’s eyes. I am not a doctor only, Miss Katherine.

I have not such a had little estate behind me. My uncle has

it now, but I’m the man after him ; and a family a good deal

better known than the Uflingtons, who are not a century old.”

He said this with a little excitement, and a flourish in his

hand of the teaspoon with which he had been stirring his

tea.

Jim Dobbs, driving past the window, white with snow, yet

looking like a huge blackness in the solidity of the group, he

and his high coat and his big horse amid the falling feathers,

caught the gesture and wondered within himself what the doc

tor could be about ; while Katherine, looking up at him from

the tea-table, was scarcely less surprised. Why should he tell

her this? Why at all? Why now? The faint wonder in

her look made Dr. Burnet blush.

“ What afool I am 2 As if you cared about that,” he said

with a stamp of his foot, in impatience with himself, and

shame.

“ Oh, yes, I care about it. I am glad to hear of it. But—

Dr. Burnet, let me give you another cup of tea.”
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“ But,” he said, “ you think what have I to do with the

man’s antecedents? You see I want you to know that I can

put my foot forward sometimes—like——” he paused for a

moment and laughed, putting down his cup hastily. “ No

more! No more! I must tear myself from this enchanted

cliff, or Jim Dobbs will mistake the window for the stable

door—like my elderly friend, Miss Katherine,” he said over

his shoulder as he went away.

Like—his elderly friend ? Who was his elderly friend, and

what did the doctor mean P Katherine watched from the

window while Burnet got into his dog-cart and whirled away

at a very different pace from that of his groom. She could

not see this from her window, but listened till the sounds died

away, looking out upon the snow. What a fascination that

snow had, falling, falling, without any dark object now to dis

turb its absolute possession of the world! Katherine stood

for a long time watching before she went back to her novel,

which was only when the lamps were brought in, changing

the aspect of the place. Did she care for Dr. Burnet’s revela

tions, or divine the object of them ? In the first place not at

all; in the second, I doubt whether she took the trouble to

ask herself the question.



CHAPTER XXVI.

BUT though Dr. Burnet had been ’umble about his position at

Steephill, and considered himself only as the physician of the

servants’ hall, he was not invariny left in that secondary

position. On this particular snowy evening, when master and

horse and man were all eager to get home in view of the drift

ing of the snow, which was already very deep, and the dark

ness of the night, which made it dangerous, Lady Jane—who

was alone at Steephill, i.e. without any house party, and en

joying the sole society of Sir john, her spouse, which was not

lively—bethought herself that she would like to consult the

doctor. She did not pretend that she had more than a cold,

but then a cold may develop into anything, as all the world

knows. It was better to have a talk with Dr. Burnet than

not to say a word to anybody, and to speak of her cold rather

than not to speak at all. Besides, she did want to hear some

thing of old Tredgold, and whether Katherine was behaving

well, and what chance there might be for Stella. The point

of behaviour in Katherine about which Lady jane was anxious

was whether or not she was keeping her sister’s claims before

her father—her conduct in other respects was a matter of ab

solute indifference to her former patroness.

“I have not been in Sliplin for quite a long time,” she

said. “ It may be a deficiency in me, but, you know, I don’t

very much aflect your village, Dr. Burnet.”

“ No ; few people do ; unless they want it, or something in

it,” the doctor said as he made out his prescription, of which

I think eau rucrée, or something like it, was the chief in

gredient.

“I don’t know what I should want in it or with it,” said
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Lady Jane with a touch of impatience. And then she added,

modifying. her tone, “ Tell me about the Tredgolds, Dr.

Burnet. How is the old man ? Not avery satisfactory patient,

I should think—so fond of his own way ; especially when you

have not Stella at hand to make him amenable.”

“ He is not a bad patient,” said Dr. Burnet. “ He does

not like his own way better than most old men. He allows

himself to be taken good care of on the whole.”

“ Oh, I am glad to hear so good an opinion of him. I

thought he was very headstrong. Now, you know, I don‘t

want you to betray your patient’s secrets, Dr. Burnet."

“ No,” he said; “and it wouldn't matter, I fear, if you

did,” he continued after a pause; “ but I know no secrets of

the Tredgolds, so I am perfectly safe ”

“ That’s rather rude,” said Lady jane, “ but of course it’s

the right thing to say ; and of course also you know all about

Stella and her elopement and the dreadful disappointment. I

confess, for my own part, I did not think he could stand out

against her fora day.”

“ He is a man who knows his own mind very clearly, Lady

Jane.”

“ So it appears. And will he hold out, do you think, till

the bitter end? Can Katherine do nothing? Couldn’t she

do something if she were to try? I mean for those poor

Somers—they are great friends of mine. He is, you know, a

kind of relation. And poor Stella ! Do tell me, Dr. Burnet,

do you think there is no hope? Couldn’t you do something

yourself? A doctor at a man’s bedside has great power.”

“It is not a power I would ever care to exercise,” Dr.

Burnet said.

“ Oh, you are too scrupulous! And when you consider

how poor they are, doctor !—really badly off. Why, they

have next to nothing! The pay, of course, is doubled in

India, but beyond that Think of Charlie Somers living

on his pay! And then there is, Stella the most expensive

little person, accustomed to every luxury you can think of, and

never used to deny herself anything. It is extremely hard
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lines for them, certain as they were that her father Oh, I

can’t help thinking, Dr. Burnet, that Katherine could do

something if she chose.”

“ Then you may be quite at ease, Lady Jane, for I am sure she

will choose—to do a hardness to anyone, let alone her sister ”

“ Ah, Dr. Burnet,” cried Lady Jane, shaking her head, “it

is so difficult to tell in what subtle forms self-interest will get

in. Now there is one thing that I wish I could see as a way

of settling the matter. I should like to see Katherine Tred

gold married to some excellent, honourable man. Oh, I am

not without sources of information. I have heard a little bird

here and there. What a good thing if there was such a man,

who would do poor little Stella justice and give her her share !

Half of Mr. Tredgold’s fortune would be a very handsome

fortune. It would make all the difference to—say, a rising

professional man.”

Dr. Burnet pretended to make a little change in the pre

scription he had been writing. His head was bent over the

writing-table, which was an advantage.

“ I have no doubt half of Mr. Tredgold’s fortune would be

very nice to have,” he said, “ but unfortunately Miss Kathe

rine is not married, nor do I know who are the candidates for

her hand.”

“ I assure you,’ said Lady Jane, “ if there was such a

person I should take care to do everything I could to further

his views. I have not seen much of Katherine lately, but I

should make a point of asking her and him to meet here.

There is nothing I would not do to bring such a thing about,

and—and secure her happiness, you know. You will scarcely

believe it, but it is the truth, that Katherine was always the

one I liked best.”

What a delightful, satisfactory, successful lie one can some

times tell by telling the truth. Dr. Burnet, who loved Kathe

rine Tredgold, was touched by this last speech-there was the

ring of sincerity in the words; and though Lady Jane had

not in the least the welfare of Katherine in her head at this

moment, still, these words were undoubtedly true.
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He sat for some time making marks with the pen on the

paper before him, and Lady Jane was so 'much interested in

his reply that she did not press for it, but sat quite still, letting

him take his time.

“ Have you any idea,” he said, making as though he were

about to alter the prescription for the third time, “ on what

ground Mr. Tredgold refused Sir Charles Somers, who was not

ineligible as marriages go ? ” His extreme coolness, and the

slight respect with which he spoke had a quite subduing influ

ence upon Lady jane. “ Was it—for his private character,
perhaps P ” v

“ Nothing of the sort,” cried Lady Jane. “ Do you know

Charlie Somers is a cousin of mine, Dr. Burnet ? ”

“ That,” said the doctor, “though an inestimable advan

tage, would not save him from having had—various things said

about him, Lady Jane.”

“ No,” she said with a laugh. “ I acknowledge it. Vari

ous things have been said of him. The reason given was sim

ply ludicrous. I don’t know if Charlie invented it— but

I don’t think he was clever enough to invent it. It was

something about putting money down pound for pound, or

shilling for shilling, or some nonsense, and that he would give

Stella to nobody that couldn’t do that. On the face of it that

is folly, you know.”

“ I am not so sure that it is folly. I have heard him say

something of the kind ; meaning, I suppose, that any son-in

law he would accept would have to be as wealthy as him

self.”

“ But that is absolute madness, Dr. Burnet! Good heav

ens ! who that was as rich as old Tredgold could desire to be

old Tredgold's son-in-law ? It is against all reason. A man

might forgive to the girls who are so nice in themselves that

they had such a father ; but what object could one as rich as

himself Oh ! it is sheer idiocy, you know.”

“Not to him; and he, after all, is the person most con

cerned,” said Dr. Burnet, with his head cast down and rather

a dejected look about him altogether. The thought was not
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cheerful to himself any more than to Lady Jane, and as a

matter of fact he had not realised it before.

“ But it cannot be,” she cried, “ it cannot be ; it is out of

the question. Oh, you are a man of resource; you must find

our some way to baffle this old curmudgeon. There must,

there must,” she exclaimed, “ be some way out of it, if you care

to try.”

“Trying will not invent thousands of pounds, alas! nor

can the man who has the greatest fund of resource but no

money do it anyhow,” said Dr. Burnet sententiously. “ There

may be a dodge—”

“ That is what I meant. There must be a dodge to—to get

you out of it,” she cried. .

“ It is possible that the man whose existence you divine

might not care to get a wife—if she would have him to begin

with—by a dodge, Lady Jane.”

“ Oh, rubbish! ” cried the great lady, “ we are not so high

minded as all that. I am of opinion that in that way any~

thing, everything can be done. Charlie Somers is a fool and

Stella another; but to a sensible pair with an understanding

between them and plenty of time to work—and an old sick

man,” Lady Jane laid an involuntary emphasis on the word

sick—then stopped and reddened visibly, though her counte

nance was rather weather-beaten and did not easily show.

“ A sick mam-to be taken advantage of? No, I think that

would scarcely do,” he said. “A sensible pair with an un

derstanding, indeed—but then the understanding—there’s the

difiiculty.”

“ No,” cried Lady jane, anxiously cordial to wipe away

the stain of her unfortunate suggestion. “ Not at all—the

most natural thing in the world—where there is real feeling,

Dr. Burnet, on one side, and a lonely, sensitive girl on the

other ”

“ A lonely, sensitive girl,” he repeated. And then he

looked up in Lady Jane’s face with a short laugh—but made

no further remark.

Notwithstanding the safeguard of her complexion, Lady
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Jane this time grew very red indeed ; but having nothing to

say for herself, she was wise and made no attempt to say it.

And he got up, having nothing further to add by any possi

bility to his prescription, and put it into her hand.

“ I must make haste home,” he said, “ the snow is very

blinding, and the roads by this time will be scarcely distin

guishable. ’ ’

“ I am sorry to have kept you so long—with my ridiculous

cold, which is really nothing. But Dr. Burnet,” she said,

putting her hand on his sleeve, “ you will think of what I have

said. Let justice be done to those poor Somers. Their pov

erty is something tragic. They had so little expectation of

anything of the kind.”

“ It is most unlikely that I can be of any use to them, Lady

Jane,” he said a little stiffly, as he accepted her outstretched

hand.

Perhaps Lady Jane had more respect for him than ever be

fore. She held his prescription in her hand and looked at it

for a moment.

“I think I’ll take it,” she said to herself as if making a

heroic resolution. She had really a little cold.

As for the doctor, he climbed up into his dog-cart and took

the reins from the benumbed hands of Jim, who was one mass

of whiteness now instead of the black form sprinkled over with

flakes of white which he had appeared at the Cliff. It was

a difficult thing to drive home between the hedges, which

were no longer visible, and with the big snow-flakes melting

into his eyes and confusing the atmosphere, and he had no

time to think as long as he was still out in the open country,

without even the lights of Sliplin to guide him. It was very

cold, and his hands soon became as benumbed as Jim’s, with

the reins not sensible at all through his big gloves to his chilled

fingers.

“ I think we should turn to the left, here ? ” he said to Jim,

who answered “ Yessir,” with his teeth chattering, “ or do you

think it should perhaps be to the right? ”

Jim said “ Yessir,” again, dull to all proprieties.
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If jim had been by himself he would probably have gone tov

sleep, and allowed the mare to find her own way home, which

very likely she would have done; but Dr. Burnet could not

trust to such a chance. To think much of what had been

said to him was scarcely possible in these circumstances. But

when the vague and confused glimmer of the Sliplin lights

through the snow put his mind at rest, it cannot but be said

that Dr. Burnet found a great many thoughts waiting to seize

hold upon him. He was not perhaps surprised that Lady

jane should have divined his secret. He had no particular

desire to conceal it, and though he did not receive Lady

Jane’s offer with enthusiasm, he could not but feel that her

friendship and assistance would be of great use to him—in

fact, if not with Katherine, at least with other things. It

would be good for him professionally, even this one visit, and

the prescription for Lady jane, not for Mrs. Cole, which must

be made up at the chemist’s, would do him good. A man

who held the position of medical attendant at Steephill re

ceived a kind of warrant of skill from the fact, which would

bring other patients of distinction. When Dr. Burnet got

home, and got into dry and comfortable clothes, and found

no impatient messenger awaiting him, it was with a grateful

sense of ease that he gave himself up to the study of this sub

, ject by the cheerful fire. His mind glanced over the different

suggestions of Lady Jane, tabulating and classifying them as if

they had been scientific facts. There was that hint about the

old sick man, which she had herself blushed for before it was

fully uttered, and at which Dr. Burnet now grinned in mingled

wrath and ridicule. To take advantage of an old sick man-—

as being that old man’s medical attendant and desirous of

marrying his daughter—was a suggestion at which Burnet

-could afford to laugh, though fiercely, and with an exclama

tion not complimentary to the intentions of Lady Jane. But

there were other things which required more careful considera

tion.

Should he follow these other suggestions, he asked himself?

Should he become a party to her plan, and get her support,
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and accept the privileges of a visitor at her house as she had

almost offered, and meet Katherine there, which would prob

ably be good for Katherine in other ways as well as for him

self? There was something very tempting in this idea, and

Dr. Burnet was not mercenary in his feeling towards Kathe

rine, nor indisposed to do “justice to Stella” in the almost

incredible case that it ever should be in his power to dispose

of Mr. Tredgold’s fortune. He could not help another short

laugh to himself at the absurdity of the idea. He to dispose of

Mr. Tredgold’s fortune! So many things were taken for

granted in this ridiculous hypothesis. Katherine’s acceptance

and consent for one thing, of which he was not at all sure.

She had evidently sent the Rector about his business, which

made him glad, yet gave him a little thrill of anxiety too,

for, though he was ten years younger than the Rector, and had

no family to encumber him, yet Mr. Stanley, on the other

hand, was a handsome man, universally pleasing, and perhaps

. more desirable in respect to position than an ordinary country

practitioner—a man who dared not call his body, at least,

whatever might be said of his soul, his own ; and who had as

yet had no opportunity of distinguishing himself. If she re

pulsed the one so summarily, would she not have in all proba'

bility the same objections to the other? At twenty-three a

man of thirty-five is slightly elderly as well as one of forty

seven.

Supposing, however, that Katherine should make no objec

tion, which was a very strong step for a man who did not in

the least believe that at the present moment she had even

thought of him in that light—there was her father to be taken

into account. He had heard Mr. Tredgold say that about

the thousand for thousand told down on the table, and he had

heard it from the two ladies of the midge; but without, per

haps, paying much attention or putting any great faith in it.

How could he table thousand for thousand against Mr. Tred

gold? The idea was ridiculous. He had the reversion of

that little, but ancient, estate in the North, of which he had

been at such pains t0 inform Katherine; and. 1.16 had a little
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money from his mother; and his practice, which was a good

enough practice, but not likely to produce thousands for some

time at least to come. He had said there might be a dodge—

and, as a matter of fact, there had blown across his mind a

suggestion of a dodge, how he might perhaps persuade his

uncle to “ table” the value of Bunhope on his side. But

what was the value of Bunhope to the millions of old Tred

gold? He might, perhaps, say that he wanted nothing more

with Katherine than the equivalent of what he brought; but

he doubted whether the old man would accept that compromise.

And certainly, if he did so, there could be no question of

doing justice to Stella out of the small share he would have of

her father’s fortune. No ; he felt sure Mr. Tredgold would

exact the entire pound of flesh, and no less ; that he would no

more reduce his daughter’s inheritance than her husband’s

fortune, and that no dodge would blind the eyes of the acute,

businesslike old man.

This was rather a despairing point of view, from which Dr.

Burnet tried to escape by thinking of Katherine herself, and

what might happen could he persuade her to fall in love with

him. That would make everything so much more agreeable ;

but would it make it easier? Alas ! falling in love on Stella’s

part had done no good to Somers; and Stella, though now cast

off and banished, had possessed a far greater influence over her

father than Katherine had ever had. Dr. Burnet was by no

means destitute of sentiment in respect to her. Indeed, it is

very probable that had Katherine had no fortune at all he would

still have wished, and taken earlier more decisive steps, to make

her aware that he wished to secure her for his wife; but the

mere existence of a great fortune changes the equilibrium of

everything. And as it was there, Dr. Burnet felt that to 10se

it, if there was any possible way of securing it, would be a

great mistake. He was the old man’s doctor, who ought to

be grateful to him for promoting his comfort and keeping him

alive; and he was Katherine’s lover, and the best if not the

only one there was. And he had free access to the house at

all seasons, and a comfortable standing in the drawing-room as
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well as in the master’s apartment. Surely something must be

made of these advantages by a man with his eyes open, neg

lecting no opportunity. And, on the other hand, there was

always the chance that old Tredgold might die, thus simplify

ing matters. The doctor’s final decision was that he would

do nothing for the moment, but wait and follow the leading of

circumstances; always keeping up his watch over Katherine,

and endeavouring to draw her interest, perhaps in time her

affections, towards himself—while, on the other hand, it would

commit him to nothing to accept Lady Jane’s help, assuring

her that—in the case which he felt to be so unlikely of ever

having any power in the matter—he would certainly do “ jus

tice to Stella ” as far as lay in his power.

When he had got to this conclusion the bell rang sharply,

and, alas! Dr. Burnet, who had calculated on going to bed

for once in comfort and quiet, had to face the wintry world

again and go out into the snow.



CHAPTER XXVII.

KATHERINE’s life at Sliplin was in no small degree affected by

the result of the Rector’s unfortunate visit. How its termi

nation became known nobody could tell. No one ventured to

say “She told me herself," still less, “He told me." Yet

everybody knew. There were some who had upheld that the

Rector had too much respect for himself ever to put himself in

the position of being rejected by old Tredgold’s daughter 3 but

even these had to acknowledge that this overturn of everything

seemly and correct had really happened. It was divined, per

haps, from Mr. Stanley’s look, who went about the parish with

his head held very high, and an air of injury which nobody

had remarked in him before. For it was not only that he had

been refused. That is a privilege which no law or authority

can take from a free-born English girl, and far would it have

been from the Rector’s mind to deny to Katherine this right ;

but it was the manner in which it had been exercised which

gave him so deep a wound. It was not as the father of Char

lotte and Evelyn that Mr. Stanley had been in the habit of

regarding himself, nor that he had been regarded. His own

individuality was too remarkable and too attractive, he felt

with all modesty, to lay him under such a risk ; and yet here

was a young woman in his own parish, in his own immediate

circle, who regarded him from that point of view, and who

looked upon his proposal as ridiculous and something like an

insult to her youth. Had she said prettily that she did not

feel herself good enough for such a position, that she was not

worthy—but that she was aware of the high compliment he

had paid her, and never would forget it—which was the thing

that any woman with a due sense of fitness would have said,
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he might have forgiven her. But Katherine’s outburst of in

dignation, her anger to have been asked to be the stepmother

of Charlotte and Evelyn her playfellows, her complete want of

gratitude or of any sense of the honour done her, had in

flicted a deep blow upon the Rector. That he should be scorned

as a lover seemed to him impossible, that a woman should be

so insensible to every fact of life. He did not get over it for

a long time, nor am I sure that he ever did get over it ; not

the disappointment, which he bore like a man, but the sense

of being scorned. So long as he lived he never forgave Kath

erine that insult to his dearest feelings.

And thus Katherine’s small diversions were driven back into

astill narrower circle. She could not go to the Rectory, where

the girls were divided between gratitude to her for not having

turned their life upside down, and wrath against her for not

having appreciated papa ; nor could she go where she was

sure to meet him, and to catch his look of ofl'ended pride and

wounded dignity. It made her way very hard for her to have

to think and consider, and even make furtive enquiries

whether the Stanleys would be there before going to the mild

est tea party. When Mrs. Shanks invited her to meet Miss

Mildmay, she was indeed safe. Yet even there Mr. Stanley

might come in to pay these ladies a call, or Charlotte appear

with her portfolio of drawings, or Evelyn fly in for a moment

on her way to the post. She went even to that very mild en

tertainment with a quiver of anxiety. The great snowstorm

was over which had stopped everything, obliterating all the

roads, and making the doctor’s dog-cart and the butcher’s

and baker’s carts the only vehicles visible about the country——

which lay in one great white sheet, the brilliancy of which

made the sea look muddy where it came up with a dull colour

upon the beach. Everything, indeed, looked dark in com

parison with that dazzling cloak of snow, until by miserable

human usage the dazzling white changed into that most squalid

of all squalid things, the remnant of a snowstorm in England,

drabbled by all kinds of droppings, powdered with dust of

smoke and coal, churned into the chillest and most dreadful
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of mud. The island had passed through that horrible phase

after a brief delicious ecstasy of' skating, from which poor

Katherine was shut out by the same reasons already given, but

now had emerged green and fresh, though cold, with a sense

of thankfulness which the fields seemed to feel, and the birds

proclaimed better and more than the best of the human in

habitants could do.

The terrace gardens of Mrs. Shanks and Miss Mildmay shone

with this refreshed and brightened greenness, and the pros

pect from under the verandah of their little houses was re

stored to its natural colour. The sea became once more the

highest light in the landscape, the further cliffs were brown,

the trees showed a faint bloom of pushing buds and rising sap,

and glowed in the light of the afternoon sun near its setting.

Mrs. Shanks’ little drawing room was a good deal darkened

by its little verandah, but when the western sun shone in, as it

was doing, the shade of the little green roof was an advantage

even in winter; and it was so mild after the snow that the

window was open, and a thrush in a neighbouring shrub

bery had begun to perform a 5010 among the bushes, exactly,

as Mrs. Shanks said, like a fine singer invited for the enter

tainment of the guests.

“ It isn’t often you hear a roulade like that,” she said. “ I

consider Miss Sherlock was nothing to it.” Miss Sherlock

was a professional lady who had been paying a visit in Sliplin,

and who at afternoon teas and evening parties, being very kind

and ready to “oblige,” had turned the season into a musical

one, and provided for the people who were so kind as to in

vite her, an entertainment almost as cheap as that of the thrush

in Major Toogood’s shrubbery.

“I hope the poor thing has some crumbs,” said Miss Mild

may. “ I always took great pains to see that there was plenty

of bread well peppered put out for them during the snow.”

“ Was Miss Sherlock so very good? ” said Katherine. “ I

was unfortunate, I never heard her, even at her concert. Oh,

yes, I had tickets—but I did not go.”

“ That is just what we want to talk to you about, my dear
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Katherine. Fancy a great singer in Sliplin, and the Chi? not

represented, not a soul there. Oh, if poor dear Stella had but

been here, she would not have stayed away when there was

anything to see or hear.”

“ Yes, I am a poor creature in comparison," said Kathe

rine, “ but you know it isn’t nice to go to such places alone.”

“ If there was any need to go alone ! You know we would

have called for you_ in the midge any time; but that’s ridicu

lous for you with all your carriages ; it would have been more

appropriate for you to call for us. Another time, Katherine,

my dear ”

“ Oh, I know how kind you are ; it was not precisely for

want of some one to go with.”

“jane Shanks,” said Miss Mildmay, “what is the use of

pretences between us who have known the child all her life?

It is very well understood in Sliplin, Katherine, that there must

be some motive in your seclusion. You have some reason,

you cannot conceal it from us who know you, for shutting

yourself up as you do.”

“ What reason? Is it not a good enough reason that I am

alone now, and that to be reminded of it at every moment is—

oh, it is hard,” said Katherine, tears coming into her eyes.

“ It is almost more than I can bear.”

“Dear child! ” Mrs. Shanks said, patting her hand which

rested on the table. “ We shouldn’t worry her with questions,

should we? ” But there was no conviction in her tone, and

Katherine, though her self-pity was quite strong enough to

bring that harmless water to her eyes, was quite aware not only

that she did not seclude herself because of Stella, but also that

her friends were not in the least deceived.

“ I ask no questions,” said Miss Mildmay, “I hope I have

a head on my shoulders and a couple of eyes in it. I don’t

require information from Katherine! What I’ve got to say is

that she mustn’t do it. Most girls think very little of refusing

a man ; sometimes they continue good friends, sometimes they

don't. When a man sulks it shows he was much in earnest,

and is really a compliment. But to stay at home morning and
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night because there is a man in the town who is furious with

you for not marrying him; why, that’s a thing that is not to

be allowed to go on, not for a day ”

“ Nobody has any right to say that there is any man

whom—”

“ Oh, don’t redden up, Katherine, and flash your eyes at

me ! I have known you since you were that high, and I don't

care a brass button what you say. Do you think I don’t know

all about you, my dear? Do you think that there’s a thing

in Sliplin which I don’t know or Jane Shanks doesn’t know 1’

Bless us, what is the good of us, two old cats, as I know

you call us ”

“Miss Mildmay ! ” cried Katherine; but as it was per

fectly true, she stopped there and had not another word to

say. '

“Yes, that’s my name, and lzzr name is Mrs. Shanks; but

that makes no difference. We are the two old cats. I have

no doubt it was to Stella we owed the title, and I don’t hear

her any malice nor you either. Neither does Jane Shanks. We

like you, on the contrary, my dear; but if you think you can

throw dust in our eyes Why, there is the Rector’s voice

through the partition asking for me.”

“ Oh,” said Katherine, “ I must go, really I must go; this

is the time when papa likes me to go to him. I have stayed

too long, I really, really must go now-—”

“ Sit down, sit down, dear. It is only her fun. There is

nobody speaking through the partition. The idea! Sliplin

houses are not very well built, but I hope they are better than

that.”

“ I must have been mistaken,’ said Miss Mildmay grimly.

“I believe after all it is only Jane Shanks’ boy; he has a

very gruff manly voice, though he is such a little thing, and a

man’s voice is such a rarity in these parts that he deceives me.

Well, Katherine, the two old cats hear everything. If it does

not come to me it comes to her. My eyes are the sharpest,

I think, but she hears the best. You can’t take us in. We

know pretty well all that has happened to you, though you
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have been so very quiet about it. There was that young city

man whom you wouldn’t have, and I applaud you for it. But

he’ll make a match with somebody of much more consequence

than you. And then there is poor Mr. Stanley. The Stan

leys are as thankful to you as they can be, and well they may.

Why, it would have turned the whole place upside down. A

young very rich wife at the Rectory and the poor girls turned

out of doors. It just shows how little religion does for some

people.”

“Oh, stop! stop! ” cried Mrs. Shanks. “ What has his

religion to do with it? It’s not against any man’s religion to

fall in love with a nice girl.”

“ Please don’t say any more on this subject,” cried Kathe

rine; “if you think it’s a compliment to me to be fallen in

love with—by an old gentleman! But I never said a

word about the Rector. It is all one of your mistakes. You

do make mistakes sometimes, Miss Mildmay. You took little

Bobby’s voice for—a clergyman’s.” It gave more form to the

comparison to say a clergyman than merely a man.

“ So I did,” said Miss Mildmay, “that will always be

remembered against me; but you are not going to escape,

Katherine Tredgold, in that way. I shall go to your father,

if you don’t mind, and tell him everything, and that you are

shutting yourself up and seeing nobody, because of Well,

if it is not because of that, what is it? It is not becoming, it

is scarcely decent that a girl of your age should live so much

alone.”

“ Please let me go, Mrs. Shanks,” said Katherine. ' “ Why

should you upbraid me? I do the best I can; it is not my

fault if there is nobody to stand by me.”

“ We shall all stand by you, my dear,” said Mrs. Shanks,

following her to the door, “and Ruth Mildmay is never so

cross as she seems. We will stand by you, in the midge or

otherwise, wherever you want to go. At all times you may be

sure of us, Katherine, either Ruth Mildmay or me.”

But when the door was closed upon Katherine Mrs. Shanks

rushed back to the little drawing-room, now just sinking into
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greyness, the last ray of the sunset gone. “You see,” she

cried, “it’s all right, I to—”

But she was forestalled with a louder “ I told you so ! ” from

Miss Mildmay ; “ didn’t I always say it ? ” that lady concluded

triumphantly. Mrs. Shanks might begin the first, but it was

always her friend who secured the last word.

Katherine walked out into the still evening air, a little irri

tated, a little disgusted, and a little amused by the offer of these

two chaperons and the midge to take her about. She had to

walk through the High Street of Sliplin, and everybody was

out at that hour. She passed Charlotte Stanley with her port

folio under her arm, who would probably have rushed to her

and demanded a glance at the sketches even in the open road,

or that Katherine should go in with her to the stationer’s to

examine them at her ease on the counter ; but who passed now

with an awkward bow, having half crossed the road to get out

of her way, yet sending a wistful smile nevertheless across what

she herself would have called the middle distance. “ Now

what have I done to Charlotte ? ” Katherine said to herself.

If there was anyone who ought to applaud her, who ought to

be grateful to her, it was the Rector’s daughters. She went

on with a sort of rueful smile on her lips, and came up without

observing it to the big old landau, in which was seated Lady

Jane. Katherine was hurrying past with a bow, when she was

suddenly greeted from that unexpected quarter with a cry of

“ Katherine! where are you going so fast? ” which brought

her reluctantly back.

“ My dear Katherine ! what a long time it is since we have

met,” said Lady Jane.

“ Yes,” said Katherine sedately. “ That is very true, it is

a long time.” -

“ You mean to say it is my fault by that tone ! My dear,

you have more horses and carriages, and a great deal more time

and youth and all that than I. Why didn’t you come to see

me ? If you thought I was huffy or neglectful, why didn’t you

come and tell me so ? I should have thought that was the right

thing to do."
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“ I should not have thought it becoming,” cried Katherine,

astonished by this accost, “ from me to you. I am the young

est and far the humblest ”

“ Oh, fiddlesticks ! ” cried the elder lady, “ that’s not true

humility, that’s pride, my dear. I was an old friend 3 and

though poor dear Stella always put herself in the front, you

know it was you I liked best, Katherine. Well, when will you

come, now? Come and spend aday or two, which will be

extremely dull, for we’re all alone; but you can tell me of

Stella, as well as your own little affairs.”

“ I don’t know that I can leave papa,” Katherine said, with

a little remnant of that primness which had been her distinc

tion in Captain Scott’s eyes.

“ Nonsense! He will spare you to me,” said Lady Jane

with calm certainty. “Let me see, what day is this, Tues

day ? Then I will come for you on Saturday. You can send

over that famous little brougham with your maid and your

things, and keep it if you like, for we have scarcely anything

but dog-carts, except this hearse. Saturday 3 and don’t show

bad breeding by making any fuss about it,” Lady Jane said.

Katherine felt that the great lady was right, it would have

been bad breeding; and then her heart rose a little in spite of

herself at the thought of the large dull rooms at Steephill in

which there was no gilding, nor any attempt to look finer than

the most solid needs of life demanded, and where Lady Jane

conducted the affairs of life with a much higher hand than

any of the Sliplin ladies. After being so long shut up in Slip

lin, and now partly out of favour in it, the ways of Lady Jane

seemed bigger, the life more easy and less self-conscious, and

she consented with a little rising of her heart. She was a lit

tle surprised that Lady Jane, with her large voice, should have

shouted a cordial greeting to the doctor as he passed in his dog

cart. “ I am going to write to you,” she cried, nodding her

head at him ; but no doubt this was about some little ailment

in the nursery, for with Katherine, a young lady going on a

visit to Steephill, what could it have to do ?
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

THE doctor had made himself a very important feature in

Katherine’s life during those dull winter days. After the great

snowstorm, which was a thing by which events were dated for

long after, in the island, and which was almost coincident with

the catastrophe of the Rector ; he had become more frequent

in his visits to Mr. Tredgold and consequently to the tea~table

of Mr. Tredgold’s lonely daughter. While the snow lasted, and

all the atmospheric influences were at their worst, it stood to

reason that an asthmatical, rheumatical, gouty old man wanted

more looking after than usual ; and it was equally clear that a

girl alittle out of temper and out of patience with life, who

was disposed to shut herself up and retire from the usual

amusements of her kind, would also be much the better for the

invasion into her closed-up world of life and fresh air in the

shape of a vigorous and personable young man, who, if not

perhaps so secure in self-confidence and belief in his own fasci

nations as the handsome (if a little elderly) Rector, had not

generally been discouraged by the impression he knew himself

to have made. And Katherine had liked those visits, that was

undeniable; the expectation of making a cup of tea for the

doctor had been pleasant to her. The thought of his white

strong teeth and the bread and butter which she never got out

of her mind, was now amusing, not painful; she had seen him

so often making short work of the little thin slices provided for

her own entertainment. And he told her all that was go

ing on, and gave her pieces of advice which his profession

warranted. He got to know more of her tastes, and she more of

his in this way, than perhaps was the case with any two young

people in the entire island, and this in the most simple, the
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most natural way. If there began to get a whisper into the air

of Dr. Burnet’s devotion to his patient on the Cliff and its

possible consequences, that was chiefly because the doctor’s in

clinations had been suspected before by an observant public.

And indeed the episode of the Rector had afforded it too much

entertainment to leave the mind of Sliplin free for further re

mark in respect to Katherine and her proceedings. And Mr.

Tredgold’s asthma accounted for everything in those more fre

quent visits to the Cliff. All the same, it was impossible that

there should not be a degree of pleasant intimacy and much

self-revelation on both sides during these half hours, when,

wrapped in warmth and comfort and sweet society, Dr. Burnet

saw his dog-cart promenading outside in the snow or during the

deeper miseries of the thaw, with the contrast which enhances

present pleasure. He became himself more and more inter

ested in Katherine, his feelings towards her being quite genuine,

though perhaps enlivened by her prospects as an heiress. And

if there had not been that vague preoccupation in Katherine’s

mind concerning James Stanford, the recollection not so much

of him as of the many, many times she had thought of him, I

think it very probable indeed that she would have fallen in love

with the doctor ; indeed, there were moments when his image

pushed Stanford very close, almost making that misty hero give

way. He was a very misty hero, a shadow, an outline, indefi

nite, never having given much revelation of himself; and Dr.

Burnet was very definite, as clear as daylight, and in many

respects as satisfactory. It would have been very natural indeed

that the one should have efi‘aced the other.

Dr. Burnet did not knowanything of James Stanford. He

thought of Katherine as a little shy, a little cold, perhaps from

the persistent shade into which she had been cast by her sister,

unsusceptible as people say; but he did not at all despair of

moving her out of that calm. He had thought indeed that

there were indications of the internal frost yielding, before

his interview with Lady Jane. With Lady Jane’s help he

thought there was little doubt of success. But even that secu

rity made him cautious. It was evident that she was a girl
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with whom one must not attempt to go too fast. The Rector

had tried to carry the fort by a map de main, and he had per

ished ingloriously in the effort. Dr. Burnet drew himself in a

little after he acquired the knowledge of that event, determined

not to risk the same fate. He had continued his visits but he

had been careful to give them the most friendly, the least lover

like aspect, to arouse no alarms. When he received the salu

tation of Lady Jane in passing, and her promise that he should

hear from her, his sober heart gave a bound, which was reflected

unconsciously in the start of the mare making a dash forward

by means of some magnetism, it is to be supposed conveyed

to her by the reins from her master’s hand-so that he had to

exert himself suddenly with hand and whip to reduce her to

her ordinary pace again. If the manoeuvre had been intentional

it would have been clever as showing his skill and coolness in

the sight of his love and of his patroness. It had the same

effect not being intentional at all.

I am not sure either whether it was Lady Jane’s intention

to enhance the effect of Dr., Burnet by the extreme dulness of

the household background upon which she set him, so to

speak, to impress the mind of Katherine. There was no party

at Steephill. Sir John, though everything that was good and

kind, was dull; the tutor, who was a young man fresh from

the University, and no doubt might have been very intellect~

ual or very frivolous had there been anything to call either

gifts out, was dull also because of having little encouragement

to be anything else. Lady Jane indeed was not dull, but she

had no call upon her for any exertion; and the tone of the

house was humdrum beyond description. The old clergyman

dined habitually at Steephill on the Sunday evenings, and he

was duller still, though invested to Katherine with a little in

terest as the man who had officiated at her sister’s marriage.

But he could not be got to recall the circumstance distinctly,

nor to master the fact that this Miss Tredgold was so closely

related to the young lady whom he had made into Lady

Somers. “ Dear ! dear ! to think of that ! ” he had said when

the connection had been explained to him, but what he meant
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by that exclamation nobody knew. I think it very likely that

Lady Jane herself was not aware how dull her house was when

in entire repose, until she found it out by looking through the

eyes of a chance guest like Katherine. “ What in thunder did

you mean by bringing that poor girl here to bore her to death,

when there’s nobody in the house?” Sir John said, whose

voice was like a westerly gale. “ Really, Katherine, I did

not remember how deadly dull we were,” Lady Jane said

apologetically. “ It suits us well enough—Sir John and my

self; but it’s a shame to have asked you here when there’s

nobody in the house, as he says. And Sunday is the worst of

all, when you can’t have even your needlework to amuse you.

But there are some people coming to dinner to-morrow.”

Katherine did her best to express herself prettily, and I don’t

think even that she felt the dulness so much as she was sup

posed to do. The routine of a big family house, the machin

ery of meals and walks and drives and other Observances, the

children bursting in now and then, the tutor appearing from

time to time tremendously [01/1016 1'! faut, and keeping up his

equality, Sir John, not half so careful, rolling in from the in

spection of his stables or his turnips with a noisy salutation,

“ You come out with me after lunch, Miss Tredgold, and get

ablow over the downs, far better for you than keeping in

doors.” And then after that blow on the downs, afternoon

tea, and Mr. Montgomery rubbing his hands before the fire,

while he asked, without moving, whether he should hand the

kettle. All this was mildly amusing, in the proportion of its

dulness, for a little while. We none of us, or at least few of

us, feel heavily this dull pr0cession of the hours when it is our

own life ; when it is another’s, our perceptions are more clear.

“ But there are people coming to dinner to-morrow,” Lady

Jane said. There was something in the little nod she gave,

of satisfaction and knowingness, which Katherine did not un

derstand or attempt to understand. No idea of Dr. Burnet

was associated with Steephill. She was not aware that he was

on visiting terms there—he had told her that he attended the

servants’ hall—so that it was with a little start of surprise that,
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raising her eyes from a book she was looking at, she found him

standing before her, holding out his hand as the guests gath

ered before dinner. The party was from the neighbourhood

-—county, or, at least, country people—and when Dr. Burnet

was appointed to take Katherine in to dinner, that young

lady, though she knew the doctor so well and liked him so

much, did not feel that it was any great promotion. She

thought she might have had somebody newer, something that

belonged less to her own routine of existence, which is one of

the mistakes often made by very astute women of the world

like Lady Jane. There was young Fortescue, for instance, a

mere fox-hunting young squire, not half so agreeable as Dr.

Burnet, whom Katherine would have preferred. “ He is an

ass; he would not amuse her in the very least,” Lady Jane

had said. But Sir John, who was not clever at all, divined

that something new, though an ass, would have amused Kath

erine more. Besides, Lady Jane had her motives, which she

mentioned to nobody.

Dr. Burnet did the very best for himself that was possible.

He gave Katherine a report of her father, he told her the last

thing that had transpired at Sliplin since her departure, he in

formed her who all the people were at table, pleased to let her

see that he knew them all. “ That’s young Fortescue who

has just come in to his estate, and he promises to make ducks

and drakes of it,” Dr. Burnet said. Katherine looked across

the table at the young man thus described. She was not re

sponsible for him in any way, nor could it concern her if he

did make ducks and drakes of his estate, but she would have

preferred to make acquaintance with those specimens of the

absolutely unknown. A little feeling suddenly sprang up in

her heart against Dr. Burnet, because he was Dr. Burnet and

absolutely above reproach. She would have sighed for Dr.

Burnet, for his quick understanding and the abundance he had

to say, had she been seated at young Fortescue’s side.

After dinner, when she had talked a little to all the ladies

and had done her duty, Lady Jane caught Katherine's hand

and drew her to a seat beside herself, and then she beckoned
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toEDr. Burnet, who drew a chair in front of them and sat

down, bending forward till his head, Katherine thought, was

almost in Lady Jane’s lap. “ I want,” she said, “ Katherine,

to 'get Dr. Burnet on our side—to make him take up our dear

Stella’s interests as you do, my dear, and as in my uninfluen

tial way I should like to do too.”

“ How can Dr. Burnet take up Stella’s interests?” cried

Katherine, surprised and perhaps a little offended too.

“ My dear Katherine, a medical man has the most tremen

dous opportunitiesflall that the priest had in old times, and

something additional which belongs to himself. He can often

say a word when none of the rest of us would dare to do so.

I have immense trust in a medical man. He can bring people

together that have quarrelled, and—and influence wills, and——

do endless things. I always try to have the doctor on my

side.”

“ Miss Katherine knows,” said Dr. Burnet, trying to lead

out of the subject, for Lady Jane’s methods were entirely, on

this occasion, too straightforward, “that the medical man in

this case is always on her side. Does not Mrs. Swanson, Lady

Jane, sing very well? I have never heard her. I am not

very musical, but I love a song.”

“ Which is a sign that you are not musical. You are like

Sir John,” said Lady Jane, as if that was the worst that could

be said. “ Still, if that is what you mean, Dr. Burnet, you

can go and ask her, on my part. He is very much interested

in you all, I think, Katherine,” she added when he had de

parted on this mission. “We had a talk the other day-—

about you and Stella and the whole matter. I think, if he

ever had it in his power, that he would see justice done her,

as you would yourself.”

“ He is very friendly, I daresay,” said Katherine, “ but I

can’t imagine how he could ever have anything in his power.”

“There is no telling,” Lady Jane said. “I think he is

quite a disinterested man, if any such thing exists. Now, we

must be silent a little, for, of course, Mrs. Swanson is going to

sing; she is not likely to neglect an opportunity. She has a
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good voice, so far as that goes, but little training. It is just

the thing that pleases Sir john. And he has planted himself

between us and the piano, bless him! now we can go on with

our talk. Katherine, I don’t think you see how important it

is to surround your father with people who think the same as

we do about your poor sister.”

“No,” said Katherine, “it has not occurred to me,- my

father is not very open to influence.”

“ Then do you give up Stella’s cause? Do you really think

it is hopeless, Katherine ? ”

“ How could I think so? ” cried the girl with a keen tone

in her voice which, though she spoke low, was penetrating,

and to check which, Lady jane placed her hand on Kathe

rine’s hand and kept it there with a faint “shsh.” “You

know what I should instantly do,” she added, “if I ever had

it in my power.”

“Dear Katherine! but your husband might not see it in

that light.”

“ He should—or he should not be—my husband,” said

Katherine with a sudden blush. She raised her eyes unwilling

ly at this moment and caught the gaze of Dr. Burnet, who was

standing behind the great bulk of Sir John, but with his face

towards the ladies on the sofa. Katherine’s heart gave a little

bound, half of affright. She had looked at him and he at her

as she said the words. An answering gleam of expression, an

answering wave of colour, seemed to go over him (though he

could not possibly hear her) as she spoke. It was the first

time that this idea had been clearly suggested to her, but now

so simply, so potently, as if she were herself the author of

the suggestion. She was startled out of her self-possession.

“ Oh,” she cried with agitation, “ I like her voice ! I am like

Sir John ; let us listen to the singing.” Lady Jane nodded

her head, pressed Katherine’s hand, and did what was indeed

the first wise step she had taken, stepped as noiselessly as pos

sible to another corner, where, behind her fan, she could talk

to a friend more likely to respond to her sentiments and left

Dr. Burnet to take her place.
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“ Is this permitted ? It is too tempting to be lost,” he said

in a whisper, and then he too relapsed into silence and atten

tion. Katherine, I fear, did not get any clear impression of

the song. Her own words went through her head, involun~

tarily, as though she had touched some spring which went on

repeating them: “ My husbandmmy husband.” Her white

dress touched his blackness as he sat down beside her. She

drew away a little, her heart beating loudly, in alarm, mingled

with some other feeling which she could not understand, but

he did not say another word until the song was over, and all

the applause, and the moment of commotion in which the

singer returned to her seat, and the groups of the party changed

and mingled. Then he said suddenly, “ I hope you will not

think, Miss Katherine, that I desired Lady Jane to drag me

in head and shoulders to your family concerns. I never

should have been so presumptuous. I do trust you will believe

that.”

“ I never should have thought so, Dr. Burnet,” said Kath

erine, faltering with that commotion which was she hoped en

tirely within herself and apparent to no one. Then she added

as she assured her voice, “ It would not have been presumptu

ous. You know so much of us already, and of liar, and took

so much part ”

“ I am your faithful servant,” he said, “ready to be sent

on any errand, or t0" take any part you wish, but I do not

presume further than that.” Then he rose quickly, as one

who is moved by a sudden impulse. “ Miss Katherine, will

you let me take you to the conservatory to see Lady Jane’s

great aloe? They used to say it blossomed only once in a

hundred years.”

“ But that’s all nonsense, you know,” said Mr. Montgom

ery the tutor ; “ see them all about the Riviera at every corner.

Truth, they kill ’emselves when they’re about it."

“ Which comes to the same thing. Will you come ? ” said

Dr. Burnet, offering his arm.

“But, my dear fellow, Miss Tredgold has seen it three or

four times,” said this very unnecessary commentator.
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“ Never mind. She has not seen what I am going to show

her,” said the doctor with great self~possession. Lady Jane

followed them with her eyes as they went away into the long

conservatory, which was famous in the islands and full of lofty

palms and tropical foliage. Her middle-aged bosom owned a

little tremor ,' was he going to put it to her, then and there ?

Lady Jane had offered assistance, even co-operation, but this

prompt action took away her breath.

“ I should like to see the aloe, too,” said the lady by her

side.

“ SO you shall, presently,’ said Lady Jane, “ but we must

not make a move yet, for there is Lady Freshwater going to

sing. Mr. Montgomery, ask Lady Freshwater from me whether

she will not sing us one of her delightful French songs. She

has such expression, and they are all as light as air of course,

not serious music. Look at Sir John, he is pleased, but he

likes it better when it is English, and he can make out the

words. He is a constant amusement when he talks of music

—and he thinks he understands it, poor dear.”

She kept talking until she had watched Lady Freshwater to

the piano, and heard her begin. And then Lady Jane felt

herself entitled to a little rest. She kept one eye on the con

servatory to see that nobody interrupted the botanical exposi

tion which was no doubt going on there. Would he actually

propose—on the spot, all at once, with the very sound of the

conversation and of Lady Freshwater’s song in their ears?

Was it possible that a man should go so fast as that? Now

that it had come to this point Lady Jane began to get a little

compunctious, to ask herself whether she might not have done

better for Katherine than a country doctor, without distinc

tion, even though he might have a wealthy uncle and a family

place at his back ? Old Tredgold’s daughter was perhaps too

great a prize to be allowed to drop in that commonplace way.

On the other hand, if Lady Jane had exerted herself to get

Katherine a better match, was it likely that a man—if a man

of our filOlZdE—WOUI'II have consented to such an arrangement

about Stella as Dr. Burnet was willing to make ? If the fort

!
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une had been Stella’s, Lady Jane was quite certain that Char

lie Somers would have consented to no such settlement. And

after all, would not Katherine be really happier with a man

not too much out of her own mande, fitted for village life,

knowing all about her, and not likely to be ashamed of his

father-in-law? With this last argument she comforted her

heart.

And Katherine went into the conservatory to see the aloe,

which that malevolent tutor declared she had already seen so

often, with her heart beating rather uncomfortably, and her

hand upon Dr. Burnet’s arm.



CHAPTER XXIX.

BUT though Lady Jane had so fully made up her mind to it,

and awaited the result with so much excitement, and though

Katherine herself was thrilled with an uneasy consciousness, and

Dr. Burnet’s looks gave every sanction to the idea, he did not

on that evening under the tall aloe, which had begun to burst

the innumerable wrappings of its husk, in the Steephill conserv

atory, declare his love or ask Katherine to be his wife. I

cannot tell the reason why—I think there came over him a

chill alarm as to how he should get back if by any accident his

suit was unsuccessful. It was like the position which gave Mr.

Puff so much trouble in the Critz'r. He could not “exit

praying.” How was he to get off the stage? He caught the

eyes of an old lady who was seated near the conservatory door.

They were dull eyes, with little speculation in them, but they

gave a faint glare as the two young people passed ; and the

doctor asked himself with a shudder, How could he meet their

look when he came back if ? How indeed could he meet

anybody’s look—Lady Jane’s, who was his accomplice, and

who would be very severe upon him if he did not succeed, and

jolly Sir John’s, who would slap him on the shoulder and

shout at him in his big voice? His heart sank to his boots

when he found himself alone with the object of his affections

amid the rustling palms. He murmured something hurriedly

about something he wanted to say to her, but could not here,

where they were liable to interruption at any moment, and

then he burst into a display of information about the aloe

which was very astounding to Katherine. She listened, feeling

the occasion manqué, with a sensation of relief. I think it

quite probable that in the circumstances, and amid the tremor
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of sympathetic excitement derived from Lady Jane, and the

general tendency of the atmosphere, Katherine might have

accepted Dr. Burnet. She would probably have been sorry

afterwards, and in all probability it would have led to no

results, but I think she would have accepted him that evening

had he had the courage to put it to the touch ; and he, for his

part, would certainly have done it had he not been seized with

that tremor as to how he was to get off the stage.

He found it very difficult to explain this behaviour to Lady

Jane afterwards, who, though she did not actually ask the ques

tion, pressed him considerably about the botanical lecture he

had been giving.

“ I have sat through a French café [ham/ant song in your

interests, with all the airs and graces,” she said with a look of

disgust, “ to give you time.”

“ Yes, I know,” said Dr. Burnet—it was at the moment of

taking his leave, and he knew that he must soon escape, which

gave him a little courage—“ you have done everything for me

—you have been more than kind, Lady Jane.”

“ But if it is all to come to nothing, after I had taken the

trouble to arrange everything for you ! ”

“ It was too abrupt,” he said, “ and I funked it at the last.

How was I to get back under everybody’s eyes if it had not

come off? ”

“ It would have come off,” she said hurriedly, under her

breath, with a glance at Katherine. Then, in her usual very

audible voice, she said, “ Must you go so early, Dr. Burnet?

Then good-night ; and if your mare is fresh take care of the

turning at Eversfield Green.”

He did not know what this warning meant, and neither I

believe did she, though it was a nasty turning. And then he

drove away into the winter night, with a sense of having failed,

failed to himself and his own expectations, as well as to Lady

Jane’s. He had not certainly intended to take any decisive

step when he drove to Steephill, but yet he felt when he left it

that the occasion Was manqué, and that he had perhaps risked

everything by his lack of courage. This is not a pleasant
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thought to a man who is not generally at a loss in any circum

stances, and whose ways have generally, on the whole, been

prosperous and successful. He was a fool not to have put it to

the touch, to be frightened by an old lady’s dull eyes which

probably would have noticed nothing, or the stare of the com

pany which was occupied by its own affairs and need not have

suspected even that his were at a critical point. Had he been

a little bolder he might have been carrying home with him a

certainty which would have kept him warmer than any great

coat; but then, on the other hand, he might have been de

parting shamed and cast down, followed by the mocking

glances of that assembly, and with Rumour following after him

as it followed the exit of the Rector, breathing among all the

gossips that he had been rejected; upon which he congratu

lated himself that he had been prudent, that he had not ex

posed himself at least so far. Finally he began to wonder, with

a secret smile of superiority, how the Rector had got off the

scene ? Did he “ exit praying” ?—which would at least have

been suitable to his profession. The doctor smiled grimly

under his muffler; he would have laughed if it had not been

for jim by his side, who sat thinking of nothing, looking out

for the Sliplin lights and that turning about which Lady Jane

had warned his master. If it had not been for jim, indeed,

Dr. Burnet, though so good a driver, would have run the mare

into the bank of stones and roadmakers’ materials which had

been accumulated there for the repair of the road. “ Exit

praying” ?—no, the Rector, to judge from his present aspect

of irritated and wounded pride, could not have done that.

“ Exit cursing,” would have been more like it. The doctor

did burst into a little laugh as' he successfully steered round the

Eversfield corner, thanks to the observation of his groom, and

jim thought this was the reason of the laugh. At all events,

neither the praying nor the cursing had come yet for Dr.

Burnet, and he was not in any hurry. He said to himself that

he would go and pay old Tredgold a visit next morning, and

tell him of the dinner party at Steephill and see how the land

lay.
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I cannot tell whether Mr. Tredgold had any suspicion of

the motives which made his medical man so very attentive to

him, but he was always glad to see the doctor, who amused

him, and whose vigorous life and occupation it did the old

gentleman good to see.

“ Ah, doctor, you remind me of what I was when I was a

young man—always at it night and day. I didn’t care not a

ha’penny for pleasure ; work was pleasure for me—and makin’

money,” said the old man with a chuckle and a slap on the

pocket where, metaphorically, it was all stored.

“ You had the advantage over me, then,” the doctor said.

“ Why, you fellows must be coining money,” cried the

patient; “ a golden guinea for five minutes’ talk ; rich as

Creosote you doctors ought to grow-—once you get to the top

of the tree. Must be at the top 0’ the tree first, I’ll allow

known on ’Change, you know, and that sort of thing. You

should go in for royalties, doctor ; that’s the way to get

known.”

“ I should have no objection, Mr. Tredgold, you may be

sure, if the royalties would go in for me; but there are two

to be taken into account in such a bargain.”

“ Oh, that’s easily done,” said the old man. “ Stand by

when there’s some accident, doctor—there’s always accidents ;

and be on the spot at the proper time.”

“ Unless I were to hire someone to get up the accident

W0uld you go so far as to recommend that? ”

Old Tredgold laughed and resumed the former subject.

“So you took my Katie in to dinner? Well, I’m glad of

that. I don’t approve of young prodigals dangling about my

girls; they may save themselves "the trouble. I’ve let 'em

know my principles, I hope, strong enough. If I would not

give in to my little Stella, it stands to reason I won’t

for Kate. So my Lady Jane had best keep her fine gentlemen

to herself.”

“ You may make your mind quite easy, sir,” said the

doctor; “ there were nothing but county people, and very

heavy county people into the bargain.”

 

'
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“ County or town, I don’t think much of ’em,” said old

Tredgold; “ not unless they can table their money along

side of me; that’s my principle, Dr. Burnet—pound for

pound, or you don’t get a daughter of mine. It’s the only

safe principle. Girls are chiefly fools about money; though

Stella wasn’t, mind you—that girl was always a chip 0’ the old

block. Led astray, she was, by not believing I meant what I

said -- thought she could turn me round her little finger.

That’s what they all think,” he said with a chuckle, “till

they try—till they try.”

“ You see it is difficult to know until they do try,’ said

Dr. Burnet; “ and if you will excuse me saying it, Mr. Tred

gold, Miss Stella had every reason to think she could turn

you round her little finger. She had only to express a

wish—”

“ I don’t deny it,” said the old man with another chuckle

—“ I don’t deny it. Everything they like..--until they come

to separatin’ me from my money. I’ll spend on them as much

as any man ; but when it comes to settlin’, pound by pound——

you’ve heard it before.”

“ Oh yes, I’ve heard it before,” the doctor said with a half

groan, “ and I suppose there are very few men under the cir

cumstances--—’ ’

“ Plenty of men! Why there’s young Fred Turny——fine

young fellow—as flashy as you like with his rings and his pins,

good cricketer and all that, though I think it’s nonsense, and

keeps a young fellow off his business. Why, twice the man

that Somers fellow was! Had him down for Stella to look at,

and she as good as turned him out of the house. Oh, she was

an impudent one! Came down again the other day, on spec,

looking after Katie ; and bless you, she’s just as bad, hanker

ing after them military swells, too, without a copper. I’m glad

to know my Lady Jane understands what’s what and kept her

out of their way.”

“ There were only county people—young Fortescue, who

has a pretty estate, and myself.”

“ Oh, you don’t count,” said old Mr. Tredgold; “ we

1
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needn’t reckon you. Young Fortescue, eh? All land, no

money. Land’s a very bad investment in these days. I think

I’ll have nothing to do with young Fortescue. Far safer money

on the table; then you run no risks.”

“ Young Fortescue is not a candidate, I believe,” said Dr.

Burnet with a smile much against the grain.

“ A candidate for what ?—the county? I don’t take any

interest in politics except when they affect the market. Can

didate, bless you, they’re all candidates for a rich girl !

There’s not one of ’em, young or old, but thinks ‘ That girl

will have a lot money.’ Why, they tell me old Stanley—old

enough to be her father—has been after Katie, old fool ! ” the

old man said.

Dr. Burnet felt himself a little out of countenance. He

said, “ I do not believe, sir, for a moment, that the Rector,

if there is any truth in the rumour, was thinking of Miss

Katherine’s money.”

“Oh, tell that to the—moon, doctor! I know a little

better than that. Her money? why it’s her money every

body is thinking of. D’ye think my Lady Jane would pay

her such attention if it wasn’t for her money? I thought it

was all broken off along of Stella, but she thinks better luck

next time, I suppose. By George! ” cried the old man,

smiting the table with his fist, “ if she brings another young

rake to me, and thinks she’ll get over me By George,

doctor! I’ve left Stella to taste how she likes it, but I’d

turn the other one—that little white prOud Katie—out of my

house.” There was a moment during which the doctor held

himself ready for every emergency, for old Tredgold’s coun

tenance was crimson and his eyes staring. He calmed down,

however, quickly, having learned the lesson that agitation was

dangerous for his health, and with a softened voice said, “ You,

now, doctor, why don‘t you get married ? Always better for

a d0ctor to be married. The ladies like it, and you’d get on

twice as well with a nice wife.”

“Probably I should," said Dr. Burnet, “but perhaps, if

the lady happened to have any money ”

 

 

is
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“ Don’t take one without,” the old man interrupted.

“ I should be considered a fortune-hunter, and I shouldn’t

like that.”

“ Oh, you ! ” said Mr. Tredgold, “ you don’t count—

that’s another pair of shoes altogether. As for your young

Fortescue, I should just like to see him fork out, down upon

the table, thousand for thousand. If he can do that, he’s the

man for me.”

/ “ ‘ You don’t count ! ’ What did the old beggar mean by

that?” Dr. Burnet asked himself as he took the reins out of

Jim’s hand and drove away. Was it contempt, meaning that

the doctor was totally out of the question ? or was it by any

possibility an encouragement with the signification that he as

a' privileged person might be permitted to come in on differ

ent grounds ? In another man’s case Dr. Burnet would have

rejected the latter hypothesis with scorn, but in his own he

was not so sure. What was the meaning of that sudden soft

ening of tone, the suggestion, “ You, now, doctor, why don’t

you get married ? ” almost in the same breath with his denun

ciation of any imaginary pretender ? Why was he (Burnet) so

distinctly put in a different category P He rejected the idea

that this could mean anything favourable to himself, and then

he took it back again and caressed it, and began to think it

possible. You don’t count. Why shouldn’t he count? He

was not a spendthrift like Charlie Somers ; lze was not

all but bankrupt ; on the contrary, he was well-to-do and had

expectations. He was in abetter position than the young mili

tary swells whom Mr. Tredgold denounced ; he was far better

off than the Rector. Why shouldn’t he count? unless it was

meant that the rule about those pounds on the table, &c., did

not count where he was concerned, that he was to be reck

oned with from a different point of view. The reader may

think this was great folly on Dr. Burnet’s part, but when you

turn over anything a hundred times in your mind it is sure

to take new aspects not seen at first. And then Mr. Tred

gold’s words appeared to the doctor’s intelligence quite capa»

ble of a special interpretation. He was, as a. matter of fact,
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a much more important person to Mr. Tredgold than any

fashionable young swell who might demand Katherine in

marriage. He, the doctor, held in his hands, in a measure,

the thread of life and death. Old Tredgold’s life had not

a very enjoyable aspect to the rest of the world, but he liked

it, and did not want it to be shortened by a day. And the

doctor had great power over that. The old man believed in

him thoroughly—almost believed that so long as he was there

there was no reason why he should die. Was not that an ex

cellent reason for almost believing, certainly for allowing, that

he might want to make so important a person a member of

his family on terms very different from these which applied

to other people, who could have no effect upon his life and

comfort at all? “You don’t count!” Dr. Burnet had

quite convinced himself that this really meant all that he

could wish it to mean before he returned from his morning

round. He took up the question d plurz'eurs reprzk'es; after

every visit working out again and again the same line of ar

gument: You don’t count ; I look to you to keep me in

health, to prolong my life, to relieve me when I am in any

pain, and build me up when I get low, as you have done for

all these years ; you don’t count as the strangers do, you have

something to put down on the table opposite my gold—your

skill, your science, your art of prolonging life. To a man

like you things are dealt out by another measure. Was it very

foolish, very ridiculous, almost childish of Dr. Burnet? Per

haps it was, but he did not see it in that light.

He passed the Rector as he returned home, very late for his

hurried luncheon as doctors usually are, and he smiled with a

mixed sense of ridicule and compassion at the handsome clergy

man, who had not yet recovered his complacency or got over

that rending asunder of his amour prop”. Poor old fellow !

But it was very absurd of him to think that Katherine would

have anything to say to him with his grown-up children. And

a little while after, as he drove through the High Street, he saw

young Fortescue driving into the stablm at the Thatched House

Hotel, evidently with the intention of putting up there.
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“ Ah ! ” he said to himself, “ young Fortescue, another

candidate!” The doctor was no wiser than other people,

and did not consider that young Fortescue had been introduced

for the first time to Katherine 0n the previous night, and could

not possibly by any rule of likelihood be on his way to make

proposals to her father the next morning. This dawned upon

him after a while, and he laughed again aloud to the great

disturbance of the mind_ of Jim, who could not understand

why his master should laugh right out about nothing at all

twice on successive days. Was it possible that much learning

had made the doctor mad, or at least made him a little wrong

in the head ? And, indeed, excessive thinking on one subject

has, we all know, a tendency that way.



CHAPTER XXX.

LADY JANE gave Katherine a great deal of good advice before

she allowed her to return home. They talked much of Stella,

as was natural, and of the dreadful discovery it was to her to

find that after all she had no power over her father, and that

she must remain in India with her husband for the sake of the

mere living instead of returning home in triumph as she had

hoped, and going to court and having the advantage at once

of her little title and of her great fortune.

“ The worst is that she seems to have given up hope,” Lady

Jane said. “ I tell her that we all agreed we must give your

father a year; but she has quite made up her mind that he

never will relent at all.”

“ I am afraid I am of her opinion,” said Katherine ; “ not

while he lives. I hope indeed—that if he wereill—if he were

afraid of—-of anything happening—”

“ And you, of course, would be there to keep him up in his

good intentions, Katherine? Oh, don’t lose an opportunity!

And what a good thing for you to have a sensible understand

ing man like Dr. Burnet to stand by you. I am quite sure he

will do everything he can to bring your father to a proper

frame of mind.”

“If he had anything to do with it ! ” said Katherine a little

surprised.

“ A doctor, my dear, has always a great deal to do with it.

He takes the place that the priest used to take. The priest

you need not send for unless you like, but the doctor you

must have there. And I have known cases in which it

made all the difference“ with a good doctor who made a

point of standing up for justice. Dr. Burnet is a man of
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excellent character, not to speak of his feeling for you,

which I hope is apparent enough.”

“ Lady Jane! I don’t know what you mean.”

“ Well,” said Lady Jane with composure, “ there is no ac

counting for the opaqueness of girls in some circumstances.

You probably did not remark either, Katherine, the infatua

tion of that unfortunate Rector, which you should have done,

my dear, and stopped him before he came the length of a pro

posal, which is always humiliating to a man. But I was

speaking of the doctor. He takes a great interest in poor

Stella; he would always stand up for her in any circumstances,

and you may find him of great use with your father at any—

any crisis—which let us hope, however, will not occur for

many a long year.”

Lady Jane’s prayer was not, perhaps, very sincere. That

old Tredgold should continue to cumber the ground for many

years, and keep poor Stella out of her money, was the very re

verse of her desire; but the old man was a very tough old

man, and she was afraid it was very likely that it would be so.

“ I think,” said Katherine with a little heat, “ that it would

be well that neither Dr. Burnet nor any other stranger should

interfere.’ ’

“ I did not say interfere,” said Lady Jane; “ everything of

that kind should be done with delicacy. I only say that it

will be a great thing for you to have a good kind man within

reach in case of any emergency. Your father is, we all know,

an old man, and one can never tell what may happen—though

I think, for my part, that he is good for many years. Proba

bly you will yourself be married long before that, which I will

rejoice to see for my part. You have no relations to stand by

you, no uncle, or anything of that sort? I thought not; then,

my dear, I can only hope that you will find a good man ”

“ Thank you for the good wish,” said Katherine with a

laugh. “ I find it is a good man to look after Stella’s interests

rather than anything that will please me that my friends wish.’ ’

“ My dear,” said Lady Jane with a little severity, “ I should

not have expected such a speech from you. I have always
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thought a good quiet man of high principles would be far more

suitable for you than anything like Charlie Somers, for exam

ple. Charlie Somers is my own relation, but I’m bound to

say that if I proposed to him to secure to his sister-in-law half

of his wife’s fortune I shouldn’t expect a very gracious answer.

These sort of men are always so hungry for money—they have

such quantities of things to do with it. A plain man with

fewer needs and more consideration for others—— Katherine,

don’t think me interested for Stella only. You know I like

her, as well as feeling partly responsible; but you also know,

my dear, that of the two I always preferred you.”

“ You are very kind,” said Katherine ; but she was not

grateful—there was no efusz'an in her manner. Many girls

would have thrown themselves upon Lady Jane’s neck with an

enthusiasm of response. But this did not occur to Katherine,

nor did she feel the gratitude which she did not express.

“ And I should like, I confess, to see you happily married,

my dear,” said Lady Jane impressively. “I don’t think 1

know any girl whom I should be more glad to see settled ; but

don’t turn away from an honest, plain man. That is the sort

of man that suits a girl like you best. You are not a butterfly,

and your husband shouldn’t be of the butterfly kind. A but

terfly man is a dreadful creature, Katherine, when he outgrows

his season and gets old. There’s Algy Scott, for example, my

own cousin, who admired you very much—you would tire of

him in a week, my dear, or any of his kind ,' they would bore

you to death in ten days.”

“ I have no desire, Lady Jane, to try how long it would

take to be bored to death by—”

“ And you are very wise,” Lady Jane said. “ Come and

let’s look at the aloe and see how much it has unfolded

since that night. And is it quite certain, Katherine, that you

must go to-morrow? Well, you have had a very dull visit,

and I have done nothing but bore you with my dull advice.

But Sir John will be broken~hearted to lose you, and you will

always find the warmest welcome at Steephill. Friends are

friends, my clear, however dull they may be,”
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Katherine went home with her whole being in a state of

animation, which is always a good thing for the mind even

when it is produced by disagreeable events. The spirit of

men, and naturally of women also, is apt to get stagnant in'an

undisturbed routine, and this had been happening to her day

by day in the home life which so many things had concurred

to make motionless. The loss of Stella, the double break with

society, in the first place on that account, in the second be

cause of the Rector, her partial separation from Steephill on

one side and from the village on the other, had been, as it

were, so many breakages of existence to Katherine, who had

not suflicient initiative or sufficient position to make any centre

for herself. Now the ice that had been gathered over her was

broken in a multitude of pieces, if not very agreeably, yet

with advantage to her mind. Katherine reflected with no small

sense of contrariety and injustice of the continued comparison

with Stella which apparently was to weigh down all her life.

Lady Jane had invited her, not for her own attractiveness—

though she did not doubt that Lady Jane’s real sentiment at

bottom was, as she said, one of partiality for Katherine—but

to be put into the way she should go in respect to Stella and

kept up to her duty. That Stella should not suffer, that she

should eventually be secured in her fortune, that was the object

of all her friends. It was because he would be favourable to

Stella that Lady Jane had thrust Dr. Burnet upon her, indi

cating him almost by name, forcing her, as it were, into his

arms. Did Dr. Burnet in the same way consider that he was

acting in Stella’s interests when he made himself agreeable to

her sister? Katherine’s heart—a little wounded, sore, morti

fied in pride and generosity (as if she required to be pushed

on, to be excited and pricked up into action for Stella!)—

seemed for a moment half disposed to throw itself on the other

side, to call back the Rector, who would probably think it

right that Stella should be punished for her disobedience, or

to set up an immovable front as an unmarried woman, adopt

ing that rfile which has become so common now-a-days. She

would, she felt, have nobody recommended to her for her hus
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band whose chief characteristic was that he would take care of

Stella. It was an insult to herself. She would marry nobody

at second-hand on Stella’s account. Better, far better, marry

nobody at all, which was certainly her present inclination, and

so be free to do for Stella, when the time came, what she had

always intended, of her own accord and without intervention.

I think all the same that Lady Jane was quite right, and

that the butterfly kind of man —the gallant, gay Algy or any

of his fellows—would have been quite out 'of Katherine’s way;

also that a man like Dr. Burnet would have been much in her

way. But to Katherine these calculations seemed all, more or

less, insulting. Why an elderly clergyman with a grown~up

family should suppose himself to be on an equality with her, a

girl of twenty-three, and entitled to make her an offer, so very

much at second-hand, of his heart and home, which was too

full already ; and why, in default of him, a country practi

tioner with no particular gifts or distinction should be con~

sidered the right thing for Katherine, gave her an angry sense

of antagonism to the world. This, then, was all she was sup

posed to be good for—the humdrum country life, the hum

drum, useful wife of such a man. And that everything that

was pleasant and amusing and extravagant and brilliant should

go to Stella: that was the award of the world. Katherine felt

very angry as she drove home. She had no inclination

towards any “military swell.” She did not admire her

brother-in-law nor his kind ; she (on the whole) liked Dr.

Burnet, and had a great respect for his profession and his

much-occupied, laborious, honourable life. But to have her

self set down beforehand as a fit mate only for the doctor or

the clergyman, this was what annoyed the visionary young

person, whose dreams had never been reduced to anything

material, except perhaps that vague figure of James Stanford,

who was nobody, and whom she scarcely knew !

Yet all this shaking up did Katherine good. If she had

been more pleasantly moved she would perhaps scarcely have

been so effectually startled out of the deadening routine of her

life. The process was not pleasant at all, but it made her
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blood course more quickly through her veins, and quickened

her pulses and cleared her head. She was received by her

father without much emotion—with the usual chuckle and

“ Here you are l” which was his most affectionate greeting.

“ Well, so you’ve got home,” he said. “ Find home more

comfortable on the whole, eh, Katie? Better fires, better

cooking, more light, eh? I thought you would. These grand

folks, they have to save on something ; here you’re stinted in

nothing. Makes a difference, I can tell you, in life."

“I don’t think there is much stinting in anything, papa, at

Steephill.”

“ Not for the dinner party, perhaps. I never hold with

dinner parties. They don’t suit me ; sitting down to a large

meal when you ought to be thinking of your bed. But Sir

John puts his best foot forward, eh, for that? Saves up the

grapes, I shouldn’t wonder, till they go bad, for one blow-out,

instead of eating ’em when he wants ’em, like we do, every

day.”

This speech restored the equilibrium of Katherine’s mind

by turning the balance of wit to the other side.

“ You are not at all just to Sir John, papa. You never are

when you don’t know people. He is very honest and kind,

and takes very little trouble about his dinner parties. They

were both very kind to me.”

“ Asked young Fortescue to meet you, I hear. A young

fellow with a lot of poor land and no money. Meaning to

try me on another tack this time, I suppose. Not if he had a

hundred miles of downs, Katie ; you remember that. Land's

a confounded bad investment. None of your encumbered

estates for me.”

“ You need not distress yourself, papa. I never spoke to

Mr. Fortescue,” said Katherine.

There was a little offence in her tone. She had not for

given Lady Jane for the fact that Mr. Fortescue, the only

young man of the party, had not been allotted to her for din

ner, as she felt would have been the right thing. Katherine

thought him very red in the face, weatherbeaten, and dull
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so far as appearances went ; but she was piqued and offended

at having been deprived of her rights. Did Lady Jane not

think her good enough, par example, for young Fortescue?

And her tone betrayed her, if Mr. Tredgold had taken any

trouble to observe her tone.

“He need not come here to throw dust in my eyes—

that’s all,” said the old man. “ I want none of your landed

fellows—beggars! with more to give out than they have com

ing in. No ; the man that can put down his money on the

table—”

“Don’t you think I have heard enough of your money

down on the table? ” said Katherine, very red and uncom

fortable. “ No one is likely to trouble you about me, papa,

so we may leave the money alone, on the table or off it.”

“ I’m not so sure about that. There’s young Fred Turny

would like nothing better. And a capital fellow that. Plenty

of his own, and going into all the best society, and titled

ladies flinging themselves at his head. Mind you, I don’t

know if you keep shilly-shallying, whether he’ll stand it long

—a young fellow like that.”

“ He knows very well there is no shilly-shallying about

me,” said Katherine.

And she left her father’s room thinking within herself that

though Lady Jane’s way of recommending a plain man was

not pleasant, yet the other way was worse. Fred Turny, it

was certain, would not hear of dividing his wife’s fortune

with her sister, should her father’s will give it all to herself;

neither would Charlie Somers, Lady Jane assured her. Would

Dr. Burnet do this ? Katherine, possessed for the moment of

a prejudice against the doctor, doubted, though that was the

ground on which he was recommended. Would any man do

so? There was one man she thought (of whom she knew

nothing) who would; who cared nothing about the money;

whose heart had chosen herself while Stella was there in all

her superior attractions. Katherine felt that this man, of

whom she had seen so little, who had been out of the country

for nearly four years, from whom she had never received a
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letter, and scarcely even could call to mind anything he had

ever said to her, was the one man whom she could trust in all

the world.

Dr. Burnet came that afternoon, as it was his usual day

for visiting Mr. Tredgold. He was very particular in keep

ing to his days. It was a beautiful spring-like afternoon,

and the borders round the house were full of crocuses, yel

low and blue and white. The window was open in Kathe

rine’s corner, and all the landscape outside bright with the

westering light.

“ What a difference,” he said, “ from that snowstorm—

do you remember the snowstorm? It is in this way an era

for me—as, indeed, it was in the whole island. We all begin

to date by it: before the snowstorm, or at the time of the

snowstorm. ’ ’

“ I wonder,” said Katherine, scarcely conscious of what

she was saying, “ why it was an era to you P ”

“ Ah, that I cannot tell you now. I will, perhaps, if you

will let me, sometime. Come out and look at the crocuses.

This is just the moment, before the sun goes down.”

“ Yes, they shut when the sun goes down,” Katherine said,

stepping out from the window.

The air had all the balm of spring, and the crocuses were all

the colours of hope. It is delightful to come out of winter

into the first gleam of the reviving year.

“ We are nothing if not botanica ,” said the doctor.

“ You remember the aloe. It is a fine thing but it is melan

choly, for its blossoming is its death. It is like the old fable

of the phoenix. When the new comes the old dies. And a

very good thing too if we did not put our ridiculous human

sentiment into everything.”

“ Do you think human sentiment is ridiculous? ” said

Katherine, half disposed to back him up, half to argue it out.

“Of course I don’t! ” said the doctor with vehemence;

and then he laughed and said, “ We are talking like a book.

But I am glad you went to Steephill ; there is not any such

sentiment there.”
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“ Do you think, then, I am liable to be attacked by fits of

sentiment? I don’t think so,” she said, and then she in

vited the doctor to leave the crocuses and to come in to tea.

I think it was that day that Dr. Burnet informed Katherine

that her father had symptoms of illness more or less serious.

He hoped that he might be able to stave off their develop

ment, and Mr. Tredgold might yet have many years of toler

able health before him. “ But if I am right,” he said, “I

fear he will not have the calm life he has had. He will be

likely to have sudden attacks, and suffer a good deal, from time

to time. I will always be at hand, of course, and ready night

and day. And, as I tell you, great alleviations are possible.

I quite hope there will be many intervals of comfort. But, on

the other hand, a catastrophe is equally possible. If he has

any affairs to attend to, it would perhaps be—a good thing—

if he could be persuaded to—look after them, as a matter of

prudence, without giving him any alarm."

Such an intimation makes the heart beat of those to whom

the angel of death is thus suddenly revealed hovering over

their home; even when there is no special love or loss in

volved. The bond between Mr. Tredgold and his children

was not very tender or delicate, and yet he was her father.

Katherine’s heart for a moment seemed to stand still. The

colour went out of her face, and the eyes which she turned

with an appealing gaze to the doctor filled with tears.

“ Oh, Dr. Burnet! ” she said.

“ Don’t be alarmed ; there is nothing to call for any imme

diate apprehension. It is only if you want to procure any

modification-pany change in a will, or detail of that kind.”

“ You mean about Stella,” she said. “ I don’t know what

he has done about Stella; he never tells me anything. Is it

necessary to trouble him, doctor? If he has not changed his

will it will be all right ; if he has destroyed it without making

another it will still be all right, for some one told me that in

that case we should share alike—is that the law? Then no

harm can come to Stella. Oh, that we should be discussing

in this calm way what might happen—after! ” Two big
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tears fell from Katherine’s eyes. “ If the worst were to hap

pen even,” she said ; “ if Stella were left out—it would still

be all right, doctor, so long as I was there to see justice

donef’

“ Dear Katherine ! ” he said, just touching her hand for a

moment. She scarcely perceived in her agitation that he had

left out the prefix, and the look which he gave her made no

impression on her preoccupied mind. “You will remember,”

he said, “ that I am to be called instantly if anything unusual

happens, and that I shall always be ready—to do the best I

can for him, and to stand by you—to the end.”



CHAPTER XXXI.

Tr-rrs made again a delay in Dr. Burnet’s plans. You cannot

begin to make love to a girl when you have just told her of

the serious illness, not likely to end in anything but death,

which is hovering over her father. It is true that old Tred

gold was not, could not, be the object of any passionate devo

tion on the part of his daughter. But even when the tie is so

slight that, once broken, it has but a small effect on life, yet

the prospect of that breaking is always appalling, more or less

worse than the event itself. All that a man can say in such

circumstances, Dr. Burnet said—that he would be at her ser

vice night or day, that everything he could do or think of he

would do, and stand by her to the last. That was far more

appropriate than professions of love, and it was a little trying

to him to find that she had not even noticed how he looked at

her, or that he said, “ Dear Katherine ! ” which, to be sure,

he had no right to say. She was not even aware of it ! which

is discouraging to a man.

Dr. Burnet was a good doctor, he knew what he was about ;

and it was not long before his prophecy came true. Mr. Tred

gold was seized with an alarming attack in the spring, which

brought him to the very verge of the grave, and from which at

one time it was not expected he would ever rally. The old

man was very ill, but very strong in spirit, and fought with

his disease like a lion ; one would have said a good old man

to see him lying there with no apparent trouble on his mind,

nothing to pre-occupy time or draw him away from the imme

diate necessity of battling for his life, which he did with a

courage worthy of a better cause. His coolness, his self-pos

session, his readiness to second every remedy, and give himself
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every chance, was the admiration of the watchers, doctors, and

nurses alike, who were all on the alert to help him, and con

quer the enemy. Could there be a better cause than fighting

for your life ? Not one at least of more intimate interest for

the combatant; though whether it is worth so much trouble

when a man is over seventy, and can look forward to nothing

better than the existence of an invalid, is a question which

might well be debated. Mr. Tredgold, however, had no

doubt on the subject. He knew that he possessed in this life a

great many things he liked—what he would have in another

he had very little idea. Probably, according to all that he

had ever heard, there would be no money there, and if any

difference between the beggar and the rich man, a difference

in favour of the former. He did not at all desire to enter into

that state of affairs. And the curious thing was that it could

never be discovered that he had anything on his mind. He

did not ask for Stella, as the large circle of watchers outside

who read the bulletins at the lodge, and discussed the whole

matter with the greatest interest, feeling it to be as good as a

play, fondly hoped. He never said a word that could be con

strued into a wish for her, never, indeed, mentioned her name.

He did not even desire to have Katherine by him, it was said ;

he preferred the nurses, saying in his characteristic way that

they were paid for it, that it was their business, and that he

never in anything cared for amateurs; he said amateurs, as

was natural, and it was exactly the sentiment which everybody

had expected from Mr. Tredgold. But never to ask for Stella,

never to call upon her at his worst moment, never to be troub

led by any thought of injustice done to her, that was the ex

traordinary thing which the community could not understand.

Most people had expected a tragic scene of remorse, telegrams

flying over land and sea, at the cost of a sovereign a word-—

but what was that to Mr. Tredgold P—calling Stella home.

The good people were confounded to hear, day by day, that

no telegram had been sent. It would have been a distinction

for the little post-office in Sliplin to have a telegram of such a

character to transmit to India. The postmistress awaited,
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feeling as if she were an inferior, but still very important, per

sonage in the play, attending her call to go on. But the call

never came. When the patient was at his worst various ladies

in the place, and I need not say Mrs. Shanks and Miss Mild

may, had many whispered conferences with the people at the

post. “ N0 telegram yet? Is it possible ? ”

“ No, indeed, ma’am, not a word.”

“ I wonder at you for expecting it now,” cried Miss Mild

may, angry at the failure of all those hopes which she had en

tertained as warmly as anyone. “ What use would it be.

She couldn’t come now ; he’ll be gone, poor man, weeks and

weeks before Stella could be here.”

But Mr. Tredgold did not go, and then it began to be un

derstood that he never meant nor expected to go, and that this

was the reason why he did not diSturb himself about Stella.

The spectators were half satisfied, yet half aggrieved, by this

conclusion, and felt, as he got slowly better, that they had

been cheated out of their play ; however, he was an old man,

and the doctor shook his head over all the triumphant accounts

of his recovery which were made in the local papers; and

there was yet hope of a tragedy preceded by a reconciliation,

and the restoration of Stella to all her rights. Dr. Burnet was,

throughout the whole illness, beyond praise. He was at the

Cliff at every available moment, watching every symptom.

Not a day elapsed that he did not see Katherine two or three

times to console her about her father, or to explain anything

new that had occurred. They were together so much that

some people said they looked as if they had been not only

lovers but married for years, so complete seemed their confi

dence in each other and the way they understood each other.

A glance at Dr. Burnet’s face was enough for Katherine. She

knew what it meant without another word ; while he divined

her anxiety, her apprehensions, her depression, as the long

days went on without any need of explanation. “ As soon as

the old man is well enough there will, of course, be a mar

riage,” it was generally said. “And, of course, the doctor

will go and live there,” said Mrs. Shanks, “such a comfort

19
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to have the doctor always on the spot—and what a happy thing

for poor Mr. Tredgold that it should be his son-in-law—a mem

ber of his family.”

“ Mr. Tredgold will never have a son-in-law in his house,”

said Miss Mildmay, “if Katherine is expecting that she is

reckoning without her father. I don’t believe tkal will ever

be a marriage whatever you may say. What! send off Sir

Charles Somers, a man with something at least to show for

himself, and take in Dr. Burnet? I think, Jane Shanks, that

you must be off your head ! ”

“ Sir Charles Somers could never have been of any use to

poor, dear Mr. Tredgold,” said Mrs. Shanks, a little abashed,

“ and Dr. Burnet is. What a difference that makes ! ”

“ It may make a difference—but it will not make that dif

ference; and I shouldn't like myself to be attended by my

son-in-law,” said the other lady. “ He might give you a little

pinch of something at a critical moment ; or he might change

your medicine; or he might take away a pillow—you can’t tell

the things that a doctor might do—which could never be

taken hold of, and yet ”

“ Ruth Mildmay ! " cried Mrs. Shanks, “ for shame of your

self, do you think Dr. Burnet would murder the man?”

“ No; I don’t think he would murder the man,” said Miss

Mildmay decidedly, but there was an inscrutable look in her

face, “there are many ways of doing a thing,” she said,

nodding her head to herself.

It appeared, however, that this time at least Dr. Burnet was

not going to have the chance, whether he would have availed

himself of it or not. Mr. Tredgold got better. He came

round gradually, to the surprise of everybody but himself.

When he was first able to go out in his bath chair he explained

the matter to the kind friends who hastened to congratulate

him, in the most easy way. “ You all thought I was going to

give in this time,” he said, “but I never meant to give in.

Nothing like making up your mind to it. Ask the doctor. I

said from the beginning, ‘ I ain’t going to die this bout, don’t

you think it.’ He thought difl'erent ; ignorant pack, doetors,
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not one of ’em knows a thing. Ask him. He’ll tell you it

wasn’t him a bit, nor his drugs neither, but me as made up

my mind.”

The doctor had met the little procession and was walking

along by Mr. Tredgold’s chair. He laughed and nodded his

head in reply, “ Oh yes, he is quite right. Pluck and deter

mination are more than half of the battle,” he said. He

looked across the old man’s chair to Katherine on the other

side, who said hastily: “ I don’t know what we should have

done without Dr. Burnet, papa.”

“ Oh, that’s all very well,” said old Tredgold. “ Pay each

other compliments, that’s all right. He’ll say, perhaps, I’d

have been dead without your nursing, Katie. Not a bit of it !

Always prefer a woman that is paid for what she does and

knows her duty. Yes, here I am, Rector, getting all right, in

spite of physic and doctors—as I always meant to do.”

“ By the blessing of God,” said the Rector, with great so

lemnity. He had met the group unawares round a corner, and

to see Burnet and Katherine together, triumphant, in sight of

all the world, was bitter to the injured man. That this com

mon country doctor should be preferred to himself added an

additional insult, and he would have gone a mile round rather

than meet the procession. Being thus, however, unable to help

himself, the Rector grew imposing beyond anything that had

ever been seen of him. He looked a Bishop, at least, as he

stood putting forth no benediction, but a severe assertion that

belied the words. “ By the blessing of God,” he said.

“ Oh! ” said old Mr. Tredgold, taken aback. “ Oh yes,

that’s what you say. I don’t mean to set myself against that.

Never know, though, do you, how it’s coming—queer thing

to reckon on. But anyhow, here I am, and ten pounds for

the poor, Rector, if you like, to show as I don’t go against

that view.”

“ I hope the improvement will continue,” the Rector said,

with his nose in the air. “ Good morning, Miss Katherine, I

congratulate you with all my heart.”

On what did he congratulate her? The doctor, though his
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complexion was not delicate, coloured high, and so did Kath

erine, without knowing exactly what was the reason ; and

Sliplin, drawing its own conclusions, looked on. The only

indifferent person was Mr. Tredgold, always sure of his own

intentions and little concerned by those of others, to whom

blushes were of as little importance as any other insignificant

trifles which did not affect himself.

It was perhaps this little incident which settled the question

in the mind of the community. The Rector had congratulated

the pair in open day ; then, of course, the conclusion was clear

that all the preliminaries were over—that they were engaged,

and that Mr. Tredgold, who had rejected Sir Charles Somers,

was really going to accept the doctor. The Rector, who,

without meaning it, thus confirmed and established everything

that had been mere imagination up to this time, believed it

himself with all the virulence of an injured man. And Kath

erine, when Dr. Burnet had departed on his rounds and she

was left to accompany her father home, almost believed herself

that it 'must be true. He had said nothing to her which could

be called a definite proposal, and she had certainly given no

acceptance, no consent to anything of the kind, yet it was not

impossible that without any intention, without any words, she

had tacitly permitted that this should be. Looking back, it

seemed to her, that indeed they had been always together during

these recent days, and a great many things had passed between

them in their meetings by her father’s bedside, outside his

door, or in the hall, at all times of the night and day. And

perhaps a significance might be given to words which she had

not attached to them. She was a little alarmed—confused—

not knowing what had happened. She had met his eyes full

of an intelligence which she did not feel that she shared, and

she had seen him redden and herself had felt a hot colour flush

ing to her face. She did not know why she blushed. It was

not for Dr. Burnet; it was from the Rector’s look—angry, half

malignant, full of scornful meaning. “ I congratulate you! ”

Was that what it meant, and that this thing had really hap

pened which had been floating in the air so long?
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When she returned to the Cliff, Katherine did not go in,

but went along the edge of the path, as she had done so often

when she had anything in her mind. All her thinkings

had taken place there in the days when she had often felt

lonely and “ out of it,” when Stella was in the ascendant and

everything had rolled on in accordance with her lively views.

She had gone there with so many people to show them “ the

view,” who cared nothing for the view, and had lingered

afterwards while they returned to more noisy joys, to think

with a little sigh that there was someone in the world, though

she knew not where, who might have preferred to linger with

her, but had been sent away from her, never to be seen more.

And then there had been the night of Stella’s escapade in the

little yacht, and then of Stella’s second flight with her hus

band, and of many a day beside when Katherine’s heart had

been too full to remain quietly indoors, and when the space,

the sky, the sea, had been her consolers. She went there

now, and with a languor which was half of the mind and

half of the body walked up and down the familiar way. The

tamarisks were beginning to show a little pink flush against

the sea. It was not warm enough yet to develop the blossom

wholly, but yet it showed with a tinge of colour against the

blue, and all the flowering shrubs were coming into blossom

and flowers were in every crevice of the rocks. It was the

very end of April when it is verging into May, and the air

was soft and full of the sweetness of the spring.

But Katherine’s mind was occupied with other things.

She thought of Dr. Burnet and whether it was true that she

was betrothed to him and would marry him and have him for

her companion always from this time forth. Was it true?

She asked herself the question as if it had been someone else,

some other girl of whom she had heard this, but almost with

less interest than if it had been another girl. She would, in

deed, scarcely have been moved had she heard that the doctor

had been engaged to Charlotte Stanley or to anyone elsein the

neighbourhood. Was it true that it was she, Katherine Tred

gold, who was engaged to him? The Rector’s fierce look
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had made her blush, but she did not blush now when she

thought over this question alone. Was she going to marry

Dr. Burnet? Katherine felt indifferent about it, as if she did

not care. He would be useful to papa; he would be a friend

to Stella—he would not oppose her in anything she might do

for her sister. Why not he as well as another? It did not

seem to matter so very much, though she had once thought,

as girls do, that it mattered a great deal. There was Char

lie Somers, for whom (though without intending it) Stella

had sacrificed everything. Was he better worth than Dr.

Burnet ? Certainly, no. Why not, then, Dr. Burnet as well

as another? Katherine said to herself. It was curious how

little emotion she felt—her heart did not beat quicker, her

breath came with a kind of languid calm. There were no

particular objections that she knew of. He was a good

man ; there was nothing against him. Few country doctors

were so well bred, and scarcely anyone so kind. His appear

ance was not against him either. These were all negatives,

but they seemed to give her a certain satisfaction in the

weariness of soul. Nothing against him, not even in her own

mind. On the contrary, she approved of Dr. Burnet. He

was kind, not only to her, but to all. He spared no trouble

for his patients, and would face the storm, hurrying out in the

middle of the night for any suffering person who sent for him

without hesitation or delay. Who else could say the same

thing ? Perhaps the Rector would do it too if he were called

upon. But Katherine was not dispOsed to discuss with

herself the Rector’s excellencies, whereas it seemed necessary

to put before herself, though languidly, all that she had heard

to the advantage of the doctor. And how many good things

she had heard! Everybody spoke well of him, from the

poorest people up to Lady Jane, who had as good as pointed

him out in so many words as the man whom Katherine should

marry. Was she about to marry him? Had it somehow

been all settled?—though she could not recollect how or

when.

She was tired by the long strain of her father’s illness, not
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so much by absolute nursing, though she had taken her share

of that (but Mr. Tredgold, as has been said, preferred a nurse

who was paid for her work on the ordinary business principle),

as by the lengthened tension of mind and body, the waiting

and watching and suspense. This no doubt was one great

reason for her languid, almost passive. condition. Had Dr.

Burnet spoken then she would have acquiesced quite calmly,

and indeed she was not at all sure whether it might not have

so happened already.

So she pursued her musing with her face towards the lawn

and the shrubberies. But when Katherine turned to go back

along the edge of the cliff towards the house, her eyes, as she

raised them, were suddenly struck almost as by a blow, by the

great breadth of the sea and the sky, the moving line of the

coast, the faint undulation of the waves, the clouds upon the

horizon white in flakes of snowy vapour against the un

ruffled blue. It was almost as if someone had suddenly

stretched a visionary hand out of the distance, and struck

her lightly, quickly, to bring her back to herself. She stood

still for a moment with a shiver, confused, astonished,

awakened—and then shook herself as if to shake something,

some band, some chain, some veil that had been wound

round her, away.



CHAPTER XXXII.

BUT whether the result of this awaking would have told for

anything in Katherine’s life had it not been for another inci

dent which happened shortly after, it would be impossible to

say. She forgot the impression of that sudden stroke of

nature, and when she went back to her father, who was a little

excited by his first outing, there revived again so strong an

impression of the need there was of the doctor and his care,

and the importance of his position in the house as a sort of

deur ex mac/rind, always ready to be appealed to and to per

form miracles at pleasure, that the former state of acquiescence

in whatever he might demand as the price of his services,

came back strongly to her mind, and the possibility was that

there would have been no hesitation on her part, though no

enthusiasm, had he seized the opportunity during one of the

days of that week, and put his fate to the touch. But a number

of small incidents supervened; and there is a kind of luxury

in delay in these circumstances which gains upon a man, the

pleasure of the unacknowledged, the delightful sense of feeling

that he is sure of a favourable response, without all the respon

sibilities which a favourable response immediately brings into

being. The moment that he asked and Katherine consented,

there would be the father to face, and all the practical diffi

culties of the position to be met. He would have to take

“ the bull by the horns.” This is a very different thing from

those preliminaries, exciting but delightful, which form the

first step. To declare your sentiments to the girl you love,

to receive that assent and answering confession of which you

are almost sure—only so much uncertainty in it as makes the

moment thrilling with an alarm and timidity which is more
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sweet than confidence. That is one thing ; but what follows

is quite another; the doctor a little “ funked,” as he himself

said, that next important step. There was no telling what

might come out of that old demon of a father. Sometimes

Dr. Burnet thought that he was being encouraged, that he had

become so necessary to Mr. Tredgold that the idea of securing

his attendance would he jumped at by the old man; and

sometimes he thought otherwise. He was, in fact, though

a brave man, frightened of the inevitable second step. And

therefore he let the matter linger, finding much delight in the

happy unconsciousness that he was risking nothing, that she

understood him and all his motives, and that his reward was

certain, when he did make up his mind to ask for it at last.

Things were in this condition when one day, encouraged by

her father’s improvement, Katherine went to town, as every

body in the country is bound to do, to go through that proc

ess which is popularly known as “shopping.” In previous

years Stella’s enterprise and activity had provided clothes for

every season as much in advance as fashion permitted, so that

there never was any sudden necessity. But Katherine had

never been energetic in these ways, and the result was that the

moment arrived, taking her a little unawares, in which even

Katherine was forced to see that she had nothing to wear.

She went to town, accordingly, one morning in the begin

ning of June, attended by the maid who was no more than

an elderly promoted upper housemaid, who had succeeded

Stevens. Katherine had not felt herself equal to a second

Stevens entirely for herself, indeed, she had been so well

trained by Stella, who always had need of the services of

everybody about her, that she was very well able to dispense

with a personal attendant altogether. But it was an admira

ble and honourable retirement for Hannah to give up the

more active work of the household and to become Miss Kath

erine’s maid, and her conscientious efforts to fulfil the duties

of her new position were entertaining at least. A more per

fect guardian, if any guardian had been necessary, of all the

decorums could not have been than was this highly respectable
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person who accompanied her young mistress to London with

a sense of having a great responsibility upon her shoulders.

As a matter of fact, no guardian being in the least necessary,

it was Katherine who took care of her, which came to exactly

the same thing and answered all purposes.

The train was on this occasion rather full, and the young

lady and her maid were put into a compartment in which were

already two passengers, a lady and gentleman, at the other

extremity of the carriage, to all appearance together. But it

soon turned out that they were not together. The lady got

out at one of the little stations at which they stopped, and

then, with a little hesitation, the gentleman mse and came

over to the side on which Katherine was. “ It is long since

we have met,” he said in a voice which had a thrill in it,

noticeable even to Hannah, who instinctively retired a little,

leaving the place opposite Katherine at his disposition (a

thing, I need not remark, which was quite improper, and

ought not to have been done. Hannah could not for a long

time forgive herself, when she thought it over, but for the mo

ment she was dominated by the voice). “_I have not seen

you,” he repeated, with a little faltering, “for years. Is it

permitted to say a word to you, Miss Tredgold ? ”

The expression of his eyes was not a thing to be described.

It startled Katherine all the more that she had of late been ex

posed to glances having a similar meaning, yet not of that

kind. She looked at him almost with a gasp. “Mr. Stan

ford! I thought you were in India ? ”

“ So I was,” he said, “ and so I am going to be in a few

months more. What a curious unexpected happi—I mean

occurrence—that I should have met you—quite by acci

dent.”

“ Oh yes, quite by accident,” she said.

“I have been in the island,” he said, “ and near Sliplin

for a day or two, where it would have been natural to see you,

and then when I was coming away in desp—without doing so,

what a chance that of all places in the world you should have

been put into this carriage.”
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He seemed so astonished at this that it was very difficult to

get over it. Katherine took it with much more composure,

and yet her heart had begun to beat at the first sound of his

voice.

He asked her a great many questions about her father, about

Stella; even, timidly, about herself, though it soon became

apparent that this was not from any need of information. He

had heard about Stella’s marriage, “ down there,” with a

vague indication of the point at which their journey began ;

and that Mr. Tredgold had been ill, and that But he

did not end that sentence. It was easily to be perceived that

he had acquired the knowledge somewhere that Katherine was

still—Katherine—and took a great satisfaction in the fact.

And then he began to tell her about himself. He had done

very well, better than could have been expected. He had

now a very good appointment, and his chief was very kind to

him. “ There are no fortunes to be made now in India—or,

at least, not such as we used to hear were once made. The

life is difl'erent altogether. ' It is not a long martyrdom and

lakhs of rupees, but a very passable existence and frequent

holidays home. Better that, I think.”

“ Surely much better,” said Katherine.

“ I think so. And then there are the hills—Simla, and so

forth, which never were thought of in my father’s time. They

had to make up their minds and put up with everything. We

have many alleviations—the ladies have especially,” he added,

with a look that said a great deal more. Why should he add

by his looks so much importance to that fact? And how was

it that Katherine, knowing nothing of the life in India, took

up his meaning in the twinkling of an eye?

“ But the ladies,” she said, “ don’t desert the plains where

their—their husbands are, I hope, to find safety for themselves

on the hills ? ”

“ I did not mean that,” he said, with a flush of colour all

over his brown face (Katherine compared it, in spite of her

self, to Dr. Burnet’s recent blush, with conclusions not favour

able to the latter). “ I mean that it is such a comfort to men
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to think that—what is most precious to them in the world—

may be placed in safety at any critical moment."

“I wonder if that is Charlie Somers' feeling,” Katherine

said with an involuntary laugh. It was not that she meant

to laugh at Charlie Somers; it was rather the irrestrainable

expression of a lightening and rising of her own heart.

“ No doubt every man must,” James Stanford said.

And they went on talking, he telling her many things which

she did not fully understand or even receive into her mind at

all, her chief consciousness being that this man—her first love

—was the only one who had felt what a true lover should, the

only one to whom her heart made any response. She did not

even feel this during the course of that too rapid journey.

She felt only an exhilaration, a softening and expansion of her

whole being. She could not meet his eyes as she met Dr.

Burnet’s; they dazzled her; she could not tell why. Her

heart beat, running on with a tremulous accompaniment to

those words of his, half of which her intelligence did not mas

ter at the time, but which came to her after by degrees. He

told her that he was soon going back to India, and that he

would like to go and see Stella, to let her know by an inde

pendent testimony how her sister was. Might he write and

give her his report? Might be come—this was said hurriedly

as the train dashed into the precincts of London, and the end

of the interview approached-to Sliplin again one day before

he left on the chance of perhaps seeing her—to inquire for

Mr. Tredgold—to take anything she might wish to send to

Lady Somers? Katherine felt the flush on her own face to

be overwhelming. Ah, how different from that half-angry

confused colour which she had been conscious of when the

Rector offered his congratulations !

“ Oh no,” she said with a little shake of her head, and a

sound of pathos in her voice of which she was quite con

scious; “ my father is ill; he is better now, but his condition

is serious. I am very—sorry—I am distressed—to say so—

but he must not be disturbed, he must not. I have escaped

for a little to-day. I—had to come. But at home I am al
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together taken up by papa. I cannot let you—lose your time

—take the trouble—of coming for nothing. Oh, excuse me

—I cannot——” Katherine said.

And he made no reply, he looked at her, saying a thousand

things with his eyes. And then there came the jar of the ar

rival. He handed her out, he found a cab for her, perform

ing all the little services that were necessary, and then he held

her hand a moment while he said goodbye.

“ May I come and see you off? May I be here when you.

come back? ”

“Oh, no, no!” Katherine said, she did not know why.

“I don’t know when we go back; it perhaps might not be

till to-morrow—it might not be till—that is, no, you must

not come, Mr. Stanford—I—cannot help it,” she said.

Still -he held her hand a moment. “ It must still be hope

then, nothing but hope,” he said.

She drove away through London, leaving him, seeing his

face wherever she looked. Ah, that was what the others had

wanted to look like but had not been able—that was—all that

one wanted in this world ; not the Tredgold money, nor the

fortune of the great City young man, nor the Rector’s dignity,

nor Dr. Burnet’s kindness—nothing but that, it did not matter

by what accompanied. What a small matter to be poor, to go

away to the end of the earth, to be burned by the sun and

wasted by the heat, to endure anything, so long as you had

that. She trembled and was incoherent when she tried to

speak. She forgot where to tell the cabman to go, and said

strange things to Hannah, not knowing what she said. Her

heart beat and beat, as if it was the only organ she possessed,

as if she were nothing but one pulse, thumping, thumping with

adelicious idiocy, caring for nothing, and thinking of nothing.

Thinking of nothing, though rays and films of thought flew

along in the air and made themselves visible to her for a mo

ment. Perhaps she should never see him again; she had

nothing to do with him, there was no link between them ; and

yet, so to speak, there was nothing else but him in the world.

She saw the tall tower of the Parliament in a mist that some
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how encircled James Stanford’s face, and broad Whitehall was

full of that vapour in which any distinctions of other feature,

of everything round about her, was lost.

How curious an effect to be produced upon anyone so rea

sonable, so sensible as Katherine! After a long time, she did

not know how long, she was recalled to common day by her

arrival at the dressmaker’s where she had to get out and

move and speak, all of which she seemed to do in a dream.

And then the day turned round and she had to think of her

journey back again. Why did she tell him not to come? It

would have harmed nobody if he had come. Her father had

not forbidden her to see him, and even had he forbidden her,

a girl who was of age, who was nearly twenty-four, who had

after all a life of her own to think of, should she have refrained

from seeing him on that account? All her foundations were

shaken, not so much by feeling of her own as by the sight and

certainty of his feeling. She would not desert her father,

never, never run away from him like Stella. But at least she

might have permitted herself to see James Stanford again.

She said to herself, “ I may never marry him ; but now Ishall

marry nobody else.” And why had she not let him come,

why might they not at least have understood each other?

The influence of this thought was that Katherine did not

linger for the afternoon train, to which Stanford after all did

go, on the chance of seeing her, of perhaps travelling with her

again, but hurried off by the very first, sadly disappointing

poor Hannah, who had looked forward to the glory of lunch

ing with her young mistress in some fine pastrycook’s as Ste

vens had often described. Far from this, Hannah was com- .

pelled to snatch a bun at the station, in the hurry Miss Kathe

rine was in; and why should she have hurried? There was

no reason in the world. To be in London, and yet not in

London, to see nothing, not even the interior of Verey’s,

went to Hannah’s heart. Nor was Katherine’s much more

calm when she began to perceive that her very impetuosity

had probably been the reason why she did not see him again ;

for who could suppose that she who had spoken of perhaps not
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going till to-morrow, should have fled back again in an hour,

by a slow train in which nobody who could help it ever

went P '

By that strange luck which so often seems to regulate hu

man affairs, Dr. Burnet chose this evening of all others for the

explanation of his sentiments. He paid Mr. Tredgold an

evening visit, and found him very well ; and then he went out

to join Katherine, whom he saw walking on the path that

edged the cliff. It was a beautiful June evening, serene and

sweet, still light with the lingering light of day, though the

moon was already high in the sky. There was no reason any

longer why Dr. Burnet should restrain his feelings. His pa

tient was well ; there was no longer any indecorum, anything

inappropriate, in speaking to Katherine of what she must well

know was nearest to his heart. He, too, had been conscious of

the movement in the air—the magnetic communication from

him to her on the day of Mr. Tredgold’s first outing, when

they had met the Rector, and he had congratulated them. To

Katherine it had seemed almost as if in some way unknown to

herself everything had been settled between them, but Dr.

Burnet knew different. He knew that nothing had been set

tled, that no words nor pledge had passed between them ; but

he had little doubt what the issue would be. He felt that he

had the matter in his own hands, that he had only to speak

and she to reply. It was a foregone conclusion, nothing want

ing but the hand and seal.

Katherine had scarcely got beyond the condition of dream

ing in which she had spent the afternoon. She was a little

impatient when she saw him approaching. She did not want

'her thoughts to be disturbed. Her thoughts were more de

lightful to her than anything else at this moment, and she half

resented the appearance of the doctor, whom her mind had

forsaken as if he had never been. The dreaming state in which

she was, the preoccupation with one individual interest is a

cruel condition of mind. At another moment she would have

read Dr. Burnet’s meaning in his eyes, and would have been

prepared at least for what was coming—she who knew so well
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what was coming, who had but a few days ago acquiesced in

what seemed to be fate. But now, when he began to speak,

Katherine was thunderstruck. A sort of rage sprang up in

her heart. She endeavoured to stop him, to interrupt the

words on his lips, which was not only cruel but disrespectful to

a man who was offering her his best, who was laying himself,

with a warmth which he had scarcely known to be in him, at

her feet. He was surprised at his own ardour, at the fire with

which he made his declaration, and so absorbed in that that

he did not for the first moment see how with broken exclama

tions and lifted hands she was keeping him off.

“ Oh, don’t, doctor! Oh, don’t say so, don’t say so!”

were the strange words that caught his ear at last; and then

he shook himself up, so to speak, and saw her standing beside

him in the gathering dimness of the twilight, her face not shin

ing with any sweetness of assent, but half convulsed with pain

and shame, her hands held up in entreaty, her lips giving forth

these words, “ Oh, don’t say so! ”

It was his turn to be struck dumb.

with a sudden pause of consternation.

“ What? ” he cried—“ what? ” not believing his ears.

And thus they stood for a moment speechless, both of them.

She had stopped him in the middle of his love tale, which he

had told better and with more passion than he was himselfsen

sible of. She had stopped him, and now she did not seem to

have another word to say.

“It is my anxiety which is getting too much for me,” he

said. “You didn’t say that, Katherine—not that? You did

Mt mean t0 interrupt me—to stop me? No. It is only

thlaft I am too much in earnest—that I am frightening my

se 17

“ Oh, Dr. Burnet ! ” she cried, instinctively putting her

hands together. “ It is I who am to blame. Oh, do not be

angry with me. Let us part friends. Don’t—don’t say that

any more ! ”

“ Say what ?—that I love you, that I want you to be my

wife? Katherine, I have a right to say it ! You have known

He drew up before her
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for a long time that I was going to say it. I have been silent

because of—for delicacy, for love’s sake ; but you have known.

I know that you have known! ” he cried almost violently,

though in a low voice.

She had appealed to him like a frightened girl; now she had

to collect her forces as a woman, with her dignity to maintain.

“ I will not contradict you,” she said. “ I cannot ; it is true.

I can only ask you to forgive me. How could I stop you

while you had not spoken? Oh no, I will not take that ex

cuse. If it had been last night it might have been otherwise,

but to-day I know better. I cannot—it is impossible! Don’t

—0h don’t let us say any more.”

“ There is a great deal more to be said ! ” he cried. “ Im

possible! How is it impossible? Last night it would have

been possible, but to-day You are playing with me,

Katherine ! Why should it be impossible to-day? ”

“ Not from anything in you, Dr. Burnet,” she said; “ from

something in myself.”

“ From what in yourself? Katherine, I tell you you are

playing with me ! I deserve better at your hands.”

“You deserve—everything ! ” she cried, “ and 1—1 de

serve nothing but that you should scorn me. But it is not my

fault. I have found out. I have had a long time to think ; I

have seen things in a new light. Oh, accept what I say I It

is impossible—impossible ! ”

“ Yet it was possible yesterday, and it may be possible to

morrow ? ”

“ No, never again she said.

“ Do you know,” said the doctor stonily, “ that you have

led me on, that you have given me encouragement, that you

have given me almost a certainty ?—-and now to cast me off,

without sense, without reason ” ’

The man’s lip quivered under the sting of this disappoint

ment and mortification. He began not to know what he was

saying.

“ Let us not say any more—0h, let us not say any more!

That was unkind that you said. I could give you no certainty,

 

'1,
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for I had none; and to-day—I know that it is impossible!

Dr. Burnet, I cannot say any more.”

“But, Miss Tredgold," he cried in his rage, “there is a

great deal more to be said ! I have a right to an explanation!

I have a right to—-- Good heavens, do you mean that noth

H1

ing is to come of it after all ne cried.



CHAPTER XXXIII.

IT turned out that there was indeed a great deal more to be

said. Dr. Burnet came back after the extraordinary revelation

of that evening. He left Katherine on the cliff in the silvery

light of the lingering day, with all the tender mists of her

dream dispersed, to recognise the dreadful fact that she had

behaved very badly to a man who had done nothing but good

to her. It was for this he had been so constant night and day.

No man in the island had been so taken care of, so surrounded

with vigilant attention, as old Mr. Tredgold—not for the fees

he gave certainly, which were no more than those of any other

man, not for love of him, but for Katherine. And now Kath

erine refused to pay the price—nay, more, stood up against

any such plea—as if he had no right to ask her or to be con

sidered more than another man. Dr. Burnet would not ac

cept his dismissal, he would not listen to her prayer to say no

more of it. He would not believe that it was true, or that by

reasoning and explanation it might not yet be made right.

There were two or three very painful interviews in that cor

ner of the drawing-room where Katherine had established her

self, and which had so many happy associations to him. He

reminded her of how he had come there day after day during

the dreary winter, of that day of the snowstorm, of other

days, during which things had been said and allusions made

in which now there was no meaning. Sometimes he accused her

vehemently of having played hot and cold with him, of having

led him on, of having permitted him up to the very last to be

lieve that she cared for him. And to some of these accusations

Katherine did not know how to reply. She had not led him

on, but she had permitted a great deal to be implied if not said,
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and she had acquiesced. She could not deny that she had ac

quiesced even in her own mind. If she had confessed to him

how little of her heart was in it at any time, or that it was

little more than a mental consent as to something inevitable,

that would have been even less flattering to him than her re

fusal ; this was an explanation she could not make. And her

whole being shrank from a disclosure of that chance meeting

on the railway and the self-revelation it brought with it. As

a matter of fact the meeting on the railway had no issue any

more than the other. Nothing came of it. There was nothing

to tell that could be received as a reason for her conduct. She

could only stand silent and pale, and listen to his sometimes

vehement reproaches, inalterable only in the fact that it could

not be.

There had been a very stormy interview between them one

of those evenings after he had left her father. He was con

vinced at last that it was all over, that nothing could be done,

and the man’s mortification and indignant sense of injury had

subsided into a more profound feeling, into the deeper pang of

real affection rejected and the prospects of home and happiness

lost.

“ You have spoiled my life,” he had said to her. “ I have

nothing to look forward to, nothing to hope for. Here I am

and here I shall be, the same for ever—a lonely man. Home

will never mean anything to me but dreary rooms to work in

and rest in ; and you have done it all, not for any reason, not

with any motive, in pure wantonness.” It was almost more

than he could bear.

“ Forgive me,” Katherine said. She did not feel guilty to

that extent, but she would not say so. She was content to put

up with the imputation if it gave him any comfort to call her

names.

And then he had relented. After all had been said that

could be said, he had gone back again to the table by which

she was sitting, leaning her head on her arm and half covering

it with her hand. He put his own hand on the same table

and stooped a little towards her.
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“ All this,” he said with difficulty, “ will of course make no

difference. You will send for me when I am wanted for your

father all the same.”

“ Oh, Dr. Burnet ! ” was all she said.

“ Of course,” he said almost roughly, “ you will send for me

night or day all the same. It makes no difference. You may

forsake me, but I will not forsake you.” And with that, with

out a word of leavetaking or any courtesy, he went away.

Was that how she was to be represented to herself and the

world now and for ever ? Katherine sat with her head on her

hand and her thoughts were bitter. It seemed hard, it seemed

unjust, yet what could she say ? She had not encouraged this

man to love her or build his hopes upon her, but yet she had

made no stand against it ; she had permitted a great deal which,

if she had not been so much alone, could not have been. Was

it her fault that she was alone? Could she have been so much

more than honest, so presumptuous and confident in her power,

as to bid him pause, to reject him before he asked her? These

self-excusing thoughts are self-accusing, as everybody knows.

All her faults culminated in the fact that whereas she was dully

acquiescent before, after that going to London the thing had

become impossible. From that she could not save herself—it

was the only truth. One day the engagement between them

was a thing almost consented to and settled ; next day it was

a thing that could not be, and that through no fault in the man.

He had done nothing to bring about such a catastrophe. It

was no wonder that he was angry, that he complained loudly

of being deceived and forsaken. It was altogether her fault,

a fault fantastic, without any reason, which nothing she could

say would justify. And indeed how could she say anything?

It was nothing—a chance encounter, a conversation with her

maid sitting by, and nothing said that all the world might not

hear.

There was the further sting in all this that, as has been said,

nothing had come, nothing probably would ever come, of that

talk. Time went on and there was no sign—not so much as a

note to say What was there to say? Nothing! And 
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yet Katherine had not been able to help a faint expectation that

something would come of it. As a matter of fact Stanford

came twice to Sliplin with the hope of seeing Katherine again,

but he did not venture to go to the house where his visits had

been forbidden, and either Katherine did not go out that day

or an evil fate directed her footsteps in a different direction.

The second time Mr. Tredgold was ill again and nothing could

possibly be seen of her. He went to Mrs. Shanks’, whom he

knew, but that lady was not encouraging. She told him that

Katherine was all but engaged to Dr. Burnet, that he had her

father’s life in his hands, and that nothing could exceed his

devotion, which Katherine was beginning to return. Mrs.

Shanks did not like lovers to be unhappy; if she could have

married Katherine to both of them she would have done so ;

but that being impossible, it was better that the man should be

unhappy who was going away, not he who remained. And this

was how it was that Katherine saw and heard no more of the

man whose sudden appearance had produced so great an effect

upon her, and altered at a touch what might have been the

current of her life.

It was not only Dr. Burnet who avenged his wrongs upon

her. Lady Jane came down in full panoply of war to ask what

Katherine meant by it.

“ Yes, you did encourage him,” she said. “ I have seen it

with my own eyes—if it were no more than that evening at

my own house. He asked you to go into the conservatory with

him on the most specious pretext, with his intentions as plainly

written in his face as ever man’s were. And you went like a

lamb, though you must have known ”

“ But, Lady Jane,” said Katherine, “ he said nothing to me,

whatever his intentions may have been.”

“ No,” said Lady Jane with alittle snort of displeasure ; “ I

suppose you snubbed him when you got him there, and he was

frightened to speak. That is exactly what I object to. You

have blown hot and blown cold, made him feel quite sure of

you, and then knocked him down again like a ninepin. All

that may be forgiven if you take a man at the end, But to
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refuse him when it comes to the point at last, after having played

him off and on so long—it is unpardonable, Katherine, un

pardonable. ’ ’

“ I am very sorry,” Katherine said, though indeed Lady

Jane’s reproaches did not touch her at all. “ It is a fact that

I might have consented a few days ago; no, not happily,

but with a kind of dull acquiescence because everybody ex

pected it.”

“ Then you allow that everybody had a right to expect it? ”

“ I said nothing about any right. You did all settle for me

it appears without any will of mine; but I saw on thinking that

it was impossible. One has after all to judge for oneself. I

don’t suppose that Dr. Burnet would wish a woman to—to

marry him—because her friends wished it, Lady Jane.”

“He would take you on any terms, Katherine, after all

that has come and gone.”

“ No one shall have me on any terms,” cried Katherine.

“ It shall be because I wish it myself or not at all.”

“ You have a great opinion of yourself,” said Lady Jane.

“Under such a quiet exterior I never'saw a young woman

more self-willed. You ought to think of others a little. Dr.

Burnet is far the best man you can marry in so many different

points of view. Everybody says he has saved your father’s

life. He is necessary, quite necessary, to Mr. Tredgold ;

and how are you to call him in as a doctor after disappointing

him so? And then there is Stella. He would have done

justice to Stella.”

“ It will be strange,” cried Katherine, getting up from her

seat in her agitation, " if I cannot do justice to Stella without

the intervention of Dr. Burnet—-or any man ! ”

Lady Jane took this action as a dismissal, and rose up, too,

with much solemnity. “You will regret this step you have

taken,” she said, “ Katherine, not once but all your life.”

The only person who did not take a similar view was the

Rector, upon whom the news, which of course spread in the

same incomprehensible way as his own failure had done, had a

very consolatory effect. It restored him, indeed, to much of
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his original comfort and self-esteem to know that another man

had been treated as badly as himself—more badly indeed, for

at least there had been no blowing hot and cold with him.

He said that Miss Katherine Tredgold was a singular young

lady, and evidently, though she had the grace to say little

about them, held some of the advanced ideas of the time.

“ She feels herself called to avenge the wrongs of her sex,”

he said with a bitterness which was mitigated by the sense

that another man was the present sufferer. But from most of

her neighbours she received nothing but disapproval—dis

approval which was generally unexpressed in words, for Kath

erine gave little opening for verbal remonstrance, but was not

less apparent for that.

Miss Mildmay was, I think, the only one who took ap

provingly something of the same view. “ If she is capricious,’ ’

that lady said, “ there is plenty of caprice on the other side;

loving and riding away and so forth; let them just try how

they like it for once ! I don’t object to a girl showing a little

spirit, and doing to them as others have been done by. It is

a very good lesson to the gentlemen.”

“ Oh, Ruth Mildmay ! ” said Mrs. Shanks half weeping ;

“ as if it could ever be a good thing to make a man unhappy

for life! ”

Mrs. Shanks felt that she knew more about it than anyone

else, which would have been delightful but for the other con

sciousness that her intervention had done no good. She had

not served Dr. Burnet, but she had sacrificed the other lover.

And she had her punishment in not daring to whisper even to

her nearest friend her special knowledge, or letting it be seen

she knew—which but for her action in sending young Stanford

away would have been a greater satisfaction than words can

tell.

The result was that Katherine had a season of great discom

fort and even unhappiness. She had freed herself from that

passive submissiveness to fate into ' which she had been about

to fall, but she had got nothing better in its place. She

thought that he could not care much, since he had never even
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tried to see or communicate with her, and she was ashamed of

the rush with which her heart had gone out to him. She had

not, she hoped, betrayed it, but she was herself aware of it,

which was bad enough. And now that momentary episode was

over and nothing had come of it—it was as if it had not been.

After this there came a long period of suspense and wait

ing in Katherine’s life. Her father had one attack of ill

ness after another, through all of which she was, if not the

guiding spirit, at least the head and superintendent of all

that went on in the house. The character of the house had

changed when Stella left it. It changed still more now.

It became a sick house, the home of an invalid. Even

the city people, the old money-making friends, ceased to

come from Saturday to Monday when it became known

among them that old Mr. Tredgold was subject to a seiz

ure at any time, and might be taken ill at last with all his

friends sitting round him. This is not a thing that anyone

likes to face, especially people who were. as old as he was, and

perhaps, they could not tell, might be liable to seizures too.

When this occasional society failed at the Cliff all other kinds

of society failed too. Few people came to the house—a de

corous caller occasionally, but nothing more. It was a very

dull life for Katherine, everybody allowed, and some kind

people held periodical consultations with each other as to what

could be dOne for her, how she could be delivered from the

monotony and misery of her life ; but what could anyone do ?

The rector and the doctor were the most prominent men in

Sliplin. A girl who had illtreated them both could only be

asked out with extreme discretion, for it was almost impossible

to go anywhere without meeting one or other of these gentle

men. But the ladies might have spared themselves these

discussions, for whatever invitations Katherine received she

accepted none of them. She would not go to Steephill again,

though Lady Jane was magnanimous and asked her. She

would go nowhere. It showed that she had a guilty con

science, people said; and yet that it must be very dull for

Katherine was what everybody lamenting allowed.
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She had trouble, too, from another quarter, which was per

haps worst of all. As the months went on and ran into years,

Stella’s astonishment that she was not recalled, her complaints,

her appeals and denunciation of her sister as able to help her

if she would do so, became manifold and violent. She accused

Katherine of the most unlikely things, of shutting up their

father, and preventing him from carrying out his natural im

pulses—of being her, Stella’s, enemy when she had so often

pledged herself to be her friend, even of having encouraged

her, Stella, in the rash step she had taken, with intent to profit

by it, and build her own fortune on her sister’s ruin. Any

stranger who had read these letters would have supposed that

Katherine had been the chief agent in Stella’s elopement—

that it had been she that had arranged everything, and flat

tered Stella with hopes of speedy recall, only to betray her.

Katherine was deeply moved by this injustice and unkindness

at first, but soon she came to look at them with calm, and to

take no notice of the outcries which were like outcries of a

hurt child. There were so many things that called forth pity

that the reproaches were forgotten. Stella’s life—which had

been so triumphant and gay, and which she had intended and

expected should be nothing but a course of triumph and gaiety

—had fallen into very different lines from any she had antici

pated. After she had upbraided her sister for keeping her out

of her rights, and demanded with every threat she could think

of their restoration, and that Katherine should conspire no

more against her, her tone would sink into one of entreaty, so

that the epistle which had begun like an indictment ended like

a begging letter. Stella wanted money, always money ;

money to keep her position, money to pay her debts, money

at last for what she called the common necessaries of life.

There was scarcely a mail which did not bring over one of

these appeals, which tore Katherine’s heart. Though she was

the daughter of so rich a man, she had very little of her own.

Her allowance was very moderate, for Mr. Tredgold, though

he was liberal enough, loved to be cajoled and flattered out of

his money, as Stella had done—an art which Katherine had
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never possessed. She had a little from her mother, not enough

to be called a fortune, and this she sent almost entirely to her

sister. She sent the greater part of her allowance to Lady

Somers, content to confine herself to the plainest dress, in

order to satisfy the wants of one who had always had so many

wants. It was thus that her best years, the years of her

brightest bloom and what ought to have been the most de

lightful of her life, passed drearin away.



CHAPTER XXXIV.

THE regiment had been six years in India and was ordered

home before that lingering and perpetually~recurring malady

of Mr. Tredgold’s came to an end. It had come and gone so

often—each seizure passing off in indeed a reduced condition

of temporary relief and comfort, but still always in a sort of

recovery—that the household had ceased to be alarmed by

them as at first. He was a most troublesome patient, and all

had to be on the alert when he was ill, from his personal at

tendant down to the grooms, who might at a moment’s notice

be sent scouring over the country after the doctor, without

whom the old man did not think he could breathe when his

attacks came on, and this notwithstanding the constant pres

ence of the professional nurse, who was now a regular inmate;

but the certainty that he would “ come round” had by this

time got finally established in the house.’ This gave a sense of

security, but it dispelled the not altogether unpleasant solemnity

of excitement with which a household of servants await the

end of an illness which may terminate in death. There was

nothing solemn about it at all—only another of master’s at

tacks !—and even Katherine was now quite accustomed to be

called up in the middle of the night, or sent for to her father’s

room at any moment, as the legitimate authority, without any

thrill of alarm as to how things might end. Nobody was

afraid of his life, until suddenly the moment came when the

wheel was broken at the cisterp and the much frayed thread of

life snapped at last.

These had been strange years. Fortunately the dark times

that pass over us come only one day at a time, and we are not

aware that they are to last for years, or enabled to grasp them

and consent that so much of life should be spent in that way.
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It would no doubt have appalled Katherine, or any other

young woman, to face steadily so long a period of trouble

and give herself up to live it through, consenting that all the

brightness and almost all the interest of existence should drop

from her at the moment when life is usually at its fairest. She

would have done it all the same, for what else could she do ?

She could not leave her father to go through all these agonies

of ending life by himself, even though she was of so little use

to him and he had apparently such small need of natural affec

tion or support. Her place was there under all circumstances,

and no inducement would have made her leave it ; but when

Katherine looked back upon that course of years it appalled

her as it had not done when it was in course of passing day

by day. She was twenty-three when it began and she was

twenty-nine when it came to an end. She had been old for

her age at the first, and she was still older for her age in

outward appearance, though younger in heart, at the last

—younger in heart, for there had been no wear and tear

of actual life any more than if she had spent these

years in a convent, and older because of the seclusion from

society and even the severe self-restraint in the matter of

dress, which, however, was not self-restraint so much as sub

mission to necessity, for you cannot do two things with one

sum of money, as many a poor housekeeper has to ascertain

daily. Dressmakers’ bills for Katherine were not consistent

with remittances to Stella, and it was naturally the least im

portant thing that was sacrificed. She had accordingly lost a

great deal of her bloom and presented an appearance less fair,

less graceful—perhaps less loveable—to the eyes of Dr. Burnet

as she rose from the lonely fireside in her black dress, slim and

straight, slimmer perhaps and straighter than of old—pale,

without either reflection or ornament about her, looking, he

thought, five-and-thirty, withoirt any elasticity, prematurely

settled down into the rigid outlines of an old maid, when he

went into the well-known drawing-room in an October evening

to tell her that at last the dread visitor, anticipated yet not

believed in for so long, was now certainly'at hand.
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Dr. Burnet had behaved extremely well during all these

years. He had not been like the rector. He had borne no

malice, though he had greater reason to do so had he chosen.

He never now made use of her Christian name and never allowed

himself to be betrayed into any sign of intimacy, never lin

gered in her presence, never even looked at the tea on the little

tea-table over which he had so often spent pleasant moments.

He was now severely professional, giving her his account of his

patient in the most succinct phrases and using medical terms,

which in the long course of her father’s illness Katherine had

become acquainted with. But he had been as attentive to Mr.

Tredgold as ever, people said; he had never neglected him,

never hesitated to come at his call night or day, though he was

aware that he could do little or nothing, and that the excellent

nurse in whose hands the patient was was fully capable of

caring for him ; yet he always came, putting a point of hon

our in his sedulous attendance, that it never might be said of

him that he had neglected the father on account of the daugh

ter’s caprice and failure. It might be added that Mr. Tred

gold was a little revenue to the doctor—a sort of landed estate

producing so much income yearly and without fail—but this

was a mean way of accounting for his perfect devotion to his

duty. He had never failed, however other persons might fail.

He came into the drawing-room very quietly and unan

nounced. He was not himself quite so gallant a figure as he

had been when Katherine had left him planlé 1d; he was a

little stouter, not so perfect in his outline. They had both

suffered more or less from the progress of years. She was thin

ner, paler, and he fuller, rougher—almost, it might be said,

coarser—from five years more of exposure to allweathers and

constant occupation, without any restraining influence at home

to make him think of his dress, of the training of his beard,

and other small matters. It had been a great loss to him,

even in his profession, that he had not married. With a wife,

and such a wife as Katherine Tredgold, he would have been

avowedly the only doctor, the first in the island, in a position

of absolute supremacy. As it was a quite inferior person, who
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was a married man, ran him hard, although not fit to hold a

candle to Dr. Burnet. And this, too, he set down more or

less to Katherine’s account. It is to be hoped that he did not

think of all this on the particular evening the events of which

I take so long to come to. And yet I am afraid he did think

of it, or at least was conscious of it all in the midst of the

deeper consciousness of his mission to-night. He could scarcely

tell whether it was relief or pain he was bringing to her—a

simpler or a more complex existence—and the sense of that

enigma mingled with all his other feelings. She rose up to

meet him as he came in. The room was dimly lighted ; the

fire was not bright. There was no chill in the air to make it

necessary. And I don’t know what it was which made Kath

erine divine the moment she saw the doctor approaching

through the comparative gloom of the outer room that he was

bringing her news of something important. Mr. Tredgold

had not been worse than usual in the beginning of this at

tack ; the nurse had treated it just as usual, not more seriously

than before. But she knew at once by the sound of the doc

tor’s step, by something in the atmosphere about him, that

the usual had departed for ever and that what he came to tell

her of was nothing less than death. She rose up to meet

him with a sort of awe, her lips apart, her breath coming

quick.

“ I see,” he said, “ that you anticipate what I am going to

say.”

“ No,” she said with a gasp, “ I know of nothing—nothing

more than usua .”

“ That is all over,” he answered with a little solemnity. “ I

am sorryI can give you so little hope—this time I fear it is the

end.” I

“ The end ! ” she cried, “ the end ! ” She had known it

from the first moment of his approach, but this did not lessen

the shock. She dropped again upon her seat, and sat silent

contemplating that fact~which no reasoning, no explanation,

could get over. The end—this morning everything as usual,

all the little cares, the hundred things he wanted, the constant
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service—and afterwards nothing, silence, stillness, every famil

iar necessity gone. Katherine’s heart seemed to stand still,

the wonder of it, the terror of it, the awe—it was too deep and

too appalling for tears.

After awhile she inquired, in a voice that did not seem her

own, “ Is he very ill? May I go to him now?”

“ He is not more ill than you have seen him before. You

can go to him, certainly, but there are some things that you

must take into consideration, Miss Tredgold. He is not aware

of any change—he is not at all anxious about himself. He

thinks this is just the same as the other attacks. If you think

it necessary that he should be made aware of his condition,

either because of his worldly affairs, or—any other ” Dr.

Burnet was accustomed to death-beds. He was not overawed

like Katherine, and there seemed something ludicrous to him

in the thought of old Tredgold, an old man of the earth, earth

ly, having—other affairs.

Katherine looked up at him, her eyes looking twice as large

as usual in the solemnity of their trouble and awe. There

seemed nothing else in the room but her eyes looking at him

with an appeal, to which he had no answer to give. “ Would

it make any difference—now ? ” she said.

“ I cannot tell what your views may be on that subject.

Some are very eager that the dying should know-some think

it better not to disturb them. It will do him no harm physi

cally to be told ; but you must be the judge.”

“ I have not thought of it—as I ought,” she said. “ Oh,

Dr. Burnet, give me your opinion, give me your own opinion !

I do not seem able to think.”

“ It might give him a chance,” said the doctor, “to put

right some wrong he might otherwise leave behind him. If

what you are thinking of is that, he might put himself right in

any spiritual point of view—at this last moment.”

Katherine rose up as if she were blind, feeling before her

with her hands. Her father, with all his imperfections—with

nothing that was not imperfection or worse than imperfection

—with a mind that had room for nothing but the lowest ele
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ments, who had never thought of anything higher, never asked

himself whither he was going She walked straight for

ward, not saying anything, not able to bear another word. To

put himself right—at the last moment. She felt that she must

hasten to him, fly to him, though she did not know, being

there, what she should do.

The room was so entirely in its usual condition—the nurse

settling for the night, the medicines arranged in order, the fire

made up, and the nightlight ready to be lighted—that it

seemed more and more impossible 'to realise that this night

there was likely to occur something different, something that

was not on the invalid’s programme. The only thing that be

trayed a consciousness of any such possibility was the look

which the nurse rapidly gave Katherine as she came in. “ I

am putting everything as usual,” she said in a whisper, “ but I

think you should not go to bed.” That was all—and yet out

of everything thus settled and habitual around him, he was

going away, going absolutely away to no one could tell where,

perhaps this very night. Katherine felt herself stupefied, con

founded, and helpless. He was going away all alone, with no

directions, no preparations for the journey. What could she

tell him of the way? Could any guide be sent with him?

Could any instinct lead him? A man accustomed only to

business, to the state of the stocks and the money market.

Her heart began to beat so fast that it sickened her, and she

was conscious of scarcely anything but its sound and the heav

ing of her breast.

The invalid, however, was not composed as usual. He was

very restless, his eyes shining from his emaciated face. “ Ah,

that’s you, Katie,” he said ; “ it’s too late for you to be up—

and the doctor back again. What brings the doctor back

again? Have you any more to do to me, eh, to-night ? ”

“ Only to make sure that you’re comfortable,” Dr. Burnet

said.

“ Oh, comfortable enough—but restless. I don’t seem as

if I could lie still. Here, Katie, as you’re here, change me a

little—that’s better—a hold of your shoulder—now I can push

 

2!
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myself about. Never been restless like this before, doctor.

Nervous, I suppose you think? ”

“ N0, you’ve never been like this before," the doctor said,

with an unconsciously solemn voice.

“ Oh, papa,” cried Katherine, “ you are very ill; I fear

you are very ill."

“ Nothing of the sort,” he cried, pushing her away by the

shoulder he had grasped ; “nothing the matter with me—

that is, nothing out of the ordinary. Come here, you nurse.

I want to lie on the other side. Nothing like a woman that

knows what she is about and has her living to make by it.

Dear they are—cost a lot of money—but I never begrudged

money for comfort.”

“ Papa,” said Katherine. What could she say? What

words were possible to break this spell, this unconsciousness

and ignorance? It seemed to her that he was about to fall

over some dreadful precipice without knowing it, without

fearing it; was it better that he should know it, that he should

fear, when he was incapable of anything else? Should the

acute pang of mortal alarm before be added to—whatever

there might be afterwards ? Wild words whirled through her

head—about the great judgment seat, about the reckoning

with men for what they had done, and the cry of the Prophet,

“ Prepare to meet thy God.” But how could this restless old

man prepare for anything, turning and returning upon his bed.

“ Papa,” she repeated, “ have you anything to say to me—

nothing about—about Stella? ”

He turned his face to her for a moment with the old famil

iar chuckle in his throat. “ About Stella—oh, you will hear

plenty about Stella—in time,” he said.

“Not only about Stella, papa! Oh, about other things,

about—about—” she cried in a kind of despair, “about

God.”

“Oh,” he said, “you think I’m going to die.” The

chuckle came again, an awful sound. “ I’m not; you were

always a little fool. Tell her, doctor, I’m going to sleep—

tuck in the clothes, nurse, and put—‘out—the light."
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The last words fell from him drowsily, and calm succeeded

to the endless motion. There was another little murmur as

of a laugh. Then the nurse nodded her head from the other

side of the bed, to show that he was really going to sleep.

Dr. Burnet put his hand on Katherine’s arm and drew her

into the dressing-room, leaving the door open between. “ It

may last only a few minutes,” he said, “or it may last for

ever; but we can do nothing, neither you nor I. Sit down

and wait here.”

It did last for ever. The sleep at first was interrupted with

little wakings, and that chuckle which had been the accom

paniment of his life broke in two or three times, ghastly, with

a sort of sound of triumph. And then all sound died away.

Katherine was awakened—she did not know if it was from

a doze or a dream—by a touch upon her arm. The doctor

stood there in his large and heavy vitality like an embodi

ment of life, and a faint blueness of dawn was coming in at

the window. “There was no pain,” he said, “no sort of

suffering or struggle. Half-past four exactly,” he had his

watch in his hand. ‘ ‘ And now, Miss Tredgold, take this and

go to bed.”

“ Do you mean?” Katherine cried, rising hastily, then

falling back again in extreme agitation, trembling from head

to foot.

“ Yes, I mean it is all over, it is all well over. Everything

has been done that could be done for him. And here is your

maid to take care of you 3 you must go to bed.”

But Katherine did not go to bed. She went downstairs

to the drawing-room, her usual place, and sat by the dead

fire, watching the blue light coming in at the crevices of the

shutters, and listening to the steps of the doctor, quick and

firm, going away upon the gravel outside. And then she went

and wandered all over the house from one room to another,

she could not tell why. It seemed to her that' everything

must have changed in that wonderful change that had come to

pass without anyone being able to intervene, so noiselessly, so

suddenly. She never seemed to have expected that. Any
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thing else, it seemed to her now, might have happened but

not that. Why, all the house had been full of him, all life

had been full of him yesterday; there had been nothing to

do but contrive what he should eat, how the temperature in

the room should be kept up, how everything should be ar

ranged for his comfort. And now he wanted nothing, noth

ing, nor was anything wanted for him. It did not seem to be

grief that moved her so much as wonder, an intolerable press

ure of surprise and perplexity that such a thing could have

happened with so many about to prevent anything from hap

pening, and that he should have been removed to some other

place whom nobody could imagine to be capable of other

conditions than he had here. What had he to do with the

unseen, with sacred things, with heaven, with aspiritual life ?

Nothing, nothing, she said to herself. It was not natural, it

was not possible. And yet it was true. When she at last

lay down at the persuasion of Mrs. Simmons and the weep

ing Hannah, in the face of the new full shining day which

had not risen for him, which cared for none of these things,

Katherine still got no relief of sleep. She lay on her bed and

stared at the light with no relief of tears either, with no sense

of grief—only wondering, wondering. She had not thought

of this change, although she knew that in all reason it must

be coming. Still less did she think of the new world which

already began to turn its dewy side to the light.



CHAPTER XXXV.

MR. TREDGOLD had no relations to speak of, and not very

many old friends. Mr. Turny the elder, who was one of Mr.

Tredgold’s executors, came down for the funeral, and so did

the solicitor, Mr. Sturgeon, who was the head of a great city

firm, and would certainly not have spared the time had the

fortune that was now to become a subject of so much interest

been less great. He brought with him a shabby man, who

was in his office and carried a black bag with papers, and also

turned out to be Mr. Tredgold’s brother, the only other mem

ber of the family who was known. His appearance was a sur

prise to Katherine, who had not heard of his existence. She

was aware there had been aunts, married and bearing different

names, and that it was possible perhaps to find cousins with

those designations, which, however, she was not acquainted

with; but an uncle was a complete surprise to her. And in

deed, to tell the truth, to say “ uncle ” to this shambling in

dividual in the long old great-coat, which she recognised as a

very ancient garment of her father’s, was not a pleasant sensa

tion. She shrank from the lean, grey, hungry, yet humble

being who evidently was very little at his ease sitting at the

same table with his master, though he attempted, from time to

time, to produce himself with a hesitating speech. “ He was

my brother, you know—I was his brother, his only brother,”

which he said several times in the course of the long dreadful

evening which preceded the funeral day. Katherine in com

passion carried off this new and terrible relative into the draw

ing-room while the two men of business discoursed together.

Mr. Robert Tredgold did not like to be carried off from the

wine. He saw in this step precautionary measures to which
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he was accustomed, though Katherine did not even know of

any occasion for precaution~and followed her sulkily, not to

the drawing-room, but to that once gay little room which had

been the young ladies’ room in former days. Katherine had

gone back to it with a sentiment which she herself did not

question or trace to its origin, but which no doubt sprang

from the consciousness in her mind that Stella was on her way

home, and that there was no obstacle now in the way of her

return. She would have been horrified to say in words that

her father was the obstacle who had been removed, and the

shock and awe of death were still upon her. But secretly her

heart had begun to rise at the thought of Stella, and that it

would be her happy office to bring Stella home.

“ It ain’t often I have the chance of a good glass of wine,”

Robert Tredgold said ; “ your poor father was a rare judge of

wine, and then you see he had always the money to spend on

it. My poor brother would have given me a chance of a glass

of good wine if he’d brought. me here.”

“ Would you like the wine brought here ? I thought you

would be happier,” said Katherine, “ with me than with those

gentlemen. ’ ’

“I don’t see,” he said, somewhat sullenly, “why I ain’t

as good as they are. Turny’s made a devil 0’ money, just like

my poor brother, but he’s no better than us, all the same; and

as for old Sturgeon, I know him well enough, I hope. My

poor brother would never have let that man have all his busi

ness if it hadn’t been for me. I heard him, say it myself.

‘You provide for Bob, and you shall have all as I can give

you.’ Oh, he knows which side his bread’s buttered on, does

Sturgeon. Many a time he’s said to me, ‘A little more 0’

this, Bob Tredgold, and you shall go,’ but I knew my brother

was be’ind me, bless you. I just laughed in his face. ‘ Not

while my brother’s to the fore,’ I’ve always said.”

“ But,” said Katherine, “poor papa is not, as you say, to

the fore now.”

“ No ; but he’s provided for me all right ; he always said as

he would provide for me. I haven’t, perhaps, been as steady
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as I ought. He never wanted me to show along of his fine

friends. But for a couple of fellows like that, that know all

about me, I don’t see as I need have been stopped of a good

glass of my brother’s port wine.”

“ You shall not, indeed,” said Katherine, ringing the bell.

“ And I say,” said this uncomfortable uncle, “ you can tell

them to bring the spirit case as well. I saw as there was a

spirit case, with five nice bottles, and lemons and sugar, and a

kettle, you know, though there ain’t nothing to set it upon as

I can see in that bit of a fireplace—uncomfortable thing, all

shine and glitter and no use. I daresay my poor brother had

some sort of a ’ob for the hot water in any room as he sat in

—-I say, old gentleman, bring us— ”

Katherine interposed with her orders, in haste, and turned

the butler hastily away. “You must remember,” she said,

“ that to-night is a very sad and terrible night in this house.”

“ Ah! Were they all as fond of him as that?” the brother

said.

“ Oh,” said Katherine, “ if you are my uncle, as they say,

you should stand by me and help me ; for there is sure to be

a great deal of trouble, however things turn out.”

“ I’ll stand by you ! Don’t you be afraid, you can calculate

on me. I don’t mind a bit what I say to old Sturgeon nor

Turny neither, specially as I know he’s provided for me, my

poor brother ’as, he always said as he would. I don’t con

sider myself in old Sturgeon’s office not from this day. My

poor brother ’as provided for me, he always said he would;

and I’ll stand by you, my dear, don’t you be afraid. Hullo!

here’s nothing but the port wine—and not too much of that

neither. I say, you fellow, tell the old man to bring the

spirits; and he can sit down himself and ’ave a glass; it’s a

poor ’eart as never rejoices, and once in a way it’ll do him no

harm.”

“ The other gentlemen—have got the spirits,” the footman

said, retiring, very red in the face with laughter suppressed.

“ And what a poor house,” said Bob Tredgold, contempt

uously, “ to have but one case of spirits ! I’ve always noticed
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as your grand houses that are all gilt and grandeur are the

poorest—as concern the necessaries of life.”

Katherine left her uncle in despair with his half-filled bottle

of port. He was not a very creditable relation. She went to

her own room and shut herself in to think over her position.

In the fulness of her thoughts she forgot the dead master of the

house, who lay there all silent, having nothing now to do

with all that was going on in it, he who a little while ago

had been supreme master of all. She did not know or ask

what he had done with his wealth, no question about it en

tered her mind. She took it for granted that, Stella being

cut off, it would come to herself as the only other child—

which was just the same as if it had been left to Stella in

their due and natural shares. All that was so simple, there

was no need to think of it. Even this dreadful uncle-if her

father had not provided for him Katherine would, there was

no difficulty about all that. If the money was hers, it would

be hers only for the purpose of doing everything with it which

her father ought—which if he had been in his right condition,

unbiassed by anger or offence, he would have done. He had

always loved Stella best, and Stella should have the best—the

house, every advantage, more than her share.

Katherine sat down and began to think over the work she

would have to do in the ensuing week or so, till the Aurung~

zebe arrived with Lady Somers on board. The ship was due

within a few days, and Katherine intended to go to meet her

sister, to carry her, before she landed even, the news which,

alas! she feared would only be good news to Stella. Alas!

was it not good news to Katherine too? She stopped and wept

a few bitter tears, but more for the pity of it, the horror of it,

than for grief. Stella had been his favourite, his darling, and

yet it would be good news to Stella. Her sister hoped that

she would cry a little, that her heart would ache a little with

the thought of never more seeing her father, never getting

his forgiveness, nor any kind message or word from him.

But at the utmost that would be all, a few tears, a regret,

an exclamation of “ poor papa! ” and then joy at the good
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news, joy to be delivered from poverty and anxiety, to be able

to surround herself again with all the beautiful things she

loved, to provide for her children (she had two by this time),

and to replace her husband in his position. Was it possible

that she could weep long, that she could mourn much for the

father who had cast her ofl’ and whom she had not seen

for six years, with all this happiness behind? Katherine

herself had but few tears to shed. She was sad because she

was not sufficiently sad, because it was terrible that a human

soul should go away out of the world and leave so few

regrets, so little sorrow behind. Even the old servants,

the housekeeper who had been with him for so many years,

his personal attendant, who had been very kind, who had

taken great care of him, were scarcely sorry. “I suppose,

Miss, as you’ll be having Miss Stella home now,” Mrs. Sim

mons said, though she had a white handkerchief in her hand

for appearance sake. And the man was chiefly anxious about

his character and the testimonials to be given him. “ I hope as

I never neglected my duty. And master was an ’eavy ’andful,

Miss,” he said, with relief, too, in his countenance. Kath

erine thought she would be willing to give half of all she had '

in the world to secure one genuine mourner, one who was

truly sorry for her father’s death. Was she herself sorry?

Her heart ached with the pity and the horror of it, but sorrow

is a different sentiment from that.

In the meantime the solicitor and executor were in Mr.

Tredgold’s sitting-room which he had occupied so long. A

fire had been lighted in haste, to make the cold uninhabited

place a little more cheerful. It was lighted by a lamp which

hung over the table, shaded so as to concentrate its light on

that spot, leaving all the rest of the room in the dark. And

the two forms on either side of it were not of a character to be

ennobled by the searching light. The solicitor was a snuffy

man, with a long lean throat and a narrow head, with tufts of

thin, grey hair. He had a ragged grey beard of the same de

scription, long and ill grown, and he wore spectacles pushed

out from his eyes and projecting as if they might fall off alto
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gether. Mr. Turny had a shining bald head, which reflected

the light, bent, as it was, over the papers on the table. They

had been examining these papers, searching for the will which

they expected to find there, but had come as yet upon no trace

of it.

“ I should have thought,” said Mr. Turny, “ that he’d have

had another will drawn out as soon as that girl ran away—

indeed I was in a great mind to take steps—" He stopped

here, reflecting that it wm as well perhaps to say nothing of

Fred and what those steps were. But Mr. Sturgeon had heard

of the repeated visits of the family, and knew that young Fred

was “ on the outlook,”- as they said, and knew.

“Ah, here it is at last,” Mr. Sturgeon said. He added,

after a few minutes, in a tone of disappointment: “No, it’s

the old will of ten years ago, the one I sent him down at his

own request after the young lady ran away. I kept expecting

for a long time to have his instructions about another, and even

wrote to him on the subject. I suppose he must have employed

some man here. This, of course, must be mere waste paper

now.”

“ What was the purport of it P ” Mr. Turny asked.

“ You must have heard at the time. It was not a will I ap

proved—nothing unnatural ever gets any support from me.

They say lawyers are full of dodges; it would have been better

for me if I had put my principles in my pocket many a time.

Men have come to me with the most ridiculous instructions,

what I call wicked—they take a spite at some one, or some boy

behaves foolishly (to be sure, it’s a girl in this case, which is

more uncommon), and out he goes out of the will. I don’t

approve of such pranks for my part.”

“ You would like the good to share with the bad, and the

guilty with the innocent,” said Turny, not without a reflection

of his own.

“ Not so much as that; but it doesn’t follow—always—that

a boy is bad because he has kicked over the traces in his youth

—and if he is bad, then he is the one above all that wants some

provision made for him to keep him from getting badder.
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There’s that poor wretch, Bob Tredgold ; I’ve kept him in my

office, he thinks, because his brother always stood up for him.

Nothing of the kind ; Tredgold would have been delighted to

hear he had tripped into the mire or gone down under an un

derground railway train on his way home. And the poor beg

gar believes now that his brother has provided for him—not a

penny will he have, or I am mistaken. I must try to get some

thing rbr him out of the girls."

“ The oldest girl, of course, will have it all?” Mr. Turny

said.

“ I suppose so,” said the solicitor, “ if he don’t prove intes

tate after all ; that’s always on the cards with that sort of man,

indeed with every sort of man. They don’t like to part with

it even on paper, and give the power into someone else’s hands.

Women are rather different. It seems to amuse them to give

all their things away—on paper. I don’t know that there’s

much good searching further. He must have sent for some

local man, that would save him trouble. And then he knew I

would remonstrate if there was any ridiculous vengeance in

his thoughts, which most likely there Would have been.”

“ What’s the scope of that old one, the one you’ve got in

your hand ? ’ ’

“ Oh, that ! ” said Mr. Sturgeon, looking at it as if it

were a reptile. “You remember, I am sure you must have

heard it at the time, most of the money was left to the

other, what was her ridiculous name ? Something fantastic, I

know,”

“Stella,” the executor said, peering eagerly through his

double gold glasses at the paper, into which his fellow executor

showed no inclination to give him further insight.

“ That’s it, Stella! because she was his favourite—the eldest

sister, to my mind, being much the nicest of the two.”

“ She is a nice, quiet girl,” said Mr. Turny. And he

thought with a grudge of Fred, who might have been coming

into this fine fortune if he had been worth his salt. “ There

is this advantage in it,” he said, “ it makes a fine solid lump

of money. Divide it, and it’s not half the good.”
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“ A man shouldn’t have a lot of children who entertains that

idea," said Mr. Sturgeon.

“ That’s quite true. If Mr. Tredgold had kept up his busi

ness as I have done; but you see I can provide for my boys

without touching my capital. They are both in the business,

and smart fellows, too, I can tell you. It does not suffer in

their hands. ’ ’

“ We haven’t got girls going into business—yet,” said the

solicitor ; “ there is no saying, though, what we may see in that

way in a year or two ; they are going it now, the women are.”

“ No girls of mine certainly shall ever do so. A woman’s

sphere is ’ome. Let ’em marry and look after their families,

that is what I always say to mine.”

“ They are best 06 who have none,” said the solicitor

briefly. He was an old bachelor, and much looked down upon

by his city clients, who thought little of a man who had never

achieved a wife and belongings of his own.

“ Well, that depends,” Mr. Turny said.

“ I think we may as well go to bed,” said the other. “ It’s

not much of a journey, but the coming is always a bother, and

we’ll have a heavy day to-morrow. I like to keep regular

hours.”

“ Nothing like ’em,’ said Mr. Turny, rising too ; “ no

man ever succeeds in business that doesn’t keep regular hours.

I suppose you’ll have to find out to-morrow if there’s been any

other solicitor employed. ’ ’

“ Yes, I’ll see after that—funeral’s at two, I think?”

“ At two,” said the other. They lit their candles with

some solemnity, coming out one after the other into the lighted

hall. The hall was lighted, but the large staircase and corridors

above were dark. They separated at the head of the stairs and

went one to the right and the other to the left, Mr. Turny’s

bald head shining like a polished globe in the semi-darkness,

and the solicitor, with his thin head and projecting spectacles,

looking like some strange bird making its way through the

night. Mr. Sturgeon passed the door within which his dead

client was lying, and hesitated a moment as he did so. “If
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we only knew what was in that damned head of yours before

the face was covered over,” he said to himself. He was not

in an easy condition of mind. It was nothing to him ; not a

penny the poorer would he be for anything that might happen

to the Tredgold girls. Bob Tredgold would be turned off into

the workhouse, which was his proper place, and there would

be an end of him. But it was an ugly trick for that old beast

to play, to get some trumpery, country fellow, who no doubt

would appear to-morrow, like the cock-o’-the-walk, with his

new will and all the importance of the family solicitor. Fam

ily, indeed. They hadn’t a drop of blood in their veins that

was better than mud, though that eldest one was a nice girl.

It was something in her favour, too, that she would not have

Fred Turny, that City Swell. But the great point of offence

with Mr. Sturgeon was that the old beast should have called

in some local man.

Bob Tredgold, the only brother, was escorted upstairs by

one of the footmen a little later in the night. He was very

afl'ectionate with John Thomas, and assured him of his con

tinued friendship when he should have come into his annuity.

' “ Always promised to provide for me, don’t ye know, did my

poor brother ; not capital ’cause of this, don’t ye know,” and

the unfortunate made the sign of lifting a glass to his mouth ;

“ ’nuity, very com-m-for-able, all the rest of my life. Stand

a good glass to any man. Come and see me, any time you’re

there, down Finsbury way.” John Thomas, who appreciated

a joke, had a good laugh to himself after he had deposited this

lrz'sz‘e personage in the room which was so much too fine for

him. And then the footman remembered what it was that

was lying two or three doors off, locked in there with the

lights burning, and went softly with a pale face to his own

den, feeling as if Master’s bony hand might make a grab at his

shoulder any moment as he hurried down the stairs.



CHAPTER XXXVI.

MR. STURGEON had carried off the old will with him from Mr.

Tredgold’s bureau, the document drawn up in his own oflice

in its long blue envelope, with all its details rigorously correct.

He put it into his own bag, the bag which Bob Tredgold had

carried. Bob’s name was not in it ; there were no gracious

particulars of legacy or remembrance. Perhaps the one

which he fully expected to be produced to-morrow would be

more humane. And yet in the morning he took this docu

ment out again and read it all over carefully. There were one

or two pencil-marks on it on the margin, as of things that

were meant to be altered, but no change whatever, no scrib

bling even of other wishes or changed intentions. The cross

in pencil opposite Stella’s name was the only indication of any

altered sentiment, and that, of course, was of no consequence

and meant nothing. The solicitor read it over and put it back

again carefully. If by any chance there was no other will to

propound ! But that was a thing not to be contemplated.

The old beast, he said to himself, was not surely such an old

beast as that.

Old Mr. Tredgold was buried on a bright October day,

when everything about was full of colour and sunshine. His

own trees, the rare and beautiful shrubs and foliage which had

made his grounds a sight for tourists, were all clad' in gala

robes, in tints of brown and yellow and crimson, with feathery

seedpods and fruit, hips and haws and golden globes to pro

tect the seed. As he was carried away from his own door a

gust of playful wind scattered over the blackness of the vehicle

which carried him a shower of those gay and fluttering leaves.

If it had been any fair creature one would have said it was
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Nature’s own tribute to the dead, but in his case it looked

more like a handful of coloured rags thrown in mockery upon

the vulgar hearse. .

And it was a curious group which gathered round the grave.

The rector, stately in his white robes, with his measured tones,

who had indeed sat at this man’s board and drank his wine,

but had never been admitted to speak a word of spiritual ad

monition or consolation (if he had any to speak), and who

still entertained in his heart a grudge against the other all

wrapped in black, who stood alone, the only mourner, oppo

site to him, with the grave between them. Even at that mo

ment, and while he read those solemn words, Mr. Stanley

had half an eye for Katherine, half a thought for her loneli

ness, which even now he felt she had deserved. And behind

her was the doctor, who had stood by her through every stage

of her father’s lingering illness, certainly taking no personal

vengeance on her—far, oh far from that !—-yet never forget

ting that she had dismissed him amid circumstances that made

the dismissal specially bitter—encouraged him, drawn him on,

led him to commit himself, and then tossed him away. He

had been very kind to Katherine; he had omitted no one

thing that the tenderest friend could have done, but he had

never forgotten nor forgiven her for what she had done to him.

Both of these men thought of her as perhaps triumphant in her

good fortune, holding much power in her hands, able to act

as a Providence to _her sister and to others, really a great lady

now so far as money goes. The‘feeling of both in their differ

ent way was hostile to Katherine. They both had something

against her; they were angry at the position which it was

now expected she would attain. They were not sorry for her

loneliness, standing by that grave. Both of them were keenly

aware that it was almost impossible for her to entertain any

deep grief for her father. If she had, it would have softened

them perhaps. But they did not know what profound depres

sion was in her mind, or if they had known they would have

both responded with a careless exclamation. Depression that

would last for a day ! Sadness, the effect of the circumstances,
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which would soon be shaken off in her triumph. They both

expected Katherine to be triumphant, though I cannot tell

why. Perhaps they both wished to think ill of her if they

could now that she was out of their reach, though she had

always been out of their reach, as much six years ago as to

day.

The church, the churchyard, every inch of space, was full

of people. There is not very much to look at in Sliplin, and

the great hearse with its moving mass of flowers was as fine a

sight as another. Flowers upon that old curmudgeon, that

old vile man with his money who had been of no use to any

one ! But there were flowers in plenty, as many as if he had

been beautiful like them. They were sent, it is to be sup

posed, to please Katherine, and also from an instinctive trib

ute to the wealth which gave him importance among his fellow

men, though if they could have placed the sovereigns which

these wreaths cost upon his coffin it would have been a more

appropriate offering. Sir John and Lady Jane sent their car

riage (that most remarkable of all expressions of sympathy) to

follow in the procession. That, too, was intended to please

Katherine, and the wreath out of their conservatory as a re

minder that Stella was to be provided for. Mr. Tredgold thus

got a good deal of vicarious honour in his last scene, and he

would have liked it all had he been there (as perhaps he was)

to see. One thing, however, he would not have liked would

have been the apparition of Robert Tredgold, dressed for the

occasion in his brother’s clothes, and saying, “ He was my

brother. I’m his only brother!” to whoever would listen.

Bob was disappointed not to give his niece his arm, to stand

by her as chief mourner at the foot of the grave.

They all went into the drawing-room when they returned to

the house. Katherine had no thought of business on that

particular day, and her father’s room was too cold and dreary,

and full as of a presence invisible, which was not a venerable

presence. She shuddered at the idea of entering it; and

probably because she was alone, and had no one to suggest it

to her, the idea of a will to be read, or arrangements to be
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settled, did not enter into her mind. She thought they were

coming to take leave of her when they all trooped into the

gay, much-decorated room, with its gilding and resplendent mir

rors. The blinds had been drawn up, and it was all as bright

as the ruddy afternoon and the blazing fire could make it.

She sat down in her heavy veil and cloak and turned to them,

expecting the little farewell speeches, and vulgar consolations,

and shaking of hands. But Mr. Sturgeon, the solicitor, drew

his chair towards the round table of Florentine work set in

gay gilding, and pushed away from before him the books and

nick-nacks with which it was covered. His black bag had

somehow found its way to him, and he placed it as he spoke

between his feet. .

“ I have had no opportunity all day of speaking to you,

Miss Katherine,” he said, “ nor last night. You retired early,

I think, and our search was not very productive. You can

tell me now, perhaps, what solicitor your late father, our

lamented friend, employed. He ought to have been here.”

“He engaged no solicitor that I know of,” she replied.

“Indeed, I have always thought you had his confidence—

rnore than anyone—”

“I had,” said the solicitor. “ I may say I had all his

affairs in my hands; but latterly I supposed There must

surely be someone here.”

“ No one that I know of,” said Katherine. “ We can ask

Harrison if you like. He knew everything that went on."

Here there uprose the voice of Bob Tredgold, who even at

lunch had made use of his opportunities.

“ I want to have the will read,” he said ; “ must have the

will read. It’s a deal to me is that will. I’m not going to

be hung up any more in suspense.”

“ Catch hold of this bag,” said the solicitor contemptu

ously, flinging it to him. Mr. Sturgeon had extracted from

it the long blue envelope which he had found in Mr. Tred

gold’s bureau—the envelope with his own stamp on it. Mr.

Turny fixed his eyes upon this at once. Those little round

eyes began to glisten, and his round bald head—the excite
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ment of a chance which meant money, something like the

thrill of the gambler, though the chance was not his, filled him

with animation. Katherine sat blank, looking on at a scene

which she did not understand.

“ Harrison, will you tell this gentleman whether my father ”

-—she made a little pause over the words—“ saw any solicitor

from Sliplin, or did any business privately? ”

“ Within the last five or six years P ” Mr. Sturgeon added.

“ No solicitor, sir,” the man answered at once, but with a

gleam in his eyes which announced more to say.

“ Go on, you have got something else in your mind. Let

us hear what it is, and with no delay.”

“ Master, sir,” said Harrison thus adjured, “ he said to me

more than once, ‘ I’m a going to send for Sturgeon,’ he

says. Beg your pardon, sir, for naming you like that, short.”

“ Go on—go on.”

“ And then he never did it, sir,” the man said.

“ That’s not the question. Had he any interview, to your

knowledge, with any solicitor here ? Did he see anybody on

business? Was there any signing of documents? I suppose

you must have known P ”

“ I know everything, sir, as master did. I got him up,

sir, and I put him to bed. There was never one in the house

as did a thing for him but me. Miss Katherine she can tell as

I never neglected him; never was out of the way when he

wanted me; had no ’olidays, sir.” Harrison’s voice quivered

as he gave this catalogue of his own perfections, as if with

pure self-admiration and pity he might have broken down.

“It will be remembered in your favour,” said Mr. Stur

geon. “ Now tell me precisely what happened.”

“ Nothing at all happened, sir,” Harrison said.

“ What, nothing? You can swear to it? In all these five,

six years, nobody came from the village, town—whatever

you call it—whom he consulted with, who had any documents

to be signed, nothing, nobody at all? ”

“ Nothing!” said Harrison with solemnity, “nothing!

I’ll take my Bible oath ; now and then there was a gentleman
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subscribing for some charity, and there was the doctor every

day or most every day, and as many times as I could count on

my fingers there would be some one calling, that gentleman,

sir,” he said suddenly, pointing to Mr. Turny, who looked

up alarmed as if accused of something, “ as was staying in

the house.”

“ But no business, no papers signed P ”

“ Hadn’t you better speak to the doctor, Sturgeon? He

knew more of him than anyone.”

“ Not more nor me, sir,” said Harrison firmly ; “ nobody

went in or out of master’s room that was unknown to me.”

“ This is all very well,” said Bob Tredgold, “ but it isn’t

the will. I don’t know what you’re driving at ; but it’s the

will as we want—my poor brother’s daughter here, and me.”

“ I think, Miss Katherine,” said the lawyer, “ that I’d rather

talk it over with—with Mr. Turny, who is the other executor,

and perhaps with the doctor, who could tell us something of

your father’s state of mind.”

“ What does it all mean P ” Katherine said.

“ I’d rather talk it over first; there is a great deal of re

sponsibility on our shoulders, between myself and Mr. Turny,

who is the other executor. I am sorry to keep you waiting,

Miss Katherine.”

“ Oh, it is of no consequence,” Katherine said. “ Shall I

leave you here ? Nobody will interrupt you, and you can

send for me if you want me again. But perhaps you will not

want me again P "

“ Yes, I fear we shall want you.” The men stood aside

while she went away, her head bowed down under the weight

of her veil. But Robert Tredgold opposed her departure. He

caught her by the cloak and held her back. “ Stop here,” he

said, “stop here; if you don’t stop here none of them will

pay any attention to me.”

“ You fool ! ” cried the lawyer, pushing him out of the

way, “ what have you got to say to it? Take up your bag,

and mind your business ; the will is nothing to you.”

“ Don’t speak to him so,” cried Katherine. “ You are all
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so well off and he is poor. And never mind,” she said,

touching for a moment with her hand the arm of that unlovely

swaying figure, “ I will see that you are provided for, whether

it is in the will or not. Don’t have any fear.”

The lawyer followed her with his eyes, with a slight shrug

of his shoulders and shake of his head. Dr. Burnet met her at

the door as she went away.

“ They have sent for me,” he said ; “ I don’t know why.

Is there anything wrong ? Can I be of any use? ”

“ I know of nothing wrong. They want to consult you,

but I don’t understand on what subject. It is a pity they

should think it’s necessary to go on with their business to

day."

“ They have to go back to town,” he said.

“ Yes, to be sure, I suppose that is the reason,’ she an

swered, and with a slight inclination of her head she walked

away.

But no one spoke for a full minute after the doctor joined

them; they stood about in the much gilded, brightly deco

rated room, in the outer portion outside that part which Kath

erine had separated for herself. Her table, with its vase of

flowers, her piano, the low chair in which she usually sat, were

just visible within the screen. The dark figures of the men en

cumbered the foreground between the second fireplace and the

row of long windows opening to the ground. Mr. Sturgeon

stood against one of these in profile, looking more than ever

like some strange bird, with his projecting spectacles and long

neck and straggling beard and hair.

“ You sent for me, I was told,” Dr. Burnet said.

“ Ah, yes, yes.” Mr. Sturgeon turned round. He threw

himself into one of the gilded chairs. There could not have

been a more inappropriate scene for such an assembly. “ We

would like you to give us a little account of your patient’s

state, doctor,” he said, “if you will be so good. I don’t

mean technically, of course. I should like to know about the

state of his mind. Was he himself? Did he know what he

was doing ? Would you have said he was able to take a clear

’
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view of his position, and to understand his own intentions and

how to carry them out? ”

“ Do you mean to ask me if Mr. Tredgold was in full pos

session of his faculties? Perfectly, I should say, and almost

to the last hour.”

“Did he ever confide in you as to his intentions for the

future, Doctor? I mean about his property, what he meant

to do with it? A man often tells his d00tor things he will tell

to no one else. He was very angry with his daughter, the

young lady who ran away, we know. He mentioned to you,

perhaps, that he meant to disinherit her_to leave everything

to her sister P ”

“ My poor brother,” cried Bob Tredgold, introducing him

self to Dr. Burnet with a wave of his hand, “I’m his only

brother, sir—swore always as he’d well provide for me.”

Dr. Burnet felt himself offended by the question; he had

the instinctive feeling so common in a man who moves in a

limited local circle that all his own affairs were perfectly

known, and that the expectations he had once formed, and

the abrupt conclusion to which they had come, were alluded

to in this quite uncalled for examination.

“ Mr. Tredgold never spoke to me of his private affairs,” he

said sharply. “ I had nothing to do with his money or how he

meant to leave it. The question was one of no interest to me.”

“ But, surely,” said the lawyer, “ you must in the course of

so long an illness have heard him refer to it, make some remark

on the subject--a doctor often asks, if nothing more, whether

the business affairs are all in order, whether there might be.

something a man would wish to have looked to.” .

“ Mr. Tredgold was a man of business, which I am not.

He knew what was necessary much better than I did. I never

spoke to him on business matters, nor he to me.”

There was another pause, and the two city men looked at

each other while Dr. Burnet buttoned up his coat significantly

as a sign of departure. At last Mr. Turny with his bald head

shining said persuasively, “ But, you knew, he was very angry

-with the girl who ran away.”
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“ I knew only what all the world knew,” said Dr. Burnet.

“ I am a very busy man, I have very little time to spare. If

that is all you have to ask me, I must beg you to ”

“ One minute,” said the solicitor, “ the position is very se-_

rious. It is very awkward for us to have no other member of

the family, no one in Miss Tredgold’s interest to talk it over

with. I thought, perhaps, that you, Dr. Burnet, being I pre

sume, by this time, an old family friend as well as ”

“ I can’t pretend to any such distinction,” he said quickly

with an angry smile, for indeed although he never showed it,

he had never forgiven Katherine. Then it occurred to him,

though a little late, that these personal matters might as well

be kept to himself. He added quickly, “I have, of course,

seen Miss Tredgold daily, for many years.”

“Well,” said Mr. Sturgeon, “that’s always something, as

she has nobody to stand by her, no relation, no husband—

nothing but—what’s worse than nothing,” he added with a

contemptuous glance at Robert Tredgold, who sat grasping

his bag, and looking from one to another with curious and

bewildered eyes.

Dr. Burnet grew red, and buttoned up more tightly than

ever the buttons he had undone. “ If I can be of any use to

Miss Tredgold,” he said. “Is there anything disagreeable

before her—any prohibition—against helping her sister ? ”

“ Dr. Burnet,” said the solicitor imperiously, “ we can find

nothing among Mr. Tredgold’s papers, and I have nothing,

not an indication of his wishes, except the will of eighteen

hundred and seventy-one. ’ ’

 

 



CHAPTER XXXVII.

WHEN Katherine came into the room again at the call of her

father’s solicitor it was with a sense of being unduly disturbed

and interfered with at a moment when she had a right to

repose. She was perhaps half angry with herself that her

thoughts were already turning so warmly to the future, and that

Stella’s approaching arrival, and the change in Stella’s fortunes

which it would be in her power to make, were more and more

occupying the foreground of her mind, and crowding out with

bright colours the sombre spectacle which was just over, and

all the troublous details of the past. When a portion of one’s

life has been brought to an end by the closure of death, some

thing to look forward to is the most natural and best of allevia

tions. It breaks up the conviction of the irrevocable, and

opens to the soul once more the way before it, which, on the

other hand, is closed up and ended. Katherine had allowed

that thought to steal into her mind, to occupy the entire horizon.

Stella was coming home, not merely back, which was all that

she had allowed herself to say before, but home to her own

house, or rather to that which was something still more hers

than her own by being her sister’s. There had been, no doubt,

grievances against Stella in Katherine’s mind, in the days

when her own life had been entirely overshadowed by her sis—

ter’s ; but these were long gone, long lost in boundless, remorse

ful (notwithstanding that she had nothing to blame herself

with) affection and longing for Stella, who after all was her

only sister, her only near relation in the world. She had begun to

permit herself to dwell on that delightful thought. It had been

a sort of forbidden pleasure while her father lay dead in the

house, and she had felt that every thought was due to him, that
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she had not given him enough, had not shown that devotion to

' him of which one reads in books, the triumph of filial love over

every circumstance. Katherine had not been to her father all

that a daughter might have been, and in these dark days she

had much and unjustly reproached herself with it. But now

everything had been done for him that he could have wished

to be done, and his image had gone aside amid the shadows of

the past, and she had permitted herself to look forward, to

think of Stella and her return. It was a great disturbance and

annoyance to be called again, to be brought back from the con

templation of those happier things to the shadow of the grave

once more—or, still worse, the shadow of business, as if she

cared how much money had come to her or what was her posi

tion. There would be plenty—-plenty to make Stella comfort

able she knew, and beyond that what did Katherine care ?

The men stood up again as she came in with an air of respect

which seemed to her exaggerated and absurd—old Mr. Turny,

who had known her from a child and had allowed her to open

the door for him and run errands for him many a day, and the

solicitor, who in his infrequent visits had never paid any atten

tion to her at all. They stood on each side letting her pass as if

into some prison of which they were going to defend the doors.

Dr. Burnet, who was there too, closely buttoned and looking

very grave, gave her a seat ; and then she saw her Uncle

Robert Tredgold sunk down in a chair, with Mr. Sturgeon's

bag in his arms, staring about him with lack-lustre eyes. She

gave him a little nod and encouraging glance. How small a.

matter it would be to provide for that unfortunate so that he

should never need to carry Mr. Sturgeon’s bag again! She

sat down and looked round upon them with for the first time a

sort of personal satisfaction in the thought that she was so

wholly independent of them and all that it was in their power

to (lo—the mistress of her own house, not obliged to think of

anyone’s pleasure but her own. It was on her lips to say

something hospitable, kind, such as became the mistress of the

house ; she refrained only from the recollection that, after all,

it was her father’s funeral day.
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“ Miss Tredgold,” said the solicitor, “ we have now, I am

sorry to say, a very painful duty to perform.”

Katherine looked at him without the faintest notion of his

meaning, encouraging him to proceed with a faint smile.

“ I have gone through your late lamented father’s papers most

carefully. As you yourself said yesterday, I have possessed his

confidence for many years, and all his business matters have

gone through my hands. I supposed that as I had not been

consulted about any change in his will, he must have employed

a local solicitor. That, however, does not seem to have been

the case, and I am sorry to inform you, Miss Tredgold, that the

only will that can be found is that of eighteen hundred and

seventy-one. "

“ Yes P ” said Katherine i-ndifi'erently interrogative, as some

thing seemed to be expected of her.

‘ ‘ Yes--the will of eighteen hundred and seventy-one—nearly

eight years ago——drawn out when your sister was in full posses

sion of her empire over your late father, Miss Tredgold.”

“ Yes,” said Katherine, but this time without any interro

gation. She had a vague recollection of that will, of Mr.

Sturgeon’s visit to the house, and the far-off sound of stormy

interviews between her father and his solicitor, of which the

girls in their careless fashion, and especially Stella, had made

a joke.

“ You probably don’t take in the full significance of what I

say.,,

“ N0,” said Katherine with a smile, “ I don’t think that I

do.”

“ I protested against it at the time. I simply cannot com

prehend it now. It is almost impossible to imagine that in

present circumstances he could have intended it to stand ; but

here it is, and nothing else. Miss Tredgold, by this will the

whole of your father’s property is left over your head to your

younger sister.”

“ To Stella! " she cried, with a sudden glow of pleasure,

clapping her hands. The men about sat and stared at her, Mr.

Turny in such consternation that his jaw dropped as he gazed.
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Bob Tredgold was by this time beyond speech, glaring into

empty space over the bag in his arms.

Then something, whether in her mind or out of it, suggested

by the faces round her struck Katherine with a little chill. She

looked round upon them again, and she was dimly aware that

someone behind her, who could only be Dr. Burnet, made a

step forward and stood behind her chair. Then she drew a

long breath. “I am not sure that I understand yet. I am

glad Stella has it--oh, very glad I But do you mean that I—

am left out? Do you mean I am afraid,” she said, after

a pause, with a little gasp, “that is not quite just. Do you

mean really everything—everything, Mr. Sturgeon P ”

“Everything. There is, of course, your mother’s money,

which no one can touch, and there is a small piece of land—

to build yourself a cottage on, which was all you would want,

he said.”

Katherine sat silent a little after this. Her first thought was

that she was balked then altogether in her first personal wish,

the great delight and triumph of setting Stella right and restor

ing to her her just share in the inheritance. This great disap

pointment struck her at once, and almost brought the tears to

her eyes. Stella would now have it all of her own right, and

would never know, or at least believe, what had been Kathe

rine’s loving intention. She felt this blow. In a moment she

realised that Stella would not believe it—that she would think

any assertion to that effect to be a figment, and remained fully

assured that her sister would have kept everything to herself if

she had had the power. And this hurt Katherine beyond ex

pression. She would have liked to have had that power !

Afterwards there came into her mind a vague sense of old in

justice and unkindness to herself, the contemptuous speech

about the cottage, and that this was all she would want. Her

father thought so ; he had thought so always, and so had Stella.

It never occurred to Katherine that Stella would be anxious to

do her justice, as she would have done to Stella. That was an

idea that never entered her mind at all. She was thrown back

eight years ago to the time when she lived habitually in the
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cold shade. After all, was not that the one thing that she had

been certain of all her life? Was it not a spell which had never

been broken, which never could be broken P She murmured

to herself dully : “ A cottage—which was all I should want.”

“ I said to your father at the time everything that could be

said.” Mr. Sturgeon wanted to show his sympathy, but he

felt that, thoroughly as everybody present must be persuaded

that old Tredgold was an old beast, it would not do to say so

in his own house on his funeral day.

The other executor said nothing except “ Tchich, tchich ! ”

but he wiped his bald head with his handkerchief and internally

thanked everything that he knew in the place of God—that

dark power called Providence and other such—that Katherine

Tredgold had refused to have anything to say to his Fred.

Dr. Burnet was not visible at all to Katherine except in a long

mirror opposite, where he appeared like a shadow behind her

chair.

“ And this poor man,” said Katherine, looking towards

poor Bob Tredgold, with his staring eyes ; “is there nothing

for him? ”

“Not a penny. I could have told you that; I have told

him that often enough. I’ve known him from a boy. He

shall keep his corner in my office all the same. I didn’t put

him there, though he thinks so, for his brother’s sake.”

“ He shall have a home in the cottage—when it is built,”

said Katherine, with a curious smile; and then she became

aware that in both these promises, the lawyer’s and her own,

there was a bitter tone-~an unexpressed contempt for the man

who was her father, and who had been laid in his grave that

day.

“I hope, she said, “this is all that is necessary to-day;

and may I now, if you will not think it ungracious, bid you

good-bye? I shall understand it all better when I have a little

time to think.”

She paused, however, again after she had shaken hands with

them. “There is still one thing. I am going to meet my

sister when she arrives. May I have the—the happiness of

)1
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telling her? I had meant to give her half, and it is a little

disappointment ; but I should like at least to carry the news.

Thanks; you must address to her here. Of course she will

come at once here. “to her own home.”

She scarcely knew whose arm it was that was offered to her,

but took it mechanically and went out, not quite clear as to

where she was going, in the giddiness of the great change.

“ This is a strange hearing,” Dr. Burnet said.

“ How kind of you to stand by me! Yes, it is strange;

and I was pleasing myself with the idea of giving back the

‘ house and her share of everything besides to Stella. I should

have liked to do that.”

“ It is to be hoped,” he said, “ that she will do the same by

you.”

“ Oh, no! ” she cried with a half laugh, “that’s impossi

ble.” Then, after a pause, “ you know there’s a husband and

children to be thought of. And what Iwill have is really

quite enough for me.”

“ There is one thing at your disposal as you please,” be

said in a low voice. “ I have not changed, Katherine, all

these years.”

“ Dr. Burnet! It makes one’s heart glad that you are so

good a man ! ”

“ Make me glad, that will be better," he said.

Katherine shook her head but said nothing. And human

nature is so strange that Dr. Burnet, after making this profes

sion of devotion, which was genuine enough, did not feel so

sorry as he ought to have done that she still shook her head as

she disappeared up the great stairs.

Katherine went into her room a very different woman from

the Katherine who had left it not half-an-hour before. Then

she had entertained no doubt that this was her own house in

which she was, this her own room, where in all probability

she would live all her life. She had intended that Stella

should have the house, and yet that there should always be a

nook for herself in which the giver of the whole, half by right

and wholly by love, should remain, something more than a
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guest. Would Stella think like that now that the tables were

turned, that it was Katherine who had nothing and she all?

Katherine did not for a moment imagine that this would be

the case. Without questioning herself on the subject, she

unconsciously proved how little confidence she had in Stella

by putting away from her mind all idea of remaining here.

She had no home; she would have no home unless or until

the cottage was built for which her father had in mockery, not

in kindness, left her the site. She looked round upon all the

familiar things which had been about her all her life; already

the place had taken another aspect to her. It was not hers

any longer, it was a room in her sister’s house. She won

dered whether Stella would let her take her favourite things—a

certa'in little cabinet, a writing table, some of the pictures.

But she did not feel any confidence that Stella would allow

her to do so. Stella liked to have a house nicely furnished,

not to see gaps in the furniture. That was a small matter, but

it was characteristic of the view which Katherine instinctively

took of the whole situation. And it would be vain to say that

it did not affect her. It affected her strongly, but not as the

sudden deprivation of all things might be supposed to affect a

sensitive mind. She had no anticipation of any catastrophe

of the kind, and yet now that it had come she did not feel that

she was unprepared for it. It was not a thing which her

mind rejected as impossible, which her heart struggled against.

Now that 'it had happened, it fitted in well enough to the life

that had gone before.

Her father had never cared for her, and he had loved Stella.

Stella was the one to whom everything naturally came. Poor

Stella had been unnaturally depressed, thrown out of her

triumphant place for these six years; but her father, even when

he had uttered that calm execration which had so shaken

Katherine’s nerves but never his, had not meant any harm to

Stella. He had not been able to do anything against her.

Katherine remembered to have seen him seated at his bureau

with that large blue envelope in his hand. This showed that

he had taken the matter into consideration; but it had not
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proved possible for him to disinherit Stella—a thing which

everybody concluded had been done as soon as she left him.

Katherine remembered vaguely even that she had seen him

chuckling over that document, locking it up in his drawer as

if there was some private jest of his own involved. It was the

kind of jest to please Mr. Tredgold. The idea of such a dis—

covery, of the one sister who was sure being disappointed, and

the other who expected nothing being raised to the heights of

triumph, all by nothing more than a scratch of his pen, was

sure to please him. She could almost hear him chuckling

again at her own sudden and complete overthrow. When she

came thus far Katherine stopped herself suddenly with a quick

flush and sense of guilt. She would not consciously blame her

father, but she retained the impression on her mind of his

chuckle over her discomfiture.

Thus it will be seen that Katherine’s pain in the strange

change was reduced by the fact that there was no injured love

to feel the smart. She recognised that it was quite a thing

that had been likely, though she had not thought of it before,

that it was a thing that other people would recognise as likely

when they heard of it. Nobody, she said to herself, would be

very much surprised. It was unnatural, now she came to

think of it, that she should have had even for a moment the

upper hand and the extreme gratification, not to say superior

ity, of restoring Stella. Perhaps it was rather a mean thing to

have desired it—to have wished to lay Stella under such an

obligation, and to secure for herself that blessedness of giving

which everybody recognised. Her mind turned with a sud»

den impulse of shame to this wish, that had been so strong in

it. Everybody likes to give; it is a selfish sort of pleasure.

You feel yourself for the moment a good genius, a sort of prov

idence, uplifted above the person, whoever it may be, upon

whom you bestow your bounty. He or she has the inferior

position, and probably does not like it at all. Stella was too

careless, too ready to grasp whatever she could get, to feel

this very strongly ; but even Stella, instead of loving her sister

the better for hastening to her with her hands full, might have
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resented the fact that she owed to Katherine’s gift what ought

to have been hers by right. It was perhaps a poor thing after

all. Katherine began to convince herself that it was a poor

thing—to have wished to do that. Far better that Stella

should have what she had a right to by her own right and not

through any gift.

Then Katherine began to try to take back the thread of the

thoughts which had been in her mind before she was called

downstairs to speak to those men. Her first trial resulted

merely in a strong sensation of dislike to “ those men ” and

resentment, which was absurd, for, after all, it was not they

who had done it. She recalled them to her mind, or rather

the image of them came into it, with a feeling of angry dis

pleasure. Mr. Sturgeon, the solicitor, had in no way been

offensive to Katherine. He had been indignant, he had

been sorry, he had been, in fact, on her side ; but she gave

him no credit for that. And the bald head of the other

seemed to her to have a sort of twinkle as of mockery in it,

though, to tell the truth, poor Mr. Turny’s face underneath

was much troubled and almost ashamed to look at Katherine

after being instrumental in doing her so much harm. She

wondered with an intuitive perception whether he 'were not

very glad now that she had refused Fred. And then with a

leap her mind went back to other things. Would they all be

very glad now? Would the Rector piously thank heaven,

which for his good had subjected him to so small a pang, by

way of saving him later from so great a disappointment?

Would the doctor be glad? Even though he had made that

very nice speech to her—that generous and faithful profession

of attachment still—must not the doctor, too, be a little glad?

And then Katherine’s mind for a moment went circling back

into space, as it were—into an unknown world to which she

had no clue. He who had disappeared there, leaving no sign,

would he ever bear, would he ever think, could it touch him

one way or another? Probably it would not touch him in

any way. He might be married to some woman ; he might

have a family of children round him. He might say, “ Oh,
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the Tredgolds ! I used to see a good deal of them. And so

Lady Somers has the money after all? I always thought that

was how it would end.” And perhaps he would be glad, too,

that Katherine, who was the unlucky one, the one always left

in the cold shade, whatever happened, had never been any

thing more to him than a passing fancy—a figure flitting by as

in a dream.



CHAPTER XXXVIII.

A WHOLE week had still to pass before the arrival of the

Aurzmgzeée. After such a revolution and catastrophe as had

happened, there is always a feeling in the mind that the stu

pendous change that is about to ensue should come at once.

But it is very rare indeed that it does so. There is an inevi

table time of waiting, which to some spirits clinging to the old

is a reprieve, but to others an intolerable delay. Katherine

was one of those to whom the delay was intolerable. She

would have liked to get it all over, to deposit the treasure, as

it were, at her sister’s feet, and so to get away, she did not

know where, and think of it no more.

She was not herself, as she now assured herself, so very badly

off. .The amount of her mother’s fortune was about five hun

dred a year—quite a tolerable income for a woman alone, with

nobody to think of but herself. And as Katherine had not

wanted the money, or at least more than a part of“ it (for Mr.

Tredgold had considered it right at all times that a girl with

an income of her own should pay fbr her own dress), a con

siderable sum had accumulated as savings which would have

been of great use to her now, and built for her that cottage to

which her father had doomed her, had it not been that almost

all of it had been taken during those five years past for Stella,

who was always in need, and had devoured the greater part of

Katherine’s income besides. She had thus no nest egg, noth

ing to build the cottage, unless Stella paid her back, which

was a probability upon which Katherine did not much reckon.

_ It was curious, even to herself, to find that she instinctively

did not reckon on Stella at all. She was even angry with

herself for this, and felt that she did not do Stella justice, yet

23
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always recurred unconsciously to the idea that there was noth

ing to look for, nothing to be reckoned on, but her five hun

dred a year, which surely, she said to herself, would be quite

enough. She and old Hannah, from whom she did not wish

to separate herself, could live upon that, even with a residue

for poor Robert Tredgold, who had returned to his desk in

the dreariest disappomtment and whose living was at Mr.

Sturgeon’s mercy. Stella would not wish to hear of that dis

reputable relation, and yet perhaps she might be got to pro

vide for him if only to secure that he should never cross her

path.

Katherine’s thoughts were dreary enough as she lived

through these days, in the house that was no longer hers;

but she had a still harder discipline to go through in the

visits of her neighbours, among whom the wonderful story of

Mr. Tredgold’s will began to circulate at once. They had

been very kind to her, according to the usual fashion of neigh

bourly kindness. There had been incessant visits and in

quiries ever since the interest of the place had been quickened

by the change for the worse in the old man’s state, and on his

death Katherine had received many offers of help andcom

panionship, even from people she knew slightly. The ladies

about were all anxious to be permitted to come and “ sit with

her,” to take care of her for a day, or more than a day, to en

sure her from being alone. Mrs. Shanks and Miss Mildmay,

though neither of these ladies liked to disturb themselves for a

common occasion, were ready at an hour’s notice to have gone

to her, to have been with her during the trying period of the

funeral, and they were naturally among the first to enter the

house when its doors were open, its shutters unbarred, and

the broad light of the common day streamed once more into

the rooms. Everything looked so exactly as it used to do,

they remarked to each other as they went in, leaving the

Midge considerably the worse for wear, and Mr. Perkins, the

driver, none the better at the door. Exactly the same ! The

gilding of the furniture in the gorgeous drawing-room was not

tarnished, nor the satin dimmed of its lustre, by Mr. Tred
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gold’s death. The servants, perhaps, were a little less confi

dent, shades of anxiety were on the countenance of the butler

and the footman ; they did not know whether they would be

servants good enough for Lady Somers. Even Mrs. Simmons

"who did not, of course, appear—was doubtful whether Lady

Somers would retain her, notwithstanding all the dainties

which Simmons had prepared for her youth; and a general

sense of uneasiness was in the house. But the great drawing

room, with all its glow and glitter, did not show any sympa

thetic shadow. The two fireplaces shone with polished brass

and steel, and the reflection of the blazing fires, though the

windows were open—which was a very extravagant arrange

ment the ladies thought, though quite in the Tredgold way.

And yet the old gentleman was gone! and Katherine, hither

to the dispenser of many good things and accustomed all her

life to costly housekeeping, was left like any poor lady with an

income of five hundred a year. Both Mrs. Shanks and Miss

Mildmay, who put firebricks in their fireplaces and were very

frugal in all their ways, and paid their visits in the Midge, had

as much as that. No one could be expected to keep up a

house of her own and a couple of servants on that. But

Stella surely would do something for her sister, Mrs. Shanks

said. Miss Mildmay was still shaking her head in reply to

this when they entered the drawing-room, where Katherine

advanced to meet them in her black dress. She had ceased to

sit behind the screens in that part of the room which she had

arranged for herself. The screens were folded back, the room

was again one large room all shining with its gilded chairs

and cabinets, its Florentine tables, its miles of glowing Aubus

son carpet. She was the only blot upon its brightness, with

her heavy crape and her pale face.

“ My dear Katherine, my dearest Katherine,” the old ladies

said, enfolding her one after the other in the emphatic silence

of a long embrace. This was meant to express something

more than words could say—and, indeed, there were few

words which could have adequately expressed the feelings of

the spectators. “So your old brute of a father has gone at
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last, and a good riddance, and has cheated you out of every

penny he could take away from you, after making a slave of

you all these years! ” Such words as these would have given

but a feeble idea of the feelings of these ladies, but it is need

less to say that it would have been impossible to say them

except in some as yet undiscovered Palace of Truth. But each

old lady held the young one fast, and pressed a long kiss upon

her cheek, which answered the same purpose. When she

emerged from these embraces Katherine looked a little relieved,

but still more pale.

“ Katherine, my dear, it is impossible not to speak of it,”

said Mrs. Shanks; “ you know it must be in our minds all the

while. Are you going to do anything, my dear child, to dis

pute this dreadful will ? ”

“ Jane Shanks and I,” said Miss Mildmay, “ have talked of

nothing else since we heard of it; not that I believe you will

do anything against it, but I wish you had a near friend who

would, Katherine. A near friend is the thing. I have never

been very much in favour of marrying, but I should like you

to marry for that.”

“ In order to dispute my father’s will?” said Katherine.

“ Dear Miss Mildmay, you know I don’t want to be rude, but

I will not even hear it discussed.”

“ But Katherine, Katherine ”

“ Please not a word ! I am quite satisfied with papa’s will.

I had intended to do—something of the sort myself, if I had

ever had the power. You know, which is something pleas

anter to talk of, that the Aurungzeée has been signalled, and I

am going to meet Stella to-morrow.”

The two old ladies looked at each other. “ And I suppose, "

said Mrs. Shanks, “ you will bring her home here.”

“ Stella has seen a great deal since she was here,” said Miss

Mildmay, “ I should not think she would come, Katherine, if

that is what you wish. She will like something more in the

fashion—or perhaps more out of the fashion vflin the grand

style, don’t you know, like her husband’s old house. She

will turn up her nose at all this, and at all of us, and perhaps
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at you too. Stella was never like you, Katherine. If she falls

into a great fortune all at once there will be no bounds to her.

She’ll probably sell this place, and turn you out.”

“ She may not like the place, and neither do I,” said

Katherine like a flash 3 “ if she wishes to part with it I shall

certainly not oppose her. You must not speak so of my

sister.”

“ And what shall you do, Katherine, my dear?”

“ I am going away,” cried Katherine ; “ I have always in

tended to go away. I have a piece of land to build a cottage

on.” She made a pause, for she had never in words stated

her intentions before. “ Papa knew what I should like,” she

said, with the rising of a sob in her throat. The sense of in

jury now and then overcame even her self-control. “ In the

meantime perhaps we may go abroad, Hannah and I ; isn’t it

always the right thing when you are in mourning and trouble

to go abroad P ”

“ My dear girl,” said Miss Mildmay solemnly, “ how far do

you think you can go abroad you and your maid—upon five

hundred a year P ”

“ Can’t we P ” said Katherine, confused ; “ oh, yes, we have

very quiet ways. I am not extravagant, I shall want no

carriage or anything.”

“ Do you know how much a hotel costs, Katherine? You

and your maid couldn’t possibly live for less than a pound a

day a pound a day means three hundred and sixty-five pounds

a year—and that without a pin, without a shoe, without a bit

of ribbon or a button for your clothes, still less with anything

new to put on. How could you go abroad on that? It is

impossible—and with the ideas you have been brought up on,

everything so extravagant and ample—I can’t imagine what

you can be thinking of, a practical girl like you.”

“ She might go to a pension, Ruth Mildmay. Pensions are

much cheaper than hotels.”

“ I think I see Katherine in a pension! With a napkin

done up in a ring to last a week, and tablecloths to match I ”

“ Well then,” said Katherine, with a feeble laugh, “ if that
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is so I must stay at home. Hannah and I will find a little

house somewhere while my cottage is building.”

“ Hannah can never do all the work of a house,” said Miss

Mildmay, “ Hannah has been accustomed to her ease as well

as you. You would need at least a good maid of all work who

could cook, besides Hannah; and then there are rent and

taxes, and hundreds of things that you never calculate upon.

You could not live, my dear, even in a cottage with two

maids, on five hundred a year.”

“ I think I had better not live at all!” cried Katherine,

“ if that is how it is ; and yet there must be a great many peo

ple who manage very well on less than I have. Why, there

are families who live on a pound a week ! ”

“ But not, my dear, with a lady’s maid and another,” Miss

Mildmay said.

Katherine was very glad when her friends went away. They

would either of them have received her into their own little

houses with delight, for a long visit—even with her maid, who,

as everybody knows, upsets a little house much more than the

mistress. She might have sat for a month at a time in either

of the drawing-rooms under the green verandah, and looked

out upon the terrace gardens with the sea beyond, and thus

have been spared so much expense, a consideration which

would have been fully in the minds of her entertainers ; but

their conversation gave her an entirely new view of the sub

ject. Her little income had seemed to her to mean plenty,

even luxury. She had thought of travelling. She had thought

(with a little bitterness, yet amusement) of the cottage she

would build, a dainty little nest full of pretty things. It had

never occurred to her that she would not have money enough

for all that, or that poor old Hannah if she accompanied her

mistress would have to descend from the pleasant leisure to

which she was accustomed. This new idea was not a pleasant

one. She tried to cast it away and to think that she would

not care, but the suggestion that even such a thing as the little

drawing-room, shadowed by the verandah, was above her

reach gave her undeniably a shock. It was not a pretty room ;
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in the winter it was dark and damp, the shabby carpet on a

level with the leaf-strewn flags of the verandah and the flower

borders beyond. She had thought with compassion of the

inhabitants trying to be cheerful on a dull wintry day in the

corner between the window and the fire. And yet that was

too fine—too expensive for her now. Mrs. Shanks had two

maids and a boy! and could have the Midge when she liked

in partnership with her friend. These glories could not be for

Katherine. Then she burst into a laugh of ridicule at herself.

Other women of her years in all the villages about were work

ing cheerfully for their husbands and babies, washing the

clothes and cooking the meals, busy and happy all day long.

Katherine could have done that she felt—but she did not know

how she was to vegetate cheerfully upon her five hundred a

year. To be sure, as the reader will perceive, who may here

be indignant with Katherine, she knew nothing about it, and

was not so grateful as she ought to be for what she had in

comparison with what she had not.

Lady Jane came to see her the same day, and Lady Jane

was over~awed altogether by the news. She had a scared look

in her face. “ I can only hope that Stella will show herself

worthy of our confidence and put things right between you at

once,” she said; but her face did not express the confidence

which she put into words. She asked all about the arrival,

and about Katherine’s purpose of meeting her sister at Graves

end. “ Shall you bring them all down here P " she said.

“ It will depend upon Stella. I should like to bring them

all here. I have had our old rooms prepared for the nurseries ;

and there are fires everywhere to air the house. They will

feel the cold very much, I suppose. But if the fine weather

lasts There is only one thing against it, Stella may not

care to come.”

“ Oh, Stella will come," said Lady Jane, “the island is the

right place, don’t you know, to have a house in, and every

body she used to know will see her here in her glory—and

then her husband will be able to run up to town-—and begin

to squander the money away. Charlie Somers is my own rela
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tion, Katherine, but I don’t put much faith in him. 1 Wish

it had been as we anticipated, and everything had been in

your hands."

“ You know what I should have done at once, Lady Jane,

if it had—”

“ I know—not this, however, anyhow. I hope you would

have had sense enough to keep your share. It would have

been far better in the long run for Stella, she would always

have had you to fall back upon. My heart is broken about it

all, Katherine. I blame myself now more than at the first. I

should never have countenanced them ; and I never should if

I had thought it would bring disaster upon you.”

“ You need not blame yourself, Lady Jane, for this was the

will of ’71; and if you had never interfered at all, if there

had been no Charles Somers, and no elopement, it would

have been just the same.”

“There is something in that,” Lady Jane said. “ And

now I hope, I do hope, that Stella—she is not like you, my

dear Katherine. She has never been brought up to think of

any one but herself.”

“She has been brought up exactly as I was,

said with a smile.

“Ah yes, but it is different, quite different; the foolish

wicked preference which was shown for her, did good to you

—you are a different creature, and most likely it is more or less

owing to that. Katherine, you know there are things in

which I think you were wrong. When that good, kind man

wanted to marry you, as indeed he does now—”

“ Not very much, I think, Lady Jane; which is all the

better, as I do not wish at all to marry him."

“I think you are making a mistake,” said Lady Jane.

“ He is not so ornamental perhaps as Charlie Somers, but he

is a far better man. Well, then, I suppose there is nothing

more to be said; but I can’t help thinking that if you had a

man to stand by you they would never have propounded that

will.”

“ Indeed,” said Katherine, “ you must not think they had

)7
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anything to do with it; the will was propounded because it

was the only one that was there.”

“ I know that women always are imposed upon in business,

where it is possible to do it,” Lady jane said in tones of con

viction. And it was with great reluctance that she went

away, still with a feeling that it was somehow Katherine’s

fault, if not at bottom her own, for having secretly encouraged

Stella’s runaway match. “ She had never thought of this,”

she declared, for a moment. She had been strongly desirous

that Stella should have her share, and she knew that Katherine

would have given her her share, As for Stella’s actions, no

one could answer for them. She might have a generous im

pulse or she might not; and Charlie Somers, he was always

agape for money. If he had the Duke of Westminster’s

revenues he would still open his mouth for more. “ But you

may be sure I shall put their duty very plainly before them,”

she said.

“ Oh, don’t, please don’t,” cried Katherine. “ I do not

want to have anything from Stella’s pity—J am not to be

pitied at all. I have a very sufficient income of my own.”

“ A very sufficient income—for Mr. Tredgold’s daughter! ”

cried Lady Jane, and she hurried away biting her lips to pre

vent a string of evil names as long as her arm bursting from

them. The old wretch! the old brute ! the old curmudgeon !

were a few of the things she would have liked to say. But it

does not do to scatter such expressions about a man’s house

before he has been buried a week. These are decorums which

are essential to the very preservation of life.

Then Katherine’s mind turned to the other side of the

question, and she thought of herself as Stella’s pensioner, of

living on sufferance in Stella’s house, with a portion of Stella’s

money substracted from the rest for her benefit. It would

have been just the same had it been she who had endowed

Stella, as she had intended, and given her the house and the

half of the fortune. The same, and yet how different. Stella

would have taken everything her sister had giVen, and waited

and craved for more. But to Katherine it seemed impossible
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that she should take anything from Stella. It would be charity,

alms, a hundred ugly things; it would have been mere and

simple justice, as she would have felt it had the doing of it

been in her own hands.

But it was not with any of these feelings, it was with the

happiness of real affection in seeing her sister again, and the

excitement of a great novelty and change and of a new chap

ter of life quite different from all that she had known before,

and probably better, more happy, more comforting than any

of her anticipations, that she set out next day to meet Stella

and to bring,r her home. '



CHAPTER XXXIX.

A RIVER—SEA between two widely separated banks, so calm

that it was like a sea of oil bulging towards the centre from

over-fullness ; a big ship upon an even keel, moving along

with almost imperceptible progress, the distant hazy banks

gliding slowly past; the ease and relief of a long voyage over,

not only on every face, but on every line of cordage; a

bustle of happy people rushing up upon deck to see how near

home they were, and of other people below crowding, bust

ling over portmanteaux to be packed, and all the parapher

nalia of the voyage to be put away. It was a very curious

scene to Katherine’s eyes, not to speak of the swarming dark

figurm everywhere—the Lascars, who were the crew, the

gliding ayhas in their white wrappings. She was led to the

cabin in which Stella, half-dressed, was standing in the

midst of piles of clothes and other belongings, all thrown

about in a confusion which it seemed impossible ever to reduce

to order, with a box or two open and ready to receive the

mass which never could be got in. She was so busy that she

could not at first be got to understand that somebody from

shore had come for her. And even then, though she gave a

little cry and made a little plunge at Katherine, it was in the

midst of a torrent of directions, addressed sometimes in

English, sometimes in Hindostanee, to an English maid and a

Hindoo woman who encumbered the small cabin with their

presence. A pink-and-white—yet more white than pink—

baby lay sprawling, half out of its garments, upon the red

velvet steamboat couch. Katherine stood confused, disap

pointed, longing to take her sister to her heart, and longing

to snatch up the little creature who was so new and so strange
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an element, yet suddenly caught, stopped, set down, in the

exaltation of her love and eagerness by the deadly common

place of the scene. Stella cried, with almost a shriek:

“ You, Katherine ! Is it possible P ” and gave her ahurried

kiss ; and then, without drawing breath, called out to the wom

en : “ For goodness’ sake take care what you’re doing. That’s

my best lace. And put all the muslins at the bottom—I sha’n’t

want them here,” with a torrent of other directions in a strange

tongue to the white-robed ayah in the background. Then—

“ Only wait,” Stella cried, “ till I get a dress on. But there

is never anything ready when I want it. Give me that gown

—any gown—and look sharp, can’t you P I am never ready

till half an hour after everybody. I never can get a thing to

put on.”

“ Don’t mind for to-day, Stella; anything will do for to

day. I have so much to tell you.”

“ Oh ! ” said Stella, looking at her again, “ I see. Your

crape’s enough, Kate, without a word. So it’s all over P

Well, perhaps it is for the best. It would have made me mis

erable if he had refused to see me. And Charlie would have

insisted—and Poor papa! so he’s gone—really gone.

Give me a handkerchief, quick! I was, of course, partly pre

pared. It’s not such a shock as it might have been.” A tear

fell from Stella’s eyes upon the dress which her maid was ar

ranging. She wiped it off carefully, and then her eyes. “ You

see how careful I have to be now-a-days,” she said ; “ I

can’t have my dress spotted, I haven’t too many of them now.

Poor papa! Well, it is a good thing it has happened when I

have all the distractions of the journey to take off my mind.

Have you done now fumbling P Pin my veil properly. Now

I’ll go on deck with you, Katherine, and we’ll watch the ship

getting in, and have our talk.” I

“ Mayn’t I kiss the baby first? ” Katherine said. She had

been looking at that new and wonderful thing over the chaos

of the baggage, unable to get further than the cabin door.

“ Oh, you’ll see the baby after. Already you’re beginning

to think of the baby and not of me. I knew that was how it
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would be,” said Stella, pettishly. She stepped over an open

box, dragging down a pile of muslins as she moved. “ There’s

no room to turn round here. Thank heaven we’ve done with

it at last. Now, Kate—Kate, tell me ; it will be the first thing

Charlie will want to know. Did he relent to me at the last P ”

“ There is so much to tell you, Stella.”

“ Yes—yes—about his illness and all. Poor papa! I am

sure I am just as sorry as if I knew all about it already. But

Kate, dear, just one word. Am I cut off in the will? That

is what I want to know.”

“ No,” said Katherine, “ you are not cut off in the will.”

“ Hurrah! ” cried Stella, clapping her hands. It was but

for one second, and then she quieted down. “ Oh, we have

had such a time,” she cried, “ and Charlie always insinuating,

when he didn’t say it outright, that it was my fault, for, of

course, we never, never believed, neither he nor I, that papa

would have held out. And so he did come to at the end?

Well, it is very hard, very hard to have been kept out of it so

long ; but I am glad we are to have what belongs to us now.

Oh—h ! ” cried Stella, drawing a long breath as she emerged

on deck, leading the way, “ here’s the old Thames again, bless

it, and the fat banks ; and we’re at home, and have come into

our money. Hurrah ! ”

“ What are you so pleased about, Lady Somers P The first

sight of ugly old England and her grey skies," said someone

who met them. The encounter sobered Stella, who paused a

moment with a glance from her own coloured dress to Kathe

rine’s crape, and a sudden sense of the necessities of the posi~

tion.

“ They aren’t very much to be pleased about, are they P ”

she said. “ Will you find Charlie for me, please. Tell him

my sister has come to meet us, and that there’s news which

he will like to hear.”

“ Stella,” cried Katherine, “ there may not be much sorrow

in your heart, yet I don’t think you should describe your own

father’s death as something your husband will like to hear.”

“It is not papa’s death, bless you,” cried Stella, lightly.
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“ Oh, look, they are getting out the ropes. We shall soon be

there now—it is the money, to be sure. You have never been

hard up for money, Kate, or you would know what it was.

Look, there’s Charlie on the bridge with little Job ; we call him

Job because he’s always been such a peepy-weepy little fellow,

always crying and cross for nothing at all ; they say it was be

cause I was in such a temper and misery when he was coming,

about having no money, and papa’s cruelty. Charlie! That

silly man has never found him, though he might have known

he was on the bridge. Cha—arlie ! ” Stella made a tube of

her two hands and shouted, and Katherine saw a tall man on

the bridge over their heads turn and look down. He did not

move, however, for some minutes till Stella's gestures seemed to

have awakened his curiosity. He came down then, very slowly,

leading with much care an extremely small child, so small that

it was curious to see him on his legs at all, who clung to his

hand, and whom he lifted down the steep ladder stairs.

“ Well,” he said, “ what’s the matter now ? ” when he came

within speaking distance. Katherine had scarcely known her

sister's husband in the days of his courtship. She had not seen

him more than three or four times, and his image had not re

mained in her mind. She saw now a tall man a little the worse

for wear, with a drooping moustache, and lips which drooped,

too, at the corners under the moustache, with a look which

was slightly morose—the air of a discontented, perhaps disap

pointed, man. His clothes were slightly shabby, perhaps be

cause they were old clothes worn for the voyage, his hair and

moustache had that rusty dryness which comes to hair which

does not grow grey, and which gives a shabby air, also as of

old clothes, to those natural appendages. The only attractive

point about him was the child, the very, very small child

which seemed to walk between his feetbso close did it cling

to him, and so very low down.

“ Nothing’s the matter,” said Stella. “ Here is Kate come

to bid us welcome home.”

“ O—oh,” he said, and lifted his limp hat by the crown ;

“ it’s a long time since we have met; I don’t know that I
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should have recognised you.” His eyes went from her hat to

her feet with a curious inspection of her dress.

“Yes,” said Katherine, “you are right; it is so. My

father is dead.”

A sudden glimmer sprang into his eyes and a redness to his

face ; it was as if some light had flashed up over them ; he gave

his wife a keen look. But decorum seemed more present with

him than with Stella. He did not put any question. He said

mechanically, “ I am sorry,” and stood waiting, giving once

more a glance at his wife.

“ All Kate has condescended to tell me,” said Stella, “is

that I am not out of the will. That’s the great thing, isn’t

it? How much there’s for us she doesn’t say, but there’s some

thing for us. Tell him, Kate.”

“There is a great deal for you,” Katherine said, quietly,

“ and a great deal to say and to tell you ; but it is very public

and very noisy here.”

The red light glowed up in Somers’ face. He lifted instinc

tively, as it seemed, the little boy at his feet into his arms, as

if to control and sober himself. “ We owe this,” he said,

“ no doubt to you, Miss Tredgold.”

“ You would have owed it to me had it been in my power,”

said Katherine, with one little flash of self-assertion, “ but as

it happens,” she added hastily, “ you do not owe anything to

me. Stella will be as rich as her heart can desire. Oh, can’t

we go somewhere out of this noise, where I can tell you,

Stella? Or, if we cannot, wait please, wait for the explana

tions. You have it ; isn’t that enough ? And may I not make

acquaintance with the children? And oh, Stella, haven’t you

a word for me P ”

Stella turned round lightly and putting her arms round

Katherine kissed her on both cheeks. “ You dear old thing ! ”

she said. And then, disengaging herself, “ I hope you ordered

me some mourning, Kate. How can I go anywhere in this

coloured gown ? Not to say that it is quite out of fashion and

shabby besides. I suppose I must have crape—not so deep as

yours, though, which is like a widow’s mourning. But crape
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is becoming to a fair complexion. Oh, he won’t have any

thing to say to you, don’t think it. He is a very cross, bad

tempered, uncomfortable little boy.”

“ Job fader’s little boy,” said the pale little creature perched

upon his father's shoulder and dangling his small thin legs on

Somers’ breast. He would indeed have nothing to say to

Katherine’s overtures. When she put out her arms to him he

turned round, and, clasping his arms round his father’s head,

hid his own behind it. Meanwhile a look of something which

looked like vanity—a sort of sublimated self-complacence—

stole over Sir Charles’ face. He was very fond of the child ;

also, he was very proud of the fact that the child preferred him

to everybody else in the world.

It was with the most tremendous exertion that the party at

last was disembarked, the little boy still on his father’s shoul

der, the baby in the arms of the ayah. The countless packages

and boxes, which to the last moment the aggrieved and dis

tracted maid continued to pack with items forgotten, came

slowly to light one after another, and were disposed of in the

train, or at least on shore. Stella had forgotten everything

except the exhilaration of knowing that she had come into her

fortune as she made her farewells all round. “ Oh, do you

know? We have had great news; we have come into our

money,” she told several of her dearest friends. She was in

a whirl of excitement, delight, and regrets. “ We have had

such a good time, and I’m so sorry to part; you must come

and see us,” she said to one after another. Everybody in the

ship was Stella’s friend. She had not done anything for them,

but she had been good-humoured and willing to please, and

she was Stella! This was Katherine's involuntary reflection

as she stood like a shadow watching the crowd of friends, the

goodbyes and hopes of future meeting, the kisses of the ladies

and close hand-clasping of the men. Nobody was so popular

as Stella. She was Stella, she was born to please; wherever

she went, whatever she did, it was always the same. Kath

erine felt proud of her sister and subdued by her, and a little

amused at the same time. Stella—with her husband by her
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side, the pale baby crowing in its dark nurse’s arms, and the

little boy clinging round his father, the worried English maid,

the serene white-robed ayah, the soldier-servant curt and

wooden, expressing no feeling, and the heaps of indiscriminate

baggage which formed asort of entrenchment round her—was

a far more important personage than Katherine could ever be.

Stella did not require the wealth which was now to be

poured down at her feet to make her of consequence. With

out it, in her present poverty, was she not the admired of all

beholders—the centre of a world of her own P Her sister

looked on with a smile, with a certain admiration, half pleased

with the impartiality (after all) of the world, half jarred by

the partiality of nature. Her present want of wealth did not

discredit Stella, but nature somehow discredited Katherine

and put her aside, whatever her qualities might be. She

looked on without any active feeling in these shades of senti

ment, neutral tinted, like the sky and the oily river, and

the greyness of the air, with a thread of interest and amuse

ment running through, as if she were looking on at the prog

ress of a story—a story in which the actors interested her,

but in which there was no close concern of her own.

“ Kate ! ” she heard Stella call suddenly, her voice ringing

out (she had never had a low voice) over the noise and bustle.

“ Kate, I forgot to tell you, here’s an old friend of yours.

There she is, there she is, Mr. Go and speak to her for

yourself.”

Katherine did not hear the name, and had not an idea who

the old friend was. She turned round with a faint smile on

her face.

Well! There was nothing wonderful in the fact that he

had come home with them. He had, it turned out afterwards,

taken his passage in the Aurungzeée without knowing that the

Somers were going by it, or anything about them. It would

be vain to deny that Katherine was startled, but she did not

cling to anything for support, nor—except by a sudden change

of colour, for which she was extremely angry with herself——

betray any emotion. Her heart gave a jump, but then it be.
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came quite quiet again. “ We seem fated to meet in travel

ling,” she said, “ and nowhere else.” Afterwards she was

very angry with herself for these last words. She did not

know why she said them—to round off her sentence perhaps,

as a writer often puts in words which he does not precisely

mean. They seemed to convey a complaint or a reproach

which she did not intend at all.

“ I have been hoping,” he said, “ since ever I knew your

sister was on board that perhaps you might come, but ”

He looked at Katherine in her mourning, and then over the

crowd to Stella, talking, laughing, full of spirit and movement.

“I was going to say that I—feared some sorrow had come

your way, but when I look at Lady Somers ”

“ It is that she does not realise it,” said Katherine. “ It

is true—my father is dead.”

He stood looking at her again, his countenance changing

from red to brown (which was now its natural colour). He

seemed to have a hundred things to say, but nothing would

come to his lips. At last he stammered forth, with a little

difliculty it appeared, “ I am-—sorry——that anything could

happen to bring sorrow to you.”

Katherine only answered him with a little bow. He was not

sorry, nor was Stella sorry, nor anyone else involved. She felt

with a keen compunction that to make up for this universal

satisfaction over her father’s death she ought to be sorry

more sorry than words could say.

“ It makes a great difference in my life, she said simply,

and while he was still apparently struggling for something to

say, the Somers party got into motion and came towards the

gangway, by which most of the passengers had now landed.

The little army pushed forward, various porters first with num

berless small packets and bags, then the man and worried maid

with more, then the ayah with the baby, then Lady Somers,

who caught Katherine by the arm and pushed through with

her, putting her sister in front, with the tall figure of the bus

band and the little boy seated on his shoulder bringing up the

rear. Job’s little dangling legs were on a level with Stanford’s
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shoulder, and kicked him with a friendly farewell as they

passed, while Job’s father stretched out a large hand and said,

“Goodbye, old fellow; we’re going to the old place in the

Isle of Wight. Look us up some time.” Katherine heard

these words as she landed, with Stella’s hand holding fast to

her arm. She was amused, too, faintly to hear her sister’s

husband’s instant adoption of the 01d place in the Isle of

Wight. Sir Charles did not as yet know any more than

that Stella was not cut off, that a great deal was coming to

her. Stella had not required any further information. She

had managed to say to him that of course to go to the Cliff

would be the best thing, now that it was Katherine’s. It

would be a handy headquarters and save money, and not be

too far from town.

The party was not fatigued as from an inland journey.

They had all bathed and breakfasted in such comfort as a

steamship affords, so that there was no need for any delay in

proceeding to their journey’s end. And the bustle and the

confusion, and the orders to the servants, and the arrange

ments about the luggage, and the whining of Job on his

father’s shoulder, and the screams of the baby when it was

for a moment moved from its nurse’s arms, and the sharp re

marks of Sir Charles and the continual talk of Stella—s0 occu

pied every moment that Katherine found herself at home again

with this large and exigent party before another word on the

important subject which was growing larger and larger in her

mind could be said.



CHAPTER XL.

THE evening passed in a whirl, such as Katherine, altogether

unused to the strange mingled life of family occupations and

self-indulgence, could not understand. There was not a tran

quil moment for the talk and the explanations. Stella ran

from room to room, approving and objecting. She liked the

state apartment with its smart furniture in which she had her

self been placed, but she did not like the choice of the rooms

for the babies, and had them transferred to others, and the

furniture altered and pulled about to suit their needs. The

house had put on a gala air for the new guests; there were

fires blazing everywhere, flowers everywhere, such as could be

got at that advanced season. Stella sent the chrysanthemums

away, which were the chief point in the decorations. “ They

have such a horrid smell. They make my head aches-they

remind rue,” she said, “ of everything that’s dreadful.” And

she stood over the worried maid while she opened the boxes,

dragging out the dresses by a corner and flinging them about

on the floors. “I shall not want any of those old things.

Isn’t there a rag of a black that I can wear now P Kate, you

were dreadfully remiss not to order me some things. How

can I go downstairs and show myself in all my blues and

greens? Oh, yes, of course I require to be fitted on, but I’d

rather have an ill-fitting gown than none at all. I could wear

one of yours, it is true, but my figure is different from yours.

I’m not all one straight line from head to foot, as you are;

and you’re covered over with crape, which is quite unneces

sary—nobody thinks of such a thing now. I’ll wear that,"

she added, giving a little kick to a white dress, which was

one of those she had dragged out by a flounce and flung on
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the floor. “ You can put some black ribbons to it, Pearson.

Oh, how glad I shall be to get rid of all those old things, and

get something fit to wear, even if it’s black. I shall telegraph

at once to London to send someone down about my things

to-morrow, but I warn you I’m not going to wear mourning

for a whole year, Kate. No one thinks of such a thing

now.”

“ You always look well in black, my lady, with your com

plexion,” said Pearson, the maid.

“ Well, perhaps I do,” said Stella mollified. “ Please run

down and send off the telegram, Kate; there is such a crowd

of things to do.” ‘

And thus the day went on. At dinner there was perforce a

little time during which the trio were together ; but then the

servants were present, making any intimate conversation im

possible, and the talk that was was entirely about the dishes,

which did not please either Sir Charles or his wife. Poor Mrs.

Simmons, anxious to please, had with great care compounded

what she called and thought to be a curry, upon which both

of them looked with disgust. “Take it away,” they both

said, after a contemptuous examination of the dish, turning

over its contents with the end of a fork, one after the other.

“ Kate, why do you let that woman try things she knows

nothing about? ” said Stella severely. “ But you never care

what you eat, and you think that’s fine, I know. Old Sim

mons never could do much but what English people call roast

and boil—what any savage could do! and you’ve kept her on

all these years! I suppose you have eaten meekly whatever

she chose to set before you ever since I went away.”

“ I think,” said Sir Charles in his moustache, “ if I am to

be here much there will certainly have to be a change in the

cook.”

“You can do what you please, Stella—as soon as every

thing is settled,” Katherine said. Her sister had taken her

place without any question at the head of the table; and So

mers, perhaps unconsciously, had placed himself opposite.

Katherine had taken with some surprise and a momentary
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hesitation a seat at the side, as if she were their guest—which

indeed she was, she said to herself. But she had never occu

pied that place before ; even in the time of Stella’s undoubted

ascendancy, Katherine had always sat at the head of the table.

She felt this as one feels the minor pricks of one’s great

troubles. After dinner, when she had calculated upon having

time for her explanation, Sir Charles took out his cigar case

before the servants had left the room. Stella interrupted him

with a little scream. “ Oh, Charles, Kate isn’t used to

smoke! She will be thinking of her curtains and all sorts of

things.”

“ If Kate objects, of course,” he said, cutting the end off

his cigar and looking up from the operation.

Katherine objected, as many women do, not to the cigar

but to the disrespect. She said, “ Stella is mistress. I take

no authority upon me,” with as easy an air as she could as

sume.

“ Come along and see the children,” Stella cried, jumping

up, “you’ll like that, or else you’ll pretend to like it,” she

said as they went out of the room together, “to please me.

Now, you needn’t trouble to please me in that way. I’m not

silly about the children. There they are, and one has to make

the best of them, but it’s rather hard to have the boy a teeny

weeny thing like job. The girl’s strong enough, but it don’t

matter so much for a girl. And Charlie is an idiot about Job.

Ten to one he will be upstairs as soon as we are, snatching the

little wretch out of his bed and carrying him off. They sit

and croon for hours together when there’s no one else to amuse

Charlie. And I’m sure I don’t know what is to become of

him, for there will be nobody to amuse him here.”

“ But it must be so bad for the child, Stella. How can he

be well if you allow that to go on? ”

“ Oh,” cried Stella, clapping her hands, “ I knew you

would be the very model of a maiden aunt! Now you’ve

found your real réle in life, Kate. But don’t go crossing the

ayah, for she won’t understand you, and you’ll come to dread

ful grief. Oh, the children ! We should only disturb them if
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we went in. I said that for an excuse to get you away.

Come into my room, and let’s look over my clothes. I am

sure I have a black gown somewhere. There was a royal

mourning, don’t you know, and I had to get one in a hurry

to go to Government House in—unless Pearson has taken it

for herself. Black is becoming to my complexion, I know—

but I don’t like it all the same—it shows every mark, and it's

hot, and if you wear crape it should always be quite fresh.

This of yours is crumpled a little. You’ll look like an old

woman from the workhouse directly if you wear crumpled

crape——it is the most expensive, the most ”

“ You need not mind that now, Stella ,' and for papa’s

sake ”

“ Good gracious! what a thing that is to say! I need never

mind it! Charlie will say I should always mind it. He says

no income could stand me. Are you there, Pearson? Well,

it is just as well she isn’t; we can look them over at our ease

without her greedy eyes watching what she is to have. She’ll

have to get them all, I suppose, for they will be old-fashioned

before I could put them on again. Look here,” cried Stella,

opening the great wardrobe and pulling down in the most

careless way the things which the maid had placed there. She

flung them on the floor as before, one above the other. “This

is one I invented myself,” she said. “ Don’t you think that

“grey with the silver is goodP It had a great suaés. They

say it looked like moonlight. By the bye,” she added, “ that

might come in again. Grey with silver is mourning ! What

a good thing I thought of that! It must have been an in

spiration. I’ve only worn it once, and it’s so fantastic it’s

independent of the fashion. It will come in quite well again.”

“Stella, I do wish you would let me tell you how things

are, and how it all happened, and—”

“ Yes, yes,” cried Lady Somers, “ another time ! Here’s

one, again, that I’ve only worn once; but that will be of no

use, for it’s pink—unless we could make out somehow that it

was mauve, there is very little difference—a sort of blue shade

cast upon it, which might be done by a little draping, and it
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would make such a pretty mauve. There is very little differ

ence between the two, only mauve is mourning and pink is—

frivolity, don’t you know. Oh, Pearson, here you are! I

suppose you have been down at your supper P What you can

do to keep you so long at your supper I never can tell. I sup

pose you fiirt with all the gentlemen in the servants’ hall.

Look here, don’t you think this pink, which I have only worn

once, could be made with a little trouble to look mauve ? I

am sure it does already a little by this light.”

“ It is a very bright rose-pink, my lady,” said Pearson, not

at all disposed to see one of the freshest ofher mistress’s dresses

taken out of her hands.

“You say that because you think you will get it for your

self,” said Lady Somers, “ but I am certain with a little blue

carefully arranged to throw a shade it would make a beauti

ful mauve.”

“ Blue-and-pink are the Watteau mixture,” said Pearson,

holding her ground, “ which is always considered the bright

est thing you can wear.”

“Oh, if you are obstinate about it! ” cried the mistress.

“ But recollect I am not at your mercy here, Pearson, and I

shall refer it to Louise. Kate, I’m dreadfully tired; I think

I’ll go to bed. Remember I haven’t been on solid ground for

ever so long. I feel the motion of the boat as if I were going

up and down. You do go on feeling it, I believe, for weeks

after. Take off this tight dress, Pearson, quick, and let me

get to bed.”

“ Shall I sit by you a little after, and tell you, Stella? ”

“ Oh goodness, no! Tell me about a death and all that

happened, in the very same house where it was, to make me

nervous and take away my rest ! You quite forget that I am

delicate, Kate! I never could bear the things that you, a

great, robust, middle-aged woman, that have never had any

drain on your strength, can go through. Do let me have a

quiet night, my first night after a sea voyage. Go and talk

to Charlie, if you like, he has got no nerves ; and Pearson, put

the lemonade by my bed, and turn down the light.”
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Katherine left her sister’s room with the most curious sensa

tions. She was foiled at every point by Stella’s lightness, by

her self-occupation, the rapidity of her loose and shallow

thoughts, and their devotion to one subject. She recognised

in a half-angry way the potency and influence of this self-oc

cupation. It was so sincere that it was almost interesting.

Stella found her own concerns full of interest; she had no

amiable delusions about them. She spoke out quite simply

what she felt, even about her children. She did not claim

anything except boundless indulgence for herself. And then

it struck Katherine very strangely, it must be allowed, to hear

herself described as a great, robust, middle-aged woman. Was

that how Stella saw her—was she that, probably, to other peo

ple? She laughed a little to herself, but it was not a happy

laugh. How misguided was the poet when he prayed that we

might see ourselves as others see us! Would not that be a

dreadful coming down to almost everybody, even to the fair

est and the wisest. The words kept flitting through Kathe

rine’s mind without any will of hers. “ A great, robust, mid

dle-aged woman.” She passed a long mirror in the corridor

(there were mirrors everywhere in Mr. Tredgold’s much deco

rated house), and started a little involuntarily to see the slim

black figure in it gliding forward as if to meet her. Was this

herself, Katherine, or was it the ghost of what she had thought

she was, a girl at home, although twenty-nine? After all,

middle-age does begin with the thirties, Katherine said to her

self. ‘Dante was thirty-five only when he described himself as

at the mezzo del mmmz'n. Perhaps Stella was right. She was

three years younger. As she went towards the stairs occupied

by these thoughts, she suddenly saw Sir Charles, a tall shadow,

still more ghost-like than herself, in the mirror, with a little

white figure seated on his shoulder. It was the little Job, the

delicate boy, his little feet held in his father’s hand to keep

them warm, his arms clinging round his father’s head as he sat

upon his shoulder. Katherine started when she came upon the

group, and made out the little boy’s small face and staring

eyes up on those heights. Her brother-in-law greeted her with
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a laugh: “ You wouldn’t stop with me to smoke a cigar, so I

have found a companion who never objects. You like the

smoke, don’t you, Job? ” -

“ Job fader’s little boy,” said the small creature, in a voice

with a shiver in it. ,

“ Put a shawl round him, at least,” cried Katherine, going

hastily to a wardrobe in the corridor ; “ the poor little man is

cold.”

“ Not a bit, are you, Job, with your feet in father’s hand P ”

“ Indland,” said the child, with a still more perceptible

shiver, “ Indland’s cold.”

But he tried to kick at Katherine as she approached to

put the shawl round him, which Sir Charles stooped to permit,

with an instinct of politeness.

“ What, kick at a lady!” cried Sir Charles, giving the

child a shake. “ But we are not used to all these punctilios.

We shall do very well, I don’t fear.”

“ It is very bad for the child—indeed, he ought to be

asleep,” Katherine could not but say. She felt herself the

maiden aunt, as Stella had called her, the robust middle-aged

woman—a superannuated care-taking creature who did noth

ing but interfere.

“ Oh, we’ll look after that, Job and I,” the father said, go

ing on down the stairs without even the fictitious courtesy of

waiting till Katherine should pass. She stood and watched

them going towards the drawing-room, the father and child.

The devotion between them was a pretty sight—no doubt it

was a pretty sight. The group of the mother and child is the

one group in the world which calls forth human sentiment

everywhere; and yet the father and child is more moving,

more pathetic still, to most, certainly to all feminine, eyes.

It seems to imply more—a want in the infant life to which its

mother is not first, a void in the man’s. Is it that they seem

to cling to each other for want of better? But that would be

derogatory to the father’s office. At all events it is so. Kath

erine’s heart melted at this sight. The poor little child un

cared for in the midst of so much ease, awake with his big
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excited eyes when he ought to have been asleep, exposed to

the cold to which he was unaccustomed, shivering yet not

complaining, his father carrying him away to comfort his own

heart—negligent, but not intentionally so, of the child’s wel

fare, holding him as his dearest thing in the world. The

ayah, on hearing the sound of voices, came to the door of the

room, expostulating largely in her unknown tongue, gesticu

lating, appealing to the unknown lady. “ He catch death—

cold,” she cried, and Katherine shook her head as she stood

watching them, the child recovering his spirits in the warmth

of the shawl, his little laugh sounding through the house. Oh,

how bad it was for little Job! and yet the conjunction was so

touching that it went to her heart. She hesitated for a mo

ment. What would be the use of following them, of endeav

ouring through Sir Charles’ cigar and Job’s chatter to give her

brother-in-law the needful information, joyful though it must

be. She did not understand these strange, eager, insouciant,

money-grasping, yet apparently indifferent people, who were

satisfied with her curt intimation of their restoration to wealth,

even though they were forever, as Lady Jane said, agape .for

more. She stood for a moment hesitating, and then she turned

away in the other direction to her own room, and gave it Over

for the night.

But Katherine’s cares were not over ; in her room she found

Mrs. Simmons waiting for her, handkerchief in hand, with her

cap a little awry and her eyes red with crying. “ I’m told,

Miss Katherine,” said Simmons with a sniff, “ as Miss Stella,

which they calls her ladyship, don’t think nothing of my

cookin’, and says I’m no better than a savage. I’ve bin in

this house nigh upon twenty years, and my things always liked,

and me trusted with everything; and that’s what I won’t

take from no one, if it was the Lord Chamberlain himself. I

never thought to live to hear myself called a savage—and it’s

what I can’t put up with, Miss Katherine—not to go again

you. I wouldn’t cross you not for no money. I’ve ’ad my

offers, both for service and for publics, and other things. Mr.

Harrison, the butler, he have been very pressin’—but I’ve
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said just this, and it’s my last word, I won’t leave Miss Kath

erine while she’s in trouble. I know my dooty better nor

that, I’ve always said.”

“ Thank you, Mrs. Simmons 3 you were always very good

to me,” said Katherine, “ and you must not mind anything

that is said at table. You know Stella always was hasty, and

never meant half she said.”

“Folks do say, Miss Katherine,” said Simmons, “as it’s

a going to be Miss Stella’s house.”

“ Yes, it will be her house ; but whether she will stay in it

or not I cannot tell you yet. It would be very nice for you,

Simmons, to be left here as housekeeper with a maid or two to

attend you, and nothing to do.”

“ I hope," said Simmons, with again a sniff, “ as I am not

come so low down as that—to be a caretaker, me at my time

of life. And it don’t seem to me justice as Miss Stella should

have the house as she runned away from and broke poor old

master’s heart. He’s never been himself from that day. I

wonder she can show her face in it, Miss Katherine, that I do !

Going and calling old servants savages, as has been true and

faithful and stood by him, and done their best for him up to

the very last.”

“ You must not be offended, Simmons, by a foolish word ;

and you must not speak so of my sister. She is my only

sister, and I am glad she should have everything, everything !”

Katherine cried with fervour, the moisture rising to her eyes.

“ Then, Miss Katherine, it’s more nor anyone else is, either

in the servants’ hall or the kitchen. Miss Stella, or her lady

ship as they calls her, is a very ’andsome young lady, and I

knows it, and dreadful spoiled she has been all her life. But

she don’t have no consideration for servants. And we’ll clear

out, leastways I will for one, if she is to be the Missus here.”

“ I hope you will wait first and see what she intends. I

am sure she would be very sorry, Simmons, to lose so good a

servant as you.”

“ I don’t know as it will grieve her much—me as she has

called no better nor a savage ; but she’ll have to stand it all
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the same. And the most of the others, I warn you, Miss

Katherine, will go with me.”

“ Don’t, dear Simmons,” said Katherine. “ Poor Stella

has been nearly seven long years away, and she has been

among black people, where—where people are not particular

what they say; don’t plunge her into trouble with her house

the moment she gets back.”

“She ought to have thought of that,” cried Simmons,

“ afore she called a white woman and a good Christian, I

hope, a savage—a savage! I am not one of them black

people; and I doubt if the black people themselves would

put up with it. Miss Katherine, I won’t ask you for a charac

ter.”

“ Oh, Simmons, don’t speak of that.”

“No,” said Simmons, dabbing her eyes, then turning to

Katherine with an insinuating smile, “ because—because I’ll

not want one if what I expect comes to pass. Miss Kath

erine, you haven’t got no objections to me.”

“ You know I have not, Simmons! You know I have al

ways looked to you to stand by me and back me up.”

“ Your poor old Simmons, Miss Katherine, as made cakes

for you, and them apples as you were so fond of when you

were small! And as was always ready, no matter for what,

if it was a lunch or if it was a supper, or a picnic, or whatever

you wanted, and never a grumble ; if it was ever so unreason

able, Miss Katherine, dear! If this house is Miss Stella’s

house, take me with you ! I shouldn’t mind a smaller ’ouse.

Fifteen is a many to manage, and so long as I’ve my kitchen~

maid I don’t hold with no crowds in the kitchen. Take me

with you, Miss Katherine—you might be modest about it—

seeing as you are not a married lady and no gentleman, and a

different style-of establishment. But you will want a cook

and a housekeeper wherever you go— take me with you, Miss

Katherine, dear.”

“ Dear Simmons,” said Katherine, “I have not money

enough for that. I shall not be rich now. I shall have to go

into lodgings with Hannah—if I can keep Hannah.”
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“ You are joking," said Simmons, withdrawing with

wonder her handkerchief from her eyes. “You, Mr. Tred

gold’s daughter, you the eldest! Oh, Miss Katherine, say it

plain if you won’t have me, but don’t tell me that.”

“But indeed it is true,” cried Katherine. “ Simmons,

'you know what things cost better than I do, and Mrs. Shanks

says and Miss Mildmay—”

“ Oh, Mrs. Shanks and Miss Mildmay ! Them as you used

to call the old cats! Don’t you mind, Miss Katherine, what

they say."

“ Simmons, tell me,’ asked Katherine, “what can I do,

how many servants can I keep, with five hundred a year? "

Simmons’ countenance fell, her mouth opened in her con

sternation, her jaw dropped. She knew very well the value

of money. She gasped as she repeated; “ Five hundred a

year ! ”



CHAPTER XLI.

THE next morning the new world began frankly, as if it was

nothing out of the usual, as if it had already been for years.

When Katherine, a little late after her somewhat‘melancholy

vigils, awoke, she heard already the bustle of the houseful of

people, so different from the stillness which had been the rule

for years. She heard doors opening and shutting, steps mov

ing everywhere, Sir Charles’ voice calling loudly from below,

the loud tinkling of Stella’s bell, which rang upstairs near her

maid’s room. Katherine’s first instinctive thought was a

question whether that maid would look less worried—whether,

poor thing, she had dreamt of bags and bandboxes all night.

And then there came the little quaver, thrilling the air of a

child’s cry ; poor little dissipated job, after his vigil with his

father, crying to be awoke so early—the poor little boy who

had tried to kick at her with his little naked feet, so white in

the dimness of the corridor, on the night before. It was with

the strangest sensation that Katherine got hurriedly out of bed,

with a startled idea that perhaps her room might be wanted,

in which there was no reason. At all events, the house had

passed into new hands, and was hers no more. .

Hannah came to her presently, pale and holding her breath.

She had seen Job fly at the ayah, kicking her with the little

feet on which she had just succeeded in forcing a pair of boots.

“ He said as now he could hurt her, as well as I could under

stand his talk. Oh! Miss Katherine, and such a little teeny

boy, and to do that ! But I said as I knew you would never

let a servant be kicked in your house.”

“ Neither will my sister, Hannah—but they are all tired and

strange, and perhaps a little cross,” said Katherine, apologet
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ically. She went downstairs to find the breakfast-table in all

the disorder that arises after a large meal—the place at which

little Job had been seated next to his father littered by

crumbs and other marks of his presence, and the butler hastily

bringing in a little tea-pot to a corner for her use.

“ Sir Charles, Miss Katherine, he’s gone out ; he’s inspect

ing of the horses in the stables; and my lady has had her

breakfast in her room, and it’s little master as has made such

a mess of the table.”

“ Never mind, Harrison,” said Katherine.

“ I should like to say, Miss Katherine,” said Harrison, “ as

I’ll go, if you please, this day month.”

“Oh, don’t be in a hurry! ” she cried. “ I have been

speaking to Mrs. Simmons. Don’t desert the house in such

haste. Wait till you see how things go on.”

“ I’d stay with you Miss Katherine, to the last hour of my

life; and I don’t know as I couldn’t make up my mind to a

medical gentleman’s establishment, though it’s different to

what I’ve been used to—but I couldn’t never stop in a place

like this.”

“You don’t know in the least what is going to happen here.

Please go now, and leave me to my breakfast. I will speak to

you later on.” '

A woman who is the mistress of her own house is compelled

to endure these attacks, but a woman suddenly freed from all

the responsibilities of ownership need not, at least, be subject

to its drawbacks. Katherine took her small meal with the

sensation that it was already the bread of others she was eating,

which is always bitter. There had been no account made of

her usual place, of any of her habits. Harrison had hastily

arranged for her that corner at the lower end of the table, be

cause of the disarray at the other, the napkins flung about, the

cloth dabbled and stained. It was her own table no longer.

Any philosophic mind will think of this as a very trifling thing,

but it was not trifling to Katherine. The sensation of entire

disregard, indifference to her comfort, and to everything that

was seemly, at once chilled and irritated her; and then she
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stopped herself in her uncomfortable thoughts with a troubled

laugh and the question, was she, indeed, with her strong objec

tion to all this disorder, fitting herself, as Stella said, for the

position of maiden aunt? One thing was certain at least,

that for the position of dependent she never would be quali

fied.

It was a mild and bright October day : the greyness of the

afternoon had not as yet closed in, the air was full of mid-day

sunshine and life. Sir Charles had come in from his inspec

tion of “the offices ” and all that was outside. He had come

up, with his large step and presence, to the dressing-room in

which Stella, wrapped in a quilted dressing-gown and ex

claiming at the cold, lay on a sofa beside the fire. She had

emerged from her bath and all those cares of the person which

precede dressing for the day, and was resting before the final

fatigue of putting on her gown. Katherine had been ad

mitted only a few minutes before Sir Charles appeared, and

she had made up her mind that at last her communication must

be fully made now ; though it‘ did not seem very necessary, for

they had established themselves with such perfect ease in the

house believing it to be hers, that it would scarcely make any

difference when they were made aware that it was their own.

Katherine’s mind, with a very natural digression, went off

into an unconsciously humorous question—what difl'erence,

after all, it would have made if the house and the fortune had

been hers? They would have taken possession just the same,

it was evident, in any case—and she, could she ever have sug

gested to them to go away. She decided no, with a rueful

amusement. She should not have liked Sir Charles as the

master of her house, but she would have given in to it. How

much better that it should be as it was, and no question on the

subject at all 1

“ I want you to let me tell you now about papa’s will.”

“ Poor papa! ” said Stella. “ I hope he was not very bad.

At that age they get blunted, and don't feel. Oh, spare me as

many of the details as you can, please! It makes me wretched

to hear of people being ill.”

25
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“ I said papa’s will, Stella.”

“ Ah ! ” she cried, “ that’s different. Charlie will like

to know. He thinks you’ve done nicely for us, Katherine.

Of course many things would have to be re-modelled if we

stopped here ; but in the meantime, while we don’t quite know

what we are going to do ”

“ I’d sell those old screws,” said Sir Charles, “ they’re not

fit for a lady to drive. I shouldn’t like to see my wife behind

such brutes. If you like to give me (art: Ham/z: I’ll see to

it—get you something you could take out Stella with, don’t

you know ! ’ ’

“ I wish,” said Katherine, with a little impatience, “ that

you would allow me to speak, if it were only for ten minutes !

Stella, do pray give me a little attention ; this is not my house,

it is yours—everything is yours. Do you hear P When papa

died nothing was to be found but the will of ’seventy-one,

which was made before you went away. Everybody thought

he had changed it, but he had not changed it. You have got

everything, Stella, everything! Do you hear? Papa did not

leave even a legacy to a servant, he left nothing to me, nothing

to his poor brother—everything is yours.”

Sir Charles stood leaning on the mantelpiece, with his back

to the fire ; a dull red came over his face. “ Oh, by jove ! ”

he said in his moustache. Stella raised herself on her pillows.

She folded her quilted dressing-gown, which was Chinese and

covered with wavy lines of dragons, over her chest.

“ What do you mean by everything? ” she said. “ You mean

a good bit of money, I suppose ; you told me so yesterday. As

for the house, I don’t much care for the house, Kate. It is

romzo, you know ,- it is in dreadful taste. You can keep it if

you like. It could never be of any use to us.”

“ It isn’t a bad house,” said Sir Charles. He had begun

to walk up and down the room. “ By Jove,” he said, “ Stella

is a cool one, but I’m not so cool. Everything left to her P

Do you mean all the money, all old Tredgold’s fortune—~all !

I say, by Iove, don’t you know. That isn’t fair! ”

“ I don’t see why it isn’t fair,” said Stella 3 “ I always knew
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that was what papa meant. He was very fond of me, poor old

papa! Wasn’t he, Kate? He used to like me to have every

thing I wanted: there wasn’t one thing, as fantastic as you please,

but he would have let me have it—very different from now.

Don’t you remember that yacht—that we made no use of but

to run away from here? Poor old man ! ” Here Stella

laughed, which Katherine took for a sign of grace, believing

and hoping that it meant the coming of tears. But no tears

came. “ He must have been dreadfully sorry at the end for

standing out as he did, and keeping me out of it,” she said

with indignation, “ all these years.”

Sir Charles kept walking up and down the room, swearing

softly into his moustache. He retained some respect for ladies

in this respect, it appeared, for the only imprecation which

was audible was a frequent appeal to the father of the Olym

pian gods. “ By Jove! ” sometimes “ By Jupiter ! ” he said,

and tugged at his moustache as if he would have pulled it out.

This was the house in which, bewildered, he had taken all the

shillings from his pocket and put them down on the table by

way Of balancing Mr. Tredgold’s money. And now all Mr.

Tredgold’s money was his. He was not cool like Stella; a

confused vision of all the glories of this world—horses, race

meetings, cellars of wine, entertainments of all kinds, men

circling about him, not looking down upon him as a poor

beggar but upat him as no end of a swell, servants to surround

him all at once like a new atmosphere. He had expected

something of the kind at the time of his marriage, but those

dreams had long abandoned him; now they came back with

a rush, not dreams any longer. Jove, Jupiter, George (who

ever that deity may be) be invoked in turns; his blood took

to coursing in his veins, it felt like quicksilver, raising him

up, as if he might have floated, spurning with every step the

floor on which he trod.

“ I who had always been brought up so different ! ” cried

Stella, with a faint whimper in her voice. “ That never had

been used to it! Oh, what a time I have had, Kate, having

to give up things—almost everything I ever wanted—and to
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do without things, and to be continually thinking could I af

ford it. Oh, I wonder how papa had the heart ! You think

I should be grateful, don’t you P But I can’t help remember

ing that I’ve been kept out of it, just when I wanted it most,

all these years ”

She made a pause, but nobody either contradicted or agreed

with her. Stella expected either the one or the other. Sir

Charles went up and down swearing by Jupiter and thinking

in a whirl of all the fine things before him, and Katherine sat

at the end of the sofa saying nothing. In sheer self-defence

Stella had to begin again.

“ And nobody knows what it is beginning a house and all

that without any money. I had to part with my diamonds—

those last ones, don’t you remember, Kate? which he gave

me to make me forget Charlie. Oh, how silly girls are! I

shouldn’t be so ready, I can tell you, to run away another

time. I should keep my diamonds. And I have not had a

decent dress since I went to India—not one. The other ladies

got boxes from home, but I never sent to Louise except once,

and then she did so bother me about a bill to be paid, as if it

were likely I could pay bills when we had no money for our

selves! Tradespeople are so unreasonable about their bills,

and so are servants, for that matter, going on about wages.

Why, there is Pearson—she waits upon me with a face like a

mute at a funeral all because she has not got her last half year’s

wages! By the way, I suppose she can have them now P

They have got such a pull over us, don’t you know, for they

can go away, and when a maid suits you it is such a bore when

she wants to go away. I have had such experiences, all

through the want of money. And I can’t help feeling, oh

how hard of him, when he hadn’t really changed his mind at

all, to keep me out of it for those seven years ! Seven years

is a dreadful piece out of one’s life,” cried Stella, “ and to

have it made miserable and so different to what one had a right

to expect, all for the caprice of an old man ! Why did he

keep me out of it all these years?” And Stella, now thor

oughly excited, sobbed to herself over the privations that were
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past, from which her father could have saved her at any mo

ment had he pleased.

“ You ought to be pleased now at least,” said her husband.

“ Come, Stella, my little girl, let’s shake hands upon it.

We’re awfully lucky, and you shall have a good time now.”

“I think I ought to have a good time, indeed! ” cried

Stella. “ Why, it’s all mine! You never would have had a

penny but for me. Who should have the good of it, if not IP

And I am sure I deserve it, after all I have had to go through.

Pearson, is that you? ” she cried. “ Bring me my jewel-box.

Look here,” she said, taking out a case and disclosing what

seemed to Katherine a splendid necklace of diamonds, “ that’s

what I’ve been driven to wear!” She seized the necklace

out of the case and flung it to the other end of the room. The

stones swung from her hand, flashing through the air, and fell

in a shimmer and sparkle of light upon the carpet. “ The

odious, false things!” cried Stella. “ Paris—out of one of

those shops, don’t you know? where everything is marked

‘ Imitation.’ Charlie got them for me for about ten pounds.

And that is what' I had to go to Government House in, and

all the balls, and have compliments paid me on my diamonds.

‘Yes, they are supposed to be of very fine water,’ I used to

say. I used to laugh at first—it seemed a capital joke; but

when you go on wearing odious glass things and have to show

them off as diamonds—for seven years ! ”

Sir Charles paused in his walk, and stooped and picked

them up. “Yes,” he said, “ I gave ten pounds for them, and

we had a lot of fun out of them, and you looked as handsome

in them, Stella, as if they had been the best. By Jove! to be

imitation, they are deuced good imitation. I don’t think I

know the difference, do you? ” He placed the glittering

thing on Katherine’s knee. He wanted to bring her into the

conversation with a clumsy impulse of kindness, but he did

not know how to manage it. Then, leaving them there, he

continued his walk. He could not keep still in his excite

ment, and Stella could not keep silence. The mock diamonds

made a great show upon Katherine’s black gown.
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“ Oh, I wish you’d take them away! Give them to some

body—give them to the children to play with. I’d give them

to Pearson, but how could she wear a n'vz'ére? Fancy my

wearing those things and having nothing better! You have

no feeling, Kate; you don’t sympathise a bit. And to think

that everything might have been quite different, and life been

quite happy instead of the nightmare it was ! Papa has a great,

great deal to answer for,” Stella said.

“ If that is all you think about it, I may go away,” said

Katherine, “ for we shall not agree. You ought to speak very

differently of your father, who always was so fond of you, and

now he’s given you everything. Poor papa! I am glad he

does not know.”

“ But he must have known very well,” cried Stella, “ how

he left me after pretending to be so fond of me. Do you

think either Charlie or I would have done such a thing if we

had not been deceived ? And so was Lady Jane—and every

body. There was not one who did not say he was sure to send

for us home, and see what has happened instead. Oh, he may

have made up for it now. But do you think that was being

really fond of me, Kate, to leave me out in India without a

penny for seven years? ”

Katherine rose, and the glittering stones, which had only

yesterday been Lady Somers’ diamonds, and as such guarded

with all the care imaginable—poor Pearson having acquired

her perennial look of worry as much from that as anything,

having had the charge of them—rattled with a sound like glass,

and fell on the floor, where they lay disgraced as Katherine

went hurriedly away. And there they were found by Pearson

after Lady Somers had finished her toilet and gone downstairs

to lunch. Pearson gave a kick at them where they lay—~the

nasty imitation things that had cost her so many a thought—

but then picked them up, with a certain pity, yet awe, as if

they might change again into something dangerous in her very

hands. '



CHAPTER XLII.

KATHERINE had put herself unconsciously in her usual place

at the head of the luncheon table before Stella came downstairs.

At the other end was Sir Charles with little Job, set up on a

pile of cushions beside him.

“Don’t wait for Stella, she’s always late,” said Somers,

helping his son from the dish before him ; but at this moment

Stella, rustling in a coloured dress, came briskly in.

“ Oh, I say, Kate, let me have my proper place,” she said ;

“ you can’t sit down with Charlie opposite, it’s not decent.

And oh the funny old room! Did you ever see such a ramm

house, Charlie, all gilding and ornament? Poor papa could

never have anything grand enough according to his views.

We must have it all pulled to pieces, I couldn’t live in such a

place. Eh? why, Kate, you don’t pretend you like it, you

who always made a fuss.”

Katherine had transferred herself to a seat at the side of

the table, not without a quick sensation of self-reproach and

that inevitable shame upon being thus compelled to take a

lower place which no philosophy can get rid of. “ I did not

think where I was sitting,” she cried, in instinctive apology;

and then, “ Let the poor house be, at least for the first week,

Stella,” she said.

“ Oh, that’s all sentiment and nonsense,’ cried Lady Som—

ers. “ My experience is when you’re going to change a thing,

do it directly; or else you just settle down and grow ac

customed and think no more of it. For goodness’ sake,

Charlie, don’t stuff that child with all the most improper

things! He ought to have roast mutton and rice pudding, all

the doctors say ,' and you are ruining his constitution, you

)
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know you are. Why isn’t there some roast mutton, William ?

Oh, Harrison ! why can’t you see that there’s some roast

mutton or that sort of thing, when you’ve got to feed a little

boy.”

“ Me don’t like roast mutton,’ cried Job, with a whine.

“ Me dine wid fader; fader give job nice tings.”

“ I’ll look after you, my boy,” said Sir Charles, at one end

of the table, while Harrison at the other, with a very solemn

bow, discussed his position.

“ It is not my place to horder the dinner, my lady ; if your

ladyship will say what you requires, I will mention it to Mrs.

Simmons.”

“It is I who am in fault, I suppose, Stella,” cried Kathe

rine, more angry than she could have imagined possible.

“ Perhaps you will see Simmons yourself to-morrow.”

“Oh, not I ! ” cried Stella. “ Fancy the bore of ordering

dinner with an old-fashioned English cook that would not un

derstand a word one says. You can do it, Charlie. Don’t

give the child that pdté defoz'e grar, ” she added, with a scream.

“ Who’s the doctor on the strength of the establishment now,

Kate? He’ll have to be called in very soon, I can see, and

the sooner job has a bad liver attack the better, for then it

may be possible to get him properly looked after. And I

must have an English nurse that understands children, instead

of that stupid ayah who gives them whatever they cry for.

Don’t you think it’s dreadful training to give them whatever

they cry for, Kate? You ought to know about children, liv

ing all this while at home and never marrying or anything.

You must have gone in for charity or nursing, or Churchy

things, having nothing to do. Oh, I wish you would take Job

in hand! He minds nobody but his father, and his father

stuffs him with everything he oughtn’t to have, and keeps him

up half the night. One of these days he’ll have such a liver

attack that it will cut him off, Charlie; and then you will

have the satisfaction of feeling that it’s you that have killed

him, and you will not be able to say I haven’t warned you

hundreds of times.”
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“ We’ve not come to any harm as yet, have we, Job P ” said

the father, placing clandestinely another objectionable morsel

on the child’s plate.

“ No, fader. Job not dut off yet,” cried, in his little shrill

voice, the unfortunate small boy.

In this babble the rest of the mid-day meal was carried on,

Stella’s voice flowing like the principal part of the entertain

ment, interrupted now and then by a bass note from her hus

band or a little cry from her child, with aquestion to aservant

and the respectful answer in an aside now and then. Kathe

rine sat quite silent listening, not so much from intention as

that there was no room for her to put in a word, and no ap

parent need for any explanation or intervention. The Somerses

took calm possession, unsurprised, undisturbed by any question

of right or wrong, of kindness or unkindness. Nor did Kath

erine blame them ; she felt that they would have done exactly

the same had the house and all that was in it been hers, and

the real circumstances of the case made it more bearable and

took away many embarrassments. She went out to drive with

Stella in the afternoon, Sir Charles accompanying them that he

might see whether the carriage horses were fit for his wife’s use.

Stella had been partly covered with Katherine’s garments to

make her presentable, and the little crape bonnet perched upon

her fuzzy fair hair was happily very becoming, and satisfied

her as to her own appearance. “ Mourning’s not so very bad,

after all,” she said, “ especially when you are very fair. You

are a little too dark to look nice in it, Kate. I shouldn’t ad

vise you to wear crape long. It isn’t at all necessary; the rule

now is crape three months, black six, and then you can go into

greys and mauves. Mauve’s a lovely colour. It is just as

bright as pink, though it’s mourning; and it suits me down to

the ground—I am so fair, don’t you know.”

“ These brutes will never do,” said Sir Charles. “ Is this

the pace you have been going, Miss KateP Stella will not

stand it, that’s clear. Not a likely person to nod along like

a hearse or an old dowager, is she P—and cost just as much,

the old fat brutes, as a proper turn-out.”
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“It’s the same old landau, I declare,” cried Stella, “ that

we used to cram with people for picnics and dances and

things. Mine was the victoria. Have you kept the victoria.

all the time, Kate? Jervis made it spin along I can tell you.

And the little brougham I used to run about in, that took us

down to the yacht, don’t you remember, Charlie, that last

night ; me in my wedding dress, though nobody suspected it

-—that is, nobody but those that knew. What a lot there

were, though,” cried Stella, with a laugh, “that knew !—and

what a dreadful bore, Kate, when you would insist upon com

ing with me, and everybody guessing and wondering how

we’d get out of it. We did get out of it capitally, didn’t we,

all owing to my presence of mind.”

“ All’s well that ends well,” said Sir Charles. “ We’ve both

had a deuced lot of doubts on that question—between times.

Miss Kate, would you mind telling me what kind of a figure

it is, this fortune that Stella is supposed to have come into?

Hang me if I know; it might be hundreds or it might be

thousands. You see I’m a disinterested sort of fellow,” he

said, with an uneasy laugh.

“The lawyer said,” Katherine explained, “that it could

not be under, but might be considerably over, fifty thousand

a year.”

Sir Charles was silent for a moment and grew very red,

which showed up his sunburnt brick-red complexion like a

sudden dye of crimson. He caught his breath a little, but

with an effort at an indifferent tone repeated, “ Fifty thousand

pounds ! ”

“ A year,” Katherine said.

“ Well ! ” cried Stella, “what are you sitting there for, like

a stuck pig, staring at me? Need there have been so much

fuss about it if it had been less than that? Papa wasn’t a man

to leave a few hundreds, was he? I wonder it’s so little, for

my part. By the time you’ve got that old barrack of yours

done up, and a tidy little house in town, and all our bills paid,

good gracious, it’s nothing at all, fifty thousand a year! I

hope it will turn out a great deal more, Kate. I daresay your
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lawyer is the sort of person to muddle half of it away in ex

penses and so forth. Who is be? Oh, old Sturgeon that

used to come down sometimes. Well, he is not up to date, I

am sure. He’ll be keeping the money in dreadful consols or

something, instead of making the best of it. You can tell him

that I shan’t stand that sort of thing. It shall be made the

best of if it is going to belong to me.”

“And what have you, Miss Kate?” said her brother-in

law, “to balance this fine fortune of Stella’s—for it is a. fine

fortune, and she knows nothing about it, with her chatter.”

“ Oh, I know nothing about it; don’t I? ” said Stella.

“Papa didn’t think so. He said I had a capital head for

money, and that I was a chip of the old block, and all that

sort of thing. What has Kate got? Oh, she’s got money of

her own. I used to envy her so when we were girls. I had a

deal more than she had, for papa was always silly about me—

dresses and jewels and so forth that I had no business to have

at that age ; but Kate had money of her own. I could always

get plenty from papa, but she had it of her own ; don’t you

remember, Kate? I always wished to' be you; I thought that

it was a shame that you should have all that left to you and

me nothing. And if you come to that, so it was, for mamma

was my mother as well as Kate’s, and she had no business to

leave her money to one of us and take no notice of me.”

“ We are quits now, at all events, Stella,” said Katherine,

with the best sort of a smile which she could call up on her

face.

“ Quits! I don’t think so at all,” cried Stella, “for you

have had it and I have been kept out of it for years and years.

Quits, indeed; no, I’m sure I don’t think so. I have always

envied you for having mamma’s money since I was twelve

years old. I don’t deny I had more from papa; but then it

wasn’t mine. And now I have everything from papa, which

is the least he could do, having kept me out of it for so long;

but not a penny from my mother, which isn’t justice, seeing I

am quite as much her child as you.”

“ Shut up, Stella! ” said Sir Charles, in his moustache.
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“Why should I shut up? It’s quite true that Katherine

has had it since she was fifteen; that's—let me see—fourteen

years, nearly the half of her life, and no expenses to speak of.

There must be thousands and thousands in the bank, and so

little to do with it. She’s richer than we are, when all is said. ’ ’

“Stella, you must remember,” cried Katherine excitedly

in spite of herself, “that the money in the bank was

always—-——”

“Oh, I knew you would say that,” cried Stella, in an

aggrieved tone ; “ you’ve lent it to me, haven’t you ? Though

not so very much of it, and of course you will get it back.

Oh, don’t be afraid, you will get it back! It will be put

among the other bills, and it will be paid with the rest. I

would rather be in debt to Louise or any one than to a sister

who is always thinking about what she has lent me. And it

is not so very much, either; you used to dole it out to me a

hundred at a time, or even fifty at a time, as if it were a great

favour, while all the time you were enjoying papa’s money,

which by law was mine. I don’t think very much of favours

like that. ’ ’

“ I hope, Miss Tredgold,” said Sir Charles, lifting his hat,

“that after this very great injustice, as it seems to me, you

will at least make your home with us, and see if—if we can’t

come to any arrangement. I suppose it’s true that ladies alone

don’t want very much, not like a family—or—or two careless

spendthrift sort of people like Stella and me, but——”

“ Well, of course,” cried Stella, “ I hope, Kate, you’ll pay

us a visit when—whenever you like, in short. I don’t say

make your home with us, as Charlie says, for I know you

wouldn’t like it, and it’s a mistake, I think, for relations to

live together. You know yourself, it never works. Charlie,

do hold your tongue and let me speak. I know all about it

a great deal better than you do. To have us to fall back upon

when she wants it, to be able to write and say, take me in—

which, of course, I should always do if it were possible—that

is the thing that would suit Kate. Of course you will have

rooms of your own somewhere. I shouldn’t advise a house,
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for that is such a bother with servants and things, and runs

away with such a lot of money, but—--—ev Oh, I declare, there

is the Midge, with the two old cats! Shall we have to stop

and speak if they see us? I am not going to do that. I heard

of papa’s death only yesterday, and I am not fit to speak to

anybody as yet,” she cried, pulling over her face the crape

veil which depended from her bonnet behind. And the two

old ladies in the Midge were much impressed by the spectacle

of Stella driving out with her husband and her sister, and

covered with a crape veil, on the day after her return. “ Poor

thing,” they said, “ Katherine has made her come out to take

the air ; but she has a great deal of feeling, and it has been a

great shock to her. Did you see how she was covered with

that great veil? Stella was a little thing that I never quite

approved of, but she had a feeling heart.”

Katherine was a little sick at heart with all the talk, with

Stella’s rattle running through everything, with the fulfilment

of all her fears, and the small ground for hope of any nobler

thoughts. She was quite decided never under any circum

stances to take anything from her sister. That from the first

moment had been impossible. She had seen the whole posi

tion very clearly, and made up her mind without a doubt or

hesitation. She was herself perfectly well provided for, she

had said to herself, she had no reason to complain; and she

had known all along how Stella would take it, exactly as she

did, and all that would follow. But a thing seldom happens

exactly as you believe it will happen; and the extreme ease

with which this revolution had taken place, the absence of

excitement, of surprise, even of exultation, had the most

curious effect upon her. She was confounded by Stella’s calm,

and yet she knew that Stella would be calm. Nothing could

be more like Stella than her conviction that she herself, instead

of being extraordinarily favoured, was on the whole rather an

injured person when all was said and done. The whole of

this had been in Katherine’s anticipations of the crisis. And

yet she was as bitterly disappointed as if she had not known

Stella, and as if her sister had been her ideal, and she had
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thought her capable of nothing that was not lofty and noble.

A visionary has always that hope in her heart. It is always

possible that in any new emergency a spirit nobler and better

than of old may be brought out.

Katherine stole out in the early twilight to her favourite

walk. The sea was misty, lost in a great incertitude, a sulfu

sion of blueness upon the verge of the sand below, but all

besides mist in which nothing could be distinguished. The

horizon was blurred all round, so that no one could see what

was there, though overhead there was a bit of sky clear enough.

The hour just melting out of day into night, the mild great

world of space, in which lay hidden the unseen sea and the

sky, were soothing influences, and she felt her involuntary

anger, her unwilling disappointment, die away. She forgot

that there was any harm done. She only remembered that

Stella was here with her children, and that it was so natural

to have her in her own home. The long windows of the

drawing-room were full of light, so were those of Stella’s bed

room, and a number of occupied rooms shining out into the

dimness It was perhaps ramm, as they said, but it was warm

and bright. Katherine had got herself very well in hand

before she heard a step near her on the gravel, and looking up

saw that her brother-in-law was approaching. She had not

been much in charity with Sir Charles Somers before, but he

had not shown badly in these curious scenes. He had made

some surprised exclamations, he had exhibited some kind of

interest in herself. Katherine was very lonely, and anxious

to think well of someone. She was almost glad to see him,

and went towards him with something like pleasure.

“I have come to bring you in,” he said; “Stella fears

that you will catch cold. She says it is very damp, even on

the top of the cliff.”

“ I don’t think I shall take cold ; but I will gladly go in if

Stella wants me,” said Katherine; then, as Somers turned with

her at the end of her promenade, she said : “ The house is r0

ram, I know; but I do hope you will like it a little and some

times live in it, for the sake ofour youth which was passed here."
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“ You don’t seem to think where you are to live yourself,”

he said hurriedly. “ I think more of that. We seem to be

putting you out of everything. Shouldn’t you like it for

yourself? You have more associations with it than anyone.

I wish you would say you would like to have it—for your

self-—”

“ Oh, no,” said Katherine, “ not for the world. I couldn’t

keep it up, and I should not like to have it—not for the

world.” ~

“ I am afraid all this is dreadfully unjust. There should be

a—partition, there should be some arrangement. It isn’t fair.

You were always with the old man, and nursed him, and took

care of him, and all that—3’

“ No,” said Katherine ; “ my father was a little peculiar-—

he liked to have the nurse who was paid, as he said, for that.

I have not any claim on that ground. And then I have al

ways had my own money, as Stella told you. I am much

obliged to you, but you really do not need to trouble yourself

about me.”

“ Are you really sure that is so P ” he said in a tone between

doubt and relief. Then he looked round, shivering a little at

the mist, and said that Stella was looking for her sister, and

that he thought it would be much more comfortable if they

went in to tea.



CHAPTER XLIII.

THE public of Sliplin gave Lady jane the par. Though every

individual who had the least right of acquaintance with Lady

Somers longed to call, to see how she was looking, to see how

she was taking it, to see the dear babies, &c., &c., yet there

was a universal consent, given tacitly, that Lady Jane, not only

as the head of the local society, but as having been so deeply

involved in Stella’s marriage, should come first 3 and, accord

ingly, for two whole days the neighbours had refrained, even

Mrs. Shanks and Miss Mildmay holding back. When Lady

jane’s carriage appeared at last, there was a little rustle of in

terest and excitement through the place. The Stanhopes of

the old Leigh House, who were half-way between Steephill and

Sliplin, saw it sweep past their lodge gates, and ran in in a

body to say to their mother, “ Now, to-rnorrow we can call ! ”

and the same sentiment flew over the place from one house to

another. “ Lady jane has just driven down to the Cliff. I

have just seen Lady jane’s carriage pass on her way to see

Lady Somers.” “ Well, that will be a meeting! ” some ladies

said. It appeared to a number of them somehow that it must

have been Lady jane’s machinations that secured Mr. Tred

gold’s fortune for his undutiful child—though, indeed, they

could not have told how.

These days of seclusion would have been very dreary to

Stella had she not been occupied with her dressmaker, a vis

itor who is always more exciting and delightful than any other.

Louise, who had insisted so on the payment of her little bill

in Stella’s days of humiliation, was now all obsequiousness,

coming down herself to receive Lady Somers’ orders, to fit

Lady Somers’ mourning, to suggest everything that could be
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done in the way of lightening it now, and changing it at the

earliest opportunity. Hours of delightful consultation as to

Stella’s figure, which she discussed as gravely as if it had been

a matter of national importance—as well as the stuffs which

were to clothe it, and the fashion in which they were to be

made—flew over her head, during which time her husband

mooned about the stables, generally with little ]ob upon his

shoulder, and finally, unable to endure it any longer, went up

to town, where no doubt he was happy—though the wail of

the little boy left behind did not add to the peace of the

house. The dressmaker had been dismissed by the time that

Lady jane arrived, and Stella sat contemplating her crape in

all the mirrors round, and assuring herself that when it was

perfectly fresh as now, it was not so bad, and unquestionably

becoming to a very fair complexion. “ I can’t say you look

very well in it, Kate; you are darker, and then yours is not

quite fresh. To be quite fresh is indispensable. If one was

a widow, for instance, and obliged to wear it, it ought to be

renewed every week ; but I do think it’s becoming to me. It

throws up one’s whiteness, don’t you think, and brings out

the colour,” said Stella standing before the glass. “ Oh,

Kate, you are so unsympathetic ; come and see what I mean,”

she cried.

“ Yes, I see—-you look very nice, Stella. The black is be

coming to you—but, after all, we don’t wear crape to be be

coming.”

“ Oh, Fudge! ” cried Stella, “ what do you wear it for?

Because it’s the custom, and you can’t help yourself. What

does it matter to poor papa what we wear P He always liked

to see me in gay colours—he had too florid a taste, if the truth

must be told. If I hadn’t known better by instinct (for I’m

sure I never had any teaching), and if we hadn’t been so

fortunate as to fall into the hands of Louise, I should have

been dressed like ’Arriet out for a holiday. It’s curious,"

said Stella reflectively, “ taste is just born in some people and

others you can’t teach it to. I am so glad the first was my

case. We labour under disadvantages, you know, being our

26
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father’s daughters—that is, not me, now everything has come

straight, but you will, Kate, especially as you have not got

the money. To be papa’s daughter and yet not his heiress,

you know, is a kind of injury to people that might come after

you. You will be going into the world upon false pretences.

I wonder now that you did not marry somebody before it was

all known.”

“ It was only known on the night of papa’s funeral, Stella.

I could not have married many people between then and now,”

said Katherine, trying to take this speech as lightly as it was

made.

“ That is true——still you must have had people after you.

With your expectations, and a good-looking girl. You al

ways were quite a good-looking girl, Kate.”

“ I am grateful for your approbation, Stella.”

“ Only a little stuck-up looking—and—well, not quite so

young as you used to be. If I were you I would go in for

that old fellow, don’t you remember, whom papa got rid of

in such a hurry—the man that came over with us in the

Aurungzeéz. Somebody told me he had done very well out

there, and, of course, Charlie asked him to come and see us.

And you know you were his fancy, Kate; it was you, not

me—don’t you remember how everybody laughed? I should

go in for him now if I were you. An old affair like that is

quite a nice foundation. And I hear he has done very well,

and he is just a suitable age, and it doesn’t really matter

that What is passing the window ? Oh,” cried Stella,

clapping her hands, “the very same old landau that I re

member all my life, and Lady Jane in her war paint, just

the same. Let’s prepare to receive cavalry!” she cried.

With a twist of her hand she drew two chairs into position,

one very low, graceful and comfortable for herself, another

higher, with elbows for Lady Jane. And Stella seated her

self, with her fresh crape falling about her in crisp folds, her

fair face and frizzy locks coming out of its blackness with

great érlat, and her handkerchief in her hand. It was as good as

a play (she herself felt, for I doubt whether Katherine relished
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the scene) to see her rise slowly and then drop, as it were,

as lightly as a feather, but beyond speech, into Lady Jane’s

arms, who, deeply impressed by this beautiful pose, clasped

her and kissed 'her and murmured, “ My poor child; my

poor, dear child ! ” with real tears in her eyes.

“ But what a comfort it must be to your mind,” Lady

Jane said, when she had seated herself and was holding

Stella’s hand, “to feel that there could be nothing against

you in his mind—no rancour, no unkindness-only the old

feeling that he loved you beyond everything; that you were

still his pet, his little one, his favourite ” Lady Jane

herself felt it so much that she was almost choked by a sob.

“Oh, dear Lady Jane,” cried Stella, evidently gulping

down her own, “ if I did not feel that, how could I ever

have endured to come to this house—to dear papa’s house—

to my own old home! that I was so wicked as to run away

from, and so silly, never thinking. My only consolation is,

though Kate has so little, so very little, to tell me of that

dreadful time, that he must have forgiven me at the last.”

It was a very dreadful recollection to obtrude into the mind

of the spectator in such a touching scene; but Katherine

could not keep out of her eyes the vision of an old man in

his chair saying quite calmly, “ God damn them,” as he sat

by his fireside. The thought made her shudder; it was one

never to be communicated to any creature; but Lady Jane

perceived the little tremulous movement that betrayed her, and

naturally misinterpreted its cause.

“Yes,” she said, “ my dear Stella, I am very happy for

you; but there is poor Katherine left out in the cold who has

done so much for him all these years.”

Stella, as was so natural to her, went on with the catalogue

of her own woes without taking any notice of this. “ Such a

time as we have gone through, Lady Jane! Oh, I have re

flected many a time, if it had not been for what everybody

told us, I never, never, would have done so silly a thing.

You all said, you remember, that papa would not hold out,

that he could not get on without me, that he would be quite
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sure to send for me home. And I was over-persuaded. India

is a dreadful place. You have double pay, but, oh, far more

than double expenses! and as for dress, you want as much, if

not more, than you would in London, and tribes upon tribes

of servants that can do nothing. And then the children com

ing. And Job that has never had a day’s health, and how he

_ is to live in England with a liver like a Strasburg goose, and

his father stuffing him with everything that is bad for him, I

don’t know. It has been a dreadful time; Kate has had all

the good and I’ve had all the evil for seven years—fancy, for

seven long years.”

“ But you’ve had a good husband, at all events, Stella;

and some pleasant things,” Lady Jane murmured in self-de

fence.

“ Oh, Charlie ! I don’t say that he is any worse than the

rest. But fancy me—me, Stella, that you knew as a girl with

everything I could think of—going to Government House

over and over again in the same old dress ; and Paris diamonds

that cost ten pounds when they were new.”

At this dreadful picture Lady Jane bowed her head. What

could she reply? Katherine had not required to go anywhere

a number of times in the same old dress—but that was probably

because she went to very few places—nor in Paris diamonds at

ten pounds, for she had not any diamonds at all, false or true.

To change the subject, which had taken a turn more indi

vidual than was pleasant, she asked whether she might not see

the dear children P

“ Oh yes,” said Stella, “ if they will come—or, at least, if

job will come, for baby is too small to have a will of her own.

Kate, do you think that you could bring job? It isn’t that

it is any pleasure to see him, I’m sure. When his father is

here he will speak to no one else, and when his father isn’t

here he just cries and kicks everybody. I think, Kate, he

hates you less than the rest. Will you try and get him to

come if Lady Jane wants to see him P Why anybody should

want to see him I am sure is a mystery to me.”

It was an ill-advised measure on Stella’s part, for Katherine
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had no sooner departed somewhat unwillingly on her mission

than Lady Jane seized her young friend’s hand again: “Oh,

Stella, I must speak to you, I must, while she is away. Of

course, you and Charlie have settled it between you—you are

going to set everything right for Katherine? It was all set

tled on her side that if she got the money you should have

your share at once. And you will do the same at once, won’t

you, without loss of time, Charlie and you P ”

“ You take away my breath,” cried Stella, freeing her hand.

“ What is it that I have got to do in such a hurry? I hate a

hurry ; it makes me quite ill to be pressed to do anything like

running for a train. We only came a few days ago, Lady Jane ;

we haven’t been a week at home. We haven’t even seen the

lawyer yet; and do you think Charlie and I discuss things

about money without loss of time—oh, no ! we always like to

take the longest time possible. They have never been such

very agreeable things, I can tell you, Lady Jane, discussions

about money between Charlie and me.”

“That, to be sure, in the past,” said Lady Jane, “ but not

now, my dear. I feel certain he has said to you, ‘We must

put things right for Katherine—’ before now.” '

“ Perhaps he has said something of the kind; but he isn’t

at all a man to be trusted in money matters, Charlie. I put

very little faith in him. I don’t know what the will is, as yet 3

but so far as I possibly can I shall keep the management of the

money in my own hands. Charlie would make ducks and

drakes of it if he had his way.”

“ But, my dear Stella, this is a matter that you cannot

hesitate about foramoment; the right and wrong of it are

quite clear. We all thought your father’s money would go to

Katherine, who had never crossed him in any way ”

“What does that matter? It was me he was fond of !”

Stella cried, with disdain.

“ Well ; so it has proved. But Katherine was prepared at

once to give you your share. You must give her hers, Stella—

you must, and that at once. You must not leave a question

upon your own sense of justice, your perception of right and
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wrong. Charlie ! ” cried Lady jane with excitement,“ Charlie

is a gentleman at least. He knows what is required of him.

I shall stay until he comes home, for I must speak to him at

once.”

“ That is his dog-cart, I suppose, said Stella calmly,

“ passing the window; but you must remember, Lady Jane,

that the money is not Charlie’s to make ducks and drakes

with. I don’t know how the will is drawn, but I am sure

papa would not leave me in the hands of any man he didn’t

know. I shall have to decide for myself; and I know more

about it than Charlie does. Katherine has money of her own,

which I never had. She has had the good of papa’s money

for these seven years, while I have not had a penny. She says

herself that she did not nurse him or devote herself to him,

beyond what was natural, that she should require compensation

for that. He liked the nurse that had her wages paid her,

and there was an end of it ; which is exactly what I should say

myself. I don’t think it’s a case for your interference, or

Charlie’s, or anybody’s. I shall do what I think right, of

course, but I can’t undertake that it shall be what other people

think right. Oh, Charlie, there you are at last. And here’s

Lady jane come to see us and give us her advice.”

“Hallo, Cousin jane,” said Sir Charles, “just got back

from town, where I’ve had a bit of a run since yesterday.

Couldn’t stand it any longer here; and I say, Stella, now

you’ve got your panoply, let’s move up bag and baggage, and

have a bit ofa lark.”

“You are looking very well, Charlie,” said Lady Jane,

“and so is Stella, considering, and I am waiting to see the

dear children. You’d better come over to us, there is some

shooting going on, and you are not supposed to have many

larks while Stella is in fresh crape. I have been speaking to

her about Katherine.” Here Lady jane made a sudden and

abrupt stop by way of emphasis.

“ Oh, about Kate! ” Sir Charles said, pulling his mous

tache.

“ Stella doesn’t seem to see, what Ihope you see, that your

7'
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honour’s concerned. They say women have no sense of hon

our ; I don’t believe that, but there are cases. You, however,

Charlie, you’re a gentleman; at least you know what’s your

duty in such a case.”

Sir Charles pulled his moustache more than ever. “ Deuced

hard case,” he said, “ for Kate.”

“ Yes, there is no question about that; but for you, there

is no question about that either. It is your first duty, it is

the only course of action for a gentleman. As for Stella, if

she does not see it, it only proves that what’s bred in the bone

—I’m sure I don’t want to say anything uncivil. Indeed,

Stella, it is only as your friend, your relatz'an,” cried Lady

Jane, putting much emphasis on the word, “ that I allow my

self to speak.”

It cost Lady Jane something to call herself the relation of

Mr. Tredgold’s daughter, and it was intended that the state

ment should be received with gratitude ; but this Stella, Lady

Somers, neither felt nor affected. She was quite well aware

that she had now no need of Lady Jane. She was herself an

extremely popular person wherever she went, of that there

could be no doubt-—she had proved it over and over again in

the seven years of her humiliation. Popular at Government

House, popular at every station, wherever half-a-dozen people

were assembled together. And now she was rich. What need

she care for anyone, or for any point of honour, or the opinion

of the county even, much less of a place like Sliplin P Lady

Jane could no longer either make her or mar her. She was

perfectly able to stand by herself.

“ It is very kind of you,” she said, “ to say that, though it

doesn’t come very well after the other. Anyhow, I’m just as

I’ve been bred, as you say, though I have the honour to be

Charlie’s wife. Lady Jane wants to see Job ; I wish you’d go

and fetch him. I suppose Kate has not been able to get that

little sprite to come. You need not try,” said Stella calmly,

when Somers had left the room, “ to turn Charlie against me,

Lady jane. He is a fool in some things, but he knows on which

side his bread is buttered. If I have fifty thousand a year
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and he not half as many farthings, you may believe he will

think twice before he goes against me. I am very proud to

be your relation, of course, but it hasn’t a money value, or

anything that is of the first importance to us. Kate won’t be

the better, but the worse, for any interference. I have my

own ways of thinking, and I shall do what I think right.”

“ Oh, here is the dear baby at last! ” cried Lady Jane, ac

complishing her retreat, though routed horse and foot, behind

the large infant, looking rather bigger than the slim ayah who

carried her, who now came triumphantly into the room, wav

ing in her hand the rather alarming weapon of a big coral,

and with the true air of Stella’s child in Stella’s house. A

baby is a very good thing to cover a social defeat, and this

one was so entirely satisfactory in every particular that the

visitor had nothing to do but admire and applaud. “ What a

specimen for India,” she cried ; but this was before Job made

his remarkable entrance in the dimness of the twilight, which

had begun by this time to veil the afternoon light.



CHAPTER XLIV.

“ Do away, me not do wid you, me fader’s boy,” said little

Job, as Katherine exerted her persuasions to bring him down

stairs.

“ That is quite true, Job; but father has not come back

yet. Come downstairs with me, and we shall see him come

back.”

Job answered with a kick from the little boot which had

just come in somewhat muddy from a walk—a kick which, as

it happened to touch a tender point, elicited from Katherine

a little cry. The child backed against the ayah, holding her

fast; then glared at Katherine with eyes in which malice

mingled with fright. “ Me dlad to hurt you, me dlad to hurt

you ! ” he cried. It was evident that he expected a blow.

“ It is a pity to hurt anyone,” said Katherine ; “ but if it

has made you glad you shouldn’t be cross. Come with me

downstairs. ’ ’

“I hate you,” said the child. “ You punith me moment

I let ayah do.”

“ No, I shall not punish you. I shall only take you down

stairs to see your pretty mamma, and wait till father comes

back. I think I hear the dog-cart now. Hark! that is your

father now.”

The child ran to the window with a flush of eagerness.

“ Lift me up, lift me up! ” he cried. It did not matter to

him who did this so long as he got his will ; and though he

hit with his heels against Katherine’s dress, he did not kick

her again. “ Fader, fader—me’s fader’s boy!” cried little

job. The little countenance changed ; it was no longer that

of a little gnome, but caught an angelic reflection. He waved
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his thin small arms over his head from Katherine’s arms.

“ Fader, fader—Fader’s tome back! Job’s good boy!” he

cried. Then the little waving arm struck against Katherine’s

head, and he paused to look at her. The expression of his

face changed again. A quiver of fierce terror came upon it ;

he was in the power of a malignant being stronger than him

self. He looked at her with a sort of impotent, disappointed

fury. “ Put me down, and I’ll not kick you no more,” he

said.

“ Certainly I’ll put you down. Will you come with me now

and meet your father P ” Katherine said.

He had his hand ready to seize her hair, to defend himself,

but shrunk away when she put him down without any more

expressions of animosity, and ran for the head of the stair

case. At that dreadful passage, however, the little creature

paused. He was afraid for the descent ; the hall was not yet

lighted up below, and it seemed a well of darkness into which

it was not wonderful that so small a being should be terrified

to go down. “ Is fader there?” he said to Katherine, “ will

they hurt fader?” There were vaguely visible forms in the

hall, a gleam of vague daylight from the doorway, and then it

became dreadfully apparent to job that something must have

happened to fader, who had disappeared within the drawing

room. “ Dhey have swallowed him up—Dhey have eaten

him up!” he cried. “Oh, fader, fader! ” with a frantic

shout, clinging to Katherine’s knees.

“ No, no, my little boy. Your father has not been hurt.

Come, we’ll go down and find him,” Katherine said. When

they were nearly at the foot of the stairs, during which time

he had clung to her with a little hot grip, half piteous half

painful, there suddenly sprung up in the dark hall below, at

the lighting of the lamp, a gleam of bright light, and Sir

Charles became visible at the foot of the stairs, coming tow

ards them. The child gave a shriek of joy and whirled him

self from the top of some half-dozen steps into his father’s arms.

“ You’re not eated up,” he said ; “ fader, fader ! Job fader’s

boy.”
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“ Has he been cross? ” said Sir Charles. He held the little

creature in his arms lovingly, with a smile that irradiated his

own heavy countenance like a gleam of sunshine.

“ I hates her,” cried Job. “ I kicked her. She dot nothing

to do with me.”

“Job, Job,” said the father gently, “ you shouldn’t be so

cross and so hasty to a kind lady who only wanted to bring

you to father. If you behave like that she will never be kind

to you again.”

“ I don’t tare. I hates ze lady,” Job said.

His father lifted his eyes and shrugged his shoulders apolo

getically to Katherine, and then laughed and carried his little

son away. Decidedly, whatever Katherine was to make a

success in, it was not in the Mk of maiden aunt.

Next day, to the distress and trouble of Katherine, early in

the afternoon there came a visitor whose appearance made Stella

turn towards her sister with an open-eyed look of malice and

half ridicule. No ; Lady Somers did not intend it so. It was

a look of significance, “ I told you so,” and call upon Kath

erine’s attention. The visitor was James Stanford, their fel

low-passenger by the Aumngzebe. He explained very elabo

rately that Sir Charles had given him an invitation, and that,

finding himself on business of his own in the Isle of Wight, he

had taken advantage of it. He was not a man who could

quickly make himself at his ease. He seemed oppressed with

a consciousness that he ought not to be there, that he wanted

some special permission, as if it had been with some special

purpose that he had come.

“ Oh, you need not apologise,” said Stella; “ if you had not

come then you might have apologised. We expect everybody

to come to see us. Fancy, we’ve seen scarcely anyone for a

week almost, except some old friends who have lectured us and

told us what was our duty. Do you like to be told what is

your duty, Mr. Stanford? I don’t; if I were ever so much

inclined to do it before, I should set myself against it then.

That is exactly how narrow country people do ; they turn you

against everything. They tell you this and that as if you did
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not know it before, and make you turn your back on the

very thing you wanted to do.” I

“Idon’t think,” said Stanford, “that I could be turned

like that from anything I wanted to do.”

“ Perhaps you are strong-minded,” said Stella. “ I am not,

ob, not a bit. I am one of the old-fashioned silly women. I

like to be left alone and to do my own way. Perhaps it’s a

silly way, but it’s mine. And so you have had business on the

island, Mr. Stanford? Have you seen that lady again--that

lady with the black eyes and the yellow hair? She will not

like it at all if she doesn’t see you. She was very attentive

to you during the voyage. Now, you can’t deny that she was

attentive. She was a great deal nicer to you than you de—

served. And such a pretty woman ! To be sure that was not

the natural colour of her hair. She had done something to it ;

up at the roots you could see that it had once been quite dark.

Well, why not, if she likes yellow hair better? It is going

quite out of fashion, so there can be no bad object in it, don’t

you know.”

Stella laughed largely, but her visitor did not respond. He

looked more annoyed, Katherine thought, than he had any oc

casion to be, and her pride was roused, for it seemed to her

that they both looked at herself as if the woman who had paid

attention to Mr. Stanford could have anything to do with

her. She changed the subject by asking him abruptly if he

felt the rigour of the English climate after his long life in

India.

“ Yes—no, a little,” he said. “ They say that we bring so

much heat with us that we do not feel it for the first year, and

as I shall have to go back—”

“ Are you going back P Why should you go back? ” said

Stella. “ I thought you civil servants had such good times,

not ordered about like soldiers. They always said in the regi

ment that the civilians were so well off; good pay and con

stant leave, and off to the hills whenever they liked, and all

sorts of indulgences.”

“ I am afraid the regiment romances,” said Stanford, “ but
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I do not complain. On the whole I like India. One is sure,

or almost sure, of being of some use, and there are many alle

viations to the climate. If that was all, I should not at all

mind going out again ”

“ Ah, I understand,” said Stella. And then she added

quickly, “I am so sorry I can’t ask you to stay to dinner to

night. We have a grand function coming off to-night. The

lawyer is coming down, and we are to hear how we stand,

and how much money we are to have. I think I hear him

now, and I can’t let Charlie steal a march and tackle him be

fore I am there. Katherine, will you look after Mr. Stanford

till I come back? - I don’t trust Charlie a step further than I

see him. He might be doing some silly thing and compro

mising me while I am sitting here talking, but as soon as ever

I can escape I will come back.”

She rose as she spoke and gave Katherine a look—a look

significant, malicious, such as any spectator might have read.

Stanford had risen to open the door, and perhaps he did not

see it, but it left Katherine so hot with angry feeling, so

ashamed and indignant, that he could not fail but perceive it

when Stella had gone away. He looked at her a little wist

fully as he tookhis seat again. “ I fear I am detaining you

here against your will,” he said.

“ Oh, no,” said Katherine, from the mist of her confusion,

“ it is nothing. Stella has not yet got over the excitement of

coming home. It has been increased very much by some-—

incidents which she did not expect. You have heard her

story of course? They—eloped—and my father was supposed

to have cut her off and put her out of his will ; but it appears,

on the contrary, that he has left everything to her. She only

heard of papa’s death, and of—this—when she got home.”

There was a little pause, and then he said reflectively, with

a curious sort of regret, as if this brief narrative touched him

self at some point, “ It seems, then, that fortune after all fa

vours the brave.”

“ The brave P ” said Katherine, surprised. “ Oh, you mean

because of their running away? They have paid for it, they
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think, very severely in seven years of poverty in India, but

now—now Stella’s turn has come.”

“ I quite understand Lady Somers’ excitement without that.

Even for myself, this house has so many recollections. The

mere thought of it makes my heart beat when I am thousands

of miles away. When I first came, an uncouth boy—you will

scarcely remember that, Miss Tredgold.”

“Oh, I remember very well,” said Katherine, gradually

recovering her ease, and pleased with a suggestion of recollec

tions so early that there could be no embarrassment in them ;

“but not the uncouthness. We were very glad to have you

for a play-fellow, Stella and I.”

“ She was a little round ball of a girl,” he said.

“ But even then,” said Katherine, and paused. She had

been about to say, “expected to be the first,” but changed

her expression, “ was the favourite of everybody,” she said.

“Ah,” said Stanford, and then pursued his recollections.

“ I used to count the days till I could come back. And then

came the next stage. Your father was kind to me when I was

a boy. Afterwards, he was quite right, he wanted to know

what I was good for.”

“ He was what people call practical,” said Katherine.

“ Fortunately, he did not think it necessary with us. We

were accepted as useless creatures, objets de luxe, which a rich

man could afford to keep up, and which did him more credit

the gayer they were and the more costly. Poor papa! It is

not for us to criticise him, Mr. Stanford, in his own house.”

“ No, indeed ; but I am not criticising him. I am proving

him to be right by my own example. He thought everybody

could conquer fortune as he himself had done; but everybody

cannot do that, any more than everybody can write a great

poem. You require special qualities, which he had. Some

go down altogether in the battle and are never more heard of;

some do, what perhaps he would have thought worse, like me.”

“ Why like you ? Have you done badly? I have not

heard so,” cried Katherine, with a quick impulse of interest,

which she showed in spite of herself.
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“ I have done,” he said, “ neither well nor ill. I am of

that company that Dante was so contemptuous about, don’t

you remember? I think he is too hard upon them, (/12 senza

z'nfamz'a e senza glorz'a w've. Don’t you think there is a little

excuse—a little pardon for them, Miss Tredgold? The poor

fellows aim at the best. They know it when they see it; they

put out their hands to it, but cannot grasp it. And then what

should the alternative be ? ”

“ It is a difficult question,” said Katherine with a smile, not

knowing what he would be at. He meant something, it was

evident, beyond the mere words. His eyes had a strained

look of emotion, and there was a slight quiver under the line

of his moustache. She had not been used to discussions of

this kind. The metaphysics of life had little place in the doc

tor’s busy mind, and still less in the noisy talk of the Sir

Charles Somers of existence. She did not feel herself quite

equal to the emergency. “ I presume that a man who could

not get the best, as you say, would have to content himself

with the best he could get. At least, that is how it would

come out in housekeeping, which is my sole science, you

know,” she said, with a faint laugh.

“ Yes,” he said, almost eagerly. “ That is perhaps natu

ral. But you don’t know how a man despises himself for it.

Having once known a better way, to fall back upon something

that is second or third best, that has been my way. I have

conquered nothing. I have made no fortune or career. I

have got along. A man would feel less ashamed of himself if

he had made some great downfall—if he had come to grief

once and for all. To win or lose, that’s the only worthy alter

native. But we nobodies do neither—we don’t win, oh, far

from it! and haven’t the heart to lose—altogether—”

What did he mean? To do Katherine justice, she had not

the smallest idea. She kept her eyes upon him with a little

curiosity, a little interest. Her sense of embarrassment and

consciousness had entirely passed away. -

“ You are surely much too severe a judge,” she said. “ I

never heard that to come to grief, as you say, was a desirable
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end. If one cannot win, one would at least be glad to retire

decently—to make a retreat with honour, not to fling up every

thing. You might live then to fight another day, which is a

thing commended in the finest poetry,” she added with a

laugh.

He rose up and began to walk about the room. “ You

crush me all the more by seeming to agree with me,” he said.

“ But if you knew how I feel the contrast between what I am

and what I was when last I was here! I went away from your

father burning with energy, feeling that I could face any dan

ger—that there was nothing I couldn’t overcome. I found

myself off, walking to London, I believe, before I knew. I

felt as if I could have walked to India, and overcome every

thing on the way! That was the heroic for a moment devel

oped. Of course, I had to come to my senses—t0 take the

train, to see about my berth, to get my outfit, &c. These

hang weights about a man’s neck. And then, of course, I

found that fate does not appear in one impersonation to be

assaulted and overcome, as I suppose I must have thought, and

that a civil servant has got other things to think of than fort

une and fame. The soldiers have the advantage of us in that

way. They can take a bold step, as Somers did, and carry

out their ideal and achieve their victory—”

“Don’t put such high-flown notions into my brother-in

law’s head. I don’t think he had any ideal. He thought

Stella was a very pretty girl. They do these things upon no

foundation at all, to make you shiver—a girl and a man who

know nothing of each other. But it does well enough in most

cases, which is a great wonder. They get on perfectly. Get

ting on is, I suppose, the active form of that condition—

smza glorz'a e :enza z'nfamz'a—of which you were speaking? ”

Katherine had quite recovered her spirits. The Italian, the

reference to Dante, had startled her at first, but had gradually

re-awakened in her a multitude of gentle thoughts. They had

read Dante together in the old far past days of youth. It is

one of the studies, grave as the master is, which has facilitated

many a courtship, as Browning, scarcely less grave, does also.
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The difficulties, to lay two heads together over, are so many,

and the poetry which makes the heart swell is so akin to every

emotion. She remembered suddenly a seat under one of the

acacias where she had sat with him over this study. She had

always had an association with that bench, but had not re

membered till now that it flashed upon her what it was. She

could see it almost without changing her position from the

window. The acacia was ragged now, all its leaves torn from

it by the wind, the lawn in front covered with rags of foliage

withered and gone—not the scene she remembered, with the

scent of the acacias in the air, and the warm summer sunshine

and the gleam of the sea. She was touched by the recollec

tion, stirred by it, emotions of many kinds rising in her heart.

No one had ever stirred or touched her heart but this man

—he, no doubt, more by her imagination than any reality of

feeling. But yet she remembered the quickened beat, the

quickened breath of her girlhood, and the sudden strange com

motion of that meeting they had had, once and no more, in

the silence of the long years. And now, again, and he in

great excitement, strained to the utmost, his face and his

movements full of nervous emotion, turning towards her once

more.

“ Miss Tredgold,” he said, but his lips were dry and parched.

He stopped again to take breath. “ Katherine,” he repeated,

then paused once more. Whatever he had to say, it surely

was less easy than a love tale. “ I came to England,” he

said, bringing it out with a gasp, “ in the first place for a pre

tence, to bring home—my little child.”

All the mist that was over the sea seemed to sweep in and

surround Katherine. She rose up instinctively, feeling herself

wrapped in it, stifled, blinded. “Your little child?” she

said, with a strange muffled cry.

27



CHAPTER XLV.

MR. STURGEON arrived that evening with all his accounts and

papers. He had not come, indeed, when Lady Somers left

her sister to entertain james Stanford and joined her hus

band in the room which he had incontinently turned into a

smoking-room, and which had already acquired that prevail

ing odour of tobacco and whiskey fromwhich Mr. Tredgold’s

house had hitherto afforded no refuge. Stella had no 0b

jection to these odours. She told her husband that she had

“scuttled ” in order to leave Kate alone with her visitor.

“For that’s what he wants, of course,” she said. “And

Kate will be much better married. For one thing, with your

general invitations and nonsense she might take it into her

head she was to stay here, which would not suit my plans at

all. I can’t bear a sister always in the house."

“ It seems hard,” said Sir Charles, “ that you should take

all her money and not even give her house room. I think it’s

a deuced hard case.”

“Bosh!” said Stella; “I never took a penny of her

money. Papa, I hope, poor old man, had a right to do

whatever he liked with his own. She had it all her own way

for seven long years. If she had been worth her salt she

could have made him do anything she pleased in that time.

We used to rely upon that, don’t you remember? And a

pretty business it would have been had we had nothing bet

ter to trust to. But he never meant to be hard upon Stella,

I was always sure of that. Poor old papa! It was nice of

him not to change his mind. But I can’t see that Kathe

rine’s is any very hard case, for it was settled like this from the

first.’l
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“A wrong thing isn’t made right because it’s been set

tled from the very first,” said Sir Charles, oracularly.

“ Don’t be a fool, Charlie. Perhaps you’d like me to give

it all away to Kate? It is a good thing for you and your

spoiled little monkey Job that I am not such an idiot as that.”

“ We should have expected our share had she had it,” said

Somers always half inaudibly into his moustache.

“I daresay. But how different was that! In the first

place, she would have had it in trust for me; in the second

place, we’re a family and she is a single person. And then

she has money of her own ; and then, at the end of all, she’s

Kate, you know, and 1—”

“ You are Stella,” he cried, with a big laugh. “ I believe

you ; and, by jove ! I suppose that’s the only argument after

all ! ”

Stella took this, which seemed to be a compliment, very

sedately. “ Yes,” she said, “ I am Stella; you needn’t

recommend Kate’s ways to me, nor mine to Kate ; we’ve al

ways been different, and we always will be. If she will

marry this man it will save a great deal of trouble. We

might make her a nice present—I shouldn’t object to that.

We might give her her outfit: some of my things would do

quite nicely ; they are as good as new and of no use to me ;

for certainly, whatever happens, we shall never go to that

beastly place again.”

Sir Charles roared forth a large laugh, overpowered by the

joke, though he was not without a touch of shame. “By

Jove! Stella, you are the one ! ” he cried.

And a short time after Mr. Sturgeon arrived. He had a

great deal of business to do, a great many things to explain.

Stella caught with the hereditary cleverness her father had

discovered in her the involutions of Mr. Tredgold’s invest

ments, the way in which he had worked one thing by means

of or even against another, and in what artful ways he had

held the strings.

“ Blessed if I can make head or tail of it,” said Somers,

reduCed to partial imbecility by his effort to understand.
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But Stella sat eager at the table with two red spots on her

cheeks, shuffling the papers about and entering into every

thing.

“ I should like to work it all myself, if I hadn’t other things

to do,” she said.

“ And excellently well you would do it,” said the lawyer

with a bow.

It was one of Stella’s usual successes. She carried every

thing before her wherever she went. Mr. Sturgeon asked

punctiliously for Mis Tredgold, but he felt that Kate was but

a feeble creature before her sister, this bright being born to

conquer the world.

“ And now,” he said, “Lady Somers, about other things.”

“What things?” cried Stella. “So far as I know there

are no other things.”

“ Oh, yes, there are other things. There are some that you

will no doubt think of for the credit of your father, and some

for your own. The servants, for instance, were left without

any remembrance. They are old faithful servants. I have

heard him say, if they were a large household to keep up, that

at least he was never cheated of a penny by them.”

“ That’s not much to say,” cried Stella; “anyone who

took care could ensure that.”

“ Your father thought it was, or he would not have repeated

it so often. There was not a penny for the servants, not even

for Harrison, whose care was beyond praise—and Mrs. Sim

mons, and the butler. It will be a very small matter to give

them a hundred pounds or two to satisfy them.”

“A hundred pounds!” cried Stella. “Oh, I shouldn’t

call that a small matter ! It is quite a sum of money. And

why should they want hundreds of pounds ? They have had

good wages, and pampered with a table as good as anything

we should think of giving to ourselves. Simmons is an imper

tinent old woman. She’s given—I mean, I’ve given her

notice. And the butler the same. As for Harrison, to hear

him you would think he was papa’s physician and clergyman

and everything all in one.” '
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“ He did a very great deal for him,” said the lawyer.

“ Then another thing, Lady Somers, your uncle ”

“ My uncle! I never had an uncle,” cried Stella with a

shriek.

“ But there is such a person. He is not a very creditable

relation. Still he ought not to be left to starve.”

“ I never heard of any uncle! Papa never spoke of anyone.

He said he had no relations, except some far-off cousins. How

can I tell that this is not some old imposition trumped up for

the sake of getting money? Oh, I am not going to allow my

self to be fieeced so easily as that! ”

“ It is no imposition. Bob Tredgold has been in my office

for a long number of years. I knew him as I knew your father

when we were boys together. The one took the right turning,

the other the wrong—though who can tell what is right and

what is wrong with any certainty ? One has gone out of the

world with great injustice, leaving a great deal of trouble be

hind him ; the other would be made quite happy with two

pounds a week till he dies.”

“ Two pounds a week—a hundred pounds a year! ” cried

Stella. “ Mr. Sturgeon, I suppose you must think we are

made of money. But I must assure you at once that I cannot

possibly undertake at the very first outset such heavy respon

sibility as that.”

Sir Charles said nothing, but pulled his moustache. He had

no habit of making allowances or maintaining p00r relations,

and the demand seemed overwhelming to him too.

“ These are things which concern your father’s credit, Lady

Somers. I think it would be worth your while to attend to

them for his sake. The other is for your own. You cannot

allow your sister, Miss Katherine, to go out into the world on

five hundred a year while you have sixty thousand. I am a

plain man and only an attorney, and you are a beautiful

young lady, full, I have no doubt, of fine feelings. But I don’t

think, if you consider the subject, that for your own credit

you can allow this singular difference in the position of two

sisters to be known.”
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Stella was silent for a moment. She was struck dumb by

the man’s grave face and his. importance and the confidence

of his tone. She said at last, almost with a whimper, “ It

was none of my doing. I was not here; I could not exercise

any influence,” looking up at the old executor with startled eyes.

“ Yes,” he said, “ I am are you were far away, and your

sister ought to have been e person to exercise influence.

She did not, however,” he added with a little impatience.

“ There are some people who are too good for this world.”

Too ineffectual—capable of neither good nor evil! Was it

the same kind of incapacity as the others were discussing in

the other room?

“ I’ve been saying that, don’t you know, to my wife, about

Miss Kate,” said Sir Charles.

“ Oh, you’ve been saying ! ” cried Stella with a quick

movement of impatience. She paused again for a little, and

then fixing her eyes upon Mr. Sturgeon, said with some solem

nity, “ You wish me then, as soon as I have got over the first

wonder of it, and being so glad that papa had forgiven me, to

go right in his face and upset his last will P ”

The rectitude, the pathos, the high feeling that were in

Stella’s voice and attitude are things that no ordinary pen

could describe. Her father’s old executor looked at her

startled. He took off his spectacles to see her more clearly,

and then he put them on again. His faculties were not equal

to this sudden strain upon them.

“ It would not be upsetting the will,” he said.

“ Would it not P But I think it would. Papa says a cer

tain thing very distinctly. You may say it is not just.

Many people are turning upon me—as if I had anything to

do with it !—and saying it is unjust. But papa made all his

money himself, I suppose? And if he had a special way in

which he wished to spend it, why shouldn’t he be allowed to

do that? It is not any vanity in me to say he was fondest of

me, Mr. Sturgeon—everybody knew he was.”

Mr. Sturgeon sat silent, revolving many things in his mind.

He was one of the few people who had seen old Tredgold
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after his daughter’s flight; he had heard him say with the

calmest countenance, and his hands on his knees, “ God

damn them!” and though he was an attorney and old, and

had not much imagination, a shiver ran through Sturgeon’s

mind, if not through his body. Was it as a way of damning

her that the old fellow had let all this money come to his un

dutiful child?

“ So you see,” said Stella with grave triumph, as one who

feels that she has reasoned well, “ I am tied up so that I can

not move. If you say, Will I upset papa’s will? I answer,

No, not for all the world! He says it quite plain—there is

no doubt as to what he meant. He kept it by him for years

and never changed it, though he was angry with me. There

fore I cannot, whom he has trusted so much and been so kind

to, upset his will. Oh, no, no! If Katherine will accept a

present, well, she shall have a present,” cried Stella with a

great air of magnanimity, “ but I will do nothing that would

look like flying in the face of papa.”

“ By Jove! she is right there, don’t-ye-know,” said the

heavy dragoon, looking up at the man of law, with great

pride in his clever wife.

“ I suppose she is—in a kind of way,” Mr. Sturgeon said.

He was a humiliated man—he was beaten even in argument.

He did not know how to answer this little sharp woman with

her superficial logic. It was old Tredgold’s money; if he

wanted it to go in a particular way, why should his will be

gainsaid? He had wished it to go to Stella, he had remorse

lessly cut out her sister ; the quick-witted creature had the ad

versary at a disadvantage. Old Tredgold had not been a

just or noble man. He had no character or credit to keep

up. It was quite likely that he fully intended to produce this

very imbroglio, and to make both his daughters unhappy.

Not that Stella would make herself unhappy or disturb her

composure with feeling over the subject. She was standing

against the big chair covered with red velvet in which old

Tredgold used to sit. Nobody cared about that chair or had

any associations with it; it had been pushed out of the way
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because it was so big, and the mass of its red cover threw

up the figure of Stella before it with her black dress and her

fair crisped hair. She was triumphant, full of energy and

spirit, a princess come into her kingdom, not a new heir

troubled with the responsibilities of inheritance. It would

not disturb her that Katherine should have nothing, that poor

old Bob Tredgold should starve. She was quite strong enough

to put her foot on both and never feel a pang.

“ I am perhaps going beyond my instructions,” Mr. Stur

geon said. “ Your sister Katherine is a proud young woman,

my Lady Stella—I mean my Lady Somers ; I doubt if she will

receive presents even from you. Your father’s will is a very

wicked will. I remarked that to him when he made it first.

I was thankfill to believe he had felt it to be so after your lady

ship ran away. Then I believed the thing would be reversed

and Miss Katherine would have had all ,' and I knew what

her intentions were in that case. It was only natural, know

ing that you were two sisters, to suppose that you would prob

ably act in some degree alike.”

“ Not for people who know us, Mr. Sturgeon,” said Stella.

“ Kate and I never did anything alike all our days. I may

not be as good as Kate in some things, but I am stronger than

she is in being determined to stick by what is right. I would

not interfere with papa’s will for all the world ! I should

think it would bring a curse on me. I have got children of

my own, and that makes me go much deeper into things than

an unmarried young woman like Kate can be supposed to do.

Fancy Charlie, our boy, turning on us and saying, You made

mincemeat of grandpapa’s will, why should I mind about

yours P That is what I could not look forward to—it would

make me perfectly wretched,” Stella said. She stood up,

every inch of her height, with her head tossed back full of

matronly and motherly importance ; but the force of the

situation was a little broken by a muffled roar of laughter from

Sir Charles, who said— '

“ Go it, Stella! You’re going to be the death of me,”

under his breath.
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“My husband laughs,” said Lady Somers with dignity,

“because our boy is a very little boy, and it strikes him as

absurd ; but this is precisely the moment when the mind

receives its most deep impressions. I would not tamper with

dear papa’s will if even there was no other reason, because it

would be such a fearfully bad example for my boy.”

“I waive the question, I waive the question,” cried Mr.

Sturgeon. “ I will talk it over with the other executor; but

in the meantime I hope you will reconsider what you have

said on the other subject. There’s the servants and there is

poor old Bob.”

“Oh, the servants! As they’re leaving, and a good rid

dance, give them fifty pounds each and be done with them,”

Stella said.

“ And Bob Tredgold P ”

“ I never heard of that person; I don’t believe in him.

I think you have been taken in by some wretched impostor.”

“ Not likely,” said Mr. Sturgeon. “I have knownhim,

poor fellow, from a boy, and a more promising boy I can tell

you than any other of his name. He is a poor enough wretch

now. You can have him here, if you like, and judge of him

for yourself.”

“ Stella,” said Sir Charles, pulling his wife’s dress.

“ Oh, Charlie, let me alone with your silly suggestions. - I

am sure Mr. Sturgeon has been taken in. I am sure that

papa—7’

“Look here,” said the husband, “don’t be a little fool.

I’m not going to stand a drunken old beast coming here say

ing he’s my wife’s relation. Settle what he wants and be

done. It’s not my affair P Oh, yes, some things are my affair.

Settle it here, I say. Mr. Sturgeon, she’s ready to settle what

ever you say.”

Sir Charles had his wife’s wrist in his hand. She was far

cleverer than he was and much more steady and pertinacious,

but when she got into that grip Stella knew there was no more

to be said. Thus she bought off the powers of Nemesis, had

there been any chance of their being put in motion against
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her ; and there was no further question of setting the worst of

examples to Job by upsetting his grandfather’s will. Stella

religiously watched over Mr. Tredgold’s fortune and kept

every penny of it to herself from that day.

“And do you think of building that cottage, Miss Kathe

rine, as your father suggested?” Mr. Sturgeon asked as he

rose from the dinner at which he had been entertained, Lady

Somers making herself very agreeable to him and throwing a

great deal of dust into his eyes. He was going back to town

by the last train, and he had just risen to go away. Kathe

rine had been as silent as Stella was gay. She had not shown

well, the old lawyer was obliged to admit, in comparison with

her sister, the effect no doubt of having lived all her life at

Sliplin and never having seen the great world, besides that of

being altogether duller, dimmer than Stella. She was a little

startled when he spoke to her, and for a moment did not seem

to understand what was being said.

“ Oh, the cottage! I don’t think I can afford it. No,

Mr. Sturgeon,” she said at length.

“ Then I have a good opportunity of selling the bit of land

for you,” he said. “ There is a new railway station wanted,

and this is the very spot that will be most suitable. I can

make an excellent bargain if you put it in my hands.”

-“ There! ” cried Stella, holding up a lively finger, “ I told

you! It is always Kate that has the luck among us all ! ”



CHAPTER XLVI.

KATHERINE scarcely heard what Stanford said to her after

that astounding speech about his little child. She rose to her

feet as if it had touched some sudden spring in her; though

she could no more have told why than she could have told

what it was that made her head giddy and her heart beat.

She had a momentary sense that she had been insulted; but

that too was so utterly unreasonable that she could not explain

her conduct to herself by it, any more than by any other rule.

She did not know how she managed to get out of the room,

on what pretext, by what excuse to the astonished visitor,

whose look alone she saw in her mind afterwards, startled and

disturbed, with the eyelids puckered over his eyes. He had

been conscious, too, that she had received a shock ; but he had

not been aware, any more than she was, what he had done to

produce this impression upon her.

She ran upstairs to her own room, and concealed herself

there in the gathering twilight, in the darkest corner, as if

somebody might come to look for her. There had been a

great many thoughts in that room through these long years—

thoughts that, perhaps, were sometimes impatient, occasion

ally pathetic, conscious of the passing of her youth from her,

and that there had been little in it that was like the youth of

other women. To be sure, she might have married had she

been so minded, which is believed to be the chief thing in a

young woman’s life 3 but that had not counted for very much

in Katherine’s. There had been one bit of visionary romance,

only one, and such a little one! but it had sufiiced to make a

sort of shining, as of a dream, over her horizon. It had

never come nearer than the horizon ; it had been a glimmer of
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colour, of light, of poetry, and the unknown. It had never

been anything, she said to herself, with emphasis, putting her

foot down firmly on the ground, with a faint sound of purpose

and meaning—never—anything ! She was the most desperate

fool in the world to feel herself insulted, to feel as if he had

struck her in the face when he spoke of his little child. Why

should he not have a little child like any other man, and a

kind wife waiting for him, amid all the brightness of a home P

Why not? Why notP There was no reason in the world.

The effect it produced upon her was absurd in the last degree.

It was an effect of surprise, of sudden disillusion. She was

not prepared for that disclosure. This was the only way in

which she could account for the ridiculous impression made

upon her mind by these few words.

She had so much to do accounting to herself for this, that

it was not for a long time that she came to imagine what he

would think of her sudden start and flight. What could he

think of it P Could he think she was disappointed, that she

had been building hopes upon his return P But that was one

of the thoughts that tend to madness, and have to be crushed

upon the threshold of the mind. She tried not to think of

him at all, to get rid of the impression which he had made on

her. Certainly he had not meant to insult her, certainly it

was no blow in the face. There had been some foolish sort

of talk before—she could not recall it to mind now—some

thing that had nothing in the world to do with his position,

or hers, or that of anyone in the world, which probably was

only to pass the time; and then he had begun to speak to her

about his child. How natural to speak about his child ! prob

ably with the intention of securing her as a friend for his

child—she who had been a playmate of his own childhood.

If she had not been so ridiculous she would have heard of the

poor little thing brought from India (like little job, but that

was scarcely an endearing comparison) to be left alone among

strangers. Poor little thing! probably he wanted her to be

kind to it, to be a friend to it—how natural that idea was !—

his own playfellow, the girl whom he had read Dante with
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in those days. But why, why did he recall those days?

It was that that made her feel—when he began immediately

after to speak of his child—as if he had given her a blow in

the face.

Katherine went down to dinner as if she were a visitor in

the house. She passed the nursery door, standing wide open,

with the baby making a great whiteness in the middle of the

room, and Job watching like an ill-tempered little dog, ready

to rush out with a snarl and bite at any passer-by whom he

disliked ; and her sister’s door, where Stella’s voice was audi

bly high and gay, sometimes addressing her maid, sometimes

in a heightened tone her husband, in his dressing-room at the

other side. They were the proprietors of the place, not

Katherine. She knew that very well, and wondered at her

self that she should still be here, and had made no other

provision for her loneliness. She was a guest—a guest on suf

ferance—one who had not even been invited. William, the

soldier-servant, was in possession of the hall. He opened the

door for her with a respectful tolerance. She was missus’s

sister to William. In the drawing-room was Mr. Sturgeon,

who rose as she entered from the side of the fire. He was

going back by the train immediately after dinner, and was in

his old-fashioned professional dress, a long black coat and

large black tie. One looked for a visionary bag of papers at

his feet or in his hands. His influence had a soothing effect

upon Katherine; it brought her back to the practical. He

told her what he had been able to do—to get gratuities

for the servants, and a pension, such as it was, for poor old

Bob Tredgold. “It will keep him in comfort if he can be

kept off the drink,” he said. All this brought her out of

herself, yet at the same time increased the sense in her of two

selves, one very much interested in all these 'inconsiderable

arrangements, the other standing by looking on. “ But

about your affairs, Miss Katherine, not a thing could I do,”

Mr. Sturgeon was beginning, when happily Sir Charles came

downstairs.

“ So much the better ; my affairs have nothing to do with
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my sister,” Katherine said hastily. And, indeed, it was plain

neither they nor any other intrusive affairs had much to do

with Stella when she came in radiant, the blackness of her

dress making the whiteness of her arms and throat almost too

dazzling. She came in with her head held high, with a swing

and movement of her figure which embodied the supremacy

she felt. She understood now her own importance, her own

greatness. It was her natural position, of which she had been

defrauded for some time without ever giving up her preten

sions to it; but now there was no further possibility of any

mistake.

As I have already related the concluding incident of this

party it is unnecessary now to go through its details. But

when Mr. Sturgeon had gone to his train and Sir Charles to

the smoking-room (though not without an invitation to the

ladies to accompany him) Stella suddenly took her sister by

the waist, and drew her close. “Well?” she said, in her

cheerful high tones, “ have you anything to tell me, Kate? ”

“ To tell you, Stella? - I don’t know what I can tell you—

you know the house as well as I do—and as you are going to

have new servants ”

“ Oh ! if you think it is anything about the house, I doubt

very much whether I shall keep up the house, it’s romeo to

such a degree—and all about it—the very gardens are rocooo. ’ ’

“ It suits you very well, however,” Katherine said. “ All

this gilding seems appropriate, like a frame to a picture.”

“ Do you think so? ” said Stella, looking at herself in the

great mirror over the mantelpiece with a certain fondness. It

was nice to be able to see yourself like that wherever you

turned, from head to foot. “ But that is not in the least what

I was thinking of,” she said; “tell me about yourself. Haven’t

you something very particular to tell me—something about

your own self? ”

Katherine was surprised, yet but dimly surprised, not enough

to cause her any emotion. Her heart had become as still as a

stone.

“ No,” she said ; “ I have nothing particular to tell you.
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I will leave The Cliff when you like—is that what you mean?

Ihave not as yet made any plans, but as soon as you wish

it—”

“ Oh, as for that,” said Stella, “ we shall be going our

selves. Charlie wants me to go to his horrid old place to see

what can be done to it, and we shall stay in town for a little.

Town is town, don’t you know, after you’ve been in India,

even at the dullest time of the year. But these old wretches

of servants will have to stay out their mouth I suppose, and if

you like to stay while they’re here—-of course, they think a

.great deal more of you than of me. It will be in order as

long as they are here. After, I cannot answer for things. We

may shut up the house, or we may let it. It should bring in

a fine rent, with the view and all that. But I have not settled

yet what I am going to do.”

“My plans then,” said Katherine, faintly smiling, “will

be settled before yours, though I have not taken any step as

yet.”

“ That’s just what I want to know,” cried Ste‘lla, “ that is

what I was asking! Surely there’s nothing come between you

and me, Kate, that would keep you from telling me? As for

papa’s will, that was his doing, not mine. I cannot go against

it, whatever anybody says—I can’t, indeed ! It’s a matter of

conscience with me to do whatever he wished, now he is

dead. I didn’t when he was living, and that is just the reason

why——” Stella shut her mouth tight, that no breath of in

consistency might ever come from it. Then once more put

ting her hand on Katherine’s waist, and inclining towards

her: “ Tell me what has happened ; do tell me, Kate! ”

“ But nothing has happened, Stella. "’

“ Nothing! That’s impossible. I left you alone with him

on purpose. I saw it was on his very lips, bursting to get it out;

and he gave me such a look—Oh, why can’t you fade away P

—which isn’t a look I’m accustomed to. And I don’t believe

nothing has happened. Why, he came here for that very pur

pose! Do you think he wanted to see me or Charlie? He

was always a person of very bad taste,” Stella said with a
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laugh. “ He was always your own, Kate. Come ! don’t

bear any malice about the will or that—but tell.”

“ There is nothing whatever to tell. Mr. Stanford told me

about his child whom he has brought home.”

“ Yes, that was to rouse your pity. He thought as you are

one of the self-sacrificing people the idea of a baby to take

care of—though it is not a baby now—it’s about as old as

Job—. The mother died when it was born, you know, a

poor little weakly thing. Did I never tell you when I wrote?

It must have gone out of my head, for I knew all about it,

the wedding and everything. How odd I didn’t tell you. I'

suppose you had thought that he had been wearing the willow

for you, my dear, all this time ! ”

“ It is not of the slightest consequence what I thought—or

if I thought at all on the subject,” said Katherine, with, as

she felt, a little of the stiffness of dignity injured, which is

always ludicrous to a looker-on.

“ I’ll be sworn you did,” cried Stella, with a pealing laugh.

“ Oh, no, my dear, there’s no such example now. And,

Kate, you are old enough to know better —- you should not be

such a goose at your age. The man has done very well, he's

got an excellent appointment, and they say he’ll be a member

of Council before he dies. Think what a thing for you with

your small income ! The pension alone is worth the trouble.

A member of Council’s widow has—why she has thousands

a year ! If it were only for that, you will be a very silly girl,

Kate, if you send James Stanford away.”

“Is it not time you joined your husband in the smoking

room, Stella? You must have a great deal to talk about.

And I am going to bed.”

“ I don’t believe a word of it,” Stella cried, “ you want to

get rid of me and my common-sense view. That is always

how it happens. People think I am pretty and so forth, but

they give me no credit for common-sense. Now that’s just

my quality. Look here, Kate. What will you be as an un

married woman with your income? Why, nobody! You will

not be so well off as the old cats. If you and your maid can
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live on it that’s all; you will be of no consequence. I hear

there’s a doctor who was after you very furiously for a time,

and would have you still if you would hold up your little fin

ger. But James Stanford would be far better. The position

is better in every way—and think of the widow’s pension!

why it is one of the prizes which anyone might be pleased to

go in for. Kate, if you marry you may do very well yet.

Mind my words—but if you’re obstinate and go in for fads,

and turn your back on the world, and imagine that you are

going to continue a person of importance on five hundred a

year ”

“ I assure you, Stella, I have no such thought.”

“ What then—to be nobody? Do you think you will like

to be nobody, Kate, after all the respect that’s been paid to

you, and at the head of a large house, and carriages at your

command, and all that—to drop down to be Miss Tredgold,

the old maid in lodgings with one woman servant? Oh, I

know you well enough for that. You will not like it, you will

hate it. Marry one of them, for Heaven’s sake ! If you have

a preference I am sure I don’t object to that. But marry one

of them, James Stanford for choice ! or else, mark my words,

Kate Tredgold, you will regret it all your life.”

Katherine got free at last, with a laugh on her lips at the

solemnity of her sister’s address. If Stella had only known

how little her common-sense meant, or the extreme seriousness

of these views with which she endeavoured to move a mind so

different from her own! Lady Somers went off full of the

importance of the question, to discuss it over again with her

husband, whose sense of humour was greatly tickled by the sug

gestion that the pension which James Stanford’s widow might

have if he were made member of Council was an important

matter to be taken into consideration, while Katherine went

back again to her room, passing once more the nursery door

where Job lay nervously half awake, calling out a dreary “ Zat

oo, fader? ” as her step sounded upon the corridor. But she

had no time to think of little Job in the midst of this darkness

of her own life. “ What does it matter to me, what does it

 

25;
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matter to me P ” she kept saying to herself as she went along

and yet it mattered so much, it made so great a change! If

she had never seen james Stanford again it would not have

mattered, indeed ; but thus suddenly to find out that while she

had been making of him the one little rainbow in her sky—

had enshrined him as something far more than any actual

lover, the very image of love itself and fidelity, he had been

the lover, the husband of another woman, had gone through

all the circle of emotion, had a child to remind him for ever of

what had been. Katherine, on her side, had nothing save the

bitter sense of an illusion fled. It was not anybody’s fault.

The man had done nothing he had not a perfect right to do—

the secret had not been kept from her by any malice or evil

means—all was quite natural, simple, even touching and sad.

She ought to be sorry for him, poor fellow! She was in a

manner sorry for him—if only he had not come to insult her

with words that could have no meaning, words repeated, which

had answered before with another woman. The wrench of her

whole nature turning away from the secret thing that had been

so dear to her was more dreadful than any convulsion. She

had cherished it in her very heart of hearts, turned to it when

she was weary, consoled herself with it in the long, long end

less flatness of those years that were past. And it had all been

a lie; there was nothing of the kind, nothing to fall back

upon, nothing to dream of. The man had not loved her, he

had loved his wife, as was most just and right. And she had

been a woman voluntarily deceived, a dreamer, a creature of

vanity, attributing to herself a power which she had never pos

sessed. There is no estimating the keenness of mortified pride

with which a woman makes such a discovery. Her thoughts

have been dwelling on him with a visionary longing which is

not painful, which is sometimes happiness enough to support

the structure of a life for years ; but his had not been satisfied

with this : the chain that held her had been nothing to him ;

he had turned to other consolations and exhausted them, and

then came back. The woman’s instinct flung him from her,

as she would have flung some evil thing. She wrenched her
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self away twisting her very heart out of its socket ; that which

had been, being shattered for ever by this blow, could be no

more.

There was, as Stella said, no common-sense at all in the

argument, or proper appreciation of a position which, taking

into consideration everything, inclusive of the widow’s pension,

was well worth any woman’s while.



CHAPTER XLVII.

IT is very difficult to change every circumstance of your life

when a sudden resolution comes upon you all in a moment.

To restless people indeed it is a comfort to be up and doing at

once—but when there is no one to do anything for but your

self, and you have never done anything for yourself alone in

all your life, then it is very hard to know how to begin. To

resolve that this day, this very hour you will arise and go;

that you will find out a new shelter, a new foundation on

which, if not to build a house, yet to pitch a tent ; to transfer

yourself and everything that may belong to you, out of the

place where you have been all your life, where every one of

your little possessions has its place and niche, into another

cold unknown place to which neither you nor they belong—

how could anything be harder than that? It was so hard that

Katherine did not do it for day after day. She put it off every

morning till to-morrow. You may think that, with her pride,

to be an undesired visitor in her sister’s house would have

been insupportable to her. But she did not feel as if she had

any pride. She felt that she could support anything better

than the first step out into the cold, the decision where she

was to go.

The consequence of this was that the Somerses, always tran

quilly pursuing their own way, and put out in their reckoning

by no one, were the first to make that change. Sir Charles

made an expedition to his own old house of which all the

Somerses were so proud, and found that it could not only be

made (by the spending of sixty thousand a year in it) a very

grand old house, but that even now it was in very tolerable

order and could receive his family whenever the family chose
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to inhabit it. When he had made this discovery he was, it

was only natural, very anxious to go, to faz're aa/oz'r as far as

was possible what was very nearly his unique contribution to

the family funds. There was some little delay in order that

fires might be lighted and servants obtained, but it was still

October when the party which had arrived from the Aurung

2:13: at the beginning of the month, departed again in some

thing of the same order, the ayah more cold, and Pearson

more worried; for though the latter had Lady Somers’ old

riw'ére in her own possession, another rz'w’ére of much greater

importance was now in her care, and her responsibilities

instead of lessening were increased. It could scarcely be said

even that Stella was more triumphant than when she arrived,

the centre of all farewells and good wishes, at Tilbury Docks ;

for she had believed then in good fortune and success as she

did now, and she had never felt herself disappointed. Sir

Charles himself was the member of the party who had changed

most. There was no embarrassment about him now, or doubt

of that luck in which Stella was so confident. He had doubted

his luck from time to time in his life, but he did so no longer.

He carried down little job on his shoulder from the nursery

regions. “I say, old chap,” he said, “you’ll have to give

up your nonsense now and be a gentleman. Take off your

hat to your Aunt Kate, like a man. If you kick I’ll twist one

of those little legs off. Hear, lad! You’re going home to

Somers and you’ll have to be a man.”

job had no answer to make to this astounding address ; he

tried to kick, but found his feet held fast in a pair of strong

hands. “ Me fader’s little boy,” he said, trying the state

ment which had always hitherto been so effectual.

“So you are, old chap; but you’re the young master at

Somers too,” said the father, who had now a different mean

ing. Job drummed upon that very broad breast as well as he

could with his little imprisoned heels, but he was not monarch

of all he surveyed as before. “ Good-bye, Kate,” Sir Charles

said. “ Stay as long as ever you like, and come to Somers

as soon as you will. I’m master there, and I wish you were
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going to live with us for good and all—but you and your sister

know your own ways best.”

“ Good-bye, Charles. I shall always feel that you have

been very kind.”

“ Oh, kind !" he cried, “ but I’m only Stella’s husband

don’t you know, and I have to learn my place."

“ Good-bye, Kate,” cried Stella, coming out with all her

little jingle of bracelets, buttoning her black gloves. “ I am

sure you will be glad to get us out of the way for a bit to get

your packing done, and clear out all your cupboards and

things. You’ll let me know when you decide where you’re

going, and keep that old wretch Simmons in order, and don't

give her too flaming a character. You’ll be sending them all

off with Characters as long as my arm, as if they were a set of

angels. Mind you have proper dinners, and don’t sink into

tea as ladies do when they’re alone. Good-bye, dear.” Stella

kissed her sister with every appearance of affection. She held

her by the shoulders for a moment and looked into her eyes.

“ Now, Kate, no nonsense! Take the good the Gods provide

you—don’t be a silly, neglecting your own interest. At your

age you really ought to take a common-sense view."

‘ Kate stood at what had been so long her own door and

watched them all going away—Pearson and the soldier in the

very brougham in which Stella had driven to the yacht on the

night of her elopement. That and the old landau had got

shabby chiefly for want of use in these long years. The baby,

now so rosy, crowed in the arms of the dark nurse, and Sir

Charles held his hat in his hand till he was almost out of sight.

He was the only one who had felt for her a little, who had

given her an honest if inefi'ectual sympathy. She felt almost

grateful to him as he disappeared. And now to think this

strange chapter in her existence was over and could never

come again ! Few, very few people in the world could have

gone through such an experience—to have everything taken

from you, and yet to have as yet given up nothing. She

seemed to herself a shadow as she stood at that familiar door.

She had lived more or less naturally as her sister’s dependent
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for the last week or two ; the position had not galled her; in

her desolation she might have gone on and on, to avoid the

trouble of coming to a decision. But Stella was not "one of

the aimless people who are afraid of making decisions, and no

doubt Stella was right. When a thing has to be done, it is

better that it should be done, not kept on continually hanging

over one. Stella had energy enough to make up half a

dozen people’s minds for them. “ Get us out of the way for a

bit to get your packing done ”—these were the words of the

lease on which Katherine held this house, very succinctly set

down. .

This was a curious interval which was just over, in many

ways. Katherine’s relation to Stella had changed strangely ;

it was the younger sister now who was the prudent chaperon,

looking after the other’s interests—and other relationships had

changed too. The sight of James Stanford coming and go

ing, who was constantly asked to dinner and as constantly

thrown in her way, but whom Katherine, put on her mettle,

had become as clever to avoid as Stella was to throw them

together, was the most anxious experience. It had done her

good to see him so often without seeing him, so to speak.

It made her aware of various things which she had not re;

marked in him before. Altogether this little episode in life

had enlarged her horizon. She had found out many things—

or, rather, she had found out the insignificance of many

things that had bulked large in her vision before. She went

up and down the house and it felt empty, as it never had felt

in the old time when there was nobody in it. It seemed to

her that it had never been empty till now, when the children,

though they were not winning children, and Stella, though

she was so far from being a perfect person, had gone. There

was no sound or meaning left in it; it was an echoing and

empty place. It was rocoto, as Stella said; a place made to

display wealth, with no real beauty in it. It had never been

a home, as other people know homes. And now all the faint

recollections which had hung about it of her own girlhood and of

Stella’s were somehow obliterated. Old Mr. Tredgold and his
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daughters were swept away. It was a house belonging to the

Somerses, who had just come back from India ; it looked dread

fully forlorn and empty now they had gone away, and bare

also—a place that would be sold or let in all probability to the

first comer. Katherine shivered at the disorder of all the

rooms upstairs, with their doors widely opened and all the signs

of departure about. The household would always be careless,

perhaps, under'Stella’s sway. There was the look of a des

ecrated place, of a house in which nothing more could be pri

vate, nothing sacred, in the air of its emptiness, with all those

doors flung open to the wall. .

She was called downstairs again, however, and had no time

to indulge these fancies—and glancing out at a window saw

the familiar Midge standing before the door ; the voices of the

ladies talking both together were audible before she had reached

the stairs.

“Gone away? Yes, Harrison, we met them all—quite a.

procession—as we came driving up; and did you see that dear

baby, Ruth Mildmay, kissing its little fat hand? ”

“I never thought they would make much of a stay,’ said

Miss Mildmay; “ didn’t suit, you may be sure ; and mark my

words, Jane Shanks ”

“ How’s Miss Katherine P Miss Katherine, poor dear, must

feel quite dull left alone by herself,” said Mrs. Shanks, not

waiting to waste any words.

“ I should have felt duller the other way,” said the other

voice, audibly moving into the drawing-room. Then Kath

erine was received by one after another once more in a long

embrace.

“You dear ! ” Mrs. Shanks said—and Miss Mildmay held

her by the shoulders as if to impart a firmness which she felt I

to be wanting.

“ Now, Katherine, here you are on your own footing at last. ’ ’

“Am I? It doesn’t feel like a very solid footing,” said

Katherine with a faint laugh.

“ I never thought,” said Mrs. Shanks, “ that Stella would

stay.”
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“ It is I that have been telling you all the time, Jane

Shanks. that she would not stay. Why should she stay among

all the people who know exactly how she’s got it and every

thing about it? And the shameful behaviour—”

“ Now,” said Katherine, “ there must not be a word against

Stella. Don’t you know Stella is Stella, whatever happens?

And there is no shameful behaviour. If she had tried to force

half her fortune upon me, do you think I should have

taken it P You know better than that, whatever you say.”

“ Look here—this is what I call shameful behaviour,” cried

Miss Mildmay, with a wave of her hand.

The gilded drawing-room with all its finery was turned up

side down, the curiosities carried off—some of them to be

sold, some of them, that met with Stella’s approval, to Somers.

The screen with which Katherine had once made a corner for

herself in the big room lay on the floor half covered with

sheets of paper, being packed; a number of the pictures had

been taken from the walls. The room, which required to be

very well kept and cared for to have its due effect, was squalid

and miserable, like a beggar attired in robes of faded finery.

Katherine had not observed the havoc that had been wrought.

She looked round, unconsciously following the movement of

Miss Mildmay’s hand, and this sudden shock did what nothing

had done yet. It was sudden and unlooked for, and struck

like a blow. She fell into a sudden outburst of tears.

“ This is what I call shameful behaviour,” Miss Mildmay

said again, “ and Katherine, my poor child, I cannot hear,

for one, that you should be called on to live in the middle of

this for a single day.”

“ Oh, what does it matter?” cried Katherine, with a laugh

that was half hysterical, through her tears. “ Why should it

be kept up when, perhaps, they are not coming back to it?

And why shouldn’t they get the advantage of things which are

pretty things and are their own P I might have thought that

screen was mine—for I had grown fond of it—and, car

ried it away with my things, which clearly I should have had

no right to do, had not Stella seen to it. Stella, you know,
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is a very clever girl—she always was, but more than ever,”

she said, the laugh getting the mastery. It certainly was very

quick, very smart 0.: Lady Somers to take the first step, which

Katherine certainly never would have had decision enough

to do.

“ You ought to be up with her in another way,” said Miss

Mildmay. “ Katherine, there’s a very important affair, we

all know, waiting for you to decide.”

“And oh, my dear, how can you hesitate?” said Mrs.

Shanks, taking her hand.

“ It is quite easy to know why she hesitates. When a girl

marries at twenty, as you did, jane Shanks, it’s plain sailing—

two young fools together and not a thought between them.

But I know Katherine’s mind. I’ve known james Stanford,

man and boy, the last twenty years. He’s not a Solomon,

but as men go he’s a good sort of man.”

“ Oh, Ruth Mildmay, that’s poor praise! You should see

him with that poor little boy of his. It’s beautiful ! ” cried

Mrs. Shanks with tears in her eyes.

“ You’ve spoilt it all, you

fierce whisper in her friend’s ear.

“ Why should I have spoilt it all ? Katherine has excellent

sense, we all know ; the poor man married—men always do :

how can they help it, poor creatures ?——but as little harm was

done as could be done, for she died so very soon, poor young

thing.”

Katherine by this time was perfectly serene and smiling

too smiling and too serene.

“ Katherine,” said Miss Mildmay, “if you hear the one

side you should hear the other. This poor fellow, james

Stanford, came to jane Shanks and me before he went back to

India the last time. He had met you on the train or somewhere.

He said he must see you whatever happened. I told Jane

Shanks at the time she was meddling with other people’s hap

piness.”

“ You were as bad as me, Ruth Mildmay,” murmured the

other abashed,

 
” Miss Mildmay said in a
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“ Well, perhaps I was as bad. It was the time when—

when Dr. Burnet was so much about, and we hoped that per

haps And when he asked and pressed and insisted to

see you, that were bound hand and foot with your poor father’s

illness ”

“ We told him—we told the poor fellow—the poor victim.

Oh, Ruth Mildmay, I don’t think that I ever approved.”

“ Victim is nonsense,” said Miss Mildmay sharply; “ the

man’s just a man, no better and no worse. We told him, it’s

true, Katherine, that the doctor was there night and day,

that he spared no pains about your poor father to please you—

and it would be a dreadful thing to break it all up and to take

you from poor Mr. Tredgold’s bedside.”

“ No one need have given themselves any trouble about

that,” said Katherine, very pale ; “ I should never have left

Papa”

“ Well, that was what I said,” cried Mrs. Shanks.

“ So you see it was us who sent him away. Punish us,

Katherine, don’t punish the man. You should have seen how

he went away! Afterwards, having no hope, I suppose, and

seeing someone that he thought he could like, and wanting a

home—and a family—and all that—”

“ Oh,” cried Mrs. Shanks with fervour, “ there are always

ahundred apologies for a man.” Katherine had been grad

ually recovering herself while this interchange went on.

“ Now let us say no more about Mr. Stanford,” she cried

with asudden movement. “ Come into the morning room,

it is not in such disorder as this, and there we can sit down

and talk, and you can give me your advice. I must decide at

once between these two lodgings, now—oh,” she cried, “ but

it is still worse here ! ” The morning room, the young la

dies’ room of old, had many dainty articles of furniture in it,

especially an old piano beautifully painted with an art which

is now reviving. Sir Charles had told his wife that it would

suit exactly with the old furniture of his mother’s boudoir at

Somers, and with Stella to think was to do. The work—

men had at that moment brought the box in which the piano
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was to travel, and filled the room, coaxing the dainty instru

ment into the rough construction of boards that was to be its

house. Katherine turned her visitors away with a wild out

break of laughter. She laughed till the tears ran down her

cheeks—all the men, and one or two of the servants, and the

two ladies standing about with the gravest faces. “ Oh, Stella

is wonderful ! " she said.

They had their consultation afterwards in that grim cham

ber which had been Mr. Tredgold’s, and which Somers had

turned into a smoking-room. It was the only place undis

turbed where his daughter, thrown off by him upon the

world, could consult with her friends about the small maid

enly abode which was all she could afford henceforward. The

visitors were full of advice, they had a hundred things to say ;

but I am not sure that Katherine’s mind had much leisure to

pay attention to them. She thought she saw her father there,

sitting in his big chair by the table in which his will was

found—the will he had kept by him for years, but never had

changed. There she had so often seen him with his hands

folded, his countenance serene, saying “ God damn them ! ”

quite simply to himself. And she, whom he had never cared

for? Had he ever cursed her too, where he sat, without

animosity, and without compunction? She was very glad

when the ladies had said everything they could think of, al

though she had derived but little benefit by it ; and following

them out of the room turned the key sharply in the door.

There was nothing there at least which anyone could wish to

take away.



CHAPTER XLVIII.

KATHERINE was restless that afternoon; there was not much

to delight her indoors, or any place where she could find

refuge and sit down and rest, or read, or write, or occupy

herself in any natural way, unless it had been in her own bed-'

room, and there Hannah was packing—a process which pro

moted comfort as little as any of the others. This condition

of the house wounded her to the bottom of her heart. A few

days, she said to herself, could have made no difference.

Stella need not have set the workmen to work until the

house at least was empty. It was a poor thing to invite her

sister to remain and then to make her home uninhabitable.

With anxious justice, indeed, she reminded herself that the

house was not uninhabitable—that she might still live in the

drawing-room if she pleased, after the screen and the pictures

and the curiosities were taken away ; or in the morning-room,

though the piano was packed in a rough box ; but 'yet, when

all was said, it was not generous of Stella. She had nowhere

to sit down—nowhere to rest the sole of her foot. She went

out at last to the walk round the cliff. She had always been

fond of that, the only one in the family who cared for it. It

was like a thread upon which she had strung so many recol

lections—that time, long ago, when papa had sent James Stan

ford away, and the many times when Katherine, still so

young, had felt herself “ out of it” beside the paramount

presence of Stella, and had retired from the crowd of Stella’s

adorers to gaze out upon the view and comfort herself in the

thought that she had some one of her own who wanted not

Stella, but Katherine. And then there had been the day of

Stella’s escapade, and then of Stella’s elopement all woven
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round and round about the famous “ view.” Everything in

her life was associated with it. That blue sky, that shining

headland with the watery sun picking it out like a cliff of

gold, the great vault of the sky circling over all, the dim

horizon far away lost in distance, in clouds and immeasurable

circles of the sea. Just now a little white sail was out as it

might have been that fated little Stella, the yacht which Mr.

Tredgold sold after her last escapade, and made a little money

by, to his own extreme enjoyment. Katherine walked up and

down, with her eyes travelling over the familiar prospect on

which they had dwelt for the greater part of her life. She

was very lonely and forlorn; her heart was heavy and her

vitality low, she scarcely knew where she was going or what

she might be doing to-morrow. The future was to-morrow

to her as it is to a child. She had to make up her mind to

come to some decision, and to-morrow she must carry it out.

It did not surprise her at all, on turning back after she had

been there for some time, at the end of her promenade to see

a figure almost by her side, which turned out to be that of Mr.

Stanford. She was not surprised to see him. She had seen

him so often, they were quite accustomed to meet. She spoke

to him quite in a friendly tone, without any start or alarm:

“ You have come—to see the last of them, Mr. Stanford P ”

It was not a particularly appropriate speech, for there was no

one here to see the last of, unless it had been Katherine her

self; but nevertheless these were the words that came to her lips.

“ They seem to have gone very soon,” he said, which was

not a brilliant remark any more than her own. _

“ Immediately after lunch,” said Katherine, severely prac

tical, “that they might get home in good time. You must

always make certain allowances when you travel with'young

children. But,” she added, with a sudden rise of colour, “ I

should not attempt to enlighten you on that subject.”

“ I certainly know what it is,” he said, with a grave face,

“ to consider the interests of a little child.”

“I know, I know,” cried Katherine with a sudden com

punction, “ I should not have said that.”
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“ I wish,” he said, “ that you would allow me to speak to

you on this subject. No, it is not on this subject. I tried to

say what was in my heart before, but either you would not

listen, or—I have a good deal to say to you that cannot be

said. I don’t know how. If I could but convey it to you

without saying it. It is only just to me that you should

know. It may be just—to another—that it should not be

said.”

“ Let nothing be said,” she cried anxiously ; “ oh, nothing

—nothing ! Yet only one thing I should like you to tell me.

That time we met on the railway—do you remember P ”

“ Do I remember ! ”

“ Well 3 I wish to know this only for my own satisfaction.

Were you married then i ”

She stood still as she put the question in the middle of the

walk ; but she did not look at him, she looked out to sea.

He answered her only after a pause of some duration, and

in a voice which was full of pain. “Are you anxious,” he

said, “ Katherine, to make me out not only false to you, but

false to love and to every sentiment in the world P ”

“ I beg you will not think,” she cried, “that I blame you

for anything. Oh, no, no! You have never been false to

me. There was never anything between us. You were as

free and independent as any man could be.”

“ Let me tell you then as far as I can what happened. I

came back by the train that same afternoon when you said you

were coming, and you were not there. I hung about hoping

to meet you. Then I saw our two old friends in the Terrace—

and they told me that there were other plans—Ithat the doctor

was very kind to your father for your sake, and that you were

likely ”

Katherine waved her hand with great vivacity ; she stamped

her foot slightly on the ground. What had this to do with it?

It was not her conduct that was in dispute, but his. Her

meaning was so clear in her face without words that he stopped

as she desired.

“ I went back to India very much cast down. I was
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without hope. I was at a lonely station and very dreary. I

tried to say the other day how strongly I believed in my heart

that it was better to hold for the best, even if you could never

attain it, than to try to get a kind of makeshift happine$ with

a second best.”

“ Mr. Stanford,” cried Katherine, with her head thrown

back and her eyes glowing, “ from anything I can discern you

are about to speak of a lady of whom I know nothing; who

is dead—which sums up everything ; and whom no one should

dare to name, you above all, but with the most devout

respect.”

He looked at her surprised, and then bowed his head.

“ You are right, Miss Katherine,” he said ; “ my poor little

wife, it would ill become me to speak of her with any other

feeling. I told you that I had much to tell you which could

not be said ”

“ Let it remain so then,” she cried with a tremble of excite

ment ; “ why should it be discussed between you and me?

It is no concern of mine.”

“ It’s a great, a very great concern of mine. Katherine, I

must speak; this is the first time in which I have ever been

able to speak to you, to tell you what has been in my heart—

oh, not to-day nor yesterday—for ten long years.” She in

terrupted him again with the impatient gesture, the same slight

stamp on the ground. “ Am I to have no hearing,” he

cried, “ not even to be allowed to tell you, the first and only

time that I have had the chance P”

Katherine cleared her throat a great many times before she

spoke. “ I will tell you how it looks from my point of view,”

she said. “ I used to come out here many a time after you

went away first, when we were told that papa had sent you

away. I was grateful to you. I thought it was very, very

fine of you to prefer me to Stella; afterwards I began to think

of you a little for yourself. The time we met made you a

great deal more real to me. It was imagination, but I thought

of you often and often when I came out here and walked about

and looked at the view. The view almost meant you—it was
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very vague, but it made me happy, and I came out nearly

every night. That is nearly ten years since, too ; it was noth=

ing, and yet it was the chief I had to keep my life going upon.

Finally you come back, and the first thing you have to say to

me is to explain that, though you like me still and all that,

you have been married, you have had a child, and another life

between whiles. Oh, no, no, Mr. Stanford, that cannot be.”

“ Katherine ! must I'not say a word in my own defence?”

“ There is no defence,” she cried, “ and no wrong. I am

only not that kind of woman. I am very sorry for you and

the poor little child. But you have that, it is a great deal.

And I have nothing not even the view. I am bidding fare

well to the view and to all those recollections. It is good

bye,” she said, waving her hand out to the sea, “ to my youth

as well as to the cliff, and to all my visions as well as to you.

Good-bye, Mr. Stanford, good-bye. I think it is beginning

to rain, and to-morrow I am going away.”

Was this the conclusion? Was it not a conclusion at all?

Next day Katherine certainly did go away. She went to a

little house at some distance from Sliplin—a little house in the

country, half-choked in fallen leaves, where she had thought

she liked the rooms and the prospect, which was no longer

that of the bay and the headland, but of what we call a home

landscape—green fields and tranquil woods, a village church

within sight, and some red-roofed cottages. Katherine’s

rooms were on the upper floor, therefore not quite on a level

with the fallen leaves. It was a most dzlgne retirement for a

lady, quite the place for Katherine, many people thought; not

like rooms in a town, but with the privacy of her own garden

and nobody to interfere with her. There was a little pony

carriage in which she could drive about, with a rough pony

that went capitally, quite as well as Mr. Tredgold’s horses—

growing old under the charge of the old coachman, who never

was in a hurry—would ever go. Lady Jane, who approved so

highly, was anxious to take a great deal of notice of Katherine.

She sent the landau to fetch her when, in the first week of her

retirement, Katherine went out to Steephill to lunch. But

29
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Katherine preferred the pony chaise. She said her rooms were

delightful, and the pony the greatest diversion. The only

grievance she had, she declared, was that there was nothing to

find fault with. “ Now, to be a disinherited person and to

have no grievance,” she said, “is very hard. I don’t know

what is to become of me.” Lady Jane took this in some

unaccountable way as a satirical speech, and felt aggrieved.

But I cannot say why.

It is a great art to know when to stop when you are telling

a story—the question of a happy or a not happy ending rests

so much on that. It is supposed to be the superior way now

adays that a story should end badly—first, as being less com

plete (I suppose), and, second, as being more in accord with

truth. The latter I doubt. If there was ever any ending in

human life except the final one of all (which we hope is ex

actly the reverse of an ending), one would be tempted rather

to say that there are not half so many tour: de force in fiction

as there are in actual life, and that the very commonest thing

is the god who gets out of the machine to help the actual peo

ple round us to have their own way. But this is not enough

for the highest class of fiction, and I am aware that a hanker

ing after a good end is a vulgar thing. Now, the good end

ing of a novel means generally that the hero and heroine should

be married and sent off with blessings upon their wedding

tour. What am I to say? I can but leave this question to

time and the insight of the reader. If it is a fine thing for a

young lady to be married, it must be a finer thing still that

she should have, as people say, two strings to her bow. There

are two men within her reach who would gladly marry Kathe

rine, ready to take up the handkerchief should she drop it in

the most maidenly and modest way. She had no need to go

out into the world to look for them. There they are—two

honest, faithful men. If Katherine marries the doctor, James

Stanford will disappear (he has a year’s furlough), and no

doubt in India will marry yet another wife and be more or less

happy. If she should marry Stanford, Dr. Burnet will feel it,
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but it will not break his heart. And then the two who make

up their minds to this step will live happy—more or less—ever

after. What more is there to be said?

I think that few people quite understand, and no one that I

know of, except a little girl here and there, will quite sympa

thise with the effect produced upon Katherine by her discovery

of James Stanford’s marriage. They think her jealous, they

think her ridiculous, they say a great many severe things about

common-sense. A man in James Stanford’s position, doing

so well, likely to be a member of Council before he dies, with

a pension of thousands for his widow—that such a man should

be disdained because he had married, though the poor little

wife was so very discreet and died so soon, what could be more

absurd ? “ If there had been a family of girls,” Stella said,

“ you could understand it, for a first wife’s girls are often a

nuisance toa woman. But one boy, who will be sent out into

the world directly and do for himself and trouble nobody ”

Stella, however, always ends by saying that she never did un

derstand Katherine’s ways and never should, did she live a

hundred years.

This is what Stella, for her part, is extremely well inclined

to do. Somers has been filled with all the modern comforts,

and it is universally allowed to be a beautiful old house, fit for

a queen. Perhaps its present mistress does not altogether ap

preciate its real beauties, but she loves the size of it, and the

number of guests it can take in, and the capacity of the hall

for dances and entertainments of all kinds. She has, too, a

little house in town—small, but in the heart of everything—

which Stella instinctively and by nature is, wherever she goes.

All that is facilitated by the pomession of sixty thousand a year,

yet not attained; for there are, as everybody knows, many

people with a great deal more money who beat at these charmed

portals of society and for whom there is no answer, till per

haps some needy lady of the high world takes them up. But

Stella wanted no needy lady of quality. She scoffed at the

intervention of the Dowager Lady Somers, who would, if she

could, have patronised old Tredgold’s daughter; but Lady
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Somers’ set were generally old cats. to Stella, and she owed her

advancement solely to herself. She is success personified—in

her house, in her dress, in society, with her husband and all

her friends. Little whining job was perhaps the only individ

ual of all her surroundings who retained a feeling of hostility

as time went on against young Lady Somers. Her sister has

forgiven her freely, if there was anything to forgive, and Sir

Charles is quite aware that he has nothing to forgive, and re

poses serenely upon that thought, indifferent to flirtations, that

are light as air and mean nothing. Lady Somers is a woman

upon whose stainless name not a breath of malice has ever been

blown, but job does not care for his mother. It is a pity,

though it does not disturb her much, and it is not easy to tell

the reason—perhaps because she branded him in his infancy

with the name which sticks to him still. Such a name does no

harm in these days of nicknames, but it has, I believe, always

rankled in the boy’s heart.

On the other hand, there is a great friendship still between

job and his father, and he does not dislike his aunt. But this

is looking further afield than our story calls upon us to look.

It is impossible that Katherine can remain very long in a half

rural, half suburban cottage in the environs of Sliplin, with no

diversion but the little pony carriage and the visits of the

Midge and occasionally of Lady jane. The piece of land

which Mr. Sturgeon sold for her brought in a pleasant addition

to her income, and she would have liked to have gone abroad

and to have done many things; but what can be done, after

all, by a lady and her-maid, even upon five hundred pounds

a year P

THE END.
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Crown 8vo., 6:.

Walpole.—-Works by SPENCER WAL

POLE.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM THE CON

CLUSION OF THE GREAT WAR IN

1815 TO 1858. 6 vols. Cr. 8vo. l6:. each.

THE LAND OF HOME RULE: being an

Account Of the History and Institu

tions of the Isle of Man. Cr. 8vo., 6:.

-Wood-Ma.rtin.—PAGAN IRELAND: an

Archaeological Sketch. A Handbook of

Irish Pre-Christian Antiquities. By W.

G. WOOD-MARTIN, M.R.I.A. 412

Illustrations. 8vo., 15:.

Wylie.—-HISTORY or ENGLAND UNDER

HENRY IV. By JAMES HAMILTON

WYLIE, M.A., one of H. M. Inspectors

of Schools. 3 vols. Crown 8vo. Vol.

I., 1399-1404, 10:. 6d. Vol. II. 15:.

Vol. III. 15:. Vol. IV. [In the press.

Armstrong—THE LIFEAND LETTERS

or EDMUND J. ARMSTRONG. Edited

by G. F. ARMSTRONG. Fcp. 8vo.,7:.6d.

Bacon—LETTERS AND LIFE or

FRANCIS BACON, INCLUDING ALL HIS

OCCASIONAL WORKS. Edited by J.

SPEDDING. 7 vols. 8vo., £4 .

Bagehot. — BIOGRAPHICAL STUDIES.

ByWALTER BAGEHOT. Cr. 8vo. , 3:. 6d.

Blackwe11.—PIONEERWORK IN OPEN

ING THE MEDICAL PROFESSION TO

WOMEN: Autobiographical Sketches.

By ELIZABETH BLACKWELL. Crown

8vo., 6:.

Boyd.—Works by A. K. H. Born, D. D.,

LL.D.

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF ST. ANDREWS.

I865-I890. zvols. 8vo. Vol. 1., 12:.

Vol. II.. 15:.

ST. ANDREWS AND ELSEWHERE:

Glimpses of Some Gone and of Things

Left. 8vo., 15:.

B1155.—FRANCES MARY Buss AND HER

WORK FOR EDUCATION. By ANNIE

E. RIDLEY. With 5 Portraits and 4

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 7:. 6d.

Erasmus.—LIEE AND LETTERS OF

ERASMUS. By JAMES A. FROUDE.

Crown 8vo., 6:.

F0x.—THE EARLY HISTORYor CHARLES

JAMEs Fox. By the Right Hon. Sir G.

O. TREYELYAN, Bart., M.P.

Library Editinn. 8vo., 18:.

Cabinet Edition. Crown 8vo., 6:.

Bradford—THE LIEE or SIR HENRY

HALFORD, Bart, G.C.H., M.D.,

F.R.S. By WILLIAM MUNK, M.D.,

F.S.A. 8vo, 12:. 6d.

HamiltOH.—LIFE or SIR WILLIAM

HAMILTON. By R. P. GRAvEs. 3vols.

Havelock.—MEMOIRS OF SIR HENRY

HAVELOCK, K.C.B. By JOHN CLARK

MARSHMAN. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

Luther.—LII=E or LUTHER. By

JULIUS KbsTLIN. With Illustrations

from Authentic Sources. Translated

from the German. Crown 8vo., 7:. 6d.

Macaulay—THE LIFE AND LETTERS

or LORD MACAULAY. By the Right

Hon. Sir G. O. TREVELYAN,B:1TL, M. P.

Carlyle.—THOMASCARLYLE: a History

of his Life. By JAMES A. FROUDE.

I795~I835. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., 7:.

I834-1881. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., 7:.

Popular Edit. 1 vol. Cr. 8vo., 2:. Gd.

Student': Edition. 1 vol. Cr. 8vo. , 6:.

CabinetEdilian. avols. Post8vo., 12:.

Library Editinn. 2 vols. 8vo., 36:.
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Biography, Personal Memoirs, &c.—£0m‘inued.

Marbot.—THEMEMOIRs orTHEBARON

DE MARBOT. Translated from the

French by ARTHUR JOHN BUTLER,

M.A. Crown 8vo., 7:. 6d.

Seebohm.—THE OXFORD REFORMERS

-— OHN COLET, ERASM‘US AND THOMAS

ORE : a History of their Fellow-Work.

By FREDERIc SEEBOHM. 8vo., 14:.

Shakespeare.—OUTLINES on THE

LIFE OF SHAKESPEARE. By J. O.

HALLIWELL-PI-IILLIPPS. With nume

rous Illustrations and Fac-similes. 2

vols. Royal 8vo., £1 1:.

Shakespeare’s TRUE LIFE. By JAs.

WALTER. With 500 Illustrations by

GERALD E. MOIRA. Imp. 8vo., an.

Stephen—ESSAYS IN ECCLESIASTICAL

BIOGRAPHY. By Sir JAMES STEPHEN.

Crown 8vo., 7:. 6d.

Turgot.—THE LIFE AND WRITINGS or

TURGOT, ComptrolleDGeneraIofFrance,

1774-1776. Edited for English Readers

byW.WALxERSTEPHENS. 8vo. , 12:. 6d.

 

Verney.—MEMOIRs OF THE VERNEY

FAMILY. Compiled from the Letters and

Illustrated by the Portraits at Claydon

House, Bucks.

Vols. I. and II. DURING THE CIVIL

WAR. ByFRANCEs VERNEY. With

38 Portraits. Royal 8vo., 42:.

Vol. III. DURING THE COMMON

WEALTH. 1650-1660. By MARGARET

M. VERNEY. With I0 Portraits, &c.

8vo., 2n.

Walford.—-TWELVE ENGLISH AUTHOR

ESSES. ByL. B. WALFORD. Cr. 8vo.,4J. 6d.

Wellington—LIFE or THE DUKE or

WELLINGTON. By the Rev. G. R.

GLEIG, M.A. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

Wolf.—THE LIFE OF JOSEPH WOLF,

ANIMAL PAINTER. By A. H. Palmer,

Author of ‘ The Life of Samuel Palmer '.

With 53 Plates and I4 Illustrations in

the Text. Royal 8vo, 21:.

Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, 8m.

Arnold—Works by Sir EDWIN ARNOLD,

K. C. I. E.

SEAS AND LANDS. With 71 Illustra

tions. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

WANDERING WORDS. With 45 Illus

trations. 8vo., r8r.

AUSTRALIA AS IT IS, or Facts and

Features, Sketches and Incidents of

Australia and Australian Life, with

Notices of New Zealand. By A CLERGY

’MAN,thirteen years resident in the

interiorof NewSouthWales. Cr. 8vo., 5:.

Baker.—Works by Sir SAMUEL WHITE

BAKER.

EIGHT YEARS IN CEYLON. With 6

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3:. 611’.

THE RIFLE AND THE HOUND IN CEY

LON. 6 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. , 3:. 6d.

Bent—Works by J. THEODORE BENT.

THE RUINED CITIES or MASHONA

LAND: beinga Record of Excavation

and Exploration in r89t. With Map,

13 Plates, and 104 Illustrations in the

Text. Crown 8vo., 3:. 611'.

THE SACRED CITY OFTHE ETHIOPIANS:

being a Record of Travel and Re

search in Abyssinia in 1893. With 8

Plates and 65 Illustrations in the

Text. 8vo., 18:.

 

Bickne11.-—TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE

IN NORTHERN QUEENsLAND. By

ARTHUR C. BchNELL. With 24

Plates and 22 Illustrations in the text.

8vo. 151‘.

Brassey.—VOYAGES AND TRAVELS or

LORD BRASSEY, K.C.B., D.C.L., 1862

1894. Arranged and Edited by Captain

S. EARDLEY-WILMOT. 2 vols. Cr.

8vo., 10:.

Brassey.—Works by the late LADY

BRASSEY.

A VOYAGE IN THE ‘SUNBEAM'; OUR

HOME ON THE OCEAN FOR ELEVEN

MONTHS.

Liérary Edition. With 8 Maps and

Charts, and n8 Illustrations. 8vo.,

arr.

Cabinet Edition. With Map and 66

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 7:. 6d.

Silver Liérary Edition. With 66

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

Popular Edit-ion. With 60 Illustra

tions. 4to., 6d. sewed, rr. cloth.

School Edition. With 37 Illustrations.

Fcp., 2LCIOII1, or 3:.white parchment.
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Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, &c.

Brassey.—Works by the late LADY

BRAssEY—rolz/z'nued.

SUNSHINE AND STORM IN THE EAST.

Lilirary Edi/fan. With 2 Maps and

I4I Illustrations. 8vo., 21:.

Cal/inst Ed'ilion. With 2 Maps and

114. Illustrations. Crown 8vo. ,7:. 611’.

Popular Edition. With 103 Illustra

tions. 4to., 6d. sewed, rs. cloth.

IN THE TRADES, THE TROPICS, AND

THE ‘ ROARING FORTIES ’.

Cabinet Edition. With Map and 220

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 7:. 6d.

Popular Edition. With 183 Illustra

tions. 4to., 6d. sewed, Ir. cloth.

THREE VOYAGES IN THE ' SUNBEAM ’.

Popular Edition. 346 Illustrations.

4to., 2:. 611.

THE LAST VOYAGE TO INDIA AND

AUSTRALIA IN THE ‘SUNEEAM'.

\ViIlI Charts and Maps, and 40 Illus

trations in Monotone, and nearly 200

Illustrations in the Text. 8vo., 21:.

Froude.-—\'Vorks by JAMES A. FROUDE.

OCEANA: or England and her Colonies.

With 9 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

2:. boards, 2:. 6d. cloth.

THE ENGLISH IN THE WEST INDIES:

or the Bow of Ulysses. With 9 Illus

trations. Cr. 8vo., 2:. bds., 2:. 6d. cl.

Howitt.—VISITS To REMARKABLE

PLACES, Old Halls, Battle—Fields,

Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages

in English History and Poatry. By

WILLIAM HOWITT. With 80 Illustra

tions. Crown 8vo., 3r. 6d.

Knight.—VVorks by E. F. KNIGHT.

THE CRUISE OF THE ‘Al.'€l{TE ': the

Narrative of a. Search for Treasure on

the Desert Island of Trinidad. 2 Maps

and 23 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 611’.

WIIERE THREE EMPIRES MEET: a Nar

rative of Recent Travel in Kashmir,

Western Tibet, Baltistan, Ladak,

Gilgir, and the adjoining Countries.

\Vith a. Map and 54 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6:1.

Lees and. Clutterbuck.—B. C. 1887:

A RAMBLE IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. By

J. A. LEEs and W. J. CLUTTERBUCK.

\Vith Map and 75 Illustrations. Cr.8vo.,

35.6.1.

 

 
mm'z'nued.

Murdoch—FROM EDINBURGH To THE

ANTARCTIc: An Artist’s Notes and

Sketches during the Dundee Antarctic

Expedition ofI892-93. By W. G. BURN

M URDOCII. With 2 Mapsand numerous

Illustrations. 8vo., I8:

Nansen.—Works by Dr.

NANSEN.

THE FIRST CROSSING or GREENLAND.

\Nith numerous Illustrations and a

Map. Crown 8vo., 3r. 6d.

ESKIMO LIFE. Translated by WILLIAM

ARCHER. \Nith 3r Illustrations. 8vo.,

r61.

FRIDTJOF

Peary—My ARCTIC JOURNAL: a Year

among Ice-Fields and Eskimos. By

JOSEPHINE DIEBITSCH—I’EARY. With

19 Plates, 3 Sketch Maps, and 44

Illustrations in the Text. 8vo., 12:.

Quillinan.—-JOURNAL Or A FEw

MONTHS' RESIDENCE IN PORTUGAL,

and Glimpses of the South of Spain.

By Mrs. QUILLINAN (Dora. Words-l

worth). New Edition. Edited, \vitlI

Memoir, by EDMUND LEE, Author of

‘Dorothy Wordsworth.‘ etc. Crown.

8vo., 6:.

Smith.—CLIMBING IN THE BRITISH

ISLES. By W. P. I-IASRETT SMITH.

With Illustrations by ELLIS CARR.

Part I. ENGLAND. I6m0., 3:. 6d.

Part II. W'ALEs AND IRELAND.

16mo., 3:. 6d.

Part III. SCOTLAND. [In preparation.

Stephen. — THE PLAYGROUND or

EUROPE. By LESLIE STEPHEN, formerly

President of the Alpine Club. New

Edition, with Additions and 4 Illustra

tions. Crown 8vo., 6:. net.

THREE IN NORWAY. By Two of

Them. With a Map and 59 Illustra

tions. Cr. 8vo., 2:. boards, 2r. 6d. cloth.

Whishaw. J.

WHISHAW.

THE ROMANCE or THE WOODS: Re

printed Articles and Sketches. Crown

8vo., 6:.

OUT OF DOORS IN TSARLAND: a Re

cord of the Seeings and Doings 'of a

Wanderer in. Russia. Cr. 8vo., 7:. 6d.

 Works by FRED.
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Sport and Pastime.

THE BADMINTON LIBRARY

Crown 8vo., 10:. 6d., each volume.

Edited by the DUKE 0F BEAUFORT, K.G.. assisted by ALFRED E. T. WATsON.

ARCHERY. By C. J. LONGMAN and

Col. I-I. WALROND, &c. 195 Illusts.

ATHLETICS AND FOOTBALL. By

MONTAGUE SHEARMAN. 51 Illusts.

BIG GAME SHOOTING. By C. PHIL

LIRPs-WOLLEY, F. C. SELous, &c.

Vol. I. Africa and America. With

77 Illus.

Vol. II. Europe, Asia, and the Arctic

Regions. With 73 Illus.

BILLIARDS. By Major w. BROADFOOT,

R.E. [In [In Press.

BOATING. By W. B. WOODGATE. With

49 Illustrations.

COURSING AND FALCONRY. By

HARDING COX and the Hon. GERALD

LASCELLES. With 76 Illustrations.

CRICKET. By A. G. S'l‘EEL, the Hon. R.

H. LYTTELTON, ANDREW LANG, W. G.

GRACE, &c. \Nith 64 Illustrations.

CYCLING. By the Earl of Albemarle

and G. LACY HILLIER. With 59 Illus.

DANCING. By Mrs. LILLY GROVE,

F.R.G.S., &c. With I31 Illustrations.

DRIVING. By the DUKE 0F BEAUFORT.

With 65 Illustrations.

FENCING, BOXING. AND WREST

LING. By WALTER H. POLLOCK, F.

C. GRovE, WALTER ARMSTRONG.

With 42 Illustrations.

FISHING. By H. CHOLMONDELEY-PEN

NELL, the MARQUIS 0F EXETER, G.

CHRISTOPHER DAVIES, &c.

Vol. I. Salmon, Trout, and Grayling.

With 158 Illustrations.

Vol. II. Pike and other Coarse Fish.

With 133 Illustrations.

GOLF. By HORACE G. HUTCIIINSON,

the Rt. Hon. A. J. BALFOUR, M.P.,

Sir W. G. SIMPSON. Bart., ANDREW

LANG, &c. With 89 Illustrations.

H UNTING. By the DUKE OF BEAUFORT,

K.G., MOWBRAY MORRIS, the EARL 0F

SUFFOLK AND BERKSHIRE,and ALFRED

E. T. WATSON, &c. 53 Illustrations.

 
MOUNTAINEERING. By C. T. DENT,

Sir F. POLLOCK, Bart, W. M. CONWAY,

DOUGLAS FRESIIFIELD, C. E. MA~

THEWS, &c. With 108 Illustrations.

RACING AND STEEPLE-CHASING.

By the EARL 0F SUFFOLK AND BERK

SHIRE, ARTHUR COVENTRY, &c. With

58 Illustrations.

RIDING AND POLO. By Captain

ROBERT WEIR, J. MORAY BROWN, the

DUKE 0F BEAUFORT, K.G., the EARL

of SUFFOLK AND BERKSHIRE, &c. With

59 Illustrations.

SEA FISHING. By JOHN BICKERDYKE.

With Contributions by Sir H. GORE

BOOTH, Bart., ALFRED C. HARMS

WORTH, and W. SENIOR. With 197

Illustrations.

SHOOTING. By Lord WALSINGHAM and

Sir RALPH PAYNE-GALLWEY, Bart.

LORD LOVAT, LORD C. L. KERR,

and A. J. STUART-WORTLEY, &c.

Vol. I. Field and Covert. With 105

Illustrations.

Vol. II. Moor and Marsh. \Vith 65

Illustrations.

SKATING, CURLING, TOBOGA

NING, AND OTHER ICE SPORTS.

By J. M. HEATHCOTE, C. G. TEBBUTT,

T. MAXWELL WITHAM, the Rev. JOIIN

KERR, &c. With 284 Illustrations.

SWIMMING. By ARCHIBALD SINCLAIR

and WILLIAM HENRY. With n9 Illus.

TENNIS, LAWN TENNIS, RAC

QUETS, AND FIVES. By J. M. and

C. G. HEATHCOTE, E. O. PLEYDELL

BOUVERIE, the Hon. A. LYTTELTON,

Miss L. DOD, &c. With 79 Illustrations.

YACHTING.

Vol. I. Cruising. Construction. Racing,

Rules,Htting-Out, &c. BySir EDWARD

SULLIVAN, Bart, LORD BRASSEY,

K.C.B., C. E. SETH-SMITH, C.B., 810.

With II4. Illustrations.

Vol. II. Yacht Clubs. Yachting in

America and the Colonies, Yacht Rac

ing, &c. By R. T. PRITCHETT, the

EARL 0F ONSLOW, G.C.M.G., &c.

With 195 Illustrations.
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Sport and Pastime—tontz'nued.

FUR AND FEATHER SERIES.

Edited by A. E. T. WATSON.

Crown 8vo., 5:. each Volume.

THE PARTRIDGE. Natural History,

by the Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON;

Shooting, by A. J. STUART-YVORTLEY;

Cookery, by GEORGE SAINTSBURY.

With 11 Illustrations and various Dia

grams.

THE GROUSE. Natural History by the

Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON; Shooting,

by A. J. STUART-WORTLEY; Cookery,

by GEORGE SAINTSBURY. With 13

Illustrations and various Diagrams.

Bickerdyke.—DAYS OF MY LIFE ON

WATERS FRESH AND SALT ; and other

Papers. By JOHN BICKERDYKE. With

Photo-Etched Frontispiece and 8 Full

page Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6:.

Campbell-Walker.—THE CORRECT

CARD: or, How to Play at Whist; a

Whist Catechism. By Major A. CAMP

BELL—WALKER. Fcp. 8vo., 2:. 6d.

DEAD SHOT (THE): Or, Sportsman’s

Complete Guide. Being a Treatise on

the Use Of the Gun, with Rudimentary

and Finishing Lessons on the Art of

Shooting Game of all kinds. By

MARKSMAN. Crown 8vo., 10:. 6d.

Ellis—CHESS SPARKS; or, Short and

Bright Games of Chess. Collected and

Arranged by J. H. ELLIS, M.A. 8vo.,

6d4:. .

Falkener.—GAMES, ANCIENT AND ORI

ENTAL, AND How To PLAY THEM.

By EDWARD FALKENER. With nume

rous Photographs 8: Diagrams. 8VO. , 21:.

Ford.—’1‘HE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF

ARCHERY. BY HORACE FORD. New

Edition, tho. oughly Revised and Re

written by W. BUTT, M.A. With a Pre

face by C. J. LONGMAN, M.A. 8vo., 14:.

Francis—A Boox ON ANGLING: or,

Treatise on the Art of Fishing in every

Branch; including full Illustrated List

of Salmon Flies. By FRANCIS FRANCIS.

With Portrait and Plates. Cr. 8vo., 15:.

Gibson.—TOBOGGANING ON CROOKED

RUNS. By the Hon. HARRY GIBSON.

\Nith Contributions by F. DE B. STRICK

LAND and ‘LADY-TOBOGGANER ’. With

40 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6:.

Hawker.—THE DIARY OF COLONEL

PETER HAWKER, author of “Instruc

tions to Young Sportsmen”. With an

Introduction by Sir RALPH PAYNE

GALLWEY, Bart. 2 vols. 8vo., 32:.

 THE PHEASANT. Natural History by

the Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON ; Shooting,

by A. J. STUART-WORTLEY; Cookery,

by ALEXANDER INNES SHAND. With 10

Illustrations and various Diagrams.

THE HARE AND THE RABBIT. By

the Hon. GERALD LASCELLES, &c.

[In preparation.

WILDFOWL. By the HON. JOHN SCOTT

MONTAGU, M.P., &c. [In preparation.

THE RED DEER. By CAMERON OP

LOCHIEL, LORD EBRINGTON, &c.

[In prepara tion.

Lang.—ANGLING SKETcr-IES. By A.

LANG. With 20 Illus Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

L o n gma n.—CHESS OPENINGS. By

FRED. W. LONGMAN. Fcp. 8vo., 2:. 6d.

Maskelyne.—SHARPS AND FLATS a

Complete Revelation Of the Secrets of

Cheating at Games of Chance and Skill.

By JOHN NEVIL MASKELYNE. With 62

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6:.

Payne-Gallwey.—Works by Sir

RALPH PAYNE-GALLWEY, Bart.

LETTERS To YOUNG SHOOTERS (First

Series). On the ChoiceandUseofa. Gun.

With 4.1 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 7:. 611'.

LETTERSTO YOUNG SHOOTERS. (Second

Series). On the Production, Preserva

tion, and Killingof Game. With Direc

tions in Shooting Wood-Pigeons and!

Breaking-in Retrievers. With 104.

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 12:. 6d.

Pole—Works by W. POLE, F.R.S.

THE THEORY OF THE MODERN SCIEN

TIFIC GAME OF WHIST. Fcp. 8vo.,

2:. 64'.

THE EVOLUTION OFWHIST. Cr. 8vo.,6:_

Proctor.—Works by R. A. PRocTOR.

How TO PLAY WHIST: WITH THE

LAWS AND ETIQUETTE or WHIST.

Crown 8vo., 3:. 61/.

HOME WHIST: an Easy Guide to Cor

rect Play. 16mo., 1:.

Ronalds.—THE FLY-FISHER'S ENTO

MOLOGY. ByALFRED RONALDS. With

20 Coloured Plates. 8vo., 14:.

Wilcoeks. THE SEA FISHERMAN : Com

prising the Chief Methods of Hook and

Line Fishing in the British and other

Seas, and Remarks on Nets, Boats, and

Boating. By J. C.WILCOCKS. Illustrated.

Crown 8vo., 6:.
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Veterinary Medicine, 810.

Stee1.—Works by JOHN HENRY STEEL,

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF THE

DOG. 88 Illustrations. 8vo., 10:. 6d.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF

THE OX. With 119 Illustrations.

8vo., 15:.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF THE

SHEEP. With 100 Illustrations. 8vo.,

12L

OUTLINEs OF EQUINE ANATOMY: a

Manual for the use of Veterinary

Students in the Dissecting Room.

Crown 8vo, 7:. 6d.

Fitzwygram.--H0RSES AND STABLES.

By Major-General Sir F. FIT/LWYGRAM,

Bart. With 56 pages of Illustrations.

8vo., 2:. 6d. net.

“ Stonehenge.”--THE DOGIN HEALTH

AND DISEASE. By "STONEHENGE".

With 78 Illustrations 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Youatt.-—Works by WILLIAM YOUATT.

THE HORSE. With 52 Illustrations.

8vo., 7r. 6:15.

THE DOG.

8vo., 6:.

With 53 Illustrations.

Mental, Moral, and Political Philosophy.

LOGIC, RHETORIC,

Abbott—THE ELEMENTS or LOGIC. By

T. K. ABBOTT, B. D. 12nio., 3:.

Aristotle.—Works by.

THE POLITICS: G. Bekker’s Greek Text

of Books 1., III., IV. (VIL), with an

English Translation by W. E. BOL

LAND, M.A. ; and short Introductory

Essays by A. LANG, M.A. Crown

8vo., 7:. 60?.

THE POLITICS: Introductory Essays.

By ANDREW LANG (from Bolland and

Lang's ' Politics’). Cr. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

THE ETHICS: Greek Text, Illustrated

with Essay and Notes. By SirALEx

ANDER GRANT, Bart. 2vols. 8vo.,32.t.

THE NICOMACHEAN ETHICS: Newly

Translated into English. By ROBERT

WILLIAMS. Crown 8vo., 7:. 6d.

AN INTRODUCTION To ARISTOTLE'S

ETHICS. Books I.-IV. (Book X. c.

vi.-ix. in an Appendix.) With a con

tinuous Analysis and Notes. By the

Rev. E. MOORE,D.D. Cr. 8vo.,Ios.6d.

Bacon—Works by FRANCIS BACON.

COMPLETE \VORKS. Edited by R. L.

ELLIS, J. SPEDDING, and D. D.

HEATH. 7 vols. 8vo., £3 I33. 6d.

LETTERS AND LIFE, including all his

occasional Works. Edited by JAMES

SPEDDING. 7vols. 8vo.,,g4p.

TI-IE ESSAYS: with Annotations. By

RICHARD WHATELY, D.D. 8vo.

105. 6117.

THE ESSAYS: Edited, with Notes.

F. STORR and C. H. GIBSON.

8vo., 3s. 611.

THE ESSAYS. With Introduction,Notes,

and Index. By E. A. ABBOTT. D.D.

2 vols. Fcp. 8vo., 6:. The Text and

Index only, without Introduction and

Notes, in One Volume. Fcp. 8vo.,

2:. 6d.

By

Cr.

PSYCHOLOGY, ETC.

Bain.—Works by ALEXANDER BAIN,

LL.D.

MENTAL SCIENCE. Crown 8vo., 6:. 6d.

MORAL SCIENCE. Crown 8vo., 4s. 6d.

The lwo work: a: (1601/: can 6: had in one

volume, price 10:. 6d.

SENSES AND THE INTELLECT. 8vo. , 15s.

EMOTIONS AND THE WILL. 8vo., 15:.

LOGIC, DEDUCTIVE AND INDUCTIVE.

Part I., 4:. Part II., 6:. 6d.

PRACTICAL ESSAYS. Crown 8vo., 3:.

Bray—Works by CHARLES BR AY.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF NECESSITY: or

Lawin Mind asin Matter. Cr. 8vo., 5:.

THE EDUCATION OF THE FEELINGS: a

Moral System for Schools. Crown

8vo., 2:. 6d.

Bray—ELEMENTS 0F MORALITY, in

Easy Lessons for Home and School

Teaching. By Mrs. CHARLES BRAY.

Cr. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

DaVIdSOH.—THE LOGIC 0F DEFINI—

TION, Explained and Applied. By

WILLIAM L. DAVIDSON, M.A. Crown

8vo.,6:.

Green—THE WORKS OF THOMAS HILL

GREEN. Edited by R. L. NETTLESHIP.

Vols. I. and II. Philosophical \Vorks.

8vo., 16:. each.

Vol. III. Miscellanies. With Index to

the three Volumes, and Memoir. 8vo.,

215.

LECTURES ON THE PRINCIPLES OF

POLITICAL OBLIGATION. With

Preface by BERNARD BOSANQUET.

 

8vo. , 5:.
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Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy—:onn'nued.

I-Iodgson.-Works by SHADWORTH H.

HODGSON.

TIME AND SPACE: a Metaphysical

Essay. 8vo., I6:.

THE THEORY OF PRACTICE : an Ethical

Inquiry. 2 vols. 8vo., 24:.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF REFLECTION. 2

vols. 8vo., are.

Hume.-——THE PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS

OF DAVID HUME. Edited by T. H.

GREENandT. H. GROSE. 4vols. 8vo.,

56:. or separately, Essays. 2 vols.

28:. Treatise of Human Nature. 2

vols. 28:.

Justinian—THE INSTITUTES OF JUS

TINIAN: Latin Text, chiefly that of

Huschke, with English Introduction,

Translation, Notes, and Summary. By

THOMAS C. SANDARS, M.A. 8vo. I8:.

Kant—Works by IMMANUEL KANT.

CRITIQUE OF PRACTICAL REASON, AND

OTHER WORKS ON THE THEORY OF

ETHICS. Translated byT. K. ABBOTT,

B.D. With Memoir. 8vo., 12:. 6d.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF THE

METAPHYSIC OF ETHICS. Trans—

lated by T. K. ABBOTT, B.D. (Ex

tracted from ‘Kant's Critique of

Practical Reason and other Works on

the Theory of Ethics.‘ Cr. 8v0. 3:.

INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC, AND HIS

ESSAY ON THE MISTAKEN SUBTILTY

OF THE FOUR FIGURES. Translated

by T. K. ABBOTT, and with Notes by

S. T. COLERIDGE. 8vo., 6:.

Killick.—HANDEOOH To MILL’S SYS

TEM 0F LOGIC. By Rev. A. H. KIL

LICK, M.A. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

Ladd.-Works by GEORGE TURMBULL

LADD.

ELEMENTS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PSY

CHOLOGY. 8vo.,2I:.

OUTLINES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PSY

CHOLOGY. A Text-Book Of Mental

Science for Academies and Colleges.

8vo., I2:.

PSYCHOLOGY. DESCRIPTIVE AND Ex

PLANATORY : a Treatise of the Pheno

mena, Laws, and Development of

Human Mental Life. 8vo., 21:.

lPRIMER OF PSYCHOLOGY. Crown 8vo.,

5:. 6d.

PIIILosoPHY OF MIND: an Essay on

the Metaphysics of Physiology. 8vo.,

(6:.

 
L6W88.——THE HISTORYOF PHILOSOPHY,

from Thales to Comte. By GEORGE

HENRY LEWES. 2 vols. 8vo., 32:.

Max Mfiller.—Works by F. MAXMU'L

LER.

THE SCIENCE OF THOUGHT. 8vo., 21:.

THREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURES ON

THE SCIENCE OF THOUGHT. 8vo.,

2:. 6d

Mi11.——ANALYSIS OF THE PHENOMENA

OF THE HUMAN MIND. By JAMES

MILL. 2vols. 8vo., 28:.

Mill.—Works by JOHN STUART MILL.

A SYSTEM OF LOGIC. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 603.

ON LIBERTY. Cr. 8vo , 1:. 4d.

ON REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT.

Crown 8vo., 2:.

UTILITARIANISM. 8vo., 2:. 6d.

EXAMINATION 0F SIR WILLIAM

HAMILTON‘S PHILOSOPHY. 8vo., 16:.

NATURE, THE UTILITY 0F RELIGION,

AND THEISM. Three Essays. 8vo., 5:.

Roma.nes.—MIND AND MOTION AND

MONISM. By the late GEORGE JOHN

ROMANES, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. Cr.

8vo., 4:. 6d.

Stock.—DEDUCTIVE LOGIC. By ST.

GEORGE STOCK. Fcp. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Sully.——Works by JAMES SULLY.

THE HUMAN MIND; a Text-book of

Psychology. 2vols. 8vo., 21:.

OUTLINES OF PSYCHOLOGY.

THE TEACHER'S HANDBOOK OF PSY

CHOLOGY. Crown 8vo., 5:.

8vo. , 9:.

STUDIES OF CHILDHOOD. 8vo. 12:. 6d.

Swinburne.—PICTURE LOGIC; an

Attempt to Popularise the Science of

Reasoning. By ALFRED JAMES SWIN

BURNE, M.A. With 23 Woodcuts.

Post 8vo., 5:.

Thomson.—OUTLINES OF THE NECES

SARY LAWS OF THOUGHT: a Treatise

on Pure and Applied Logic. By WIL

LIAM THOMSON, D.l“ termerly Lord

Archbishop of York. Post 8vo., 6:.
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Vigr%te1y.—-Works by R. WHATELY, Zeller.—WorksbyDr.EDWARDZELLER.

BACON’S ESSAYS. With Annotation.

By R. WHATELY. 8vo., 10:. 6d.

ELEMENTS or LOGIC. Cr. 8vo.,4s. 6d.

ELEMENTS OF RHETORIC. Cr. 8vo.,

4:. 6d.

LESSONS 0N REASONING. Fcp. 8vo.,

1:. 6d.

Zeller.—Works by Dr. EDWARD ZELLER,

Professor in the University of Berlin.

THE STOICS, EPICUREANS, AND SCEP

TICS. Translated by the Rev. 0. J.

REICHEL, M.A. Crown 8vo., 15:.

-—czmr‘inuzd.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY OF GREEK

PHILOSOPHY. Translated by SARAH

F. ALLEYNE and EVELYN ABBOTT.

Crown 8vo., 10:. 6d.

PLATO AND THE OLDER ACADEMY.

Translated by SARAH F. ALLEYNE

and ALFRED GOODWIN, B.A. Crown

8vo., 18:.

SOCRATESANDTHE SOCRATIC SCHOOLS.

Translated by the Rev. 0. J. REICHEL,

M.A. Crown 8vo., to:. 6d.

MANUALS OF CA THOLIC PHILOSOPHY.

{St0r_I'hur:t Series. /

A MANUAL or POLITICAL ECONOMY. MORALPHILOSOPHY(ETHICS AND NATU

By C. S. DEVAS, M.A. Cr. 8vo., 6:. 612'.

FIRST PRINCIPLES OF KNOWLEDGE. By

JOHN RICKABY, 8.]. Crown 8vo., 5:. NATURAL THEOLOGY

GENERAL METAPHYSICS. ByJOHN RICK

AEY, 5.]. Crown 8vo., 5:.

LOGIC.

Crown 8vo., 5:.

 

By RICHARD F. ’CLARKE, S.J. PSYCHOLOGY.

RAL LAW). By JOSEPH RICKABY, 5.].

Crown 8vo., 5:.

By BERNARD

BOEDDER, 8.]. Crown 8vo., 6:. 611.

By MICHAEL MAHER,

8.]. Crown 8vo., 6:. 6d.

History and Science of Language, 810.

Davidson.—LEADINGANDIMPORTANT

ENGLISH WORDS: Explained and Ex

emplined. By WILLIAM L. DAVID

SON, M.A. Fcp. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

Farrar.—LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES.

By F. W. FARRAR, D.D., F.R.S., Cr.

8vo., 6r.

Graham.—ENGLISH SYNONYMS, Classi

fied and Explained: with Practical

Exercises. By G. F. GRAHAM. Fcap.

8vo., 64‘.

Max Miiller.—Works by F. MAx

MULLER.

TIIE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE, Founded

on Lectures delivered at the Royal

Institution in 1861 and 1863. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo., 21:.

BIOGRAPHIES OF WORDS, AND THE

HOME OF THE ARYAS. Crown 8vo.,

7:. 6d.

 
Ma§ Millikan—Works by F. MAX

MULLER—continued.

THILEE LECTURES ON THE SCIENCE

OF LANGUAGE, AND ITS PLACE IN

GENERAL EDUCATION, delivered at

Oxford, 1889. Crown 8vo., 3:.

Roget.—THESAURUS or ENGLISH

WORDS AND PHRASEs. Classified and

Arranged so as to Facilitate the Ex

pression of Ideas and assist in Literary

Composition. By PETER MARK ROGET,

M.D., F.R.S. Recomposed throughout,

enlarged and improved, partly from the

Author’s Notes, and with a full Index,

by the Author‘s Son, JOHN LEWIS

ROGET. Crown 8vo., 10:. 6d.

Whately.——ENGLISH SYNONYMS. By

E. JANE WHATELY. Fcap. 8vo., 3:.
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Political Economy and Economics.

ASIIIGy-—ENGLISH ECONOMIC HISTORY

AND TI-IEORY. By W. J. ASHLEY,

M.A. Crown 8vo., Part 1., 5:. Part

II., Io:. 6d.

Bagehot.—ECON0MIC STUDIES. By

WALTER BAGEHOT. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

Barnett.—PRACTICAELE SOCIALISM :

Essays on Social Reform. By the Rev.

S. A. and Mrs. BARNETT. Cr. 8vo., 6:.

Brassey.—PAPERs AND ADDRESSES ON

WORK AND WAGES. By Lord BRASSEY.

Edited by J. POTTER, and with Intro

duction by GEORGE HOWELL, M.P.

Crown 8vo., 5:.

Devas.—A MANUAL OF POLITICAL

ECONOMY. By C. S. DEVAS, M.A.

Crown 8vo., 6:. 6d. (Manualuy’Cat/mlic

Philosophy. )

Dowell.—A HIsTORY or TAXATION

AND TAXES IN ENGLAND, from the

Earliest Times to the Year 1885. By

STEPHEN DOWELL (4 vols. 8vo.) Vols.

I. and II. The History of Taxation,

2U. Vols. III. and IV. The History of

Taxes, 21:.

Macleod.-—Works by HENRY DUNNING

MACLEOD, M.A.

BIMETALISM. 8vo., 5:. net.

THE ELEMENTs 0F BANKING. Crown

8vo., 3:. 6d.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF BANK

ING. Vol. I. 8vo., 12:. Vol. II. 14:.

 Macleod.—Works by HENRY DUNNING

MNCLEOD, MA.

Evolution, Anthropology, &c.

Babington.— FALLACIEs OF RACE

THEORIES As APPLIED To NATIONAL

CHARACTERISTICS. EssaysbyWILLIAM

DALTON BAEINGTON, M.A. Crown

8vo., 6:.

C10dd.—Works by EDWARD CLODD.

THE STORY OF CREATION : a Plain Ac

count of Evolution. With 77 Illustra

tions. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

A PRIMER OF EVOLUTION: being a

Popular Abridged Edition of ‘The

Story of Creation’. With Illus

trations. Fcp. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

Lang.-CU5T0M AND MYTII: Studies

of Early Usage and Belief. By ANDREW

LANG, M.A. With I 5 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

 

THE THEORY OF CREDIT. 8vo. Vol.

I. 10:. net. Vol. II., Part 1., ms. net.

Vol. II. Putt II., 10:. 6d.

A DIGEST OF THE LAW OF BILLS OF

ENCHANGE, BANK NOTES, &c.

Mill.—P0LITICAL ECONOMY. By JOHN

STUART MILL.

Popular Edition.

Liérary Edition.

Crown 8vo., 3: 6d.

2 vols. 8vo., 30:.

Symes.—P0LITICAL ECONOMY: a. Short

Text-book of Political Economy. \Vith

Problems for Solution, and Hints for

Supplement try Reading. By Prof. J. E.

SYMES, M..\.. of University College,

Nottingham. Crown 8vo., 2:. 6d.

Toynbee.-—LECTURES ON THE IN

DUSTRIAL REVOLUTION OF TIIE 18th

CENTURY IN ENGLAND. By ARNOLD

TOYNBEE. With a Memoir of the

Author by BENJAMIN JOWETT, D.D.

8vo., 10:. 6d.

W e b b.—'I'I-IE HISTORY OF TRADE

UNIONISM. By SIDNEY and BEATRICE

WEBB. With Map and full Bibliography

of the Subject. 8vo., 18:.

Lubbock—THE ORIGIN OF CIVILISA

TION and the Primitive Condition of

Man. By Sir]. LUBBOCK, 82111., M. P.

With 5 Plates and 20 Illustrations in the

Text. 8vO. 18:.

Romanes.—Works by GEORGE JOHN

ROMANES, M.A., LL. D., F.R.S.

DARWIN, AND AFTER DARWIN: an Ex

position of the Darwinian Theory,

and a Discussion on Post-Darwinian

Questions.

Part I. THE DARWINIAN THEORY.

With Portrait of Darwin and :25

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 10:. 611.

Part II. POST-DARWINIAN QUES

TIONS: Heredity and Utility. \Vith

Portrait of the Author and 5 Illus

trations. (‘r. 8vo., 105. 61!.

AN EXAMINATION OF WEISMANNISM.

Crown 8vo., 6:.

MIND MD MOTION AND MONISM.

Crown 8vo., 4:. 6d.
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Classical Literature and Translations, &c.

Abbott.—HELLENICA. ACOllection of Mackai1.—SELECT ERIGRAMS FROM

Essays on Greek Poetry, Philosophy,

History, and Religion. Edited by

EVELYN ABBOTT, M.A., LL.D. 8vo.. 16:.

Eschylus.—EUMENIDES 0F [ESCHY

LUS. With Metricnl English Translation.

By J. F. DAVIES. 8vo., 7:.

Aristophanes.—The ACHARNIANS 0F

ARISTOPHANES, translated into English

Verse. By R. Y. TYRRELL. Cr. 8vo., I:

Becker.—Works by Professor BECKER.

GALLUS : or, Roman Scenes in the Time

of Augustus. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo.,

3:. 6d.

CHARICLES: or, Illustrations of the

Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.

Illustrated. Cr 8vo., 3:. 6d.

Cicero.—CICERo's CORRESPONDENCE.

By R. Y. TYRRELL. Vols. 1., II., III.

8vo., each 12:. Vol. IV., 15:.

Farne11.—GREEK LYRIc POETRY: a

Complete Collection of the Surviving

Passages from the Greek Song~\Vriting.

By GEORGE S. FARNELL, M.A. With 5

Plates. 8vo., 16:.

Lalng.—HOMER AND THE EPIC. By

ANDREW LANG. Crown 8vo., 9:. net.

Poetry and

Acworth.—BALI.ADS 0F TnF. MARAT

HAS. Rendered into English Verse from

the Marathi Originals. By HARRY

ARBUTHNOT ACWORTH. 8vo., 5:.

THE GREEK ANTHOI.OGY. By J. W.

MACKAIL 8vo.,16:.

Rich—A DICTIONARY 0F ROMAN AND

GREEK ANTIQUITIES. By A. RICII,

B.A. With 2000 \Voodcuts. Crown

8vo., 7:. 6d.

Sophocles.—Translated into English

Verse. By ROBERT WIIITELAw. M.A.,

Assistant Master in Rugby School: late

Fellow of Ttinity College, Cambridge.

Crown 8vo., 8:. 6d.

TyrrelI.—TRANSLATIONS INTO GREEK

AND LATIN VERSE. Edited by R. Y.

TYRRELL. 8vo.,6:.

Vil‘gi1.——TIIE (ENEID 0F VIRGIL. Trans

lated into English Verse by JOHN CON~

INGTON. Crown 8vo., 6:.

THE POEMS OF VIRGIL. Translated

into English Prose by JOHN CONING

TON. Crown 8vo., 6:.

THE ENEID 0F VIRGII.,freely translated

into English Blank Verse. By W. J.

THORNHILL. Crown 8vo., 7:. 6d.

THE ENEID 0F VIRGIL. Books I. to

VI. Translated into English Verse

by JAMES RIIOADES. Crown 8vo.,

5r.

Wilkins.—TIIF. GROWTH OF THE HOM

 

ERIc POEMS. ByG.WILRINs. 8vo.6:.

the Drama.

t Allingham.-Works

ALLINGHAM—can/inueii.

FLOWER PIECES; DAY AND NIGHT

Allingham.—Works

ALLINGHAM.

BLACKBERRIES. Imperial 16m0., 6:.

IRISH SONGs AND POEMS. With Fron

tispiece of the \Vaterlall of Asaroe.

Fcp. 8vo., 6:.

LAURENCE BLOOMFIELD. With Por

trait of the Author. Fcp. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

by VVILLIAM

SONGS; BALLADS. With 2 Designs

by D. G. ROSSETTI. Fcp. 8vo., 6:.;

large paper edition, 12:.

LIFE AND PHANTASY: with FI'OntiS

piece by Sir J. E. MILLAIS, Bart.,

and Design by ARTHUR HUGHES.

Fcp. 8vo., 6:. ; large paper edition, 12:.

THOUGHT AND WORD, AND ASHBY

MANOR: a Play. Fcp. 8vo., 6:. ; large

paper edition, 12:.

Set: of Ike above 6 110/5. may be had in

unéform half-parchment binding, price 30:.

by witum
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Armstrong—Works by G. F. SAVAGE

ARMSTRONG.

POEMS: Lyrical and Dramatic.

8vo., 6:.

KING SAUL. (The Tragedy of Israel,

Part I.) Fcp. 8vo. 5:.

KING DAVID. (The Tragedy of Israel,

Part II.) Fcp. 8vo., 6:.

KING SOLOMON. (The Tragedy of

Israel, Part III.) Fcp. 8vo., 6:.

UGONE: aTragedy. Fcp. 8vo., 6:.

A GARLAND FROM GREECE: Poems.

Fcp. 8vo., 7:. 6d.

Fcp.

STORIES OF WICKLow: Poems. Fcp.

8vo., 7:. 6d.

MEPHISTOPHELES IN BROADCLOTH: a

Satire. Fcp. 8vo., 4:.

ONE IN THE INFINITE: a Poem. Cr.

8vo., 7:. 6d.

Armstrong.—TI-IE POETICAL WORKS

OF EDMUND J. ARMSTRONG. Fcp.

8vo., 5:.

Arnold.—Works bySir EDWINARNOLD,

K.C.I.E.

THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD: or, the

Great Consummation. Cr. 8vo., 7:. 61!.

net.

TIIE TENTH MUSE, AND OTHER

POEMS. Crown 8vo., 5:. net.

POTIPHAR'S WIFE, and other Poems.

Crown 8vo., 5:. net.

ADZUMA: or, the Japanese Wife. A

Play. Crown 8vo., 6:. 6d. net.

Beesly.—BALLADS, AND OTHER VERSE.

By A. H. BEESLY. Fcp. 8vo., 5:.

Ben—CHAMBER COMEDIEs: a Collec

tion of Plays and Monologues for the

Drawmg Room. By Mrs. HUGH

BELL. Crown 8vo., 6:.

Carmichae1.—POEMS. By JENNINGS

CARMICHAEL (Mrs. FRANCIS MULLIS).

Crown tho, 6:. net.

Cochrane.—THE KESTREL'S NEST,

and other Verses. By ALFRED Corm

RANE. Fcp. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

Goethe.

FAUST, Part I., the German Text, with

Introduction and Notes. By ALBERT

M. SELss, Ph.D., M.A. Cr. 8vo., 5:.

FAUST. Translated, with Notes. By

T. E. WEBB. 8vo., 12:. 6d.

 

Ingelow.—Works by JEAN INGELow

POETICAL WORKS. 2 vols. Fcp. 8vo.,

12$.

LYRICAL AND OTHER POEMS. Selected

from the Writings of JEAN INGELOW.

Fcp. 8vo., 2:. 64. ; cloth plain, 3:.

cloth gilt.

Kenda11.—SONGs FROM DREAMLAND.

By MAY KENDALL. Fcp 8vo., 5:. net.

Lang—Works by ANDREW LANG.

BAN AND ARRIERE BAN. A Rally of

Fugitive Rhymes Fcp. 8vo., 5:.

net.

GRAss or PARNASSUS. Fcp. 8vo.,

2:. 6d. net.

BALLADs OF BOOKS. Edited by

ANDREW LANG. Fcp. 3vo., 6:.

THE BLUE POETRY Boox. Edited by

ANDREW LANG. With 12 Plates and

88 Illustrations in the Text by H. I.

FORD and LANCELOT SPEED. Crown

8vo., 6:.

Spezial Edition, printed on Indian

paper. W'itlz Nola, but wit/rout

Illu:lration:. Crown 8210., 7:. 6d.

Lecky.—POEMS. By W. E. H. LECKY.

Fcp. 8vo., 5:.

Peek.—W0rks by HEDLEY PEEK

(FRANK LEYTON).

SKELETON LEAVES: Poems. Witha

Dedicatory Poem to the late Hon.

Roden Noel. Fcp. 8vo., 2:. 6d. net.

TIIE SHADOWS OF THE LAKE, and

other Poems. Fcp. 8vo., 2:. 6d. net.

Lytton.—Works by THE EARL OF

LYTTON (OWEN MEREDITH).

MARAII. Fcp. 8vo., 6:. 6d.

KING POPPY: a Fantasia. With 1

Plate and Design on Title-Page by

‘Sir ED. BURNE-JONES, A.R.A. Crown

8vo., 10:. 611.

THE WANDERER. Cr. 8vo., 10:. 64'.

Crown 8vo., 10:. 6d.

Cr. 8vo., 10:. 6d.

LUCILE.

SELECTED POEMS.
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Poetry and the Drama—continued.

Macaulay—LAW or ANCIENT ROME,

&c. By Lord MACAULAY.

Illustrated by G. SCHARE.

10:. 6d.

Fcp. 4to.,

—Bijou Edition.

18mo., 2:. 611., gilt top.

—————— Popular Edition.

Fcp. 4t0.. 6d. sewed, 1:. cloth.

Illustrated by]. R. WEGUELIN. Crown

8vo., 3:. 6d.

Annotated Edition.

sewed, 1:. 6d. cloth.

Murray.—(ROBERT F. ), Author of ‘ The

Scarlet Gown '. I-Iis Poems, with a

Memoir by ANDREW LANG. Fcp. 8vo.,

5:. net.

Nesbit.—LAYS AND LEGENDS. By E.

NESBIT (Mrs. HUBERT BLAND). First

Series. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d. Second

Series, with Portrait. Crown 8vo., 5:.

Piatt.-—Works by SARAH PIATT.

POEMS. With portrait of the Author.

2 vols. Crown 8vo., 10:.

AN ENCHANTED CASTLE, AND OTHER

POEMS : Pictures, Portraits and People

in Ireland. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

Fcp. 8vo. , 1:.

 
Piatt.—Works by JOHN JAMES PIATT.

IDYLS AND LYRICS OF THE OHIO

VALLEY. Crown 8vo., 5:.

LITTLE NEW WORLD IDYLS. Cr. 8vo.,

5:.

Rhoades.—TERESA AND OTHER

POEMS. By JAMES RHOADES. Crown

8vo., 3:. 6d.

Riley.—Works by JAMES WHITCOMB

RILEY.

OLD FASHIONED ROSES ; Poems.

12mo., 5:.

POEMS IIERE AT HOME. Fcap. 8vo.,

6:. net.

Shakespeare.—BOWDLER’S FAMILY

SHAKESPEARE. With 36 Woodcuts.

1 vol. 8vo., 14:. Or in 6 vols. Fcp.

8vo., 21:.

THE SHAKESPEARE BIRTHDAY BOOK.

By MARY F. DUNBAR. 32mo., 1:. 6d.

Sturgis.—A BOOK OF SONG. By JULIAN

STURGIS. 16mo., 5:.

Works of Fiction, Humour, &c.

Anstey.—Works by F. ANSTEY, Author

of ' Vice Versa ’.

THE BLACK POODLE, and other Stories.

Crown 8vo., 2:. boards, 2:. 6d. cloth.

VOCES POPULI. Reprinted from

‘ Punch’. First Series. With 20

Illustrations by J. BERNARD PART

RIDGE. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 61!.

THE TRAVELLING COMPANIONS. Re

printed from ‘ Punch '. With 25 Ilius.

by J. B. PARTRIDGE. Post 410., 5:.

THE MAN FROM BLANKLEY’S: a Story

in Scenes, and other Sketches. With

24 Illustrations by]. BERNARD PART

RIDGE. Fcp. 4to., 6:.

Arnold.—THE STORY or ULLA, and

other Tales. By EDWIN LESTER AR

NOLD. Crown 8vo., 6:.

Aston—A JOURNEY IN OTHERWORLDS.

a Romance of the Future. By JOHN

JACOB ASTOR. \Vith 10 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo., 6:.

Baker.-—BY THE WESTERN SEA. By

JAMES BAKER, Author of ‘John Westa

cott'. Crown 8vo., 3r, 6d.

Beaconsfield.—Works by the Earl of

BEACONSEIELD.

NOVELS AND TALES.

Complete in 11 vols.

each.

Cheap Edition.

Cr. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

Vivian Grey. Henrietta Temple.

TheYoungDulte,&c. Venetia. Tancred.

Alroy, Ixion, &c. I Coningsby. Sybil.

CogIzttarini Fleming, l Lothair. Endymion.

c.

NovELs AND TALES. The Hughenden

Edition. \Vith 2 Portraits and 11

Vignettes. II vols. Cr. 8vo., 42:.

Boulton. — JOSEPHINE CREWE.

HELEN M. BOULTON. Cr. 8vo., 6:.

By

CarmichaeI.—POEMS. By JENNINGS

CARMICHAEL (Mrs. FRANCIS MULLIS).

Crown 8v0. 65. net.

Clegg.—DAYID'S LOOM: a Story of

Rochdale life in the early years of the

 

Nineteenth Century. By JOHN TRAF—

FORD CLEGG. Crown 8vo. 2:. 6d.
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Works of Fiction, Humour, &c.—continued.

Deland.—PHILIP AND Hts WIFE. By

MARGARET DELAND, Author of ‘John

Ward '. Cr. 8vo., 6:.

Dougall.—Works by L. DOUGALL.

BEGGARS ALL. Crown 8vo., 3:. 61!.

WHAT NECESSITY KNows. Crown

8vo., 6:.

Doyle.—Works by A. CONAN DOYLE.

MICAH CLARKE: a Tale of Monmouth's

Rebellion. With 10 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

THE CAPTAIN OF THE POLESTAR, and

other Tales. Cr. 8vo., qr. 6d.

THE REFUGEES: a Tale of the Hugue

nots. With 25 Illustrations. Crown

8vo., 3r. 6d.

THE SPARK-\IIUNRO LETTERS. Cr.

8vo., 6:.

Farrah—Works by F. W. FARRAR,

Dean of Canterbury.

DARKNESS AND DAWN: or, Scenes in

the Days of Nero. An Historic Tale.

Cr. 8vo., 7:. 6d.

GATHERING CLOUDS:

Days of St. Chrysostom.

8vo, 28:.

Froude.—THE Two CHIEFS or DUN

BOY: an Irish Romance of the Last

Century. By J. A. FROUDE. Cr. 8vo.,

s 6d

a Tale of the

2 vols.

3 . .

Fowler.—THE YOUNG PRETENDERs.

A Story of Child Life. By EDITH I-I.

FOWLER. With 12 Illustrations by

PHILIP BURNE-JONEs. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Gerard—AN ARRANGED MARRIAGE.

By DOROTHEA GERARD. Cr. 8vo., 6:.

Gilkes. —TI-IE THING THAT I—IATH

BEEN: or, a. Young Man’s Mistake. By

A. H. GILKES, M.A. Crown 8vo., 6r.

Haggard.—Works by H. RIDER HAG

GARD.

JOAN HASTE.

Cr. 8vo., 6:.

THE PEOPLE OF THE MIST. With 16

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

MONTEZUMA's DAUGHrER. With 24

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6:.

SHE. 32 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3;. 6d.

ALLAN QUATERMAIN. With 31 Illus

trations. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

MAIva’s REVENGE. Crown 8vo., 1:.

boards; 1:. 6d. cloth.

COLONEL QUARITGH, V.C. Cr. 8vo.,

With 20 Illustrations.

3:. 6d.

CLEOPATRA. With 29 Illustrations

Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

BEATRICE. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

ERIc BRIGHTEYEs. With 51 Illustra

tions. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

 

Haggard.—Works by H. RIDER HAG

GARD—mntz'nued.

NADA THE LILY. With 23 Illustra

tions. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

ALLAN’S WIFE. With 34 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 3:. 611.

THE WITCH'S HEAD. With 16 Illus

trations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 611'.

MR. MEEsON‘s WILL. With 16 Illus~

trations. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

DAWN. With 16 Illustrations.

8vo., 3:. 6d.

HaggardandLangu—THE WORLD'S

DESIRE. By H. RIDER HAGGARD and

ANDREW LANG. With 27 Illustrations

by M. GREIFFENHAGEN. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

Harte.—IN THE CARQUINEZ Woons,

and other Stories. By BRET HARTE.

Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

Hornung.—THE UNBIDDEN GUEST.

By E. W. HORNUNG. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Lan .—A MONK OF FIFE : 21 Romance

oft e Days of Jeanne D'Arc. Done

into English, from the Manuscript in

the Scots College of Ratisbon, by

ANDREW LANG. With Illustrations

and Initial Letters by SELWYN IMAGE.

Crown 8vo, 6:.

Lemon.—MATTI-IEw FURTH.

LEMON. Crown 8vo., 6:.

Lya11.—Works by EDNA LYALL, Author

of ‘Donovan,’ &c.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A SLANDER.

Fcp. 8vo., Is. sewed.

Presentation Edition. With 20 Illus

trations by LANcELOT SPEED. Cr.

8vo., 2;. 6d. net.

DOREEN: The Story of a Singer.

8vo., 6s.

Matthews.—H1s FATHER's SON: a

Novel of the New York Stock Ex

change. By BRANDER MATTHEWS.

With Illus. Cr. 8vo.I 6:.

Melville.—Works by G. J. WHYTE

MELVILLE.

The Gladiators.

The Interpreter. Kate Coventry.

Good for Nothing. Digby Grand.

The Queen’s Maries. General Bounce.

Cr. 8vo., 1:. 612'. each.

1iphant.—Works by Mrs. OLIPHANT.

MADAM. Cr. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

IN TRusT. Cr. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

Pawn—Works by JAMEs PAYN.

Crown

By IDA

Cr.

Holmby House.

THE LUCK OF THE DARRELLs. Cr.

8vo., 1:. 6d.

THICKER THAN WATER. Cr. 8vo.,

1:. 6d.
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Works of Fiction, Humour, &0.-—£0ntilmed.

Phillipps-Wolley.-—SNAB : a Legend

of the Lone Mountain. By C. PHIL

LIPPS-WOLLEY. With 13 Illustrations

by H. G. WILLINK. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

Prince.—THE STORY OF CHRISTINE

ROCHEFORT. By HELEN CHOATE

PRINCE. Crown 8vo., 6:.

Quintana.—THE CID CAMPEADORi

an Historical Romance. By D.

- ANTONIO DE TRUEBA Y LA QUINTANA.

Translated from the Spanish by Henry

I. Gill, M.A.. T.C.D. Crown 8v0, 6s.

Rhoscomy1.—THE JEWEL or YNYS

GALON: being a hitherto unprinted

Chapter in the Historyof the Sea Rovers.

By OWEN RHOSCOMYL. Cr. 8vo., 6:.

Robertson.—NUGCETS IN THE DEVIL'S

PUNCH BOWL. and other Australian

Tales. By ANDREW ROBERTSON. Cr.

8vo., 3:. 6d.

Sewe11.—Works by ELIZABETH M.

SEWELL.

A Glimpse Of the World. Amy Herbert.

Laneton Parsonage. Cleve Hall.

Margaret Percival. Gertrude.

Katharine Ashton. Home Life.

The Earl’s Daughter. After Life.

The Experience of Life. Ursula. Ivors.

Cr. 8vo., 1:. 6d. each cloth plain. 2:. 6d.

each cloth extra, gilt edges.

Stevenson—Works by ROBERT LOUIS

STEVENSON.

STRANGE CASE OF DR. JEKYLL AND

MR. HYDE. Fcp. 8vo., 1:. sewed.

1:. 6d. cloth. .

THE DYNAMITER. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

Stevenson and Osbourne.—THE

WRONG Box. By ROBERT LOUIS STE

VENSON and LLOYD OSBOURNE. Cr.

8vo., 3:. 6d.

Suttner.—LAY DOWN YOUR ARMS

Die Waji'n Nieder: The Autobiography

of Martha Tilling. By BERTHA VON

SUTTNER. Translated by T. HOLMES.

Cr. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

Popular Science (Natural History, &c.).

Butler.-—0UR HOUSEHOLD INSECTS.

An Account of the Insect-Pests found

in Dwelling-Houses. By EDWARD A.

BUTLER, B.A., B.Sc. (Lond.). With

113 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6:.

Clodd.—A PRIMER or EVOLUTION:

being 2. Popular Abridged Edition of

‘ The Story of Creation’. By EDWARD

CLODD. With Illus. Fcp.8v0., 1:. 6d.

 
Trollope.—-Works by ANTHONY TROL

LOPE.

THE WARDEN. Cr. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

BARCHESTER TOWERS. Cr. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

TRUE, A, RELATION OF THE

TRAVELS AND PERILOUS ADVEN

TURES OF MATHEW DUDGEON, Gentle

man: Wherein is truly set down the

Manner of his Taking, the Long Time

of his Slavery in Algiers, and Means of

his Delivery. Written by Himself, and

now for the first time printed Cr. 8vo., 5:.

Walford.—Works by L. B. WALFORD.

Mr. SMITH : a Part of his Lite. Crown

8vo., 2:. 60'.

THE BABY’S GRANDMOTHER.

8vo., 2:. 6d

COUSINS. Crown 8vo. 2:. 6d.

TROUBLESOME DAUGHTERS.

8vo., 2:. 6d.

PAULINE. Crown 8vo. 2:. 6d.

DICK NETHERBY. Crown 8vo., 2:. 6d.

THE HISTORY OF A WEEK. Crown

8vo. 2:. 6d.

ASTIFF-NECKED GENERATION. Crown

8vo. 2:. 6d.

NAN, and other Stories. Cr. 8vo., 2:. 611.

THE MISCHIEE or MONICA. Crown

8vo., 2:. 6d.

THE ONE GOOD GUEST. Cr. 8vo. 2:. 6d.

‘ PLOUGHED,’ and other Stories. Crown

8vo., 6:.

THE MATCHMAKER. Cr. 8vo., 6:.

Wash—Works by B. B. WEST.

HALE-HOURS WITH THE MILLION

AIRES: Showing how much harder it

is to Spend a million than to make it.

Cr. 8vo., 6:.

SIR SIMON VANDERPETTER. AND MIND

ING HIS ANCESTORS. Two Reforma

tions. Crown 8vo., 5:.

A FINANCIAL ATONEMENT. Cr. 8vo..

Weyman.—Works by S. J. WEYMAN.

THE HOUSE OF THE WOLF. Cr. 8vo.,

3:. 6d.

AGENTLEMAN OF FRANCE. Cr. 8vo., 6:.

THE RED COCKADE. Cr. 8vo., 6:.

Crown

Crown

Furneaux.—Works by W. FURNEAUX.

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHs (British).

With 12 coloured Plates and 241

Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo.,

12:. 6d

THE OUTDOOR WORLD; or, The Young

Collector’s Handbook. With T8

Plates, r6 Of which are coloured,

and 54g Illustrations in the Text.

Crown 8vo., 7:. 6d.
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Popular Science (Natural History, &c.).

Graham.—COUNTRY PAS-rims FOR

BOYS. By P. ANDERsON GRAHAM.

With numerous Illustrations from Draw

Ings and Photographs. Crown 8vo., 6:.

Hartwig.—Works by Dr. GEORGE

HARTWIG.

THE SEA AND ITS LIVING WONDERS.

With 12 Plates and 303 Woodcuts.

8vo., 7:. net.

THE TROPICAL WORLD. With 8 Plates

and 172 Woodcuts. 8vo., 7:. net.

THE POLAR WORLD. With 3 Maps, 8

Plates and 85 Woodcuts. 8vo., 7:. net.

THE SUBTERRANEAN WORLD. With

3 Maps and 80 Woodcuts. 8vo. , 7:. net.

THE AERIAL WORLD. With Map, 8

Plates and 60 Woodcuts. 8vo., 7: net.

Hayward.—BIRD NOTES. By the late

lANE MARY HAYWARD. Edited by

EMMA HUBBARD. With Frontispiece

and 15 Illustrations by G. E. LODGE.

Cr. 8vo., 6:.

Helmholtz.-—POPULAR LECTURES ON

SCIENTIFIC SUBJECTS. By HERMANN

VON HELMHOLTZ. With 68 Woodcuts.

2 vols. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d. each.

HudBOH.—BRITISH BIRDS. By W.

H. HUDSON. C.M.Z.S. With a Chap—

ter on Structure. and Classification by

FRANK E. BBDDARD. F.R.S. With 17

Plates (8 Of which are Coloured), and

over 100 Illustrations in the Text.

Crown 8vo., 12:. 6d.

Proctor.——Works by RICHARD A.

PROCTOR.

LIGHT SCIENCE EOR LEISURE HOURS.

Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.

3 vols. Crown 8vo., 5:. each.

CHANCE AND LUCK: a Discussion of

the Laws of Luck. Coincidence,

Wagers, Lotteries and the Fallacies

of Gambling, &c. Cr. 8vo., 2:.

boards, 2:. 6d. cloth.

ROUGH WAYS MADE SMOOTH. Fami

liar Essays on Scientific Subjects.

Silver Library Edition. Cr.8vo., 3:. 6d.

PLEASANT WAYS IN SCIENCE. Cr.

8vo., 5:. Silver Library Edition.

Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

 

Proctor.—Works by RICHARD A.

PROCTOR—mnlinued.

THE GREAT PYRAMID, OBSERVATORY,

TOMB AND TEMPLE. With Illustra

tions. Crown 8vo., 5:.

NATURE STUDIES. By R. A. PROCTOR,

GRANT ALLEN. A. WILSON, T.

FOSTER and E. CLODD. Crown

8vo., 5:. Sil. Lib. Ed. Cr.8vo., 3:. 61.

LEISURE READINGS. By R. A. PROC

TOR, E. CLODD, A. WILSON, T.

FOSTER, and A. C. RANYARD. Cr.

8vo., 5:.

Stanley—A FAMILIAR HISTORY OF

BIRDS. By E. STANLEY, D.l)., for

merly Bishop of Norwich. With Illus

trations. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

WOOd--—Works by the Rev. J. G. WOOD.

HOMES WITHOUT HANDS: a Descrip

tion of the Habitation of Animals,

classed according to the Principle of

Construction. With I40 Illustrations.

8vo., 7:. net.

INSECTS AT HOME : a Popular Account

of British Insects. their Structure,

Habits and Transformations. \Vith

700 Illustrations. 8vo., 7:. net.

INSECTS ABROAD: 2. Popular Account

of Foreign Insects, their Structure,

Habits and Transformations. With

600 Illustrations. 8vo., 7:. net.

BIBLE ANIMALS: a Description of

every Living Creature mentioned in

the Scriptures. \Vith 112 Illustra

tions. 8vo., 7:. net.

PETLAND REVISITED. With 33 Illus

trations. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

OUT OF DOORS; a Selection of Origi

nal Articles on Practical Natural

History. With It Illustrations. Cr.

8vo., 3:. 6d.

STRANGE DWELLINGS: a Description

of the Habitations of Animals,

abridged from ‘I-Iomes without

I-IandS'. With 60 Illustrations. Cr.

8vo., 3:. 6d.
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Works of Reference.

Longmans’ GAZETTEER OF THE

WORLD. Edited by GEORGE G. CHIS

HOLM, M.A., B.Sc., Fellow of the Royal

Geographical and Statistical Societies.

Imp. 8v0. £2 at. cloth, £2 12:. 6d.

half-morocco.

Maunder’s (Samuel) Treasuries.

BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY. With Sup

plement brought down to 1889. By

Rev. JAMES WOOD. Fcp. 8vo., 6:.

TREASURY OF NATURAL HISTORY: or,

Popular Dictionary of Zoology. With

900 VVOOdcuts. Fcp. 8vo., 6:.

TREASURY 0F GEOGRAPHY, Physical,

Historical, Descriptive, and Political.

With 7 Maps and 16 Plates.

8vo., 6:.

THE TREASURY OF BIBLE KNOW

LEDGE. By the Rev. J. AYRE, M.A.

With 5 Maps, 15 Plates, and 300

Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo., 6:.

HISTORICAL TREASURY: Outlines of

Universal History, Separate Histories

of all Nations. Fcp. 8vo., 6:.

Fcp.

Maunder’s (Samuel) Treasuries

—crmtinued.

TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE AND

LIBRARY OF REFERENCE. Com

prising an English Dictionary and

Grammar, Universal Gazcteer, Classi

cal Dictionary, Chronology, Law

Dictionary, &c. Fcp. 8vo., 6:.

SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY TREASURY.

Fcp. 8vo., 6:.

THE TREASURY OF BOTANY. Edited

by J. LINDLEY, F.R.S., and T.

MOORE, F.L.S. With 274 Wood

cuts and 20 Steel Plates. 2 vols.

Fcp. 8vo., 12:.

Roget.--THESAURUS 0FENGLISHWORDS

AND PHRASES. Classified and Ar

ranged so as to Facilitate the Expression

of Ideas and assist in Literary Composi

tion. By PETER MARK ROGET, M.D.,

F. R.S. Crown 8vo., 10:. 6d. _

Willich.—P0FULAR TABLES for giving

information for ascertaining the value or

Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church Pro

perty, the Public Funds. &c. By

CHARLES M. WILLICH. Edited by H.

BENCE JONES. Crown 8vo., 10:. 6d.

Children’s Books.

Crake.—W0rks by Rev. A. D. CRAKE.

EDWY THE FAIR; or, the First Chro

nicleof/Escendunc. Crown 8vo. , 2:.6d.

ALFGARTHE DANE: or,the Second Chl'O

nicle 0t“ 1Escendune. Cr. 8vo., 2:. 00!.

THE RIVAL HEIRS: being the Third

and Last Chronicle of fEscendune.

Cr. 8vo., 2:. 6d.

THE HOUSE OF WALDERNE. A Tale

of the Cloister and the Forest in the

Days of the Barons' Wars. Crown

8vo., 2:. 6d.

BRIAN FITz-COUNT. A Story of Wal

lingford Castle and Dorchester Abbey.

Cr. 8vo., 2:. 6d.

Lang.—WorkseditedbyANDREW LANG.

THE BLUE FAIRY BOOK. With 138

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6:.

THE RED FAIRY BOOK. With 100

Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 6:.

THE GREEN FAIRY BOOK. With 101

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6:.

THE YELLOW FAIRY BOOK. \lVith 104

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6:.

THE BLUE POETRY BOOK. With 100

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6:.

THE BLUE POETRY BOOK. School

Edition, without Illustrations. Fcp.

8vo., 2:. 611.

THE TRUE STORY BOOK. With 66

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 0:.

  

Lang.—-Works edited byANDREW LANG

-—continuea'.

THE RED TRUE STORY BOOK. With

100 Illustrations. Crown Bvo., 6:.

Meade.—-Works by L. T. MEADE.

DADDY'S BOY. Illustrated. Crown

8vo., 3:. 6d.

DEB AND THE DUCHEss.

Crown 8vo., 3:. 61!.

THE BERESFORD PRIZE.

3:. 6d.

Molesworth.—Worlts by Mrs. MOLES

WORTH.

SILVERTHORNS. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo., 5:.

NEIGHBOURS. Illus. Crown 8vo., 2:. 6d.

Stevenson.—A CHILD'S GARDEN OF

VERSES. By ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

Small l'cp. 8vo., 5:.

Upton.—THE ADVENTURES OF Two

DUTCH DOLLS AND A ‘ GOLLIWOGG'.

Illustrated by FLORENCE K. UPTON,

with Words by BERTHA UPTON. With

31 Coloured Plates and numerous Illus

trations in the Text. Oblong 4t0., 6:.

Wordsworth—THE SNOW GARDEN,

and other Fairy Tales for Children. By

ELIZABETH WORDSWORTH. With Il

lustrations by TREVOR HADDON. Cr

8vo., 5:.

Illustrated.

Crown 8vo.,
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Longmans’ Series of Books for Girls.

Crown 8vo., price 2:. 6d. each

ATELIER (THE) DU LYs: or an Art

Student in the Reign of Terror.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

MADEMOISELLE MORI.

THAT CHILD.

UNDER A CLOUD.

THE FIDDLER or LUGAU.

A CHILD OF THE REVOLUTION.

HESTER'S VENTURE.

IN THE OLDEN TIME.

THE YOUNGER SISTER.

THE THIRD MIss ST. QUENTIN. By

Mrs. MOLESWORTH.

THE PALACE IN THE GARDEN. Illus

trated. By Mrs. MOLESWORTH.

ATHERSTONE PRIORY. By L. N. COMYN.

THE STORY or A SPRING MORNING, &c.

By Mrs. MOLESWORTH. Illustrated.

NEIGHBOURS. By Mrs. MOLESWORTH.

VERY YOUNG; and QUITE ANOTHER

STORY. ByJEAN INGELow.

CAN THIS BE LOVE? By Louis A. Parr.

KEITH DERAMORE. By the Author of

‘ Miss Molly‘.

SIDNEY. By MARGARET DELAND.

LAST WORDS T0 GIRLS 0N LIFE AT

SCHOOL AND AFTER SCHOOL. By

Mrs. W. GREY.

 

STRAY THOUGHTS FOR GIRLS. By

LUCY H. M. SOULSBY. 16m0.,

1:. 6d. net.

The Silver

 

Library.

CROWN 8vo. 3:. 6d.

Arnold’s (Sir Edwin) Seas and Lands.

With 71 Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Begehot's (“1.) Biographical Studies.

611'3:. .

Bagehot’sflllhmconomic Studies. 3:. 6d.

Bagehot's (“1.) Literary Studies. 3

vols. 3:. 6d. each. With Portrait.

Baker’s (Sir 5. W.) Eight Years in

Ceylon. With6Illustrntion5. 3:. 6d.

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Rifle and Hound in

Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Bering-Gould’s (Rev. 5.) Curious lyths

o! the Middle Ages. 3:. 6d.

Baring-Gould’s (Rev. 8.) Origin and

Development of Religious Belief. 2

vols. 3:. 6d. each.

Becker's (Proh)Callus: or, RomanScenes

in the Time of Augustus. Illus. 3:. 6:1.

Becker's (Prot.) Charioles: or, Illustra

tions of the Private Life of the Ancient

Greeks. Illustrated. 3:. 6d.

Bent’s (J. T.) The Ruined Cities of In

shosnland: being a Record of Ex

cavation and Exploration in r891.

With 1r7 Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Brassey’s (Lady) A Yoyage in the‘ Sun

beam ’. With 66 Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Clodd's (22.) Story of Creation: a Plain

Account of Evolution. With 77 Illus

trations. 3:. 6d.

Conybeare (ReY. W. J.) and Henson's

(Very Rev. J. 8.) Life and Epistles at

St. Peul. 46 Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Dou‘el'i's (L.) Beggars All; a Novel. 3:.6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) Micah Clarke : a Tale

of Monmouth's Rebellion. IO Illus.

3:. 6d.

Doyle’s (A. Conan) The Captain of the

Polestar, and other Tales. 3:. 6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) The Refugees: A

Tale of The Huguenots. With

25 Illustrations. 3:. 64'.

EACH VOLUME.

Froude’s (J. A.) Short Studies on Great

Subjects. 4 vols. 3:. 6d. each.

Froude‘s (J. A.) Cmsar: a Sketch. 3:. 6d.

Froude’s (J. A.) Thomas Carlyle: a

History of his Life.

1795-1835. 2 vols. 7:.

1834-188r. 2 vols. 7:.

Froude’s (J. A.) The Two Chiefs of Dun

boy: an Irish Romance of the Last

Century. 3:. 6d.

Iroude‘s (J. A.) The History of England,

from the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat

of the Spanish Armada. 12 vols.

3:. 6d. each.

Fronde’s (J. A.) The English in Ireland.

3 vols. 10:. 6d.

Fronde’s (J. A.) The Spanish Story of

the Armada, and other Essays. 3:. 6d.

Gleig’s (Rev. G. R.) Life of the Duke of

Wellington. With Portrait. 3:. 6d.

Heggerd’l (H. R.) She: A History of

Adventure. 32 Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Allen Quatermuin.

With 20 Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Colonel Quaritch,

V.C. : a Tale of Country Life. 3:.6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Cleopatra. With 29

Full-page Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Eric Brighteyes.

With 51 Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Beatrice. 3:. 6d.

Ragga-M’s (H. R.) Allan’s Wife. With

34 Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) The Witch’s Head.

With Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Hr. Meeson’s Will.

With Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Haggard’l (H. R.) Dawn. With 16 Illus

trations. . 6d.

Haggard'l (H. R.) and Lang’s (L) The

World's Desire. With 27 Illus. 3:. 6d.
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The Silver Library—[on iz'nued.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Nada the Lily. With

Illustrationsby C. H. M. KERR. 3:. 6d.

Harte’s (Bret) In the Carquinez Woods,

and other Stories. 3:. 6d.

Helmholtz’s(Hermann Yon) Popular Lec

tures on Scientific Subjects. “(hit 68

Woodcuts. 2 vols. 3:. 60’. each.

Hornung‘s (E. W.) The Unbidden Guest.

6d3:. ..

Howitt’s (“7.) Visits to Remarkable

Places. 80 Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Jefl’eries’(R.)The Story of My Heart: My

Autobiography. With Portrait. 3:. 6d.

Jefleries' (R.) Field and Hedgerovr.

\Vith Portrait. 3:. 611'.

Jaiieries’ (R.) Red Deer. 17 Illus. 3:. 6d,

Jefleries’ (R.) Wood Magic: a Fable.

3:. 6d.

Jeiieries’ (R. The Toiiers oi the Field.

With Portrait from the Bust in Salis

bury Cathedral. 3:. 6d.

Knight’s(E.F.)The Cruise of the‘llerte’:

a Search for Treasure on the Desert

Island of Trinidad. 2 Maps and 23

Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Knight’s (E. F.) ,Where Three Empires

Meet: a Narrative of Recent Travel in

Kashmir, Western Tibet. etc. With

a Map and 54 Illust. 3:. 6d.

Lang’s (L) Angling Sketches.

3:. 6d.

Lang‘s (L) Custom and Myth: Studies

of Early Usage and Belief. 3:. 6d.

Lees (J. A.) and Clutterbuck's (W.J.)B.C.

1887, A Ramble in British Columbia.

With Maps and 75 Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Macaulay’s (Lord) Essays and Lays of

Ancient Rome. With Portrait and

Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

lacleod’s (H. D.) The Elements of Bank

ing. 3:. 6d.

Marshman’s (J. C.) Memoirs oi' Sir Henry

Havelock. 3:. 611.

Max Muller's (E2) India, what can it

teach us? 3:. 6d.

Max Miller’s (F.) Introduction to the

Science of Religion. 3:. 6d.

20 Illus.

Cookery, Domestic Management, 810.

Acton—MODERN COOKERY. By ELIZA

ACTON. With 150 Woodcuts. Fcp.

8vo., 4:. 6d.

Bun—“(mks by THOMAS BULL, M.D.

HINTS T0 MOTHERS ON THE MANAGE

MENT OF THEIR HEALTH DURING

THE PERIOD OF PREGNANCY. Fcp.

8vo., 1:. 6d.

THE MATERNAL MANAGEMENT OF

CHILDREN IN HEALTH AND DISEASE.

Fcp. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

 
Merlvale’s (Dean) History of the Romans

under the Empire. 8 vols. 3:. 60’. ea.

Mill‘s (J. S.) Political Economy. 3:. 6d.

Mill’s (J. S.) System at Logic. 3:. 6d.

Mllner’s (Geo.) Country Pleasures. 3:. 6d.

Hansen’s (F.) The First Crossing of

Greenland. With Illustrations and

a Map. 3:. 6d.

Phillipps-Wolley’s (C.) Snap: a Legend

of the Lone Mountain. With 13

Illustrations. 3:.6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) The Orbs Around Us.

Essays on the Moon and Planets,

Meteors and Comets, the Sun and

Coloured Pairs of Suns. 3:. 6d.

Proctor’s (R. A.) The Expense of Heaven.

Essays on the Wonders of the Firma~

ment. 3:. 6d.

Proctor’s (R. A.) Other Worlds than

Ours. 3:. 6d.

Proctor’s (R. A.) Rough Ways made

Smooth. 3:. 6d.

Proctor’s (R. A.) Pleasant Ways in

Science. 3:. 6d.

Proctor’s (R. A.) Myths and Marvels

of Astronomy. 3:. 611'.

Proctor’s(R. A.) Nature Studies. 3:. 6d.

Rossetti’s (Maria. F.) A Shadow of Dante:

an Essay towards studying Himself,

his World and his Pilgrimage. 3:. 6d.

Smith's (R. Bosworth) Carthage and the

Cartheginians. 3:.6d.

Stanley’s (Bishop) Familiar History of

Birds. 160 Illustrations. 3:. 6(1'.

Stevenson (Robert Louis)and Osbourne's

(Lloyd) The Wrong Box. 3:. 611.

Stevenson (Robt. Louis) and Stevenscn’s

(FannyvandeCrift)MoreNewArab‘rm

Rights—The Dynamiter. 3:. 6d.

Weymen’s (Stanley J.) The House of

the Wolf: :1 Romance. 3:. 6d.

Wood's (Rev. J. C.) Petland Revisited.

With 33 Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Wood‘s (Rev. J. G.) Strange Dwellings.

\Vith 60 Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

Wood’s (Rev. J. 6.) Out of Doors. 11

Illustrations. 3:. 6d.

De Salim—Works by Mrs. DE SALIS.

CAKES AND CONFECTIONS A LA MODE.

Fcp. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

DOGS: a Manual for Amateurs.

8vo., 1:. 6d.

DRESSED GAME AND POULTRY A LA

MODE. Fcp. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

DRESSED VEGETABLES A LA MODE.

Fcp. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

DRINKS A LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

ENTREES A LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

Fcp.
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Cookery, Domestic Management, &c.—continued.

De Salis.——Works by Mrs. DE SALIs

continued.

FLORAL DECORATIONS. Fcp. 8vo. , 1:. 6d.

GARDENING A LA MODE. Part I.

Vegetables, 1:. 611.; Part II. Fruits,

1:. 0d.

NATIONAL VIANDs A LA MODE. Fcp.

8vo., Is. 611.

NEW-LAID EGGS: Hints for Amateur

Poultry Rearei's. Fcp. 8vo., Is. 6d.

OYSTERS A LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

PUDDINGs AND PASTRY A LA MODE.

Fcp. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

SAVOURIESALA MODE. Fog. 8vo.,1:. 6d.

SOUPS AND DRESSED FISH A LA MODE.

Fcp. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

SWEETS AND SUPPER DISHES A LA

MODE. Fcp. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

TEMPTING DISHES FOR SMALL IN

COMES. Fcp. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

WRINKLES AND NOTIONS FOR EVERY

HOUSEHOLD. Cr. 8vo., 1:. 6d.

 

Lear.—MAIGRE COOKERY. By H. L.

SIDNEY LEAR. 16mo., 2:.

Poole.—C00KERY FOR THE DIABETIC

By W. H. and Mrs. POOLE. With

Preface by Dr. PAVY. Fcp. 8vo., 2:. 64'.

Walker.—Worlcs by JANE H. WALKER,

L.R.C.P.

A HANDBOOK FOR MOTHERS: being

Simple Hints to Women on the

Management of their Health during

Pregnancy and Confinement, together

with Plain Directions as to the Care

of Infants. Cr. 8vo., 2:. 6d.

A BoOK FOR EVERY WOMAN. Part 1.

The Management of Children in

Health and out of Health. Crown

8vo., 2:. 612'.

Miscellaneous and Critical Works.

Allingham.—VARIETIES IN PROSE.

By WILLIAM ALLINGHAM. 3 vols. Cr.

8vo, I8:. (Vols. I and 2, Rambles, by

PATRICIUS WALKER. Vol. 3, Irish

Sketches, etc.)

Armstrong—ESSAYS AND SKETCHES.

By EDMUNDJARMSTRONG. Fcp.8vo.,5:.

Bagehot.—LITERARY STUDIES. By

WALTER BAGEHOT. With Portrait.

3 vols. Crown 8vo., 3:. 611. each.

Baring-Gould.-—CURIOUS MYTHS OF

THE MIDDLE AGES. By Rev. S.

BARING-GOULD. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

Battye.—PICTURES IN PROSE OF

NATURE, WILD SPORT, AND HUMBLE

LIFE. By AUBYN TREVOR BATTYE,

F. L.S., F.Z.S. Crown 8vo., 6:.

Baynes.—SIIAKESPEARE STUDIES, AND

OTHER ESSAYS. By the late THOMAS

SPENCER BAYNES, LL.B., LL.D.

With a biographical Preface by Prof.

LEWIS CAMPBELL. Crown 8vo., 7:. 6d.

Boyd (‘A. K. H. B.’).—Works by

A. K. H. BOYD, D.D., LL.D.

And see MISCELLANEOUS THEOLO

GICAL WORKS,p.24.

AUTUMN HOLIDAYS OF A COUNTRY

PARSON. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

COMMONPLACE PHILOSOPHER. Crown

8vo., 3:. 6:1.

CRITICAL ESSAYS OF A COUNTRY

PARSON. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

EAST COAST DAYS AND MEMORIES.

Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

 
Boyd (‘ A. K. H. B.’).—Works by A.

K. H. BOYD, D.D., LL.D.—continued.

LANDSCAPES, CHURCHES AND MORA

LITIES. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

LEISURE HOURS IN TOWN.

8vo., 3:. Od.

LESSONS OFMIDDLEAGE. Cr.8vo.,3:.6d

OUR LITTLE LIFE. Two Series. Cr.

8vo., 3:. 6d. each.

OUR HOMELYCOMEDY: ANDTRAGEDY.

Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

RECREATIONS OF A COUNTRY PARSON.

Three Series. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d. each.

Also First Series. Popular Ed. 8vo., 6d.

Crown

Butler.—Works by SAMUEL BUTLER.

EREWHON. Cr. 8vo., 5:.

THE FAIR HAVEN. A Work in Defence

of the Miraculous Element in our

Lord’s Ministry. Cr. 8vo., 7:. 6d.

LIFE AND HABIT. An Essay after a

Completer View of Evolution. Cr.

8vo., 7:. 6d

EVOLUTION, OLD AND NEw. Cr. 8vo.,

10:. 6d.

ALPS AND SANCTUARIES 0F PIEDMONT

AND CANTON TICINO. Illustrated.

Pott4to., 10:.611.

LUCK, OR CUNNING, AS THE MAIN

MEANS OF ORGANIC MODIFICATION?

Cr. 8vo., 7:. 611.

EX VOTo. An Account of the Sacro

Monte or New Jerusalem at Varallo

Sesia. Crown 8vo., 10:. 6d.
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Miscellaneous and Critical Works—ronlz'nued.

Gwilt.——AN ENCYCLOP/EDIA 0E ARCHI

TECTURE. By JOSEPH GWILT, F.S.A.

Illustrated with more than 1100 Engrav

ings on Wood. Revised (1888), with

Alterations and Considerable Additions

by WYATT PAPWORTH. 8vo., £2 12:. 6d.

Jefi‘eries.—Works by R. JEEFERIES.

FIELD AND HEDGEROW: last Essays.

With Portrait. Crown 8vo., 3:. 611.

THE STORY OF MY HEART: With

Portrait and New Preface by C. I.

LONGMAN. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

RED DEER. 17 Illusts. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

THE TOILERS OF THE FIELD. With

Portrait. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

WOOD MAGIC. With Frontispiece and

Vignette by E. V. B. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

THOUGHTS FROM THE WRITINGS or

RICHARD JEEPERIES. Selected by

H. S. HOOLE WAYLEN. 16mo.,3:. 6d.

JOhnBOIl.—THE PATENTEE'S MANUAL:

a Treatise on the Law and Practice of

Letters Patent. By J. & J. H. JOHN

SON, Patent Agents, &c. 8vo., 10:. 6d.

Lang—Works by ANDREW LANG.

LETTERS TO DEAD AUTHORS. Fcp.

8vo., 2:. 6d. net.

LETTERS ON LITERATURE. Fcp. 8vo.,

2:. 6d. net.

BOOKS AND BOOKMEN. With 19

Illustrations. Fcp. 8vo., 2:. 61!. net.

OLD FRIENDS. Fcp. 8vo., 2:. 6d. net.

COCK LANE AND COMMON SENSE.

Fcp. 8vo., 6:. 61!. net.

Laurie.~HISTORICAL SURVEY OF PRE

CHRISTIAN EDUCATION. By S. S.

LAURIE, A.M., LL.D. Crown 8vo., 12:.

Leonard—THE CAMEL: Its Uses and

Management. By Major ARTHUR GLYN

LEONARD. Royal 8vo., 21:. net.

Macfarren.—LECTURESON HARMONY.

By Sir GEO. A. MACEARREN. 8vo., tar.

Max Miiller.—Works by F. MAR

MiiLLER.

INDIA; WHAT CAN IT TEACH Us ? Cr.

8vo., 3:. 6d.

CHIPS FROM A GERMAN WORKSHOP.

Vol. 1., Recent Essays and Addresses.

Cr. 8vo., 6s. 6d. net.

Vol. II., Biographical Essays.

8vo., 6:. 6d. net.

Vol. III.. Essays on Language and

Literature. Cr. 8vo.. 6:. 6d. net.

Vol. IV., Essays on Mythology and

Folk Lore. Crown 8vo., 8:. 6d.

Cr.

 Milner.—Works by GEORGE MILNER.

COUNTRY PLEASURES ; the Chronicle of

a Year chiefly In a Garden. Cr. 8vo.,

3:. 6d.

STUDIES OF NATURE ON THE COAST

OF ARRAN. With Illustrations by

W. NOELJOHNSON. Cr.8vo.,6:.6d. net.

Poore.—ESSAYS ON RURAL HYGIENE.

By GEORGE VIVIAN POORE, M.D.,

F.R.C.P. With 13 Illustrations. Cr.

8vo., 6:. 6d.

Proctor.—-Works by R. A. PROCTOR.

STRENGTH AND HAPPINESS. With 9

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 5:.

STRENGTH: How to get Strong and

keep Strong, with Chapters on Row

ing and Swimming, Fat, Age, and the

Waist. Withg Illus. Cr. 8v0, 2:.

RichaI'dSOIl.—NATIONAL HEALTH.

A Review of the Works of Sir Edwin

Chadwick, K.C.B. By Sir B. W.

RICHARDSON, M. D. Cr. 8vo., 4:. 6d.

Rossetti—A SHAnow 0F DANTE ; be

ing an Essay towards studying Himself,

his World, and his Pilgrimage. By

MARIA FRANCESCA ROSSETTI. Cr.

8vo., 10:. 6d. Cheap Edition, 3:. 6d.

SolovyofiZ—A MODERN PRIESTEss OE

ISIS (MADAME BLAVATSKY). Abridged

and Translated on Behalf of the Society

for Psychical Research from the Russian

of VSEVOLOD SERGYEEVICH SOLOVYFF.

By WALTER LEAF, Litt. D. With

Appendices. Crown 8vo., 6:.

Stevens—ON THE STOWAGE or SHIPS

AND THEIR CARGOES. With Informa

tion regarding Freights, Charter»Partics,

&c. By ROBERT WHITE STEVINS,

Associate Member of the Institute of

Naval Architects. 8vo. 21:.

Van Dyke.--ATEXT~BOOK OF THE HIs

TORY OF PAINTING. By IOHN C. VAN

DYKE, of Rutgers College, U.S. With

Frontispiece and 109 Illustrations in the

Text. Crown 8vo., 6:.

West—WILLS, AND How NOT TO

MAKE THEM. With a Selection of

Leading Cases. By B. B. WEST. Fcp.

8vo., 2:. 6d.
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Miscellaneous Theological Works.

2* For Church offinglana' and Roman Cat/1011': I’VE/3‘33 :ee MESSRS. LONGMANS & CO.’S

Spezz'al Catalogucm

Balf0111'.——THE FOUNDATIONS OF BE

LIKE; being Notes lntooductory to the

Study of Theology. By the Right Hon.

ARTHUR]. BALFOUR, M. P. 8vo.,12:. 6d.

Boyd.—\Vorks by A. K. H. BOYD, D. D.

COUNSEL AND COMFORT FROM A CITY

PULPIT. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

SUNDAY AFTERNOONS IN THE PARISH

CHURCH OF A SCOTTISH UNIVERSITY

CITY. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

CHANGED ASPECTS OF UNCHANGED

TR UTHS. Crown 8vo., 3:. 6d.

GRAVER THOUGHTS OF A COUNTRY

PARSON. Three Series. Crown 8vo.,

3:. 6d. each.

PRESENT DAY THOUGHTS. Crown 8vo. ,

3: 6d

SEASIDE MUSINGS. Cr. 8vo., 3:. 6d.

‘ To MEET THE DAY ’ through the

Christian Year ; being a Text of Scrip

ture, with an Original Meditation and

a Short Selection in Verse for Every

Day. Crown 8vo., 4:. 6d.

OCCASIONAL AND IMMEMORIAI. DAYS.

Cr. 8vo., 7:. 6d.

De La. Saussaye.—A MANUAL OF

THE SCIENCE OF RELIGION. By Prof.

CHANTEPIE DE LA SAUSSAYE. Crown

8vo.. 12:. 6d.

Kalisch.—Worl<s by M. M. KAI.ISCI-I.

BIBLE STUDIES. Part I. The Pro

phecies of Balaam. 8vo., 10:. 6d. Part

II. The Book of]onah. 8vo., 10:. 6d.

COMMENTARYON THE OLD TESTAMENT:

with a new 'l'ranslation. Vol. I.

Genesis. 8vo., 18:. Oradapted for the

General Reader. Izr. Vol. II. Exodus.

15:. Or adapted for the General

Reader. 12:. Vol. III. Leviticus, Part

I. 15:. Or adapted for the General

Reader. 8:. Vol. IV. Leviticus, Part

II. 15:. Or adapted for the General

Reader. 8:.

Martineau.—Works by JAMES MAR

TINEAU, D.D., LL.D.

HOURS OF THOUGHT ON SACRED

THINGS: Sermons. 2Vols. Crown

8vo., 7:. 60!. each.

ENDEAVOURS AFTER THE CHRISTIAN

LIFE. Discourses. Cr. 8vo., 7:. 611.

THE SEAT or AUTHORITY IN RELIGION.

8vo., 14:.

ESSAYS, REVIEWS, AND ADDRESSES. 4

Vols. Crown 8vo., 7:. 6:1. each. 1.

Personal; Political. ll. Ecclesiastical ;

Historical. III. Theological; l’hilo

sophical. IV. Academical; Religious.

HOME PRAYERS, with Two Services for

Macdonald.—Works by GEORGE MAC~

DONALD, LL.D.

UNSPOKEN SERMONS. Three Series.

Crown 8vo., 3:. 611. each.

THE MIRACLES OF OUR LORD. Crown

8vo., 3:. 60'.

A BOOK OF STRIPE, IN THE FORM OF

THE DIARY OF AN OLD SOUL: Poems

18mo., 6:.

Max Mullen—Works by F. MAX

MULLER.

HIBBERT LECTURES ON THE ORIGIN

AND GROWTH OF RELIGION, as illus

trated by the Religions of India.

Crown 8vo., 7:. 6d. '

INTRODUCTION TO THE SCIENCE OF.

RELIGION : Four Lectures delivered at

the ROVal Institution. Cr. 8vo.,3:. 6d.

NATURAL RELIGION. The Gifford

Lectures, delivered before the Uni

versity of Glasgow in 1888. Cr. 8vo.,

10s. 6d.

PHYSICAL RELIGION. The Gifford

Lectures, delivered before the Uni

versity of Glasgow in 1890. Cr. 8vo.,

10:. 6d.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL RELIGION. The Gif

ford Lectures, delivered before the

University of Glasgow in 1891. Cr.

8vo., 10:. 6d.

'I‘HEOSOPHY OR PSYCHOLOGICAL RELI

GION. The Gifford Lectures, delivered

before theUniversity OfGlasgow in1892.

Cr. 8vo., 10:. 611'.

THREE LECTURES ON THE VEDANTA

PHILOSOPHY, delivered at the Royal

Institution in March, 1894. 8vo., 5:.

PhillipS.—THE TEACHING or THE VE

DAS. What Light does it Throw on the

Origin and Development of Religion?

ByMAURICE PHILLIPS, London Mission,

Madras. Crown 8vo., 6:.

Romanes.—THOUGI-ITS ON RELIGION.

By the late GEORGE J. ROMANES, author

of ‘Durn'in and After Darn'in,’ &c.

Crown 8v0, 4:. 611'.

SUPERNAFURAL RELIGION : an

Inquiry into the Reality of Divine Revela

tion. 3vols. 8vo., 36:.

REPLY (A')TO DR. LlGHTFOO‘l"S EssAvs.

By the Author of ‘Supernatural Re~

ligion ’. 8vo., 6:.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING To ST. PETER:

a Study. By the Author of ‘Super

natural Religion’. 8vo.. 6r.

Thom.—A SPIRITUAL FAITH. Ser

mons. By JOHN HAMILTON TIIOM.

With a Memorial Prefaze by JAMES

MARTINEAU, D.D. With Portrait.

 

Public Worship. Crovm 8vo. 3:. 6d.

sumo—"I95

Crown 8vo. 5:.
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